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ANDACTS
ANDTHEIR ROLESIN THE.GOSPELS
WOMEN
by
Ben Witherin#bn

B. A.. , M. DiV..

III',

Absti, act
is an exegetical survey of the passages in the Gospels
and Acts that reveal the attitudes of Jesus and/or the Gospel writers
about womenand their roles, Or indicate what roles womenactually
This thesis

assumed in Jesus' community during His earthly career and after His
Ascension. After discussing in chapter one the roles womenhad in
various non-Christian settings in the first
century Mediterranean
world for the purpose of historical
comparison, chapter two examines
in the New Testament for
matters of historical
method and criticism
the purpose of establishing a means of approaching the relevant data
in the Gospels and Acts. Chapters-three and four discuss Jesus' attitudes toward womenand their roles as they are reflected in His words
and deeds. Evidence is produced to. show that Jesus stood in contrast
to His immediate Jewish surroundings and, to a lesser extent, to the
views of the predominant Graeco-Romanculture in His attitudes about
fully in the
a woman's word of witness, and her rights to participate
religious community and to be judged on equal terms with men in regard
to her sins and her need for salvation.
Jesus' rejection of sexual
discrimination,
of Old Testamental and rabbinic laws concerning uncleanness, of divorce, and of the duty of men to marry and procreate,
of the higher. claims of the family of faith over
and His affirmation
the physical family, gave womena more secure place in marriage and
an opportunity to choose roles other than wife and rhother.. Evidence
is produced to show that Luke and, to a lesser extent, the other Evangelists are interested in advocating the equality of male and female
audiences by using male-female parallelism and male-female
role reversal, and by presenting certain womenin a favorable light
at the expense of certain men. Chapters five and six explore the
roles played by Jesus' female followers in His pre- and post- Resurto their

rection community and the portrayal
for the Evangelists' audiences.

of these womenas model disciples
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CHAPTERI:

WOMENIN THE CULTURESOF THE MEDITERRANEAN
WORLD

INTRODUCTION
Whenone embarks on a major discussion 'of womenand their roles
in the Gospels and Acts, it soon becomes apparent that the necessary
prolegomenon to such a discussion is an examination of the roles women
actually did take in the various cultures to which the Gospel message
is
in
it
A.
D.
Since
this thesis
proposed
century
to examine primarily Jesus' attitudes about womenand their roles,
and the Evangelists' views on these matters, this necessitates a
discussion of womenand their roles not only in Palestine, but also in

came in the first

five documents of the NT probably were
the areas to which the first
sent; i. e., the Mediterranean region from north of Palestine to Rome.
issues
in
to
be
limited
This investigation
scope
certain
major
must
or areas that shed light on the portion of the NT material under discussion - 1) womenand their roles in marriage and the family;
3) womenand their roles as
2) womenand their roles in religion;
It will be assumed that general
witnesses, teachers, and leaders.
in
the Mediterranean world
toward
their
roles
women
and
attitudes
2
indicated by others.
during the NT era hav'e been sufficiently
Womenand Their Roles in Palestine
In attempting to discuss first
century Palestinian Jewish women,
the problem of dating the possibly relevant material-immediately
confronts us. A considerable amount of material in the rabbinic literature

A.

is of an unknown date, since it is not identified
with a particular
rabbi or school. Thus, this essay relies primarily on Mishnaic inforin existence before the Misnah's codification
mation which was certainly
around A. D. 200. Material from the Talmuds and Midrashes are used
when they seem to summarize attitudes that prevailed throughout the
3
The Mishnaic material must, of course, be
era of rabbinic Judaism.
handled with care, but since in many instances it presents actual
situations and issues (not merely hypothetical ones), and since even
in the purely 'academic' debates it often reflects actual attitudes
with which we are vitally
concerned, it is not inappropriate to use
In any case, the material presented here has been
such material.
selected as 'typical'
of a way of thinking among Jewish leaderý and
Thus,
rabbis from before Jesus' day through the Amoraic period.
without glossing over crucial differences,
we may expect our material,

(s

2

the NT era, to give
us a reasonably clear glimpse of attitudes about womenin Jesus' day
is
is
His
That
this
not
an
countrymen.
unreasonable expectation
among
shown time and again when the attitudes found in such texts as Lk 24-11

even if

it

originates

from a period somewhat after

and Jn 4.9,27 are also found in Josephus, Philo,
4
the Mishnah and Talmuds of various dates.

and material

from

1)''Womeh and Their Roles in Marriage and the Family
doubt that the family was almost the exclusive
There can be little
sphere of influence for Jewish womenin the first century A. D.
in
the Mishnah under the
A glance at the titles
the
subdivisions
of
heading Nashim (Yebamoth, Ketuboth, Nedarim, Nazir, Sotah, Gittin,
to us that womenwere only of importance legally
to the rabbis in the, areas of marriage and divorce, inheritance and
heredity, and the extremes of holiness (vows)-and unholiness (Sotah).
A woman's sphere of influence or importance in the legal sense was
to her
confined to her connection to her family, her faithfulness
5
husband, and her domestic responsibilities.
This limiting
of a
Kiddushin)

indicates

to Jewish marital
woman's spýere of influence is partly attributed
customs of that day. One must bear in mind the extraordinary patria
potestas a father had over his daughter, and a husband-over his wife.
betrothal,
The laws of inheritance,
and divorce were heavily biased in
the male's favor with only a few checks and balances (such as the
wife. 's ketubah, and a daughter's right of maintenance). A womanwas
passed from a father to her husband's sphere of authority usually withSince a womanchanged families when she married,
out being consulted.
she could not be expected to preserve the family name or keep property
For this reason, the laws stated that she was
in the same family.
6
That
entitled to maintenance rather than inheritance in most cases.
R. Ishmael can bemoan the poverty of Israel's womenis perhaps an

7

of how hard and rare it was for a womanto inherit property.
While a girl was underage she had no right to her own possessions,
8
and the fruit of her labor or anything she found belonged to her father.
If she was violated,
compensation money for the indignity was paid to
9
An underage daughter could not refuse a marriage arrangethe father.
ment made by her father, though she could express her wish to stay in
10
the home until puberty.
She could, however, refuse any arrangement
made by her mother or brothers after her father's death and before
she was 1212.11 Once she was of age she could not be betrothed against
indication

3

12

like a Gentile slave, could be obtained by inter13
Considering the early age of betrothals and
course, money, or writ.
marriages, it would be rare indeed for a womanto have acquired an
inheritance prior to marriage or to have refused a marital arrangement
her will.

A wife,

made by her family.
I
Though a womanusually had to be paid her ketubah even if the
14
husband went into debt,
this requirement was not as strict
as it
might have been since a womancould be put away without her ketubah on
15
Further, we are told that a woman's ketubah is to
certain grounds.
16
A woman's security in her
be paid out of the poorest land one had.
further by the fact that the husband
husband's family was attenuated
This
could divorce her if she caused an 'impediment' to the marriage.
18
17
Unlike the case with a man,
privilege was not extended to the wife.
a womancould be divorced without her consent for reasons ranging from
(School
(School
burning
to
Shammai),
a
meal
of Hillel),
of
unchastity only
19
to finding another fairer than one's own wife (R. Akiba).
A wife's security was threatened in some cases by the fact that
polygamy was permitted in Tannaitic times as it was in the OT. S.
Lowy draws the following

after

an extensive

survey:
but this may
1) some sources presuppose a polygamist state of affairs,
20
be purely academic legislation
as was commonin the Mishnah;
"I am not
2) the Targum to Ruth 4.6 based on a Midrash says explicity,
conclusions

permitted to marry another", but this may reflect a minority opinion
and may be late Amoraic material; 3) the polygamy of the royal families,
4) Tosephta Yebamoth
such as Herod's, is not to be taken as typical;
1.10,13 says that high priests in Jerusalem had rival wives, but this
is likely an instance of Levirate marriage (which is a form of polygamy,
5) the brother of R. Gamaliel
though due to a relative's
childlessness);
took a second wife because the first was barren; 6) The Babylonian Talmud.
source pointing to widespread polygamy and in
reveals no significant
'she of the
fact much of the terminology used for marriage ('pairing',
21
7) possibly
house') intimates that monogamywas the normal practice;
rabbis insisted on the legal rights of having more than one wife because
various related religious groups (Christians and possibly Qumranites)
insisted

that monogamywas the only legitimate biblical
practice;
8) thus, it is likely that monogamyfor economic and moral reasons was
the ruling practice, but that polygamy did exist in both Tannaitic and
22
Amoraic times as more than a technical possibility.
In fact, the
Mishnah records cases of and rules for a man betrothed to two women,
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23

Thus, the threat of lost
and there is no dispute over the issue.
security because of polygamy did exist for some Jewish womenin
There were
rabbinic Judaism, however seldom it may have been realized.
always some rabbis who for theological and moral reasons objected to
24
polygamy.
it would be wrong to assume that
In spite of these limitations,
in Jesus' era. The rabbinic
a Jewish womanhad no respect or right
,s
literature
in various places the OT maxim that the mother
reiterates
25
is to be honored equally with the father.
The commandto honor
piety, and since in Exod
and mother was the epitome of filial
20.12 the father is mentioned first,
while in Lev 19.3 the mother
it was deduced that they were to be revered equally, indeed
comes first,
26
The Talmud instructs a man to love his
revered as God is revered.
27
While normally
wife as himself and to respect her more than himself.
it was the man or the man's family who initiated
the betrothal process,
father

in
a womanis said to be able to betroth a man on her own initiative
28
some circumstances.
In the family, the wife's duties involved grinding flour, baking
bread, washing clothes, breast-feeding the children for 18-24 months,
29
preparing her husband's cup, and
making the bed, working in wool,
30
The extent of a wife's household
washing his face, hands, and feet.
duties depended on how many servants she brought with her. If she
brought four bondwomenshe may sit all day in her chair, though R.
said that no matter how many servants she brought she still
31
had to work in wool.
R. Johanan b. Baroka said that the commandment
to be fruitful
and multiply was incumbent on the womanas well as the
Usually we
man, though this undoubtedly was not the majority opinion.
32
read that this commandmentwas required of the man alone.
Eliezer

The husband's duties were equally extensive.
A man had an obligation to provide for his wife, whereas he had a choice as to whether
33
Thus, a wife was not treated
or not he would provide for his slaves.
The marriage contract bound the husband to provide food,
as property.
34
clothing, and material needs for his wife,
and a womancould demand
these things before a court.
A husband's responsibilities
also included
fulfilling
his connubial duty, redeeming his wife from captivity,
and
35
Unlike a man, a womanwas said to have a right
providing shelter.
36
to sexual pleasure.
The School of Hillel
said that a man had not
fulfilled
Gen 1.28 until he had both a son and a daughter - the School
37
It was i
of Shammaisaid that two sons would fulfill
one's duty.
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rare for a father to prefer his daughters considering the importance
of a son to a Jew who wished to preserve and pass on his name and
that R. Hisda once said, "Daughters
heritage.
Thus, it is significant
38
are dearer to me than sons. ,
39
With rare exceptions, a womancould not divorce her husband,
long
his
divorce
husband
so
as
practically
at
will
wife
could
while a
he could afford to pay the ketubah. There were, however, situations
divorce.
husband
If
in
a
a
could
precipitate
she
which
and ways
impotent,
had
the
to
an unpleasant
was
marriage,
consummate
refused
if
he
to
was
support,
or
provide
was unable
occupation,
to be separated from her for a long time, then she could sue for divorce
40
in the courts.
A womancould leave her husband and return to her
41
Though
in
divorce
home,
thus
cases.
most
a
parents'
precipitating
divorce
formula
the
t
whicH
of
a womannormally could no pronounce
finalized
the act, she was able to write her own bill of divorce and
42
depended on her.
Thus, while technically
its validity
only a husband
had leprosy,

if
bill
divorce,
initiate
written specionly
valid
was
a
and
a
could
43
fically
for the woman, a womanhad means of legally precipitating
It should be added that divorce was
the dissolUtion of a marriage.
R. Johanan interpreted
frowned upon by many, if not most, rabbis.
Mal 2.16 to mean that the man who divorces his wife is hateful to God.
R. Eliezer said that the altar sheds tears over one who divorces his
44
first wife.
M. Nedarim 9.9 makes clear that for a man to divorce
his
disgrace
his
to
dishonor
to
own charand
children,
and
wife
was
45
from
husband
impediments
legal
that
There
a
prevented
were
acter.
A man whose
himself from certain difficult
situations.
extricating
wife had lost her mental capacity after they had been married was not
allowed to divorce her, for it was feared she could not ward off
46
be
A
her
Get
illicit
not
could
womanwho could not guard
advances.
47
Finally, in Jewish law, unlike early Greek and Romanlaw,
divorced.
if
his
life
husband
to
the
take
she was an
wife
of
was
never
allowed
a
48
adulteress.
In regard to property rights, an Israelite
womanwas allowed to
hold property in her own right, as discoveries at the Dead Sea have
49
had
heirs
inherit
though
to
She
male
property,
shown.
was allowed
precedence over her. Further, a married womanof age who loses her
husband either through divorce or death (but not her misconduct) was
50
If she remarries then her property
allowed to keep her'ketubah.
remains her own, though her husband has a right

to the usufruct

of it.
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51

This was especially true of a wife's slaves.
Both the Schools of
Shammaiand Hillel
agreed that a womanmay sell or give away any of
her inherited property prior to her betrothal.
Shammaiadds that
52
R. Gamaliel says he is
she could sell it after betrothal as well.
at a loss to see why a husband should gain any right to property a
womaninherits either
rights of inheritance,
her father's

In addition to
to or after her marriage.
a womanalso had a right to 'maintenance' from
Indeed, if a man died leaving
or husband's resources.
property, his daughters had a right to maintenance
prior

only a little
before his sons could inherit,
even if this meant that the sons had
53
to go without.
This was also true of widows who remained with their
54
former husband's household.

A certain spiritual
significance was assigned to a woman's presence
or role in the home. For instance, R. Jacob says, "One who has no wife
remains without good, and without a helper, and without joy, and with55
Even more dramatic is the
out blessing, and without atonement. ,
comment by R. Phineas b. Hannah that a womanhas an atoning force not
inferior
to the altar if as a wife she remains within the domestic
56
Of a similar nature is the saying attributed
seclusion of her family.
to R. Joseph when he heard his mother's footsteps coming: "Let me arise
57
before the approach of the Shekinah (Divine presence) ,,
The spiritual
.
influence of the mother in the home perhaps is indicated by the fact
that a child was considered a Jew by the rabbis only if his mother was
58
a Jewess and regardless of his father's religious predilections.
Another indication of the rabbis' appreciation of a woman's potential.
influence is indicated by a midrash which points out that
spiritual
if a pious man married a wicked womanhe will
wicked man marries a pious woman, she will
proves that all depends on the woman."59

becomewicked, but if

make him pious.

a

"This

2)-Women and Their Roles in Religion
in the
The training which equipped Jews for participation
gogue or Temple services and, in the case of men, for religious
ship whether as a scribe, rabbi, or priest, began in the home.
debated whether and how much a womanshould teach or be taught

synaleaderIt was
Torah

even in the home.
Although R. Eliezer says that teaching one's daughter Torah is
teaching her lechery (or extravagance), his opinion is said to be a
60
Support for this verdict can be
minority one by Jewish scholars.
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found in several places.
R. b. Azzai says, "A man ought to give his
61
daughter a knowledge of the law... ,,
So too, M. Nedarim 4.3 reads,
62
he may teach Scripture to his sons and daughters ,
On
the
...
.
other hand, various negative remarks about wives cannot be ignored.
63
In one place we are told that she is not to teach her children.
This is perhaps a result of the fact that womenwere exempt from
64
Womenare said to be expected to know the holy
studying Torah.
65
language.
It was inferred from Exod 19.3 that womenaccepted
66
Torah before men.
There are'even cases, of womenbeing taught the
R. Meir's wife,
oral law and being consulted on its fine points.
67
Beruriah, is especially well-known in this regard.
Possibly the
maid servants of R. Judah the Prince received similar training,
for there are instances where they gave some scholars enlightenment
68
Imma-Shalom, sister of R.
on rare Hebrew words in the Tanak.
Gamaliel II and the wife of R. Eliezer, was prominent enough to have
69
Finally,
R.
some of her sayings recorded in Talmudic literature.
Nahman's wife was said to vex him continually
because of her expertise
70
in Halakic matters.
Though these examples are exceptional, they do
show that even when Judaism was beset with the problems of foreign
occupationý and influences, and there was a tendency to protect and
confine Jewish womenand children to preserve important traditions,
some womenwere able to become learned in both oral and written law and
tradition.
According to various texts in the Mishnah, a womanmay not be
deprived of her right to eat the Heave offering even if her husband
71
is a seducer, uncircumcised, or unclean.
Thus, she is not treated
as a sub-heading under her husband as far as this cultic practice is
concerned. Womentook Nazaritic vows in Tannaitic times, as the example
72
.
We are informed that womencould and did
of Queen Helena shows.
73
bring sacrifices;
Miriam of Palmyra is mentioned as an example.
74
Even a suspected adulteress' offering is not refused.
M. Zebahim
3.1 says that womencould legally slaughter the animals used for
75
There
sacrifice,
even those animals used for the "Most Holy Things" .
are cases recorded where womenwere allowed to lay hands on their
76
despite the fact that M. Menahoth 9.8 says they cannot.
sacrifice,
Even more significant
is that some womenwere able, with the priest's
77
A womanof priestly
aid, to wave their own meal offering.
stock had
78
in regard to the offerings.
certain priestly
rights and privileges
Womenwere obligated to light the candles at the Feast of Dedication
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because they too benefited

from the ending of the Seleucid persecution.
Though womenwere limited to their own court in the- Jerusalem Temple,
it is not certain when the practice of having special galleries for
womenin the synagogues began, though apparently they existed in
80
I
Trajan's time.
We know that such popular feasts as the Feast of
81
Tabernacles took place in the women's court.
B. T. Megillah 23a tells us that womenwere qualified to be among
the seven who read Torah, in the synagogue, though it appears that by
82
Amoraic times a.nd perhaps before that they were expected to refuse.
Further, there are no known examples of womenreading in the synagogues
83
during Jesus' time.
In the domestic observance of the Sabbath, women
the
were responsible for preparing the dough offering and lighting
84
Sabbath lamp.
Womenwere required to say the Tefillah,
the eighteen
benedictions, the table blessings, and to maintain the Mezuzah on the
85
doors of the houses.
From the above evidence we may conclude ! that at least in theory
in regard to the Jewish cult during
a woman's position and privileges
the Tannaitic and Amoraic periods differed little
from their status
OT times with two important exceptions -a separation of
and rights*in
womenand men in the Temple and synagogue was introduced after OT times,
and perhaps womenwere not allowed to read Torah in the assembly by
Tannaitic

times. The OT's high regard for women's religi'ous rights
seems to have been preserved legally in the rabbinic literature
with
86
notable exceptions.
In order to understand why a womanwas restricted
in regard to

place and function in the Temple. one must bear in mind the restrictions
of Leviticus 15. Whatever one may-think of the precepts found in
Leviticus 15, it should be clear that a womancould not be a priestess
in the cult because of the ordinance about her uncleanness during
her monthly menstrual period, and not because of rabbinic prejudices.
A priest

must be clean and holy at all times in order to offer
(Leviticus 21,22).
Further, it is because of the

the

--sacrifice
ordinances about a woman's uncleanness during her period that women
were excused from those positive ordinances of the Law which were
periodic in nature (certain feasts, daily appearance in the synagogue
to make a quorum, periodic prayer).
A womancould not be depended
upon to be ritually
clean on every occasion when these ordinances
were to be observed, and thus she could not be depended upon to fulfill
them. This is likely why we read in M. Kiddushin 1.7, "The observance
b
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of all the positive ordinances that depend on the time of year is
incumbent on men but not on women, and the observance of all positive
ordinances that do not depend on the time of year is incumbent both on
87
Thus, one should not argue or imply that it was
men and on women."
due to rabbinic prejudices that womenwere not allowed to be among
those who made up the quorum, recited the daily Shema, or made
pilgrimages to Jerusalem at the feasts of Passover, Pentecost, and
88
Tabernacles.
The evidence concerning Jewish women's roles in religion
indicates
that by and large the religious
privileges and functions they had were
those they could participate
in in-the home. The biblical
injunctions
in Leviticus 15 and its rabbinic interpretations
their
restricted
in the Temple cults and certain views about propriety
participation
appear to have taken away a woman's theoretical
right to read the
Scriptures in the synagogue even in Jesus' day.
3)-Women and Their Roles as Witnesses, Teachers, and Leaders
In regard to a woman's word of witness, her vows, or oaths, there
89
was no unified opinion among the rabbis.
For instance, a womanmay
be paid her ketubah after swearing to her claim on oath, even if she
has 'impaired' her ketubah or if a witness testifies
she already has
90
Thus, her oath carries more weight in this legal matter
received it.
than the testimony of the witness, presumably even if the witness is
a man. A woman's testimony about a death or her virginity
normally
91
is to be believed.
A woman's vow is binding on her husband's brother
92
in regard to the duty of the Levir.
M. Nedarim 11.10 gives nine
93
cases where a woman's vow is valid and binding.
This lets us know
that-women's vows were as valid as men's if the womenwere not under
the control of father or'husband, or if the father or husband did not
revoke or controvert such an oath. M. Nazir 9.1 reveals that women
are not in the same category as Gentiles or slaves in regard to
Nazaritic vows (a Gentile cannot make this vow; a slave's vow cannot
be revoked; a wife cannot be compelled to break the vow). 94 If a
womanis independent (over 1212and unmarried), neither her father nor
95
her future husband can revoke her vow.
A woman's witness is counted
equal to a man's witness in a number of cases, and though sometimes she
is differentiated
from a set group called 'witnesses',
she nonetheless
96
can give valid testimony.
Cases where a woman's uncorroborated
testimony about herself is said to be unacceptable do not militate
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against a woman's right to bear witness, since it is true of both men
and womenthat usually a second party is required to verify a state97
In view of the above evidence, and admitting that some rabbis
ment.
98
did not accept womenas valid witnesses,
it is going beyond the
evidence to say that most rabbis considered womento be liars by nature.
The evidence suggests that a woman's vow or oath generally was accepted,
and that her word carried more weight than that of Gentiles or slaves
in some cases. Thus, J. Jeremias probably is wrong in saying that a
99
In practice her word
woman's word was accepted only in rare cases.
100
was accepted even in some doubtful cases.
Apart from the role of the womanin the home in giving her
(and even this was disputed),
instruction
children some basic religious
a womanhad no educational functions except in very rare cases (for
instance, Beruriah).
There was an OT*precedent for womento be prophetesses (Jdg 4.4,2 Kg 22.14,2 Chron 34.22) and such roles may have been
assumed by a very few Jewish womenin Jesus' day (cf. Lk 2.36-38), but
the actual examples that can be produced are too few to lead us to
for the majority.
assume that this role was a realistic
possibility
There-were no 'official'
leadership roles that Jewish womencould
assume, though on occasion womenhad roles that gave them de facto
M. Ketuboth 9.4 reveals that womenwere entrusted
positions of authority.
with maintaining their husband's shops or being guardians, or even
101
The practice which became commonamong the rabbis was
creditors.
for their wives to maintain the family and business while the husband
and possibly the older son studied the Law. R. Akiba credited his
wife for his wisdom because she supported him for years while he
103
102
This was long seen as an ideal of Jewish social practice.
studied.
In conclusion, it is fair to say that a low view of womenwas
104
common, perhaps even predominant before, during, and after Jesus' era.
Since many of the positive statements about womento which we have
come from later Tannaitic and early Amoraic times, it is
conceivable that a woman's lot in Judaism improved in some ways after
the destruction of the Temple made impossible full observance of
105
On the whole, we cannot agree with R.
various precepts of the Law.
Loewe's overly favorable assessment of rabbinic Judaism's views of women.
G. F. Moore's evaluation that women's legal status in Judaism compares
referred

favorably

to other contemporary civilizations
is also questionable, as
106
On the other hand, the numerous positive statements'
we shall see.
made about womenby the rabbis reveal that many Jews had a higher view
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Jeremias
J.
Bonsirven
than
seem to indicate in their
and
women
of
107
books.
We will close this section by pointing out that there was
rabbinic Judaism, in Tannaitic times and that
no monolithic entity,
various opinions were held about womenand their roles, though it
appears that by the first
century of the Christian era a negative
It is into this environassessment was predominant among the rabbis.
ment that Jesus came and, as we shall see, not only countered the
negative evaluations of women, but also endorsed and extended women's
rights beyond the positive evaluations we have mentioned.
Womenand Their Roles in Greece, Macedonia, Asia Minor, and Egypt
Since it is possible that Luke-Acts was directed to an audience
108
in Achaia,
and that John was directed to an audience in Asia Minor
or even Egypt, and since we are dealing with womenliving in Philippi
(Ac 16.11 ff. ), a few points should be mentioned about women's
B.

familial,

religious,
and legal roles in Greece, Macedonia, Asia Minor,
framework which was present
and Egypt. Within the general patriarchal
to a greater or lesser extent in all of Greece's city-states
and
colonies from Homeric times through the age of the Romanempire, one
of roles and views of womenthat goes beyond the
confines of rabbinic Judaism. There was a great deal of difference,
however, between being a womanin Sparta and in Athens, and in
finds a diversity

Each area will be assessed on its own merits.
Womenin Greece had varying degrees of freedom in their

Macedonia.

family

ranging from a very limited degree of liberty among upper
situations,
class Athenian women (especially in classical times) to a considerable
amount of liberty
among Spartan womenand especially those who had
Consider first
the lot of Athenian
already raised their families.

women.
Athens was a city of contrasts in regard to the status and roles
of women. It is impossible to generalize about their positions because,
apart from commonprostitutes and slaves, there were three categories
of women:Athenian citizens, concubines-(jTCtXX(XK(X1),
and 'companions'
or 'foreign women' (C
eTatppti).
Concubinesare probably the smallest and least important group for
our discussion. They occupied the middle ground between legal wives
and companions. Their relationship to an Athenian male citizen was
recognized by law, and if the concubine was an Athenian citizen her
children would be free, though not legitimate membersof the family
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A man could legitimize
his concubine's children
of her male partner.
if he chose to do so. Finally, concubines had no dowry and. their main
function was to care for the personal, especially sexual, needs of
their male partners.
In this way, a male Athenian citizen could limit
109
his legitimate heirs without limiting
his sexual activities.
It is fair to say that although female Athenian citizens
were respected as wives and mothers in the classical period and
better than that
afterwards, their position on the whole was little
Certainly the womenof Attica
of Jewish womenin Tannaitic times.
led a more sheltered and subordinate existence than womenanywhere
110
It appears that Athenian men of the classical
else in Greece.
period retained many of the attitudes toward womenthat were common
111
in pre-classical
Greece.
By Hellenistic
and Romantimes these
in existence, though less strongly held because of
influence of Macedonian and Romanoccupation.
Thucydides (c. 400 B. C. ) spoke not only for his generation,
but also for those succeeding in Attica, when he had his hero Pericles.
remark that the glory of the womanis greatest, "... of whomthere is
112
least talk amongmen, whether in praise or in blame. ,
Athenian
citizen-w6men were married usually at fifteen or sixteen years of age,

views were still
the liberalizing

and up to this time they were said to have seen little
of the world
113
Once an Athenian citiziýn womanmarried
and inquired about nothing.
in a separate and guarded chamber, not unlike some
114
It is doubtful, however,
upper class Jewish womenin Tannaitic times.
115
that Athenian matrons were never allowed out of those chambers.
Citizen womenwere appreciated chiefly as a proper means to a legitimate
she usually

lived

'love' by their husbands. Herodotus tells
and were shown little
us of an Athenian womanwho preferred to save her brother over her
116
husband or children because only he was an irreplaceable
loved one.

heir,

Consider Euripides'

"Surely
portrayal of a matron's domestic plight:
of all creatures that have life and wit, we womenare the most unhappy,
117
who first must buy ... a husband... but gain for our lives a master! "
In contrast to Spartan practices, Athenians severly limited a matron's
118
rights to acquire or retain any personal property apart from her dowry.
If one bases his views of a woman's position in Athens solely on the
of Athenian citizen women, one can well understand why Thales
"... that I was born a human being and not a beast, next
was grateful,
a man and not a woman, thirdly,
a Greek and not a barbarian. "119
The cc-ra^Tpqibeing foreign or strange women, had no civic rights;
position

however, this
wereiallowed
V

meant also that they had few civic restrictions.
to. manage public affairs,
or to marry citizens,

They
or to
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Beyond this they were
women's positions in the cults.
120
It
hand.
for
Athenian
free
man
was
common
an
a
virtually
allowed
121
Donaldson informs us that
to have a companion who was not his wife..
Epicurias, Isocrates, Menander, and
this included Plato, Aristotle,
122
Because of the frequent sexual liasons involved in
many others.
123
the term soon became synonymous with courtesan.
such a relationship,
Yet it would be wrong to assume that these womenwere simply harlots.
In order to be a good companion for intelligent
and important men,

usurp citizen

and as a
many of them studied the arts, philosophy, and politics,
124
in
Athens"
"only
be
the
to
they
women
educated
result
were said
.
We know that one companion came to Socrates to learn how to obtain
in Athens, thus showing that at least some companions had
125
Aspasia of Miletus is said
access to the philosophical
schools.
to have instructed Socrates in affairs of the heart, and also to have

true friends

opened her house to Sophocles, Euripides, Phidias, and Socrates as a
126
Perhaps we may detect Aspasia's
place for debate and discussion.
influence on Socrates when he expresses his views of women: "Woman's
to man's, but she needs
nature happens to be in no respect inferior
127
insight and strength.
Companions were not banned from all the
into
being
initiated
the
known
for
there
of
some
cases
cults,
are
128
This may
Eleusinian mysteries as early as the fourth century B. C.
be attributed
sinian cult
Plato's

the Eleuto the fact that the Athenians tried to'raise
129
to the status of the commoncult of Greece.

difficult
to assess.
views on womenare more than a little
On the one hand the material in The Republic must be treated with
for
Cif
the sake
is
included
much
purely
pot
ofit')
some
caution since
130
however, that Plato
There are certain indications,
of debate.
did at some point hold a somewhat 'enlightened'
view of womenand
for he allowed at least two well-known companions to study
131
is more outin his academy.
Plato's most famous pupil, Aristotle,
says quite
spoken in his negative views than his mentor. Aristotle
the
bluntly,
"... the male is by nature superior and the female inferior,

their

roles,

male ruler and the female subject., '132 To this he adds, "... a man would
be thought a coward if he were only as brave as a brave woman, and a
womana chatterer if she were only as modest as a good man; since even
business
his
the household functions of a man and a womanare different
133
is to get and hers to keep.
It is true enough that in the latter
is referrin. g only to citizen women, but the former
remark Aristotle
statement is of a more categorical and all inclusive nature.
If we seek a reason why the Athenian matron was in such a subordinate position during and even after classical times, perhaps the
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that at various points in its history
answer lies in the observation
Athens (as well as other parts of Greece and its colonies) was
influenced in its social habits by the oriental customs of some of its
134
One must bear in mind that
eastern neighbors with whomit traded.
within its own social framework Athens was a city of contrasts in
On the one hand, we have seen
regard to women's positions and rights.
that Athenian matrons who had the rights of citizens and the right to
On the
legal marriages were in most other regards disenfranchised.
other hand, companions who had no civic rights or right to marry an
Athenian citizen could be educated and become objects of much of the
affections of Athenian men. It is not surprising then that in Athens
there was a shrine built,
not to the matrons, but to the companions
135
and their patron goddess, Aphrodite.
In regard to an Athenian woman's religious and legal status
little
The primary means of contact that a young
can be said.
in
her
had
through
the
participation
woman
with
outside world was
136
At seven she could carry the
various religious
processions.
mystical box; at ten she could grind the flour for the patron goddess'
137
None of
cakes; and at fifteen she could carry the sacred basket.
leaving
fact
that
the
the
to
of
practice
should cause us
overlook
138
unwanted daughters on a hill to die is known even into NT times.
in some of the cults but, as
Citizen womenwere allowed to participate
in
important
have
The
the
matter
companions.
one
we
noted, so were
this

regard to a woman's legal status that needs to be mentioned is this:
so far as the evidence goes it appears that an Athenian citizenwomanwas not allowed to be a valid witness in Athenian courts except
139
possibly in homicide cases.
If one takes a cursory glance at the references to Spartan women
it is possible to draw the erroneous conclusion
in Greek literature,
that womenwere liberated to
While A. Oepke is correct in
womenin Sparta 11
occupied
...
in the Doric world, " this is
Spartan womenwere not equal

a great ex,tent in that part of Greece.
*
saying that in comparison to Athenians,
a position of more freedom and influence

for even
only a relative difference,
140
to their male counterparts.
Lycurgus
set the pattern for the future of women's roles in Sparta when he setup certain eugenic laws. Thus, J. Donaldson remarks, "All the legislation that relates to womenhas one sole object - to procure a first
14
1
The Spartans felt it necessary to educate and
rate breed of men.,,
train womento be strong, brave, and resolute so that their sons would
have a similar character, ideal for military
From the earliest
service.
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Spartan-women were i.nvolved

times,
festivals,

in gymnastics,

wrestling,

schemes, offering
educational
and,
sacrifices
in general, they mingled freely
and competed openly with men. This
not only prepared them to be good mothers, but also afforded the men
142
to choose a proper mate.
The darker side of this
an opportunity
selection
process was that the weaker women would be detected in
rudimentary

various contests and prevented from marrying for fear of weak child143
It is in light
in eugenic principles
the Spartan belief
of
-ren.
that one should evaluate the relative
freedom of Spartan women.
Womenof Sparta often are praised in the inscriptions
for their
prudence,

discretion,

and true

love'of
144

their

husbands (Sparta

having

Usually,
Spartan women did not
a monogamous society).
eat with their husbands, most of whom were soldiers
and ate with
their regiments.
Further,
a woman's sons were taken from her when
145
they were of age and ready for military
instruction.
This left
mothers with a great deal of free time, and they were allowed to do
146
legal and moral bounds.
For instance,
whatever they pleased within
virtually

some women, once they had been good mothers and with
permissio n, occasionally

played a role

in public

life.

their
147

husband's

That women
in
or activities

of Laconia were involved in public building
projects
the general interest,
and were known to have held public

office,

indi-

cates that they had money and were able to avail themselves of what
148
the law and their husbands permitted.
This is not to say that
Spartan women were equal to Spartan men.
The divorce

laws,

for

instance,

gave men more freedom than women.
Childlessness
was a ground for a man to divorce his wife and take
149
Perhaps most representative
another.
of a Spartan woman's tru6
position
and her famed fidelity
are the following
words spoken to a
"When I was a girl,
I was
man proposing an illicit
relationship.
taught

to obey my father and I obeyed him. When I became a wife, I
obeyed my husband; if then, you have anything just. to urge,: mak6, ft. lknown
to him first.. "150 The Spartan woman, like her Jewish counterpart I,
to her father

or husband, yet she had greater civil
than a Jewish woman, and probably greater security
and property rights
also since polygamy was not a viable option in Sparta.
In her freedom

was subordinate

training,
of movement and physical
and educational
she compared
favorably
to a Jewess, and also to an Athenian matron.

Little
witnesses.

or nothing is known of Spartan attitudes about womenas
'
In regard to their religious
position,
as elsewhere in

in the cults and had official
Greece. Spartan womenoften participated
151
Of the family life or legal status of Corinthian citizenroles.
can be said, but it is a reasonable conjecture that
women, little
their position was even more significantly
compromised than Athenian
womensince Corinth was infamous all over the Mediterranean as the
city of courtesans and companions. Of the religious
status of
Corinthian womenand womenwho lived elsewhere on the Grecian mainland
(other than Sparta and Ionia) we have more information.
If companions were enshrined at Athens, they were incorporated
into the very fabric of Corinthian public life.
Heracleia and
Timaeus tell us that many of these companions were dedicated to prayer
in the temple of Aphrodite for the salvation of Corinth from Persia.
They were pres
to
regularly whenever the city offered sacrifices
Being a port city, Corinth may have been more lax
goddess.
morally than other parts of Greece, but its difference from Athens in
the freedom it bestowed on its companions was a difference of degree,
Both companions and free citizen-women were allowed to
not of kind.
153
be devotees and administrants in some of the Corinthian cults.
It appears that Corinthian citizen-women had greater freedom
this

There
and earned greater respect than their Athenian counterparts.
in which free-born
involving sacrifices
were separate festivals
154
Corinthian citizen-women participated
These
and were honored.
womenwere noted for their boldness as well, for at one point they
155
defended a particular
sanctuary against the attack of Spartan men.
It was not only Corinthian womenwho had vested interests and important
This was one of the few features of
roles in the religious cults.
life that womenfrom all over Greece shared in common.
On a small island off the coastal town of Troecenia in Argolis,
in a temple of Poseidon. This is
a young girl served as an official
noteworthy because usually womenwere administrants only in the cults
156
Womenwere almost always the organs of divine
of goddesses.
inspiration
and prophecy in Greece, and in the cult of Apollo only
157
The prophetess of
womenwere allowed to perform this office.
Apollo was called a Pythoness and was expected to be a free-born
Delphian widow who faithfully
had tended the fires and given oracles
158
in her home region.
The mystery plays, and the agricultural
and
fertility

in the hands of women, since
rituals were almost entirely
159
Womenalso led
men frequently were excluded from such festivals.
the processions in the mysteries, though there was a male overseer. 160
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In the cult of Despoina there were apparently places, such as
Megalopolis, where womenhad free access to the cult while men could
161
Womenwere prominent particularly
in
enter only once a year.
orgiastic
rites, such as the Bac4nalia,
and served as maenads and
162
Even young girls could be initiated
thyads in the Dionysian cult.
163
into the Dionysian mysteries.
There were some cults, particularly
of the male deities, where womenwere not given the same privileges
as men. For instance, in the important cult of Zeus at Olympus women
but men could ascend
were allowed to ascend only to the 'prothysis'-,
164
even to the altar.
Despite all the above, Pseudo-Demosthenes, writing about 340 B. C..
seems to sum-up adequately the commonview concerning Greek women
from Homeric to Romantimes when he says, "Mistresses (EETalpaS)we
(7TCXXXaKaNS)
for the daily care
the s&-ke of pleasure,
concubines
of our person, but wives to bear us legitimate
children
and to be
165
faithful
' Though it is probable that
guardians of our households. ,
Grecian women gradually
gained more freedom during the Hellenistic
keep for

and Romanperiods, and it is likely that most Grecian womencompared
favorably to Jewish womenin Tannaitic times, they compared poorly
in status and position to womenof neighboring Macedonia, Asia Minor,
and Egypt.
The bulk of our evidence about the womenof Macedonia and Asia
Minor is inscriptional
and relates mainly to womenwho were wealthy
Nevertheless, the evidence is pertinent to our
or of royal lineage.
discussion

because Lydia of Acts 16 was apparently a well-to-do
business womanand she appears to have assumed an important role in
the Christian community in her area. Such a social position and
religious role was not uncommonfor womenin Macedonia or Asia Minor.
It is commonknowledge among classics and NT scholars that
many womenin Macedonia from the Hellenistic
period onward had a great
deal of influence and prominence. The following statement is typical:
If Macedonia produced perhaps the most competent group
of men the world has Yet seen, the womenwere in all
They played a large
respects the men's counterparts.
part in affairs,
received envoys, and obtained concessions
from them for their husbands, built temples, founded cities,
engaged mercenaries, commandedarmies, held fortresses,
and acted on occasion as regents or even co-rulers ... (166)
This is substantiated in the pertinent literature
and inscriptional
.evidence.
Macedonian men frequently would name cities after their wives
because they admired and respected them. For instance, Thessalonica
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his
by
Casander
wife, Thessalonice, daughter of
after
was named
167
Philip.
In the same area we have evidence of a womanbeing given
168
inheritable
There were women
civic rights in order to honor her.
in
in
Thessalonica
some inscriptions
and
politarchs
a metronymic
169
We find a similar phenotakes the place of the usual patronymic.
170
from Beroea and Edessa.
Both men and women
menon in inscriptions
in Macedonia could be money earners for there are cases of tombs
171
for
husband
for
out of their commonearnings .
erected
a
and wife paid
Not only private admirers, but also public bodies, erected monuments
172
Often we find inscriptions
to Macedonian wives
to YUVaTKaaPETflS.
in which they are referred to in deferential
and warm terms. Consider
Kai
Kai 'YXUKUTdTTn auv.ýiw or Tfl aujiýI'W
the following:
Tfl ýIX&)Spt
L
L,
V
173
table
the
to
Women
same
eat
at
permitted
were
KUPia VVLIUS Xapl'J.
. k.
174
with their husbands and share in their activities.
One must take into account such Macedonian queens as Arsinoe II
in
distinction
Egypt, as well as such
Bernice
who
and
ruled with
175
Their
queens as Eurydice or Olympias who ruled in the homeland.
from
by
fact
that
is
the
importance
evidenced
.
rising status and
Arsinoe Il onward the queen's head always appeared on the coins with
her husband. These queens were noted for their love of culture and
have
to
famous
have
to
known
to
and
personalities
poems
were
written
176
These
corresponded with scholars, such as the physicist Strato.
Greek
figures
by
followed
of
royal
such
womenset a precedent which was
177
blood as Apollonia. who was spoken of as a model of womanly qualities.
Apparently, these Hellenistic
queens also had an influence on Macedonian
womenwho were not of royal blood, for we are told: "From the Macedonian
178
,,
(relative)
home
broadened
freedom
down
Greek
to
the
courts
...
Women,such as Epicurus' pupil, Leontion, were able to obtain not only
179
Somewomenfounded clubs and took
an education but also fame.
180
Freedom and education in
part in various social organizations.
Macedonia, though available to all womenin theory, in fact could be
grasped by only a few who could afford not to work. Undoubtedly, most
roles without education or
womencontinued in their traditional
but at least the door was opened in Macedonia, and this had
mobility,
spread east.
a great effect on Asia Minor and Egypt as Hellenization
Asia Minor and the nearby Aegean Isles bear more resemblance to
Macedonia than to Greece in the roles they allowed to women. Whether
one looks in records of public office,
charities,
or cults, women
in large cities and small towns, both
appear as regular participants
on the mainland and on the islands.

There were'hierodulae

serving
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in the precincts of Artemis in Ephesus, and rigid rules of chastity
181
Stratonice, wife of Antiochus I, built and
were applied to them.
enriched. many temples, such as the Temple of Apollos at Delos and
182
As in Athens, womenled the cult
Syrian Atargatis at Hieropolis.
183
On a shrine in honor
worship of Dionysus on the island of Kos.
Lydia, we read of "The commandments
of Agdistis in Philadelphia,
given to Dionysus by Zeus granting access to sleep in his own house
184
both to free men and women... ,,
Nonetheless, even in the Dionysian
cults of Asia Minor, the womenwho celebrated the rites had a male
185
overseer to make certain that all was done properly.
Womenwere allowed to hold public and cultic offices in Asia
Minor which elsewhere were held only by men. There is an interesting
186
in Ternossos.
Aurelia Harnastia, according
statue of a womanofficial
to one inscription,
was priestess of Hera, demiourgos (a high magistrate),
187
Aristodama, a priestess of
and at one point even a chief-priest.
Smyrna, Was so well known that she was given honorary citizenship
in
188
Thessaly.
In regard to the disposing of property, a woman's dowry
remained her own in Asia Minor, though a husband had a right to its
After her
use in a somewhat similar fashion to the Jewish practice.
189
husband's death, a womancould do as she wished with her possessions.
The prominence and rights of Asia Minor womenare perhaps a result
of the growth and spread of the cult of Isis into the region from
Egypt, where womenwere allowed unprecedented freedom.
A further
factor was probably the Hellenization
of Asia Minor during and after
the time of Alexander. Donaldson is surely correct when he says:
Especially in Asia Minor did womendisplay public
Their generosity took the most various
activity.
forms even to bestowing considerable sums on each
They erected baths and
citizen in their own cities.
gymnasia... presided at the public games or over great
religious ceremonies ... and they paid the expenses
incurred in these displays.
They also held priesthoods and several of them obtained the highest priesthood of Asia - perhaps the greatest honor that could
be paid to anyone. (190)
1
Marcus Barth begins his discussion of womenin Egypt in this
fashion: "The patron saint of the Egyptian women's movement was Isis.
With the spread of the Isis cult
fact (and eventually, the right)

and other mystery religions went the
that womengathered for worship
without men."191 This statement is supported by such sayings as:
192
"Thou gavest to womenequal power with men."
"1 am Isis, I
am she whomwomencall goddess. I ordained that womenshould be loved
by men; I brought wife and husband together, and invented the marriage
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I ordained that
contract.
should love their parents.
plight of women, for Isis

womenshould bear children and that children
193
,
Here was a deity who understood the
had been both wife and mother and had suffered

and not Athena or Artemis, could be called
"the glory of women". It was in Egypt that this cult originated as
but one manifestation of a general Egyptian attitude that a woman

loss.

This is why Isis,

should be accepted as a man's equal in most. respects.
We find evidence of this attiutde in the cult of Amon in which
womenhad offices and were called 'god's wife' or I.,god's worshipper

194

Diodorus remarks that because of the example of Isis, Egyptian queens
had more honor than kings, and that among the commonpeople wives
195
it is the general status of women
More likely,
ruled their husbands.
in Egypt that accounts for the cult of Isis, not the converse. There is
evidence that even many centuries before Christ, Egyptian
womenwere juridically
equal to men for the most part, except during
196
the periods when Egypt reverted to a feudal society.
Evidently,
there was improvement in an Egyptian woman's legal rights as time went
excellent

on, especially in the matter of marriage, divorce, and property rights.
Greek womenin Egypt still
needed a guardian in most situations
198
involving legal matters, whereas Egyptian womendid not.
Of the

197

numerous examples in the papyri of womenin Egypt who.were buyers,
199
it is likely
sellers, borrowers, lenders, or initiators
of divorce,
Egyptian womenbeing
as men to pay taxes and even
200
for support or help.
the Macedonian princesses,
201
Bernice and Arsinoe II, who ruled in Egypt.
These womenwere only
in a long succession of Greek queens who ruled in that country.
the first
In 51 B. C. the most famous of all Egyptian queens, Cleopatra, came to
the throne.
She was capable and ambitious; she disposed of all her

that in

most cases it is the affairs of
Egyptian womenwere as liable
recorded.
Greek womencould petition the government
We have mentioned the importance of

native

rivals and succeeded in winning both Julius Caesar and Mark Antony.
In Egypt there had long been a tradition
that a daughter, if she was
202
the eldest child, was the only legitimate heir.
Thus, the existence
of Cleopatra and the Hellenistic
queens in general is not entirely
Certainly
a result of the influence of Macedonian ideas or Hellenism.
the power of Egyptian womenin royal circles during the decline
of the Ptolemies is indicated by the fact that a daughter and sister
203
Nowhere else in the
could succeed to the throne by birth right.
Mediterranean was this possible during this era. The influence of this
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is
diverse
in
Egypt
in
evidenced
phenomena
as
of
women
growing presence
Egyptian
Hellenistic
Isis,
the-cults
queens,
marriagecontracts,
of
as
and perhaps some of the more misogynous writings of Philo who seems
It was especially
to be in reaction against his non-Jewish environment.
had
dramatic
impact
that
the first
these
such
a
on Rome
phenomena
of
and its women, as we shall see.
How then are we to evaluate the place of womenin Greece and its
Mediterranean settlements and neighbors? Clearly, the patriarchal
through the Romanperiod
framework continued to exist from antiquity
the areas we have examined, though with decreasing male dominance
as we move from Athens, to Sparta, to Macedonia, to Asia Minor,
and to Egypt. Whenwomenwere priestesses in the Greek world, it was
usually in a cult of a goddess, not a god, and this perhaps tells us
in all

more about women's separation from men than-, about their autonomy or
equality with men. For the most part in the Greek-speaking world,
with some companions and rich or royal womenas notable exceptions,
204
Plutarch's statement that education is only for free-men holds.
It remains to be seen whether Greece offered womenbrighter hopes than
Rome.
Womenand Their Roles in Rome
J. P. V. D. Balsdon, in his important study on Romanwomen,
remarks, "At no time did Romanwomenlive in the semi-oriental
205
this
lived
in
,
Nonetheless,
Greece.
in
women
which
seclusion
in
"Complete
the
achieved
equality of
sexes was never
scholar adds,
date
it
long
the
because
Rome
of
of
out
was
of
survival
after
ancient
that the exclusive sphere of a woman's activity
a deep-rooted tradition
206
fundamentally
,,
home.
Both
inside
these
the
are
of
statements
was
..
correct; thus, we would do well to remember that we are not measuring
Romanwomen's freedom by any other yardstick than the relative one
in
the
female
in
how
fared
to
their
they
contemporaries
comparison
of

C.

To anticipate our conclusions, a Romanwoman
Mediterranean world.
compared favorably to her Athenian or Palestinian counterparts;
however, there is reason to question whether or not they were better
off than womenin Macedonia, ý. -. Asia Minor, and Egypt.
Our examination of Romanwomen's roles in the family, the cult,
and their status as witnesses, teachers, or leaders is crucial since
it appears likelY. that the Gospel of Mark is addressed to a Roman
207
background helps
Christian community,
and since the historical
1 10.12, and 15.41.
to illuminate such texts as Mk 3.34-35,5.33-34,
ýý
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As was the case in various parts of Greece, one has to specify
a class or group of Romanwomenwhen discussing whether or not Roman
womenwere freer than Greek women. If one is discussing the Roman
matron, then she appears in most regards to be freer, better educated,
than matrons of. the Greek
more highly respected, 'and more influential
in Rome,
mainland. On the other hand, though there were prostitutes
we do not find the phenomenonof educated companions in-any significant
Because of the paucity of evidence, we
numbers in the Eternal City.
,
will be able to say little
about the womenof the plebeian and slave
Thus, we will mainly be limited to an examination of Roman
classes.
womenof the patrician class and, -as a result, the picture of Roman
womenwe obtain from the evidence is not complete in depth or breadth.
This material, nevertheless, will prove of some value to our study
(Acts 18) was a memberof or had
since it is possible that Priscilla
close associations with a patrician family.
In order to understand a Romanwoman's position in a first century
Romanfamily we must consider how the situation had changed since
In ancient Rome, the authority of the father was as
ancient times.
great as or greater than that of a Jewish father in the context of
rabbinic Judaism. A Romanfather had. the power of life and death
over his children and wife, and his right to slay his child, particularly if it was a daughter, existed at least until the last century
208
B. C.
During the Republic, the power of a husband or father was
evident from procedures involved in a marriage arrangement. The
father 'sold' his daughter into the hand (in manu) of her husband by
209
Livy remarks that during
a form of marriage known as coemptio,*
the Republic, "Our ancestors permitted no womanto conduct even
personal business without a guardian to intervene in her behalf; they
wished them to be under the control (in manu) of fathers, brothers,
210
husbands .,
...
The coemptio form of marriage began to be replaced even as early
The womanremained primarily
as 300 B. C. by a freer form of marriage.
in the control of her father, and after age 25 was subject nominally
to the supervision of her guardian or tutor.
Legally, a womancould
extricate herself from this looser form of marriage without grave
difficulties.
By the time of the Empire, the coemptio form of
marriage was non-existent having been replaced by the sine'manu variety;
further, the role of the guardian had lost its importance.
By Hadrian's
211
time, the guardian was deemed to be totally
Both men
unnecessary.
and womenwere able to end a marriage on the flimsiest

of excuses and
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marriage became the exception rather than the rule among
212
the aristocracy by the end of the Republic.
In upper class society, marriage was an obligation for all women
213
Marriages freexcept the Vestal Virgins and womenover fifty.
life-long

or political
quently were made and broken for financial
reasons in the
214
Womenwere allowed to initiate
marriages from late
aristocracy.
Republic days onward, but not to refuse a marriage unless they could
215
It is unlikely
prove their proposed husbands were morally unfit.
that girls twelve to fourteen, the normal age for marriage, could or
216
would refuse a marriage in any case.
We know that matrons were well educated by the standards of
Even among the poorer families,
both daughters and sons
antiquity.
217
A
went to school, while in richer families both had tutors.
girl's
education ceased when she married; while a boy, who usually did
not marry before seventeen to eighteen, went on to study with philosophers and rhetoricians
outside the home for an additional three to
four years.
After this, the boys were expected to find a mate. Unlike
in the Mediterranean,

Romanssaw the education of
218
womennot as an extravagance, but as a way to enhance a woman.
Despite their education, womenwere not allowed to vote or hold public
office even in the age of the Empire, though often they were deeply
involved and highly influential
in affairs of state and matters of law.
many other cultures

For instance,

we know that Sempronia was involved with her husband,
219
Cataline, in the conspiracy to overthrow the government in 63 B. C.
There were two famous Fulvias, one of whomwas involved in the
Cataline conspiracy, while the other helped Mark Antony by being his
agent in Italy and commandingone of his armies when Octavian besieged
220
it.
Somematrons, such as Maesia, had special gifts for pleading
221
a case and were acquitted on their own court testimony.
Perhaps those matrons who had the greatest influence for good or
ill

in the political
realm were the wives of the Emperors, such as
Augustus' Livia, and Claudius' Messalina. Livia was consulted often
when Augustus needed good advice and he discussed many crucial subjects
222
in her
She was known to be an excellent administrator
with her.
own right, Managing a personal staff. of over 1000 and property holdings
223
in Asia Minor, Gaul, and Palestine.
to be named
She was the first
Augusta and the first
priestess in her husband's cult when it began
224
after his death.
In the home as well, Matrons wielded great power and influence.
They were not housewives in the ordinary

sense; indeed, though they
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for the home, usually they assigned tasks to
bore sole responsibility
the servants.
Meanwhile, they went to market, to recitals
and festivals, to the games, Or stayed home and supervised their children's
225
Though in the Republic it was usual for a womanto nurse
education.
her children, by the time of the Empire it was not uncommonfor a
226
matron to allow a female servant to nurse or raise the children.
Most matrons did spend the majority of their time in the home, however,
the timeand even in the Empire they were expected to cultivate
honored domestic practices of spinning and weaving. Augustus was
fond of wearing wool items made by his wife and daughters as an
227
advertisement for his plan of reestablishing
old fashioned ideas.
Until

the second century B. C. matrons were required to bake bread,
but by the time of the Empire it was a poor house indeed where a wife
had to perform the household chores she would be expected to do in
228
Greece.
Whenwe consider how seldom the husband might be home,
especially if he was in the army, we can understand why matrons were
facto head and business manager.
often the family's'de
In order to discuss a Romanwoman's role in religion we must
first con§ider the most well-known examples, the Vestal Virgins.
Though they were dedicated for thirty years to virginity
and tending
the sacred flame (which represented the health and salvation of Rome),
they were not under the power of any man, not bound by oaths other than
their sacred one, and not subject to the limitations
ofthe Voconian
law of 169 B. C. which prevented womenfrom testifying
without swearing
229
Vestals were womenofýpraperty. At the beginning of their
an oath.
(six
to ten years old), they were given a dowry twice that of
service
230
a rich matron because they had 'married' the state for thirty years.
They were required to attend certain religious festivals
and were
allowed to go to lavish dinners and to visit matrons if they were not
231
They had the power to remit the
on their eight-hour duty period.
232
sentence of a prisoner if they happened to pass one on the street.
The Vesta1s were considered to be so trustworthy and sacrosanct that
statesmen would leave important documents and wills with them to
233
They were also emissaries of peace for the state or imperial
guard.
family.
After an evil hit Rome (a plague or fire),
the Vestals were
234
There were only six Vestals
called upon to. do propitiatory
acts.
at any one time, however, and thus they were not representative of
the relationship
of the average matron or freed womanto Roman
society or to Romanreligion.
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What then was the relation
There were basically
religion?

of an average Romanwomanto Roman
two types of Romanreligion -

native cults supported by the State, such as that of Vesta, and
imported oriental cults such as that of Isis or the Eleusinian mysteries.
The Romans, using their gifts for organization and categorization,
had
different

native cults for different
used these cults to promote socially
CX
Fortuna Virginiývs was patroness of

of age,
Fortuna
as giver
cult

of

cult

of

Rome
stages in a woman's life.
desirable behavior.
The goddess
oung girls who, when they came
235
were expected to dedicate their togas to this deity.
Primigenia was patroness of mothers and childbirth,
as well
236
There was the
of virility
and material-success to men.
Fortunata Muliebris for womenmarried only once; and the
Venus, Changer of Hearts, dedicated to encourage womento
237
fidelity.
This latter cult began when several matrons were

marital
discovered to be adulterous

and their husbands wanted to create a
238
In contrast, Fortuna
permanent warning against such infidelity.
Virilis
was a prostitutes'
cult in which such womenmet in the men's
239
baths to worship a god of sexual relations.
Obviously, in his
social reforms Augustus promoted the cults advocating chastity,
childbirth, and strong familial
bonds. Coupling this with Augustus' effort
to legally force widows and divorcees to remarry, and the fine
(uxofium) he placed on both males and females for remaining single
past accepted ages, we can see how much Augustus desired to eliminate
.e
240
public and privat
situations where'women were independent of men.
His attempts to recapture the morality of 'idealized'
ancient Romeby
legislation

and other sorts of inducements appear to have failed on
241
however, his efforts did affect womenand their relathe whole;
Augustus could boast of having restored or
tionship to the cults.
the neglect of
eighty-two temples in an attempt to rectify
242
traditional
It is important to recognize that
religion in Rome.
Augustus tried to assert the older views about male dominance through
this. building campaign. For instance, originally
the shrine of Apollo
built

stood in the shadow of the older shrine of the Sybil of Cumae, and
the god Apollo was brought to the Romanscene as a deity
originally
243
Augustus,
connected with the-prophetess and cult of the Sybil.
however, built a new shrine for Apollo on the Palatine hill and
transferred the books of Sybilline oracles to Apollo's new temple,
thus subordinating the Sybil's shrine to that of Apollo.
Even when
Augustus did bring the temple of Vesta to the Palatine hill,
this was
to inculcate traditional
values, not to liberate women.
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Festivals

and cults which formerly had been the exclusive domain
of womenwere integrated, while male only public rituals,
such as the
244
to Mars for the well-being of the herds, were retained.
sacrifice
Thus, womenwere not likely t6 find new roles in the traditional
cults.
As early as the second century B. C. these cults had been dying, and
Augustus' attempts to revive them were too little,
too late.
It was
the influx of eastern religions
as the traditional
cults began to
fade which was to give womennew religious
roles as they worshipped
245
Isis, Serapis, Cybele, or Attis.
Symbolic of how much the matrons welcomed these new cults is
the fact that when the cult of the Idean mother was introduced in
246
204 B. C. they went out of the city to welcome its arrival.
Whenthe Bacchanalia was introduced in 186 B. C. it was open to women
The inclusion of men
only and the matrons became its priestesses.
into the cult led to scandal and its suppression for awhile, though
247
it sprang up again in the later Republic.
Gradually, these foreign
gods won most of the female population so that in the first
century
A. D. Petronius bemoans the fact that Romanmatrons no longer worshipped
248
the traditional
Tacitus records legislation
gods at all.
attempting
249
to eliminate certain Egyptian and Jewish rites.
Juvenal lampoons
the chorus of the frantic Bellonia, and the womenwho.break the ice
on the Tiber, plunge in, and then crawl across a field naked on bleeding
250
knees for t he sake of Isis
*
It was Isis above all the others which Romanmen rightly
feared.
The reasons why this cult had such a powerful impact on Romanwomen
Firstly,
the only state cults allowing womeneven a
are several.
limited role as priestesses were that of Vesta (six women) and that
251
of Ceres, a goddess of fecundity, production, and procreation.
Secondly, the cult of Isis, unlike any of the previous cults, was
not for the benefit of the state, but to meet the religious and emo-,
tional needs of individuals.
Isis promised healing, blessing, understanding, and sympathy for her devotees' sorrow and pain, for she
herself had lost her son. Thus, she was a goddess of loving mercy
with whomwomencould identify
and to whommen could become intimately
252
attached as a compassionate mother figure.
She was all gods summed
up into one personality and was said to have certain powers that
253
Finally, unlike other cults
usually only male deities possessed.
the rituals of Isis were flexible
and her temples were at once a haven
for prostitutes. and a sanctuary where womencould spend their
nights
dedicated to chastity.
Thus, the cult of Isis had tremendous appeal
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because it was open to all, it ignored class barriers,
and both men
Naturally,
Isis most benefited
and womencould hold high office.
lower class members for they held equal status with the upper class
254
From the extant inscriptions,
membersof the cult.
we know that
of Isis' devotees were womenbut this figure
probably underestimates the number of females since instead of being
categorized, womenwere treated as equals with men. We read of at
least six womenpriestesses in this cult including one of senatorial
255
We should not tiiink that this
rank and one freed womanin Italy.
cult affected only a small minority just because the temples of Isis

at least one-third

were not allowed within Rome's walls until A. D. 38.256 On the
contrary, there were a multitude of temples just outside the city
Five times during the
wall long before the reign of Gaius Caligula.
Republic there were attempts to abolish this cult which honored only
the individual
In 50 B. C. a consul thought it
and not the state.
important enough to order a particular
temple of Isis demolished.
257
Whenno one would do the job, he himself began to take an ax to it.
In 28 B. C. Octavius and later Tiberius made attempts to abolish Isis'
to no avail.
It is certainly more than coincidence that the
rise of the cult of Isis in the later Republic period coincided with
in Rome. It is likely that these
the increase in women's liberation
two trends fostered and furthered each other, and it was perhaps in
cult,

all

reaction

against this

that Augustus undertook his ill-fated

attempts

at moral and religious reform.
is known about the statas and roles of freed womenand
Little
slaves in Romeapart from comments made by upper class writers and
What we know of customs and conditions in Romedoes give
politicians.
indirect

Most freed womenwere shopevidence.
or domestics; while some were known to be physicians,
commercial entrepreneurs, brick makers, and perhaps even owners of
258
brick making or ship building operations.
Financially,
some freed
womenwere apparently secure for they could afford a respectable burial
259
place;
others remained in the service of their mistresses rather
than become one of the free poor. In some regards it was better to be
a slave than a free born poor woman, since slaves often were treated
well, Were secure, and often were educated in the essentials so that
us some additional
keepers, artisans,

they could read to their matrons and their matrons' children.
Cato
tells us that it was the responsibility
of the female housekeeper to
keep the hearth clean, to hang a garland on the hearth at the kalends,
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to keep a supply of cooked food on hand, and not to visit the neighbors
260
Though the evidence is not vast, it is probably fair to
too often.
say that freed womenand female slaves in Romewere in a much better
position than their counterparts in Greece, since Romehad the more
liberal property laws and since a female slave of a Romanmatron could
acquire a rudimentary education, and even money, if she was a good worker.
Romanwomenhad both more and less freedom than their counterparts
in the Mediterranean world depending 'on which country and which aspect
of a woman's life one uses as a basis for comparison. It is certainly
true that Romanwomenhad more political
power than womenin Greece
because, though they could not sit on the throne or hold
The
they could be the power behind such positions.
elected office,
fact, however, that womencould not hold such offices in Romemakes
or Palestine

clear that politically
upper class or imperial Macedonian womenhad
more freedom since they often did sit on the throne in the Hellenistic
Romanwomendo not compare favorably in political
and Romanperiods.
Further,
with womenin A§ia Minor who often held public offices.
until the advent of the foreign cults into Rome, womenthere had fewer
to be priestesses than womenin Greece. On the other
opportunities
rights

in Romethan elsewhere in the
hand, educated womenwere more plentiful
Mediterranean.
A Roman.woman's right to property and. freedom in
marriage (with the rise of the sine manu marriage contract) rivaled
or surpassed all other Mediterranean womenexcept native Egyptians.
to perform
to say that Romanmatrons had the opportunities
more than the functions of mother and wife, and this cannot be said
Even a Romanfreed womanwas in a better
of Greek citizen-women.
It is fair

than many citizen-women in Athens. It is certainly
to the
credit of the Romansthat they at least raised the question of the
261
place of womenin society, unlike many other Mediterranean cultures.
As elsewhere in the Empire, there is no denying that Romansociety
position

framework. That many Roman
a definite patriarchal
informed, and satisfying
lives perhaps
womenwere able to lead full,
testifies
to the fact that patriarchy need not 41.ways lead to misogyny.
operated within

Romeoffered more to womenthan Greece, or Palestine, but Romanwomen
had more disadvantages than some of their counterparts in Asia Minor,
Macedonia, and Egypt until the advent of various foreign cults and
262
certain Hellenistic
and Egyptian ideas into the Eternal City.
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II:
CHAPTER

THE GOSPELS
ANDACTS
PRINCIPLESFORINTERPRETING

INTRODUCTION
In a thesis which seeks to evaluate womenand their roles in the
Gospels and Acts and to ascertain the views of both the Evangelists
and Jesus on this matter, it is necessary that the question of the
events be raised and
relation of the Gospels and Acts to h.istorical
Since
answer asa working hypothesis.
of the Gospels and Acts is partly
determined by one's views of their genre, of the Synoptic problem, of
for deterthe relation of the Synoptics to John, and of the criteria
mining authenticity,
we will touch briefly on each of these matters
before making concluding statements about the historicity
of these
given some sort of tentative
one's view of the historicity

widely held by a large
portion of the scholarly community concerning authorship will be
accepted: that Mark and Luke/Acts were likely written by their nameIn the case of
sakes, and that Matthew and John likely were not.
Matthew and John, the conventional Gospel names will often be used for
books.

Throughout this

thesis

the views still

The
convenienýe sake without implying anything about authorship.
dating of these books in the last thirty or so years of
usual critical
the first century will also be accepted. These generalizations
are,
however, of only limited value and significance
since the historicity
incidents and sayings under scrutiny
of the particular
will be discussed as our study progresses.
A. 'Genre of the Gospels
For many scholars who work with the
axiomatic that the Gospels can no longer
'
Jesus.
There are even those such as R.
Gospels sui generis, their Gattung being

in this

thesis

Gospel material, it is
be seen as biographies of
Bultmann, who consider the

determined by and developed
2
kerygma.
Granting that the

Christian
out of the unique primitive
Gospels contain the unique Christian message and that their form is
determined by their contentit
is not the case that the
partially
form of the Gospels is without analogy in certain types of biographical
While it is true that the Gospels
writings of antiquity.
and historical
are not biographies in the modern sense of the word (i. e., they do not
reflect much interest in personal appearance, the sociological
and
psychological factors of character development, precise chronology),
it does not follow that they were not intended or understood as
biographies by the standards of antiquity.
Someancient biographies,
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interest
Agricola,
in chronology in its
Tacitus'
an
reflect
such as
but a concern for precise chronology is not characterbroad outlines,
3
istic of either Hochliteratur
Thus, the Gospels
or. Kleinliteratur.
4
cannot be distinguished from ancient biographies on this basis.
Further, depicting character development was not a sine qua non of
5
ancient biography,
and only Luke among the Evangelists shows any
In Xenophon's Memorabilia, no
trace of such an interest (cf. 2.52).
interest

is shown in character development; rather, Socrates is presented
A commonmethod of character poras a mature character throughout.
trayal in antiquity was the indirect method of allowing a person's
(cf.
indicate
his'character
Plutarch, Life of
to
actions and words
Alexander, or Theophratus, Characters) which is also the main techThough the Gospels make little
nique of the Evangelists.
attempt to
this was
set their main character against the background of his times,
6
Further, descripnot always characteristic
of ancient biographies.
tion of a character's physical features was not a universal trait for
it

is not found in Romanliterature
until Sallust
7
tiQnal.. in Suetonius' day.
Ancient biographical

and only became convenand historical
writing

but never purely
was often didactic or apologetic or eulogistic,
8
historical
in purpose.
Bultmann's contention that ancient biographical writing lacks any
9
link with myth or cult,
as well as the view that Mark's eschatological
outlook would have pr ecluded him from using the techniques and types of
10
have been refuted by C. H. Talbert.
On'the last
ancient literature,
point, the Qumran community, which was eschatologically
oriented, produced various sorts of documents. Early Christian (unlike Gnostic)
eschatology was of a world transforming,
not world negating, nature
(cf. Rom8.18-25).
If it is contended that while a Christian community
might produce Qumran-like documents, they would, not be interested in
writing 'popular' biographies in a Hellenistic
or Romanmold, it may
be answered that Christianity's
emphasis on missionary outreach might
"
It is reasonable to expect the
occasion just such documents.
Evangelists

to use accepted literary
methods.
In regard to the use of myth in ancient biographies, Talbert
figures (among them Alexander, Augustus,
shows that certain historical
Empedocles, Apollonius)

were written about employing both normal
historical
16formation and the myth of the immortals.
"In attaching
itself
to clearly historical
personages this mythology. affected the
12
literary
genres of history and biography. t,
Talbert's arguments
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that the Synoptics use this
nearly as convincing as his
13
It
ancient biographies.
various ancient biographies

myth to show Jesus' significance
are not
demonstration of mythical elements in
is undeniable that both the Gospels and
deeds, and
supernatural'births,
attribute

The myth of the descending-ascending redeemer
ends to their characters.
figures and it could
figure was also used in antiquity
of historical
14
be said that we see this pattern applied to Jesus in John.
Talbert
biography
argues that this pattern does not appear in Hellenistic
because the ancients could not conceive of an immortal putting on
In any event, his case that myth was used of historical
mortality.
not likely
persons both in biography and other ancient literature
influenced

by Christian

ideas, seems established.
lives as Diogenes; Laertius'

Finally,

when one
Empedocles, or

examines such didactic
Pseudo-Callisthenes'
Life of Alexander, or the communities of followers
particular
ruler or philosopher (such as the cult of Alexander at
Alexandria), myth seems to be used to inculcate or to further reverence
15
person.
or even worship of an historical
Because ancient biographers wished to present a vivid and true
picture of their character through a narration of his words and deeds,
they were genuinely concerned to ascertain what their hero actually
16
This often involved consulting both oral and written
said and did.
Naturally,
reports, eyewitnesses, and the man himself if possible.
judgment applied to this material varied, but it
enough for C. W. Votaw to affirm,
was often applied satisfactorily
"These Greek and Romanbiographies of the ancient period from the fourth
century B. C. to the third century A. D. achieve in varying manner and
17
Though neither the ancient biomeasure the biographical ideal . ,,
graphers nor the Evangelists had an abstract or purely academic interest
inihe words and deeds of their subjects as historical
phenomena, it does
the amount of critical

not follow

and at least some ancient
writers were not deeply concerned about whether or not their hero
actually said or did this or that.
It appears likely that many of the first
recipients of the Gospels
would have seen them as lives of Jesus, albeit episodic ones, written
from this

that the Evangelists

according to the conventions of ancient biographical and historical
18
literature.
Certainly there are differences in tone and content
between the Gospels and ancient Lives.
The ancient Lives do not have
the pervasive theological
content we find in the Gospels. Then too the
kerygma has affected the Gospels' form to some extent, though not

of a
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But in
enough to warrant the claim that the Gospels are sui generis.
the main, as B. H. Streeter rightly
says, the difference between the
Gospels and ancient biographical and historical
works, "... lies in the
subject treated,
B.

not in the historical

ideal of the several writers.

"19

The Synoptic Problem

to the Synoptic Problem adopted in this thesis is
In view of the revival
commonly called the four source hypothesis.
of the Griesbach hypothesis by W. R. Farmer and others, it is worthThe solution

while to state briefly some reasons for accepting this view. Out of
the total of 661 verses in Mark, only 55 are not found in some form in
the First Gospel. Luke has over half of Mark's material, but Mark's
makes up less than half of either the First or Third Gospel.
Matthean priority
it is very difficult
to explain why Mark
would omit so much valuable material from the First Gospel (Infancy
Narrative, Sermon on the Mount, nearly all the parables) "... in order
20
to get room for purely verbal expansion of what was retained. "
material
Positing

The same argument applies supposing Mark's dependency on Luke. If
Matthean omissions are explainable in
one posits Marcan priority,
terms of his theological
purposes and/or attempts to avoid repetition.
Luke's 'great omission' (Mk 6.45-8.26) is more enigmatic, but then
Luke exercises more independence from Mark than the First Evangelist
the 'great omission' may be further evidence of this fact
*

and

evidence arises for Marcan priority
when one notes how the
(Tf
First and Third Evangelists
Marcan constructions
alter difficult
ATos
oýftws XuXET;, ýX$TjpcT Mk 2.7, cf. parallels);
omit or ameliorate
(cf.
texts
Mk 3.21 and parallels,
Mk 10.18 and
potentially
offensive
Further

or change a more colloquial
and Semitic Marcan account into
21
better Greek (e. g., Mk 2.4 KpaýaTOS; Matthew KXIvTl; Luke KX1VfaoV).,
Further,
in the triple
tradition
Matthew and Luke agree in order only

parallels);

insofar

as they agree with

Mark.

Wherever one deviates

from Mark's

the other supports it, with the sole exception of Mk 3.31-35
22
The reproduction
which is found in a different
context in each Gospel.
of 51% of Mark's exact words in Matthew, and 53% in Luke in their
order,.

commonmaterial clearly points to interdependence and in combination
23
with the factors mentioned above also favors Marcan priority.
Thus,
in matters of content, sequence, and wording, the evidence all favors
24
Marcan priority.
What of the Ur-Marcus hypothesis favored by Bultmann and others?
It is urged that Luke's 'great omission' is only explainable on the
Luke's greater
assumpti on tha t his Mark did not-have 6.45-8.26.
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freedom with

Mark, in comparison
as does the fact

this

argument,
Matthew (thus requiring
Mark were different).
Mark can be explained

with
that

one to posit

the First

Evangelist,

some of Mk 6.45-8.26
that

Matthew's

weakens
is found in

Mark and Luke's

The minor agreements of Matthew and Luke against
(changing
improvements
in
terms
stylistic
of
mainly

to an imperfect
or aorist;
using a different
(i.
in
textual
te.
of
rms
corruption
e.,
or
or preposition),
conjunction
is
likely
improvement
Mk
original
at
assimilation
or scribal
KýPIC
to an
1.40), and the few remaining examples do not warrant resorting
Ur-Markus hypothesis.
Far from some of these minor agreements arguing

Mark's

historical

present

be
in
to
evidence of a less,
some
cases
appear
may
25
In some cases it appears that
text than our Mark.
not more, primitive
the Q material
and the First and Third Evangelists
and Mark overlap,

for

an Ur-Markus,

it

have chosen to follow Q. In others, one must reckon with the influence
in circulation
when the First and Third
of the oral traditions
still
26
Evangelists wrote.
It must be remembered that the First and Third
Evangelists were members of Christian communities and likely heard some
of the Marcan narratives recited apart from their reading of Mark.
M. Hengel*urges
most part

us to bear in mind that

reducing

and concentrating,

the Synoptists
rather

are for

than expanding,

the

the conLk 1.1,

to them-(cf.
available
amount of source material
27
this view of supplementary oral or written
7TOXX011). Naturally,
or change
sources cannot be invoked to account for every small addition
siderable

But such supplements or
motivated.
and
are assumed when it is argued that Q and Mark overlap,

some are clearly
substitutes
there
tive

theologically

are other cases where sources parallel
than Mark appear to be evidence (e. g.,

and sometimes more primiin. Mt 19.1-9, cf. Mk 10.

28

The reason the First and Third Evangelists are so dependent
.
on Mark is that-they consider Mark their primary and most reliable,
but not necessarily their only, source for all the Marcan material.
1-12)

The Q hypothesis has arisen to account for the 200-250 non-Marcan
verses found in both Matthew and Luke. It is a more viable hypothesis
dependent on Matthew because:
than the view that Luke is directly
1) the latter view fails to explain why Luke uses some of the Sermon
on the Mount in his Sermon on the Plain and scatters fragments of the
rest in various-other chapters; 2) the latter view fails to explain why
Luke never (apart from 3.7-9,17)
places the material he shares with the
First

at the same place in the Marcan framework as does
Matthew, and never takes over any of Matthew's distinctive
additions.
Evangelist
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The view that the First

Gospel is directly

dependent

on the Third is
no longer advanced. Because there are too many cases where the verbal
resemblances between the Matthean and Lukan versions of a common
passage are too inexact to posit a single commonwritten source (whether
in Greek or Aramaic), and the order in the large blocks of Q material
agrees in Matthew and Luke only when they are following Mark's out29
line,,
it is best to speak of Q as a stratum of the Gospel material.
It is not possible to say with exactness what was not included in the
besides the Birth,

Passion, and Resurrection narratives.
Yet these omissions are sufficient
to indicate that it never constituted a whole Gospel, though it must have included some narrative
material along with numerious sayings (cf. Lk 4.2-13,7.1-10,7.18-23,
30
11.14-23,11.29-32).
There seem to be enough examples to justify
the view that Matthew and Luke, in addition to their commonGreek sources,
31
had at least one Aramaic sour ce in common.
The strong linguistic
Q material

differences

between Mark and Q in the double tradition
(cf. Mk 4.30-32,
Lk 13.18 ff. ) make the assumption of the literary
dependence of Mark
32
The Q material appears to have been
on Q or the converse unlikely.
a multiplicity
of sources, some written,
perhaps some oral, that make
focusing
up several short independent tracts or cycles of tradition
33
mainly on the sayings and teachings of Jesus.
In addition to Mark and the Q material, the First and Third
Evangelists had aýcess to various other traditions,
commonly called
M and L, without

implying

that all

uniquely Matthean or Lukan material
necessarily came from one clearly defined written or-oral source.
It is simply impossible to say how much material we call M or L was
actually drawn from the Q material and simply omitted by the-other
Evangel-ist.

With Streeter we may recognize a certain Jewish flavor
34
but that either M or L were coherent
to M in comparison to L,
documents or, as, Streeter held, were the traditions
of two specific
Churches (Jerusalem. for M and, Caesarea for Q is now difficult
to
35
Also, Streeter's
accept.
view of the development of the tradition
from isolated and definable segments (M, L, Mark, Q) to combined
(Proto-Luke), to Gospels as a linear or almost evolutionary
traditions.
It is
process. oversimplifies
what was obviously a complex situation.
Churches appear to have been
more likeTy that since the earliest
mostly independent of one another, in some locations the Gospel form
arose at an early date, and in others Churches collected Jesus, logia
for a long time, each developing and using its resourc es as the needs
36
arose.
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With the above mentioned qualifications
we can accept the four
Part of the
source hypothesis, though it is not problem free.
problem is that it is misleading to speak of a four source hypothesis
when the Q, M, and L materials are likely groups of sources or
37
documents.
of John to the Synoptics
Since the time of Streeter when most scholars held that the
Fourth Evangelist used Mark, probably Luke, and possibly Matthew a
new consensus has arisen in the wake of the works of P. Gardner-Smith,
C. H. Dodd, and others favoring the independence of John from the

C.

The Relation

the new "critical
orthodoxy" on this matter, does not assert that the Fourth Evangelist
actually had any of the Synoptics before him when he wrote. only
that he "... had read Mark and was influenced both positively
and

Synoptics.

Even C. K. Barrett,

who rejects

negatively by its contents... and that a few of John's statements may
be most satisfactorily
explained if he was familiar with matters
38
No reference is made here to Matthew, for
peculiar to Luke. ,
it is generally conceded that the case for dependence on Matthew
is weak.
The fact that Luke and John share certain personal names not found
in the first two Gospels (Lazarus, Mary and Martha, 'Judas, not
Annas) is thought to point to the. Fourth Gospel's dependence on the. Third.
Annas was a well-known Jewish figure, mentioned
by Josephus. Certainly the Fourth Evangelist could have derived his
Iscariot',

name.from someoneother than Luke. The name Judas was a commonJewish
him as Judas of James, not 'Judas, not Iscariot'.
name, and Luke identifies
Possibly both writers are independently relying on traditional
of the Twelve. It is conceivable that the Fourth Evangelist
borrowed the names of Mary and Martha from. Luke but their pericopes
that it is more likely that we have different
are so different
list(s)

Neither the narrative in John 11
about the same sisters.
In
nor 12 could reasonably be said to be dependent on Lk 10.38-42.
Luke there is an implied critique of Martha's concern with 'much serving',
which is not. the case in John 12. The focus in John 12 is on the
anointing and the resulting reactions (cf. 11.1-2); in Luke it is on
traditions

Finally,
single-minded devotion and Mary having chosen the good portion.
the Lazarus in Luke is a pauper in a parable; while John's Lazaru's is
found in a narrative which tells us he was wealthy enough to be buried
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in a tomb. Why would the Fourth Evangelist place Lazarus in such
diametrically
opposed circumstances if he was relying on Luke?
Certain details are thought to link the two Gospels. Since
in the anointing stories will be dealt with later,
to say here that the coincidences are best explained
by cross-fertilization
rather than
at the level of oral tradition
39
Both Luke and John
any sort of dependence of one Gospel on another.
link Judas' betrayal to his possession by Satan but Luke has Satan
enter Judas before he first
seeks out the High Priest (Lk 22.3), while

the similarities
it is sufficient

John associates

the possession with the Last Supper (Jn 13.2,27).

are not identical
Satanology elsewhere (cf.

The two traditions
developed

Jn 8.44,12.31,16.11);
Evangelists
I*s:no clear

it

is not unlikely

that

these two
40
There
would independently
associate Satan and Judas.
evidence of dependence in the fact that Luke and John

the note of the High Priest's

record
this

thus,

and both Gospels have a rather
Lk 10.19,11.15,13.16,22.31;

is the kind of graphic

detail

servant's

ear being

severed since

remembered when a narrative
is passed on over a period of time by word of mouth (e. g., the remembrance that it was VUP60S TrIUTIKn in the anointing
stories
of John and

Mark).

of two angels at the tomb by both Luke and John
differ
to dependence, but the traditions
so much otherwise

The mention

might
that

often

point
it

may be doubted.

In John angels

are possibly

mentioned

for

a

theological

they serve as a supernatural
parenthesis
emphabody was laid.
In Luke they do not serve this
sizing
purpose and he may mention two 'men' for quite a different
reason:
reason:
where Jesus'

Finally, while it is
the requirement of two witnesses (Deut 19.15).
true that Jn 12.38 resembles Lk 22.34 more than Mk 14.30, it actually
41
The evidence used to support
shows little
affinitywith
either one.
the view that John used or had read Luke is weak and the similarities
are better explained by a variety of other means.
The case for John's dependence on Mark is more substantial and
42
Barrett places particular
emphasis on the argument from order.
His list includes: a) the work and witness of the Baptist (Mk 1.4-8/
Jn 1.19-36); b) departure to Galilee (Mk 1.14f/Jn 4.3); c) feeding the
(Mk 6.34-44/Jn

6.1-13); d) walking on the lake (Mk 6.45-52/
multitude
Jn 6.16-21); 3) Peter's confession (Mk 8.29/Jn 6.68f); f) departure to
Jerusalem (Mk 9.30f, 10.1,32,46/Jn
7.10-14); g) the Entry and the
Anointing (Mk 11.1-1.9,14.3-9;
transposed in John 12.12-15,12.1-8);
h).. the Last Supper with predictions of betrayal and denial (Mk 14.5316.8/Jn 18.12-20.29).
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that pericopes f-9 h-j could
There appears to be no possibility
be in any other order than thei r present one: Jesus must depart for
Jerusalem before he enters it; the Last Supper must precede the arrest;
the arrest must precede the Passion and Resurrection.
There is room
for rearranging the order of the Entry and the Anointing and signifiFurther, unlike the case
cantly Mark and John differ at this point.
in John, there is a considerable amount of material that separates
Mark's Entry and Anointing stories.
half of the list is more problematic.
Pericope a
logically
precedes b, c, d, and e, since John is the one who 'prepares
the way' by appearing before Jesus and announcing His coming. This is
to
;
(cf.
true even in the Fourth Gospel
1.15 and 1.27 7rfaw pou
The first

cpXo,pE:
vos) though it is also true that John continues to play a part
in the story after the inception of Jesus' ministry (cf. 3.22 ff. ).
Pericope b must precede c: for all four Evangelists locate the Feeding
of the Multitude in Galilee and Jesus must-depart for Galilee before
the Feeding can be recorded.
Jesus must finish His Galilean
Similarly,
ministry Wore He makes His final trip to Jerusalem. Pericope f must
follow a-e. The parallels
in the sequence c, d, e are more impressive
but even here there is room for doubt. In John's framework e must
Peter's confession in John. occasions a reference to Jesus'
precede f.
betrayal (6.70-71) and his not going up until His time had come (7.1,6)
both of which set the stage for Jesus' trip to Jerusalem. The order e-f
can be explained in terms of the internal framework of the Fourth Gospel.
the order c-d and d-e may be explained without the dependence
theory.
Dodd suggested that Mark had a general narrative framework
that helped him order some of the pericopes about Jesus' Galilean
43
Presumably this framework did not come down to him from
ministry.
the same source as the pericopes he somewhat awkwardly inserted into
Finally,

If so, then it becomes possible that the Fourth Evangelist had access to this narrative framework but not to Mark. If one
is willing
to accept Dodd's view that "... there is good reason to
believe that in broad outlines the Marcan order. does represent a genuine
44
then it is even possiblethat
succession of events) ,
while Mark had
access to the framework, John, through another channel, had access to
the actual sequence of event s. In any case, the agre ements in order
in Mark and John are probably not extensive enough to require the view

this

framework.

that John knew Mark's order.
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is also less than comThe case for verbal dependence
45
Of the twelve examples Barrett cites,
the longest is no
pelling.
more than 312lines in the Greek text - one average length sentence and
We have word for word agreement
one shorter (Mk 14.7-8, cf. Jn 12.7-8).
in none of the examples, not even in the shortest ones (Mk 6.50/Jn 6.20,
Mk 6.50/Jn 6.20 can safely be set aside, for
cf. Mk 8.29/Jn 6.69).
the phrases "It is V and "Fear not" are too ordinary to require
literary
dependence, and in Mk 8.29/Jn 6.69 the titles
ascribed are
different,
leaving only ab 61 which might (but likely does not) reflect
Johannine dependence on Mark. In Mk 11.9-10/Jn 12.13 it appears that
both Evangelists are relying on Ps 118.25 for the texts differ significantly where the use of Ps 118.25 ceases. John's additional
phrase
'IcpbqX
does not seem to derive from Mark's
ýWIXEbS
IC
Kal 0
TOO
ýOtCTIXEVX
EUXOYTII19N)TI
71 EPXOIIEN)TI
TOO MXTph Tcllib)vAavi6 though similar
being used here.
Of the remaining nine examples,
traditions
are likely
seven come from material
clearly
associated with the Passion narrative,
think

which most scholars

circulated

widely

in a rather

fixed

and

form earlier
than most of the rest of the Gospel material.
The title
"King of the Jews" (Mk 15.26/Jn 19.19) is ascribed to Jesus
in all four Gospels and. the Evangelists
could have used it here indeconnected

pendently

of one another.
Jews. Apparently

It

was a well-known phrase especially
among
Jn 11.2 indicates
that the anointing
zealous
story
indicates
circulated
early and possibly widely,
and 1 Cor 11.23 likely
(Mk 14.18/Jn 13.21) did as well.
that the Last Supper traditions

that a statement about the betrayal was included
in such traditions.
Thus, again these examples do not require us to
dependence.
posit literary
1 Cor 11.23 indicates

The tradition
that

interested

about severing
early

considerably,

one
ear was. apparently
perhaps because it

is not clear that a
the case in Luke and John, who
Luke and John have various
mentiow-1-hat the right ear was severed.
There are no common
other graphic details
not found in Mark or Matthew.
to indicate
that John
rare words or awkward grammatical constructions
in fact,
depends. on Mark-here;
in the
differences
there are significant
"1/NKUGEV
(Mark.
use of verbs
crTraaapevos- Týv j1c/tXaipuv/John E:
ai5)T\nV;Mark
#E: TXý,V. 'auTo0/0ohn'a7r6Ko#v auToO), The similarities
are not strong
revealed
disciple

Jesus'

Christians

the slave's

view of violence.
had done the deed, unlike

enough to demonstrate

In Mark. it

dependence of John on Mark here.
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three examples are part of important narratives in all
three Gospels. In regard to the sentences about John the Baptist and
the prediction of Peter's denial we have to deal with short, pithy,
The final

be
interesting
that
remembered by different
well
sayings
might
or
people, be passed on through independent channels and, because of their
Acts 18 and 19 indicate
importance, have gained a wide circulation.
that the question of the relationship, of the Baptist to Jesus was a
As L. Morris notes,
live one for a considerable amount of time.
even in a short space of words, there are a number of noteworthy di f fer46
ences in Mark's and John's record of the saying about the Baptist.
In the denial narrative and feeding of the 5000 narrative there are
between the accounts which do not seem to have any deep
Why should John omit Mark's
significance
or theological motivations.
reference to the cock crowing twice? Why should he have 6ýo oýapia
instead of Mark's 615oiX00as in the feeding narrative?
Gardner-Smith

differences

points out that "John's account of the miracle differs in almost every
the
possible way from that of Mark.... The words used are different,
the only point of contact is in the single
speakers are different;
it
is
in the accusative
then
phrase-6iaKoaiwv 6T)VaPIWV
even
and
clpToi
.
.e
47
in Mark and nominativ in*John. ,
These points about verbal dependence
are, Of course, of somewhat limited value since Barrett is not mainthat John copied Mark; however, some weight must be given to them
because they show that the verbal similarities
come not so much in
unusual words, graphic details,
or peculiar turns of phrase but primarily in
since. it is
ordinaryýwords and phrases. This is surely significant
taining

reasonable to expect that the unique or striking words-or phrases
would be primarily what the Fourth Evangelist would remember and reproduce from Mark.

We thus conclude that the case for-dependence of-the
Fourth Gospel on any of the Synoptics is not compelling nor even
necessarily the most plausible explanation of all the relevant data.
D.

Source Criticism

Having partially
dealt with the sources of the Synoptic Gospels,
it remains here to discuss the Proto-Luke hypothesis and, make some
The Proto-Luke hypothesis as
general remarks about source criticism.
advocated by Streeter, Taylor, Caird, and others, is probably to be
for the following

reasons: 1) when one deletes the Marcan
material from Luke, one is left with an amorphous assortment of passages
most of which deal with Jesus' journey to Jerusalem (556 verses out of
rejected
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This is too lopsided an arrangement to warrant calling
48
Luke a primitive Gospel.
2) The argument that Luke, inserts
blocks of Marcan material (1.21-3.6,4.1-9.40,10.13-52,11.1-14,16)
706).

Protofour

into his special source does not account for the fact that Luke omits
Marcan sections (Mk 3.20-22,9.42-10.12)
from the Marcan sequence he
takes over at precisely the places where the small (Lk 6.17-8.3) and
larger (9.51-18.14) non-Marcan blocks are included.
Further, when
Luke inserts 19.39-44, the parallel section in Mk 11.1-14 is omitted. 49
3) Luke separates the third Marcan passion prediction from the first
two because of his placement of the 'great interpolation'.
4) Luke's
genealogy appears to be inserted between items that belong together
50
(Mk 1.9-11,12-13).
5) It appears the non-Marcan sections of Luke
51
presuppose the present Gospel's context and order.
6) Probably, the
main. reason Luke edits-., or omits a considerable amount of Marcan
material "... is that no one document is really the foundation of the
Third Gospel. All the sources are quarries from which the Evangelist
52
selects and adapts material to serve his own end. "
Several words of caution are necessary concerning some suppositions often made about sources. The tendency in NT criticism
is to
suggest that Luke more often than Matthew preserves the original
There is, however, no way of
wording (and order? ) of the Q material.
objectively
checking this theory and on the basis of the way Luke
handles Mark, it appears he, just as much as the First Evangelist,
makes his sources his own. Secondly, in regard to the matter of
doublets one must reckon with four possibilities:
1) Jesus said and
did similar things on various occasions, and
the Evangelists may
have chosen to present two similar traditions
that. were not variants of
tradition;
2) the Evangelists are presenting variants of
one original
but their own redactional activity
one tradition
is the cause of the
3) Variants of the same tradition
variation;
are being presented and
the variation arises through the use of different
sources; 4) Similar
traditions
have interacted at the level of oral transmission, or one
story has been assimilated into the pattern of another similar story
to give it a 'conventional form'.
Thirdly, redaction critics
have
four Evangelists were skillful
shown that-all
editors and presenters
of their material and thus one cannot be certain when stylistic
change
is a result

of An author's. deliberate purpose or the use of a different
sourte'(e. g.., in Luke 1-2? ). If the scholar is unable to detect a
source at various points in the Gospel narrative it may indicate 'no
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more than that the Evangelist has successfully rewritten his source
in his own language and style.
It need not mean that the material
is the Evangelist's own creation.
The implications
of both the
extensive agreements between the Synoptics in substance and even at
times in exact wording, and the significant
differences in their
commonmaterial, must be allowed to have their-f6ll-ýýejlght.
That
..
Matthew and Luke frequently did not make significant
in
alterations
their Marcan source material, indicates that they agreed with it and
probably "... that they were concerned to preserve the received
tradition

and that they did not feel free to write the story of Jesus
just as they pleased in accordance with their own theology. , 53 The
differences,
however, clearly indicate that the Evangelists exercised
freedom in arranging and shaping their source material in
accordance with their purposes. One must have a balanced approach
to the Synoptic material, neither ignoring nor exaggerating either
a certain

the extensive similarities
differences.
The
or the significant
Evangelists were both transmitters
and presenters of the Gospel material.
E. ' Form Criticism
The form critical
method of studying the origins of the Gospel
material has been of immense value in helping scholars to focus on
the oral traditions
behind the Gospels and in demonstrating that many
Gospel narratives came down to the Evangelists as isolated units with
a specific form. There are,. however, certain difficulties
with the
method at least as applied by Bultmann and to a lesser degree Dibelius
that must be pointed out. As is well-known Bultmann claimed that the
early Church did not perceive (or at least did not make)a distinction'ý
between the pre-Easter sayings of Jesus and the post-Easter inspired
(anonymous?
) Christian prophets which,, it is claimed,
of
were accepted as the words of the ascended Jesus, and were sometimes
accidentally,
into settings in
sometimes deliberately,
retrojected
54
Jesus' ministry.
While Bultmann thinks that the tradition
moved
utterances

from general fluidity
to general fixation,
nonetheless, he posits
about this sayings material that it was more freely. handled in the
middle (when a saying of a prophet was accepted as a saying of the
ascended Lord) or near the end of the fixation
process*(when the
saying of a prophet or the ascended Lord became a saying of the
historical
Jesus). As the Book of Revelation indicates,
there were
utterances of the ascended Christ spoken through'prophets in the early
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does not prove either that such utterances were not
distinguished from other utterances of Christian prophets, or that
Jesus.
sayings of the exalted Lord became sayings of the historical
Indeed, the evidence from Revelation points in the opposite direction
Church, but this

for there the sayings of the exalted Lord spoken through a Christian
If the Book
prophet (who is named) are identified
precisely as that.
of Revelation tells us anything, it indicates that such sayings were
55
distinguished from the sayings of the historical
Jesus.
Even more
doubtful is Bultmann's appeal to Odes of Solomon 42.6 for it is still
56
widely held that the Odes are to be dated after the Gospel material.
Whenone examines the non-Gospel Material relevant to our subject
(because it is methodologically
improper to use any of the Gospel
material as evidence of Christian prophets' activity
when that is what
must be proved) we find that Paul distinguished between his own authoriutterances and the Lord's (1 Cor 7.10,12 . 25,40) and 1
Corinthians 14 indicates that the utterances of Christian prophets
(v
be
to
29), not to be accepted as of
tested
were
weighed and
unquestionable authority as the Lord's words were to be (7.10,12).
tative

Even when such utterances were approved it is still
not clear from
this material that they were accorded the same status as (,or were
thought to be indistinguishable
from) the words of the earthly Jesus.
As Dunn has shown, in both'the NT and other early Christian literature
(the Didache, 'et al. ), there is evidence that Christians,
like their
had a healthy suspicion about prophetic oracles and
inquiring about their source. Note
subjected them to close scrutiny
that Luke carefully mentions the prophet's namewhen he cites an
57
(Ac
11.27,28,13.1,2,21.10-11).
If the utterances of
oracle
Jewish forbears,

Christian

prophets ýLer_evalued as highly as sayings of the earthly
Jesus, the. rationale for retrojecting
such utterances back into Jesus'
58
Further, how has it happened, if the early
ministry is lacking.
Church retrojected
prophetic material into a ministry setting, that we
have little

or no material dealing with some of the major crises of
the early Church over circumcision
baptism, and the relation of Jews
to Gentiles (including table fellowship,
and the basis of acceptance
among Jesus' people)?

Can we legitimately

assume that all these
59
While it is
matters were settled when the Gospels were written?
possible that the sayings of Christian prophets and/or the exalted Lord
to the earthly Jesus, the
were at some point (accidentally? ) attributed
evidence used to support this view is not convincing and cannot be used
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Sitz im Leben of Much of the Gospel sayings
to argue that the original
material is the post-Easter Christian community.
The contention that the Gospel tradition
developed in a manner
has rightly been subjected
analogous to the growth of folk literature
to close scrutiny.
While comparisons of this kind are natural and
in form or
needful, there is always the danger that similarities
content will be thought to prove that-the origin and/or development of
the two sets of material

are the same. This is an especially dangerous
assumption when comparison is made strictly
on a selective basis, as
is the case in Di,belius' and Bultmann's studies.
As E. P. Sanders has

shown, there was no systematic attempt to see how various sorts of
folk stories developed over a period of time, perhaps because of the
difficulties
of finding, dating, and relating various versions of a
derived their laws of transstory.. It appears that the form critics
mission by assuming that purity of form indicates relative
antiquity
and by examining how Matthew and Luke use Mark and Q, and later Christian
literature
uses the canonical Gospels. Sanders notes, "... the form
did not show, outside of the Synoptic Gospels, that there was
critics
a body of tradition
which had at first
existed in pure forms,. but whose
60
purity of form had been corrupted by the passage of time.,,
In fact, Dibelius derives his laws of development by analyzing the needs and
activities
of the Christian communitibs and positing that a certain
Any differences from that
need required a certain form of material.
form indicated development. In practice then Dibelius denied that
comparisons with folk
developed, since folk

literature

revealed how Christian material
literature,
did not grow out of the same kind of
61
More consistently,,
community with the same needs.
Bultmann distinguishes
between 1aws of formati on and 1awsof transmi ssi on. The former he
.
discovers by analyzing comparative literature,
the latter almost exclusively by studying the Gospels and their inter-relationships.
In the
work of both Bultmann and Dibelius, "... the laws of transmission have
62
not been established outside of the Christian material itself.
,
The problem of selective use of examples arises again, even
when Bultmann draws conclusions from his study of the Gospel's interrelationships
about how the Gospel material developed. For. instance,
Bultmann argues that details (names, Places, etc. ) tended to be added
to the tradition

as. it developed..
so many cases where Mark includes,
When he does"suggest (infrequently)
it

is usually

He does not explain why there are
and the parallels omit, such details.

an explanation for such examples,
by way of appeal to an Ur-Markus hypothesis that has its
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In fact, while the evidence is mixed,
own special difficulties.
63
Sanders shows that Mark usually is more detailed than the. parallels.
The appropriateness of appealing to the 'laws of formation' of
the formation

of the Gospel material is
questionable for several reasons: 1) usually the material used as a
basis for comparison developed over a much longer period of time than
the Gospels' 40-70 year gestation period; 2) the folk literature
folk

literature

to explain

events to the same
appealed to is seldom dealing with historical
degree (if at all) that the Gospels are; 3) various factors (eyewitneses,
figure being written abbut) likely acted
reverence for the historical
on the embellishment of the Gospel material, unlike the
4) even in the rabbinic literature
case with much of folk literature;
that provides the closest parallels there is nothing comparable to the
64
Gospels' focus on, proclamation of, and belief in one man;
5) it is
as a. restraint

disciples of Jesus and the earliest
more probable that the first
postEaster community would have passed on His words and deeds in a way
that showed as much respect for the tradition
as Jewish students showed
their

century, than that they
words and deeds in the first
in the
would allow the tradition. to undergo radical transformations
65
It is plausible that
way the analogy to folk literature
suggests.
Jesus' first disciples would have used the techniques of transmission
teachers'

commonin their milieu - memorization, repetition,
and even brief noteindications
taking.
There are certainly
that Jesus used various mnemonic
devices to help His listeners
learn, which suggests that He sought to
66
Yet, as H.
make his teaching not merely memorable but memorizable.
SchUrmannhas pointed out, Jesus was more than a rabbi for it appears
He intended His words to be seen as a revelation of God's eschatological
pl ans. If so, then "Hier wird von Anfang an der Inhalt wichtiger gewesen
67
The disciples were concerned
sein als die Konservierung der Form.
to conserve, pass on, and apply to new situations what Jesus said and
meant, more than the exact form of words He used (i. e., the material is
dependent on the Sitz im. Leben for its specific formulation).
This
factor, along with the Evangelists' theological
purposes, may account
for many, if not most, of the divergences in wording in parallel Gospel
traditions.
At. this

point a few words about determining the'Sitz'im*Leben
of
a peri cope *by an ana lysi s of i ts Gospel and pre-Gospel form(s) isin
Often the form of. a saying or pericope will give only a'clue
order.
to its original Sitz''im'Loben.
and in some cases the same form was used
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in different

and for

different

The very variety
Sitz
of most pericopes demonstrates
of views about the original
-im -Leben
im
indicate
that only in a minority
the'Sitz
of cases does form clearly
been useful in the study of the
Form criticism
has primarily
Leben.
situations

but in the case of the rest of the
suggested (i. e., legends)
most of the form categories
if anything about a narrative's
form, but rather deal

pronouncement and miracle
Gospel material
tell
us little
with

content

purposes.

and imply

stories,

a judgment

As Bultmann recognized,

on the material's

Dibelius'

statement,

historical
"in

value.

the beginning
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was

the sermon" was unduly restrictive
as an attempt to encapsulate the
A variety
situation
and impetus that gave rise to various Gospel forms.
led to a variety
As SchUrmann has
of activities
of forms of tradition.
shown, it

is also unwarranted to restrict
the potential
Sitz im Leben
The inner life
of a Gospel pericope to the post-Easter
community.
of
Jesus' community, as well as i.tS. - outer life
of going forth to proclaim
the Kingdom message, provided-the
in which
sociological
conditions
.:
Jesus' words and deeds could have begun to take on a fixed form prior
69
between the situation
to Easter.
It is necessary to distinguish
or
event that

gave rise

to a traditjon

and the conditions

in which a
(or passed on in)

i. e., collected.
was 'actualized',
and given
70
In the case of a-saying it is
a fixed. form by Jesus' disciples.
possible that Jesus Himself originated
and formed 'the tradition',
(with
in
the
the possible exception of some of
while
caseofa
narrative
the Passion events which Jesus may have foretold)
Sitz im Leben Jesu
tradition

means that the tradition
discussed
the disciples

arose out of the-.pre-Easter

situation

in which

deeds, not. that it came from
Jesus' lips.
Even if a-narrative
after
was not 'actualized'
until
Easter, it does not follow that the early Church created the tradition
To 'form' a tradition
out of non-historical
material.
about certain
the circumstances
events is not the same as inventing
narrated.
At this point a brief
of
statement of our own-view. of the origins
the Gospel tradition

is

and related

Jesus'

in order

based
view
not on analogies with
-a
but on some of the earliest
folk literature
NT documents (Paul's letters
Paul
to Thessalonica
At various places in his letters,
and Corinth).
language used when the transmission
and reception
of
uses the technical
traditions
authoritative
(cf.. 1 Cor. 11. 2,23,15..
also speaks of Christian
2 Thess 2.15,3.6).

Judaism
to in rabbinic
was being referred
1,3;
1 Thess 2.13,4.1;
2 Thess 3.6).
Paul
traditions

These facts

as Trapd6ouis (cf. 1 Cor 11.2;
do not a llow
us to assume that
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material was passed on in exactly the same manner as the
Jewish material. but it does establish one key point: "... early
is conscious of the fact that it has a tradition
Christianity
of its
Christian

own including

many traditions
which the Church teachers hand on to the
congregations, which the congregations receive and which they then are
to guard and to live after.
In Paul's times there existed a conscious,

deliberate,

and programmatic transmission in the early Church. "71 What
sort of traditions
were being passed on in Paul's day? 1 Cor 11.2 would
seem to indicate that several kinds of tradition
were passed on. 1 Cor
11.23 ff.

indicates

included some narrative and sayings
material involving the Last Supper (which would give support to the
1 Cor 15.
view that the Passion narrative was fixed relatively
early).
1,3-4 indicates that these traditions
included some credal statements
and lists of witnesses to Jesus' appearances. 1 Cor 7.10-11 indicates
that this

that important
fixed

sayings of Jesus were also being passed on in relatively
form from an early date. 1 Thess 2.13,4.1,2
Thess 2.15,3.6,

and Gal 1.9 indicate that certain ethical exhortations were also
involved (not teachings of Jesus but exhortations to follow Jesus'
What this
example, Paul's example, or the Church's ethical teaching).
shows is that not merely the sayings of Jesus but all sorts of other
traditions
being
some
some
ethical,
credal,
some
narrative
were
passed on by Paul and others to the early Church.
Another crucial point is that first
century Palestine was a mixed
language milieu.
As long as it was assumed that translation
of the
Gospel material into Greek was something not undertaken. for a considerable period of. time after its proclamation in Aramaic, it was possible
to assume that considerable changes and-corruption took place in the
material before it was ever rendered into Greek. This view and a
related one (i. e., that we can readily distinguish, between a Palestinian
have both been severely criticized
by M. Hengel
and Hellenistic
milieu),
72
J. N. Sevenster and R. H.. Gundry have shown that Greek
and others.
was widely known and used in both Judea and Gý,lilee in the first
century.
Galilee in particular
was a frontier
area with a great deal of contact
with Greek-speaking people and Hellenistic
culture, and had been for
The archaeological evidence indicates Greek was used by
centuries.
both literate
Jews (both. scribes and fishermen) because
and illiterate
Greek had become the off. i.cial language of commerce and communication,
73
and was even used in Jewish graveyards and synagogues.
We find
evidence of both good and clumsy Greek in various diverse settings
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"No matter how very superficial
and sketchy that knowledge was, many from all layers of. society understood it and were able
74
While this does not lead us to the conclusion
to speak and write it.,,
that Jesus mainly spoke Greek to His disciples and audiences, it does
mean that it is quite plausible that Jesus spoke Greek on some occasions,

indicating

that:

(e. g., perhaps when He was in the Decapolis or when He spoke with the
that
Syro-phoenician woman). One must also reckon with the possibility
Jesus' disciples were translating
even before Jesus' death some of His
sayings for the benefit of all sorts of people who lived in Palestine
and whose language of public communication was Greek. It is still
probable, however, that Jesus mainly spoke in Aramaic, thus retransform. What can
lation back into Aramaic may show a saying's original
factor
is
the
time
longer
be
that
or
either
claimed with assurance
no
the language factor is necessarily as significant
a barrier between
the NT critic
as was once
stages of the tradition
and the earliest
If translation
took place while a significant
thought.
number of
(Greek-speaking? ) eye-witnesses were still
alive who may have even begun
lessened the margin for error by
then the
being sources or guarantors and correctors of the tradition,
in
be
in
Gospels
the
found
the
Jesus'
Greek translation
may
sayings
of
Aramaic
the
But
the
faithful
what
of
original.
of
rendering
main a
the translation

process or at least

original?
The work of such scholars as Jeremias, M. Black, and M. Wilcox
in.
Gospel
the
background
to
the
traditions
Aramaic
the
embedded
on
for the view that there was a
material and Acts has argued forcefully
the
behind
lying
Aramaic
fixed
tradition
sayings
of
much
substantial and
him
before
traditions
Luke
had
Jesus,
that
teachings
of
and
of
and
the words and deeds of many major figures in early Christianity
when he
the
Black's
Acts.
Consider
matter
pursuing
after
conclusions
wrote
for many years:
For the sayings and teaching of Jesus, however, there
doubt that the bulk of Semitisms are transis little
lation phenomena, and have arisen in the process of
translating
and paraphrasing the'verba ipsissima of
I have seen no reason to change thý concluJesus
....
sions. which I reached in my'Aramaic Approach't6'the
(oral or
G6spelt'and'Atts
that an Aramaic tradition
(in
lieýi-behind
Jesus
the
the
written)
sayings of
(75)
Fourth Gospel as well as the Synoptics).
Whenone combines the above considerations with the results

of-, Scharmann's

Leben of much of the Go.
spel material, and
work on the pre-Easter'SitZ'im,
to test and sift early Christian
Dunn's argument about the use of criteria
that was relatively
prophecy, a general picture emerges of a tradition
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fixed

at an early

date,

especially

in the case of Jesus'

sayings.

Even

two factors may have led to a
in the case of the narrati ve tradition
interest
1)
handling
the
the
material:
use
of-and
of
rather conservative
in Jesus' deeds in early Christian
preaching as shown by Dodd and
Stanton; and 2) the concern on Luke's part and manifested by some
76
information
Christians
to convey historical
Hellenistic
accurately.
While it is probably true that Riesenfeld
and Gerhardsson have gone too
far

in stressing

Christian

the fixing

transmission,

process

(and the fixed

W. D. Davies is right

result)

to stress

in early
that the Jewish

in
the
for
ty
i
tradi
tion
Ii
the
respect
communi
a
est
arTd
earl
eu
of
mi
Jesus and His words and deeds probably exercised a considerable
conon the tradition.
serving influence
F. 'Redcictioh'Criticism
N. Perrin

defines

the work of redaction

critictswas

follows:

"It

is

motivation
of an author as this
concerned with studying the theological
is revealed in the collection,
and modification
arrangement, editing,
or the
material,
and in the composition of new material
of traditional
77
ty
the traditions
of early Christiani
of new forms within
creation
."
does not say
in what it asserts,
This definition
while it is correct
task is
critic's
enough, for-'i't wrongly implies that the redaction

simply to study the Evangelists' theologi-es. Not every placement, modification,
or use of material evidenced in the Gospels bears witness to
purpose; sometimes the placement or modifian Evangelist's theological
cation is a matter of necessity or pragmatism. It is possible to overtheologize small modi.fications
as for
or additions to the traditions,
instance in the case of H. Conzelmann's study of Lukan geographical
78
details.
Redaction critics
also fall prey to equating. 'redaction'
79
but, as S. S. Smalley points out
theologizing'
with 'unhistorical
is possible to. use a tradition
with little
modification or with
in
the
inherent
brings
that
source.
out
something
merely
modification
It is possible to draw out the theological
implications. of an
it

shaping, and. placing
event by a certain amount of editing,
distorting. the facts.
without significantly
of a piece of tradition
It is also possible to deduce something about an Evangelist's views
by noting what he preserves of the material he takes over. That the
historical

preserve so much of their Marcan source
should tell us that they were not simply
without major alterations
interested in theologizibg about Jesus but also wished to pass on
First

and Third Evangelists

in
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tradition

historical

about Him.

Indeed,

it

requires
details,

considerable

to redactional
summaries, certain
and arrangement
from
to get any clear hints about how the Evangelist's
views differ
This should warn us against assuming that the Gospels
his source.
attention

mainly
Jesus'

the history

reflect
history

or that"...

of early

Christian

the evangelists

rather than
they repreand the tradition
experience

this experience is ultimately
related
as tovhether
"80
to anything said or done in Galilee o'r Judea before the crucifixion.
Christ made Christians
Perrin claims that the experience of the living
sent are indifferent

during
Jesus'
happened
and
ministry
what
actually
about
judgment
did not have the historical
further
that people in antiquity
between history
and various
or at least the concern to distinguish
however
of a tradition
myths, legends, or later embellishments
81
does
historiography
An
not bear
ancient
examination of
erroneous.
82
The former conclaim,, as A. W. Moseley has shown.
out the latter
indifferent

tention
others.

been seriously
challenged
Moule notes how Luke demonstrates

has also

by C. F.. D. Moule among
his concern for accuracy

present work and
of Christ's
about the past as well as recognition
speak of Him during His
presence -by not having Jesus' contemporaries
(with
lofty
titles
one or two minor exceptions) $1.83
ministry
with
in contrast
to what we find in Luke's redactional
comments (cf. 7.13)
In Luke-Acts we have
preaching in Acts.
and in the post-Resurrection
in the
both sequence and development (Jesus is endowed with the Spirit
Ac 2.23), thus making it unlikely
Gospel, but does not bestow it until
that he had no concern about whether present Christian
experience
related to anything said or. done in Jesus' earthly
has rightly
Redaction criticism
rehabilitated
Evangelists

as theologians

cause us to overlook

that

and skilfull
writers
they had a concern-for

Jesus of Nazareth who was confessed as Lord.
for they believed
theology belonged together,

creators
certainly

a view of the

but this

should

history

since

For them history
that

not
it

wýs

and

in Jesus the Divine

became
thus
salvationwhich
-a
While it is probably going too far to see the Evangelists
as
degree, they are
to any significant
of the Gospel tradition
whose different
shapers and interpreters
of the tradition

had broken into
history.

ministry.

human history

history

the redaction
on the Christ-event
viewpoints
reading between the lines.
study by a careful

critic

can discern

and
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G.

History

and the Gospels and Acts'-

General*Considerations

Critical'Method
and the Historical
its limitations
The historical-critical
with
all
method,
and
I
It must be stressed that
will be used. in this thesis.
capabilities,
The
this method is incapable of producing absolutely certain results.
most one can reasonably expect is that it may demonstrate that ther e
1.

History

that something did or did not happen. When the
is a good probability
it
does
is
to
this,
accomplish
even
not necessarily mean
unable
method
The evithat the events under scrutiny are of doubtful historicity.
In
dence may be too scant or complex-to come to a proper conclusion.
such cases, however, one cannot assume that the material is of historical
is
to consider the
the
approach
critical
only
safe
and
value, rather
history of the material to be doubtful until evidence is produced that
in the other direction.
Sometimes
tips the balance of probabilities
the methodology and its limitations
may be the. source of the difficulty.
Methodology is not an indifferent
net - it catches what it is designed
84
In such cases the historicity
to catch.
of the event(s) under
scrutiny simply cannot be established by the method however real
they may have been. Thus, the Jesus established
less
full
figure
be
portrait
a
with
a
necessarily
proclaimed in the Gospels.

by this

method will
than the Jesus

this method cannot and should not be used to pass judgment
NT authors place on events, unless
on the theological interpretations
it can be shown that the event being interpreted did not likely happen.
For instance, while t he historian is capable of establishing beyond
Further,

died
he
is
Jesus
the
doubt
that
not capable of
on
cross,
reasonable
that Jesus' death was for the forgiveness of sins.
proving or-refuting
task to pre-judge what can or cannot
It is also not the historian's
happen in history; rather, he is called to analyze the evidence for or
if
that
judge
historicity
the
the
even
accordingly
of
event and
against
event appears to be produced by supernatural causes. Moule
dismiss
"Recent
has
to
theological
tended
writing
remarks:
of history in favor of the transcendental call to decision;
tively to dismiss the transcendent in favor of such history

rightly
the importance
or alternaas can be

confined within the categories of purely human comprehension. But I
how
a serious student of Christian origins can concur with
see
cannot
85
What the historian ought to do is seek out an adequate
either. ,,
If the historian
cause to explain the historical
event he is studying.
is convinced that only a supernatural

event Tike the Resurrection

can
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adequately explain the formation of the Church after Jesus' ignominious
death, then he may go beyond saying that the disciples believed Jesus
that something beyond the realm of natural
rose, to an affirmation
causes must have happened to Jesus and His body after He died. He
cannot, however, go on to say God raised Him from the dead for that
is a theological
interpretation
of the event. He can only posit some
86
unknown and possibly supernatural cause to explain the phenomenon
.
2. 'History and Ancient'Historiography
Earlier in this chapter it was pointed out that some of the main
concerns of modern historians were not the urgencies of writers dealing
The crucial questions are,
with historical
material in antiquity.
however, Could ancient historians distinguish
between the clearly
legendary and the factual?
Were they able or concerned to sift their
R. P. C. Hanson has rightly
sources critically?
pointed out that
anyone who has read Lucian's essay on writing history must admit
that some ancient historians knew what was entailed in good critical
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writing, however far short their efforts may have fallen from the ideal.
In fact, one can find writers both before and after NT times who had real
concern for accuracy and the seeking out and sifting
of sources whether
one examines the works of Thucydides, Herodotus, Polybius, Lucian of
88
Samosata, or Tacitus.
Even Josephus, despite his biases, was
for he criticises
other
concerned for accuracy and impartiality,
89
historians for showing no concern about such matters.
Thucydides
is often quoted to show that even he felt at liberty to create speeches
for his subjects but what he in fact says is: "It has been difficult
to
accuracy the words. actually spoken.... Therefore the
speeches are given in the language in which, as it seemed to me, the
several speakers would express, on the subjects under consideration,
recall

with strict

the occasion, though at the same time I
the sentiments most befitting
have adhered as closely as possible to the general sense of what was
actually said. "90 Thus, Thucydidean speeches may in some sense be
'typical'

of the man or a general summary, but-they are not the unreWhat the evidence tends to show
strained inventions of the historian.
is that there were good and bad historians
in antiquity
as in modern
times, and the good ones were both able and concerned to sift. their
sources with care. There was not in antiquity
as much concern for
details and chronological exactitude as in modern times, butAhis is
The portrait
a difference of degree not kind.
of ancient historians
between legend and fact, between good
as men who did not distinguish
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and bad sources,

between reliable
It

cases a misrepresentation.

and unreliable
is thus possible

even though their motives for writing
could have followed in the footsteps
matters.

Whether they

in fact

examination

of the contents

3. 'History

and Myth

witnesses

is

in many

the Evangelists

that

were theological

or apologetical
in historical

of Thucydides
did so is only to be discovered

by an

of the Gospels and Acts.

The problem of myth in the NT is complex and cannot be reduced
91
to the set of problems involved in assessing the NT miracles.
In our discussion of the Gospels'. genre we noted that the Evangelists
may have used a mythical pattern to order their presentation of the
Gospel events in order to imply certain things about Jesus, e. g.,,
But, as Dunn argues, "By applying the
that he was a Divine figure.
individual
the NT
same sort of (mythical) language to a historical
92
Myth in this case is a
writers in effect demythologize it..,
narrative or narrative pattern, involving supernatural beings or
for a group of people. This
events, which has religious
significance
definition
does not pre-judge the question whether or not we are
dealing with historical
phenomena- that must be
or purely fictional
decided on a case by case basis.
Bultmann, however, appears to define myth as a pre-scientific
conceptual form or mode of expression which modern science has rendered
meaningless, thus the need to demythologize the NT. On one level, this
definition
The attempt to express, divine
of myth is acceptable.
transcendence in terms of spatial

distance

is one which modern man
can accept only as a metaphorical way of speaking. God and. heaven
93 Observational
are not located just outside the earth's atmosphere.
language about the sun rising and setting should be seen as a description
by pre-Copernican writers of things as they appeared to be. Again, the

Book of Revelation and other apocalyptic sections of the NT are full of
mythical elements which are used in a fashion that indicates they are
intended as symbols. Demythologizing in such cases is both helpful
arises when Bultmann and others attempt to
classify. various miraculous occurrences as nothing more than the product
thinking.
While it is true that sometimes first
of pre-scientific
century man explained natural diseases and other phenomenawrongly in
and needful.

The difficulty

terms of supernatural
explanations

causes, One should probably not dismiss all the
of various infirmities
and their miraculous cures as simply
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There
thinking.
pre-scientific
are various miracles
of
a product
(such as raising the dead) that are not adequately explained in the
terms of purely natural causes. To demythologize this sort of event
requires one to dismiss the miraculous content of the story as well as
the supernatural explanation of the source of the problem. Only if one
(or
that
miracle
myth) and history are mutually exclusive will
argues
one accept this sort of demythologizing in every case. The problem in
part is that when one defines a miracle as a transgression of the laws
way
of nature it sets God as a cause over against nature in a dualistic
of the natural order
and thus an 'act of God' is seen as a violation
Perhaps it is better
This is unsatisfactory.
which God established.
to speak of that which goes beyond natural causes rather than that
which goes against them.
Tim
In the NT there appear' to be attempts (cf. 1 Tim 1.4,4.7,2
4.4, Titus

1.14,2

Pet 1.16) to distinguish

between 'myths'

(in the
(super-

sense of untrue supernatural stories) and salvation history
At times the NT
natural events that occuited in space and time).
(e.
terms
g.; in Colossians where
writers will use mythical
and symbols
it

appearý the author as part of his apologetic tactics uses
terms. of his opponents, infusing them with Christian content
to refute the attempt to turn the Gospel into a Gnostic type
is history is a matter
But the concept of divine intervention

the
in order
of myth)'-ý94
of

from the use of mythical forms
supernatural content which is different
in
to explain that content, and it is this supernatural intervention
history that is at the very heart of the Gospel. Both the contingent
facts of history and the supernatural are involved in the core of the
95
kerygma.
This is why historical
study is so crucial for the
if he is to give Christianity
and why also the historian,
a fair hearing on its own terms, must not exclude a priori the possibility
of miracles or the presence of a genuine supernatural event or
person in the midst of human history.

Christian

faith

4. 'History'and the Criteria for Authenticity
The criteria
for authenticity
as promulgated by Perrin, R. H.
Fuller, and others have caused more than a little
controversy among
On the one hand there are those who agree with Jeremias,
NT scholars.
it is the inauthenticity,
dictum, "In the synoptic tradition
not the
96
authenticity,
Of the sayings of Jesus that must be demonstrated. ,
others reject this judgment claiming that "... a Gospel does not portray
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of the ministry

the history

of Jesus from A. D. 27-30 but the history

in any and every age.
It is in other
97
legend, and myth. ,
of history,

Christian

experience

strange mixture
I do not quarrel

words,

of

a

but rather with
the use of these principles,
It may be questioned,
how they are sometimes used.
for instance,
should be used as the main,
of dissimilarity
whether or not the criterion
When
much less sole, basis of one's approach to the Gospel material.
with

it
is
isolated
'unique
Jesus'
has
the
that one
not at all certain
one
Jesus, much less the true Jesus in any
has discovered the characteristic
This criterion
serves to magnify one portion
real sense of the word.
at the expense of other elements and this magniof the Gospel portrait
fication
To use
rather than clarification.
often leads to distortion
it as virtually
also involves making the
of authenticity
a sole arbiter
questionable
assumption that we have an extensive enough knowledge
community,
and the early Christian
tobe able to say that this or that saying of Jesus did not come from
have been
It is true that other criteria
either of. these sources.
the problem.
But
brought in to. help clarify
the matter and alleviate
first

about early

century

Judaism,

because by accepting
that which 'cohered' with the unique material
we simply have a somewhat
larger version of the unique Jesus.
This is why Dunn has advocated that
be set aside as the primary critical
the criterion
of dissimilarity
too often

the problem is simply

further

approach that accepts that
there were various points at which Jesus was in agreement with either
98
The real
His Jewish background oe His Christian
followers
or both .
is that it allows the scholar
of dissimilarity
value of the criterion
to say that it-is
possible to know something from the Gospel tradition

tool

in favor

magnified

of a tradition

criticism

to
words and deeds, and thus it is appropriate
raise the question of the historical
worth of the rest of the material
99
When used alongside
test.
that has not passed this most stringent
(which is more helpful
in showing
the criteri. ai).fmultiple
attestation
about Jesus'

certain
ticity

actual

characteristic

elements

of a particular

saying),

in Jesus'

of multiple
phenomena, it

than the authenforms, of Aramaic linguistic
100
is a helpfulltool.

thoughts

environmental
or Palestinian
the end
Obviously the criterion
of coherence must only be applied-at
be as much material
of the process so that there will
as. possible
and coherence of any remaining
with which to assess the consistency
pieces

of tradition

0f the other

criteria.

with

the material

already

accepted

on the basis
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The real unanswered question is, What is the character of the
Gospels? Few would question the sincerity
of the Evangelists and we
have already seen in this study reasons to question the assumption
that men in antiquity were incapable of or uninterested in separating
fact from fiction,
historical
material from legend, or bad reporting
101
from good reporting.
If the Evangelists were in the main unconcerned
Jesus and what He actually said and did, how has
about the historical
it

happened that we have so many sayings of Jesus that were likely difficult for the Evangelists' audiences to accept or understand (cf. Mk 9.1,
10.18,13.32)?
Surely a writer mainly concerned to meet the needs of
early Christians through proclaiming or theologizing Jesus would not
have created so many difficulties
for himself by including such
baptism, and
to add any sayings about circumcision,
material and failing
the charismatic gifts within the narratives
about the earthly ministry
102
Why did the First and Third Evangelists both follow Mark
of Jesus.
as they did if it was not part of their purpose to convey
some reliable traditions
about Jesus' words and deeds? The obstacles
to the view that the Gospel writers were not or not very interested in

as closely

conveying. historical
material are such that if another view could
be advanced that better answers these difficulties
it would probably
be preferable even if it was not a problem-free view. That view
would seem to entail. a recognition that the Evangelists had as one
of their main concerns, though by no means their only concern,
information about Jesus and what He said and did.
conveying historical
If this
brief

is accepted, then it will be worthwhile here
the approach to history found in the Synoptics,

to outline in
John, and Acts.

5. 'History and'the Synoptics
To a large extent, one's assessment of the historical
value of the
material in the Synoptics will be determined by one's view of the
intentions of the Evangelists.
Those who view the Synoptics as merely
kerygmatic in nature will argue that the authors did not intend for
information and what fragments we
the most part to give us historical
do find are there as a by-product.
This view, however, errs in
mistaking the part for the whole. To be sure, any book which starts,
"The beginning of the gospel of Jesus Christ, the son of God... 11is selfevidently not trying to present a bare bones report about an historical
figure named Jesus. But if our discussion of the genre of the Gospels
has taught us anything about how the Synoptics would have appeared and
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have been judged by first

it

seems that apologetic
or philosophical
purposes would not have precluded an
or theological,
author from being viewed as attempting to present a character sketch
century readers,

information.
Classics
about an historical
person using historical
scholar A. N. Sherwin-White argues, "Taking the Synoptic writers
historians,
there is a remarkable
quite generally as primitive
parallel-between their technique and that of Herodotus, the Father of
103
History, in their anecdotal conception of a narrative..,
Proclamation
and information are not incompatible and it appears that in the Gospels
the latter is used in the service-of the former. This is why Moule
argues of the Synoptics: "... even in the context of Christian worship
they represent
or of the instruction
and edification
of Christians,
little
formulation - the explanation
more than the element of historical
104
Moule conjectures there was a need for
of 'how it all started' . ,,
rehearsing for Christians an 'Acts of Jesus' in similar fashion to
the Acts of the Apostles.
This would explain why Luke definitely
sees
his second volume as part two of one work, the difference between the
two volumes being in content, not in kind.
But if we allow that the
author of Luke-Acts has as part of hi§ purpose conveying historical
information,

how is it

that it

appears Matthew and Mark are making
the same sort of use of some of the same traditions,
unless they too
information?
Certainly
were interested in conveying some historical
there would have been opportunities
and situations where it would have
been helpful

Manson argues:
and necessary to convey such material.
To rebut Jewish and pagan criticisms
and to establish
Christian claims it was necessary to describe the
It was not sufficient
to do this in general
ministry.
terms, merely asserting that Jesus taught as one having
authority,
or that he went about doing good; it was
imperative to produce specimens of those oracles which
had drawn men and womento him and fastened their
hopes upon him. To convince or convert the outsider
detailed evidence in support of Christian claims was
urgently required . (105)
Putting these points together along with the earlier reconstruction
began to be collected and developed
of how the Gospel traditions
(in groups of sayings, miracle stories,
testimonia, a Passion
list of witnesses to appearances, and credal statements),
narrative,
we see that the Synoptists had the material, the necessary situation
an.d, if the Gospels' genre and the Synoptists' technique are any clue,
the intention

How well they ful-

filled

examining the

texts

to convey historical
information.
their intention can only be decided after
themselves,
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6.

and the Gospel of John.
The problem of the relationship

History

of the Fourth Gospel to history is
from the Synoptics.
an acute one precisely because John is so different
The problem becomes less complicated if,, as we argued earlier,
the
Fourth Evangelist did not know the Synoptics.
It helps if we recognize
that like

the Synoptists:

John is not attempting to set forth an objective
...
,
unbiased account of certain historical
events. He is
a convinced believer and he wants his readers to see
He is
the saving significance
of what he narrates.
not recording facts for facts' sake. We completely
miss his purpose if we assess his work on narrowly
historical
lines.
There is no question then as to
The
whether John is giving us interpretation
....
is a good
question is whether his interpretation
one and soundly based, or whether he allows his
presuppositions to dominate the facts in the inter(106)
ests of buttressing up a dogmatic position.
But the fact remains that though the Fourth Evangelist shares a
Christian perspective and motivation with the Synoptists, his Gospel
has turned out very differently
from the SYnoptics.
The explanation for these differences is not found in the suggestion that John is a 'theological
Gospel' while the Synoptics are
historical,

have demonstrated how thoroughly
since redaction critics
theologic al are the Synoptics, and Dodd (and others) have shown that
a considerable amount of historical
material can be derived from John.
This is why, despite disclaimers 'about John's interest in precise
history, Barrett still
chronology or 'scientific'
affirms: "Yet at
107
But does John only have
every point history underlies what John wrote..,
a substratum of history overlaid by a thick veneer of interpretation?
John wrote that we might believe something about Jesus and he
an interpretive
character sketch by indicating
some of Jesus'
and deeds. It appears that he is attempting to refute various
and proto-Gnostic arguments about Jesus' nature and life,
and

presents
words
docetic

he seems
of their

to make his case both on the level of facts and on the level
interpretation.
While he is primarily concerned to bring out the
important meaning of this or that saying or event in Jesus' life,
he
does not neglect to narrate the factual foundation of that meaning lest
he himself be accused of docetism or a sort of mysticism for which
historical

contingencies are of
or no importance.
-little
If'we allow then that conveying some historical
information is
part of the Fourth Evangelist's. purpos.e, the question of why John is
As a tentative
so unlike the Synoptics becomes even more critical.
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hypothesis to explain these differences I would make two suggestions:
1) the Fourth Evangelist's, purposes and intentions di.ffer in certain
and 2) because of his purposes,
wý:
ys from the Synoptists'
significant
the Fourth Evangelist
that the Synoptists

in the main drew on certain discourse traditions
either did not know or did not feel suited their

suggestion, John seems to be writing
purposes. In regard to the first
to Christians (cf. 11.2), but has at least one eye on the non-believer.
He intends to give Christians discourse material which they can use to
foster belief in non-Christians.
In the Fourth Gospel we find a
veritable parade of non-Christians (the Baptist, Nicodemus, the
Samaritan woman, various groups of Jews, the 'Greeks' in Jn 12.20),
who come to speak to Jesus, and the Evangelist goes out of his way to
demonstrate that Jesus has the answers and is the 'way' for all these
108
Possibly, as Moule suggests, John's evangelvaried sorts of people.
istic intentions are indicated at Jn 20.31, "which may be translated
109
'so that you may here and now begin to believe'",
but one should
not build too much on this conjecture in view of the textual difficulties.
Further,

the stress on witness and testimony, and especially eye-witness
testimony (19.35), fits into an attempt to equip the believer with
This would also explain
material to use to convince the non-believer.
His oneness with the
the stress on Jesus' right to various titles,
Father, and His powers to perform stupendous miracles.
The main point
of including discussions about being born again, about the source of
living

water, about the nature of true worship, about Jesus'
being greater than John's, about Jesus as the bread of life,
vine, the way, the truth, and the life,
seems to be to give
material to lead those in the position of Nicodemus, or the

testimony
the true
believers

Samaritans,
that there is

or the Greeksýto Jesus. It could be concluded from this
little
historical
kernel and a great deal of theological expansion in
these discourses, but another suggestion, made by Riesenfeld, is perhaps
He argues that the original Sitz im Leben in
a better explanation.
took a definite
was
which these discourses first
shape as tradition
11 in the discussions; ýaTfd'meditations'
in the circle of
Jesus
of
...
his disciples such as certainly
took place side by side with the
instruction
of the disciples proper, With its more rigid forms. "110
authentic material over, making it his own, '
expressing things in his own words and sty le, expanding and shaping the
material somewhat to suit his purposes.
John has taken this
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As we have implied, the Synoptics were written primarily to confirm
and inform an already existing, faith (or a faith already on the way to
being fully formed if any of the Synoptists were addressing proselytes).
They used the shorter, More formed and fixed, and more easily remembered
(or memorized) sorts of traditions
because they were better suited to
the purpose of confirmation in the faith than conversion to it.
The
tantalizingly

short answers to various questions we find in the Synoptics are sufficient
to remind believers of a faith already known, but
insufficient
to be used in a reasoned apologetic directed toward the

The Johannine material is more suited to such purposes.
unbeliever.
It is more of a propaganda or missionary document than the Synoptics.
This in part appears to mean that the Fourth Evangelist exercised more
freedom in arranging his material (e. g., the Book of Signs), and adapting
and expanding his material than did the Synoptists who were somewhat
constrained by the formal and concise nature of their sources. He
likely departed more from the actual course of events than did the
Synoptists.

Undoubtedly, the arguments presented above are insufficient
to account for all the various differences between the Synoptics and
John, some of which may be put down to differences in personal interests
Someof the fundamental differences seem to be a
and preferences.
different
result of the. fact that John had significantly
purposes and
different

All
source material from the Synoptics.
however, use historical
information as a means to their
theological ends. One cannot completely separate Historie from Geschichte
112
in any of the Gospels.
But one can distinguish
at various points
between probably authentic material and probably redactional expansion
used significantly
the Evangelists,

and this we intend

to do as we examine the relevant

7.

Act8'of'tho'Apostles

History'and'the

Gospel pericopes.

The material from Acts dealt with in this thesis is not usually
considered historically
problematical except insofar as the miraculous is involved.
We do not have to deal with the speeches of Acts,
If,
or Acts 15, or the Paul of Acts versus the Paul of the Letters.
however, it could be shown to be highly probable that this material was
so erroneous, or so tendentious, that it was an unreliable source for
information,
historical
then t his'would necessarily cause one to question
the historical
value of the rest of Acts. There is, however, no conhistorical
sensus among scholars thatthe
value of even the problematical
In fact, many scholars, both Biblical
portions of Acts is negligible.
(e.
g*., F. F. Bruce, W. M. Ramsay, Hengel Sherwin-White),
and classical
,
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in spite of the various problems Acts raises, have argued repeatedly
is overwhelming. Yet
that "For Acts the confirmation of historicity
Acts is, in simple terms and judged externally,
no less a propaganda
113
,
Gospels
What this means is that one must
the
than
narrative
...
take into account the tendentious nature of the narrative resulting
from the theological perspective and purposes of the author when one
in
Acts, but it does not
the
historical
the
value
of
material
considers
or that Luke's
mean that Acts is nothing more than a Tendenzschrift,
distort
theological purposes caused him to desert or significantly
As J. Munck argues: "As
history replacing, it with free invention.
Luke had at his disposal anabUndance of material both about Jesus and
about apostolic times, the conception of Luke as an edifying author
is
Luke's
dropped
When
be
by
Haenchen,
compared
work
must
maintained
...
with Aristeas, the difference between an account of events and an
114
edifying sto ry can be clearly seen. ,
Since we must deal with one of the 'we' sections (21.8-9), it
is necessary to explain why we think the 'we' sections reflect the
When
convention.
eyewitness testimony of the author, not a literary
Luke uses sources he casts them into the third person (e. g., Paul's
journey to Macedonia and Greece after departing from Philippi,
which
the author must have heard about second hand), and it is reasonable
to expect him to continue to do so even if he was taking over a diary
'we'
The
from
Paul's
travel
of
use
one
of
companions.
or
narrative
is simply not a stylistic
feature of Luke's work in general, and it
is hard to see why, if the 'we' is a literary
convention, he would
limit its use to the trips from Troas to Philippi,
Philippi to Jerusalem,
115
for
Hengel
Rome.
if
Acts
Caesarea
to
was
written
as
suggests,
and
,
Theophilus, then "... the only way in which readers
a real individual,
'we'
have
first
Theophilus
the
of all
could
understood
- and
...
[is
if]...
the remarks in the first
person plural refer to the
passages
116
The most natural and satisfying
explanation of all
author himsel f.,
the data is that the 'we' passages indicate Luke's personal and eyewitness
If this is accepted, then one must. also
testimony to various events.
reckon with the fact that Luke had access to first hand testimony
beginning
the
important.
the
that
took
of
matters
place
at
many
about
Christian community and before from Paul, Philip, and various others
In his Gospel, Luke was
in Jerusalem, Caesarea, Rome, and elsewhere.
heavily dependent on Mark and probably the Q material, and it is
implausible to expect him to have treated his sources for volume two
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117

different
in a radically
fashion if he had comparable sources.
We have two. clues, to Luke's intentions in the material itself:
1) his
preface, Lk 1.1-4, which probably indicates that Luke is consciously
historiographers;
casting himself in the mold of Hellenistic
and 2)
Luke's Septuagintal
style seems to indicate his desire to follow in
historiographers
the footsteps not only of good Hellenistic
but more
(such as the author of
importantly Jewish-Hellenistic
historiographers
II Maccabees) and before them the OT writers of history (both the
original authors, and translators
of the LXX). That he shares with
these writers a religious view of history and a concern for religious
history

accounts for a good deal of his approach and of his differences
118
from ancient secular historians.
How then are we to evaluate this sort of kerygmatic history
"New
writing in terms of its historical
value? Hengel cautions:
Testament scholars were therefore ill advised when they allowed themselves to be persuaded that history and kerygma were exclusive alterna; The consequence was the suggestion that the earliest
tives.
Christian
authors as a rule did not mean to narrate history proper but simply
to preach... In reality,
the writers in the New Testament make their
proclamation by narrating the action of God within a quite specific
period of history, at a particular
place, and through. real men, as a
119
historical
If this assessment is correct, then Acts cannot
report. "
be reduced to the level of theology 'historicized'
for the sake of
truth in the form of a historical
conveying spiritual
nor
narrative,
history
theologized
can it be treated as bare facts reporting,
as
nor
as if the theology were added to and did-not arise out of the history.
Theological or kerygmatic history would be-a better term to use. With
his theological purposes acting as the controlling
factor, Luke uses
information for the sake of proclamation.
Since this particular
kind of theology involves historical
persons and events and not simply
timeless ideas or ideals, then the theological
purpose can only be
To be sure, like
served by conveying a certain amount of information.
other ancient historical
works we have in Acts highly selective reporting,
episodic in nature, that focuses on crucial events or persons, and is
concerned with character development or precise chronnot particularly
Luke was interested in informing his reader
ology. As Lk 1,4 indicates,
4aut "the truth 'concernin
his pious
g these things", hot in satisfying
or entertaining
him, or simply edifying
curiosity,
set the record straight and write an authoritative

him.

He intends to

account from and for

80

"...
faith.
He
to proclaim these events as a
attempts
of
a posture
saving message in narrative form and to narrate them in the form of a
120
Only a view that gives full weight to both the
proclamation. ,
historical
information and theological
proclamation will do justice
to the material found in Acts or in the Gospels, and to the Evanintentions as they select, shape, and present their material.
gelists'
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WOMENIN THE TEACHINGOF JESUS

CHAPTERIII:
INTRODUCTION

we are to understand and explain the roles women took in the
the early Christian
of Jesus and later-in
ministry
community, then it
is necessary first
to examine the atti, tude of Jesus toward women as
1
in His teaching and in His actions.
This will
reflected
a
entail
If

discussion
state,

of His views on parenthood,

and on marriage,

divorce,

childhood,

and adultery.

and the single
Through this investi-

we should be able to begin to evaluate the way Jesus thought
the new demands of the Kingdom would affect women in their roles as
The second
and believers.
mothers, daughters, wives, widows, harlots,
gation,

be devoted to an investigation
of this chapter will
figures
in the parables
and judgment sayings of Jesus.

half

A.

of women

The Physical Family
Parents, Children,

and Widows
At various times and for various reasons there has been a feeling
of uneasiness among Christian believers about Jesus' view of the family.
Somehave been willing
to say that for Jesus the claims of the family
1.

of faith necessarily supplant any claims of the physical family on Him
in the Gospels
Yet there are clear indications
and His followers.
that Jesus not only accepted but also strengthened the physical
family's

bond in some respects.
The Gospels reveal two separate instances where Jesus reaffirmed
Exod 20.12, Lev 19.3, and Deut 5.16, thus indicat-ing that honoring
inThe first
one's parents was an important part of His teaching.
in the midst
stance we shall examine comes in Mk 10.19 and parallels
2
to the rich man, where He indicates that the
of Jesus' instructions
keeping of certain of the Ten Commandments
is crucial if one wishes
to inherit

life.

The commandto honor parents is counted as
part of the cost of discipleship
which is necessary in order to obtain
3
It is significant
that Mark, followed by
a place in the Kingdom.
Matthew, places this affirmation
of Mosaic teaching after two other
4
pericopes in which the physical family is reaffirmed in different
ways.
is but one indication that there was a place
Mk 10.19 (and parallels)
eternal

for the physical family and the promotion of filial
piety within the
teaching of Jesus. In the placement and presentation of this pericope,
Mark, Matthew, and, to a lesser degree, Luke, make their own affirmation
of these values.

89

Passing on to Mk 7.9-13 and parallels,
with Jewish attitudes
cause of its conflict

we find a saying that beof Jesus' day concerning
the oral law, and because of the improbability
that the Christian
community would create a saying involving the matter of corban, has
high claims to authenticity.
In fact, Taylor says, "There can be no
reasonable doubt that the words were spoken by Jesus and illustrate
His attitude to the oral law. "5 Possi.bly, Mark has added this sayi ng
to the section in 7.1-8 (because of the connection between vv 8 and 9)
are secondary Christian
argues that 7.14-19,20-23
In this passage we find Jesus affirming the same Mosaic
commandmentin the midst of a pronouncement concerning the traditions

and Dibelius
6
additions.

of men and the commandmentsof God. Jesus, with more than a little
7

anger and irony,
charges His audience
aside the commandwith "setting
"8 In this instance,
ments of God in order to keep your own traditions.
Jesus is attacking
the misuse of the practice
of making something
to

corbýn

one was to

said

First,

someone.

Jesus

both

revere

father

listeners

His

reminds

that
is

This

and mother.

honor
taught
that one should
some rabbis
9
In addition,
Jesus also reasserts
the
mother.

father

since

Moses

significant
more than

-i
.

negative
enjoinder
10
Moses: OeKOCKOXO?!
N M. TEP4.1ý PTj.
It is hard
T6pa eavaTT TexcuTaTw.
imagine

a more strongly
to

children

parents

In Jesus'

of

setting

aside

to

property

parents

that

this

What originally

became a means of preventing
11
Mark records
or property.

the

to

benefit

to

other

from

for
having

vow as follows:

12

the

purposes

parents.
the

a vow using

forbidden

to

of

dependent

had been intended

oneself

others

in

was dedicated

property

obligations

to

case,

declare

were

or even

the

enforcing

in

especially

one's

Temple).

tothe

way of

was possible

because

property

(perhaps

and,

day it

KOPý&V or KOVap that
one's

worded

of

term

from
purposes
as a means
of

God

on one's person
ý&V
KOPý&V. -A-

a claim

Because such vows often amounted to withdrawing
Ec EPOO4exr, lens.
them to
things from the control
of certain
persons without dedicating
God, Mark rightly
explains that KOPMV means A@p9v - that which is
13
dedicated or given, but not necessarily
that which is given to God.
Contemporary inscriptions
and Mishnaic parallels
suggest that such a
14
Such a vow
was well-known in the era in which Jesus lived.
practice
might be taken in a moment of Anger and thus might involve some hint
15
If this is the case in Mk 7.11, then this may
of An imprecation.
to the commandmen
t against cursing
explain why Jesus makes reference
or speaking

evil'of

one's. parents.

Certainly,

the position

of the
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16

.
The rabbis taught that by means
word corban in Mk 7.11-is emphatic.
or because of the honor due to one's parents, such
of a legal fiction
a vow could be circumvented or annulled in some cases if the vower
17
On the other hand, there is evidence from Jesus'
wished to do so.
time that in some instances a person could not repent of his oath even
if it was taken in haste or anger because some rabbis believed that
his lifewould
be forfeit
and he would stand in danger of the judgment of God against

18

oath-breakers.
Jesus was inveighing,

Apparently,

it

this

last

was against
that
for in our text it appears that
opinion
the. vower wished, but was not allowed, to repent - OýKETI &ýiCTC
aýTOV OURV ITOIýGUI Tý 7T(XTP'l Tfi ýnwf. 119 The fault Jesus finds with the
Pharisees'
tradition
is that they were not lenient
enough in some

20
cases to provide means of circumventing or annulling a vow that
duty. Jesus' point seems to be that any
conflicted with one's filial
21
Because of
vow that makes void the word of God must be annulled.
their traditions,
the rabbis had allowed one's duty to fulfill
any
the duty to honor
vow to take precedence over (and in effect nullify)
22
one's parents.
Thusi in Mk 7.9-13, we have a strong affirmation
of the traditional
family structure with special emphasis on the obligation for a child
is not
This obligation
to provide for his aging or indigent parents.
by any vows or oaths.
to be overriden
Indeed, Jesus warns that anyone
speaking evil of his parents faces dire consequences. Jesus, far from
taking a less stringent view of filial
duties than His Jewish contemthe demands placed on a Jewish son or
poraries, actually intensified
daughter by disallowing any interfering.
vows. In this He makes clear
His desire that both mother and father be honored in word and deed.
toward womenin
their roles of child-bearer and mother may perhaps be derived from an
examination of the two separate Synoptic incidents in which a very
positive attitude toward children is in evidence - Mk 9.33-37 and
23
Considering the Gospel
parallels,
and Mk 10.13-16 and parallels.
Someindirect

evidence about Jesus' attitude

the very existence of two separate incidents of
in the Synoptics may intimate that
about'children
a positive'nature
the attitudes expressed in these pericopes were seen by the Gospel
24
of Jesus and His ministry,
writers as characteristic
and noteworthy
because they stood in contrast to commonattitudes of that era.
Even-in'the first
century A. D. exposure of infants (especially

writers'

selectivity,.
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girls) was known in Roman-andGreek contexts. As Oepke points out
though, there was a gradually improving attitude toward children in the
Graeco-Romanworld from the early period of the Republic to the
days of the Empire:, "The promotion of the diminished rising
25
generation only reached its climax from the 2nd cent. A. D.,,
It is true that children were valued more highly in Judaism than in
latter

first

century pagan culture; nonetheless, generally sons were valued
26
There is no evidence
more highly than daughters even among Jews.
that children, either male or female, were considered as religious
models by the rabbis for in rabbinic Judaism it was the wise and
learned rabbi, not the child, who was set up as an example to disciples
27
Further, no rabbi is known to
who wished to be great in the Kingdom.
have so closely identified
himself and his teaching about the Kingdom
with children as the Evangelists portray Jesus doing.
The history of the tradition(s)
found in Mk 9.33-37 appears to
be complex. It is possible that these verses comprise a brief pronouncement story placed at the outset of a collection
of sayings rel
lated to each other on the basis of catch-words or phrases e!
EXI
T
The mention of Capernaum and the
OVOIJaTI ]IOU, Cf. vv 37,38,39,41P
29
house in v 33 may point to Petrine reminiscence,
and both the
wrangling of the disciples
and Jesus' response (v 35) are historically
30
Verses 36 and 37, however, may belong to a different
credible.
circle
(cf. Mk 10.40,42).
Verse 37 (Toio6Twv Trai&ýwv)
of ideas altogether
seems to presuppose some such incident
as we have in v 36, and thus they
In any case, the original
probably belong together.
and present form
is about children,
of this tradition
not unimportant
community members
31
(contrast
Matthew, perhaps in
v 42) which speaks for its earliness.
an attempt to spare the disciples,
omits Jesus' question about the
disciples'

dispute,

and Mark's

response to this
which do not derive from this
that the saying in 18.3 in some

comment about their

query and includes at 18.3-4 sayings
Schweizer suggests
section of Mark.
form may go back to Jesus Himself as it

to other sayings

bears a strong

having to do with a child
(Mk 10.15,

resemblance

or being child-like

These examples begin,
"Truly,. 1 say to you, if (or who) does not...
and end, "... enter into
.
32
the Kingdom of God (or, of heaven). ,
Verse 4 is possibly
Matthew's
(cf..
of
y3
rephrasing
uTp#flTý_ i<ali y6vnaec ws Ta' Trai6ýa... ; Ta7TE1VWCTE:
j
in the Gospel tradition

TbV WS Tb M1.610V. .
EaU.

Cf.. Jn 3.3,5).

or perhaps his adaptin-g--of:

he presents in reverse order (18.4b ou.Tos LyTiv 0

Mk 9-35a,

11.E:IýWV

b which

corresponding
...
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in Mk 9.35a; humbling self as a child
to C1 TIS OE'XEI TrPWýTOS
...
To sum up,
correspond ing to being last of all and servant of all).
to taking Mk 9.33-35, and perhaps
there seems no significant.
objection
Jesus material.
Concerning Mt 18.3,
vv 36-37, as authentic
18.4 is purely redactional.
there may be some doubt and possibly
Nonetheless,
the ideas conveyed in Mt 18.3-4 may perhaps be said to be

separately

'typical'

of Jesus'

attitudes

(especially

if

Mk 10.15 is authentic)

33
even if they were not actually spoken by Him.
Mk 9.33-37 is set in the context of the disciples'
34
At v 36,
about who would be greatest in the Kingdom.
(a
begin a different
Jesus
term
saying,
calls a Trai&lov
to denote those between the stages of infan cy and young

dispute
which may
usually

used
35
adulthood)

Mark and Luke make the child an
and puts him in their midst.
(Mk
lesson
9.37, Lk 9.48)
object
with only a concluding summary
which involves the rather remarkable assertion that whoever receives
36
The verb
one of this sort of children in Jesus' name, welcomes Him.
'receive' here often is used to refer to hospitality,
translated
the
37
ý.
The
welcoming of a guest.
phrase 67TI TQ vo'pa.
Tfi liou likely means
38
'for my sake'
It is not likely that Jesus is suggesting that
.
(but cf. v 37b), though that is'
the child is His representative
Rather, Jesus is saying to the disciples
grammatically possible.
'receive a child such as this for My
who are His representatives,
He is identifying
Himself with the helpless so that they may
sake'.
be helped by those who wish to serve Jesus. His disciples are to
39
serve even children and in so doing they serve Jesus Himself.
If Jesus had held certain of the negative opinions about children
that existed in the Romanempire, or if He had a low view of the
family and. its offspring,
then it is not likely that He would so
40
closely identify Himself with children.
Few scholars would doubt the authenticity
of the material found
41
in Mk 10.13-16 and parallels.
Dibelius includes this narrative in
in a state of noteworthy
the category of paradigm (or example-narrative)
42
There is some question, however, whether or not v 15
puri ty.
belonged to this peri cope. 7BU_ltmannis right that v 15
originally
cannot be seen as an editorial
expansion of Y 14 because the two
43
Possibly then v 15 was originally
points.
verses make different
an
independent logion and Matthew has presented his version at 18.3 rather
Notably, Matthew and Luke have amplified and
than in this'context.
modified MarkS. narrative'in

subtle ways to suit

their

own purposes.
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Luke, by saying

For instance,

Oi were involved
Ta ýPE'_:

that

and by omitting

the story,
the embracing of them at the end generalizes
disciple.
in
becoming
is
involved
is
a
what
about
point
divorce,

teaching

on marriage,
44
13-16,17-31).

begins

The narrative
bringing

younger

reflecting

the

less

of incidents

however, we have a series

Matthew,

typical

important

than

children

adults,

"Allow

children,

He might

touch

them.

children

Synoptics).

three

46

less

were

rebuked
Jesus

to

the

anger:

but

children,

those

in

childlike

who are

mature

those

come to

Perhaps
and thus

to

the

bringing

disciples'

Me and do not

children,
it

hinder

Plummer

Though

character"
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who were

reacts

children
r
"
Ocol).
them for Týjv
ýaaiXcfa
ToO
T010UTWN)
c5arr1V
T-1
...
"to
these
5Twv
insist
that
not
refers
and others
Toio,
with

action

to give Jesus,
(Mk 10.1-12,

older

disciples

the

intended

and perhaps

so that

that

attitude

(all

forward

parents,
Jesus

to

children

In Mark and

and possessions

children,

with

and thus the

nor

all

seems more

547
to Jesus
likely
it refers
to those children
that
who come or are brought
48
G. R. Beasley-Murray
sort'.
who are 'of this
as well as those adults
is

in

right

are
text

intended
is

refer

to

denote

an example...
a comparison

Toioftoi
only

"...

remarking,

to

adults

a class,
it

is
with

of which

impossible

who are

the

or become like

the

use Of TOiOOTOS
in

one mentioned

to make the

individuals.

other

of

occasions

many normal

"49

primary

the

con-

reference

Thus-, the

term

of
cannot

children.

(cf.
Mt 18.31) a
in
Luke
Mark
and
saying
Kingdom
the
"Truly
I
to
Jesus:
receive
WC-s
say
you,
unless
you
word of
'as
it.
"
The
a
mean
may
enter
phrase
Mcs-ffai6iov
irciialov you shall not
(in
finally
'as
Kingdom,
ld'
the
or
or
childhood)',
a
child
chi
receives
50
The second possi'as a child (as though the Kingdom were a child)'.
Him
follow
to
Jesus
bility
be
since
adults
calls
outright
can
rejected
After

and enter
unlikely
children

this

the Kingdom..

there

follows

The third

is

conceivable,
and parallels
concern how Jesus received
have in the Kingdom; and Mk 10.15 and
possibility,

since Mk 10.13-14,16
and the place children
appear to concern how disciples

while

receive
The point of this material
seems to be that the Kingdom of God involves
Kingdom
like
the
that
those
them,
is
of
and
children
not
made up*of
or
51
between
the
10,
In'the
Mark
God is like a child.
contrast
of
context
parallels

should

the Kingdom.

enter the Kingdom and the di. ff, i cUlty With
which children
,
(10.16),
is
this
In'Mark
the
notable.
pericope closes
-.
enter
rich
which
indicates
asclear
an acceptance and
with an action of Jesus'which
intentions
and of the parents'
who brought them
of children
affirmation
the ease with
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as one could want. If children are received openly by Jesus and if
they have a place in the Kingdom, this may imply that giving birth to
52
children and being a parent'are seen as good things*.
Far from setting up the family of faith as an alternative
to the
physical family, Jesus uses the smallest member of the physical family
as a model for members of the family of faith and gives children a
place in the Kingdom. This may say more about Jesus' gracious attitude
toward children than about what He thought of their religious and
Jesus identifies
Himself with children so they will
moral potential.
be treated or welcomed as He would be welcomed, and His disciples are
called to become like dependent children in order to relate properly to
God. The evidence of Jesus' positive attitude toward children, their
place in the Kingdom, and how they might serve as models for disciples
and be served by disciples seems to imply a positive estimation of a
woman's role as child-bearer and mother (as well as a positive estimation of the father's role).
While it might be objected that this
material tells us only about Jesus' attitudes toward the helpless who
are already born rather than about the bearing of children per se (and
thus about women's roles), at the very least it would seem that Jesus
would have refrained from such remarks about (and actions for) children
if he had not wished to implicitly
endorse the continuance of the
These roles seem
physical family with its parental and filial
roles.
tb)have been affirmed by Jesus without reservation so long as they did
not conflict
with the priorities
of the Kingdom of God.

At this

point we must give attention to two passages (Mk 12.40 and
Mk 12.41-44 and parallels)
that may reveal something about
parallels,
Jesus' attitude toward widows. In regard to Mk 12.40 (cf. Lk 20.47),
there are no significant
critical
problems or reasons to doubt that

saying goes back to Jesus' actual conflicts
with and denunciations
of the scribes. - It is possible, however, that this saying is not in
its original setting but has been placed here together with a collection
of similar sayings. Taylor conjectures that the degree of opposition

this

reflected

in 12.37b-40 intimates

that this

passage derives from "... an
53
best associated with Jerusalem. ,

advanced point in the ministry
Scftbes were the scholorly-lawyers
of Jesus' day and their chief
function was to'give'expert
advice and interpretation
concerning matters
of the Law It was forbidden that they be paid for their teaching and
it appears that it was commonfor them to follow. -a
cal--li-ng--of another
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sort to support themselves. In the main, they lived on subsidies and
54
were poor save for the few scribes employed by the Temple-priests.
This (and the Temple setting, if it is authentic),
Makes it likely that
Jesus is referring to the Temple scribes who had the status to wear
fine robes and attend large and expensive banquets.
In this context we may understand Jesus' warning to His disciples
55
C
010N)TCS
TaS OIKIOtS
TiýV
Kall
to beware the scribes - 01 KCtTEG.
xýW)v
TTPOýUCICI PCIKPOt TrPOCCUXOJIEVOI.
What are we to make of the first
phrase
of Mk 12.40 (Lk 20.47), and in what way is it connected to what
Though it is possible that we should place a
precedes and follows?
commaonly after v 39, and see vv 38b-40 of Mark 12 as one unit, it
seems more likely that we have a casus pendens and should place a
period after v 39.56 Discerning the connection of Mk 12.40a (Lk 20.47a)
depends on understanding what "those who devour the
57
possessions of the widows" means.
Most likely,
this phrase connotes a sort of abuse of a widow's
'To devour a house' is a technical phrase in extra-biblical
property.
58
Greek sources for bilking someone of their funds or property.
How
The most commonsuggestion is that the
were the scribes doing this?
scribes were taking advantage of the kindness and hospitality
of well59
to-do widows beyond all reasonable bounds.
This view sees no necessary
connection between Mk 12.40a and 40b. Another view which does connect
to what follows

Mk 12.40a and 40b is that the scribes were extorting large sums by
60
The third and most likely view,
praying for these widows for a fee.
advanced by Derrett, holds that these scribes, as a trade, were legal
managers of well-to-do widows' estates, and were taking more than their
61
fair share of expenses for the task.
Derrett also suggests that they
tasks by making a point of being
were advertising for such lucrative
62
This
seen and known for their long and pious prayers in the Temple.
last view seems feasible whether we translate TrpoýWci and what follows
in Mk 12.40b as either 'and (under) the pretense (pretext) of lengthy
(for
'and
Derrett
this
this
to
suggests,
or,
prayer',
as
with a view
63
reason) praying lengthy prayers'.
This saying presents us with a picture of widows of some means
being taken advantage of by unscrupulous scribes who were their legal
estate managers. The widows,' trusting nature is contrasted to the
StUhlin remark.s, "Perhaps
and avaricious practices.
scribes'-deceitful
the'llaK. pb, Trpoa.
o5Xca0ai. may also be interpreted as a highly charged plea
64
for the cause of the widow. "
Jesus certainly
is stepping forward as
.
a strong advocate of oppressed or abused widows.
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The second passage of interest, "Mk 12.41-44 (Lk 21.1-4), follows
immediately after the verse just discussed in the Marcan outline
Luke follows Mark at this
probably because of its similar content.
point and we have here a clear example of how Luke "... can considerably
alter the wording of a Marcan narrative while preserving the element of
65
difference
discourse almost unaltered. ,
Perýaps the most significant
between the two accounts is that Luke omits the summoning and addressing
Possibly in order to allow the message to be spoken
of the disciples,
directly to his own audience. Bultmann, because of Jesus' supernatural
knowledge that the womangave all, and because of certain Buddhist,
Greek, and Semitic parallels to this narrative,
regards this narrative
as an ideal construýtion,,,
while Dibelius conjectures that this peri66
The argucope perhaps went back to a saying or parable of Jesus.
is questionable both because of problems of
ment from the parallels
As Taylor remarks, "The story is not so discontent. and of dating.
tinctive
that similar incidents, with differences,
could not happen in
Further, the story is in harmony with
the case of other teachers
....
His teaching elsewhere (cf. ix. 41, Lk xii. 15) and the use of alihv
67
"
XE;.
The possibility
raised by Dibelius
yw uptv is characteristic.
that a story by Jesus has become a story about Jesus cannot be ruled
out. Jesus may well have used His own variation of a familiar parable
to make His point about giving here. For our purposes it is irrelevant whether this is a story once told by Jesus and now transformed,
In either case it will reveal to
or an actual incident in His life.
us something of His attitude about widows. Thus, we will treat the
narrative as a literary
unit following the progress of the story as it
is given.
In the Marcan narrative Jesus is in a place in the Temple where
He could see the crowds streaming in to pay their private offerings
to the Temple treasury.
perhaps by the length

68

Particularly

noticeable

by their

in their
of time they spent putting
69
'E:
the TroXXo'l iTXoOaioi who
Also noticeable
ýaXXOV 7TOXXa.

apparel

and

money, were
by apparel

70

was one poor widow wanting to make an offering to God out of devotion.
71
Her offering was two X67Td, topper coins of the smallest denomination.
,T,
In Mark's. account Jesus is portrayed as wishing to use this womanas a
He calls His disciples to Himself (Mk
model for His disciples.
.
It is*not the amount given, but the attitude of self-.
12-.43 only).
sacrifice on which the narrative'fo, cuses. In a startling
statement,
72
Jesus says, "Truly I tell you,
this poor womanput more into the
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73
treasury than all the others combined. ,
She gave oclýovTbV ýiov
74
2
(Mark).
Even more significantly,
the reason why Jesus says
CLUTfis.
she gave more than all was that she gave out of her deficit,
while
abundance. Her devotion and selfThis is a
sacrifice was complete; she gave her whole 'living'.
clear model of devotion.
In these two sayings we may note certain obvious contrasts.
In
Mk 12.40 (Lk 20.47) there is the contrast between rich widows who

the others gave out of their

trust their managers and the deceitful male scribes.
In Mk 12.41-44
(Lk 21.174), a poor widow is set over against the rich men. In addition,
the devotion and self7sacrifice
of the poor widow stand out against the
dark background of the self-indulgence
and false piety of the scribes
75
In the former
and the easy and ostentatious giving of the rich.
case Jesus defends a group of women; in the latter one woman is His
Jesus' special concern and admiramodel of self-sacrificial
giving.
juxtaposed with His
tion for womenis perhaps nowhere more strikingly
disgust over certain groups of privileged and supposedly pious men
The theme of reversal (the last being first,
the humble
being exalted, the exalted being humbled) comes to the fore.
Jesus'
choice of the widow as a model reflects His view of how the advent
than here.

of the Kingdom means just recognition of the truly godly, and just
judgment of those who oppress the poor and disenfranchised (the widow
76
being a prime example).
2.

Marriage,

Adultery,

and Divorce

The matters discussed in Mt 5.27-32, Lk 16.18, Mt 19.3-9, and
Mk 10.1-12 are of great importance for our understanding
of Jesus'
family,
The sayings on marriage
view of marriage,
and women's roles.
into two categories:
isolated
and divorce fall
sayings (Mt 5.31-32,
77
(Mt 19.3-9, Mk 10.1-12).
dialogues
Lk 16.18) and the controversy
deal with each group reserving
We will
our discussion
of the Matthean
78
dialogues.
our treatment of the controversy
exceptive clauses until
The saying on marriage and divorce in Mt 5.31-32 is located
in a larger section of the Sermon on the Mount*(5.27-32)
that deals
(cf..
vv*2.7, ' 28,32. ), and is presented in the familiar
with po-LXcia
"You
form:
have heard that it was said... but I say to you. "
antithesis
The. saying

which precedes the. divorce
therefore,

discussion

deals with

we. must see how it
to the content of what follows.
First,
and relates
problems raised by 5.27-30.
on the critical.

matter

of sexual

sin;

the related

sets the stage
however, a word
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Verses 27-28 present few problems. Applying the criterion
of
dissimilarity,
the antithetical
parallelism
and the first
person
79
This is so
address speak strongly in favor of its authenticity.
not only because of the uniqueness of the*form ("You have heard it
said ... but I say") in a Jewish context where rabbis were careful to
(biblical
build on past traditions
and otherwise), but also because,
"The evidence shows that the large number of cases of antithetic
to the process
parallelism in the sayings of Jesus cannot be attributed
of redaction, and only in isolated examples is it to be seen as the
,80 This passage is not an exception to this
work of the tradition.
rule, and Bultmann indicates that. vv 27-28 are from the older stock of
81
tradition.
In regard to vv 29-30, there are more difficulties.
Here we appear to have a case where Matthew had two different
sources
82
18.8-9 from Mk 9.43for virtually
the same saying (5.29-30 from M;
47).

As Taylor indicates,

Mk 9.43-47 is not in its

original
context
83
but has been placed with a compilation of other sayings,
and clearly
these verses are an insertion in Matthew for 18.10 would follow naturally
84 '
It is possible then that Matthew found 5.29-30 connected
on 18.7 .
with 5.27-28 in his source, and if Derrett is correct about the meaning
stage of
of vv 29-30, the connection would belong to the earliest
the formation of this
Himself.
As we shall

to Jesus
and be traceable ultimately
see, 5.29-30 could refer to punishments known
85
in Jesus' day for sexual sins
If the M version of this saying is
.
the more authentic, then it follows that at some point the Marcan
version was expanded to include a reference to the foot (9.45) at a
stage in the tradition
when the original
sexual context and implications
86
had been forgotten.
tradition

Mt 5.27 opens with, "You have heard that it was said, 'ou
SO aX67TWN)
MrIBUjlficycll
T'O
7T&S
7TPbS
YUVaýK(X
but
I
to
say
you
poiXe6yeis' ,
=TýV
EV
Tfi
KaP6i(X
E:
i1o1XEUUCV
U-n
=9T)v
aýTol). Two important questions
L*-1.
1) What is the meaning of poi)(EOw? and 2) How
ý7rieuijflja,
deal
be
A
translated?
great
should YU\)OLTK(X
1TP'OS
-cb
cxýTýv
hinges on how one translates
The word poi, X.eow
poiXeOw in Mt 5.27-32.
need to be asked:

and its

sense of
cognates are used most commonly in the specific
intercourse
by
married man or woman with someone
extra-marital
bptrothed or married who is not his or her legal spouse.. This word

in
be
a wider sense of various sorts of sexual misbehavior
can
used
group
feelings'. thoughts, or acts that involve sexual sin.
It appears that
the term is used'in'its
narrower sexual sense of adultery in 5.27,329
in
in
5.28.87
somewhat,
wider
sense
a
and
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Mt 5.28 has been translated,

Traditionally,

has already committed adultery
a womanlustfully
K. Haacker rightly challenged this translation.

"Anyone looking on
88
with her in his heart. ,
First,

it

is questionable
whether or not iTpbs T'o E'Trieopfiaai (xu'Thv should be translated adverbially
The word
so as to link the seeing and desiring as part of one act.
with the accusative, as in 2 Cor 5.10, may yield the sense 'in
7TP'Os
'looks in accord with
accord with' which would lead to a translation
his lust

for her'.

however, does not take proper
account of the. infinitive
and its relation to =5Thv. There is a
further point to be considered - What shall we make of ýIioiXcuoEv
auTýv? Despite the Decalogue, in rabbinic Judaism normally only the
man initiated
a marriage, and adultery was the act of an unfaithful
This translation,

Usually,

the phrase e9poiXcuoeva69Tývis rendered 'commits
OTýv
is neglected entirely.
her',
Haacker
the
adultery with
or else
suggests we translate 'has led her astray to adultery',
which preserves
the role distinctions.
The word OTT'lv can logically
be the subject
89
'
5
Of 67TIOU11ý0`41.
Perhaps we should translate with Haacker, "Anyone
who so looks on a womanthat she is (or shall become) desirous, has
90
in his heart already led her astray to adultery. "
If this is

wife..

is not the same idea that we find in rabbinic sources
(or
looking
where men are warned against
women looking at
at women
91
them) lest they, the men, be led astray.
Here we have the antithesis
correct,

then this

to such an idea, for what is being treated in our passage is not male
instability
in the face of a temptress, butmale-aggression which leads
Thus, the responsibility
for such sin is placed
a womaninto sin.
on the male, and consideration is given to the woman, often the weaker
This saying is
and more suspected party in a male-oriented society.
at one and the same time a reaffirmation
of a man's leadership and
for the community welfare, and an attempt to liberate
responsibility
92
womenfrom a social stereotype.
Consistent with this stress on restraint
of male aggression is
the radical remedy Jesus proposes for those unable to control themselves: "If your right eye causes you to sin, gouge it out and throw
it

It is better

for you to lose one part of your body, than for
And if your right hand causes you to
your whole body to go into hell.
sin, cut it off..,.. " (Mt 5.29-30. ). While it is often assumed that
this is'Jesus' hyperbolic way of saying that we must sever ourselves
'93
from whatever causes us to, sip,
in this context it is possible that
away.

sexual sins-are

being alluded to in vv 29-30.

This becomes more likely

No

1

that loss of eyes was a well-known punishment for
sexual misbehavior, and loss of hand was a punishment for stealing
94
is
intended
his
This
even
wife.
primarily as
another's property,

when we realize

of recurrence, and
a preventive measure, eliminating the possibility
thus in this context saving a person from further temporal or even
eternal puni shment. "Thus, the whole passage... is speaking in terms of
punishments actually known in Palestinian practice in order to throw
light. on the great difficulty
loyal to
the
of remaining effectively
...
95
Kingdom of heaven. ,
Jesus' words would have sounded more like a
96
threat than a dramatic hyperbole to the male listeners he addressed.
All of the above is like :.:
Jn 7. -53-8.11 where men's motives are
questioned in a similar way, and their failure to live up to their
is pointed to.
in such a situation
Perhaps then a
responsibilities
brief

digression

Johannine material is in order at this point.
The story of the womancaught in adultery, while not likely a part
included in most
of the earliest and best text of the NT, is still
97
How are we to
modern translations,
albeit often in the margins.
value of this material in light of its textual
assess the historical
into this

and problems of placement? There are several factors which
Daube points out that the
point to the earliness of this narrative.
reference to stoning indicates that this story originated in the first
century since strangling was substituted as a punishment soon thereafter.
history
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as Cadbury points out, "... its internal character, agreeing as
it does with the Synoptic stories, bespeaks its genuineness as a
tradition. "99 The external evidence seems also to demand an early date
100
for this story.
to explain how this narrative ever
It is difficult
forced its way into any of the canonical Gospels unless there were strong
101
It is
reasons for assuming that it was authentic Jesus material.
plausible that because the story recorded ideas found elsewhere in the
Further,

and because it may have called into question the early
Church's very strict disciplinary
measures when sexual sin was committed,,
102
included in any Gospel.
This last factor also
it was not originally

Gospel tradition

argues against the view that this material is simply 4 Church creation.
"represents the character and methods of Jesus as they
That the story
103
is
here
favors
the
the
that
view
portrayal
are revealed elsewhere" ,
attitude in such cases even
an accurate description of Jesus' 'typical'
incident.
historical
Thus,
if it is not a description of. pneýparticular
it seems reasonable to expect that by examining this'material
as a literary
of Jesus from
unit we can deduce something about what was characteristic
Jn 7.53-8.11-though we shall not contend that this text records an historical
It

nce.

T
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The setting for this encounter is the women's court in the Temple104
where Jesus is teaching the people. Suddenly, into this court come the
105
scribes and Pharisees with. a womancaught in the very act of adultery.
There is no reason to doubt that a married woman is meant, as Daube and
106
In order to have the proof
Blinzler have shown independently.
required by the rabbis for this crime, the womanmust be caught in
Thus, the Evangelist depicts a highly suspicious situation:
coitu.
Where is her partner in crime? ' Did the husband h.ire spies-tp trap his
wife? Did he wish to set aside his wife without giving her the
107
ketubah, Or did he want certain proof of her infidelity?
Why had
the usual practice of the 'ordeal of the
not the husband utilized
108
bitter waters' if he had reason to suspect his wife of unfaithfulness?
Finally, why had not the witnesses warned the womanif she was seen in
109
the very act?
The scribes and Pharisees confront Jesus by saying that Moses
prescribed stoning for such a woman, and by asking, "ab ou'v -ci
Xgýcis? "110 Thus, Jesus is invited to set Himself against Moses,
ill
At this point Jesus
and perhaps openly against the Romanlaw.
appears to*avoid the issue, for He stoops down and draws with His finger
There are many possible
on the earth.
since the Gospel writer does not think

interpretations

of this act, but
it important enough to tell us
that the gesture, not the words, are

what Jesus wrote, it is likely
112
important.
The gesture implies

that Jesus does not wish to be
associated with the wickedness of this business or that. He is as
If it is true that
ashamedof their actions as of the woman's sin.
only Mosaic law opposed adultery, but only the Romanlaw could pass the
death sentence then it seems that Jesus is caught in a trap.
If He
fails to pronounce judgment then He will appear to reject Moses; if
He pronounces judgment, then He will appear to usurp the Romanjus
113
by implication
Jesus does not refrain from judgment; rather
gladii.
He pronounces this womanguilty by saying, "If anyone of you is without
to cast a stone at her. " Here, Nv(xp(xpTnTos
sin, let him be the first
114
I
Jesus
probably means 'without serious sin' in the matter at hand.
has good cause to suspect the motives of these men (cf.. the editorial
note in v 6), but He does not render invalid their judgment on the
115
'He who
He applies the principle,
gravity of this woman's. sin.
reproves other s, must himself be above'reproach in the case at issue. '
*
It is'the motives of the witnesses and-their own culpability,
not the
woman's lack of sin . ýqhich decides the matter here. The witnesses

(E)

102

stone (Deut 17.7), though technically
Neither are the. scribes or
are not morally qualified*.
qualified,
for they are guilty of trying to use God's law
Pharlsees qualified,
to trap the one man in this crowd who*is morally qualified
to pass

who must cast the first

judgment.

Jesus effectively
springs the trap that hovers over Himself
and the womanby passing judgment in such a way that its execution is
impossible

The Jewish leaders, Whowere supposedto be moral examples to
the people, knewwhat Jesus was implying about them, and thus one by one
116
beginning with the elders, they silently slipped away.
The hunters
have lost not only their game, but also their bdit. Whenthe womantells
Jesus that no one has condemnedher, Jesus say's emphatically oU66eyW'
Ge KaTaKPIVW.Perhaps He rejects implicitly the whole procedure that
the scribes and Pharisees were following as inherently discriminatory
117
Jesus does not approve
against womenin such a sin-tainted setting.
of a system wherein a man's lust is not taken as seriously as a woman's
118
does not
seduction. Jesus, by saying, "From now on do not sin",
pronounce this woman'ssin forgiven since she has not repented; rather,
He showsher the balance of mercy and justice calculated to lead one
119
As in Matthew 5,
away from a sinful life to repentance and salvation.
we see a critique of menwho fail to live up to their responsibility of
being examples of virtue for the community, and we see a rejection of
certain stereotypes in which womenare treated as scapegoats responsible
120
for social ills.
This comports with the emphasiswe find in someof
the Synoptic material (notably Mt 5.32,19.9) to which we must now turn.
The Synoptic divorce material is by no meanseasily handled for
there is no broad consensus amongscholars about any of the following
(Mt
is
isolated
Lk
16.18)
1)
Which
5.31-32,
the
questions:
of
sayings
2) Which of the controversy dialogues (Matthew 19,
the more primitive?
Mark 10) is the more primitive? 3) Do the sayings and dialogues go back
to one primitive saying or dialogue? 4) Howare the exceptive clauses
in Matthew to be understood? Only on the last question is there a somewhat general agreementthat the exceptive clauses are serious qualifi. cations-of Jesus' teaching and are not original (though even this has
been recently challenged). Even if they are later addition1s, Whether
t hese additions break the general rule prohibiting divorce or simply
makeit applicable to a particular problem is open to debate, since the
meaning of iropveia here. is'uncertain and neither the context in Matthew
5 nor 19 fa.voýs an actual exception being introduced. 'In Matthew 5
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the broadening of the meaning of adultery in 5.28 and the antithesis
form used in 5.27,29,30
naturally leads one to expect an intensification of OT and rabbinic teaching in Mt 5.31-32.
Verse 32 continues
(cf. vv 27-28) by saying
the unique stress on a man's responsibility
that it

is the male who causes the womanto commit adultery if he
121
divorces her and she remarries.
Further, the second husband commits
122
In Matthew 19 we also run
adultery if he marries the divorced woman.
into difficulties
if we take 19.9 to involve a genuine exception because
then 19.10, in terms of the logic the Evangelist is trying to convey in

placing 19.1-9 and 10-12 together, makes no sense. Thus, simply talking
in terms of Matthean logic, we meet problems if we too quickly
assume
that the exceptive clauses are serious qualifications
of'an absolute
It should also be noted that the view that
prohibition
of divorce.
the exceptive clauses are later additions is partially
based on the
assumption that Matthew is following Mark here - an assumption that even
the 'apostle' of Marcan priority,
B. H. Streeter, had considerable doubts
about. He posited that the First Evangelist was following in some
detail a parallel version to Mark's divorce dialogue found in his
own
special source and that "... Matthew's account appears to be in some ways
123
more original than Mark's .,,
In terms of historical
there is much to be said for
probabilities,
the suggestion that the First Evangelist here has more primitive material
than the Second. For one thing it is much more probable that the
Pharisees would ask Jesus about the grounds of divorce than about the
124
Again, it is a priori more probable
rectitude of divorce per se.
that the discussion would have proceeded as we find it in Mt 19.3-9 than
in Mk 10.2-12 since it seems likely that Jesus would have spoken of a
Mosaic'permitsion to divorce (Mt 19.8) rather than a Mosaic command
125
(Mk 10.3).
In'the Marcan form of this debate Jesus is placed in
the unlikely position of putting Himself between a rock and a hard
place by speaking of a Mosaic commandwhich He then shows is in opposition to God's. creation plan as expressed in the first book of Moses!
By contrast the Matthean form of the debate makes perfect sense. It is
the Pharisees who speak of Moses' commandwhile Jesus counters. that it
He is able to appeal to a
was only a permission and quite logically
higher and prior principle
found. in God's, creation plan (vv 4-.6,8b).
Further-,, the. 'in house' motif in'. Mk 10.10 is characteristic
(cf., Mk 4.34)7
and-it'is'more
natural that Jesus'goes on to make the pronouncement in
126
Mt'19.9 (Mk'10.11) in public,
and that the disciples, reacted as we
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find them doing in Mt 19.10. In the Marcan narrative the public discussion
ends rather abruptly at 10.9 with no clear statement of what exactly the
It seems somewhat ironic
OT principle means for the practice of divorce.
that many scholars will argue at some length that Mk 10.12 is Mark's
audience and yet not consider the possibility
expansion for a Hellenistic
that he had recast the entire narrative for that audience. What the
Gentiles (who lived in an atmosphere of much more widespread divorce than
Jew) needed to hear was not that there were legitimate
grounds for divorce but rather that divorce was completely against God's
intentions.
Thus, in almost every regard the debate as we find it in
127
Matthew 19 looks to be more primitive
and genuine than Mark's debate.
form of the isolated logion (Mt 5.
In regard to the more primitive
did the Palestinian

The differences
31-32, cf. Lk 16.18) there are several difficulties.
between Mt 5.32 and Mt 19.9 suggest that the First Evangelist has not
It will be
simply modified the saying. in 19.9 and placed it in 5.32.
noted that Lk-16.18a is close to Mt 19.9 while Lk 16.18b is like Mt 5.32b.
Mt 5.32a is unique. Thus, it may be that we should not too quickly
equate Mt 5.32 and Lk 16.18 in their entirety as two forms of the same
formula in
saying. Tfiis leads to the conclusion that the antithesis
128
The contrast between the statement
Mt 5.31-32a may not be secondary.
from Deut 24.1 and Mt 5.32a tells in favor of the authenticity
of this
includes
it
is
Evangelist,
for
that
such
who
an
unlikely
antithesis
sayings as we find in Mt 5.17-19, would create such an antithesis.
then it appears we have
Further, if Mt 19.7-9 is authentic tradition,
His
24.1
between
Deut
that
Jesus
own
and
such
a
contrast
made
evidence
'causes her to commit
Finally, perhaps the rather surprising
teaching.
have
We
least
5.32a.
for
the
already
authenticity
of at
adultery' speaks
for
the
how
in
5.27-30
Jesus
Mt
male
on
placed
responsibility
seen
Mt 5.31a comports well with
allowing a womanto go astray into sin.
this
be
Some
teaching.
tentative
at
stated
conclusions
should
such
point: 1) In regard to the controversy dialogues. the Matthean form
and more authentic form with the
appears to be the more primitive
be
taken
is
to
This
the
not
exceptive
of
clauses.
possible exception
by
the
but'for
the
Marcan
use
general
priority
against
argument
as an
First Evangelist of a parall, el version which he likely derived from his
10.12
2)
discussion
The
Marcan.
and
particularly
material.
special
Hellenistic
for
be
Jesus'
teaching
to
a
cation.
of
original
a
modifi.
appears
formula found in Mt 5.31-32a may be original
audience. 3) The antithesis
The
or. at least modeled on the authentic contrast in Mt 19.7-9.4)
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saying found in Mt 5.32b and Lk 16.18b appears to be an-isolated logion
129
5) Lk
possibly found in the Q material and likely quite primitive.
16.18a is likely a saying found in Q and possibly more original than the
form. found in Mk 10.11.130
We are now in a position to discuss the
controversy dialogues, an isolated logion, and the exceptive clauses-in
greater detail.
In the pronouncement story presented in two different
versions
(Mt 19.3-9, Mk 10.2-12) Jesus is confronted by a group of rabbis who
wish to ask Him a question about divorce in the hopes of trapping Him
131
in His words.
Daube has isolated a specific familiar form of-debate
in the Marcan version of this pericope; namely, a question by an opponent
(10.2), public retort sufficient
to silence listener but stating only
demandedby followers
part of the truth (10.5-9), private elucidation
132
(10.10), and private explanation given in a full and clear way.
In Matthew the discussion

"Is
question,
133
it lawful for a man to divorce his wife KaTa 7TCLCFaV
As the
(XITlav? "
the Pharisees are asking about divorce,
verb mToWw indicates,
not
separati on (the
Judaism).

latter
134

begins with

did not exist

the Pharisees'

as a legal

reality

in first

Matthew and Mark differ
as to how Jesus began to
The Matthean form (in which the Pharisees ask Him, "Why then
reply.
)
did Moses command-to give a bill
divorce?
divorce
is likely
to
and
of

century

Jesus
remarks on divorce.
answers their question with, "Moses permitted you to divorce your wife
p(Mt
TrP'0sThV CFKXT1P0KaP61aV 19.7-8)11135 The Mosaic permission referred
to, Deut 24.1-4, required a bill
of divorce be given to make clear that
the more original

response

to Jesus'

first

in order to protect her from further
the woman was no longer married,
136
Jesus intimates
that Moses' provision. was meant
charges or abuse.
to limit
a practice
widespread at that time, but it was not meant to
137
license divorce for any cause as some rabbis had deduced.
In the Matthean account, Jesus quotes two different
texts in
CO
initial
The phrase
question.
K.TýGaS
response to the Pharisees'
138
&PAS
(cf. 19.8)
"He made them male
text,
.
prefaces the first

(Gen
"
1.27, cf.. 5.2).
fem,
Then the text
citing
and
ale.
'a. man shall leave his mother
"Because of this'(fact)139
140
141
to his wife.,
and the two shall become one flesh. ,,
is that the one flesh union becomes more constitutive
of

Gen 2.24 reads
and be joined
The impTication
A man and a

woman's. being than their uniqueness. Only two can become one, and when
they do so they are no longer two-. From these texts Jesus deduces
142
In
that a ma and a womanare no longer two, but aapý pia.
What then

106

God auvcýcuýcv,

man must

not

143
Xwpillýc, rw-

Jesus

argues

that

because

but complementary
of the nature of mankind's creation in two distinct
genders (a divine act) andthe nature of marriage created by God between
(a
divine act), no third human party is allowed into
female
male and
144
Anyone
this relationship.
who seeks to divide those who share such
a marriage and a one flesh union attacks not only the marriage and the
145
Jesus
two people united in marriage, but also the unifier,
God.
has appealed to the intended creation order and the Creator, both of
which undergird, not undermine, Mosaic law and its true intention even
if it may seem to contradict a certain concession to sinfulness.
Mosaic
law was meant to be used as a tool to limit,
not license, an existing
146
evil.
In the Matthean account of this discussion, Jesus goes on to say
to the Pharisees that even though Moses permitted divorce, this was not
147
God's original plan.
Thus, despite what Moses had allowed: "Xe-ý(w
148
C,
6ý U1
whoever divorces his wife 11'nEwli 7mpveiý, and marries another,
IýV,
.
*
commits adultery. " As in Mt 5.31-32, the words of Jesus have built up
to a point where one naturally expects Jesus to contrast His teaching
bpTv
Certainly
the XE'-yw6ý
with that-of other rabbis, or even Moses.
points in this
exceptive

direction.

clauses,

We are thus confronted with the Matthean
and a full discussion of both phrases is now in.

order.
Nearly everything
(Mt 5.32), and ýih 67TI

about the phrases
7TOPVEýa

(Mt

19.9),

MPEK176S

XOYOU 7TOPVEfCtS

is in dispute.

149

Are these

L
Are the exceptive
clauses intended to be inclusive or exclusive?
clauses original to the sayings, or Matthean or later scribal
What is the meaning of Tropvc1a in these clauses? Does
additions?
it convey the same thing or something different
from poi,Xcla in this
C
context? What is the relation of the exceptive clauses to the erwat
dabar of Deut 24.1?

Though some scholars have argued strongly, for taking 7raPE:
KTbS in
('irrespective
inclusive
there is little
evidence to
sense
of'),
an
150
idea
basic
The
the
this
of
rare
View.
conveys
support
KTbS
TraPE:
'apart frpm',. or 'except for'.
'outside of',
It points to something
151
that is singled out from a larger entity.
While there is no instance
in the NT where pý alone means 'except',,
it is possible that the clause
by
is
be
filled
somewhat
adding
elliptical
out
and
should
11h 6,7rl TrOPVEfZ
152
before
Some scholars,
that the meaning
or
E,:
a'v'
while admitting
E:1
'except.
',. have argued that Jesus is saying 'setting
is
of Tr(XPEKT'OS

(except)
the case of 7mpvcia (which I am not here discussing)'.
aside

153
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This seems to require an overly subtle nuance Of TMPCKTýS. It is simpler
to recognize that in Mt 5.32, as in Mt 19.9, we have'a real exception,
whatever the meaning of iTop)cia might be.

The heart of the debate rightly
'fornication',
It
can
mean
7TopvEia.

centers around the meaning of
though Bauer mentions it is used
154
of "every kind of unlawful sexual intercourse '. ,
and a variety of
.
155
It may also be used in a more techother sorts of sexual activity.
nical sense to refer to a marital bond or sexual union within the
156
degrees of kinship prohibited in the OT (cf. Lev 18.6-16).
Finally,
it is sometimes used in a transferred sense to refer to idolatry.
There
are difficulties
First Evangelist

with all the advocated views. For instance, if the
means by uopvcia adultery or marital unfaithfulness,

157

then why has he confused the i ssue by using a different
word (11oiXc,6w/
in the same context to mean just that?
Elsewhere (Mt 15.19,
poiXaolmi)
Cor 6.9), Matthew clearly
distinguishes
between these
cf. Mk 7.22,1
two words usually

used to refer

also the problem that
practice
be.

the First

which he equates with

He understands

to adultery
Evangelist
adultery

but which normally

Jesus to be contrasting
His Jewish contemporaries
and Moses, but if
Jesus would simply

There is
and unchastity.
seems to be speaking of a
would not

His position

with that of
7ropvcýa means 'adultery'
the position
of the School of Shammai

be agreeing with
158
to argue that
In fact,
and perhaps Moses as well.
some are willing
TraPCKTbSXoyou Tropvcias is simply the Greek rendering of 'a shameful

C
thing' in Deut 24.1. However, erwat dabar is also found in Deut 23.14
where it refers to uncovered excrement and could not possibly be transC
lated Myou uopveias, which refers to sexual sin.
In the LXX, the erwat
159
dabar of Deut 24.1 is translated by &&Xnpov 7Tp&ypanot XOyou 7ropveýasIt is not likely that harlotry or prostitution
by an unmarried , betrothed,
in
is
is
in
that
or
adultery
mind.
since
unchastity
woman
only
ormarried
(which
form
already has been argued not to be the context of
an extreme
divorce,
definition,
for
here).
By
if
grounds
we
are
considering
uopvcia
160
Despite A. Isaksson's arguments, there
the womanmust be married.
is little
to commend,the view that pre-marital unchastity is the meaning
betrothed
here.
While
and married couples under Judaism
of 7opve1a
share some commonlegal ground, they are distinguished in certain
important regards. The section of the OT that is at issue in Mt 19.3 ff-ý
is undoubtedly'Deut 24.1-4. where the. bill of divorce is mentioned, hot
161
Deut'22.21 which treats the separate case of premarital. unthastity.
Finally, the meaning of idolatry does not fit our context, since when
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in
is
that sense in the LXX and NT it is usually
used
iTopv.
r_1cx
context of Israel's corporate sin, not the sin of individuals
162
6.10, Jer 3.2, 9, Rev. 19.2).

in the
(cf.
lHos

1 Could Jesus or the First Evangelist
(or both) have been referring
to an incestuous or illegitimate
marriage in these exceptive clauses?
There is the fact that 1 Cor 5.1 and possibly
Ac 15.20,29,
and 21.25
163
have used 7ropv.Ela precisely
in this sense.
To cite one example from
apocryphal literature,
we find this same usage in Tobit 8.7.164
J. A.
Fitzmyer has presented first
century A. D. Palestinian
support from
Qumran material
for
UA

seeing iTopvcla in Mt 5.32 and 19.9 in the specific
165

From the historical
sense of a zenut. marriage.
context, further
support can be marshalled for this view. John the Baptist was jailed
in part for condemning the incestuous marriage of Herodias to Herod. 166
It appears the Pharisees are trying to catch Jesus in His words here
in Mt 19.3-9 and parallels.
As A. Mahoney remarks:
Their insidious question was probably directed toward
the then currrent and divisive cause cdltbre in this
In the crowd
matter, the affaire Antipas-Herodias.
there could have been disciples of John the Baptist,
victim of the hate of Herodias; Herodians, supporters
of Herod Antipas; devout Jews, angered by the flagrant
violation
of the Law; and especially if the question was
posed in Perea... Nabateans, the daughter of whose King
Aretas had been repudiated in favor of Herodias.
(167)
Further, we know that the rabbis allowed-anincestuous-relationship
to
continue if it involved a proselyte who was converting to Judaism.
Jesus' response could be directed not only to the Herodias situation,
168
but also to this ongoing rabbinic practice.
We thus have all the historical
ingredients for Jesus to make a
In addition, one must take into
comment about incestuous marriages.
account what Daube calls the prevalent view of rabbis concerning the
169
Genesis texts to which Jesus refers.
It is well-known that the
rabbis accepted both divorce and polygamy as viable and legal, if not
They did not interpret
always moral, options.
the texts on which Jesus
relies in terms of exclusive monogamy, but took them to forbid unnatural
In B. T. Sanhedrin 58a, in the midst of A
and incestuous intercourse.
discussion by R. Akiba and others about the forbidden degrees of consanand the problems created by proselytes, We have the following
exegesis:. "Therefore shall a man leave his father and mother" refers
to the fact that one must not marry his fa.ther's: sister, or wife., or his
guihity

mother and her sister.
The main thrust of this

Further "And he shall cleave" prohibits pederasty. 170
discussion is focused on the que§tion of the
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forbidden degrees of marriage,
It is likely
prohibited also.

though other sorts of perversions are
that the rabbis would have'understood

to the discussion about incestuous
Jesus to be referring specifically
If, as Daube asserts, Jesus
marriage when He quotes these texts.
is trying to reveal only part of the truth by these
deliberately
statements, He could not have chosen a better way of doing so. While
the rabbis would be assuming that Jes.us was discussing such, aberrations
as incestuous marriage, Jesus in fact was using these texts to argue for
exclusive monogamyand against polygamy and adultery, the two most
dangerous intrusions into the exclusive nature of the one flesh union.
This would not be apparent until Jesus' pronouncement on divorce at the
Such a pleading for indissoluble monogamyis
end of the discussion.
hinted at in Mt 19.6 (Mk 10.9).
If the First Evangelists's record of
the discussion

is accurate in reporting that Jesus spoke 19.9 to the
Pharisees, then it comes as the climactic remark that silences His
opponents and settles the issue. The exceptive clause has been prepared
for by Jesus' use of texts which were assumed to allude to incestuous
Jesus uses these texts in a different
marriage.
manner, but He answers
the questlon that such texts would raise in His listeners'
minds by
saying, "except in the case of incest. " Thus, the exceptive clauses may
be the-original
wurds of Jesus that the First Evangel-ist includes because
171
This solution has numerous
of their relevance for his own audience.
2) it draws on
advantages: 1) it fits a specific historical
situation;
and relates to known rabbinic views of certain key OT texts; 3) it
allows the exceptive clauses to be true exceptions - Jesus does not
think incestuous marriages are joined by God and He implicitly
allows
for their diSSOWtiloh,; 4) it

draws on a known meaning of iTopVE:
1a that
is found. elsewhere in the NT and in other literature
that circulated in
Jesus' and the Gospel writers'
time; 5) it does not confuse Matthew's
use of uopveia and poiXe-6w here which elsewhere he uses to refer to
different
things; 6) it comports with the contrast we expect in Jesus'
formula and Jesus'
teaching and have been prepared fo by the antithesis
,r
plan over and above. Moses' concessions to hardappeal to God's original
heartedness; 7) as Fitzmyer remarks, "... the exception for an illicit
union ... may be said not to renderthe prohibition
of divorce less
172
Marriages which violate God's. laws in regard to human
absolute. ,,
relations are not true marriages-, since God has not joined them together.
the relevant material in I Cor 7.10, and 11
Having said'this,
seems to presuppose a form of the. divorce saying Without mention of any
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(and
for
This
decisively)
think
some
will
strongly
argues
exceptions.
173
the view that the exceptions were later additions to the tradition.
Further, if the exceptive clauses were directed specifically
against
involving a proselyte,
the Jewish permission of incestuous relationships
then they are clauses the Evangelist could have added to answer a
portion of his audience about
question raised by the Jewish-Christian
Gentiles entering the community. Even if this does prove to be the case,
be as we have argued above, and the
the meaning of Tropvc1ccmay still
Evangelist will not have introduced an exception that breaks the absoluteness of Jesus' prohibition,

but rather

interprets

it

so as to deal

with an exceptional situation or problem.
Before we conclude this section a few words about Mk 10.11-12
There is a unique feature about Mk 10.11 that deserves
are necessary.
56IT5
Normally
attention.
poiXaTcti
(XýV'JV is taken to mean commits
While this is grammatically
adultery
against her (the first
wife).
the Jews never spoke in terms of a man committing adultery
This does not mean that Mark would not do so.
against his own wife.
5679
have suggested that
N. Turner, followed by B. Schaller,
CLýTn'V

possible,

(with the second woman). This makes sense of
is committed by a married person
the text because adultery by definition
Further, this translation
still
means that the
with a third party.
husband is labeled an adulterer,
contrary to the commonuse of the word.
It also implies there-has been a crime against one's wife, but reveals
174
As we stated
that the crime itself
was with a third party.
5E:
the
previously.
Tr5 ccýTnývappears to be Mark's addition intended to
the meaning of the basic teaching of Jesus which likely took
clarify
be translated

'with her'

the form we-find in Lk 16.18a.
Mk 10.12 is said to-be Mark's adaptation of Jesus' teaching on
175
divorce to a Graeco-Romansetting.
It is a saying not included by
176
Matthew. Despite its textual difficulties,
there is no doubt that
it is referring to the act of a woman. The womaneither 'separates from'
(probably
'divorces'
her
husband
Most scholars argue
the latter).
or
that this is a Marcan formulation and not a word of Jesus since it is
in
divorce
first
Jewish
that
century
women
could
men
not
assumed
Even though this is true in most cases, it is . conceivable
Palestine.
that Jesus could make such a remark either as a Semitic paralleltsm
-.
meant to complete and balance the saying in Mk 10.11, Or as a pronouncement to place womenon equal terms with men even in hypothetical legal
matters.

The statement need not have been hypothetical.

E. Bammelhas

ill

is
there
that
some evidence that even Jewish women.in first
century
shown
but also
Palestine could not only Write out their own divorce bill,
SomeJewish womenof high rank, such as
pronounce the divorce formula.
Herodias, and later Salome, -Were able to divorce their husbands (though
,
in Herodias' case it may have been a matter of abandonment rather than
177
divorce).
Without doubt most scholars will continue to see Mk 10.12
as Mark's own formulation meant to convey Jesus' basic teaching to a
However, considering
audience - and they may well be right.
the remarks Jesus appears to have made elsewhere about Herodias (Lk 13.
31-32) and His commendation of John the Baptist, the possibility
that
Jesus Himself made an allusion to Herod's wicked wife by way of a
Hellenistic

general stat. ement on womendivorcing men is far from inconceivable and
178
should be given more serious consideration than it has in the past.
In conclusion, in Mt 5.27-30 Jesus places the burden of reponsibility
for a womanbeing led into sexual sin on the man thus rejecting certain
Lk 16.18 is an absolute prohicommonstereotypes (cf. Jn 7.53-8.11).
bition against divorce and remarriage.
The onus for divorce and its
consequences is placed on the man in both Matthew 5 and Luke 16. While
the First Evangelist speaks of the first man makinghis divorced wife an
adulteress, and the second man who marries a divorced womanbecoming an
Luke speaks of both the first
husband as an-adulterer (if he
adulterer,
remarries), and the second man as the same if he marries the divorced
woman. What is new in this teaching, besides making the man primarily
responsible for sexual sin or divorce and its consequences, is the idea
of a man committing adultery against his former wife by remarriage, or
179
-In all probability
this
making his wife an adulteress by divorce.
180
new thrust,.. because of its originality,
goes back to Jesus.
believed that the first
the basis of
as
one-flesh
union,
who
.
181
Jesus opposed with vehemence both male
marriage, was indis5olubl. e
aggression that led a womanastray (5.27-30), and the adultery that
The net effect of such views is that various stereoresulted from it.
types of womenas temptresses are countered, and at the same time a woman
is given greater security in marriage by making the man responsi. ble for
the man from using his'
its continued maintenance and by prohibiting
Jesus thus reaffirms and also reforms
power to cause its dissolution.
family strudtur6.
This resulted in giving womena
the traditional
more stable foundation on which to operate in their traditional
roles.
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Eunuchs for the Kingdom - Mt'19.10-12
The pericope on eunuchs in Mt 19.10-12 is uniquely Matthean and is
The
Evangelist's
First
to
the
be
traced
to
special
source.
perhaps
in
12
fact
the
the
teaching
v
as
well
of
expressed
as
radical nature
182
that, "The saying is undoubtedly off. the rabbinic line... ,,
probably
183
favors the view that v 12 is to be traced back to Jesus Himself.

3.

The phrase, "for the sake ofthe Kingdom", also relates this saying to
im
be
to
from
Sitz
in
Gospels
the
teachings
accepted
a
generally
other
184
Also favoring this is the fact that
Leben Jesu (cf. Mk 10.28-30).
the first two categories of eunuchs mentioned reflect the commonJewish
185
The question remains,
division between natural and man-Madeeunuchs.
however, Whether or not v 10 is a redactional connection to the marriage
Favoring this
and divorce teaching fashioned by the Evangelist himself.
view is the fact that Mark has none of the material found in vv 10-12.
First
Evangelist
is
fact
that
the
however,
the
contention,
frequently edits Mark in a way that spares the disciples (and v 10 could
As Davies
hardly be said to present the disciples in a favorable light).
of marriage contingent
make the attractiveness
says, "... they virtually
of divorce, and that on easy terms. Such an attitude
upon the possibility
186
,
Thus,
if
is
historically
they
not
probable.
possible,
as
express
it is perhaps more likely than not that we have here both a genuine

Against this

teaching by Jesus on eunuchs and the actual reaction of Jesus' disciples
to His divorce teaching -a reaction which reveals that they had
likely
is
It
these
Jewish
typically
still
matters.
attitudes about
male
that 19.10-12 relates part of a separate (authentic) discussion to that
This is so
is the Evangelist's.
found in 19.1-9 and the juxtaposition
because the dramatic pronouncement in Mt 19.9 nicely concludes the
disciples
because
the
dialogue
the
and
silences
and
opponents,
controversy
of this dialogue and play no part
were not mentioned at the introduction
in the discussion.
The First Evangelist records that the disciples'
reaction to Jesus'
is
"If
the
this
is
both
dismay
of
teaching
case
amazement
and
marriage
187
This may be
to marry! ".
husband and wife., then it is not profitable
having
the
to
Jewish
from
typical
used
men
of
reaction
a group
called a
That the First Evangelist places
freedom of both polygamy and divorce.
this reaction here is another-indi. cation that he did not intend the
School
the
to
that-Jesus
of
mean
was
siding
with
exceptive'claus6
Shammaiin the rabbinic debate. The verb oujiýdpw perhaps indicates
the commonJewish view of Marriage as essentially-a

property

transaction
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between the groom (including his father) and the bride's. fa.ther in
and otherwise (through the birth
which both hoped to profit financially
188
On the other hand, it may mean that the disciples were
of children).
,
saying it is better not to marry in such a case because of the difficulof remaining faithfu. 1 to or keeping the loyalty of one's spouse.
The response, "Not all can accept (understand) this word but only
to those to whomit is given" fo.llows.. Does the phrase "this word'
refer to Jesus' teaching on marriage and divorce in 19.3-9, or the
disciples'
reaction to that teaching in 19.10? On the whole it seems
likely that the Evangelist intends for "this word" to refer to Jesus'
ties

previous teaching and is implying that it is given only to some to
189
follow His strict
teaching on marriage and divorce.
The question
then immediately arises - What of those to whomthis word is not given?
What other option is th6re to lifelong marital fidelity?
Jesus answers, "Some are born cuvoOXoi from their mother's womb,
and some are made cývoOXqi by other men, and some make themselves cu.VoOXoi
for the sake of the Kingdom." The eunuch was well-known in various
cults and often served in royal houses as a guardian of a king's
190
Jesus' disciples would be familiar with such men through
concubine§.
But
contacts with people from Syria, Asia Minor, or Northern Africa.
it is more likely that they would have met or heard of the celibates of
191
the Qumran community.
The attitudes toward sexuality and celibacy
reflected in such cults and communities were not compatible with the

oriental

mainstream of rabbinic thinking since most rabbis found castrated men
abhorrent and viewed non-castrated celibates as violators of Godes
192
It is likely that Jesus' teaching on
commandmentto procreate.
eunuchs was as shocking to the disciples as His instructions
on marriage
and divorce.
in regard to the meaning of cuvoOxos,
There are some difficulties
The word 6ýyajios usually is used of someonewho simply lives a celibate
life.
The selection
of the word cývoOXqs is remarkable because for the
Jewish, as well as the Greek, listener it
The man who is simply an unmarried single
this appears first
classical literature;
Normally, a person known as a eunuch was

has a very negative. connotation.
is never called A. oOX9s in
193
in Christian literature.

one incapable or unfit for
deformity, etc.
Clearly,, this is the submarriage through castration,
ject. in 19.12a and 12b. The. Evangelist's. audience would likely have
194
in v 19d as well.
likely,
- It'is'not
understood the term literally
however, that Jesus or the Evangelist was advocating'-literal
self-
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195

thought so.
though Origen at first
The following argu1) In view of His
ments may be adduced against such a deduction:
Jewish background, it is likely that Jesus would have found literal
mutilation,

2) There is'no

evidence that Jesus had any
sympathy with asceticism for its own sake; 3) the use of the term
(Clement
in
Christian
literature
early
of Alexandria) of
EuvooXgs

castration

abhorrent.

Greek,
eunuchs', a sense unknown in classical or Hellenistic
196 It is doubtful
that it is adequate
requires an adequate explanation.
to suggest that the usage stmply derived from the three verses in Matthew
19 under present scrutiny since it appears in Clement's discussion about
castrated household servants and-their lust', not about abstinence-for
the kingdom's sake. 4) In regard to the Evangelist's view, it appears that his
'spiritual

(likely
the
of
authentic) phrase "for the Kingdom's sake"
It has also been suggested that the First Evangelist
clarifies
matters.
distinguished between the first
two types of eunuchs and the last by the
It may be that the
use of a paratactiC Kai before the third class.
inclusion

phrase, "the one who can accept this should accept it" in 19.12 implies
in itself
that we are talking about a spiritual
gift from God, and thus
not a physical act undertaken by man on his own. Only those to whom it
197
is given can accept such a calling.
The structure of this saying on eunuchs from a Jewish perspective
(eunuchs
by nature) to more objectionfrom
least
objectionable
proceeds
able (man-madeeunuchs whether by crime or as punishment for a crime),
to most objectionable. (self-made eunuchs). The saying builds to a
climax, and the third group of eunuchs is marked out in a special way from
the other two groups. WhenJesus says, "The one who is able to accept
that His words are addressed to those who have an
option, unlike the eunuchs of vv 12a and 12b. Blinzler suggests we
should translate 19.12, "There are those who are born unfit for marriage
from their mother's womb, there are those who are made unfit for marriage

this",

He implies

by men, and there are those who have made themselves unfit for marriage
for the sake of. the kingdom of heaven. "198 The key to understanding 19.12
is in the phrase "for the sake of the Kingdom". "The motivation for
199
Jesus' views of
accepting the celibate life.... was eschatological. "
subject and those of the Qumran community are similar in this
But the. reason for renouncing marriage or family in Jesus
respect.
teaching has nothing to do with. ritUal purity or the idea that sexual
200
.
(as
impure
the. Qumranites taught).
relations made.one

this
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As Jeremias

the. phrase CýVOOXIC= ECCCUTObS
61& ThV ýCLMXCMV
the. language of Jesus' contemporaries,
VýV. OýnaýLV has no parallels-in
201
though it has some similarities
to other parts of Jesus' teaching.
While there is a close connection between Mk 10.28-30 and the eunuch
teaching,

points

out,

The word cu'vo6Xiaui
not the same in meaning.
is never used to refer to. a disciple's
decision to
past, once-for-all
to fo.llow Jesus.
Rather, in our text it refers
give up everything
to marry for the sake
specifically
either to the giving up of the right
they are probably

of the Kingdom, Or less probably to the giving up of one's family for
the sake of the Kingdom.
In short,
it is the decision to follow Jesus
that precipitates
the renunciation
but the two.
of marriage or family,
202

decisions

are not synonymous.
Jesus thus provides two alternatives
for His disciples:
given. the gift to be joined by God as husband and wife and
exclusive monogamyto the glory of God; others are able to
selves eunuchs for the sake of the Kingdom because God has
them to do so. In neither option is obeying God's word or

some are
to live in
make themenabled
following

Schweizer says, "Er kann ebenso vom Gehemnis der
unauflöslichen Ehe wie vom Geheimnis der Ehelosigkeit reden und beide
203
Jesus thus rejected the
worte kbnnen echte Jesus worte sein. "
rabbinic teaching that marriage and propagation were a, divine imperative enjoined on all normal men (and all women, according to some
Jesus absent.

Possibly, it was Jesus' teaching on eunuchs for the Kingdom
rabbis).
that allowed womento be present among the traveling company of disciples
(Lk 8.1-3), and to remain single and serve the community of faith (Ac
21.9).
In any event, it is clear that Jesus' reasons for giving such
teaching were because of His view of the radical claims of the Kingdom,
tendencies in His thoughts.

That Jesus offers two
equally valid callings,
either to life-long
marriage or to being a
eunuch for the Kingdom, is in itself
evidence that Jesus did not have
negative views about human sexuality or sexual relations in marriage.
Nor did He accept the connection of holiness with abstention from sexualnot ascetical

relations. - There is no hint here that being a eunuch for the Kingdom
was a higher or more holy calling than life7long marriage '(unless
204,
as a reply to the disciples'
one sees this'teaching
remark in 19.10
Jesus' teaching on marria 9e and the single life strikes an intribut
guing balance between old and new. His views remain patriarchal,
male headship for Jesus entails extra responsibility,
not extra liberty
(cf. Mt 5.27-32)_....
*It is a vision where the creation order
_.
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and also the new demands of the Kingdom are appealed to in order to
reform commonmisunderstandings in regard to God's will on divorce and
It is a vision that Paul seems to
marriage, Children, and the family.
have imbibed and implemented further some twenty years after the
(cf.
In light of the broad-based
Jesus
1 Cor 11.2-9).
ministry of
in the Mediterranean during the days of the RomanEmpire and
even earlier about the duty of procreation, one must adequately explain
why, in the community of Jesus' followers,
Singleness was seen as a
feeling

It appears that the acceptance of the authenticity
viable option.
of
Jesus' teaching on eunuchs, Combined with His teaching on the primacy
of the call to discipleship
and to join His community, provides the
205
best explanation of the origin of the attitude
of the print i.tixe Church.
4.

Wives in'the'ResUrrection'-

Mk 12.18-27, Mt 22.23-33,

Lk 20.27-40

been said by NT scholars that Mk 12.18-27 and parallels
tells us that Jesus expected an existence without sexual differences,
206
without marriage, and without reproduction in the life to come.
It-has

Ladd's remarks illustrate
this approach: "Here is a truly inconceivable
There are no human analogies to describe existence
order of existence.
207
bonds of sex and famil Y. 11
without the physiological
and sociological
It may be questioned whether this
implication of this text.

is either

the clear meaning or the

The possibility
that this passage is a post-Easter
community formulation
seems remote despite the claims of Bultmann and others that it
208
is.
Consider the following
reasons: 1) "In sekundýrer Traditionsbildung

werden nie

(ausser

in red Bearbeitung

von Tradition

bei Mt)

209

die Sadduz6er als GesprNchspartner Jesus eingbfuhrt...
";
2) in
the discussions in the early Church about Resurrection, the focus was not
on the angel's state but on the resurrected Lord (Rom 8.29 1 Cor 15.49.,
3) the 'factlof
Phil 3.21);
resurrection was grounded not in Exod 3.6
210
but in Jesus' Resurrection (1 Cor 15.12 ff. ) in the early community;
seems most unlikely that a Church-formulated debate on resurrection
would have used as its starting and focal point a discussion of Levirate
211
5) the
into disuse-,
marriage which even in Jesus' day was falling
4)

it

into the category of
question raised by the Sadducees probably'fnlls
212
a puzzling or mocking question often posed by Jews of
a boruth,
Jesus' day to ridicule or expose a belief of A rabbi or an erroneous
213
.
.
6) the. menti on of angels likely reflects special
popul*ar Wief;,
knowledge of Sadducean beliefs. on Jesus' part fo.r they rejected the
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214
Both in form and in content this pericope
existence of such. beings.
is thoroughly Jewish as is the way Jesus uses Scripture in this debate
215
and thus it may safely be assigned to a Sitz im Leben Jesu.
Luke,
however, has made some additions to his Marcan source at Lk 20.34-36
(and 38b-39). The Semitic style of vv 34-36 might point to the
use of
but it is usually
another source at this point or oral tradition,
thought more likely that this material is an example of Lucan expansion
216
for the sake of explanation.
These verses then will only be treated
the thinking of the Third Evangelist.
as reflecting
The Synoptic accounts of this story are divided into three sections:
1) the Sadducees' question (Mk 12.18-23 and parallels);
2) Jesus'
(Mk
12.24-25 and
response about the nature of the resurrection
state
parallels);
and 3) Jesus' response about the reality
of the resurrection
(Mk 12.26-27 and parallels).
Only the first
two sections concern us here.
217
The question the Sadducees pose seems to be purely hypothetical.
The
fact that Levirate marriage was in general disuse in Jesus' day, and
the use by the:.Sadducees of the number seven (which may be a way of
218
saying ad infinitum in this case),
seem to point in this direction.
Usually, ihe sole purpose of Levirate marriage was to preserve a family
by
name. propagation -a deceased man's brother would 'raise up a seed'
219
for him.
After perfoming this obligation,
he was'not required to
220
treat his brother's wife in the same way he would treat his own.
In the case put forward by the Sadducees, six brothers had tried and
failed to sire a child for their dead brother and, furthermore, the
widow was single at death having outlived all her mates. The Sadducees'
question is predicated on the assumption that in the life-to
come there
would be a continuity with this life in regard to the existence of
221
With their logic, ff this continuity. existed, then
marriage.
was ruled out, since no doctrine can be believed which
confronts man with such an impossible situation
as one womanhaving
222
to choose between seven partners.
Jesus responds, "You know neither the Scriptures nor the power
cc
"223
God.
Luke
uiol
this
ol
TOO
of
omits
sentence and alone adds
resurrection
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three Gospels go on to say that in the
the resurrection people will neither marry nor be given in marriage.
This is important on several accounts. The use of the terms yapoOcriv
yajiiýovTai.
and
reveals that at least the Synoptists, and probably, in
their view, Jesus, accepted the distinctive
roles men and womenassumed in
TUXETV....
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The men, being the
society in pursuing a marital union.
(yapoociv),
initiators,
marry
while the women are given in marriage
225
(YC1;
These terms also reveal that the act of marrying,
1fr,oV-,C11).
the state of marriage, is under discussion.
Thus,
not necessarily
226
the text is saying, no more marriages will be made,
but this is
not the same as saying that all existing
marriage5 will disappear in
their

the eschatological
As noted, Jesus grounded marriages in an
state.
227
indissoluble
The difficulty
union and in the creation order plan.
here is to have the proper understanding of both the continuity
and
the discontinuity
between this age and the next.
If Jesus is answering
the Sadducces' question in a specific
way, then He is arguing against
between this age and the next.
a certain view of continuity
The Sadducees are arguing about a case of marriage for the sake
of propagation and the preservation
of a family name. If we may take
in v 36
a hint from Luke's redactional
expansion and explanation
228
'R
ý-NOOC-tVCTV
( OU YCV
the point of
P
CTI 66vcLvTcti) of Jesus' statement,
Jesus'
like

remark

about

the angels,

will

marrying
not

is

that

be able

in the

to die,

resurrection
Where there

state
is

believers,

no death,

there is no need or purpose either to begin or to continue a Levirate
The question the Sadducees raise is inapplicable
to conditions
marriage.
in the new age. On this interpretation
Jesus is answering specifically
the case in point without necessarily
saying anything about marriage
229
Perhaps, like many of the rabbis,
apart from Levirate marriage.
Jesus distinguished
between marriage contracted purely for propagation
Since the
and name preservation,
and the normal form of marriage.
first marriage of this woman was not a Levirate marriage, then perhaps
it is not dealt with in this discussion.
Elsewhere Jesus recognized
that non-Levirate marriage had a more substantial
purpose, and
origin,
nature than merely the desire to propagate and maintain a family name.
Jesus does say there will be no more marrying in the next age
(probably of any sort for any reason).
In this cessation of marrying
230
C
The meaning of this comparison
we are wis c%'yyc,
\oj (Matthew, Mark).
is not elaborated upon except in Lk 20.36 (a redactional
addition).
Nowhere in the Synoptic accounts of this debate are we told that we
become sexless, without gender distinctions
like the angels, or that
231
all marital bonds created in this'age are dissolved in the next.
The concept of the bojily
is
indicates
that
there
some
resurrection
continuity
continuity

between this age and the next which leaves the door open for
in the existence of marriage.
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J. Denney seems correct when he asserts that Jesus. is concerned
to deny "... that there will be any natural relation out of which the
232
difficulty
It is eIven conceivable
of the Sadducees-could arise. "
that Jesus does not answer the Sadducees' question at all, but simply
of this age with the next,
shows that because of the discontinuity
233
their question is meaningless and built on false presuppositions.
In conclusion, our text argues that the act of marrying will cease
to come. It does not follow that Jesus or the Gospel
of all marriages in the resurrection,
writers envisioned the dissolution
or that mankind will live a sexless, genderless existence in that age.
Such ideas are imported into the text on the basis of the statement
in the life

that we will be like the angels which, if Luke's addition is a correct
interpretation,
refers to the righteous attaining a deathless, not
That Jesus is arguing for resurrection
sexless, state.
shows that He
between the two ages -a body in
sees at least one point of continuity
some sense. Possibly, Jesus believed that death dissolved all marital
argued, but this text does not say
Jesus' handling of the Sadducees' question likely indiso explicitly.
This would further
cates a negative evaluation of Levirate marriage.
support His attempts to give a womangreater security and dignity in a
normal marriage, and give her the freedom to feel that'raising
up a

bonds, as later

Christian

tradition

More certainly,
the
seed through Levirate marriage was not a necessity.
Gospel writers and possibly Jesus had no objections to the patriarchal
a marriage and the womanis
marital procedure in which the man initiates
given in marriage.
B. *Womeh*in the'Parables

1.

of*Jesus

and the Obdurate Judge - Lk'18! 1-8
Perhaps no form of Jesus' teaching has received closer scrutiny or
The lack of uniformity,
more diverse treatment than His parables.
has
either in the means or in the results of parable interpretation,
The'Obstinate'Widow

not deterred scholars from trying to make sense of these vignettes which
234
If, as A.
make up about one-third of Jesus' reported teaching.
Hunter suggests, the parables were "Jesus' justification
of his mission
to the last, the leas.t, 'and the. lost. ", then it is'not at all surprising
235
that womenfigure prominently-in'some
- Lk 18*.I-. S-, a parable
of them.
1, lends-credibility
to Huhter's. assertion, and
unique'toýthe Third Gospe.
gives us'occasion

to explore further

Jesus' attitude

toward widows.
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The parable of the obstinate widow and the obdurate judge is the
first of two passages in Luke 18 which, according to the Evangelist,
Luke's penchant for male-female parallelism
deals with prayer.
comes to
the fore here in that Lk 13.1-8 has an oppressed woman, and 18.9-14 a
despised man (tax gatherer) as prayer models. This procedure betrays
much about Luke's purpose in writing his Gospel, since we find this
male-female parallelism throughout his work, 'not just in the pairing
236
"Other than as a pedagogical device for repetition,
there
parables.
is no apparent reason for stating the same message twice except to choose
examples that would make the message clearly understandable to
237
different
What emerges is
groups - the female and. male listeners. ,
Luke's desire to show that womenare equally objects of God's salvation,
of God's dealings with mankind.
and equally good illustrations
The critical
dealt with briefiy.

problems
at this

this

parable

point.

It

raises

are two-fold

and must be

is sometimes argued that

this

in its tenor.
was not originally
or not mainly eschatological
This view, While recognizing
the clear eschatological
statement in 18.8,
to the parable (which does not
treats it either as a later addition
238
relate to its essential
message),
or as a specific
eschatological
parable

warning-meant to enforce
239
Against this
prayer.
EX61KTICIS, present
to an eschatological

the more general
view,

throughout

message about persisting

however,

is the fact

the parable

and its

that

in

the theme of

application,

points

the central
theme of the
message as does
(E:
long
time
after a
widow prevailing
Tr'l XpOvovýAOThis favors seeing
Further,
this parable as a unity.
a recent and thorough form-critical
the inherent
study of this pericope has demonstrated convincingly

basis
the
18.2-8,241
on
of
and
of linguistic
considerations Jeremias
unity
242
It is best to recognize
no longer considers any of 18.6-8 secondary.
the eschatological elements present in both parable and application,
while realizing that 18.1 is probably only a general introduction
created by Luke intending to stress the message of persistence in prayer,
243
whether or not one is experiencing the Messianic woes.
The second critical
problem raised by the parable is that it is
Both passages
sometimes thought to be a variant or twin of Lk 11.5-8.
but in many other regards
do treat persistence. in prayer and its efficacy,
1) Lk 11.5-8. is devoid of eschatological
they are different:
elements
2) in Lk 11.5-8. a frJendly
neighbor is being asked, not an
or context;
obdurate judge; 3) in Lk 11.5-8. the. man asking is not being oppressed,
nor is'he asking for E:K_S'fKria-Lsfor himself;. 4) in 11.5-8 the problem is
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(unlike
help
to
the
Lk 18.1-8),
unwillingness
neighbor's.
real
not so much
but the time he is asked. Thus, in Lk 11.5-8 persistence in prayer is
inculcated primarily by comparison between the human and divine situation;
whereas, in Lk 18.1-8 persistence in prayer is based on the contrast
245
between the character of the. unjust judge and God.
One must, however,
bear in mind that the Evangelist is possibly shaping this parable in
light of Sirach 35-12-18.246
Lk 18.2-8 is important

because Jesus' choice
for our study firstly
of a woman in need of help as an'example for His disciples perhaps
indicates Jesus' sympath,,
v and concern for this particular
group of
people in a male-oriented society, and secondly because the aspect of
this woman's behavior that Jesus focuses on (her perseverance or persisthat in a patriarchal
tence) is a characteristic
society was often
(cf.
in
Prov 19.13b M.T. ).
a woman
seen as a negative attribute
The parable should be seen as a struggle between the widow and the judge.
for the widow's real adversary (av-rUiKos) plays no part in the story
247
If Derrett is correct in
except as a necessary presupposition.
holding that we are dealing with a case in an administrative,
not
court, then it is probable that we are to understand that
religiousi
the widow's opponent has preceded her to the court in order to bribe
249
248
The judge, not being a righteous man,
the judge.
not caring
240
was ruled only by
selfabout God's or man's opinion of him,
It is unlikely that the widow had
interest and self-preservation.
anything to offer the judge, and so her case looked hopeless. Her only
251
1),
OTbv.
her
thus,
She did not
she -npXcToTrpbs
asset was
persistence;
of her claims to her own belongings,
ask for vengeance, but vindication
252
The wicked judge
or perhaps protection from her oppressor.
253
but
successfully resisted her continual pleading for some time,
finally
she began to bother him. The judge feared the womanmight
254
c;
5
5
There
think
that
those
are
who
uiTwTr,
i4D
1CJT1
lic.
PXO
CIS TEXOS
C
,
.I.
judge
feared
the
the
woman would
UiTw7ria'ýwis to be taken literally
disgrace
he
him
black
the
eye
and
wanted
no
such
or
conflict
a
give
255
'to
Others believe it means 'to annoy',
that would fo llow from it.
,
being bothered continually
and
wear out' - the judge did not relish
256.
it
is
believes
by
her
Finally,
Derrett
a
pleading.
worn
out
was

257

metaphorical phrase meaning 'to black the face', 'to disgrace',.
but this'presupposes that the judge did care what men thought of him.
likely that the judge was tired of being bothered'by the
It'is'more
widow and. to get rid of her, gives her what she desires.
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The case of the widow is like the case of the disciples.
Thus,
Jesus says, "Listen to what the unrighteous judge says. "258 The
259
(r-ý'IYE:
disciples are continually
pas K.ali vuK.-rOs)
crying to God. They
alone in a world that oppresses and opposes them, but the
Jesus argues,
attitude of God is not like that of the wicked judge.
if this wicked judge will vindicate this woman, how much more will
260
Jesus indicates that the
the good God vindicate His own elect.
disciples'
is by being
only hope of attaining certain vindication
persistent at all times, pleading for God's coming and the faith to

are left

task, Which they have during the interim,
261
are given, only the model of a destitute,
resolute woman.
be ready.

2.

For this

Tho Search for the'Lost

Coin'-

they

Luke'15.8-10

The second parable of importance to our discussion
also comes
in chapters 15-19, a section which Manson has
from Lukan material
262
labeled,
"The Gospel of the Outcast"
Though brief,
Lk 15.8-10 is
.
an interesting
example of a parable which involves
a woman, since Jesus
is drawing an analogy between the activity
of a female and that of
263
Himself or of God.
Although it is true that we have three parables
in Luke 15, all of which have a similar
point about God's redemptive
Plummer is
and His joy over the repentance of the lost,
in noting that the ciTrev 6C in 15.11 clearly
correct
separates the.
264
This is
story of the prodigal
son from the two preceding parables.
activity

the parables of the lost sheep and the lost coin,
between man and woman, and
twin parables - they "... play on the contrast
265
Indeed, they play on the contrast
perhaps hetween rich-and poor. ,

why Jeremias

can call

between the roles men and women assumed in Jesus' time.
But this
to disparage either
contrast. is meant neither
role, nor to elevate one
in a pointed
it illustrates
rather,
above-the other as more important;
both the activity
of the man and the woman are equally
admirable and important,
and may equally well serve as analogies to
266
the activity
of God in Jesus' ministry.
For various reasons including
the fact that Lk 15.8-10 is uniquely

fashion

Lukan,

that

it

has been suspected

that

by the Christian
community before
268
Against this it
Luke himself..

this

parable

has been created

either
267
or by

Luke gathered this material,
must be pointed-out,
as Bultmann

that
doubling
the
S,
of parables or parabolic phrases with similar
admit.
meaning-is a very. old and widespread technique found even in the OT
269
(cf.. Jer 2.3.2, Is'1.22) 'and is especially commonin Semitic'writings.
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is not sufficient
as a ground for alleging that vv. 8-10 are
secondary to note that we have'twin parables in vv 4-7, and 8-10.
Jesus could easily have been responsible for the duplication
and in

Thus, it

view of evidence we have'examined elsewhere in this chapter that Jesus
made a point of using male-and female examples to teach the same point,
it is quite plausible that we have another 'pair'fo. rmed by Jesus here.
in the
view is the fact that, "The thought and situation
270
There are, however, some signs of Lukan
parable are Palestinian. ,,
271
editing and stylistic
retouching,
and the language of this parable
is more Lukan than its immediate predecessor in chapter 15. The
Favoring this

the parable does
require some sort of application
and we would expect it to end with
'rejoicing
something like,
of one lost sinner'
rather
over the finding
(if
than with C`iTllEVII CtPCtPTWX63
10 was a later addition).
licTavool)vTi
Verses 8-10 then will
likely
reveal something of Jesus' and Luke's
272
toward women
attitude
,

application

in v_10 is possibly

secondary;

however,

At the beginning we are told of a womanwho had ten drachmas but
had lost one. Jeremias suggests that the ten coins were the woman's
273.
dowry and*may h.ave been worn by her on her headdress.
If so, she
It
search for the coin is understandable.
was poor and her diligent
may also mean that Luke wishes to contrast this poor womanwith the
preceding shepherd who, with his one hundred sheep. would have been
financially

This womanwould lose the equivalent of a
comfortable.
274
day's wages if she did not find the coin;
thus, she commencesa
thorough search of her dark, windowless. oriental home. She seeks
leaving no corner uninspected until she finds the coin.
carefully,
The woman's reaction to this discoverv was Av so areat that despite
her impecunity she called her womenfriends and neighbors because she
275
wished to share her joy with them, perhaps in a small celebration.
To this point, Jesus has presented only His human analogy to the
theological point He wishes to make. He concludes by making the point
yNeTai Xapa evLAoTriov
TiN. ayy6Xwv ToO qco'o e7TI
CC
intending
Is
Jesus
to compare this woman's.
peTavooO%)Ti.
EVII apoýpTwX@
with those of 5od the Father or His own? While the last
activities
takes. place in heaven, Hunter remarks,
verse indicates that the rejoicin'
of comparison plain

"... the three great parables*of
and Pharisees who had criticize4

Luk6.15... are all ripostes to scribes
Jesus fo.r consorting With publicans
is'better
thb. -work of the
not to distinguish

and-sinners.,, "276'.. Thus, it
Father and, the Son here. 'God's: redeeming activity,

especially

of
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'the lost',, was manifested supremely in the person and ministry of Jesus
277
.
the fruit of His labor causes joy in heaven.
Summingup what this parable has to say about women, we note that
Jesus' choice of this housewife. (perhaps a widow)278 'as an example showed
that women (15.8-10), as well as men (15.1-7), and their work were
considered by Jesus to be equally good points of analogy to describe
It also
the activity
of the heavenly Father in finding the lost.
reflects a concern on Jesus' part to convey the Good News in terms
279
with which womencould identify..
33'_(L_k_'_1_3eM-21)
The' Leaveh' and' the' Dough - Mt -_13'.
The Parable of the leaven follows that of the mustard seed in both
Matthew and Luke, but not in Mark. The two parables may have been an
(and
from
Mark
the Gospel of Thomas) chose to use
which
original pair
3.

only one member. That Matthew and Luke have them together likely
indicates that the mustard seed and the leaven parables were twins in
Matthew appears to have conflated material from Mark and
the Q material.
Q while Luke shows no trace of influence from Mark except perhaps in the
280
double introduction.
KUmmelargues that the reasons usually given
for assuming that these two parables were not an original
pair (that
Mark omits a member and that the mustard seed and seed growing secretly
are insufficient
and
are juxtaposed in Mark, and the new introduction)
281
This is probably a correct conclusion for it is quite
wholly formal.
of the two seed parables
possible that Mark created the juxtaposition
formula was commonly used in Jewish
in question and an introductory
circles to introduce any parable.
As we have them together in Matthew and Luke, these two parables
draw analogies between the functions and roles of men and women, and
the nature of the Kingdom. The former focuses on the external labor of
a man planting a seed; the latter depicts the indoor work of a woman
putting leaven in dough. The presence of this complementary malefemale parallelism may favor the view that these two parables were told
as twins si.nce, as Jeremias says, "Jesus himself favoured
originally
,
282
If such
the reduplication
of similes as a means of. illustration.
them
twins do convey the same message, then the reason for telling
in
is
focus
fact-that
be
the
to
the
one, a woman
man
related
a
would
This'may i.mply that Jesus deliberately
in the other.
chose His
so as to emphasize' that the Good News was equally for men
and
that their'present
roles and fu nctions were equally good
women,
and
283,
His
to
work.
of
analogy
points
and positive
i.llustrations
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it is
only a few other remarks need to be made. Firstly,
a yuvý who puts the leaven. in the dough. This is not unexpected
284
Since
considering that it was 'woman's work' to make the bread.
Jesus is drawing a positiv&'. analogy between a woman's work and His own
(leavening
the whole world, with the leaven of
preaching
of
crucial work
Beyond this

the Gospel), this would seem to indicate that Jesus presupposed the
285
Secondly, the leaven which this woman
worth of such 'woman's work'.
took is hidden in acaa Tpia o'AcOpou. The last word refers to wheat
.
286
but th e surp rising thing is the amount of meal. - no
flour or meal,
288
less than 0.5 bushe.1,287 which could likely feed one hundred people.
This may be a case of comic exaggeration since normally no housewife
289
Jeremias argues that this is an eschatowould bake so much bread.
logical touch added to the original
parable at some Doint in the trans290
It is more likely that the three measures
mission of the tradition.
are part of the original parable because it is not the leaven (Kingdom
here, but the dough, and this may be part
agent) which is qualified
291
Funk suggests that we see this as a baking for
of the. comic effect.
292
If Jesus is implying
proportions.
a festive occasion of significant
by the huge amount of dough that this is a baking for a special offering
or occasion, then reversal of expectations may be intended by mentioning
the leaven and the woman, for it is the priest who bakes the unleavened
293
Thus, perhaps not only the dynamic action
cakes for special offerings.
294
but also the amount of meal and who prepares it may
of the leaven,
and the results of
us something of the nature, the participants,
Kingdom. With this parable Jesus reassures His
the eschatological
followers that however small and insignificant
the Kingdom may appear

tell

now, God/Jesus/Kingdom, like the woman/leaven, will
295
until the whole lump is permeated.

not cease working

Mt 25.1-13
4. ''The'Wise*and'Foolish'Virgins'If in Mt 13.33 (Lk 13.20-21) it is possible that a reference to a
in
then this celebration is explicit
Kingdom celebration is implicit,
Mt 25.1-1.3, and our discussion of womenin Jesus' parables would not
be complete without an examination of this uniquely Matthean text.
Mt 25.1-13, from the point of yiew of A study of womenand their roles,
is'somewhat anomalous - "It'is'the
only place in'the. Gospels where Jesus
either'direct
or in metaphorical language against
utters any criticism
296
While this is not quite accurate, it is true that this
women ,
parable is singular in both its commendation of some women*(th6 wise)
297
(the
foolish).
its
of
others
condemnation
and
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Mt 25.1-13 may be a twin to the parable of the talents (Mt 25.
If so, it involves the complementary male-female parall. e-Ifsm
14-30).
found in Luke, and it intimates the equality of male and female in
banes,
blessings
God's
both
to
to be
and to their ability
and
regard
298
W. D. Ridley, remarking
included in or excluded from the Kingdom.
"...
between
the
twin
the man-side
these
contrast
parables,
notes
on
and the woman-side of human nature pervades the two parables, and appears
299
In the talents parable, the
to have'a distinctive
purpose . ,,
interval is depicted as one of labor; in Mt 25.1-13 it is a period of
here to those women
"There, judgement comes to the slothful;
waiting.
is
here
There
the
question
one of the outer life;
prepared.
who are not
300
here
insight.
,
life
There
Thus, we
inner
the
of
of
action;
of
....
see the Evangelist drawing on the commonroles, joys, and anxieties
which Jewish womenhad in his day in order to make a point to the
301
followers of Jesus about the eschatological
coming of the Bridegroom.
to determine what the original
form of this parable was and whether any of it derived from Jesus Himfavorite
begins
the
The
a
with
word
of Matthew,
self.
parable
ToTc,
which links this pericope back to the time framework in the preceding
302
Many
section and forward to the future coming of the Bridegroom.
is
introductory
that
difficulties
v1
an
one
recognizes
when
are solved
remark of the Evangelist explaining the theme of the parable and not
303
itself.
Then too, one should perhaps
the
narration
part
of
an actual
A difficultv

arises when one tries

his
for
Evangelist's
13
the
moralizing
audience.
conclusion
v
as
see
Kl.ostermann and Bultmann argue that there is, "... in der vorliegenden
304
Bultmann
Form eine vdllig von. Allegorie Uberwucherte Bildung ... ,.
but
its
that
the
constructed
was
application
out
of
allegory
claims
305
Jewish wedding customs in doing so.
that the creator misinterpreted
In regard to the latter point it appears that Jeremias has shown that
306
the presentation of the wedding customs is accurate even in details.
In regard to the matter of allegory it can no longer be assumed that
he
the
Jesus Himself did not allegorize
stories
and
parables
some of
As R. E. Brown points out, 11 there is no really sharp distinction
told.
...
between parable and allegory in the Semitic mind .... Therefore, there is
in
His'mbshalim
believe*that
Nazareth
Jesus
to
ever made
of
reason
no
307
I
is
"...
,
between
Thus,
there
distinction
no
parable
allegory.
and
a
features. were
that these alleg&izing
ground for denying on principle
308
In regard to the. parable under discussion we do not wish
Jesus' own. ",
to deny that later interpreters
of this example may have'attempted to add
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to it..

Indeed, it

appears that the addition of
this
is
to
conform
parable to a more convenan
attempt
Kai TflS VOVýnS
The
tional and allegorical
mode that the Church would recognize.
absence of the mention ofany bride in vv 5,6 makes it likely that
309
is
later
The
I,
addition.
reference to the
such
a
Kal TýS V15PýnS
bridegro om in this parabl e, however, should probably not be taken as
,
as Ummel rightly
a sign that it is a later Church formulation,
poi nts
I
310
(cf.
It is entirely
Mk 2.19a).
possible th at Jesus would refer
out

allegorical

features

to Himself in a veiled way in this parable as the bridegroom.
in seeing this parable in its present
The other major difficulty
form as authentic Jesus material is its eschatological
orientation.
Dodd and Jeremias both maintain that parable was originally
a 'crisis'
problem,
parable which has been rewritten to speak to an eschatological
311
This presupposes that Jesus Himself
i. e., the delay of the Parousia.
could not have foreseen an interval between the completion of His earthly
and the eschaton, a matter about which there is no consensus
Ummel and Marshall are probably right that in order
among scholars.
the brideto adopt the view of Dodd and Jeremias, one must jettison

ministry

groom imagery about a coming person and indulge
Yet this parable has certain features involving
Someweight must
that point to its earliness.
it is the bridesmaids, not the bride, that are

in wholesale rewriting.
the bridegroom imagery.
be given to the fact
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that

presented as positive and
negative examples for the audience. One must also take seriously the
likelihood
that Mk 2.19a indicates that Jesus did refer to Himself as
led to the use in. 2
the bridegroom and that this self-identification
Then too the joyful nature of the event
Cor 11.2 and later tradition.
does not fit in with the idea that the parable is simply warning against
is
it
an encouragement to be prepared so that
crisis;
rather,
a coming
313
banquet
be
left
in
Messianic
the
out.
and
not
may
participate
one
that this parable
We conclude then that there are enough indications
(minus the Matthean introduction
vv 1,13) is authentic
and application,
Jesus material about the coming bridegroom and may be examined to see
it reveals anything about Jesus' view of w.omen.
if incidentally
for our purposes is that Jesus
matter of significance
ýis
being
illustrate
the
to
about
saints
point
maidens
chose virgin
prepared, a choice possibly made because these virgins actually played
in
i,
llusHis
the
which
part
nuptial
constitutes
celebration
crucial
a
314
in the
'They, were. always given the role of ýtorch-bearers
tration.
torch-light
procession to the groom's. own house, and the nocturnal torchThe first
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315
that house.
Considering

dance held outside
knowledge that the bridegroom might come at
this
anytime, and their marital status., i fthey are unprepared their
likens
inexcusable.
is
Jesus
truly
their role to that of
negligence
light. celebration
role, the virgins'

the joyous role of the saints meeting and celebrating
groom in the Kingdom.

with the Bride-

The message of preparation is brought home in the illustration
because the womenwere the bearers of torches which could burn for
316
it
thus
fifteen
time,
and
at
was incumbent
minutes
a
only about
upon them to bring extra oil because no one knew when the bridegroom
bride's
in
full
the
They
to
preparation
at
arrive.
were
wait
would
house until that time. There is no criticism
of the fact that these
womenfell asleep, for that was true of both the wise and the foolish
317
But one group slept the sleep of those who are prepared
virgins.
to leaVe at a moment's notice no matter how long the wait; the other
318
is that the foolish virgins failed
The main criticism
group did not.
There have been many speculations as
to come prepared with enough oil.
to what the oil symbolized, but perhaps this is to over-allegorize.
Those who have the extra oil are prepared; those without are not.
This meant that the foolish virgins had to go for more oil, and thus
they arrived at the groom's house too late to perform the role expected
inside
by
fact
indicated
the
is
the
that
them
are
others
all
at
of
as
319
Obedience through proper preparation
the feast and the door is closed.
and fulfilling
ones appointed role is necessary if one is to enter the
feast.
feast is not pictured as an all male feast, but one
This
at which both men and women, bridegroom and bridesmaids, attend.
is not in conflict
with what we know of Jewish meals of celebration such
320
Nevertheless, the presence of men
as a wedding or Passover feast.
and womenat this feast could symbolize the equal position men and
brings.
Jesus
have
in
have
Kingdom
Jesus
the
used
will
and
which
women
Finally,

this

as negative examples, and the wise virgins as
The wise virgins'
preparedness
positive examples for His disciples.
to perform their roles is to be emulated if one wishes to partake in
the marital feast when the Bridegroom returns.

the foolish

C.

virgins

Women'and'Female Imagery. 'in I the. 'Judgment'Sayihgs

Our survey of Jesus'
,
in'His'teaching
reflected

toward women an&their'roles
as
would not be complete without'an
examination
attitudes.
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in His sayings about the Last
of how women or female imagery figure
What is significant
Judgment and the judgment on Jerusalem.
about
the same male-female
these last days teachings is that they reflect
parallelism,
salvation

of men and women as objects of God's
and the same equality
and judgment that we have found elsewhere in Jesus' teaching.

The Queen of the'South - Mt 12.42 (Lk 11.31)
As we have seen in Mt 25.1-13, Jesus did not hesitate to use
womenas both positive and negative examples of God's dealing with
321
In the course of the presentation of the sign of Jonah,
mankind.
to punctuate this declaration - the men of
there are two illustrations
322
Schweizer suggests that the
Nineveh, and the Queen of the South.
(Mt
12.40-42/Lk 11.29-32) was an original unity
whole group of sayings
323
to be traced back to Jesus,
with the possible exception of Mt 12.42b
(Lk 11.32b, KU11IROV... )'. They were found together in the Q material by
... 324
Matthew and Luke.
325
because of what follows about Solomon,
The ýaafXiacra voToij,
is clearly the Queen of Sheba of OT fame. She came to Solomon "to
326
(1
Kgs 10.1,2 Chr 9.1).
test him with difficult
Since
questions"
1.

Jesus was being tested, His choice of the Queen of the South and Solomon
Because of the, way Jesus presents His
was most apt for this occasion.
reply, His listeners as part of this generation are in the end the ones
being weighed in the balance: "The Queen of the South will rise at the
327
She
judgment with the men of this generation and condemn them.
will appear in court on Judgment Day as a key witness for the prosecution
328
More importantly,
her witness will not be
against this generation.
thrown out of that final court as it probably would be in rabbinic
Judaism; it will be accepted as a decisive testimony condemning this
329
Even a Gentile womancompares favorably to Jesus'
generation.
audience for she recognized the favor of Yahweh in Solomon's wise
words and ways; yet, this generation cannot understand the greater
wisdom which Jesus reveals about the inbreaking Kingdom. Here again
(in
Gospel
is an illustration
this case,
of a repeated
motif -a woman
undesirable and foreign) being praised as exemplary in the presence of
I
330
those who ought. to be the examples, the Jews.
17.34m-35'(Mt
24.40-41)
.
-ý-'Lk
The discussion
in Luke 17 (cf. Matthew
of the final
separation
Q material
24), likely
which both Matthew and Luke have drawn on,
is concerned to show how
provides evidence that the Gospel tradition
2. 'The*Final'Soparatioh
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eschatological events affect both men and women. Possibly, as Bultmann
331
text of the Q material
avers,
one Evangelist has changed the original
for while both Matthew and Luke give three examples of what will happen
332
Matthew's examples involve two in a field and two
on Judgment Day,
333
at a handmill, while Luke has two in a bed and two at a handmill.
The First Evangelist may have assimilated his picture to Mt 24.18.
There are several indications
of the earliness of the Lukan form of
this material: 1) there is a freedom from parenetic expansion about
C
cO
C,
2)
watchfulness in view of the coming Judgment;
cis ... 6 sTepos may
334
335
is
likely
be a Semitism;
3) TCC6Tý
origina,
and reflects
Tn VUKTý
Jewish expectations of Jesus' day-about the time of day the Judgment
336
would come.
Characteristically

Matthew describes

the time as T6TE ('then'),
In Luke's account,
night').
in
bed,
sleeping
a
and
-

('in
has
Luke
that
while
Taý)TTJTP VUKTI
the two examples fit a nighttime
setting
(which
handmill
in ancient as in modern times is done
grinding with a
337
before dawn).
by Jewish women shortly
Though both Matthew and Luke
describe their examples in terms of the genderless 66o, Luke likely
intends

us to see here one pair
CA5c
by his

of men and one pair

of women.

This

is

'TEPOSfor the former pair, and
conveyed
use of o cis ... 0 E:
338
CC
Using complementary para'n iii(x ... TI-ETF-pa for the latter pair.
llelism,
Luke wishes to make clear here as elsewhere that "man and
womanstand side by side before God. They are equal in honor and
339
grace",
and also equal in dishonor and disgrace, as half of each
Jesus' reference to womengrinding is merely a
example reveals.
statement drawing on the commonroles womenassumed in His
His point - it should not be taken as a preown day to illustrate
scriptive
or even, proleptic announcement of what their roles will be
340
in 'that day'It may, however, tell us that Jesus thought some
descriptive

division

of labor between male and female was natural and acceptable
341
both in His own day and in the future.
The point of these examples
is. that. both men and womenare accountable before God as responsible
human beings, and there will come a day when a person will either be
342
taken into God's presence or left behind to face the wrath to come.
3. 'The Motherýand. Daughters'of'Jerusalem
Part'I: ' . Mt 23.37ý-39 (Lk*A3.34-35)
A judgment saying of a very different
sort is to be found in
Mt 23.37-39 (Lk 13.34-35), and it is relevant for our discussion
because it involves the "Mother" of Jerusalem. In this passage, the
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role of Jesus is conceived of in terms of feminine,
animal, imagery.

albeit

female

There are three opinions about the origins of this saying:
1) that it came from a Jewish source and is an utterance of a supra343
2) that it is a Christian formulation
historical
being called Wisdom;
based on Jewish wisdom materialý43 and 3) that it is a genuine Jesus
saying and that He used wisdom terminology to express His feelings
345
Haenchen rightly
points out that while a wisdom
about Jerusalem.
(cf.
4.20-33)
it
is difficult
in
background
Prov
to
be
the
saying may
346
The wisdom word is about a future
argue for a wisdom persona here.
sending of prophets, but here the-sending is a past act. Then too the
imagery of a bird (not a wisdom persona) gathering in its young is
347
often ascribed to God or the Shekinah in Jewish literature.
Bultmann himself admits that the surviving fragments of Jewish wisdom
speculation that we have do not say that Wisdom as she departed referred
348
based on the
The wisdom view is partially
to her coming judgment.
questionable assumption that Mt 23.37-39 is a continuation of Mt 23.
34-36. It is not usually Luke's practice to break-up his sources and
It is
we find the Lukan version of Mt 23.34-36 at Lk 11.49-51.349
Matthew especially who is noted for grouping related material together
basis.
Against the view that we have a
on a topical or 'Stichwort'
late Christian formulation is the fact that Burney and Manson have shown
that Mt 23.37-39/Lk 13.34-35 appears to be a reproduction of a saying
350
in Aramaic with'kina or dirge rhythm.
As M'Neile
originally
out the third view haý a certain
advantage for, "... there is
the whole passage to be understood as an
nothing which forbids
35 1
Even the identification
exclamation by Jesus Himself. ,
of Jesus and
the Coming One in v 35b is cryptic
enough to discourage the suggestion
points

that

it

originated

in the Christian

community rather

than on Jesus'

lips.

however that in the Q material
It is possible,
God was the subject of
ý86XTIUU.352 Apart from this it
appears we have a saying of Jesus here

353

t.hat has come down to us with little
alteration.
'just as')
The expression ov TpoTrov ('in the manner which'
in both Matthew and Luke, makes clear that Jesus is speaking of a comHe would have gathered in Jerusalem's
parison of functions, not natures.
children in the same manner as the mother bird gathers in her brood
354
The expression by Jesus of His feminine role of
under her wings.
gathering together the lost children of Israel and caring for them
comes in the midst ofHiý: lament over Jerusalem. Matthew and Uke
355
have placed this apostrophe in very different
portions of their Gospel.
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When Jesus says,

"'IcpouaaXhj1

'IcpouaaAýjj

the prophets and
you who kill
stone those sent to you, how often I have longed to gather your children
together as a hen gathers her chicks under her wings, but you were not
356
..
willing,
we are reminded of the lament of God over His wayward children in Hosea or, since feminine imagery is used here,
357
for her lost ch ildren.
It should not be overlooked
on a role

normally

leptically

mourning

felt

that

Jesus takes

by a Jewish woman of publicly
and pro358
Also, Jesus chooses here one
Jerusalem.

performed
for

of the most proverbially
woman or female animal

and instinctive
gender distinctive
takes when He describes His desires

care and protection,
which may tell
359
about a loving mother's role.

a mother's

Rachel weeping

us something

roles a
in terms of
of how He

4.

The'Mother and Daughters of Jerusalem Part'II:
Lk 23.'27ý-31
-'
Lk 23.27-31, a passage unique to Luke, raises several critical
problems which must be discussed before we exegete this material.
It has*been argued by Bultmann that vv 29-31 record a Christian

He appears to maintain that this
prophecy placed on Jesus' lips.
prophecy came from an Aramaic speaking community and thus is old, though
360
Since this is material peculiar to
not authentic, Jesus material.
Luke it could also be argued that it is his own composition reflecting
his interest

in Jesus' attitudes toward women. Against the latter
assumption are the various elements Bultmann points out that indicate
361
(temporal),
Aramaic
In
Taylor
lists
addition,
an
original.
Kall wcs
the vocative Ouya.
EpýTiv; apXplicci with infinitive,
T6pes' Icpoi-)cYaXTw
(which
(twice),
impersonal
the
and
plural TroioOcTiv
CFTP#ý'h KXa161V
is likely

362

an Aramaism) as elements that point to a pre-Lukan source.
Against the view that we have a Christian prophecy are several factors:
1) The conduct of Jesus and of the womenin this incident may be
described as true to Jewish life in Jesus' day and true to the
363
characteristic
way Jesus showed selfless concern for others.

2) The saying in v 31 is most M61y proverbial as it has certain
parallels to other Semitic Jewish proverbs of a somewhat enigmatic
364
The question then becomes, were early Christian prophets in
nature.
the practice of citing or adapting enigmatic Jewish proverbs in their
prophecies, and did the early Christian community place such enigmatic
Against answering this last question affirmasayings on Jesus' lips?
tively is the fact that many of the major concerns of the early Church
If the point of placing such
are not addressed in the Jesus material.
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on Jesus'

sayings

lips

the living

was so that

of Jesus could
does not seem to

voice

then this text
clearly,
Thus, it appears that the objections
that purpose.
to
from a Sitz im Leben Jesu fall
seeing this passage as deriving
short
It must, however, be borne in mind that the saying in
of conviction.
address
fulfill

current

concerns

v 30 is based on the LXX version of Hosea 10.8 and it is possible
that Is 54.1 in some form is in the background of v 29 (though if so,
365
In regard to v 30, it is
the meaning is considerably
altered).
likely

to the version of the
Luke has conformed the quotation
(and
he
The
perhaps his audience) was most familiar.
which
in v 29 and the proverb in v 31 could derive from Jesus

that

OT with

allusions
Himself for He was well-versed
366
people.
who had lamented

Jesus,
reaches
Jerusalem

the

point

lament

on. His
for

in the Scriptures

and wept

own via

Him.

We are

over

dolorosa

the
where

fate
the

Jerusalem,

of

daughters

He was followed
OT6.
Oplvouv
;
TfXfleOS TOO WOO KU'l YUVCLIKG)VUft EKO7rTOVT0Kall E:
told

two groups are seen by Luke as distinct

of His

and traditions

that

entities.

It

now

of
by TroXb
These

is the women alone

who are said to be mourning and wailing,
and it is to them that Jesus
367
It was not uncommon for Jews to mourn
addresses His comments.
368
if they were relatives
prior to a death,
especially
of the one
mourned, or if he was a famous person whose death would mean a great
369
loss.
But we know of no instance where professional
mourners
task proleptically.
Also, it is
were called upon to. perform their
'IEpouaaX411
intends
Luke
to
think
that
that
they
6uyaTgpcs
us
unlikely
370
are the women mentioned in Lk 8.1-3 as Jesus' traveling
companions,
though. it is conceivable
that they were followers
of Jesus. who lived
in the Jerusalem

Him only when He visited
the city.
It has also been suggested that they were local women who traveled
out
371
to witness executions
and provide opiates for the condemned man.
It seems most probable that these women were inhabitants
of Jerusalem
area and were with

who were sympathetic

to Jesus and grieved-at

His present

plight.

Their

but it was also a
act was a spontaneous show of their feelings,
dangerou-s one, for the Jews did not permit such public crying and
372
for a criminal.
wailing
Jesus addresses them as a group that will
share the destiny of
373
Jerusalem.
In view of what is about to happen to their
homes and
he suggests that they should weep for themselves and for their
families,
own childre. n, not for
.

Him.

Jesus (perhaps

drawing

on Is 54.1-2),

says
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to these women, "Behold, the time will
come when you will
'Blessed are the barren women, the wombs that never bore,

say
and the breasts

374
He is not saying that barrenness or childthat never nursed! ,,
lessness is in itself
a blessing, only that in 'that day' one's
blessings become one's burdens, and thus those without children are
375
Jesus knew well that for these daughters of Jerusalem
better off.
their children were their greatest delight,
and thus His address to

The loss of their children will lead
them is dramatic and appropriate.
them to ultimate despair, to cry out for a speedy death. "They will say
376
'cover us.,
to the mountains, 'fall
on us, ' and to the hills,
Jesus leaves these women, who represent the heart of the old
Israel, with a question - If an innocent man cannot escape the judgment,
what will happen to guilty Israel, a hollow, rotting tree fit only for
377
Even in the waning minutes of His earthly
a fiery consummation?
Jesus shows His concern for womenby identifying
ministry,
with their
plight,
D.
it

for they too must face suffering

Jesus' Attitude

and judgment as He does now.

Toward WomenReflected

in His Words-

Having completed our examination of the teaching of Jesus as
bears on womenand their roles, we. can draw some conclusions.
Some

of Jesus' teaching is provocative and stands in contrast to many commonly
held views of His day. For instance, Jesus' teaching on filial
piety,
as it relates to the matter of corban, stands in contrast to what we
know of rabbinic attitudes about vows and oaths.
In this teaching
interfere with one's duty to honor
Jesus rejects allowing vows to
parents, and thus rejects rabbinic tradition
which would not permit the
annulfilent-, of such vows. The effect of this teaching is to strengthen
family

to
structure and intensify
a child's obligation
honor both mother and father.
That Jesus affirms the mother's right
to respect and material support from her children reflects Jesus'
high estimation and appreciation of both the personhood and role of
in Jesus' unreservedly
the mother. Further, there may be implicit

the traditional

positive attitudes about children,
their role of child-bearer.

a positive

estimation

of women in

Further evidence of Jesus' appreciation of and desire to
strengthen the physical family structure surfaces in Jesus' teaching
In contrast to commonrabbinic
on marriage, divorce, and adultery.
teaching, Jesus does not warn men against the wiles of loose women,
but against their

own lust

and aggression that leads womeninto sin
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(Mt 5.27-28).

Both the responsibility

and the onus for such sin is
is
the
given to the woman, the more
male,
and
consideration
placed on
What is intriguing
often suspected party in a male-oriented society.
is not only a reaffirmation
of man's
for the community welfare, but also an
and responsibility
Jesus does not
attempt to liberate womenfrom a social stereotype.
approve of a system where a man's lust is not taken as seriously as a
As in Matthew 5, we find in Jn 7.53-8.11 a critique
woman's seduction.
about this
leadership

teaching is that it

of being paradigms
of men who fail to live up to their responsibility
of virtue for the community. The net effect of Jesus' teaching on
family structure not
marriage and divorce is that the traditional
only is reaffirmed but also strengthened through the intensification
and the rejection
of the demandsmade on a husband's fidelity
divorce outright.
This teaching gives womengreater security
By appeal i ng to the creati on pl an and the one-f 1esh
marriage.
Jesus equally rejects male and female promiscuity and freedom

of
in
uni on,
to

thus requiring a standard of fidelity
and life-long
partnership that goes beyond much of the teaching of the rabbis on this

divorce,

subject. -No other rabbi spoke of a man committing adultery against
his former wife by remarriage.
While Jesus was countering stereotypes of womenas temptresses
,
and giving them a more secure basis from which to operate in their
roles, He also gave a teaching on singleness which allowed
some believers to live and work in roles apart from those involved in
family structure.
It is not clear whether or not
the traditional
the rabbinic mandate that all (or
Jesus ever-rejected specifically
traditional

men) who are able must be fruitful
and multiply;, but
teaching on eunuchs for the Kingdom and some of the more
statements on the cost. of discipleship
reflect a new attitude

at least all
clearly this

radical
toward the single person. We have conjectured that it was Jesust
teaching on eunuchs and the cost of discipleship
that allowed some
(Lk
be
Jesus'
It is
traveling
8.1-3).
to
present among
company
women

also possible that the teaching in Mt 19.10-12 provided the precedent
for womenin the Christian community to be allowed to remain single
(Ac
21.9).
the
It is true that Jesus' views
community
and serve
but male headship for Jesus meant extra
(cf.
Mt 5.27-32).
Jesus appealed
extra
not
privilege
responsibility,
to the creation plan and the new demands of the Kingdom in order to
reform commonmisunderstandings in regard to God's will about marriage,
divorce, Children, and the family.
remained patriarchal,
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Lest the impression be given that Jesus wished to strengthen the
family structure as an end in itself,
traditional
it must be affirmed
that all His teaching on such subjects is conditioned by the demands of
discipleship.

family must be seen in light
As we
of the higher priorities
of the family of faith.
basis of the new Kingdom community is not kinship ties,
between disciples and Master, disciple and disciple (cf.
The physical

of the context
shall see, the
but association
below on Mk

While some rabbis recognized that discipleship
had higher
claims than one's family for men, it is doubtful whether anyone before
Jesus taught this principle
to women (cf. below on Lk 10.38-42).
That
3.33-35).

Jesus gave positive teaching on the physical family implies that He
between the demands of the
thought there was no necessary conflict
family

of faith and of the physical family so long as the latter was
All of this is most
oriented to serve rather than to sever the former.
in its effects on womenand their roles since it is clear
significant
that they are called to be disciples first and foremost, and their roles
as wives or mothers then necessarily become subordinate, or at least
oriented so as not to interfere with the demands of discipleship.
It is not clear whether or not Jesus thought that marital relations
would cease in the age to come. Probably, He saw marrying and propagating
as ceasing when the Kingdom was consummated, but this does not necessarily
In any
of the marital bond in all respects.
entail the dissolution
event,. it is clear that Jesus rejected those views of the rabbis in
which the age to come is envisioned as simply this age on a grander
Jesus' sayings involving widows give us a picture of His
disadvantaged group of women. Jesus shows
concern for a particular
equal concern for the plight of widows with property as for those who
scale.

It is perhaps fair to say that Jesus' concern for
were impoverished.
widows is not merely one facet of His concern for the poor, and disenfranchised (Mk 12.40, Mk 12.41-44).
A more indirect source of information about Jesus' attitude toward
womenmay be found in His parables, and the eschatological
sayings.
For instance, in the parable of the obstinate widow and the obdurate
judge (Lk 18.1-8) we see manifested not only a concern for a widow, but
also a desire to present even indigent (even nagging or annoying) women
as models in at least one regard for the behavior of the disciples.
We noted the elements of reversal of expectations or roles involved in
In addition, while Luke stresses male-female parallelism
such sayings.
,
more than the other Evangelists, there are good reasons for thinking
that Jesus Himself deliberately

indulged in the pairing:

of sayings with
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females,
directed
to
one
and the other to males.
a similar message In this manner, both Jesus and especially Luke indicate their desire to
see womenas equally worthy to be examples, equally objects of God's
grace, and equally an accepted part of their audiences. There are also
likens
God's
Jesus
sayings
where
or even His own redemptive
and
parables
(Lk
15.8-10) and even a
the
to
Amen
of
everyday activities
activities
The parable of the lost coin
female animal (Mt 23.37-39 and parallels).
(Lk
15.8-10, Mt 13.33/Lk 13.20-21) show that Jesus took
leaven
the
and
that
His
Kingdom
to
so
womenwould be able to
message
express
care
The parable of the wise and foolish
identify with it immediately.
virgins uses womenas both positive and negative examples for Jesus'
disciples,
and there is perhaps a hint of a woman's right to participate in the Messianic banquet. when the Bridegroom returns for His own.
If womenare envisioned equally with men as objects of God's
in the community of Jesus and the consummated
grace and participants
Kingdom, then it is also true that such sayings as Lk 17.34-35 reveal
that womenare equally objects of God's judgment. Mt 12.42 and parallels

Jesus' readiness to refer even to a Gentile womanas
a valid witness against men on the Day of Judgment, and His willingness
to stress how God's ways are often the opposite of what men expect.
What Jew would expect to be told that a Gentile queen would stand as
,
Lk 23.27-31 may be meant as an example
a witness against his generation?
(in
this case, a future
how
identified
Jesus
with a woman's plight
of
indicates

plight).
Jesus' teaching relating to womenand their roles is sometimes
its
in
sometimes
usually
reformationol5and
controversial
radical,
Even when Luke wrote his Gospel, it is likely that
original
setting.
the very-reason he felt a need to stress male-female parallelism and
Jesus' positive statements about womenwas that his own audience
had strong reservations about some of Jesus' views on the subject.
The case for womenbeing seen as equal objects of God's grace and
had still
to
as well as being disciples,
equal examples for disciples,
be argued when Luke wrote his Gospel. All of this teaching prepares
us for an examination of Jesus' actions, and His manner of relating
foreign women, mothers, and women
to harlots, widows, small girls,
made unclean through illness or incapacitated through injury.
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Jesus as one who appreciated children and their qualities
(cf. Mt 18.3).
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his
Jesus
than
is
characteristic
of
attitude to
more
anything
(Edinburgh,
St.
Mark
V.
Bartlet,
1922) 292.
"
J.
children.
25
On papyri examples of
A. Oepke, "Traiis", TDNTV, 640,642-3.
i-e-sus'
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W.
L.
Lane, The Gospel
cf.
age,
exposure of children
According to Mark (Grand Rapids, 1974) 361; C. K. Barrett, New
Testament Background: Selected Documents (New York, 1961) ý-8-.
26
Cf. pp. 4-5 of thesis.
270epke, "TraTis", TDNTV, 646. Apparently
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that children were innocent; cf. Str-B 1,773-4.
28
Cf. Bultmann, History, 142,149; Taylor, Mark, 403-4.
29Cf.
Luke.

Cranfield, Mark, 307-8; 1. Howard Marshall The Gospel of
A Commentaryon the Greek Text (NIGTC; Exeter: 1978) 394-5.

30
On the disciples'
wrangling, cf. Lk 14.8-10; and on Jesus'
response, cf. Mk 10.13, Mk 10.31, Mt 20.16, Lk 13.30 and Marshall,
Luke, 395.
31
Bultmann, History, 147, believes that such sayings originated in
There is, however, no
Jewish statements about kindness to children.
implausibility
in supposing that Jesus adopted popular Jewish ideas,
phrases, and proverbs for His own purposes.
32
E. Schweizer, "Matthew's View of the Church in his 18th Chapter",
AusBR 21 (1973) 7-14, here 9-10.
33
Cf. Taylor, Mark, 404: "The teaching on true greatness (35),
(Mt
trust
the
the indispensability
attitude
of
xviii. 3),
of
childlike
and the mind which esteems the lowly as in some sense Jesus Himself
(37), -are some of the most authentic and characteristic
elements in
His thoughts. "
341n

Mark and Luke there is evidence of an argument; cf. p. 91
at this point.
on Matthew's modification
35
TDNTV, 637-8; W. K. Lowther Clarke,
Cf. Oepke, "mts",
(1928) 161-3. The word TraTs can
"Studies in Texts" Theý1ý16
ý611.
Cf. M. Black, "The Marcan Parable of the
mean 'servant' as
ET 59 (1947-48) 14-16; T. F. Glasson, "The
Child in the Midst"
de7-Child in the Midst",
Marcan Parabl:e of
ET 59 (1947-48) 166. The
suggestions of Black and Glasson that invol-ve a play on the Aramaic
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i 'unity,
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36
Lu.ke, perhaps in an attempt to link the saying

It is not 'a child of
more closely to the example, is very specific.
little
but 'this
this sort'
child"(ToOTo
Tb 7TOL16fOV). Mark's expression
indicates
that Jesus is referring
to a certain
kind of child as a model
Cf. L. Vaganay, "Le schdmatisme du discours
not just any child.
des sources"', . RB 60 (1953)
communautaire. a la lum.ibre de la critique
217-20.
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The obligation
mt 10.40, Lk 10.16.
to a
of hospitality
Cf. Str-B 1,588 ff.
One is to
guest in Judaism is well-known.
'
his guest before going to learn Torah.. Cf.. M. Shabbath
entertain
18.1, Danby, 116. Further,
there is the obligation
in
to charity
the case of orphans; cf. Str-B 1,774.

381t

could mean 'with my authority or power' or even 'according
but the situation does not favor either of these as it
to my will'
would in the context of exorcism. A. Plummer, A Critical
and'Exegetical'CommentarX on the Gospel According to St. LuTe7Edinburgh, -19-2F2T258; A. H. M'Neile, The Gospel According to St. Matthew (London
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1965) 261; Marshall, Luke, 396; Hill,. Matthew 273 all favor something
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39
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here. Cf. Lane, Mark, 341; T. H. Darlow, "Divorce and Childhood,
A Reading of St. Matt. xix. 3-15", Exp 4th ser 7 (1893) 294-9. This
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40
It is not likely that the texts on little
ones (Mt 10.42,18.6,
Mk 9.42) bear on our subject, for in these texts the least among the
believers are meant by the Gospel writers.
Cf. S. Legasse, J6sus et
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41
Cf. Taylor, Mark,, 421-2; Cranfield
Mark, 322; M'Neile,. Matthew
276. Otherwise Bultmann, History, 32, who considers this an ideal
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construction with its basis in the Jewish practice of blessing.
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Cf. E. Lohse, "Xelp", TDNTIX, 432.
Plummer,'Luke, 421, says that rabbis blessed children on -Ffi-eir first
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Cf. Str-B 1,807-8.
42
Dibelius, From Tradition,
43.
43
Bultmann, History, 32.
44
Cf. Marshall, Luke, 681. The catechetical
arrangement in Matthew
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is
Mark
Mk 10.1-12,13-16,17-31
to Mt 10.1-9,
and
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13-15,16-30).
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(19.10-12) but, as if to indicate that the eunuch teaching did not
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Cf. Hill. -Matthew, 272-3.
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The auTols of Mk 10.13 and parallels
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that
bringing
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Cf.. Lane, Mark, 358-9,
h. 22; E. Hampdenor older
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DisCiples'Rebukei?
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192.
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dependent
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324.
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-Mark,
46

cf.
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Jewish attitudes
about the
M. Aboth 4.20,
Danby, 455; M. Aboth 3.11,

immaturity
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Danby, 451.
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Baptism in the New Testament (Grand Rapids,
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15,
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53
Cf. Taylor, Mark, 494; Cranfield, Mark, 383.
54
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534.
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C.f. Metzger, TC, 111; Taylor, Mark, 495. Mt 23.13 is an
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57 5,
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Derrett,
up the Houses of Widows': Jesus's Comment on
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of the Jews 11,270,303.
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TDNT11,802-3.
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261;
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67
Taylor, Mark, 496.
68
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Cf. Lane, Mark,
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442, n. 83.
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aspect
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between the continual
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action of the rich
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66
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example
71
Cf. D. Sperber, "Mark xii. 42 and its metrological background",
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NovT 9-(3,1967)
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dialogues both go back to a commonsaying.
79
to the content of v 28 but
There are some rabbinic parallels
Cf. C. G. Montefiore,
they all appear to post-date Jesus' ministry.
(New
Teachings
York, 1970) 41-2; Davies
Rabbinic'Literature
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and
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80
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Taylor. Mark, 408-09.
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311-12, * and Hill,
saying, -cf. Bultmann,. ýIý,
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to
the
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and
of
order
refe
rence
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Cf. Lk 18.1 and Ac 3.19. Haacker's interpretation
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Cf.
the
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5.28
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M, etc.
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Mt
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Thema Ehebruch (Mt. 5,28)", BZ 21 (1 1977) 113-6.
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EIVTý
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auýToO
Mus
is talking about the initial
nevertheless,
act, the sinful
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in his heart (even if the act is never carried out).
Possibly, we
'Anyone who so looks on a womanthat she shall become
should translate
desirous has in his heart already committed adultery with her. '
Jesus was not shy of speaking of a man's adultery (cf. Mt 5.32b, Lk 16.18).
91Cf.
the related idea in B. T. Nedarim 90b, The Babylonian Talmud
(trans. H. Freedman) 279; cf. Str-B 1,299 ff.,
and Swidler, WomeninJudaism, 127.
92
Jesus is advocating a reformation of patriarchal
culture, but
there is no indication
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In Jesus' eyes, male headship or authority was a call
a culture.
for male self-restraint
and community responsibility,
not a license
for self-indulgence
or sin.. This view of purged and purified male
headship and responsibility
becomes more apparent in Mt 5.32.
93
M'Neile, *Matthew, 64 ff.; Hill, Matthew, 123 ff.
94
Derrett, "Law in the New Testament: Si scandalizaverit
te manus
tua abscinde illam (Mk ix. 42) and comparaCi-ve legal history",
in
Studies'ih the NT 1,4-31,
argues that 'eye' refers to giving bribes
is
to womenin exchange for illicit
Perhaps
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sex.
It is more plausible that the right hand reference would be to a man
handling or forcibly
In Jewish circles,
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because of the infidelity,.
Cf. Hill,
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du billet
Matthew, 123. F. J. Leenhardt, "Les femmes aussi
propos
a
...
de. r6pudiation", 'RTP 19 (1,1 .969) 31-40, suggests that Mt 5.28 concerns
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StNhlin,,
853,857,859.
Str-B 1,302-3;
. TDNT IIIS
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2.1, Danby, 746; cf. K. Weiss, "uQuýEpw% TDNT IX, 75.

25-6; M. Niddah
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omit
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and
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Cadbury,
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of Lukan Authorship", HTR
sive.
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Barrett, John (1978) 590.
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Constitutions
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Barrett,
John
in
589Christian
the
this
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story
of
(New York, 1966)
90; R. E. Brown, The Gospel. According to John (i-xii)
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is found in the language and ideas in The Shepherd of Hermas, Mand
IV. 1.4,11 (LCL Apostolic Fathers II; trans. K. Lake; London, 1913)
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102
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Gospel (ed.

F. N. Davey; London,

335.
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Grand Rapids, 1971) 833 ff.;

The Gospel Accordinq
cf. Lk 7.36-50, Mk 12.
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236-7. '
105,ETrI
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Cf.. Metzg'er', 'TC, 222.
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Derret t, "Lawin
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Adulteress of John 8", unpublished essay of 25 pages, by permission
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that,
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own
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5 ff.
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New Testament
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110
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likely
this
Jewish
try
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closed by
only
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9 ff.
So Derrett, "Law in the New Testament ... Adultery",
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Pace Jeremias, "Zur Geschichtlichkeit
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St. John's Gospel, A
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in-the New Testament...
Commentary FOxford, 1960) 347; Derrett,
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cf.
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"Law in the New Testament
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since it is
is
that
this
simply-an attack on injustic. e,. rather than
vable
concei
Cf.. Barrett, ''John (1978) 590-1.
discrimination.
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118
As Morris, John, 890, says, "The form of the commandimplies a
ceasing to commit an action already started... " Brown, John i-xii,
334, states that Jesus is saying 'avoid this sin'.
If s-othen His
statement in 7b has a limited scope as well.
119
John, 348.
Lightfoot,
120
Probably the narrative has been touched up by editors and/or
for'instance,
the Evangelist to heighten the effect;
by adding
(xuToýwposin 8.4, and the second writing on the ground in 8.8, and
the editorial
comment in v 6. Cf. Bultmann, History, 63.
121
co
mToX6wv
In Lk 16.18 we have iT&s
Troiel q; -rýv voiXcuehvp*

OT'013
ThV YUVU^lKa
KCA 'YaPW^V
ETEP(XV11OUXE1661.Again, it is the male .
is the subject Of the act*ion,. but here he is called the adulterer,
who
a more radical
statement for its day than Mt 5.32a (and there is no
Luke has juxtaposed this statement with one
exceptive
clause in Luke).
about the law not passing away, and thus Lk 16.18 is intended to
indicate
Jesus'
intensification
It does
of the eternally
valid law.
is adultery;
not appear that Mt 5.32 implies that divorce itself
rather,
the adultery
that the woman is forced to commit comes if she remarries.
Adultery
is associated only with a further
marriage union in Lk 16.18.
Mt 5.32b and Lk 16.18b are both more radical
statements than the
to make, since marrying a divorcee was frowned on
rabbis were willing
but not prohibited
in rabbinic
Cf. Str-B 1,320 ff.,
Judaism.
and
Marshall',. LUke, 630-2.
122
b, d, k,
a,
D, it
through
in Mt
and
other
Omit
mss.
Kall
ljoiXami
*
5.32b.
Metzger, . TC, 13-14, suggests that some scribes felt
that if the
divorced woman is made an adulteress
by illegal
divorce,
then anyone
Alternatively,
marrying such a. woman also commits adultery.
this
the tendency of the Western text to highlight
omission may reflect

and protect male privilege,
while also relegating womento a place in
the background. In this case, the omission here is of material that
reflects badly on men. Cf. pp. 376-7 of thesis.
123
Streeter, Four Gospels, 259. He allowed, however, that Mark's
being followed by the First Evangelist
order of pericopes was still
and perhaps-also his content at some points (260).
124
It. cannot be ruled out that some Jews might have asked Jesus
about. the legitimacy of divorce perhaps because they had heard that
He opposed it, and they wished for Him to state this openly and so
demonstrate-that He was at variance with the mainstream of tradition.
Thus, they'could have asked this testing question as we find it in Mark,
but it seems almost certain that someoneWould have asked Jesus the
question about the grounds of divorce since ýit was part of the current
debate, perhaps to force Him to show that He sided with the stricter
view (and thus not with the majority of Pharisees).
125

Even though the Mosaic legislation
was given in the form of an
imperative;
'
cf., E. Lohmeyer, Das. Evan%elium des Markus (Gittingep,
1951) 199. It is also possibTe--tFaf
in
Mk 10.3,5
EVTtzA4OPa1/CVTO0
(cf.. Mt 19.7) has the somewhat mi 1der force of i nstr'uct(i'on)
ý('cf 'ý'Ac
17.15)'. *

126
The "-cTr' oLu9,
r4%')in Mk 10.11 also looks like
addition by the Evangelist.

an explanatory
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127
But cf.
128
But cf.
134-5.

PP. 106-110

on the. exceptive, clauses.

Jeremias, NT'TheologY-, 225,251-3;

129
Catchpole, "The Synoptic Divorce Material",

Bultmann, History,
113.

130
Manson, Sayings, 137.
131
Cf. Mk 12.18-27, Jn 7.53-8.1l.

'

132
Cf. the parallels to this-form in rabbinic sourcesi-nD. Daube,
The New Testament and Rabbinic Judaism (London, 1956) 141 ff.
It may
well be that Mark has modelled his discussion on this form as it gave
him an opportunity (in 10.10) to use his 'in house' and private
teaching motif again.
133
This phrase means 'for any reason' and may.reflect the HillelShammaidebate. Cf. B. Reicke, "1T&s", TDNTV, 888; MHT111,268.
The
Hillelites
held that virtually
Cf.
any cause was grounds for divorce.
M. Gittin 9.10 Danby, 321. Davies, Sermon on'the Mount., 104, argues
but cf. M. R. Lehmann- "Gen. '2.24 as
that the phrase is redactional,
,
the Basis for Divorce in Halakhah and New Testament", ZAW72 (1960)
263-7. 'on its authenticity.
The Marcan debate is centered on the
lawfulness of divorce; the Matthean on the grounds (the lawfulness
being taken for granted).
134
Cf. J. A. Fitzmyer, "The Matthean Divorce Texts and Some New
Palestinian Evidence", TS 37 (2,1976) 211 ff.; and pp. 4-5
&7roXOw
The
thesis.
meanin6 of
must be constant throughout the
of
pericope, since there is no external or internal evidence to lead us
to. think otherwise.
Pace J. Dupont, Mariage et Divorce dans
1. Evangile Matthieu 19,3-12 et parallgles
(Bruges, 1959).
135
On CFKkjpoKap6Ta,cf. K. Berger, "Hartherzigkeit
und Gottes
Gesetz. Die Vorgeschichte des antijUdischen Vorwurfs in Mc 10.5", ZNW
61 (1-2,1970)
1-47. E. Haenchen, Der Weg Jesu (Berlin, 1966) 339
(where
in
Marcan
form
interchange
the
that
the
rightly
of
points out
Jesus asks, "What did Moses commandyou? "), He places Himself in a
(and historically
improbable? ) situation
difficult
since He is
appealing to an authority that speaks against Himself.
136
The wording on the Get was to read "Lo, thou art free to marry
ý-.
"
Gittin
3, Danby, 319. '
Cf.
M.
!
any man.
137
So B. W. Powers, "Marriage and Divorce: The Dispute of Jesus with
37: "... there
Colloquium
the Pharisees and Its Inception"
"
,5(1,1971)
if
family
be
dire
her
wrongly believed divorce
consequences
she
might
or
"Repudium in-Deuteronomy'.1, in
D.
had. taken. place. '.'
-Cf.,.
-Daube,
Neotestamehtica et Semitica: S.tudies in Honour bf'Matthew Black. (ed.
E. E. Ellis, M. Wilcox; Edinburgh,, 1969) 238. Contrast H. Greeven,
"Ehe nach dem Neuen Testament",
15 (1968-69) 377-8. Jesus' teaching
implies that the bill of ýdivorce--Toes not lighten the husband's. responhis
because
for
by giving the bill to her he gives her ý
wife.
sibility
opportunity to commit adultery. 'Cf... F. J. Leenhardt, "Les femmes aussi ...
de rdpudiation", 'RTP 19 (1 1969) 34-5.
a propos du billet
.,
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138Mark

&Tr'o
&pXfis
in
has
its explicitness
in
which
K-riaF-ws
,R
"
the
reference
of apXfis. may be later than the Matthean form.
explaining
Lehmann, "Genesis 2.24", 263-7, argues that 'from the beginning'
in
Matthew, refers to the pre-Noahic state of the Jews, and that there is
human. being.
bisexual
first
to a mythical
Pace P. Winter,
no allusion
"Genesis. 1.27 and Jesus' Saying on Divorce",
ZAW 70 (1958) 260-1.
Hill,
Matthew, 280, says it refers to the book of Genesis over the
A. Van Gansewinkel,
'.'UrsprUngliche
claims-of-U-euteronomy.
oder
Unauflbsbarkeit
der Ehe?"'Diakonia
3: 2 (1972) 88-93
grundsatzliche
that the backýround to-- aFT apXfis may be the
points out rightly

'aTT'
ON-1
(or
in which case
Hebrew
to
the
refers
apXfls
original
fundamental) plan (or design).
Cf. similarly
G. Aicher, "Mann und
Weib - ein Fleisch (Mt 19,4 ff. )", BZ 5 (1907) 159-65.
139
Cf. Moule, I-B, 71. As A. Plummer, An Exegetical Commentary
on the Gospel . AccorEing to S. Matthew (London, 1909) 260, says, the
did not create
point of appealing to Gen 1.27 is that God originally
more womenthan men so as to provide for divorce.
140
On the textual
141

Derrett,

difficulty

in Mk 10.7,

Law in the NT, 363-88,

rightly

cf.

Metzger,
argues that

TC, 104-5.
the

irreversible
and-indissoluble
one flesh union is the basis of Jesus'
teaching on marriage.
But it must not be overlooked that Jesus
also says, "Let no man put asunder", implying that it is possible for
a third party to-put a marriage asunder. Powers, "Marriage and Divorce"
37, notes that the text says what God has joined together (i. e., the
bond of marriage He has createld -between them), not those whomGod
has joined together.
Cf. K. Barth, Church Dogmatics 111,4 (Edinburgh,
"Two into One: The Notion of Carnal Union in
1961) 207; T. A. Burkill,
Mark 10.8; 1 Kor 6.16; Eph 5.31", ZNW62 (1971) 115-20; W. Brueggemann,
"Of the Same Flesh and Bone (Gn. =, 23a)", CBQ32 (1970) 532-42.
142,
see no trace of the rabbinic idea of an androgynous Adam in
Pace Daube, NT and Rabbinic Judaism, 72 ff.
Mt 19.3-12 and parallels.
Cf. R. Pesch, Das Markusevangelium II (Freiburg, 1977) 124-5. Jesus
speaks of the two becoming one, but makes no reference to a one that
bisexual.
It is not man's original unity, but their
was originally
one flesh union that in Jesus' view disallows divorce and polygamy.
143
This joining and separating refers to marriage and divorce,
So G. Delling, 'V%Uyos"
not the one flesh union and its dissolution.
TDNTVII, 748, n. 1; MHT1,140; Str-B 1,803-4.
144kvepw7Tos. Thus, both
potential male and female intruders are
warned.
145
1975) 33.
Cf. J. Murray, Divorce (Philadelphia,
146
There were various concessions in the OT to the fallen order
(e.
Cf.. D. Daube,
man's.
sinfu
nature
g., monarchy,,. l Sam8.7).
and
"Concessions to ,1Sinfulness in Jewish Law."', JJS 10 (1959) 1-13. Jesus
implies that these concessions have come to a halt in the new covenant
community. Jesus' demands are not new; rather, they are the old demands
interpreted in light of God's. origihal. plan,, not in the shadow of man's
As H.
Schoeps '"RestitUtio'
Basis
for
the
the
sin.
as
,
-J.
Nova'Lex Jesu", JBL 66 (1947) 453-64
s, the appeal to God's
`p
Fa-n
an-d order which sees the end as restoring the original
origi-n-aT
design and uses that truth as a hermeneutical key to the OT, likely
derives from Jesus Himself, for the rabbis saw Mosaic law
as fulfilling
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in
Gen
1.27
fa vor of monogamous
The
laws.
of
citation
pre-Sinai
*
by
Qumranites
the
is more a matter of proof texting than
marriage
4.13-5.5., Vermes, DSS, 36-7,101-2.
hermeneutics.
Cf.
1CD
147Quite
ýOxfis
,
(alT
)
is the Evangelist's
Mt
19.8b'.
possibly
...
own addition based on v 4. Verses 8a and 9 go naturally together as
and 8b is unnecessary.
an antithesis,
148
A modified form of the second half of the antithesis
formula;
cf. M'Neile, Matthew, 274.
149

(D,
It appears an attempt was made in certain
B. and others)
mss
in 5.32.
to conform the clause in Mt 19.9 to its counterpart
Cf.
"Le Texte patristique
Metzger, TC, 47-8-H.
Crouzel,
des Matthieu
98-119, notes that no Ante-Nicene
v. 32 et xix. 9"'. 'NTS 19 (1,1972)
Church Father attests
the present form of Mt 19.9, but rather a form
Cf. T. L. Thompson, "A Catholic View of
analogous to Mt 5.32.
J. P. Arendzen, "Ante-Nicene
Divorce"',, 'JES 6 (1969) 53-67.
Interpretations
JTS 20 (1918-19) 230-41
of t7e Sayings on Divorce",
concludes
that there is no evidence before Ni Cea that the exceptive
clause authorized the breaking of the marital
bond.
150
Cf. TEV and the views of A. Ott as cited in U. Holzmeister.
"Die StreitýTfrage Uber die Ehescheidungstexte
bei Matthaus 5,32 und
19.9", Bib 26 (1945) 133-46.
The inclusive
view of 5.32 and/or 19.9
is refu-t-e-d ably by J. Sickenberger,
"Zwei neue Ausserungen zur
Ehebruchkl. ausel bei MV, ZNW 42 (1949) 202-09, espec. 208.

151Cf.

BAG, 630; LSJ, 1334; A-S, 344; mm 492; B. Leeming and R.
A. Dyson, "Except it be for Fornication? " SCr 8 (1956). 75-82.
152
Dupont, M'ariage et Divorce, 102 ff.
So Zerwick, sec. 442,148-9;
Even if the clause in 19.9 is not elliptical
surely, 'not for Tropvcia',
Cf. J. Bonsirven,
means the same as 'except in the case of Tropvcia'.
'"Nisi fornicationis
causa' Commentrdsoudre cette 'crux interpretum'? "
RSR35 (1948) 453, n. 2.
153
Cf. T. V. Fleming, "Christ on Divorce" TS 24 1963) 106-20,
and B. Vawter, "The Divorce Clauses in Mt 5,3ý, and 19,9", CBQ16
(1954) 155-67.
154
BAG, 699; MM, 529.
155
It covers a wider scope of activities
529; Derrett, Law'in the-NT, 368-71.

than poiXcia.

Cf. MM,

156
An increasing number of scholars think this is the meaning in
Luke, 203; W. K. Lowther Clarke, "The
Matthew 5 and 19. So Ellis,
Excepting Clause in St. Matthew",, Theology 15 (1927) 161-2; *H. Baltensweiler, "Die Ehebruchsklauseln bei-Matth4us", ',TZ. 15 (1959) 340-56;
Baltensweiler, 'Di'e he im. Neuen Testament - EXe7g-etisthe'Uhtersuchungen
ýber'Ehe' Ehel6-s-iqTe-it und Ehescheidung (Stuttgart,
87-107;
1967)
espec.
11
Bonsirven, '"Nisi --Fornicationis
CaTs-aT", 442-64; Fitzmyer, "The. Matthean
Divorce Texts", 197-226; H. J. Richards, "Christ on Divorce", *Scr 11
(13,1959) 22-32; Zerwick, 43, n'. 8.

152

157
KJV, "fornication";
RSV, NEB, NASB, Moffatt, have "unchastityll;
NIV, "Marital unfa,ithfuln-ess";
TEV,
Phillips,
Cf. BAG, 700; LSJ, 1141.
"unfaithfu 111; Schonfield, "adultery'..
,
A. Isaksson, Marriage and Ministrýý in the New Temple: A Study with
Special Reference to Mt. 19.13-12 Lsicj and I Cor 11'.3-6 (Lund,.. 1965)
Further, aduTtery,
134, shows that 7Topvcia does not usually mean adultery.
like premarital unchastity discovered after the marriage, was punished
by stoning,, not divorce,
158
Divorce Texts", 209-10.
Cf. Fitzmyer, "The McErtthean
159Cf
Str-B 1,312-21.
Prof.
LXXR 1,329; Leeming 77 ff.;
.
,
Barrett has suggested to me that"erwat*dabar
could mean something similar
f.
24.
in
23.14
'abomination'
both
Deut
to
and
160
Fleming

"Christ

on Divorbe",

115 ff.

161Cf.

127-42. Whereas premarital
Isaksson, Marriage and Ministry
p__nished
it
discovered
if
be
by
was
stoning
after the
unchastity might
marriage had taken place this was not the case for unchastity discovCf. Mt 1.19 and note that shame, not stoning,
ered prior to marriage.
is what is to be avoided.
162
Cf. U. Nembach "Ehescheidung nach alttestamentlichem
und jüdischem
RechV, *TZ 26 (3,1970) 161-71; J. Moingt, 'le Divorce (Pour Motif d'
Impudicifg-) (Matthieu 5 32; 19ý9)", RSR56 (1968) 337-84.
163
The prohibition
of incestuous marriages makes sense of the
decree in Acts, since most Gentiles had no scruples against such
"Notes and Comments- the New
Cf. W. J. Harrington
marriages.
179, n. 5.
Testament and Divorce"2 ITQ 39 (2,1972).
164
Cf. APOT1,224.
165Fitzmyer,

It is signifi"The Matthean Divorce Texts", 215 ff.
incestuous
that
the
for
term
that
the
technical
rabbis
used
cant
in some instances.
marriage 6-1119)also conveys the sense of fornication
Cf. F. Gavin, "A Further Note on Tropveia", TheologY 16 (1928) 102-5.
The objection that uopvela is not simplyaý.feichnical term for incest
would be equally fatal to r111-9.
166Cf.
Josephus, Antiquities
18.136
Mk 6.14-29 and parallels;
(LCL VI) 92-3; Antiquities
18.240 (LCL VI) 144-7.
167
A. Mahoney, "A New Look at the Divorce Clauses in Mt. 5,32 and
that the original
19,9"! 'CBQ 30 (1968) 33. On the possibility
setting
d,
Taylor,
Mark
416;
Perea,
Cranfiel.
this
cf.
controversy was-in
of
Mark, 318; M'Neile,. 'Matthew, 271.
168
Cf. F. Hauck and S. Schulz, "Tr6pvn", TDNTVI, 591; Nembach,
"Ehescheidung", 165 ff.
169Daube, NT

and Rabbinic'Judaism

81-2.

170 T.
B.
Sanhedrin 58as The Babylonian'Talmud
1935) 393 ffl..

(trans.

H. Freedman,
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171
His audience may have*been either Jewish and Gentil. e Christians
Cf
Christians.
Gentile
ppor simply
*'
In either case, his inclusion of the exceptive clauses would be relevant.
172FitZmyer, "The Matthean Divorce Texts", 221.
173C.. K. Barrett, A'Commentary
on the'First
Corinthians (New York, 1968) 162.

Epistle

to*the

174
Lý
.
MoiXCtTal
AýTTJVin Mark 10.11",
N. Turner, "The Translation
of
"Commits adultery
BT 7 (1956) 151-2, and B. Schaller,
not
with her',
'against
her', Mk 10.11", ET 83 (4,1972)
107-08.
175
"Das Logion Mark X. 11 (und seine
Creed, Luke, 207; G. Delling,
NovT 1 (1956) 263-74; J. J.
Abwandlungen) im Neuen Testament"
,
Mt 5.32 (19.9) and 1 Cor 7.12
O'Rourke, "A Note on an Exception:
299-302.
Compared". HeyJ 5 (3,1964)

176
For a good survey of the problem, cf. Taylor, Mark, 420-1,
So Swete, Mark,
The divorce reading is probably the more original.
206; Cranfield, Mark, 321-2; A. Plummer, The Gospel According fbo
St. Mark (Londoný, 1914) 230.
177
Cf. E. Bammel, "Markus 10.11 f. "q 95-101, and "Is Luke 16,16-18
(1958)
101-06. The evidence is
"
HTR
51
Provenience?
Baptist's
of
39
31,
5,
Cf.
of thesis.
endnote
and
pp.
admittedly not vast.
15.259 (LCL V) 122-3. Various rabbis recogCf. Josephus, Antiquities
instituted
by
divorce
the
a wife through a
of
a
pagan
nized
validity
Cohen, "Concerning Divorce in Jewish and RomanLaw",
repudium. Cf.
4-13. Billerbeck (Str-B 11,23-4)
suggests that Mk 10.12 is simply
by
forcibly
end
a
marriage
could
a
woman
of
saying
a strong way
separation or appeal to the courts.
178
J. N. Birdsall
In which case the variant might be right.
in an unpublished paper presented at the Tyndale Fellowship (July,
1979) and in a personal communiquehas pointed out the following:
F. C. Burkitt saw Mk 10.12 as an explicit
reference to the adulterous
of Herodias and Herod. Burkitt noted the variant of
relationship
the SSY (supported by minuscule 1) which reverses the order of the
declaration,. thus placing the offence of the deserting womanfirst..
Birdsall also points out that the related ms. 209 omits the male
idiosyncratic
W
Adis ms. of the
the
by
homoioteleuton.
and
clause
Burkitt argues that the
Old Georgian also evidence the reversal.
Gospel History..
true order was Mk 10.12, and then 10.11. Burkitt,
100-01 and n) 1. Somerabbis had declared that Gentiles had no
,
divorce'because the permission was given only to the Jews. Cf.
Str-B 1,312; Lehmann, "Genesis 2.24", 264-6.
179As Cranfield., Mark, 321
law
"According
Rabbinic
to
a
says,
to
le
commit adultery against another man, and a wife,
said
could.
man
could be said to commit adultery against her husband, but a husband
"
Jesus
his
Thus,
be
to
against
wife..
adultery
said
commit
could not
equalizes matters.
180Cf. M. Sotah 5.1, Danby, 298.. Catchpole "The Synoptic Divorce
113, believes that a redefinition
of adultery . has been formulated:
involves a higher estimate of the status of
11 such a redefinition
...
in
his environment, but a considerable amount
than
was
current
women
just
material,
sUqqestina
such a revaluation of the role
supporting
of
of womenby Jesus, exists. "
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181
Str-B 1,320, says that the provision 'he who marries a
divorced womancommits adultery' was completely unknown in Judaism
(cf.
the
Deut
to
husband
in
the
original
of
case
remarriage
except
24.1-4).
182
269. As Hill,. Matthew,
Montefiore, Rabbinic Literature,
282 notes, however, the sectarian group that made up the Qumran
milieu which nurtured
community "... may have provided the spiritual
to a holy life and warfare which
the ideal of a self-consecration
included celibacy. " Cf. endnote 191 below.
183
Bultmann, History, 26 calls 19.119-a 'dominical saying' in the
passage. Isaksson, Marriaqe and
midst of a Matthean transitional
Ministry,
151, argues plausibly that this tradition
derives from
On the authenticity
Jesus in dependence on Is 56.3-5.
of this saying
cf. Jeremias, NT Theology, 224.
184

to Mk 10.28-30 (Lk 18.29) note the
In th,ý Lukan parallel
ITI
Luke's interest
in and
perhaps reflecting
addition
Of
YUVOLTKCC
the saying
of 'wife'
may intensify
concern for women. The addition
to a Jew that a man might make
since it would perhaps be conceivable
and possibly
permanent commitment to leave his home,
an unconditional
but not the one person to whom
parents,
cousins, and even children,
'to cleave'.
he had a biblical
obligation

185Cf.

M. Yebamoth 8.4 ff.,

Danby, 230.

186
Davies, Sermon on the Mount, 393, cf.

pp. 394-5,400.

187
(of
'to
be
'to
be
better
profitable',
gain)'.
auliýCpw can mean
Cf. BAG, 787-8; LSJ, 1686-7; K. Weiss, "cyupýkpw", TDNT IX, 75, n. 13.
188
Cf. Cohen, "Concerning Divorce in Jewish and Roman Law", 3 ff.;
Davies, *Sermon on the Mount, 393-5; and pp.
189

the solemn 'this word' refers to something
It is probable'that
Mt 19.22-26 should be compared to Mt 19.10-12,
Jesus Himself has said.
NRT
as J. -M. van Cangh, "Fondement dvangelique de la vie religieuse",
95 (6,1973)
In both pericopes Jesus does not
639-40, points out.
but gives a further
answer the disciples'
question directly
explanation
In 19.22, Tov Xoyov ToOTov or Tbv
of what He has said previously.
(Metzger,
Robertson, 1190,
TC, 49-50) refers to Jesus' teaching.
X6-yo,
v
.remarks that th6'-y&p in 19.12 is not causal but indicates
that an
explanation
of 'not everyone, but those to whom it is given' is to
follow.
Thus, the eunuch saying explains why Jesus' marriage teaching
is only given to some. The possibility
cannot be ruled out that v 11
(based on the end of v 12).
is the Evangelist's
If so,
own addition
then it represents
a qualification
of Jesus' marriage teaching for
His own community.
To claim that the eunuchs in vv 10-12 are those
having put away their wives for 7ropvcfa is to ignore the likelihood
is the Evangelist's.
Cf., Q.
that the juxtaposition
of 19.1-9,10-12
"'Made Themselves Eunuchs for the Kingdom of Heaven' (Mt
Quesnell,
CBQ 30 (1968) 335-5ý.
19,12)",
190

In both cases we are talking
about someone actually
castrated.
ARW23 (1925) 25-33, notes
A. D. Nock, "Eunuchs in ancient religion"*
,
but are
that eunuchs had no place in purely Greek or Roman cults,
found in various fertility
As Ac 8.27
cults of Asia Minor and Syria.
indicates,
e'unuchs of royal courts could be place in charge of more
than just concubines.
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191The-evidence
of the Qumranscrolls, Josephus, and-Philo is
difficult
to decipher, but it appears that at least someQumranites
'
Yahweh.
to
their
It is unlikly that
part
of
service
as
were celibate
Cf. J. Galot, "La motivation
this entailed actual castration.
(4,1972)
du
Greg53
731-57; T. Matura, "Le
c6libat",
evang6lique
'
(6,1975)
le
T7e-stament",
NRT
97
Nouveau
dans
481-500.
c6libat
192
4.290-1 (LCL IV) 614-5. Paradoxically,
Cf. Josephus, Antiquities
Josephus, Herod, and others made use of eunuchs for teachers, chamberCf. Josephus, The Life 429 (LCL 1) 156-7; JeWish War 1.488
lains, etc.
-u'-voOXos"9'TDNT11,765-8; pp. 4-5 of thesis.
(LCL 11) 230-1; J. Schneide-r-,--"-E:
193Cf.

"EIG"Iv E:u'voOXoi
J. Blinzler,
-Zur
258.
11ZNW48 (1957) 254-70, and particularly

Auslegung von Mt. 19.12",

194
.t
While Jesus probably was no speaking in Greek, it is likely
Is
that He was using the Semitic equivalent
of euvoOXos - 'D"ID(cf.
56.3, LXX, and MT). Cf. BDF, 710.
195

Cf. J. Schneider,
"cývoOXosll,
Even Origen later chagged his mind.
"ciaiv
258 ff.
MHT 1,139,
TDNT,II, 765-8; Blinzler
says
eu'voOpi",
,
to a single event, then Origen's original
that if cývoi5Xiaav referred
interpretation
The single event could be the decision
would be correct.
Cf. M'Neile,
to renounce marriage or family for Jesus' sake.
Matthew,
276. For the view that Jesus was giving a Mashal intending
the-third
Matthew later added
class of eunuchs to be understood physical, ly3while
"for the Kingdom's sake" to give a transferred
sense to eunuchs of
the third type, cf. H. Zimmerman, 'prl eirt 7ropvEýa (Mt 19,9) - ein
literarisches
Problem - Zur Komposition von Mt 1§, 3-12", Catholica
16 (4,1962)
295-6.

196
Cf. Clement's paed. 3.4 quoted in Manson, Sayings, 215-6. Notice,
however, that CIement finds it necessary to qualify the word EU'VO13XOS
&XnOT'Is.
with
197
"Eunuchs
These last two suggestions were made by J. A. Kleist,
in the New Testament", CBQ7 (1945) 447-9.
198
Cf. similarly
the NEB. Blinzler's
suggested translation
1
euvoOXoi",, 259) is based in part on the fact that the Jewish classifiPossibly,
cation of *eunuchswas made to denote those unfit for marriage.
Jesus would have said that even real physical eunuchs can be given the
their state a blessing, rather than a curse, by accepting
giftofmaking
the call to be a eunuch for the Kingdom. Cf. Isaksson, Marriage and
148-52; Moingt, "Le Divorce", 370.
Ministry,
199
J. Blenkinsopp, Sexuality'and the Christian Tradition (London,
1970) 91.
200
142-3; J. B. Lightfoot,
Blenkinsopp, 91-2; Galot, 'La. motivation",
-'.
St. Paul's Epistles to the Colossians ahd'tb Philemon (London, 1879)
411-12. It is true that some Qumranites married, but there also existed
in the Qumran community a sexual taboo and association of holiness with
Jesus clearly rejected this connection in His teaching
ritual purity.
about clean and unclean, and in His repeated association and physical
contact with harlots, lepers, etc.
201
Cf. Jeremias, NT'Theblogy, 32-.3,224.
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202,

"el"cf'lv E:U'voOXoi", 260 ff.,, is wrong to so closely
Blinzler,
identify. the decision ,spoken of in , Mt 19-10-12 and that mentioned in
Mk 10.28-30.
203E.

Das Neue Testament
Schweizer, Das Evangelium nach Matthýus.
Gbttingen,
1976) 250.
Deutsch (n. s. ed. G. Friedrich;
204

It is possible that Jesus gave this teaching originally
to the
Pharisees and/or the disciples
as a justification
of His own singleness
dans le NT", 496. That
for the Kingdom. Cf. Matura, "Le c6libat
Jesus' marital
status is a non-issue in the Gospels probably indicates
that He was never married,
and that in His community marriage was not
(London, 1970).
Pace W. E. Phipps, Was Jesus Married?
an obligation.
Phippsý book makes the mistaken assumption that Jesus would not have
differed
to procreate;
however
with other rabbis about the obligation
Mt 19.12 is evidence that He did differ
with the common view.
205
in an obligation
The belief
to procreate and thus the duty to
marry was one shared by Jews (Cf- PP- 4-5, and endnote 33, p. 31 of thesis)
Greeks, and Romans (cf. N. 44, n. 227 ).
D. Daube, The Duty of Procreation
(Edinburgh,
1977) 9 ff.,
has shown that in a Greek confext it was
Cf. Plutarch,
common to empha§tze the duty to marry and propagate.
Lysander, 30.5, The Parallel
Lives (LCL IV) 320-1; Plutarch,
Lycurgus
Lives (LCL 1) 246 ff.;
Dinarchus, Against
15.1 ff.,
The Parallel
Demosthenes 99.71, The Minor Attic
Orators (LCL II; trans.
J. 0. Burtt;
London, 1954) 224-5.
206

Cf. Swete Mark, 264; Creed, Luke, 249; Plummer, Matthew, 306;
(Moffatt
W.
Manson,
Luke
NT Commentary; London, 1930)
Tý6
Gospel
and
of
225.
207

G. E. Ladd, A Theology of the New Testament (Grand Rapids, 1974)
"holding out a prospect of sexless
69. Oepke, "yuvr']", TDNT 1,785:
being like that of Ch-eangels".

208
Cf. Bultmann, History, 26; Schweizer, Das Evangelium nach Markus.
Das Neue Testament Deutsch Ced. P. Althaus and J. Behm; Gdttingen, 19
147
209Pesch,
210
Ibid.,

Markusevangelium 11.2,235,

cf.

p. 229.

Jeremias, NT Theology, 184, n. 3.

211
By the time the Mishnah was written some were asking that it
disuse.
likely
in
before
it
Cf. M. Eduyoth 4.8,
this
was
and
cease,
Danby, 429-30; M. Berkoth 1.7, Danby, 429-30; M. Berakoth 1.7, Danby,
531; M. Sanhedrin 2.2, Danby, 384.
212
Cf. Daube, NT and Rabbihic Judaism, 158-69.
213
in B. T. Sanhedrin 90b in Str-B I,
Cf.. the borUth on resurrection
,
888-90. The po-p-Mar belief seems to have envisioned a resurrection
a state without sin'or death in which one will
of only the righteous'to
drink,
travel.
Cf., B. T. Berakoth
nor
eat,
propagate,
nor
neither
-nor
17a, The Babylonian Talmud Berkot (trans. A. Cohen; Cambridge, 1921)
There were, however, rabbis (notably R. Gamaliel)
112; Str-B 1,888-91.
who believed womenwould bear children daily in the new age to come; cf.
B. T. Shabbath 30b, The Babylonian Talmud (trans. H. Freedman; 1938)
137-8; Enoch 10.17ý, APOT11,194.
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Ellis,

Luke 234; Creed, Luke, 249.

215
Cranfield,
216Marshall,

Mark, 373; Taylor,
Luke, 738; Ellis,

Mark, 480.
Luke, 234.
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e,
indicate
in
22.25,
First
Mt
the
found
that
may
only
Tr(d Tllj^lv,
M'Neile, Matthew, 321.
Evangelist thought otherwise.
218
C
II TDNT 11,630.
Rengstorf, "E:Tr-ca
,
this story in Tobit 3.8,6.9-12,7.12-13
APOT1,209,218,222.
219MrEppa

The possible background to
Cf.
Suggests this as well.

is

used in the general sense of a child, but usually
the Levir was required to raise up a male. Swete, Mark, 262; S. Schulz,
"MEPPa",
between
TDNTVII, 545. Perhaps there is an intende-d-contrast
th e Sadducees who believe in raising up a seed and Jesus who believes
Cf. Hill,
in raising up a body - two di fferent means of immortality.
Matthew, 304.
220
G. StUhlin, "xTipa", TDNT IX, 442,447, n. 60,457.
Marshall,
Luke, 739, is only partially
correct in saying that Levirate marriage
was intended as a means of keeping property in the family.
221
Ellis,
Luke, 234-7.
222
Exp 4th ser 10
J. Denney, "The Sadducees and Immortality",
(1894) 402. ebýov in Mk 12.23 and parallels may mean not just 'had'
Cf. MHT 1,145;
as a marriage partner, but 'had' intercourse with.
Zerwick, sec. 289, p. 98; H. Hanse, "e"Xw"9TDNT 11,817,, n. 5. This
fits the Levirate marriage contract and the textual variant in Lk
20.34 (beget and begotten).
223
Cf. Grundmann, "HVapai", TDNT 11,304-06; E..,.H.- Blakeney, "A
.
Note on St. Matthew xxii. 29", ET T-F1892-93) 382.
224
The sons of this age' is a Semitic phrase wi-th..a-sWil. ar
connotation to the modern idiomatic expression 'a product of his time'.
Cý
Cf. E. Schweizer, 11
uios", 'TDNT VIII, 365; Danker, Jesus, 205.
225
"yapEw", TDNT 1,651., n. 15, states: "Jesus keeps
E. Stauffer,
closely to the traditional
modes of Jewirsh thought and expression
(yapetv)
for the man and
here
in
Mk
12.25
He
the
when
and
act.
uses
the mid. (yapiCca0ai) for the woman... " Further (650), "The husband
is the active partner in the conclusion and direction of marriage.
for Jesus. " This is a somewhat surprising
This is self-evident
statement since it is not likely that Jesus spoke Greek on this
,
is
likely
the
Gospel
It
that
writers believed that on this
occasion.
faithfully
Jesus' views on marital customs
point they were reflecting
in their own language.
226Jeremias, NT'Thoology,. 225.
227
Ellis,, Luke, 204-5,236-7,
notes the
Mk 19.6-8 and conjectures that Mark 10 must
in this life.
intended to be indissoluble
if Jesus is
225. There need be no conflict
dissolution
of marriages or the dissolution
here. Cf-. Pp- 103-7 of thesis.

possible conflict
with
mean that marriage. is
So Jeremia. s.. NT*Th0ology
not speaking of the
of all kinds of marriages
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The yap indicates that here we have the reason why marrying
469;
Luke,
L.
J.
J.
Plummer,
to
in
the
and
come.
age
ceases
-Reiling
(Leiden
the
Gospel
Luke
HahdBook*on
A
Translator's
Swellengrebel
of
1971) 654.
229Jesus
is just
230

this

idea
the
that the age to come
rejected
rabbis
some
and
age on a grander and more carnal scale; cf. Str-B 1,888-91.

Luke coins

a word - i'a6'yycXos-

Ladd, Theology

of the'NT,

195,

"It
is
important
to note that Jesus does not say
remarks,
rightly
that men will become angels - only that they will be like angels... "
231
Plummer, Luke, 469, remarks, "They do not marry, because they
cannot die; and they cannot die, because they are like angels; and
they are sons of God, being sons of the resurrection. "
232
403. Marshall, Luke, 741,
Denney, "Sadducees and Immortality",
is
however, that the marriage relationship
says, "It is more likely,
transcended in a new level of personal relationships,
and the basic
point being made is that marriage as a means of procreation is no
longer necessary. "
233
"Jesus, the Sadducees, and Qumran", NTS 10
Cf. E. E. Ellis,
(1963-64) 274. The Sadducees have tailored their argument and
its textual basis to fit their own purposes which is in itself
Cf. Deut 25.5-10; Taylor, Mark,
grounds to reject their question.
481; Swete,'Mark, 262.
234
1. H. Marshall,

Eschatology and the Parables (London, 1963) 5.

235
A. M. Hunter, The Parables Then and Now (London, 1971) 56.
236H.
Render, St. Luke - Theologian of Redemptive History (London,
is most often seen in special
1967) 9-10, notes that this parallelism
Lk 1.11-20,1.26-38,1.46-55,1.67-79,
Note his list:
Lukan material.
(cf. Mk 1.21-31), 7.1-17,: 7.36-50,13.18-21,
2.25-38,4.25-28,4.31-39
Mt 24.40-41); and
10.29-42,15.4-10,18.1-14,23.55-24.35,17.34-35'(cf.
Render (10) concludes, "Luke expresses
Ac 5.1-11,9.32-42,17.34.
by this arrangement that man and woman stand together and side by side
before God. They are equal in honour and grace, they are endowed with
" J. Drury, Tradition
the same gifts and have the same responsibilities...
and Design in Luke's Gospel - Study in Early Christian Historiography
-FLondon, 1976) 71, argues that Jairus and his daughter, and the widow
"neat
her
Nain
pair".
son
make
a
and
of
237
Parvey, "Theology and Leadership", 139.
238
Amon '378-91.
thers, D. Buzy, "Le juge inique (Saint Lu.c, xvii. i, 1-8)%
RB 39 (1930ý
239
Failure
Alleged
Widow
the
"The
Importunate
B. B.
and
eld,
-Warfi
,
",
378
ff.,;
"Le
inique.
(1913-14)
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Buzy,
69-7.2,136-9;
',
25
Faith.
'ET
of
Hunter, 'Parýa-bles, 80 ff.,
240
C. Spic q, "La parabole de la veuve obstin6e et du juge inerte, a*ux
,
(Lc. xvii i, 1-B)1", 'RB 68 (1,1961) 69-70-, G. Delling,
d6cisions impromptues
,
", 'VNN 53 (1962)11 ff.;
Creed, '
"Das Gleichnis vom gottlosen RiChter.
Luke, 222.
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241
D. R. Catchpole, "The. Son of Man's Search for Faith (Luke xviii.
8b)", NovT 19 (2,1977) 81-104; Marshall, Esc"ýý,
45 ff.; W. G.
Eschatoloqical
KUmmel, Promise and Fulfilment'
The
Message of Jesus
(London, 1957) 59.
242j.

Jeremias The Parables of Jesus (2nd rev. ed.; trans. S. H.
-155-7; R. Deschryver, "La parabole du juge
Hooke; New York, 161-2-1
(Luc
(4,1968)
1811-8)",
48
RHPR
355-66. Deschryver
malveillant
points out that the parataxis, sudden change of subject in v 4, the
expression "in himself" in v 4, the "judge of unrighteousness" in
v 6, and the general Aramaic tone all argue strongly that this parable
(although
is archaic and a literary
he excepts vv 1 and 8b).
unit
Verse 8b perhaps is a later addition; cf. Bultmann, History, 189,193,
199; Ellis,
Luke, 213.
243
in
The "crying"
of the elect
v7 may intimate
a context of
In any case, Luke intends us to see this
persecution
or oppression.
light.
Cf. Cranfield,
"The Parable of
parable in an eschatological
the Unjust Judge and the Eschatology of Luke-Atts", SJT 16 (1963) 297"Das Bild der Witwe", 56.
301; Stdhlin,
244

Dqlling,

"Das Gleichnis",

23; Spicq,

"La parabole",

86 ff.

245

Possibly,
the original
audience was Jesus' opponents or some
"Das Gleichnis",
22. More likely,
it was
pious Jews; cf. Delling,
His disciples.
Cf. Jeremias, Parables,
156, and n. 19ý Cranfield,
"Parable of the Unjust Judge", 298; Manson, Luke, 200; Plummer, Luke,
411. Luke's 2
in 18.1
the

allTOTS

shows clearly

whom-he sees as

auTi-ence.

246
APOT1,438-9.
247
The &VT161KOS is a technical
term for an opponent in a lawsuit.
Cf. BAG, 73; LSJ, 155; A-S, 41.
It can refer either
to the defendant
Cf. Str-B 11,238;
Derrett,
"Law in the New
or to the plaintiff.

Testament: The Parable of the UnjUst Judge", Studies in the NT 1,32-47.
248

"The Unjust Judge", 32-5,37,
Derrett,
in saying
n. 1, is right
that it was common for Jews to go to civil
courts because, unlike
they could act without
trial,
religious
courts,
witnesses,
or evidence,
and thus they were used commonly to gain illegal
advantage of another
This is not the widow's motive here.
Clearly,
person.
someone has
gotten to the judge before her, for she would not have turned to a
LIKWS
if she had initiated
the proceedings.
It is
KPITTIS TýS
probably not true that the judge was legally
required to give precedence to a widow's case.
Pace. Stahlin,
"Xiipa", TDNT IX, 450,
86;
-n.
Luke, 672. The example in B. T. Yebamoth 100a' . The
and Marshall,

Bab loniah'TAli5ud (trans. Slotki,
1936) 684-5, is from. the f; urth.
century A. D. But cf. G. B. Caird, 'The*GosPel'of'St. 'Luke. (Pelican'
New Testament Commentaries; Harmondsworýh,1963) 203.
249 e KPI TTýJS TqS &61 KlaS
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Cf. MHT
0
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of
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-a
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111,213; Jeremia.s, 'Parables, 45. For rabbinic parallels',
Cf.. Str-B
11$ 239...
250The
phrase, "neither fearing God, nor caring (about-the opinion)
(pace
Derrett, "The Unjust Judge", 45, n. 1) doet'not mean this
of man"
, was 'no respecter of persons' in the
judge
sense that no one could *
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influence his judgment. Rather,
the phrase implies that he does
he does whatever best suits his
10.83 (LCL 111) 202-03; Danker,

as in the extra-biblical
examples,
not care what anyone thinks, and thus
Cf.. Josephus, Antiquities
own. interests.
Jesus, 184.

251
imperfect likely indicates her persistence.
The iterative
Plummer, Luke, 412; Jeremias, Parables, 153, n. 4.

Cf.

252Derrett,

"The Unjust Judge", 41, says that EK61KnGIV 1J6
'vindicate
'be
Cf. Jeremias,
others
me'.
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advocate';
my
means.
"The Importunate
70; Warfield,
Parables, 153; Spicq, "La parabole",
1, suggests "deliver
Widow",
or protect me".

253ý,
implies
5
ff,I Xpovov
11.
"Das Gleichnis",

here 'for

a long time'.

Cf. Delling,
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SiTwTrfaýyj?
If the former,
Does C19ST6XOS go with EpXoýiE'-vTj
or
(or 'perhýps finally)
'continually
then it is to be translated
coming'.
So Plummer, Luke 413; Zerwick,
sec. 249, p. 81. Spicq, "La parabole",
is used in classical
75, however, --ýayS cis TEXos usually
and Hellenistic
finally
IIiterature
to mean the completion of a process - she will
56; similarly,
"-c9Xos", TDNT VIII,
Jeremias,
So Delling,
uwiTýaýfl.
Par*able'S, 154.
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Spicq, "La parabole", 76, citing examples from the papyri
hits someone. Cf. BAG, 856; Delling,
where a frustrated womanfinally
Tas Gleichnis",
12 ff.; Zerwick, sec. 249, p. 81..
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Jeremias, Parables, 154; Creed, Luke, 223; Buzy, "Le juge
inique", 380; A-S, 463; LSJ, 1904; MM, 661; Plummer, Luke, 413; cf.
1 Cor 9.27.
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"The Unjust Judge", 43-6; Marshall, Luke, 673. Plummer,
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to
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Jesus'
remark,
enjoinder
seriously
for God's elect, but also a
Jesus is intimating not only vindication
delay in God's actions.
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This is in contrast to the normal Jewish practice of praying
Str-B
11,237.
day.
Cf.
times
of
at certain
260
Thus, the argument is by contraries,
or as C.. Colpe, "o ull'os",
TDNTVIII, 435, n. 265, says, a peiore ad melius.
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a hint of allegory
Cf..
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oppressive
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1pa"' TDNT IX, 458-9; Delling,
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depending
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on whether
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'Or even bridesmaid cf.. Mt 25.1-13), Or absent (widow).
bride-to-be,
ihe
If it is true that the role of
community of faith is characteristithen
feminine,
perhaps women's. roles and natures are better
cally
human.models for Jesus' disciples then men's. Perhaps, Jesus intimates
as-much by His association with, teaching about, 'and His examples
involving women.
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demonstrate God's care for those whomman condemns or despises.
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part of the purpose in presenting
the three parables that we have in 15.3-32 as well.
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Plummer, Luke, 371.
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Parables,

133.
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The analogy is between the seeking activity
of God and these
two human beings, and between the rejoicing
activity
of God and these
Thus, it is
human beings when they recover the sought after object.
in
is
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15.3-10
God
to
that
or
a
man
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as
say
not correct
(pace Swidler, "Jesus was a Feminist", 177-83).
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Cf. Bultmann, History, 194, though it is not clear in the end
that Bultmann accepts this view.
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H. Conzelmann, The Theology of St. Luke (New York, 1961) 111;
Drury, Tradition and Design, 158-9.
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Bultmann, History, 194.
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Marshall,

Luke, 603; cf.

Jeremias,

Parables,

132-6.
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Jeremias, "Tradition und Redaktion in Lukas 15", ZNW62
(3-4 1971) 172-89, espec. 181-4. Cf. for instance the addition of
A Ater hs in v8 (cf. vv 4,7,8,10).
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Luke, 603; Jeremias, Parables, 9; and contrast
Cf. Marshall,
If
C. H. Dodd, The Paraý-b-lesof the'Kingdom (New York, 1961) 92.
Jeremias, Paýables, 135, n. 12, is right
about an Aramaic imperfect
is
future
the
God's
to
that
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reference
and
underlying
ylv=ti
have
here
then
the
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evidence that this application
perhaps
at
eschaton,
is not secondary, in view of Luke's eschatological
viewpoint.
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133-5; similarly,
Hunter, Parables, 57.
Jeremias, Parables,
This has been challenged since the text reads simply 6XouacL-6 KcL...
9
370.
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Cf.
Danker,
169;
Plummer,
6potxAv
PýavaTroXgan
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BDF, sec. 5, P. 4; Ellis* I 'Luke, 197; Manson, Sayings, 284,
.
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Redaktion",
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pre-Lukan and
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276Hunter',

'Parables,

12; cf., Dodd',,'Parables,

93.
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Dodd, Parables, 92.
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That she has money atall
may support the idea that she is a
widow. Cf. pp. 5-6 of thesis.
279
that this womanhas lost this drachma.
It is perhaps significant
This womancould have been used as an example of carelessness.
That
Jesus chooses to use such an example in a positive manner indicates
His desire to present even a fallible
man (who loses his sheep) and
(who
loses her money) as equally good examples of
a fallible
woman
God's activity.
280
Cf. Marshall, Luke, 560; Streeter, Four Gospels, 246-8, appears
to believe that Luke used solely Q material but the double introduction
form appears only here in Lucan parables.
281
KUmmel, Promise, 132, n. 98; cf. Bultmann, History, 195; Dodd,
Parables, 154; J. Dupont, "Les paraboles du sdnev
du levain".
NRT89 (1967) 911.
282
Jeremias, Parables, 92. Were this a uniquely Lukan pairing one
his.
might suspect that the connection was originally
283This
is a secondary interest,
since the main point concerns
the nature of the Kingdom. It is probably wrong to overemphasize the
fact that many or most parables have one or two main points.
While
this is true, there are probably no details given which are wholly
meaningless and therefore entirely
superfluous, though not all the
is
elements in the picture are of equal value and over-allegorizing
to be avoided. Cf. 0. T. Allis,
"The Parable of the Leaven", EvQ 19
(1947) 255; R. W. Funk, "Beyond Criticism in Quest of Literacy:
The Parable of the Leaven", Int 25 (1971) 149-70, rightly warns,
"Methodology is not an indi Cf-erent net; it catches what it is designed
to catch. " (151).
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M. Ket 5.5, Danby, 252; Interestingly,
syc labels this woman
ýpovipn at Mt 13.33.
285
We are not saying this is the main point of the analogy, but
it is perhaps a reason why Jesus chose to draw an analogy between
this woman's work and the working of the Kingdom and/or His own
work. Cf. Hunter, Parables, 44-5; Jeremias, Parables, 149.
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A-S, 20; BAG, 35; MM, 21.
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Funý, "Beyond Criticism",
159; Str-B 1,669-70.
Marshall, Luke,
561, remarks, "The quantity is surprisingly
large but the figure is
(Gn. 18: 6; cf.. Judg. 6: 19; 1 Sa. 1: 24). "
traditional
28B
Jeremias, Parables, 147, n. 71; Marshall' Luke, 560; cf.. M.
Peah 8.7, Danby, 20. As Jeremias suggests, th'e'ýroportions
likely
indicate a supernatural action is involved.
289
Jesus seems to have used the technique of comic exaggeration
(workmen
hired at the eleventh hour, amount of forgiving'.
elsewhere
).
Cf. Funk, "Beyond Criticism",
160.
etc.
290
Jeremias, Parables, 147.
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291
Funk, "Beyond Criticism. ", 160.
292
Jesus could have made a connection between Gen 18.6 and our
31-2;
"Beyond
",
160;
Parables,
Criticism.
Jeremias,
Funk,
passage; cf.
M'Neile, Matthew, 199.
2931t

is true that in the Feast of Unleavened Bread, as apparently
in. the case of the Feast of Weeks, people baked their own bread; cf.
Lev 23.5-8,17.
294
There is no mention of the amount of leaven in Matthew or Luke
idea
is
the
that
the
point
simply the contrast
against
militates
which
between small beginnings and great results in the parable of the
leaven. This may be implied by the verb, E:VE'_:
rpu#v, or one may argue
it was proverbial (1 Cor 5.6) but, if so, it remains an implication
Cf. Dodd, Parables, 155; H. Windisch,
and probably not the main point.
%61jT1",,TDNT 11,905-6, n. 27.
295 is
It
true that this phrase places a strong emphasis on results;
however, note that it is a subordinate clause and it does not say,
but until the whole lump is leavened.
until the whole lump'rises,
If the emphasis is oný-the main verb and the woman's actfons then this
parable is likely more of a growth or dynamic permeation parable than
(New
Waiting
Father
H.
The
Cf.
Thielicke,
York,
a contrast parable.
1959) 61; Marshall, Eschatology, 28; and contrast Jeremias, Parables,
147. It appears th
have a complete process of taking
iding
cnov,
(cf.
being
leavened.
The
adjective
a
pýedicate
word
until
Robertson, 656), makes an'additional
point about the successful conclusion of the process.
296
J. Massyngberde Ford, "The Parable of the Foolish Scholars,
Matt. xxv. 1-13", NovT 9 (1967) 107.
297
There are the negative remarks in Mk 3.21,33-35
about Jesus'
mother and family, and we note Lk 11.27-28 among other possible texts.
298
Now that we have found complementary male-female parallelism
in both Matthew and Luke (and in uniquely Matthean and Lukan material),
the probability
that this male-female pairing (or at least the precedent for it) derives from Jesus Himself is greatly enhanced.
299
W. D. Ridley, "The Parable of the Ten Virgin's", Exp 5th ser 2
(1895) 342.
300
Ridley,

343.

301
24-25 is a
Either Mt 23-25 or
Oepke, "yu vj", TDNT 1,784.
'
instructing.
is
Jesus
24.3
indicates
if
latter,
then
the
whom
unit;
The ToTe, possibly v 5, and certainly
vv 12-13 indicate that the
Evangelist envisionsthis
parable as relating something about the
Parousia.
302Jeremias,

Parables, 82, n. 52; M'Neile,

Matthew, 360; Zerwick,

sec. 65, P. 22.
303
(1965)
7P.,
56
198-9;
Jeremias, "LAMPADES
Mt..
25.1,.
3f,
ZNW
.
Dodd, 'Parables, 19; Schweizer, MatthNus, 304.
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(Vol. IV, Handbuch zum
E. Klostermann, Das MatthUüseVangelium
Neuen Testament;. 2nd ed.; ed. H. Lietzmann; Tübingen, 1927) 199;
119.
Bultmann, History,
305

Bultmann,

History,

176.

306

171-5; A. W. Argyle,
Cf. Jeremias, Parables,
(1974-75)
214-5.
Even
ET
86
Time
Jesus",
the
at
of
delay in v5 is explica7b-l-e because it was customary
parents to haggle at length over the
and the bride's
bride's
worth.

"Wedding Customs
the bridegroom's
for the bridegroom
mohar to show the

307
RaymondE. Brown, New Testament Essays (Garden City,
As Massyngberde Ford, "The Parable of the Foolish
has shown, in rabbinic
exegesis and illustration,
allegorical
went hand-in-hand
and often the literal
or phrase was used to reinforce
allegory.

1968) 323.

Scholars",
120-3
the literal
and
sense of a word

308
KUmmel, Promise, 55.
309

Metzger,

TC, 62-3;

Jeremias,

"Wpýn%

TDNT IV,

1100-01;

E. Hoskyns and C.-Davey, The Riddle of the New Testament (London, 1958)
46-8. On the other hand, Prof. Barrett has pointed out to me that it
may be questioned whether or not the later Christian scribes would
have spoken of the coming of the Church (bride).
310Pacp Jeremias, Parables, 52,
n. 13; with KUmmel, Promise, 57, n. 123.
311

136-7; Jeremias, Parables,
52-3.
Cf. Dodd, Parables,
Similarly,
Schweizer, Matthýus, 304, takes this parable without vv 5,6 as
"vom Himmelreich,
authentic
speaking originally,
nicht vom kommen

des Menschensohns".
312
Marshall,

Eschatology,

40 ff.;

313
Marshall,

Eschatology,

41.

KUmmel, Promise, 54-9.

314
Jeremias, "LAMPADES",200-01.
315
Cf. H. P. Hamann, "The Ten Virgins: An Exegetical-Homiletical
Study", LTJ 11: 2 (1977) 68-72; Jeremias, "LAMPADES",200702.
316
Str-B 1,510,969;
M. Sukkah 5.4
Jeremias, "LAMPADES",196 ff.;
"yap6w% TDNT 1,654, n. 42.
Danby, 180; Stauffer,
317
Waitinq Father, 172; R. Winterbotham, "The Second
Thielicke,
Advent"',, Exp 1st ser 9 (1879) 67-80.
318Thielicke,
Waiting Father, 177.
319
Hunter Parables,. 102, notes that in modern Palestinian weddings,
,
once the bridegroom arrived and the door was shut, latecomers were not
Perhaps this was the rule in Jesus' day as well.
Theologiadmitted.
for participation
cally, Closing the door means that all opportunities
in the Kingdom's. consummation are over.
320Cf.. B. T. Berakoth 51a-b,
Cohen, 329; Jeremias,. '.'LAMPADES",200-01;
F. A. Strobel, "Zum Verst9ndnis von Mat. xxv. 1-13"', NovT 2 (1957-58) 199-227.
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321
illustration
be
taken
to
is
as
an
created and
Lk 17.32
perhaps
bringing
force
the
in
of
interest
his
out
women,
Luke,
by
with
added
it
then
If
illustration.
shows that Luke'was not
so,
the preceding
is
he
though
example
even
reluctant to use a womanas a negative
disciples
Jesus'in
positive
a
of
to
women
various
portray
concerned
light.
Cf. Marshall,, Luke, 665..
322
differs
in Matthew and
The order of these two illustrations
(12.40),
2)
Nineveh
Jonah
1)
has:
men
of
of
Luke. The former
sign
(12.41), 3) Queen of the South (12.42); and the latter has: 1) sign
(11.31),
Nineveh
3)
South
(11.30),
the
2)
Queen
men
of
and
Jonah
of
of
(11.32, omitted by D). Plummer, Matthew, 184',ý remarks *,r.-." W-i-thAmproved
the
Luke
better
places
effect,
rhetorical
chronology, and also with
"
But
South.
Queen
the
the
cf.
that
of
Ninevites
the
of
after
case of
Marshall, Luke, 486.
323
Cf. Schweizer, Matthýus, 188-90.
324Cf.

Bultmann, History, 112-3. Bultmann, however, is likely
indirect
have
did
reference
an
that
these
originally
not
sayi gs
wrong
to Jesus. Cf. KUmmel, Promise, 44,84.
325
Cf. Str-B 1,651, where the rabbis attempt to demote this queen
to a royal envoy.
326
Cf. 1 Kgs 10.8 and Lk 11.27-28 for an interesting
contrast
between blessed wives and blessed believers.
327
(Stuttgart,
die
V61ker
1956)
fUr
Jesu
Verheissung
J. Jeremias,
6-oth
Matthew and Luke,
in
43, n. 170, argues that the word tyepOýucTai
for
is
Semitism
but
to
does
a
resurrection
not refer
with peTf Tfvos,
This may be so,
'join together with someone to plead before a court.
to speaking of resurrection
since
though the context lends itself
Jesus is speaking of a long dead person and future judgment, and
implies
12.40
in
Mt
Son
Man
the
Jonah
the
of
and
example of
since
does
is
then
this
Jeremias
If
not argue
correct,
resurrection.
to
Judgment
that
Day
to
to
takin
yet
of
refer
against
c9vTý Kpicyci
decisive.
is
in
Luke
this
That
not
phrase
ph and-D omit
come.
328

be
Matthew,
has
Luke
may
which
After peTU
-rGjv UN6p(L)v, unlike
Luke's
intended to draw a contrast
with this Queen. This may reflect
or to feature prominent
tendency to stress male-female reversal,
486,
Luke,
Cf.
Marshall,
and
the
men.
expense of certain
women at
judgment
'týo_-give
here
The
below.
330
means
word K=aKPfvw
endnote
is
Judge,
the
God
thus
i.
to
alone
condemn.
and
accuse
e.,
against',
Cf. Jeremias3 Jýsu
but the Queen"is the key witness for this age.
43, n. 171; A-S, 235; BAG9 413; BUchsel, "KaTaK.PIVW",
Verheissung,
TOT 111,951,
n. 1.

329
Cf. p. 9-11 of thesis.
ýP
little
have
that
carried
of
m.
any
men
would
One woman's word against
if any weight.
330
on the original
audience, cf., Bultmann, Histor , 112-3. The
is
Simon
Pharisee
to
the.
the
sinner woman
and
parallel
notable
most
Sometimes it is the disciples,
(Lk 7.36-50).
Sometimes Jesus' opponents,
that are the dark'background to the light of a woman's faith, underCf.,
Ch.
LK
IV
thesis
4.27,
13.10-17,
Jn
of
witness.
or
on
standing,
and Mt 15.21-28.
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33'Bultmann,. Histo

117, Pf., 126.
,

332
Probably not three in. Luk6. V 36 is likely a later addition
is
It
harmonize
Matthew.
to
supported only in D
with
attempting
(pm, lat sy).
Cf. Metzger, TC, 168. The arguments of. Manson, '

the strong external
Sayingý, 145-6, do not outweigh
evidence against
(but does not rule out)
'in-c-Tuding v 36. This evidence militates
against
to depict the whole household the view that Luke (vv 34-36) is trying
Cf. Marshall, 'Luke, 668.
husband, wife, female and male servants.
333
in suggesting that we should translate
BAG, 531, may be correct
'with the handmill'
not 'at the mill',
since this was the common
Cf. M. Shebiith
5.9. Danby, 45. A. Strobel,
practice
of the day.

"In dieser Nacht (Luke 17,34) - zu einer älteren Form der Erwartung
in Luke 17,20-27",, ZTK 58 (1961) 20-1, argues for a metaphorical sense.
Strobel mentions, how-ever, the expectation of late Judaism was that
the time of tribulation
and judgment would begin at night (cf. 1 Thess
5.2, Mt 25.1-13).
334
Marshall, Luke, 667.
335
KUmmel, Promise, 43.
336
Cf. 1 Thess 5.2, Mt 25.1-13;

Strobel,

"In dieser NachV, 20-1.

337
To some rabbis,
Strobel, "In dieser Nacht", 21; Str-B 1,966-7.
Cf.
grinding was a despicable job to be left to slaves if possible.
M'Neile', 'Matthew, 357, and Exod 11.5. There is no indication
that
servants are in view in our text, and in any case it was the wife in
most homes that did this work. Cf. M. Ket. 5.5, Danbyý 252. This
Cf.
argues against Manson's whole family view of Lk 17.34-36.
endnote 332 above.
338
It is possible that husband and wife are meant by 08 Lis...
8 ý'
'ne.
both
it
is
inevitable
that
be
pronouns
mascull
o Tcpos, since
Cf. Marshall, Luke, 667-8; Manson, Sayings, 146. It is conceivable
that a father and son might sleep in the same bed (cf. Lk 11.7).
339
Flender, St. Luke, 10.
340
This is true of many of His statements about the roles men and
womenassume. His concern is more with which Master one serves, not how.
341
that Jesus did not argue against or refrain
It may be significant
division of labor.
from using examples that relied on the traditional
342
Manson, Luke, 200.
343
Bultmann, History,

114 ff..;

similarly,

Ellis,

Luke, 191.

344
Cf.. the material discussed in Marshall, -Luke, 574.
345Ummel,
Promise, 79-81; Marshall,. Luke, 573-4; Manson, Sayings, 102-3.
346
E. Haenche.
n, "MRthaus 23",. ZTK n. f. 48 (1951) 55-63.
I 347Cf.
Is 31.5; Str-B 1,107,929,943.
In our text the close
Cf.
association of God's and Jesus' presence or absence is implied.
Landmarks", 5-6; Is 66.13.
Daube, "Biblical
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Bultmann, History,

115.

349
Manson, Sayings, 102-3; Ommel, 'Promise,

80.

350

Burneys Poetry of Our*Lord, 146, cf. 137-46; Manson Sayings, 126.
in Lk 11.49-51/M5 2i. 3T-_4_G_,
Ther S51s no suggestion OT Kina rhythm
which
supports our view that the two sayings
MINeile, Matthew, 341.
together.
were not originally
352
Creed', 'Luke, 187.
353

(cf. endnote 350 above)
It may be, as Manson and Burney maintain
Aramaic form of this saying
that Matthew is closer to the original
Cf. endnote 356 below.
than Luke.
354

ECOWTfiS
'her
has
Luke
N)OCYCYI&V
TT'jV
Matthew has Ta vocyala otýTýs - 'her chicks'.
36.7,
127.
Manson, Sayings,

(collective);
own brood'
Cf. Deut 32.11
Ps 17.8

355

Matthew's
than Luke's
It makes the
position
seems more logical
W kp-ri refer
(Parousia)
Jesus
to a future
coming of
and the bAoynpE-_vos
to a post-Resurrection
Cf. E. Stauffer,
New Testament
response.
(London,
Theology
1955) 191.
Luke has placed this _ýTying much earlier
-in tFe-ministry
(in Galilee)
and perhaps bý omitting
U'pTi and having
'iýws cMei bTc he means for us to refer
the cQXoy-nii6vos at least
in part
it at Lk 13.34 to connect
He has placed
to the Palm Sunday events.

it

with

13.33.

Cf. Ellis,

Luke,

191; Ommel,

Promise,

79-82.

356,

Icpoua(xXýp represents
the Aramaic form of the name and probably
for only here does Matthew keep this
very old tradition,
represents
TDNT VII, 327, n. 220.
Cf. KUmmel, Promise, 81; Lohse, "Ei6v",
older form.
357
The children
Cf. Hos 11.1-6, Jer 31.15.
share the character
of their mother, Jerusalem.
358
"KowcAs",
TDNT 111,838,
M. Ket. 4.4, Danby, 250.
SAMS,

359
Otherwise, He would not have used this imagery to make a positive
This saying gives strong incipoint about His own desires and role.
dental evidence of Jesus' appreciation of a mother's role.
360
Bultmann, History, 115-6.
361
Ibid.
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V. Taylor, The Passion Narrative of St. Luke -A Critical'and
(SNTSMonograph 19; Cambridge, 1972) 90.
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TDNT
V,
38,
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"It
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&
,
depiction
Gospel
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of the conduct and saying of Jesus
plainly
,
in
last
journey
His
corresponds
every point to what, on the basis
on
of Rabbinic. accounts., we should expect in such a situation of pious
This is a strong point in favor of
Jews aware of God's, requirement.
fidelity
the historical
of U. "
364
Cf.. Str-B. II, 263; Manson, Sayings, 343.
365Cf., W. Käspr, "Exegetische
und theologische Erwägungen zur
Seligpreisung. der Kinderlosen Lc 23: 29b"', 'ZNW 54 (1963) 240-54;
Marshalll, *Lüke, 864.
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366Cf France, Jesus
the. Old Testament, (London, 197.1) 176-222.
and
.
367
(Marshall,
'including
,
here
863)
but
the
Luke
mean
may
Kall
C,
(in
from
that
the
the
rest
only they are weeping
women
separates
ai
does
Jesus' address to them. In the NT OpnvEwis
as
and mourning)
used always of a general rather than a formal lament, thus, these
Cf. StNhlin, "Op-nvE:
were not likely paid professionals.
w", TDNT 111,148-50.
368
8.273 (LCL V) 718-19; Antiquities
13.399
JosephusS Antiquities
(LCL VIII) 428-9
369
Josephus, Jewish'War 3.436 (LCL 11) 698-9; B. T. Mo'ed Qatan
25a, in Str-B IVA 599 O&R All are to be mourners of a famous man,,
not seven,, days.
and it was customary to mouýn him for thirty,
370
Pace Manson, Luke, 258; with Plummer, Luke, 528. The OT back(Soing
'-da-ughter
Jerusalem'
for
term
the
of Songs 1.5, Is 37.22,
of
ground
Zeph 3.14), as well as the way Jesus addresses these women as one with
Israel (not the family of faith) makes it more probable that they are
not disciples of Jesus. For a similar instance of the daughters of
Israel weeping over a beloved rabbi who had been sympathetic to their
plight, cf. M. Nedarim 9.10, Danby 277.
371
Marshall, Luke, 864; Brennan, "Womenin the Gospels", 297;
Str-B 1,1037
*
372
M. Sanhedrin 6.6, Danby, 391; Str-B 1,1049; Str-B 11,686.
373
Jerusalem and
Conzelmann, Theology
the Day of , dgment,
foreshadowing of that
Ellis, Luke, 266.

its fate are major themes in Luke's Gospel. Cf.
Probably, not
and Lk 19.42 ff.
of Luke, 132 ff.,
judgment as a foretaste and
but an eschatological
day is in view here. Cf. Danker, Jesus, 236-7;

37417heimagery develops from the barren,
to those who have'never
conceived (which could include virgins and single women), to those
KNser, "Exegetische", 251, insists
who have never breast fed a child.
barren, and
for spiritually
that cYTETpaimust be taken metaphorically
This
Israel.
the contrast is between a fleshly barren and spiritual
is to read the-passage in light of later Christian interpretations.
Cf. Marshall'. Luke, 862.
1 375
bearing on Jesus' view of
Thus, this saying has no significant
motherhood or children apart from such exceptional circumstances.
The statement must not be isolated, fr. om its context of catastrophe.
This is. also true of Mk 13.17 (Mt 24.19ý, Lk 21.23). ' It is worth noting
that this saying probably is not directed to disciples but to those
who reject the Kingdom. ItAs thus not a radically
new statement
about the non-physical nature of #e Kingdom and its blessings.
376
This is not a desire to. be hidden and protected, but a desire
1TE'-creTe
for a quick death in prefe. rence to such terror and misery.
down upoW., and thus to crush and kill.
Cf*. Plummer,
here means 'fall
_
11Kq47TTW119'TDNT
"TriTr-rw.
529;
",
Michaelis,
Luk6,,
'TDNT VI, 162; Oepke
X6TTWmay
Ka.
-mean "to burý'
that
111,557, adds
not just 'to hide'.
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377
There are at least'four

possibilities

for the meaning of v 31:

they do
1) If the Romans treat innocent Jesus in this way what will
2) If the Jews deal harshly with their
Savior,
Israel?
to guilty
Him? 3) If the Jews
what treatment shall they receive for destroying
behave in this way before their
cup of wickedness is full.
what will
4) If God judges the innothey do when they are completely rotten?
He do to the guilty
Jews?
what will
cent One now in this fashion,
Rabbah 14 (65) (cf. Str-B
Because of the similar
proverb in Seder Elij.
Delling
11,263),
and the phrase Ev T6ý ETlpn (Mt 3.10,7.19),
argues
that the dry wood is the JewitSh peo'ple that will
experience the fire
(not
Judgment
the Day of Judgment in this case) for
necessarily
of
(1958)
"%7TT1011a,
Jesus.
Cf.
Delling,
2
NovT
ýWMCJ8fiVal",
rejecting
110. Jesus, being the fresh wood, still
goes through the-fire
of
If Delling
judgment for others.
is right,
then the 'they'
of Troio0aiv
is a more general reference
to God. (Lk 12.40).
This view seems to be
fate and His own,
supported by Jesus' comparison between the daughters'
though neither judgment nor fire is explicitly
mentioned in v 31.
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IV:
CHAPTER

ANDTHE DEEDSOF JESUS
WOMEN

INTRODUCTION
Considerable

space is devoted

in the Gospels to Jesus'

interactions

instances,
healing
life.
In
some
a
of a
walks
of
with
by
in
helps
Jesus
involved;
is
women
certain
revealing
others,
woman
their
After
their sins, forgiving
relatives.
sins, or healing their
women from all

in
dealing
the
Gospels,
specific
women
with
pericopes
seven
of
a review
in
His
Jesus'
toward
as
reflected
women
attitude
evaluate
we can
actions

toward them.

of Help and Healing

A.

Stories

1.

The Lukan Anointing
Martin Dibelius

Lk
7.36-50
in his brief discussion

of Lk 7.36-50 contends

concerning secondary
narrative is a product of pious curiosity
He believes that, "
legendary
the
figures in the Gospel tradition.
...
"'
disputed.
Nevertheless, most
be
the
character of
narrative cannot

that this

judgment
dispute
this
haýe
been
to
at least in regard
willing
scholars
to a portion of Lk 7.36-50 and thus its character requires closer
this text presents! -swhether
One of the minor difficulties
scrutiny.
or not it may be pronounced a unified whole or a combination of various
is
latter,
traditions
the
these
it
is
if
the
traditions
which
of
and,
core to which later additions were made. Bultmann claims that the
nucleus to which the
parable (vv 41-43 with 47a) was the original
2
Essentially the opposite
remainder has been added at a later date.
view has been maintained also - that the story was original to which
3
The fundamental reason for arguing
was added the two debtors parable.
in either of these fashions is that it is thought that the message of
This conclusion,
the story and of the parable contradict one another.
however, turns mainly on a point of exegesis in regard to the proper
of v 47. J. J. Donohue has argued that even if the
point of the parable is that much forgiveness begets much love, and
that of the story that much love for Jesus leads to much forgiveness,
4
Even if this is so, it
the two ideas need not be mutually exclusive.
Evangelist
Jesus
that
the
or
either
would juxtapose
unlikely
seems
interpretation

A more viable
two such potentially
confu sing messages together.
,
approach is that which argues that even if the Evangelist or his
different
have
two
combined
sources here, it is unlikely
predecessors
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to
that an author such as Luke would allow an obvious contradiction
It is even more unlikely that he would create
stand in his narrative.
Thus, if there is a view that can show how the
such a difficulty.
by
Evangelist
being
be
the
as
perceived
a unified whole
narrative could
(without exegetical gymnastics), it would be preferable to any view
that conceives of the author as inept in the handling of his sources.
Such a view has been advanced by those who have argued that v 47
"Because, I say to you, her many sins are
probably should be translated,
forgiven, she loves much. ,5 The question remains, however, what the
historical
value of this narrative is, even if it is presenting a unified
It is possible that Luke has radically
revised the Marcan
(14.3-9)
anointing story
and added a parable to suit his purposes. The
narrative behind all the anointing
view that there is only one original
6
For now it
stories will be discussed in detail in our next chapter.

whole.

is sufficient
to say that a more probable view is that there are two
different
traditions
about Jesus being anointed by a womanwhich may
have interacted with one another in their language and details at the
7
This would not be surprising since the
stage of oral transmission.
In regard to Luke's contribution
two stories have certain similarities.
to the narrative,
remark made
v 50 may be his addition of a 'typical'
by Jesus in such cases, or perhaps his own formulation indicating
how
8
Verse 48 may also
he believed Jesus reacted in such circumstances.
be Luke's addition because he had not mentioned a previous encounter
9
of Jesus or His message with this woman. Further, Luke's ability
as
10
Lk 7.36-47,
a descriptive writer shines through in this narrative.
49 was probably an original
unity which Luke derived from his special
the
source and has presented in a context and in a way to illustrate
(cf.
love
Lk 7.34) and to show how they
for
Jesus'
sinners
scandal of
"
Thus, we will
reacted to His offer of forgiveness and healing.
taking into account the
unit,
examine the narrative as a literary
above considerations and expecting that we may discern something about
Jesus' as well as the Evangelist's views on women.
Simon the Pharisee, perhaps in order to discover for himself what
kind of m.
an Jesus was, invited Him to a banquet 'in His honor. The word
12
(v
is
that
this
36)
tells
At some
us
no ordinary meal.
KaTCKXIeTI
point: aft. er Jesus arrived, an unnamedwomanentered the house to perform
This is no ordinary womancoming into the
a deed of loving devotion
cTrul
N.
,ICC
ýv Tfi iT6Xci aj1aPTwX6s. In this context, aPCLPTWXOs
house, but ywq
s
13
(as
'prostitute'
likely
We should not
means
vv 47-49 intimate).
most
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be surprised that this womanenters the house uninvited.
Considering
the feelin g in
the openness. of Jewish homes.and, more importantly,
Judaism that one should help the poor and hungry, it was not uncommon
for a poor or disadvantaged person to come into a house during a
14
Thus, Simon is not surprised
banquet to beg or grab something to eat.
that the womancomes in during the banquet, but he is shocked at
.
what she does. This womanis carrying'an alabastron of perfume, much
This was
the same as that found in the Matthean and Marcan anointings.
15
By mentioning
a commonand well-known container for good perfume.
Luke intimates that it is
the perfume at this point in the narrative,
the woman's intention to anoint Jesus.
16
then the woman
If commonbanqueting customs were being followed,
probably is visible to Simon as she enters, but not to Jesus. His body
is resting on the couch, with His feet turned away from the table toward
It is not
the wall, and with His left elbow on the table itself.
(v
44)
Jesus
that
later
the
He
turns
toward
clearly sees
woman
until
17
her.
Thus, this womanis standing behind Jesus' couch near His
18
feet.
Whether or not the womanhas met Jesus previously is uncertain.
her unsolicited
The presentationof
act of anointing and her emotional
had
inconceivable
that
however,
she
not at the very
outburst,
makes'it.
Her act is one of loving
heard of Jesus' message of forgiveness.
for she sees in Jesus acceptance, rather
devotion and possibly gratitude,
Just as her tears speak
despite her past life of sin.
than rejection,
of remorse over sin, so too Jesus' silence speaks of His acceptance of
19
her gift and, more importantly,
She is overof this womanherself.
least

In the midst of emotion, perhaps forgetting
come and weeps on Jesus' feet.
that it was improper, she quickly wipes Jesus' feet with her hair, a
20
By the act of
of rabbinic customs of propriety.
clear violation
21
kissing. Jesus' feet, she also violates the laws of clean and unclean.
There is perhaps an implied contrast between the way she used her perfume to anoint and honor Jesus, and the way she probably used her perfume previously to attract other men.
This woman
Simon's reaction is both typical and legally correct.
Simon is portrayed as expecting Jesus, as not only
a teacher but also a prophet, to know what sort of person this woman
is.
That Jesus passes over the woman's act in silence proves to Simon's
that He is not a prophet.
The use of tke term teacher is
satisfaction
has defiled

Jesus.

intended to show that Simon has some respect for Jesus, and enough
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22

however, he has not performed
for Jesus the supererogatory works of kindness (washing the feet, kiss
host
a
which
gracious
with
oil)
would do or
anointing
of greeting,
23
This was so much a part of the system
have done for a special guest.
Jesus was used to in His day, that He missed it when
of hospitality
By contrast, the woman's deed was one of exceptional
it was omitted.
interest

to invite

Him to a banquet;

and love, for it was not commonin Judaism to kiss someone's
feet.
Kissing the feet is usually the act of someone, such as a criminal,
debt
in
freed
just
been
has
remitted,
was
and
or
whose
some sense
who
24
That the anointing was also
this was the condition of this woman.
is
function.
feet
that
the
the
a
servant's
assuming
woman
means
on
The example of two debtors is given in order to lead Simon to see
25
WhenJesus asks, "Who will be more
the womanas He sees her.
grateful to the money lender? "26 Simon, not wishing to be trapped in
his own words, responds, "I suppose that it will be the one to whommore
I' Jesus
Only
that he has judged properly.
has been remitted
affirms
,
illustration
(v
His
in
to
to the immediate
44),
this
apply
order
at
point
His
to
feet and, as
to
the
does
Jesus
turn
clinging
woman
situation,
Marshall notes, "... three aspects of the woman's deeds are contrasted
27
had
Simon
hospitality
that
three
not shown to Jesu s . 11
of
with
expressions
Jesus says to Simon, "You see this woman: when I came to your house you
did not perform for me the gestures of a gracious host - foot washing,
By contrast,
the kiss of greeting, or the anointing of my head with oil.
28
bathed my feet with her tears
this woman, whose sins are indeed many,
29
Since I came in,
she has not ceased
and wiped them with her hair.
30
You did not anoint my head with oil, yet she has
to kiss my feet.
anointed my feet with perfume. " Yet, as Jesus has indicated to Simon
31
at the first. of this comparison - EtGMeOV 001) 619STýV OiKfaV.
to accept the touch of a
Marshall adds, "... not, only, 1s Jesus willing
humility

sinful woman, but he even suggests that her action is more welcome to
32
Here we see a clear example of reversal him than that of his host. ,
a sinful womanis praised at the expense of and by comparison to a
'good' Jewish man.
33
Verse 47 may indicate that, he who loves much is forgiven much,
but oý yapiv need not be merely logical;
there is good evidence for
34
'because'.
Wemay argue also that
seeing it as causal and translating
cfti logically
depends on X6yWcoi not ixýgwvTai - 'I can say with confi35
dence that her sins are forgiven'beCaUse her love evidences it.
in seeing the
difficulties
It appears that there are no substantial
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36
Gratitude
point of the parable and the story as one and the same.
is the proof, not the ground, of forgiveness.
Jesus has violated the letter of the laws of clean and unclean
in the presence of a Pharisee by transcending them because of His own
He has implied that Simon, by not receiving Him with more
priorities.
graciousness, shows that he does not bear the same grateful and loving
heart toward Him that the womandoes. The Evangelist concludes this
discussion

by including a verbal pronouncement that the woman's sins
37
thus, Jesus demonstrates that He is indeed a prophet
are forgiven;
for He has supernaturally
discerned the thoughts of Simon's heart and
knows the condition of the woman. He has taken the part of a womanwho

was the object of scorn and scathing remarks. Possibly He has shown
He was more than a prophet by indicating
that He previously had forgiven
38
her sin (V 47).
Jesus proclaims a Kingdom where the unclean are
The breaking down of the
cleansed by forgiveness through faith.
barrier of clean and unclean and of social ostracism by forgiveness
opened the door for a return of such womento a more normal life and
perhaps even a place in His community. This is one reason why women
often showdd their gratitude and devotion to Jesus; they finally
were
treated by Him as fellow creatures of God without special restrictions.
This same loving and liberating
forgiveness is found in two other stories,
that of the womanat the well,

and that of the womancaught in adultery.

2.

The Womanat the Well - Jn 4.4-42
In Jn 4.4-42, the author of the Fourth Gospel proceeds to develop
his portrait
of Jesus by presenting Him in a new and perhaps surprising
setting, while still
maintaining a certain continuity with the narrative
in John 2 and 3 by drawing on some of the elements in those two chapters.
In John 2, Jesus changes water into wine while interacting
with a woman.

In John 4, in an encounter with another woman, Jesus persuades her to
Perhaps we see a contrast between
exchange water for living water.
Nicodemus of John 3, a teacher and representative
of orthodox Judaism
who fails to understand Jesus, and the commonSamaritan womanwho gains
39
The theme of Temple worship
some insight into Jesus-ý' true character.
More
mentioned in 2.13-22 is now explained more fully in 4.1-26.40
'
significantly,
The story of the Samaritan womanat Jacob's well (4: 4-42)
is in marked contrast to the negativism that surrounded
those whose fa.ith, if any, rested on signs in the latter
part of chapter 2, and in chapter 3. This story deals
precisely with the process of coming to faith, but in it
faith is a-response to Jesus' word, not to any sign.
(41)
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who has been shown to be the fulfillment
of
OT and Jewish expectation, makes clear in this story that though
42
salvation is of the Jews, it is for all who believe and receive it.
Finally,

Jesus Himself,

The story of the womanat the well raises various critical
problems for the student of history.
The narrative appears, with the
43
44
to be an original
possible exception of 4.31-34,35-38,
unit,
45
and it appears impossible, "... to isolate a pre-Johannine nucleus ,"
from the material in Jn 4.4-30.
This does not preclude the possibility
that there is such a nucleus since the Fourth Evangelist is a most
Nevertheless,
editor and adaptor of his source material.
skillful
some scholars, impressed with the*unity of this composition, have
deduced that it

is almost exclusively a theological
composition of
46
the Evangelist or his predecessors.
It is argued that the Samaritan
figure' treated by the Evangelist
womanshould be taken as a 'traditional
47
A further factor which seems to
type.
as a symbol or representative
that this is an historical
cast doubts on the possibility
account is
the fact that the central dialogue between Jesus and the Samaritan
womanappears to happen without any disciples to witness it.
On the other hand, various factors indicate that we are dealing
The story betrays a considerable knowledge
with an actual occurrence.
local color, geographical factors, and Jewof Samaritan beliefs,
Samaritan relationships
that would seem to point us in the direction
48
Then too, the dialogue between Jesus and
of an historical
account.
for the occasion.
It is quite believable
the womanseems very fitting
that the womanwould have understood Jesus' claims., "... against the
49
background of the Samaritan expectation of the Taheb. ',
The difficulty of finding a plausible Sitz im Leben in which such a dialogue
could have been preserved and passed on has perhaps been overcome by
H. Riesenfeld who suggests that the Johannine discourses first
took a
definite shape ". in the discussions and meditations of Jesus in the
..
took place side by side with
circle of his disciples such as certainly
50
the instruction
of the disciples proper, with its more rigid forms ."
It is plausible that Jesus would have had informal discussions with
His disciples about some of His encounters and teachings.
If this is
the*Sitz im'Loben for this dialogue then the major obstacles to accepting
the essential elements and discussion here as a record of historical
events is removed. Nonetheless, one must make due allowance for the
fact that the Evangelist has made the material his own and has shaped
51
the narrative and dialogue in expert fashion.
In regard to the
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is
traditional
Samaritan
the
that
a
woman
or typical figure,
contention
the following factors must be said to militate
against this view:
1) she cannot be seen as a personification
of the Gentile world since52
2) she should not be seen
the author presents her as a monotheist;
figure representing the apostate and adulterous
as an allegorical
Samaritan nation since she plays an individual's
role in summoning her
53
fellow countrymen to Jesus (vv 28-30),
and more significantly,
since
appears from 2 Kgs 17.30-31 that it was. seven, not five, strange
deities that were introduced into Samaria simultaneously (not in
"Again, the allegory would imply that the heathen deities
succession).
it

gods of Samaria while Yahweh, whomshe came
to worship, was not a true 'husband' at all.... '54 Thus, it is not
implausible that we are dealing with an historical
event in John 4.
is of the Jews' are any indication,
If such phrases as 'salvation
then
it appears we have here an early tradition
that will Yield some accurate
had been the legitimate

about the views. of Jesus and the Fourth Evangelist on women.
treat this passage
Following our usual procedure we will first
Various factors in our narrative may give us an
as a literary
unit.
indication of Jesus' attitude toward women. First, there is His request
information

for a drink of water from the womanwho is rightly
surprised at this
55
John makes an
for two reasons: Jesus is both a Jew and a man.
editorial
comment to explain why she was surprised - o6 yap O-UyXp6h)Tai
95
Iou6a^ioi EavapiTaisP It is hard to decide whether uuyXp6NTai should
or 'use together with', but probably
the latter is preferable since in this narrative Jews are having dealings
57
The Samaritan
with Samaritans (the disciples are buying food in town).
(cf.
to
is
in
that
Martha
position
similar
of
pp.
woman
a somewhat
She supposes that she is the hostess and it is Jesus
on Lk 10.38-42).
be translated

'have dealingswith'

who needs something; however, it is Jesus who has something to bestow living water. Thinking on an earthly plane, she believes Jesus is
referring to running water, rather than standing water, and thinks she
58
Her Samaritan pride
might be saved repeated trips to the well.
rises to the surface in this discussion when she asks if Jesus is
saying He can give better water than Father Jacob, "Who gave us the
59
by saying that His water
Jesus responds in the affirmative
well .,,
60
forever.
Despite her pride and "Unlike many of the other
satisfies
the Samaritan woman
people whomJesus encounters in His ministry,
wins the reader's, admiration because of her openness to the revealing
Her attitude
is one
word of Jesus even when she does not understand.
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of inquiry, not rejection,
61
subject for faith. ,
A second revealing

and it

statement

is this

that makes her a suitable

is Jesus'

command that

likely
Tov awpa aou. The Evangelist
point that Jesus, through His supernatural

and call
this

intends
insight,

the woman go
to indicate
at
knows this

bring
her
life
to
sins out into the light
woman's
and wishes
The woman's response is deliberately
they may be forgiven.
G2

so that
evasive

-

ouic cXw (;Wpa. Jesus' rejoinder may mean either that the womanhad
had five legal husbands (all now deceased or divorced from her) and
she was now living with a man who was not her legal husband; or that
she is now living with a man who,. while legally her husband by Mosaic
law, is not so according to Jesus' views (cf. Mk 10.11-12).
Probably,
the former is meant here. In the context of Judaism it was not the
legally,
any
custom to have more than three marriages in a lifetime
number might be admissible, but morally more than three would be
63
If this womanwas living with a man other than her husband,
suspect.
unclean, yet Jesus shows no signs of maintaining
she would be ritually
the distinctions
of clean and unclean. He asks for a drink and
continues to pursue His discussion so that she may believe, thus
the well-known Jewish warning against speaking to a woman
violating
64
(especially a known harlot) in public.
A third

factor

in this

interchange

comes to light

as the

The woman changes the subto the matter of worship.
to the old debate of whether Gerizim
from her own personal life

discussion
ject

crucial
turns

or Jerusalem

was the proper

place

then as a Samaritan she will
reject
65
her either/or,
Messiah.
Rejecting

to worship.

If

Jesus says Jerusalem,
that Jesus is the

the possibility
Jesus says that

issue
the crucial
is not the place but the manner in which God is worshipped - in spirit
66
S]ICTS
The Samaritans may worship the right God but 1,
and truth.
C8%
it
is
Perhaps
this statement that leads
OýK1071'6CLTC7TPOCFKU%)ET,
rFMC(YCFVYS CPXETctl

C.ý C.,
nJ11V
WMVTa.

the womanto assert, oi6a OTI
... (9XV(YYYCXE:1
The Jews by contrast know whomthey worship because salvation is from
68
them.
Jesus adds, "The hour is coming and now is" when the worship
Salvation
of God will depend neither on where one is nor who one is.
it
is
but
for all those who will worship God in
be
from
Jews,
the
may

67

Thus, Jesus does not exclude this womanfrom those
There is no hint of separation of male
who may offer such worship.
on women, as would
and female, and no hint of other special restrictions
69
apply in the Temple worship in Jerusalem.
spirit

and truth.
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the womanhas expressed her belief about the Coming One,
Jesus says ýyw' F-1pi, o. XaXCjv.aoi.. - It is possible that this is intended
but'more probably it means that Jesus
to be the theophanic'formula,
70
is claiming to be the Messiah.
With this statement the Evangelist
brings the first dialogue to a dramatic close, just as the disciples
71
return from town.
After

The disciples

arrive to see Jesu.s talking to a womanand they
72
They are amazed that He would
probably overhear His last remark.
speak w.ith this strange woman, but they are circumspect enough not
to ask questions.
The author indicates that they might have wanted
73
to ask, "What are you seeking? " or "Why are you talking with her? .
The Evangelist, in typical ironic fashion, contrasts the womanwho
leaves her water jug (forsaking her original
purpose at the well) to
go into town and speak about Jesus, with the disciples who left
74 He
Jesus to find mere physical sustenance.
summarizes the woman's
witness as follows: "Come see a man who told me everything I have
J5
done. Could he perhaps be the Messiah?
Her witness, which appears
induces the townspeople to leave
to speak openly of her own notoriety,
the vi 11aýe and go in the di recti on of Jesus and the wel 1.
While this traveling scene develops in the background, Jesus has
His second dialogue, this time with the disciples.
It is possible,
as Dodd argues, that this discussion has been culled from other
source(s) in which case the Evangelist has inserted it here perhaps to
76
The disciples offer
contrast the disciples and the Samaritan woman.
food to Him, but Jesus remarks that He has a source of nourishment
unknown to them, namely, bringing this womanto faith and to the
(a
faith
that
particular
point of sharing
example of doing the will
77
like the woman, misunderstand Jesus' remark
The disciples,
of God).
Jesus then speaks
about food by thinking merely on the physical level.
it bears
metaphorically about teaching and witnessing and the fruit
78
In v 35, Jesus tells them that
when it leads people to faith in Him.
they do not need to wait for the harvest time in order to do what they
were sent to do. They are exhorted, "Open your eyes and look at the
They are ripe for harvest. " Jesus clearly distinguishes
79
between the reaper and the sower in v 37.
The disciples are to be
80
the reapers Jesus has sent.
Who then are the aý-Xoi of v 38? Perhaps
the most likely answer is, Jesus and the Samaritan woman. Jesus has
sown the Word in her and, in turn, she has sown the Word in the other
Samaritans. Thus, the disciples,
the reapers, are not to suspect
fields!.
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the conversation He had with this woman, or her witness in the town.
81
Rather, the sowers and reapers are to rejoice together.
The
disciples must not begrudge Jesus His source of nourishment, or the
They must turn now and see
womanthe nourishment she has received.
the fruit of the evangelistic
work of Jesus and the woman.
The Evangelist makes clear that this woman's witness was fruitful
EK 6t
61a
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to witness to and for
to a Samaritan woman. Further, anyone willing
It may be the case that'some of this
Jesus is an acceptable witness.
'typical
'
is
Jesus
more
a
pi cture than an actual picture
portrayal of
If so, then the Evangelist would
of what took place on this occasion.
to convey that these attitudes were characteristic
Jesus. Finally,
even if the narrative is wholly
of the historical
a creation of the Evangelist, it seems likely that the author is
suggesting that the attitude described is theologically
grounded in
still

be intending

the attitudes and teachings of Jesus.
intentions we may note the
On the level of the Evangelist's
following:
1) if Jn 4.31-34 and 35-38 is an insertion from a
traditional
source, then it is the Evangelist who is portraying this
womanas a 'sower' and the disciples
perceptive and active in their faith

as somewhat less spiritually
than she. The Samaritans believed
With typical irony, the Evangelist

because of this woman's witnesss.
paints a contrast between the disciples

who bring Jesus physical food
that does not satisfy,
while a womanbrings Jesus His true spiritual
food by helping Him to complete God's work. Once again, the pattern
of reversa. 1 of expectations and of expected male-female roles becomes
2) The language about Jesus as the 'Savior of the World'
apparent.
does
but
this
formulation,
the
Evangelist's
not preclude the
perhaps
is
that the woman's witness led some Samaritans to Jesus and
possibility
3) Someof the staging,
that they made some sort of faith affirmation.
the ironic contrast, and the presentation of Jesus as a supernatural
figure may be the Evangelist's work. In the story Jesus' asking for
water seems ironic, while in the actual encounter it may have been a
simple request from a thirsty man. 4) What the Evangelist intends
Jesu's and
to convey by this literary
unit may be summedup briefly.
the womanhad discussed a more universal source of life and basis of
The witness of Jesus and this sinful Samaritan womanbore
worship.
in Samaria and led to the confession and acknowledgement of the
"The
Savior.
hour is coming and now is" when
the
of
universal
presence
even women, even Samaritan women, even sinful Samaritan women, may be
fruit

both members and messengers of this
3.

King and His Kingdom.

The Syrophoenician'Wornan'. ý.'Mk'7.24. ý30' (M15'. 2148)

The story of the Syrophoenician womanhas long been recognized
'hard
the
one
of
sayings' of Jesus. It is most unlikely
presenting
as
that the Church would have*created this saying, given the flow of
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Gentiles
Evangelist

into

the community and a growing

were to yield

to the temptation

devotion

to Christ.

"If

the

his

to reconcile

narrative
have been in this instance.

it
the
would certainly
n,
situatio
with
current
,
to his having kept faith with the
The fact that he did not attests
85
,
This story argues strongly
tradition.
against the view that the
Gospel writers
authors in the modern sense of the word.
were substantive

by tradition
They were a great deal more constrained
and their
sources,
like their predecessors were in Judaism, than many modern scholars
however, has a certain
freedom to rearrange
Each Evangelist,
would admit.
to stress certain
points more or less than the
and recast his material
in accordance with his individual
Even
purposes.
other Gospel writers
between Matthew
in this pericope there are certain
obvious differences
and Mark which require explanation.
Derrett that Mark built
up a story
is unconvincing.
One must explain
when Gentiles

were already

Nevertheless,

the argument of
of Jesus using the OT,

around a saying
first
why someone writing

in the Church would create

at a time

an apparently

and second why someone would choose a Syrophoenician
Even the 'positive'
woman who would be suspect to Jewish-Christians.
harshness
does
the
this
of the majority
story
not
mitigate
conclusion
of
86
Accordingly,
we can examine this pericope with a
of the pericope.
that it does reflect
something of Jesus'
own attitude
certain
conviction
offensive

story,

Gentile women.
especially
This pericope is the only example in Mark's (and perhaps Matthew's)
87
is definitely
Gospel where the healed patient
it
a Gentile pagan.
toward Gentiles,

is apparently
a story Luke found too )offensive
thus does not follow his Marcan source at this
Evangelist

has a story

that

serves

for

his audience and
88
The Fourth
point.
purpose to Mk 7.24-30,

a similar
i. e., the Samaritan woman in John 4. The following
points of contact
1) In Mark's version of the Syrobetween the two should be noted:

from a predominantly
woman, Jesus appears to be withdrawing
Jewish area because of misunderstanding
and possible persecution
at the
89
hands of the scribes and Pharisees (7.1-23).
in Jn
The withdrawal
2) Both narratives
4.1-3 is for similar
reasons.
may be seen as an
phoenician

of Jesus' dismissal
of distinctions
of clean and unclean
(reading Mk 7.24-30 in light
of the teaching in 7.1-23, cf. Jn 7.7-42).
3) The attitude
in both stories
is the typical
Jewish
of the disciples
to non-Jews, and in the end it is their attitude
that is
reaction
challenged by Jesus' deeds of mercy to these two women and by the women's
illustration

own deeds, and fa. ith.

4) In both stories

we learn

that,

though Jesus'
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lost
directed
the
He
to
1,
Israe
sheep
was
was
of
ministry
earthly
,
90
His
help
those
if the Fourth
to
sought
aid.
who.
non-Jews
willing
Evangelist knew the Synoptic account, he has chosen not to include it.
In any event, the similarities
of these two narratives give confirmation
to the supposition that there were certain types of narrative in circulation about Jesus' words and deeds, and that stories of the same
be
to
type
tended
related with certain commonfeatures.
general
Mark says that immediately
after the woman
91
heard Jesus was in the area,
she came to implore Him to exorcise
92
from her daughter.
She falls
an unclean spirit
at His feet in a
93
Mark then stresses the woman's political
gesture of supplication.
(EXXTIv1s
identity
EUPOýOIVIKicycja T63YgVEI), while Matthew
and national
Characteristically,

C,
94
(Xavavafa).
her
be
to
affiliation
religious
possibly may
referring
to the saying
After her request, the Marcan narrative proceeds directly
of Jesus about the children and their food, while Matthew relates a
three-part response by Jesus.
Since the first
two parts of the plea and response will at least
tell us something of the First Evangelist's views of Jesus, this woman,
it
here.
is
important
First,
it
that
disciples,
the
examine
we
and
"
Son
David,
Lord,
"Have
the
of
and then
me
on
mercy
when
womansays,
Matthew appears to cast Jesus
asks for exorcism, Jesus says nothing.
(though
in an uncharacteristically
cf. Jn 8.6).
unresponsive role
to
that
trying
think
this
to
was
curry
woman
meant
we are
Son of David. Yet, it was precisely
favor with Jesus by using the title
because he was the Son of David that she had no claim on Him. The silence
of Jesus is perhaps to be understood as a means of testing the woman's
95
faith,
character by giving
or even a means of testing His disciples'
96
If so, their response is
them time to react to the situation.
ItOTI
C
(Matthew).
KPC'CýEl
7nN.;
0"7TICTOEV
Tjp(N
all.
This
7TOXUCIOV
a.
ambiguous:
Possibly,

.

'Grant
is
because
'Send
her
or
she
us',
crying
after
away
may mean,
In either case, it appears
her request, for she is crying after us'.
they wish her to leave because she is a nuisance. The former translation.
97
however, better reflects their attitude and the lexical probabilities.
Jesus' second response in Matthew is directed primarily to the
98
disciples and only secondarily (if at all) to the woman, when He says.,.
"I was sent only to the lost sheep of Israel. " It may be a statement of
Jesus' own view of His mission, but if so, then it seems cold comfort and
99
Jesus
in
He
is
of
when
confronted
someone
need.
with
uncharacteristic
In any case, the womanis not put off,,. but pleads again, "Lord, help me."
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This saying does not appear to be a Matthean creation even though it
is a Matthean addition since the First Evangelist has well-known uni100
(cf
Mt 4.15 f; 4.24,12.18,13.37
i
tendenci
f.
versal sttc ,
es
.
The response of Jesus found in both Matthew and Mark is even more
harsh: "It is not good to take the food of the children and throCi it to
101
.
(as
interprets
how
dogNo
the word KUN
the 'dogs. "
one
matter
Aplov
especially when spoken by a Jew to a
or puppy), it is an insult,
102
Gentile.
It is possible that there is a reference here to the
103
practice commonamong Jews of giving bread not worth saving to puppies.
however, ýhe woman is not to be put off, perhaps
Despite the insult,
because she is desperate and/or because she hears something in Jesus'
tone of voice

that

indicates

there

is

still

104
hope.

Such a remark

bitter
rejoinder
unless Jesus' tone or expression
would producea
belied His words.
Thus, she enters into the. spirit
of the test by
accepting Jesus' judgment on her:
VaI KUPIC, K(XI YaP TOt KUVapl(Y,

usually

1

ýIxiwv...

105

106

She may be quoting a well-known proverb.
ECTOICI
Whether or not the Jews kept dogs as house pets, they did feed them.
By referring to them, the woman shows that even now, though it might
107
In the end, the woman
only be a by-product, the 'dogs' can be fed.
achieves her desire, not so much by a witty remark, as by a faith that
aTrb

TOV

goes on imploring even though it recognizes that it has no claim on the
Master. She is similar to the persistent womanof Lk 18.1-8.
In regard to Jesus' views of women, we may deduce the following
from this narrative.
Jesus' willingness
to talk with and help this
foreign womanis proof of His rejection of certain rabbinic teachings
Thus,
concerning discourse with womenand the uncleanness of Gentiles.
Mk 7.24-30 both by its content and by its placement does draw out the
implications of 7.14-23.
In Mark, the woman's trust is indicated by
the fact that she believes Jesus when He says her daughter is healed
Matthew makes explicit
and leaves in full confidence.
what is implicit
in Mark, "0 woman, great is your faith. " Only one other in the Synoptic
is praised in these terms, again a non-Jew (Mt 8.5-13,
tradition
Lk 7.1-10).
This womanserves as an example to the Evangelists,
audiences. In Matthew her great faith contrasts with the disciples'
How surprised Matthew's
great annoyance with her persistent pleading.
audience must have been to hear this Gentile woman's fa ith called
description of Jesus' own.disciples in
great, when a, characteristic
that Gospel is that they have'little
faith (oXiywriaros, Mt 6.30,8.26,
We see that not only in Jesus' own words and deeds, but
14.3.1,16.8).
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the theme of
activity
of the Gospel writers,
reversal of expectations brought about by the Gospel message is empha108
sized.

also in the redactional

Mother-iný-Law*-ý Mk_1.29-31 (Mt'8.14-ý15', Lk 4.38ý-39)
Jesus' ministry to diseased women is the subject of several periIn each instance We are given further
copes in the Synoptic. tradition.

4.

Peter's

His
evidence of Jesus' outright rejection of various taboos inhibiting
to help those in need. In Mk 1.29-31 and parallels,
ability
we see
Jesus' willingness to heal a diseased womaneven on the Sabbath. That
this healing is paired with that of a man (Mk 1.21-28, Lk 4.31-37) may
be the Gospel writers'
to perform
way of saying that Jesus was willing
such an act on the Sabbath for both men and women.
Mk 1.29-31 is the initial
part of a section which V. Taylor
109
Various scholars have remarked about
calls "a historical-unity".
the primitive character of this narrative and that it likely derives
in its

110

form from one of theýeyewitnesses of the event - Peter.
The grammatical awkwardness in Mk 1.29 is explained adequately by the
supposition that it was changed by Mark from Peter's first
person testiill
Nevertheless, the narrative has apparently
mony to the third person.
been molded and edited to conform to a pattern commonin ancient
original

miracle,,: i; tales: 1) touch of the healer; 2) sudden cure; 3) action
112
by the person cured confirming the result.
It is in the context of the Sabbath that Jesus performs His first
two miracles, as presented in Mark: the healing of the man with the
in the synagogue, and the healing of Simon's mother-inunclean spirit
113
law in her home after the Sabbath service.
Matthew does not present
this story as a Sabbath healing, perhaps in order to avoid creating
(? ) audience.
unnecessary controversy for some of his Jewish-Christian
Mark says that after Jesus preached and healed in the synagogue to the
amazementof all, He immediately left and entered a house where Simon
114
Peter's mother-in-law lay sick with a fever.
Mark and Luke tell
us that some of those in the house speak to Jesus about her, probably
115
Jesus' response is
asking Him to do something about her illness.
116
immediate and dramatic.
Mark, in contrast to Matthew and Luke, does
not say merely that the womanarises and serves, but that Jesus raises
her up. This may point forward to more miraculous acts in Jesus'
117
and to His'own Resurrection.
Luke, Stressing Jesus'
ministry,
confrontation

with the effects

of Satan as seen here in sickness,
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118

In
states that Jesus rebukes the fever while standing over her.
Mark there is the hint of Jesus' Resurrection power; in Luke the power
of the King and His Kingdom over Satan; and in Matthew the awesomeness
119
He
in
that
Jesus'
can heal by a mere touch ,
of
person
Though there were precedents for rabbis taking the hand of another
healing
him,
there
are no examples of rabbis doing
miraculously
and
man
notonthe Sabbath when the act could wait
so for a woman, and certainly
120
Indeed, a man could be suspected of evil
until after sundown.
This was true
desires if he touched any womanother than his wife.
it was a cousin, and more true if the womanwas no relation
121
At the very least, Jesus could be accused of contracting
at all.
the Sabbath. Jesus, however, was willing
uncleanness and violating

even if

to be misunderstood so that womensuch as Peter's mother-in-law might
be healed.
122
Luke says that immediately
after she was healed, she rose,
123
There is no delay in recovery; Jesus' healing is
and served them.
complete, not only driving out the evil, but also restoring wholeness.
Having been freed from servitude to disease, she is now free to serve
124
her liberator
What is interesting
about her act is that
and others.
were not allowed to serve meals to
women, according. to some rabbis,
125
by the womanof
It also appears that this may be a violation
men.
the prohibition
against working on the Sabbath. Perhaps she realized
that if Jesus was free to heal her on the Sabbath, then she was free
from the Sabbath restrictions
preventing her from serving and helping
In this act, she manifests a new freedom and courage similar
others.
to that. of Mary and Martha in John 12, the womenin Lk 8.1-3, or the
sinful womanin Lk 7.36-50, all of whomtook upon themselves the role
126
It is interesting
that Mark
of servant in gratitude to Jesus.
and Luke tell us that others in the area cautiously wait until after
(Lk 4.40,
the Sabbath to receive from Jesus healing and liberation
Mk 1.32).
though brief, gives us important
Mk 1.29-31 and parallels,
information concerning Jesus' attitude toward women. Just as He
dismissed the idea that the touch of a sinful womanor non-Jewish
so too He rejected the idea that the touch of a
womanwas defiling,
If we may accept Mark's, and Luke's placesick womanwas defiling.
that we are dealing With an
ment of this pericope as an indication
incident near the beginning of Jesus' ministry,
then we see that
even from the first Jesus showed His concern for womenand His
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the
Sabbath
the
the
of
to
view
standing
common
and
violate
willingness
in
help
them.
to
the
person
sick
order
of
a
uncleanness
rules about
We have conjectured that Mark and Luke may be emphasizing Jesus' equal
concern for men and womenby placing an example of the healing of each
is
Marshall
His
beginning
the
ministry.
probably right to say,
of
at
"It is unlikely that the use of 61aKOVE:
W is meant to indicate that
this is the appropriate form of Chris tian service for women' it simply
127
Nonetheless, Jesus
indicates the normal domestic arrangement. ,
accepts such service and it is notable that Peter's mother-in-law
for
is performing a task which some rabbis felt was inappropriate
house.
be
indication
This
the
the
may
an
of
matron
women, especially
ideas
the
Jesus'
tacit
prevailing
about what was
of
rejection
of
128
We will have occasion
and was not appropriate work for a woman.
to say more on this

subject when we discuss Lk 10.38-42.

on*a Sabbath - Lk 13-10-17
Lk 13.10-17, a pericope unique to the Third Gospel, illustrates
The
fig
follows.
for
unfruitful
what
prepares
what precedes and
(13.
to
the
Sabbath
just like the unfruitful
tree(13.6-9),
approach
129
bring
fruitful
down,
be
10 17),
attitudes
which
and
cut
must
healthy
in
like
tree
just
the
be
God
to
growing
planted,
must
glory
13.19. It is the healed woman, like the growing tree, which gives
is
itself,
the
that
the
life
that
living
things
to
sign
and
succor
5.

Healing the'Cripple

Kingdom and the final Sabbath is at hand. In this pericope Jesus
is presented as teaching and healing in the synagogue Sabbath service
in such a way that He rejects certain rabbinic understandings of the
Not the absence of work, but the presence of a creative and
healing peace is the essence of the Sabbath. Daube has noted a triin
is
the
this
that
pericope
used
elsewhere
within
partititestructure

Sabbath.

Gospels - revolutionary
action, protest, and silencing of the
130
in relation
Thus, Lk 13.10-17 is placed carefully
remonstrants.
in its content and internal
to its context, and presented carefully
structure.
Mk 5.21-43 and
This pericope, like Mk 1.29-31 and parallels,
because
raises
7.11-17,
for
Lk
and
scholars
certain
problems
parallels,
both
have
Dibelius
Bultmann
its
maintained
content.
and
miraculous
of
that an isolated saying (v 15) or paradigm has probably been expanded
131
Verse 15, however,, Could not have stood
in novelistic*fashion.
on its own but at the very least requires v 16 to explain how the
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While v 17 may be a Lukan creation,
is to be applied.
then some such healing or action as we
if one allows v 16 as original
find in vv 10-15 is required to make sense of vv 15-16. Lk 13.10-17
illustration

is an independent narrative
Bultmann points to the fact

probably writtenthat the healing

by Luke himself.

precedes the discussion
composition meant to illustrate
as proof that the story is an artificial
however, seems to be
Jesus' attitude about the Sabbath. His verdict,
predicated on the assumption that Gospel stories must fall into certain
132
structured forms or else they cannot be an original
organic unity.
The details of-the story probably rule out the supposition that this
Unless one is prenarrative is a secondary variant to Mk 3.1-6.133
historicity
disposed to reject a narrative's
simply because of its
miraculous content, it is not improbable that we have authentic Jesus
material here. At the very least we likely have authentic information
here in the kernel of this story (vv 11-16) about Jesus' attitude
toward the Sabbath and helping those in bondage.
The narrative opens with Jesus teaching in one of the synagogues
of sickness of eighteen years
on the Sabbath. A womanwith a spirit
134
duration,
We are not told the exact nature
enters the synagogue.
except that she was bent over and unable to stand up 135
did
her
Apparently,
this
not
render
sickness
EtS Tb 7MVTEXýS.
to attend the Sabbath
unclean, or at least did not render her ineligible
that she is coming to be healed by
There is no indication
service.
136
did not wish anyone
She possibly
Jesus, though this is possible.
of the illness,

to notice her as she slipped in, for often it was assumed by first
137
Despite the fact
century Jews that long sickness meant great sin.
down, He sees her and
that she is bent'. over and Jesus is sitting
interrupts
His teaching to call her. Jesus says, "Woman,you are
138
He not only heals her, but also
released from your sickness. "
139
Now she
lays hands upon her, and immediately she stands upright.
truly has a reason to praise God on th'is Sabbath, and she does so then
The congregation no doubt would be stunned at this
and there.
striking miracle wrought in such close quarters before their eyes on
the Sabbath, but the ruler of the synagogue is not at a loss for words.
Though he is angry because Jesus healed on the Sabbath, he directs his
comments T6ý6"XXw. His objection is not to Where the miracle took
$_ .. t.140
(ftl).
"It
is
but'When.
to work six days, but
necessary
place,
we should not on the Sabbath. ` In his mind, healing was a violation
of the prohibition

against work on the Sabbath; however, as Aquinas says,
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But the law has not forbidden all manual work on the
Sabbath-day, and has it forbidden that which is done
by a word or the mouth? Cease then both to eat and
drink and speak and sing... But supposing the law has
forbidden manual works, how is it a manual work to
(141)
by
a word?
raise a womanupright
Apparently, the objection is made on the basis of the rabbinic idea
that such acts of healing should not be performed on the Sabbath unless
142.
The womanwho had suffered eighteen years
life was in danger.
clearly could wait one more day.
Jesus' reply shows that the coming of the Kingdom will not wait.
He sees the hypocrisy in the ruler's remark and also condemns all who
143
He argues from the lesser to the greater, "If it
agree with him.
is acceptable to loose (x,66i) your donkey from the manger and lead
144
it to drink on the sabbath,
how much more proper is it for this
one who is a daughter of Abraham, whomSatan has bound (in his stall)145
for lo these eighteen long year s. Was it not then necessary (hcl)
that she be loosed (Xueflvai) from this bondage on the day of the
Sabbath?"146 The synagogue ruler has appealed to the necessity of
the rabbinic interpretation
of the Mosaic law. Jesus appeals to the
original purpose of the Sabbath and the fact that this woman is a
daughter of Abraham. This nomenclature is used nowhere else in the
147
Bible or in rabbinic literature
of an individual.
Christ
By giving this womanthis rarely-used title,
echoes the phrase 'son of Abraham' and in doing so
asserts that this woman is a child of Abraham, a
memberof the people of God, and should be treated
as such, instead of being valued less than a mere
pack animal. The woman, then, is not only healed
(148)
but restoredtoher
true dignity.
Jesus' use of the term or concept, son/daughterofAbraham,
so far as
(cf.
despised
know
limited
Lk 19.9) and oppressed
the
to
poor,
we
was
Jews (and perhaps Gentiles - Mt 8.11-12 and parallels)
whomHe
It is these, rather than the religious
especially came to liberate.
bearers of the title
and who will gain the
elite, who are the rightful
places of Abraham's physical descendants in the Kingdom. In our conwe may note the specific contrast between the label hypocrite
that Jesus places on the synagogue ruler and those who agree with him,
149
Again
of daughter of Abraham He gives to the woman.
and the title
we see a womannot only being used as a positive example as she
but also being defended
praises God, and even given a positive'title,
the synagogue ruler who
at the expense of the males and in particular
text,

objects

to Jesus' actions.

I The Gospel brings healing on the Sabbath
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By using the title,
Jesus implies
and a reversal of expectations.
that she is as worthy of His concern and healing as any Jewish man
heritage as anyone.
and has as full a claim to her religious
Thus, in the context of Lukan theology, 13.10-17 presents another
The year of the Lord's favor
of 4.18-19.
example of the fulfillment
has broken in and this womanis presented as an example of the oppressed
The Sabbath is to be a day of release from the effects of
set free.
which brings rest and peace to God's
people, and glory to God. Insofar as this pericope tells us something
about Jesus' attitude about women, it indicates that He thought they
heritage and it shows
had an equal right with men to their religious

the fallen

order.

It is this

to go to help them. He risked
the lengths to which He was willing
leaders in order to heal a womanon the
outright rejection by religious
Sabbath in their presence in the synagogue.
the'Jewess -wMk 5.21-43 (Mt 9.18-26, Lk 8.40-56)
is a narrative that has been submitted
Mk 5.21-43 and parallels
Some
to widely varying assessments in regard to its historical
worth.

6.

Jairus'and

scholars have argued that Mark is here drawing-on Petrine reminiscences
150
in
historical
this narrative.
is
thus.
there
material
solid
core
of
a
and
Others have argued that we have here a combination of two separate
traditions
each of which has been built up out of many features which
151
in
In regard to the
typical
stories
antiquity.
of
miracle
are
of the story we probably do not find the technique of the
interpolation
of one narrative into another here for, as
artificial
Dibelius followed by R. Pesch point out, the delay caused by healing
152
the womanon the road is integral to the Jairus story.
It Is
simple stories were originally
probably not the case that only isolated,
for the examples of 'pure' narratives is in
handed down in the tradition
structure

a decided minority

in the Synoptics,

and it

is not proper to dismiss all

complex narratives as later combinations or amplifications
simply
153
because they are complex.
Each narrative must be assessed on its
"... the
Mk 5.21-43 has many distinctive
characteristics:
own merits.
the incident
of Jairus and his agonized cry for aid,
vivid portraiture
of the womanon the way to his house, the skeptical attitude towards
Jesus of the messengers... the commandin Aramaic addressed to the girl,
154
We have
the compassionate regard for her welfare showq by Jesus. ,,
evidence from some of the other sections of this chapter of the thesis
that Jesus' passionate regard for womenin need is an early feature
and authentically
portrays the Jesus of history.
of the tradition
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Pesch has made a good case for the view that Jairus' name was
in the story. and later omitted by Matthew and the Western
originally
155
We need look no further than Matthew's version of
text of Mark.
this story to see what later editors such as this Evangelist would often
Further,

do to an original
the name Jairus is omitted as
and vivid narrative:
is the Aramaic command;he uses the more general. a-pXwv; he telescopes
he adds a typical
the whole by omitting. the messengers altogether;
(v
26, Cf. Lk 7.17); and he neatly summarizes Mark's
general conclusion
of the woman's illness with yuvn ailloppoOcia. To be sure
(5.43)
be
The
his
has
Mark
secrecy
motif
may
shaped
narrative.
even
his own addition and it appears that he has chosen to include those
features of these two healings that were often regular components of
(v
25), emphasis on
length
sickness
such stories: mention of
of
(vv
(v
for
healing
26),
fruitlessness
treatment
contact
physical
of
156
27 ff. ), the instantaneousness of the healing (vv 29,42).
This
may lead one to conclude that the narrative is merely composed of
'typical'
elements, but more probably, in view of the reasons cited
description

above for seeing the narrative as a unified whole and a vivid account
of actual events, it shows us that Mark has edited and stylized his
historical
material in order to conform it to familiar patterns for
If this is correct, while we must examine the small
such stories.
divergences in the three Synoptic accounts for theological
significance,
we may accept the nucleus of the story as revealing something of Jesus'
views of women.
The story of Jairus and the womanwith the twelve year flow of
blood builds from the healing of one person to the raising of another,
contrast between the elicited
witness of
and there is an interesting
the womanand the commandto silence of Jairus' family and the three
157
disciples.
the progress of the Gospel
This pericope illustrates
(the
ladder
impoverbottom
the
Jewish
the
those
of
social
reaching
at
ished unclean woman) and those at the top (Jairus and his family).

158

opens with Jesus being approached by a synagogue president
his pride and
named Jairus who, because of his desperate need, forgets
,
159
position
and fa. lls at Jesus' feet begging His aid for his OuyaTpiov.
describes Jairus'
The First Evangelist
Jesus by the
act of imploring
The story

term 7TPOCrE.
K6VC1.

but rather

This need not imply Worship or special

reverence,

respect and a sense of special urgency which he has made
160
than his'Marcan source.
The condition of the girl
more explicit
is described in three different
ways by the Synoptic . accounts)but they
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161

all probably mean that the girl is dying or at the point, of death.
162
Jesus is requested to lay hands on the young girl in. order-to heal her.
As Jesus*sets off.. to.. Jairus' home-, the crowd pressed in nearly
163
In the midst of this crowd, a womanwith a twelve
suffocating Him.
164
in hopes of a cur.e, touched Jesus' upper garyear flow of blood,
165
166
Miraculously, her flow of blood immediately dried up.
One
ment.
or great, weak or strong, pure or
must ask whether she showed little
Undoubtedly, there was an element of superstition
magic-tainted faith?
in her belief that she might be cured by touching the healer's garment;
but the point. is that she did have faith enough to believe that Jesus
might help her. Perhaps it is because of her ritual uncleanness or
natural Modesty that she tried to fade into the crowd again. She risked
167
being restrained or cast out, Yet she was approaching Jesus in faith.
Jesus knew He had been touched in faith and thus He asks,
"Who touched my clothes? " *(Mark and Luke only).
It is probable that
Jesus asks this question in order to educate and elevate the faith of
the womanabove the belief in a magical power in Jesus and His garments.
Instantly,

He wants the unclean womanto bear witness to the crowd of her faith
and cure through Jesus. He wishes to make an example of her, in the
good sense of the word. Luke, with his special emphasis on the liberaýV"0IIT4YYF-IXE:
L67TIOV
V
7TaVT'OS TOO
tion and witness of women, says 61'
(Y wS i6eq 7rapaXpfipq. Matthew, as he did in the case of the
XaoO15.1
Syrophoenician woman, makes this womanan explicit
example of faith
C
when he presents only these words of Jesus as a climax: 06yaTEP Tj
,
169
168
UOU CYECYWK6VCFE.
7TICTIS
Though the womantrembled
when she
was found out, perhaps fearing Jesus' censure, Jesus reacts in a way
longer
Not
this
to
have
only
woman
was
no
expected.
she would never
be avoided, but now in fact she was set forth as a living example of
faith for all to emulate. By contrast the disciples are shown to have
little
faith in Jesus and little
understanding of why Jesus would ask
who touched Him in such a mob. As was the case with the Samaritan
womanand the Syrophoenician woman, Jesus' words mean more than His
170
led them to believe.
interpretation
disciples'
superficial
It is at this point in the Marcan and Lukan accounts that the
dead
"Your
is
daughter
to
to
Why
Jairu
report
s,
arrive
messengers
...
,
17.1
172
bother the Teacher any more?"
Jesus overhears
these messengers
speaking to Jairus'and, to prevent him from despairing, interj ects
173
house He
"pý ýoýoO,. Ii6vOV 7TfGTF_'OE:. When Jesus arrived at the
Peter, James, and John to enter with Himl leaving the
allowed-only
174
disciples
These three serve
remaining crowd and group'of
outside.

the
to
miracle
witnesses
as

and, as representatives

of the disciples,
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perhaps in preparation for their leaderspecial privilege
ship role and their commissioning to perform similar acts soon to
175
Already present in the house were mourners
follow this episode.
OXTITas,
family.
have
been-members
the
Matthew
of
some of whommay
adds
176
The scornperhaps to make the narrative conform to Jewish customs.
ful or mocking response to Jesus' statement about the girl may indicate

receive this

the bitter

rejoinder

a remark as flippant.
The mourners clearly

of relatives

who are grieved and would view such

The meaning of Jesus' remark has been debated.
177
&7rCeavev
interpreted
Jesus' T'O ITOtl6fOV
0&

He
to
that
thought
mean
M860661
aXXa
by the oýK
interpre tation
is-favored

the girl

was still

alive.

This

It is
construction
used.
aXXa
...
certainly
was not originally
possible that the Marcan narrative
about
but-one who was in a coma, despite Luke's clear indications
a dead girl
(8-53
that he. views this narrative
8.55
story
as a raising
EWTcs;
178

Mark probably is
KCXeE66E: i as a metaphor for death, since he is not
*dead,
179
Probably,
is
but death is like a sleep(the
is
Jesus
lies
in
the o&... "Ua
who
contrast
a
E:TT6GTPE#V

TO 7TVCOPU UUTflS

not using the word
saying, 'Yes, she
the explanation of

Lord of life) and
The girl is dead and her
what He is about to do (raise the girl).
death is not merely like a sleep; in His presence it is sleep rather
than death. It is not an end, but an interim condition from which she
returns healthy and hungry.
.
In order to perform this act, Jesus casts out'80 all those in the
house except the three disciples and the parents.
Only those who are
closely connected either to the girl or to Jesus can witness this act
through the eyes of faith.
Perhaps it is
that Jesus treats the mother as equally
not without significance
As in
worthy as the father and the Apostles of witnessing this act.
Jesus takes the girl by the hand
the case of Peter's mother-in-law,
I say to
and Mark and Luke record that He adds the command, "Gitl,
and interpret

it

properly

you arise. " It is Mark alone who records the words TaXle(l KOOP.
which
181
This probably reflects
from the Aramaic.
are a transliteration
a
Petrine remembrance of Jesus' actual words, not a later attempt by Mark
to give the story local color.
To further a return to normalcy, Jesus commandsa renewal of
attention to the girl's. physical needs. This was not magic but the
power and word of God harnessed in the. serviCe of A young girl and of
182
her family.
If there was still
room fo.r doubt about Jesus' attitude toward
the clean/unclean distinctions
accepted in Judaism, an examination of
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Bearing in mind
pericope removes any remaining uncertainties.
that it is only what comes out of a man's
Jesus' operative principle
heart that defiles him (Mk 7.15,21 - and thus the view that Jesus
simply allowed Himself to be defiled on behalf of others seems unlikely),
we have evidence here that Jesus treats neither the touch of the woman
with the twelve year blood flow, nor the contact of a dead girl as
this

Neither womanis viewed as unclean or as a source of
uncleanness by Jesus, but rather is treated as a person in need of help.
Though not worked out in our text, the implications
of Jesus' views
defiling.

If a womanwith a blood flow is not
are important to this study.
defiled or defiling,
then the rabbinic reason for not requiring a
womanto fulfil-I
all of the Law's positive commandments,and not
permitting her to be counted on for all the periodic feasts and
functions of the faith is by implication
rejected by Jesus' deeds in
Thus, the way is paved for womento
the first of these two stories.
both
in
In
fully
Jesus'
faith
own
community.
participate
stories,
more
is a key-commodity, a commodity which the healed womanis as capable
Since this is also the commodity which
of possessing as Jairus.
is the basis of association in Jesus' community, the womanand perhaps
to a lesser extent Jairus, become examples to the Gospel writers,
the healed woman is made an example by Jesus
audiences. Certainly,
In Mark's
when He calls her to center stage and speaks of her faith.
presentation of the event, the womanappears in a more favorable light
The Jairus story is also significant
than the exasperated disciples.
shows Jesus,': '. desire to reunite a physical family despite
the great obstacle of death. Here is further evidence that the family
of faith and the physical family were not mutually exclusive alternatives
in Jesus' mind. Indeed, it appears that Jairus' faith is in part the
Had he not believed in
basis of the reunion of his physical family.
in that it

Jesus and His power he might not have approached Jesus in the first
place. While an ordinary rabbi might have treated the loss of a
daughter as less significant
than the loss of a son, when one compares
this story to that of the raising of theý widow of Nain's son, Jesus
exhibits an equal concern over the loss of either son or daughter.
7. 'The'Widow qf*Nain'ý-'U*7. '11ý47
Lk 7.11-1.7, beyond all cavil. is a story about the raising of the
dead. Perhaps it is significant
that every example in the Gospels of
Jesus performing such a miracle. involves womeneither as the object
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(Mk
5.21-43 and parallels)
the
or as those for whomthe
of
ruiracle
183
(Lk
7.11-17, John 11).
is
Luke, with his penmiracle
performed
chant for pairing male and female stories of simila r content and
(7.1-10)
intent, presents the healing of the centurion's
servant
184
followed by the text at hand.
Lk 7.11-17 reflects Luke's general
theme of the ministry of Jesus to women, and his special interest in
the way the Gospel aided such disenfranchised groups as widows and
185
the poor.
Lk 7.11-17 creates various critical
problems for the scholar.
Not only does it involve the miraculous resuscitation
of a dead young
man, but also it is uniquely Lukan and thus falls under suspicion
because it is not attested in any other strand of the Gospel tradition.
Somehave suspected that the Evangelist (or at least the post-Easter
community) created this narrative using the pattern of various OT or
186
SchUrmann, however, argues that
even non-Biblical
miracles.
187
basically we have an old narrative coming from a Palestinian community.
Jesus is cast in this
greater
This sort
Christian'.

than Elijah

narrative
(cf.

of Christology
The context

as a great prophet,

1 Kgs 17.8-16)

for

cannot be described
'Jewish'
is clearly

like

but even

he heals

by a mere command.
Jewish
as 'Hellenistic

as the outcry

Jesus is called 7TPOý4TTIS
peyas,
Jf of
I/
too
this
by
the
counts against
and
crowd,
or
XpiaTos
KUPIos
visited

his people"

shows.

"God has
not
seeing

Further, one may point
the narrative as a late Christian composition.
to the abundant parataxis in this narrative that gives it an Aramaic
188
flavor.
The name Nain is not found elsewhere in the NT and is per189
The narrati. ve should not
haps derived from a local tradition.
find
it
for
because
is
we
story
a
raising
come under suspicion simply
these in many strands of the tradition
and the multiple attestation
creates a presumption that such events as applied to Jesus are not an
190
To be sure this miracle
invention of. the post-Easter community.
story has been schematized so that it has the form of a typical miracle
in the light and the style of varfous other miracles
But, "... eine Nachbildung...
that found in I Kgs 17.8-16.
particularly
ist unsere ErzUhlung nicht. "191 The location of the Elijah miracle is
outside Israel, the act is a private one, and the method is wholly
different
from Lk 7.11-17.
The example in 2 Kgs 4.8-37 does not involve
a widow (though it does have'an only son) and again the act is a
story.

It is told

private one performed by means unlike Jesus' and without the significance
192
.
of Jesus' act. *Only the location is reasonably close to our narrative.
193
As for the example from Philostratus
besides the fact that if it
it likely post-dates the time of Jesus (Apollonius died
is historical
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down
98),
A.
D.
was
certainly
written
and
after the Gospels were
ca.
himself was skeptical whether or not a
completed, Philostratus
in
"Das
Further,
Philostratus'
Motiv
had
taken
place.
story,
miracle
ist aber so sehr menschliches Desiderium, dass es
der Lebensrettung
...
immer wieder zum Fabulieren reizt und nicht traditionsgeschichtliche
194
Thus, it is quite possible
AWngigkeit
angenommenwerden muss..,
that we are dealing with an old Palestinian tradition
cast in the
light of similar OT stories but nonetheless bearing witness to an
actual deed of Jesus, and to his compassion for widows. It is
possible that v 17 is Luke's own addition to the story and we may
probably also see his redactional work in v 11 and possibly in the
use Of KUPIOSin v 13. Against Dibelius, however, v 13 is not Luke's
novelistic
expansion of the story for the use of aTraXayXvIýopai is a
feature of his special source (cf. 10.30,15.20),
and he takes over
195
none of Mark's occurrences (Mk 1.41,6.34,
cf. ' 8.2,9.22).
Luke sets the scene by indicating
that Jesus went to Nain with
196
His disciples a'nd a huge crowd.
As they were entering the city
Luke indicates that this was
gate a funeral procession was leaving.
the saddest sort of funeral by saying, "Behold, a dead person was
J97
being carried out - the only son of his mother, and she was a widow.
The mother was left alone and her family line was cut off.
Luke says
that Jesus felt compassion for this womanin her pitiful
state and
decided to perform an act solely on her behalf, as the details of
198
It is an act of mercy and does not involve
vv 12-15 explain.
199
forgiveness or faith.
Jesus is so certain of the outcome of His actions that He first
200
tells the widow, who would be walking in front of the bier, jlý KXale.
Next, He violates rabbinic practice by stopping the funeral procession
and touching the aopOs, an act which causes those carrying the bier
201

to stand still.

Jesus needs only to speak to raise the young man
and addresses him not as a body or soul, but as a person - NeavlCFKC
202
203
The dead young man sits up, begins to speak,
a01 XCYWeyeperITI.
Himself in the
and is given by Jesus back to his mothe r, thus defiling
,
,
eyes of some Jews. The mother immediately takes the young man back
204
The
and "... they were all fi. lled with fear (awe) and praised God.,,
crowd interprets
through

a great

this

as an act of God visiting
Luke rounds off his narrative

raising

prophet.

His people
by adding that

5IOU&Ciý
205
6AV
,C,
-CV.
Tfl
7TEP11 CWTOO Kal
WaO-n Tý ITEPIX(OPW.
the news spread
.
Our pericope succinctly illustrates
Jesus' concern for women,

particularly

widows.

The raising

is a deed of compassion faith
-

is
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deed
does
the
though
engender the praise of Jesus
not a prerequisite,
it
G
The
was
also
of
od.
act
a
practical
since
one
as a great prophet
joy.
the
with
a
means
of
support
as
well
source
of
as
a
woman
provided
It demonstrates Jesus' continual rejection of certain OT and rabbinic
distinctions
of clean/u. nclean, and certain Sabbath rules which prevented
Him from helping womenand others in need, i. e., those with whomaccording
to Luke He especially chose to associate (Lk 4.18-19,24-27,5.30-32,
demonstration
)
this
Luke
a
miracle
as
of the inbreaking of
views
etc.
(v 11) and
the Lord's favor, and indicates both by his introduction
In
his conclusion (v 17) that it did not go unnoticed or unreported.
by
including
himself,
this story, made certain
Evangelist
the
a sense
that such would be the case.
B. -Jesus'

Attitude'Toward

WomenReflected

in His Actions

with womenhas brought to light
study-of Jesus' interactions
_Our
have
to
fundamental
guided Him in His
seem
which
principles
several
dealing with the opposite sex. Jesus' outright rejection of rabbinic
impurity or defilement
ideas of sin and sickness leading to ritual
have
He
to
Him
to
not
reached otherwise.
might
women
many
relate
allowed
We have suggested also that Jesus' implicit
rejection of the idea that
be
defiled
be
to
her
to
blood
in
flow
or
a source of
a womancaused
a
defilement removed the rabbinic basis for excluding womenfrom synafaith.
functions
This
feasts
the
of
and
gogue worship and periodic
for
the
to
travel
factors
the
paved
way
women
which
was perhaps one of
followers of their Master without
with Jesus and to be full-time
(cf.
five
of thesis on Lk 8.1-3).
chapter
special restrictions
Jesus' rejection of certain rabbinic Sabbath restrictions
also
hands
the
to
Him
to
service
of grateful
at
accept
serve
and
allowed
(Mk
forbidden
1.29-31
were
and
activities
such
normally
womenwhen
7.24-30
Mk
4.4-42
In
Jn
we see clear
and parallels,
and
parallels).
to
Jesus'
relate openly with womenwho were
willingness
of
examples
Syrophoenician
in
the
the
Jewish
fully
of
woman, perhaps
case
or,
not
This abrogated numerous rabbinic warnings about
not Jewish at all.
foreign or Samaritan women, as well as the familiar prohibitions
in
talking
sinful
women,
especially
public, and
women,
with
against
basis
door*fo.
the
of relati onship.
more
normal
and
natural
r
a
opened
While it is true that Jesus' earthly ministry was directed to the lost
did
He
1,
lost
Israe
not
reject
other
of
sheep who encountered
sheep
,
or sought Him, and perhaps this set a precedent for the acceptance of
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days
the.
Gentile
in
the
It seems
of
early
mission.
women
non-Jewish
likely that one reason why Luke gives special prominence to womenin
his Gospel is to explain the influx of women into the Christian community
of which he was a part and later wrote about in his book of Acts.
We noted a certain pattern in the Gospel s of presenting womenas
(John.
in
faith,
4), often at the
and
one
case
of
witness
of
examples
We
expense of either good-male Jews or even Jesus' male disciples.
suggested that this pattern of reversal, while certainly
owing something to the Gospel writers themselves, nonetheless is to be traced
back to Jesus Himself as one manifestation
of His teaching that the
last

to be liberated as the Kingdom
and least shall be the first
breaks into history with His ministry.
We also detected a certain
tendency on the part of the first
three Evangelists to pair malefemale healing stories perhaps to stress Jesus' equal concern for men
and women. This tendency, though less obvious than the male-female
pairings of the parables, is perhaps significant
and may reflect the
purposes of each Evangelist, since there is at least one example in
each Synoptic Gospel of a male-female pair not found in the other two
Gospels.
Throughout the pericopes we have examined, Jesus' concern for
womenas persons, rather than as sources of potential temptation or
defilement, is obvious.
It is significant
that Jesus was willing
to
perform extraordinary miracles (raising the dead), and to violate the
rabbinic Sabbath regulations even in the presence of rabbis and in
the synagogue in order to help women. Jesus did not pass over a
woman's sins, indeed, by bringiqg some womento confession and pronouncing
their sins forgiven He revealed His desire to heal the whole person
and His recognition that womenwere as capable of many sins aý men
(John 4, Lk 7.36-50).
reveals Jesus' attitude that womenwere God's
creatures, even daughters of Abraham, and thus as worthy as men
If even a
to receive the benefits of God's love and salvation.
Samaritan woman, in contrast to His male disciples,
could bear
'true
bring
Him
for
Jesus
fo.odl, who could dispute a
and
witness
All of this

.

On this note, We turn
woman's right to a place among His followers?
to an examination of those womenmost often mentioned in the Gospels
as associates of Jesus - His mother Mary, His friends Mary and Martha,
and His female traveling companions.
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65 or 66, though such views probably were held widely in Jesus' day.
it is difficult
to assess
As Jeremias, Jerusalem, 352-8, indicates,
-it
the data, thCuijagh is probably true to say that most good Jews*conand cultically
unclean many years
sidered Samaritans as ritually
The reaction of the disciples to
before M. Niddah 4.1 was codified.
Jesus' encounter with this womanperhaps is evidence of this fact.
Cf. E. F. Harrison, "The Sons of God among the Sons of Men. VI. Jesus
(1946)
179.
176-86,
103
Samaria",
'BSac
Woman
the
especially
of
and
58
Cf. L.
The usual meaning of 'living
water' is running water.
The womanhas
Goppelt, "b6wp", TDNTVIII, 326; Brown, John 1,170.
Thom
4.15
is
dialoguing
first,
Jn
intimation
she
at
as
iWif-th
of
no
shows. The Evangelist is using his usual style of double entendre
discussion
the
irony
to
along.
carry
and
59
Targum and the New Testament", NovT 6
J. R. Diaz, "Palestinian
(1963) 75-80 mentions a story which tells of Father Jacob removing
the stone from a well and its overflowing for twenty years.
60
is probably the Holy Spirit (in view of 6.63,7.38),
This 'gift'
(1955)
260-1;
Barrett,
John
195;
John,
So
Morris,
His
teaching.
not
178-9.
Brown, John i-xii,
61
MacRae, Faith in the Word, 39.
62
This may be the technical phrase for 'I have not had intercourse
The
however,
5.1.
Cor
14.4,1
'
Mt
Cf.
phrase
can
mean,
with a man.
The latter
'I have no husband. ' Cf. Mt 22.28, Mk 12.23,1 Cor 7.2.
LUTIV
tcrx)
EXEISO&
GOU
(XV-nP
h
is
of
view
in
ge
probable
more
meaning
in v 18. Pace H. Hanse, , cXw", TDNT 11,817, n. 5.
63
The various suggestions about the five
Cf. Str-B 11,437.
introduced into Samaria
husbands standing for five false religions
here.
hint
Cf.
Brown,
improbable.
John
of
allegory
no
gives
seem
171.
John i-xii,
64Cf.

p-.,, 35, endnote 104.

65

The Fourth Evangelist
an intimate
seems to reflect
and accurate
Cf. J.
knowledge of the beliefs
of the Samaritans.
and practices
298-329.
The Samaritans
BJRL 40 (1957-58)
Studies",
Bowman, "Samaritan
but rather
Messiah,
did not expect
a Taheb which means either
a Davidic
-6-n--ewho
(a
'the
'the one who returns'(Moses
or
restores'
redivivus)
Moses
For
them,
like
Moses).
was the only prophet
and thus
prophet
CTT1
it
be
said eEWP(ý
one could
7TPOýTITTJS
only of him or the expected

(LCL) 60-3, tells
18.85-87
Antipities
that
the
Josophus,
us
o-6.
Eli
Samaritans had Messianic expectations
of the Taheb returning
even
Our scene and the discussion
during Jesus' day.
which ensues is not
For a possible Samaritan
improbable as an event in the life
of Jesus.
living'waters,
'.
'Early
J...
BDwman,
Jesus'
to
Cf.
statement
about
parallel
', 'TDNT
JJS 6 (1955) 63-72; Jeremias, "MWuafis'.
Samaritan Eschatology",
IV, 862-3.
66

indicates
The single preposition
we are dealing with only
i-xii,
John
314,
2;
Interpretation,
Brown,
So
Dodd,
n.
concept.
is determined by God's. nature, not man's -prejudic'es.
True'worship
phrase then means true or proper worship as God would have it.

one
180-1.
This
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67
been
have
the
original
may
reading, as it has good
v
oI6aj1E:
66c
c
L, Ori gen, Cyri 1, etc.
but itis
Ii kel Y
support from p
more
,
that oi.6a would have beenchanged to 0i6apev considering Tciplivin 4.25b
and the frequent use of oiSotj1cv in John (cf.. 3.2,4.42 , 7.27,9.20,
24,29,31).
The womanreflects
accurately the Samaritan expectation,
for they viewed the Taheb as more of a prophet or revealer than a
'sconfession
deliverer.
in John 11. Bowman, "Samaritan
Cf. Mart:-hTaStudies", 299 ff., notes that with the Samaritan tenth commandmentis
the discussion on the-Taheb. Could this be why the Samaritan woman
makes the statement about the Messiah at the point in the discussion
she does?
68c,
(Morris,
be
John, 270) but it could be
to
causal
oTi seems
then the
result (Barrett, John [1955] 198). If it is the latter,
meaning would be '-we were given insight into whomwe worship in
order that the Messiah might come from the Jews. '
69

"Women in the Gospels",

Brennan,

294.

70
Perhaps the reason it is only here in John's Gospel that we have
such a clear statement by Jesus of His Messiahship is that the idea
kingship in a Samaritan context and
would not connote a political
thus could be used without fear of the sort of misconceptions such
labels were liable to in Judea. Cf. Morris, John, 273; Brown, John
i-xii,
172-3. The use of the emphatic pronoun is in the style -6-f
deity.
Cf. BDF, sec. 277,145; BAG, 216; Jn 8.58.
For arguments
favoring the theophanic formula here, cf. E. Stauffer, Jesus and His
Story (New York, 1974) 186-8. J. Bligh, "Jesus in Samaria", eyJ 3
(1962) 329-46, notes the dramatic shift in discussion from conventional
in Jn 11.24-25.
This view, however,
expectation to self-revelation
requires that Jesus' statement be unconnected to the immediately
preceding remark of the woman.
71
Note that the second dialogue also ends with people arriving from
town (the Samaritans).
Cf. M. P. Hogan, "The Womanat the Well (John
4: 1-42)", Bible'Today 82 (1976) 663-9.
72,

TrI ToOTw may imply
L

this;

cf.

Moule,

I-B,

50; MHT 111,272.

73
These two questions would be directed to Jesus though some variants
173,
show the first as addressed to the woman. As Brown, John i-xii,
points out (following Bultmann), "... they were more shocked because
he was talking with a womanthan because he was talking with a Samaritan.
Cf. J. Foster, "What seekest thou? John iv. 27", ET 52 (1940-41) 37-8;
W. G. White, "St. John iv. 27", *ET 26 (1914-15) HOF
74
John, 125; Barrett, John (1955) 201 (following Daube)
Lightfoot,
suggests that the jug is left. so Jesus may drink.
75
There is a natural amount of hyperbole in her first
statement. Her
question shows that her faith is not yet complete .(144Ti probably introduces a hesitant question).
Cf-, MHT'I, 170, n. 1, '193; Robertson, 917.
The question here. implies hope and. expectation rather than tentativeness;
315..
cf.. Dodd, Interpretation,
76

Cf. endnote 43 above.

77Lightfoo.

t,

John, 125.
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78
proverbs being used here.
There may or may not be two traditional
The point is the harvest is now - there is no interval between sowing
disciples
to
the
thus
work.
must
get
and
and reaping
79
The repetition
cf. v 36b) indicates
F. Hauck, llocpiýw%

of the articlethe two actions
TDNT 111,133.

(v
37b,
Ocpiýwv
Kali
0'- CYTrEIPWV 6ý'...
Cf., Robertson, 786;
are distinct.

80,

he
does
^s
to
t
great Commission.
Upa
probably
not
refer
GTElxa
EYWaTrE:
is a general one referring
to the mission
the reference
More likely,

John, 126; Barrett, John (1955) 203.
Cf. Lightfoot,
to the world.
81
John, 126; L. H. Bunn, "John iv. 34-42",, 'ET 41
Cf. Lightfoot,
(1929-30) 141-2.
82There

here
between
XaXia
XOyos
is
and
contrast
not
a
probably
Pace
Brown,
John
both
the
witness.
woman's
are
used
of
words
since
Zur Ausleg-ung
i-xii,
174-5.
R. Walker, "JUngerwort und Herrnwort,
"Der
(1-2,1966)
50,
XOyos der
57
4.39-42"
Joh
'ZNW
says,
rightly
von
,A
keine
Menschenwort,
in 4.
kein
Samariterin
unverbindliches
ist
im
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Sinne
XOyos
Mitteilung,
aUsdrucklich
sondern
private
John (1978) 243, who remarks, "To bear
Zeugenworts. " Cf. Barrett,
The
John
disciple.
the
is
the
task
joins
with
woman
of
a
witness ...
"
in
fact
the
Baptist as witness,
apostles.
precedes
and

83
So Brown, "Roles of Women", 691.
84

371, notes, KOupos for
As Dodd, Interpretation,
The
term
kind'
(cf.
3.16,17,4.42).
human
world of
Hadrian
title
World' was an imperial
under
especially
John,
Cf. Morris,
it is not used in this sense here.

John means 'the
'Savior of the
but probably
285, n. 101.

85
"The Womanof Canaan. A Chapter in the History
R. A. Harrisville,
(3,1966)
274-87.
20
Exegesis".
Int
of
86
Derrett, "Law in the New Testament: The Syrophoenician Womanand
the Centurion of Capernaum", NovT 15 (3,1973) 161-86. Cf. endnote
94 below. There was no loveT-ost between Jews and Phoenicians, especially
those from Tyre. Cf. Josephus, Against Apion 1.71 (LCL) 190-1: 11 among the Phoenicians, the Tyrians are notoriously our bitterest
...
disciples'
the
"
This
reaction to the woman,
may explain
enemies.
from
Tyre.
knew
if
they
was
she
especially
87
The Romancenturion (Mt 8.5-13) was possibly a God-fearer; the
Gerasene demoniac (Mk 5.1-20, Mt 8.28-34) lives in a foreign country
"The SyroCf. T. A. Burkill,
but his religion is not made clear.
(1966)
57
33.
Mark
7.24-31",,
The
'ZNW
Woma
of
congruence
n,
phoenician
,
88
261, and n. 1, Maintains that Matthew
Dibelius, From Tradition,
have
drawing
that
Mark
common
source
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we
a
on
a
and
are
and
(in
different
built
into
two
was
up
a
narrative
saying
which.
case of A
that
toys
38,
the
3,
Bultman.
'History,
possibility
with
and
n.
n,
ways).
Matthew-used an olU-e-rversion than Mark but rules it out because of
the disciples-in
Matthew. He maintains the someJesus' dialoque'with
logion
derived
from
that
Matthew
15.24
collection
view
a
ated
what complic
,
&'#S
is
that
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It is more likely that
for which there is no real textual support.
Matthew used the Mark we now have but expanded and edited it at certain
points in order to emphasize'on the one hand how great Jesus' charity
was even to thos that he was not purposely setting out to help
,
,p
(thus he omits d#s
7ipLýTovXopTaaOfivai T& T6K%)ct and includes 15.24)
*
hand
to
(by the
the
other
emphasize'the
woman's preat faith
and on
three-fold
pleading and the5Q y6vai licyciXT1 cyou ý 7TfaTis in v 28).

The source of these additions May be the Evangelist himself though in
(oral?
)
some cases other
sources seem to be involved (cf. endnote
97 below).
89

It is not clear whether Jesus crossed the border or merely went
to it (probably the former).
So Hill,
Matthew, 253; Lane, Mark, 260;
Taylor, Mark, 348; Cranfield, Mark, 246.
90
During the days of Jesus' earthly ministry and the earliest days
Christian community we can speak only of the
of the post-Resurrection
'reception of Gentiles' and not a 'Gentile mission'.
Cf. J. Jeremias,
Jesus' Promise to the Nations (trans. S. H. Hooke; London, 1958) 25,
n. 2. It is not proper., however, to dismiss these narratives as
simply exceptions that*tell
us nothing about Jesus' fundamental attitude toward a Gentile mission.
Pace Jeremias, Jesus' Promise, 30-1.
If Jesus was willing
in the end to help this Syrophoenician womanin
the presence of His disciples and in the face of their request to
dismiss her, then the narrative tells us much about Jesus' present
acceptance of non-Jews and His willingness to help them despite the
fact that His earthly mission was directed intentionally
to Jews.
Someof His actions prepared the way for the Gentile mission that
began after the Resurrection (whatever one makes of Mt 28.19).
"The historical
Burkill,
development of the story of the Syrophoenician
woman (Mark vii. 24-31)", NovT 9 (3,1967) 161-77, rightly
says that
Jesus' dealing with the ý_yrophoenician prefigures,
not inaugurates,
the Gentile mission.
91
Both the woman's coming and her address to Jesus indicate
that He was known widely for His miracles.
Cf. J. Ireland Hasler,
"The Incident of the Syrophoenician Woman(Matt. xv. 21-28, Mark
vii. 24-30)". ET 45 (1933-34) 459-61; Taylor, Mark, 349.
92
The aKoectpTosin Mark here indicates the spirit's
ritual
effects
as is appropriate in the Marcan discussion of clean and unclean. Mk
7.17-23 indicates that Jesus taught in terms of moral, not ritual,
defilement.
93

Only Matthew has 7TPOUEK-6VEI
au$Tý, but even in his version this
is not likely
an act of worship,. but rather a reflection
of the
woman's need. Pace K. Weiss, "-ffo6s", 'TDNT VI, 630.

94
Possibly Matthew differs here because he wants to point out
that in spite of her religious
background she has a'great faith in
Jesus
Mark seems to be contrasting the. woman's. Greek speech and
*
her Phoenician extraction.
So Swete, 'Mark, 148.
95
F. G. Cholmondeley, "Christ and the Womanof Canaan", 'ET 13
(1901-02.) 138; M'Neile, "Matthew, 230.
96
Cf... D. Smith, "Our'Lord's Hard Saying to the'Syro-Phoenician
Woman",'ET 12 (1900-01)'319-21; J. D. Smart, "Jesus, the SyroPhoenician Woman- and the Disciples", 'ET 50 (1938-39) 469-72.
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97
The translation
preferred here is ambiguous since 'send her away'
Cf. BAG, 96; A-S, 53; LSJ, 208;
could be with or without her request.
MM, 66-7. It is very curious that Matthew who normally spares the
disciples more than Mark by omitting some of the Marcan material that
reflects badly on them, has here included this reaction when there is
no trace of the disciples presence, much less their reaction, in Mark's
account. This leads one to suspect that it is possible that Matthew
as a memberof a community in which the Gospel stories were a living
(oral? ) information
legacy, did occasionally have access to additional
It should be noted that this is
about some of his Marcan narratives.
no novel conjecture since it is generally recognized that Matthew had
more than one source on other occasions for the same material (i. e.,
Mark however
where Mark and the Q material apparently overlapped).
is his primary and in many cases sole source or otherwise he would
not have taken over. 90% of Mark's material and well over half of his
exact wording.
98
B. Horace Ward "Our Lord's Hard Sayings to the Syrophoenician
Woman". ET 13 (1901-02) 48. Jesus' response explains why He does not
grant heý_rrequest. As M'Neile, Matthew 231 says, He intends the
womanto overhear though He is speaking to the disciples.
99
Cf. Jeremias, Jesus' Promise, 34-5. Probably the lost sheep here
are all Israel since they are 5_eýingcontrasted to all non-children.
100
Yet precisely because it is a saying that the Church would
not likely create, it has high claims to being an authentic Jesus
word even if it is not in its original
context here. Cf. Bultmann,
History, 38, n. 3.
101
The whole saying as recorded in Mark may reflect a Jewish proVerb on the seniority
in a Jewish
system dictating who'eats first
house. Cf. Derrett, "The Syrophoenician Woman", 168.
102
It is not clear that the diminutive softens Jesus' remarks.
Pace Taylor 'Mark, 350; Cranfield, Mark, 248. There are examples
,
where Kuv6piov is a diminutive of contempt. Cf. Smith "Our Lord's
Hard Saying", 319; Derrett, "The Syrophoenician Woman", 169.
Diminutives are frequent in Mark and it is not certain that they
really mean anything even in our passage (does OuyaTpiov in v 25
daughter' or ýi. yjwv in v 28 mean 'little
food? ). Cf.
mean 'little
Zerwick, sec. 485 162.
103
M. Hallah 1.8, Danby, 84; Derrett,, "The Syrophoenician Woman"
170; Jeremias, NT Theoloqy, 164, n. 2. It is not clear that Jews
domesticated dogs, though there are examples of Jews playing with
puppies; cf. Str-'B 1,726.
104That
the womanis not crushed by these remarks seems to imply
that more is happening than words can tell;
cf., Smart, "Jesus", ,
472. This, however may be to read more into the narrative than the
Evangelist intendeb.
105
The woman's. response implies submission to Jesus' judgment and
initial
"The Womanof Canaanl 284;
refusal. * So Harrisville
,
Jeremias Jesus' Promise, 30. Her inventiveness is not so much her
in the dog category which allows her
verbal pI ay as placing'herself
into the house. As W. Storch "Zur Perikope von der Syroph6nizierin
Mk .7,28 und Ri 1,711, BZ 14 (2 1970) 256-7 points out, in Jesus' final
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to
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what she says, not
Tov
woman
TobTov
response
that Jesus mentions as the reason
how she says it or the cleverness,
in
background
the
here?
Is
Judg
1.7
desire.
her
she gains
106

Derrett,

"The Syrophoenician

Hard. Saying", 321.
Tyana 1.19 (LCL I;
uncertain date. It
A. D., unless it is
the second or third

Woman", 172; Smith,

"Our Lord's

The maxim in Philostratus,
Life of*Apollonius of
trans. F. C. Conybeare; London_, 1912) 52-5, is of
is possible that it originated in the first
century
Philostratus'
own creation which would place it in
century A. D.

107

is so great
Indeed, her faith
Jeremias,
Cf:
just
second.
not
now,

that she believes
she can be fed
"Trapa&: icros", TDNT V, 772, n. 63.

108
Again, in this case it is a matter of male-female role reversal
is depicted as having great
since the woman, instead of the disciples,
faith and serves as the model for the Evangelists'
audiences (espec.
in Matthew).
109
Taylor,

Formation, 40.

110
Taylor,

Mark, 178; Cranfield,

ill

Mark, 81.

C. H. Turner "Notes and Studies - Marcan Usage: Notes Critical
(1924-25)
26
JTS
226, suggests
Gospel"'.
Second
Exegetical
the
on
and
the original oral form - "We left the synagogue and came into our
house with our fellow disciples James and John. "
112
Cf. Schrage, "TuýX6s% TDNTVIII, 288; Dibelius, From Tradition,
74-90. That the form is conventional does not necessariTy-impugn the
for facts as well as fiction
historicity
can be
of this incident,
form. In the case of Mk 1.29-31
presented in a popular pre-existing
form probably only affects how the facts are presented,
the pre-existing
and perhaps Which facts are included and emphasized.
113
The setting in Luke, considering the non-Marcan sections on the
birth and on the rejection in Nazareth preceding 4.38, i.s essentially
the same as Mark. While it is intimated in Lk 4.3. that Jesus has
two Luke presents
performed miracles in Capernaumbefore, the first
of the paradigmatic speech in 4.18-21 are the same
as a fulfillment
two in Mark. Mark and Luke, by placing this healing beas the first
tween the time Jesus left the synagogue (Mk 1.29, Lk 4.38) and sunset
(Mk 1.32, Lk 4.40), Cilearly imply that this is a Sabbath healing.
The
First Evangelist, grouping his material topically,
presents this perl(Ch.
8).
Jesus'
healing
he
forth
of
miracles
examples
sets
cope as
Notably, he appears to have maintained a setting of Capernaumfor
It
this event. He also calls Simon by his Christian name of Peter.
is possible that this Evangelist is presenting Peter's mother-in-law
is
is
healed,
ýince
her
Christian
type
grouped'with
cure
who
a
of
a
as
the healing of A Jewish leper-and a Gentile centurion's servant.
114
648;
1360;
MM,
LSJ,
Cf..
BAG,
mother-in-law.
must
mean
pJ
Trevec
*
We do not have enough information to ide'ntify the
502; 1 Cor 9.5.
disease.
In the first
century A. D., fevers were viewed as diseases,
TDNTVI, 958-9.
Cf. .K. Weiss, "7Tup6cYcTw",
not as symptoms of diseases.
1151t is
not clear who 'they' are in either Mar or Luke. Matthew
,k
"Notes
Cf.
Turner,
records no consultation.
and Studies - Marcan Usage:
,
Exegetical
Notes Critical
and
on the Second Gospel"', JTS 25 (1923-25) 378.
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116
Cf. G. A. Chadwick, "Peter's

Wife's Mother",

Exp 4th ser 6 (1892)

357.
117ý,

ATTIV
is referring
to only
K00Cr4UCtSTfiS XCIýOS probably
Mark, 179; Swete, Mark, 22; Lane, Mark, 77.
cf. Taylor,

YFIPE, v

one action;

in this text for later events, cf. P.
On the possible preparatlion
de Pierre et le genre littdraire
Lamarche "La gudrison de la belle-mbre
NRT 87 (1965) 515-26; Danker Jesus, 62. Matthew may
des dvangiles",
,
forward by his use of the terýF-nycpen.
also be pointing
118
Chadwick, "Peter's
Wife's Mother", 357, notes that Jesus'
Luke may have
to disease here is like that of Jn 11.33,38.
reaction
included this remark to indicate
Jesus' typical
to disease
reaction
rather than His actual response in this case.

119
Danker, Jesus, 62; Lamarche, "La gudrison",

520-6.

120

Cf. Str-B 11,2-3;
B. T'. Berakoth 5b, Cohen, 24-5 and Cohen's
It is possible that PAer's
mother-in-law
was in danger of
notes.
dying before sundown, but even Luke's 'great fever'
need not imply
death was at hand (cf. Lk 8.42).

121
Cf. Str-B 1,299;

Hill,

Matthew, 160.

122
By TrapaXpfipaLuke stresses that the cure is sudden and complete,
and the woman's gratitude is expressed immediately; cf. Plummer,
Luke, 37.
123Here

has its natural
61aKOVE'-w
sense of 'waiting
non-technical
This probably
or to serve in the capacity of hospitality.
on. a table',
This is signififavors seeing this as its meaning in Lk 8.3 as well.
Greek or Hellenistic,
for the
cant if Luke's audience was primarily
for anyone but
Greeks saw such serving as demeaning and undignified
Luke's audience
slaves; cf. H. W. Beyer, "61aKOV60, TDNT 11,82.
(here
in
Lk
8.3)
likely
these'actions
and
as particularly
see
would
focus has 6iTjK6N)E:
Matthew with his Christological
self-sacrificial.
i

124
X. Ldon-Dufour, "La Gudrison de la Belle-Rre
EstBib 24 (1965) 193-216, here 216.

de Simon Pierre",

125
Cf. Str-B 1,480; and pp. 269, and 351, endnote 309 of thesis.
Obviously, someone had to serve the Sabbath meal, so the woman's actions
so long as the meal
may not have been considered a Sabbath violation
due
illness,
before
but
the
to
Sabbath,
She probably was
prepared
was
is
indication
There
to
such
preparations.
no
of any other
make
unable
womanor servants helping when she serves. The 'they' of Mk 1.30
(V: youaiv) may or may not involve other family members.
126 is
that these womenall respond in ways that were
It
striking
for women
conventional, and serve in capacities that were traditional
in
'beneath'
for
1.31,
Mk
the
traditional
perhaps
even
roles
women
or,
"wo0s"'.
631.
Cf..
K.
Weiss,
TDNT
VI,
servants.
not
were
who
127
Marshall, Luke, 195.
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128Cf.

of thesis on a wife, 's rabbinically
pp. 2-6
prescribed
Jesus seems to accept women in traditional
tasks.
roles but rejects
the idea that these roles are the only tasks appropriate for them.
129
Cf. Creed, Luke, 182. This contrast between 13.6-9. and-13.10-17
Cf. Aquinas, Commentaryon the Four
was. noted. often by the Fathers.
Gospels Collected Out of the Works of the Fathers - Vol V. St. Luke
Part II (Oxford, 1874) 479-87.
130
Daube, NT and'Rabbinic Judaism, 170-83, espec. 181-2.
131
97; Bultmann, History, 12-13.
Cf. Dibelius, From'Tradition,
132
Marshall,
133

Luke,

557.

Ibid.

13417he
connection of sickness to demonic activity
was commonin
Jesus' day, butasMarshall,
Luke, ý57, says, we probably should not
give too definite a meaning to 7rvculla here as it may mean simply an
evil influence, in view of the cure not being described as an
Cf. Ellis, Luke, 186.
exorcism.
135
The woman probably had a spinal disease which produces fusion
"The Case of the. Bent Woman in Luke
Cf. J. Wilkinson,
of the joints.
13.10-17"'
EvQ 49 (4,1977)
195-205.
The phrase CIS Tb TraVTEXE:
S

may be taken-with 6uvaliEvT1or avaK,6ýai, but more likely goes with the
latter
Thus, we translate
'not able
since it follows it immediately.
Cf. MHT111,266; Creed, 'Luke, 183.
to stand up fully'.
136Plummer,
Luke, 342.

137
Cf. Lk 13.1-5.
Jesus rejects this thinking and removes all
against the sick
excuses which might be advanced for discriminating
Marshall, Luke, 559-, suggests that
by treating them as outcasts.
perhaps this womanwas being denied her status as a descendant of
Abraham because her long sickness was taken as a sign of sinfulness.
138
Note the perfect tense of WTok6wwhich prepares us for the play
Cf. RS, Translator's
Luke, 505.
on words in 13.15-16.
139
Perhaps speaking and laying on of hands are to be seen as simultaneous.
Luke, 505. If Danker, Jesus, 158, is correct
Cf. RS, Translator's
that the womanwould be suspected or regarded as ceremonially unclean,
then Jesus' laying on of hands is all the more significant
and
unexpected.
140
Somerabbis are said to have performed miracles but not on the
Sabbath and not in the synagogue, though the latter would not violate
Jewish custom as far as'we know Cf..*W. Schrage, "auv(xywyT)",'TDNT
VII, 847 ff...
141
* CommentaryV. 2,485.
Though Jesus violates the rabbinic
Aquinas,
it
does
healing
the
Sabbath,
on
case
about
a
non-critical
stipulations
(NT
to
Theolo2y,
Jeremias
94-5,208-9,278,
say
correct
with
seem
not
(as
Jesus
the
that
Sabbath
in
instance
8)
this
it
violated
was set
n.
OT).
Elsewhere
it
the
in
appears certain that He did violate the
up
OT Sabbath laws.
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142,,
there is doubt whether life, is in danger this
whenever
...
(M.
"
Yoma8.6, Danby, 172). Cf. Str-B 1,622-9.
Sabbath.
the
overrides
14317he
(4Y70KPITai)
points not only. to the ruler but also
plural
to those who agreed with him; cf. Plummer, Luke, 342.
1441t
was lawful to lead an ox or ass to water and to draw the
Cf.
water so long as one did not carry the water to the animal.
Str-B 11,199-200; Edersheim, Life and Times 11,225.
The Qumranites
"N6-one is to follow his beast to pasture
had the following rulings:
for more than a distance of two thousand cubits from his city....
If
the beast be stubborn, he is not to take it outdoors.
No one is to
take anything out of his house, or bring anything in from outside
...
Even if it drop its young into a cistern or a pit, he is not to lift
it out on the Sabbath. " (Zadokite Document between x, 14 and xi, 18).
Cf. Gaster, DSS, 89.
145
This is Danker's (Jesus, 159) amplification.
146
Jesus is refering to the divine necessity of His mission to
(Lk 4.43,9.22).
Ellis,
Luke,
bring in the Kingdom and conquer sin.
186, says, "From the beginning the Sabbath was prophetic of the 'consecration of creation to its good and proper end ... This will be
accomplished by the deliverance of God's creation from Satan's power. "
Thus, the Sabbath was the perfect day to present an example of God's
perfect will for His creatures.
147
The examples in Str-B 11,200, are used of Israel as a
community or in a general sense, but only here is it used of a
RS, Translator's
Luke, 508, notes the emphatic
specific individual.
position of 'this woman, a daughter of Abraham'. It may be significant that Jesus says a daughter of Abraham rather than, for instance,
(cf.
daughter
Sarah
1 Pet 3.6), implying His acceptance of the
of
a
head and fountainhead of the Israelite
idea of a patriarchal
community
It may also imply that this womanshould benefit as a
of faith.
heir of Abraham and participate
in such a patriarchal
rightful
Again, Jesus intimates not an overthrow of
structure.
religious
but a new and rightful
place for womenwithin such a
patriarchy,
As N. A. Dahl, "The Story of Abraham in Luke-Acts", in
structure.
Studies in Luke-Acts (ed. L. E. Keck and J. L. Martyn; London, 1968)
150, says, the story with its use of the term daughter of Abraham
"... how God's promise to Abraham was fulfilled
illustrates
to his
"
Jesus.
the
through
ministry
of
children
148
Brennan, "Womenin the Gospels", 296-7.
149Besides

the contrasts between the womanand the hypocrites, we
humiliated
in
17
between
Jesus'
the
contrast
v
also
opponents
note
may
deeds.
delighted
Jesus'
with
who
were
o
oxXos
and Fas.
150
Cf.. Cranfield., Mark, 182; Taylor, Mark, 285-6; Marshall, Luke, 341-2.
151Cf. Bultman. History, 214ý5,
n;
and-to. a. lesser extent E. Klostermann,
Das'MarkusoVangelium. HandbUch2um NeueniTestament III (ed. H. Lietzmann';
-Z`nýd-ed.;TUbingen, 1926) 58-9.
152
Dibelius, RýbmTradition,
BZ 14 (2,1970). r5ý5-6

72; R. Pesc.h, "Jairus

.(Mk 5,22/Lk
8,41)119

211 ,

153

Cf. Marshall.

154
Taylor,

Luke, 341-2.

Mark, 285.

155
favors
Pesch, "Jairus", 254; 6. The textual evidence-strongly
(p
ý, A, B, cf. Metzger, TC, 85-6).
the name being original
,
,
Mark, 287. Cf. -H. J. Cadbury's
Pace Bultmann, History, 215; Taylor.,
.s
"Between
Jesu
in
and the Gospel", HTR 16 (1923)
crucial admissfon
89, n. 6. It is unlikely that the name is derived from the events
in the story since Jairus is neither 'awakened' nor 'awakens'.
Cf.
Cranfield, Mark, 183.
156Cf.

Bultmann, History,

214-5.

157The

contrast could be explained perhaps by the fact that in (and
desires
Jesus
the
that
the first
woman
story
perhaps others) be
led to understand that she was not healed by a magic trick but through
faith in Jesus and His power. In the second incident,
however, the
miracle is performed in the presence of only a few people and is of
nature that any report of the deed was bound to
such a startling
further the idea of Jesus as a great wonder worker, while overlooking
the purpose of the deed. Perhaps, as Chadwick suggests, Jesus wished
to preserve at least one place where the girl would be treated as a
normal human being. Cf. G. A. Chadwick, "The Daughter of Jairus and
the Womanwith an Issue of Blood (Mt. ix. 18; Mk v. 22; Lk vii. 41)",
Exp 4th ser 8 (1893) 309-20. As we have stated above, however, v 43
may well be part of the redactional work of Mark as he adds the
secrecy motif.
158 q,
probably refers to the president of the local
crpXicYuvaywyos
Cf. B. Lifshitz,
synagogue though it could be just an honorary title.
"Fonctions et titres honorifiques dans les communautdsjuives",
RB
67 (1960) 58-9. Str-B 1,519 and IV 1 145-6, point out that
(Luke's
has
the
meaning
aý
same
(xpXwvTfis cyuvaywyfls
apXiauv6ywyos
(Matthew's less specific
term) and he could thus be one of the (9XPXOVTES
Cf. W. Schrage, `apXLauv6ywyos",, TDNTVII, 847, n. 26.
term).
159Perhaps the
age twelve is mentioned to clear up the fact that
the girl is not as young as the diminutive might lead one to think,
in which case it is not extraneous information linking the two
"The
by
Cf.
Chadwick,
Daughter of Jairus",
the
twelve.
number
stories
313; Klostermann, Markusevangelium, 58.
160Pace BAG, 724; H. Greeven,

"7TP0CYK'0VE'_W
TDNT VI, 763.
On this
,
A-S,
form
Str-B
1,519;
of
respectful
greetingf.
a
customary
as
word
it could be Ma thew's attempt to intro386; LSJ, 1518. Alternatively,
That Jesus
duce a stronger Christological
emphasis into the story.

is 'worshipped' at the outset of the story prepares the reader for
is.
focuses
Jesus
follow
is
to
and
on
who
what
161
('at
the point of death')
Mark uses the idiomatic EqX-6-cws
EXE:
i
ICYKEV (she
aPTI
63TEXEOTTI(YEV
Matthew's
dying').
Luke has aýtll &7rE'-ev7r
was
.
'she'has
',.
in
to
just
died
Matthew,
which
case.,
now
means
probably
,
has
deed,
the
Jesus'
magnitude
compressed the narrative
of
emphasize

On the other ha-nd,
leaving out the later word of the messengers.
310, suggests that a man full
Chadwick, "The Daughter of Jairus",
of
'She
is
dead
by
say,
now' and mean the same as C'CFXCLTW
anxietY'might
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162It
in
hands
the
Jesus' day; cf.. E.
lay
to
on
sick
was common
Lohse, "XF-ip.", TDNT IX, 431 and n. 43; Daube, NT and Rabbinic Judaism,
224-33.
163
Luke uses the more dramati c cyuv7rviyw ('to
Mark has the milder auvOXfýw.

'to

choke

suf focate'

164This is likely
a uterine haemorrhage making the woman religiously
Marshall,
Luke, 344. Luke, perhaps
for
that
period;
cf.
whole
unclean
because of his profession, chooses to omit the derogatory remark of
Mk 5.26; cf. Ellis, Luke, 130. Twelve years is probably a round
Taylor,
Mark,
290.
long
illness
for
cf.
standing;
of
an
number
165
C
All three accounts say Jesus was wearing a iOcTiov which is the
the
Jew
which
on
corners
of
any
or
mantle
good
upper
garment
square
Cf. Num15.38-40, Deut 22.12, Mk 6.56, Jn 13.4,
would have tassels.
19.23, Ac 18.6. In one of the rare minor agreements of Matthew and
Luke against Mark, they add that it was the tassels which the woman
touched. Cf. Plummer, Luke, 235; Manson, Luke, 98. If, as is
(or
d-seMatthew
did
this
Luke
versa)
vice
at
point, this
not
probable,
1)
in
both
Gospels
detail
may
reflect:
coincidence of
additional
information
derived
2)
from
additional
oral
activity;
redactional
being
by
because
the
passed
still
on
was
story
word of mouth
sources
latter
down.
The
it
possibility
written
cannot simply
was
after
even
be dismissed since this addition serves little
obvious theological
both
First
that
the
but
tassels
so
common
and Third
were
purpose,
Evangelists could have added this feature independently based on their
knowledge of Jewish customs in order to make the narrative more
'Jewish'.
explicitly
166 9.21
her
faith
t
that
tainted
it
5.28
Mk
was
Mt
apparen
make
and
us that this
by a magical notion about Jesus' garments. Luke tells
In Mark, TrTjyT1is
touch immediately caused the blood flow to cease.
dried
its
flow,
the
that
to
up.
source,
not
mean
used metaphorically
Cf. W. Michaelis, "Trnyn", TDNTVI, 116, n. 18.
167C. Neil, "The Throng
and the Touch", ET 10 (1898-99) 123. It
is faith that
Mark, 193.

distinguishes

her touch

from the crowds.

Cf. Lane,

168
The less formal 06-yaTEp is used rather than y6vai perhaps to
tenderness,
indicate
or to show that she was now a daughter of faith
Plummer,
110;
Cf.
Danker,
Jesus,
'Matthew,
and
concern.
respect
of
worthy
Cs
discipl
by omitting
Mk 5.31-a-nFhow
Matthew
the
Notice
142.
spares
immediately
healed
in
26b
the
indicate
that
to
not
woman
was
v
seems
(conbut
Jesus'
Jesus'
touching
pronouncements
after
garment
after
This and the omission of Mk 5.30 serve to
Mk 5.29, Lk 8.44).
trast
take the magical tinge out of Mk 5.27-30.
169

in
both
if
Luke.
Luke
the
Mark
woman
and
presents
as
-rpCvouaa
(v
in
being
47).
All
Evangelists
three
noticed
afraid'of
she was
in Matthew'by
that herfears
different
were allayed:
ways indicate
bTr(xyc 91 91C
in
Luke more
by
in
Mark
cis EIPIVTIV MI. * IGGI UYIhS;
1
eapaci;
simply

by iTopsilou

alteration
of 13*0
.

cis

in Luke) may well
-Tý. Cf.. BDF, sec.

The reia'
m rk

in

Mark

(and with

be original
as it is in part
206, p. 111; MHT 11,463.

some

a rendering
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170
Perhaps we may now speak of a motif in the Gospels where the
,
leading
figures
Simon
the Pharisee or the synadisciples or such
as
gogue ruler in Lk 13.10-17 are contrasted with women in the area of
faith or understanding with the latter cast in a more favorable
In Mark's account it is Jesus' disciples that answer Him and
light.
reveal an attitude of exasperation with His seemingly stupid question;

in Luke it appears to be Peter alone, as representative
of the disciples,
ATtý
likely
is a secondary addition.
Cf.
who responds; K(X'l 011ýaiN
that the role change of this woman
Metzger, TC, 146. We should"note

(as with fhe womanof'Samaria or the sinner womanof Luke 7) was from
that of outcast to that of a normal member of the community, except
in cases where witnessing for or being a disciple of Jesus became
Cf. pp. 285-8 of thesis. *
involved.

171
There was certainly
no doubt in the messengers' or the mourners'
minds about the state of the girl when Jesus arrived at her home.
172
('overhear')
is replaced by Luke's &co,6w.
Mark's 1TCCPaKO15W
Jesus is not ignoring
the messengers' sad news, but is responding
Jairus to have faith.
Cf. BAG,. 624; LSJ, 1314.
to. it by telling
173

In Mark it

('keep
is ITICYTEUE

on believing');

in Luke

('believe',
'start
believing').
A
The
ýoýoO may be
TrIaTeucov
Cf. Mk 6.50; Lk 2.30; Mt 28.10, etc.
redactional.
174
Luke's account seems to indicate that the
Except Jairus.
mother was standing outside the house when Jesus and the others
Cf. Lk 8.52. Matthew omits the disciples to focus on
arrived.
Jesus and His work.
175
"Jesus seems to observe the Jewish
Oepke, "yuvn", TDNT 1,784;
Thus, he does not approach the bed of Jairus'
daughter
proprieties.
"
is
Also,
He
to have adequate witnesses
careful
witnesses...
without
lest
and non-followers
when there is a mixed audience of followers
He be suspected of sorcery or necromancy.
176
to

hire

(XUXTITISmeans f lute
for
two flute
players

player;
cf. BAG, 12 1.
I,
mourning
cf. Str-B

177
Matthew has T'O KOPaGIOV ( =the Aramaic
61; sec. 147.3,81.
Mark has the same at 5.41b;
ill,
8.52b
noun
at
and calls the girl Traýs at 8.54.
extra

On the
521a.

requirement

CF. BDF, sec.
Luke has no

178Swete,

"The
Mark, 285-6; C. Armerding
Mark, 102; Taylor,
8, and "Asleep in the Dust",
BSac 105 (19_418_1_Fý6-.
Daughter of Jairus",
between
Armerding makes much of the contrast
BSac 121 (1964) 156-7.
i-F-11.14 and Mk 5.39. and the. use of differen-t
words for sleep in the
two contexts (KaOE&W, K0111UW)in order to prove that the girl was
His
I
Thess
5.10,
however,
argument's
about
are uncononly.
asleep
qs
th'at
in
in
The
text
probable
our
most
explanation
and
vincing.

is used of actual death, but death as seen from
1 Thess 5.10 KaOE66W
God's. point of view. Cf. Marshall, Luke, 347; Taylor Mark, 295.
What Jesus says and does, as well as the reaction whicFfollows,
indicate
Mark
it
that
to
as a resurrection
saw
story.
seems
179
There is evidence in rabbinic literature
for speaking euphemistically
of death as sleep, but this, does not-seem to be the case
'TDNT VIII, 548-55; Oepke,
here. I Cf. Str-B 1,523; H. Bal.z,
111,436.
_"'týrvos",
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180
Cf. Marshall, Luke, 347; and the Matthean and Marcan accounts
at this point.
181
The reading in W, 28,245,349,
etc. is due to scribal confusion
with the woman's name in Ac 9.40.
,I*I
Metzger, TC, 87. That Mark translates
TaX105, K0011shows his desire
to emphasize that Jesus did not use a magic formul-ation,
and this
from many pagan healing stories.
the narrative
distinguishes
Cf.
"XE:ywk' TDNT IV 107.
It also probably shows his own closeKittel
,
-,
distance,.
and his audience's
since they
ness to the Aramaic original
Luke's omission of the transliterneeded a translation.
apparently
ation probably reveals that he or his audience or both are yet a
removed than Mark from the original
source.
step further

182
Plummer Luke, 238, says "He intimates that nature is to
'the
its
cou-rse:
usual
old ties and old responsibilities
are
resume
to begin again. " Faith is as much a part of (if not the necessary
in the case of Jairus' daughter as of
to) restoration
prerequisite
It is only when the Gospel and its
the Jewess (Mk 5.36, Lk 8.50).
call, not sickness or death, divides the physical family that the
family of faith must replace physical family relationships.
Here,,
as in Mk 1.29-31, we have instances where the physical family is
in light of the priorities
restored so that it can see itself
of
Yet neither Jairus nor the Jewess are urged to give up all
faith.
and follow Jesus. This evidently was not a requirement for all who
believed in Jesus and His power. What this suggests is that Jesus
as often endorsed a transformed perspective on women's traditional
as created new roles for women
roles and the given family structure,
in the family of faith.
183
Cf. Swidler, "Jesus was a Feminist", 177-83; Sanderson, "Jesus
and Women", 19-21.
184
in healings is a
The practice of male-female parallelism
phenomenonfound in all three Synoptics; cf. Mk 1.21-28,29-31,
Lk 7.1-10,11-17.
Mt 8.1-13,14-15
The difference
7.24-30,31-36,
in the members in some of the pairs and the fact that no one pairing
is shared by all three writers intimates that all of the first
three
Evangelists were interested in presenting this parallelism,
not
found in their source(s).
Luke
simply in reproducing a parallelism
has two healing (7.11-17,13.10-17)
of or involving womennot found
desire
in
Undoubtedly,
has
Gospels.
Luke
to
the
special
a
elsewhere
draw attention to Jesus' concern for women, but in uniquely Lukan
material he may in part be reproducing a motif found in his special
source. Cf. Marshall, Luke, 285-6.
185
Cf. Lk 2.36-38,18.2-5,20.47,21.1-4;
Stahlin, "X4pa"s'TDNT
IX, 449-52.
186Cf.. E. Klostermann, Dat Lukasevanoelium.
Handb0ch zum'NeUen
Testament Vol. V (ed. H. Lietzmann; TUbingen, 1929) 87; Bultmann,
the Miracles (London, 1963)
History, 215; R. H. Fuller,. Interpretinq
6)-4-.7Fu1tmann argues that the narrative'was created in Helle'nistic
Jewish circles.
187
Cf. H. SchUrmann. Das LukaseVangelium. Herders Theolooitcher
Kommentar zUmNeUenTestament. Vol. III (ed. A. Wikenhauser, et a].;
FFre-iburg; 1969) 1.404-5.
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188
Cf. SchUrmann, Lukasevahgelium,
,
W. L. Knox.
citing
189
Cf., Marshall,

1.45;

Bultmann_, History,

420

Luke, 283-5.

190

Cf. Caird,, Luke., 109-110: "The resuscitation
of
a-ny
Jesus.
the
of
other
of
miracles
as
attested
well
story from his private. source L, the story of Jairus'
Mark, and from Qa saying of Jesus which includes the
2).
(7?
11
dead among the achievements of the ministry

the dead is as
Luke drew this
daughter from
raising
of the

191
SchUrmann, Lukasevangelium, 1.405.
192
Cf. DankerýJesus, 93; Creed, Luke, 102-3; Marshall,

Luke, 284.

193

Life of Apollonius
Cf. Philostratus,
4.45 (LCL 1) 456-9
of T w
in
Marshall,
Luke,
283, most of which
the
parallels
cited
other
and
both Jesus' life
and the time when the Gospels were written.
post-date
Indeed, it is possible that the Apollonius
story is an imitation
of
but cf. Creed, LUýe, 102-3
a Gospel miracle such as this,

194
SchUrmann, LUkasevangelium, 1.405.
195
75-6, and SchUrmann, LukasContrast Dibelius, From Tradition,
hat
evangelium, 1.401. Cf. Marshall* ' Luke, 285-6. SchUrmannargu
the dý`s`ire to show Jesus' concern T-orwomen. is characteristic
of Luke's
special source; cf. 7.11-17,36-50,8.1-3.
196
Jesus is rejected, at home in Nazareth (Lk 4.18-20) but is
Cf.
Ellis,
is
few
in
that
south.
only
a
miles
village
a
accepted
Luke, 118. Elijah had to go further (Sidon) for such acceptance.
197
The widow's family appears to have been rather prominent in the
The widow
town since a large crowd went with her in the procession.
by
her
Jesus
Cf.
StWin,
been
to
have
clothing.
recognizable
may
449,
81..
IX,
11
TDNT
1
11
n.
X-npcL,
198Cf.

1) he is an only son;
Caird, Luke, 109 and these features:
2) she is a widow; 31-Jesus has compassion on her (69790t&fl); and 4) He
U
his
to
the
mother.
son
gave

199
c
"u16s
11 TDNTVIII, 364.
SchWeizer,
,
200
This is an extraordinary
commandconsidering that it was
last
Jews
for
thirty
the
the
to
grieving
process
among
customary
days and to involve loud wailing (cf. Lk 7.13, Jn 11.33) and dramatic
days,,
first
the
three
which were
on
especially
grief,
of
expressions
loss
the dayý of most intense feel i n.9 whenexpression of irretrievable
578-607; Edersheim,
was at its. peak. Cf.. Danker, Jesus, 93; Str-B IM,
424; StWin,
Life, and Times, 1.554-8 and 2.316 ff...; Brown, John i-xii,
- K07TETO5S11,TDNT 111,845-6,
201
Cf.. BAG, 766; MM, 581;
The cop6s is likely in this case a bier.
1621.
bier,
Jesus
BY
touching
the
LSJ,
acquired second grade
pace
(one
day)
by
lifting
his
the
him
to
and
man
and
giving
uncleanness
(seven
first
days).
M. M. Oholoth 1.1-5,
grade
uncleanness
mother,
'It appears from M. Mo'ed Katan 3.8,
Danby', 649-50, n. 3,800-01.
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Danby, 211, that stopping a funeral procession or setting down the
Cf. Str-B 1,522, and 11,161.
bier was illegal.
202
NeaVIUKE indicates he was between twenty-five
and forty years
*
head
likely
Cf. Philo, On the
the
of the-household.
most
and
old
,
(LCL;
F.
H.
Colson and G. H. Whitaker; London,
trans.
Creation 105
1929) 84-7.
203
The response to Jesus' XýYWis Kall iýpCaToXaXeiv - the communiis
brings
life
the sign of its'certain
Resuscitation,
and
return.
cation
is a sure sign of the presence of the Kingdom and its
like resurrection,
King actively triumphing over death. Cf. Oepke, "cycipw". TDNT 11,335.
204
in Josephus, The Life 148 (LCL) 56-7 suggests it
The parallel
Marshall, Luke, 286 says, "Fear... is the natural
means just fear.
demonstration
to-a
of unearthly power; but the
of
men
reaction
leads
the
that
of
source
power
also to a glorifying
recognition-of
of God... " Cf. BAG, 871; A-S. 472.
205,

CF. BDF, sec. 218, p. 117;
In Palestine
and surrounding
areas'.
Cf. Creed, Luke, 104;
Judea probably means Palestine.
MHT 111,257.
immediately
the
Plummer, Luke, 200-01.
areas
means
outside
TrepiXwpos
Luke, 287.
Cf. Marshall,
Palestineý-.
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V:
CHAPTER

WOMEN
IN THE MINISTRYOF JESUS

INTRODUCTION
There were several distinct
groups of womenthat interacted with
After a detailed examination of the material
Jesus during His ministry.
in the Gospels and Acts that refers to the mother of Jesus, we will
'Jesus'
investigate
to
to Mary and Martha and
relationship
proceed
finally

to study those womenwho traveled with Jesus and played a
role in the events surrounding His death and Resurrection.

crucial
By examining the status and place of these womenin Jesus' ministry,
we will perhaps discover the background for and the explanation of
Christian community as
the new roles womenassumed in the primitive
described by the author of the Book of Acts.
I
A.

Mother Mary, Jesus' Disciple

The credal phrase "Born of the Virgin Mary", rightly
emphasizes
that Mary's importance in the NT is due to her relationship
to her Son
who is the focus of the Gospels. Thus, we must recognize that Mary is
not mentioned as a result of an independent interest in her person,,
'
but because of the important role she played in Jesus' life.
Nonetheless., Mary is the most important woman in the Gospels as is evidenced
by the fact that she is the only womanin the NT for whomwe have anyWe will begin with an investigation
thing like a life history.
of the
infancy narratives
proceed through the Gospel material, and conclude
with an examination of Ac 1.14.2
of Matthew
We.have had occasion to discuss the question of the relation of
history and myth (or history and legend) in the Gospels, a question
3
First, it is
which the birth narratives raise in an acute form.
necessary to define what material we will be contending is of histori1.

The Infancy Narrative

cal val ue and what we wi 11 treat sol,el-y as a. ref
theology and purposes. We will not attempt to
of Joseph's, vision in 1.20-21 since vision is

1ecti on of the Evangel i st s
argue for the historicity

a recurring motif in
Matthew 1 (cf. vv 13 19) and may well be legendary.
Further we will
treat the Matthean genealogy as Midrashic in character and thus not
to be taken as a strictly
accurate genealogical record though in some
it
be
historically
On
historical
may
correct.
particulars
matters
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leave the question

took Mary to
open as to why Joseph finally
We will
however, contend that:
be his wife..
1) the virginal
conception
hisis to be found in the account of the First Evangelist
has
an
and
basis; 2) that the statements about Joseph in vv 18-19 are
torical

we will

accurate except that it is probable that the phrase
intended
Evangelist's
is
the
to assert the
addition
CK 7VEOUaTOSCLYiOU
(the
the
the
outset
of
narrative
virginal
conception at
actions of the
historical
Joseph are best explained on the assumption that he knew
historically

likely

Mary was pregnant but did not know by what means); 3) that
value.
ment made in v 25a has historical

the state-

mention of Mary in the NT is found in the genealogy of
Mt 1.16: "... and Jacob begat Joseph the husband of Mary of whomJesus
was born, who is called Christ. 'A What the First Evangelist intimates
The first

phrase is: 1) that Jesus is legally in the line of David
through Joseph, but 2) that physically Mary is Jesus' only human
(Mt
following
both
1.
Indeed,
the
the
pericope
parent.
genealogy and
by this

18-25) can be seen to focus primary on Jesus as the son of David and
5
Mt 1.
the Son of God, themes present elsewhere in Matthew as well.
18-25 may be taken as an explanation of how Jesus could be born of
6
be in the Davidic line.
The
Mary and not of Josephand yet still
to
follows
the
and
some extent
assume
which
pericope
and
genealogy
explain the virginal. conception perhaps in an attempt to answer the
7
difficulties
origins.
consequent upon Jesus' irregular
What is unusual about the Matthean genealogy is that it mentions
8
not only Mary but also four other women. There are several hypotheses
to explain why the First Evangelist includes Tamar, Rahab, Ruth and
Jesus with
Uriah's wife: 1) because he is attempting to identify
Geritiles or sinners; 2) because these womenwere subjects of controDavidic
because
in
debate
the
Messiah;
3)
Jewish
they
the
about
versy
unions and yet they were vehicles of God's
were involved in 'irregular'
Messianic plan; 4) because he wished to show that not only Jesus but
in their past history
also other great Davidic kings had irregularities
and yet were God's chosen ones. None of these views is without problems;
9
however, it seems probable that view three is the most accurate.
If so,
then the First Evangelist calls attention to Mary as an instrument of
God's providence even prior to 1.18-25.
The genealogy also points out
Jesus' indebtedness to womenas well as to men for His Davidic ancestry,
and to Maryýespecially for His humanity.
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point, four questions
First Evangelist to phrase 1.16 in
2) Why did he try to explain Jesus'
(1,18-25)?
Why
does
3)
conception
At this

include this

idea?

pagan or Jewish birth
main figure?

need to be asked: 1) What led the
the awkward manner, he has chosen?
origins in terms of a virginal

Luke also feel it necessary to
4) Were the two Evangelists attempting to apply
legends to Jesus in order to divinize

their

If one examines Matthew 1-2 and Luke 1-2 from the perspective
and compares them to notable pagan divine birth
of genre criticism
the resemblances are lacking at precisely the places where
stories,
This is more true of the Lukan
one might expect to find similarities.
birth narrative than of the Matthean (the visions in Matthew might be
taken as a characteristic
embellishment, as they are found in some
is exercised
but even in Matthew a notable restraint
pagan narratives),
and the focus is not on the 'wonder' but on how to demonstrate Jesus,
10
There is little
if
Davidic descent despite the miraculous birth.
any trace of the idea of hieros gamos in the Matthean and Lukan narra"
Further, it is questionable whether or not the idea of a
tives.
conception was part of Jewish Messianic expectations in or
virginal
12
The extant Jewish infancy narratives
before the Evangelists' time.
(or
First
influenced
Third) Evangelist at certain points,
have
the
may
13
The origins of the
but not in the matter of a virginal
conception.
idea of a virginal
conception by Mary and of the consequent difficulevident in the Matthean and Lukan narratives are likely to be
14
parallels.
sought elsewhere than in the extra-biblical
Perhaps then the idea of the virgin birth was a theologoumenon,

ties

a theological

idea about the origins

of Jesus that circulated

early community and arose out of pious or even
to read a high Christology back into the story
to forestall
any suggestion that
alternatively,
The problem with this suggestion
questionable.
see why Christians

in the

apologetic attempts
of Jesus' birth
or
Jesus' origins were
is that it is hard to
for themselves by the

would create so much trouble
to explain and which opens the
use of a concept which is so difficult
door to the charge that Jesus was illegitimate
a charge actually
(Jn
in
later
by
Jews
days
in
NT
times
various
possibly
even
and
made
15
It is-apparent that the First and Third Evangelists feel
8.41? )
conception.
under some constraint to make reference to the virginal
It is doubtful that if the virginal
conception was simply a theologouFurther, Why is it
menon it'would have so constrained these authors.
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idea was so widely "... known and accepted during
16
the second century by Christians of various origins and many,places.,2,,
It could be argued that at least in the case of the First Evangelist
the idea was derived from Is 7.14. But even this is unlikely since

that this

surprising

Výgare

intacta
technical
for
though
terms
a.
virgo
neither
17
Further, as Davies points out,
they may mean virgin in some contexts.
Matthew's formula quotations (cf. 1.23) appear to be the sort in which
to determine the incident and nature of
the 'historical'
seems
event
...
18
the quotation ... the scriptural
quotation subserves the event. "
It seems that the explanation which best accounts for the First
06vos nor
7Totp.

present
circumlocutions at 1.16 and the obvious difficulties
in 1.18-25 as the author attempts to hold virginal
conception and Davidic
descent together is that the idea of the virginal
conception is grounded
19
This would explain why two Evangelists,
in an historical
event.
Evangelist's

source material, manage to
operating independently with different
It would also explain
idea in their narrative.
include this difficult
the rather widespread acceptance among Christians of this idea in the
however,
is,
There
the
a formidable
century.
second
early part of
objection to this view; namely the apparent silence of the rest of
It is understandable, so the argument runs,
the NT on this matter.
that some of the other NT documents might fail to mention this idea
because it was outside their purposes or knowledge, but is it reasonable
to believe that all of them would do so? A full scale response to this
but
here,
lies
the
is
perhaps
part
of
explanation
possible
not
critique
1) it is possible that the Fourth
in the following considerations:
Evangelist knew of the virginal
conception and this knowledge is
intimated in some of his material (1.14, cf. 8.41); 2) it is possible
20
that Mark's 'son of Mary' 6.3
reveals that the Second Evangelist
knew Jesus was not physically a 'son of Joseph'; 3) John McHughsuggests
that the silence of the earlier parts of the NT about this idea may be
during
idea
disclosed
to
fact
this
the
that
Mary
to
no
one
attributed
21
While no view is withthe beloved disciple.
her earthly lifeexcept
be
the
least
to
the
difficulties,
one which
seems
problematic
view
out
foundation of the virginal
conception and explains
accepts the historical
Accepting this position we will now
the evidence in light of this fact.
First
Gospel.
discussion
the
birth
to
the
of
our
narrative'in
return
With the mention of Mary and the other womenin the genealOgY, one
First
Evangelist to give special attention to Mary's
the
might expect
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focus
This
he
Joseph.
to
however,
almost
exclusively
on
on
goes
role;
has led some commentators to speculate that his source for the birth
22
it
is
is
but
himself.
Joseph
This
perhaps
was
unlikely
narrative
23
is
the
Evangelist
He
the
that
on
a
source.
relying
assumes
probable
in Mary's life,
but focuses on Joseph's
truth of the divine intervention
24
is
It
to
the
not without purpose that only Joseph,
situation.
reaction
'son
is
Jesus,
the
title
from
It is through
of
of David'.
given
apart
Joseph and the naming of his Son that Jesus becomes, like His father
25
The focus on Joseph and Jesus continues as the
a son of David.
It is Joseph who initiates
the actions that
birth. narrative continues.
take place after he is instructed three times by an angelic messenger
(Mt 1.24,2.13,2.19).
He is seen as the head of his family and the
is
Joseph,
Mary
Jesus.
It
Mary
not
and
and
protect
will
guide
who
one
who receives these divine revelations and
disciple or son of Israel, being obedient
It is when we turn to the second theme in
as the Son of God, that Mary comes to the

is presented as the model
to God's word as he receivesi.
this birth narrative
Jesus

t.

fore through her relationship
here,
Even
her
Jesus'
though, the story
Joseph
mother.
role as
and
with
is couched in light of what has happened to Mary, but is focused on
to Mary's pregnancy. We now turn to the details of
Joseph's'reaction
to understand how Mary's role and her virginal
conception
were viewed by this Gospel writer.
Perhaps the first major exegetical point is the significance
of
have
difficulty
is
The
that
in
Mt
1.18.
!T
a genitive
we
cruveXeElv
7rpiv
27
Two possible meanings are:
absolute agreeing with the subject.
'before they had marital union', or 'before they married or cohabited'.
the narrative

If the former is meant, it would imply that Mary and Joseph consummated
28
If the latter is accepted,
their marriage after the birth of Jesus.
be
it
simply
a statement
then there need bp no such implication
would
is,
how
betrothal.
during
There
third
Mary's
ever,
a
pregnancy
about
intended
by
its
this
both
are
consummation
marriage
and
possibility
imagine
is
difficult
Jew
Jewish
Christian
to
It
or
a
phrase.
general
29
likely
it
ideas.
that sexual union
Thus,
two
these
seems
separating
This phrase is, however,, mainly a way of explaining
is at least implied.
that God alone was responsible for Mary's conception and that Jesus
is the result of God's, not Joseph's,, dreative act. As I. Broer notes,
the First Evangelist is concerned-with Joseph's conduct only until the
birth, to aff. i.rm that the virgin has given birth as the prophet fore30 Thus, Jesus
as a son of David and as the Son of God is seen
told.

26
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being
OT
This
fulfillment
of
prophecy.
so, Mary is fulfilling
as a
the role which would be the Jewess' greatest honor - being parent to
born son who is the Davidic Messiah. Through her, Israel's
a first
31
national destiny is fulfilled.
C
Mt 1.18 goes on to say MapicLs CUP6eTl EV Y(XUTP'l E:'XOUGU EK
...
C
7TVEU11UTOS aY10U.
It seems clear from the text that Joseph discovered
Mary was pregnant, for the action in v 19 is precipitated
by the
32
r.
1
in
18.
If
61K.
part of this story and
OAOSwas an original
CUPE'-efl v
by the Evangelist
meant to improve Joseph's image,
not an addition
in the sense of being obedthen it appears that it meant 'righteous'
33
ient to the observance of Jewish law or customs in regard to adultery.
Though the Law did not require one to divorce an adulterous
fiancde

or wife and the penalty mentioned in Deut 22.22-28 was no longer being
34
'righteous'
man would likely feel bound
extracted in Jesus' day 3a
35
Alternatively,
it
to do as the rabbis suggested and put her away.
in the sense of being compasis possible that Joseph was 'righteous'
36
but such an interpretation
sionate in divorcing her quietly,
of
linguistic
On the
6IKalos has little
support.
or historical
(non-historical)
level of the Evangelist's presentation
a third possiin the sense of not wishing
arises - 61MIOS means 'righteous'
to interfere with or defile a holy act of God. On this view, Joseph
knew of (and is either awed or bewildered by) the divine intervention
37
It is possible
and quietly.
and feels he should bow out gracefully

bility

that the Evangelist

intended this.

(v
20),
ýoýTjefis
and using
jjý
spared Joseph from appearing

By adding the EX clause,

61KMOS in this
to be legalistic

the

sense he would have
and unkind

to Mary.

It appears that the Evangelist portrays Joseph as caught between
the holy Law of God and his love for Mary. He did not wish to expose
38
by public divorce,
her to ridicule
yet his allegiance and submission
How could Jesus be his son in any case?
to God's will came first.
The Evangelist adds the angel's annunciation to answer this question
for his audience. His intention is to paint a theological
picture of
Joseph as a model disciple who gives upa Jewish father's greatest priviborn son) in order to obey God's. will (cf. 1.24).
lege (siring his first
the image of Joseph is perhaps part of the
The attempt to rehabilitate
Evangelist's. larger purpose of demonstrating the respectability
of Jesus'
origins.
Mt 1.25 concludes this pericope and has often been a point of
How one exegetes this
debate between Protestant and Catholic scholars.
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idea
thinks
the
being
Mary
determine
of
one
of
a
what
passage will
bears
Thus,
this
close scrutiny which centers
verse
perpetual virgin.
lexical,
textual,
three
one
and one grammatical.
points,
one
around
The textual problem is not major but it is noteworthy that Codex
OUK CYIVWCYKEV UUTT')V
Bobiensis and the Sinaitic Syriac omit entirely
C,
C
"...
he
took
himself
his
text
Thus,
the
and
read,
unto
would
EWSou.
wife and she bore a son. " This omission probably results from several
it
the
thinking
that
now stands might imply that
as
verse
scribes
Joseph had other children by Mary or sexual relations with her at a

"purely was dwelling
One old Syriac manuscript substitutes
39
Though this evidence
apologetic concerns.
with her", again reflecting
is scant, it nonetheless shows that some scribes discerned that this
text could be takenas casting doubts on the idea of Mary's perpetual
date.

later

virginity.
the tense of the verb YIVW'aKW
The grammatical concern involves
rews
involves
McHugh
the
lexical
the
of.
meaning
notes
ob.
problem
and
implying the duration
here is in the imperfect
that YIVWCYKw
of the time
He agrees, as do most
with Mary.
relations
'spiritual'
have
does
the
that
unusual
some
sense,
not
verb
commentators,
40
I
implies
He argues that the imperfect
but ref ers to sexual intercourse.
that Mary and Joseph continued
the author did not exclude the possibility
If later consummation was in the Evanto abstain after Jesus' birth.

Joseph did not have sexual

gelist's

mind,

then McHugh contends

he would have used the aorist

in

David Hill also lends credence to this in
the sense of a pluperfect.
idea
Mary's
deny
does
the
text
this
that
absolutely
of
not
saying
41
focus
the
to'assert
that
It
of
correct
seems
virginity.
perpetual
this text is on the fact of Mary's virginity
ante partum and, as the
imperfect verb implies, the duration of Joseph's abstinence from inter42
by
is
birth.
Jesus'
It
the
to
points
made
secondary
course prior
the text,

however, which decide the issue.

According

and A. Plummer, the imperfect
43
the tradition
virginity.
of perpetual

to W. C. Allen

is
-yl%)W'GKW against
imperfect
the
that
says

implies

subsequent

sexual

relations

tense of
Plummer
between

This is because
aorist.
Mary and Joseph even more than the punctiliar
the phrase, 'he used not to',
or .'he was not knowing her' implies a
lcwS.
delimited
implies
by
that
the
duration
time
which
of
OU
certain
,
take place after that
the previously
abstained from action did or will
44
cc-ws
Attempts to redefine
is over.
duration
as 'while'
or 'without',
it
to
see
or

as the beginning

of a new phrase are unconvincing

in view
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45

Thus, Mary's virginity
of the grammatical and lexical
evidence .
is
in
Mt 1.18-25, but Mary's virginity
affirmed
partum
ante
post
is
likely
by
If Joseph was in fact a
this text.
ruled
out
partum
and good Jewish man, then both the abstinence from sexual
before marriage and the participation
relations
after marriage is
historically
probable,
as is his conduct mentioned in 1.19 (if he did

righteous

not know about or understand the virginal
conception).
Speaking purely on the level of the Evangelist's
theological
prewe may note that he focuses on Joseph's role to show how
sentation,
became a son of David.
the sections and ties this infancy

Jesus also

plays

in Luke's

infancy

to God's will
(1.20
God's revelation

obedience

narrative).
(Mt 1.24),

It

is Joseph,

not Mary, who connects
(a role Mary
together

narrative
Joseph is pictured
and as an object

as a model of
three times of

He is both presented and addressed
by God through the angel as the head of his family - the one who guides
them. Mary is seen as submissive to Joseph's leading into
and protects
and out of Egypt.

In fact

Thus, the Evangelist
and subordinaticn

2.13,2.19).

she not only

reaffirms

despite

is submissive,

the traditional

the fact

that

Jewish

but also
roles

Mary is singularly

silent.

of headship
honored by

with God and His Son. This may be due to the
46
It is only in Luke's infancy narrative
Evangelist's
that
audience.
emphasis on Mary's role as mother and servant of
we see the different
a special

relationship

God and His Son.

of Luke
Luke's infancy narrative47 is in many respects the feminine countera fact which is not surprising when one
part to the First Evangelist's,
considers that one-third of uniquely Lukan Gospel material involves

2.

The InfancV'Narrative

women. It is Elizabeth and Mary, not Zechariah and Joseph, who are
first to receive the message of Christ's cominq,. who are praised and
blessed by God's angels, and who are first
to sing and prophesy about
As we shall see, Luke prese nts these womennot only
the Christ child.
as witnesses to the events surrounding the births of John and Jesus,
in God's Messianic purposes and
but also as active participants
examples of the lowly being exalted as part
perhaps also as the first
reversal that breaks into history
of God's. plan of eschatological
with, in. -And through the person of Jesus.
The question then becomes, how much of this presentation may we
take as of some historical
worth? Is Luke using sources or creating
his own infancy narrative?

If the former,

do they contain birth

legends
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include
in
history
they
that
basis
narratives
certain
or
are
no
with
Are these narratives expanded. and altered
traditions?
historical
OT
of
stories or are they merely patterned after such stories?
versions
Of necessity we will only indicate in a general way the line of approach
that will be taken here and offer some reasons why other views have
been rejected.
1) for much
Two points can be asserted with reasonable certainty:
is
Evangelist
1-2,
the
Luke
the
relying on sources;
materialin
of
2) nevertheless, he has shaped the material so that it has become an
integral part of his Gospel and indeed of his two volume work. On
point we may note that Luke 1-2 abounds in Hebraisms in con48
While this could
trast to the classical Greek of the prologue.
adopted a Hebraising style in 1.5mean that Luke has deliberately
Semitic phrases (Walking in the
2.40, when we find peculiarly
days',
'advanced
in
in
1.6
their
these
or
narracommandments',
31.7)
the first

Phrases which seem natural in the context in which they are
it appears
found and thus do not appear to be a matter of artifice
we have evidence of the use of sources. Then too, some of the content
tives,

in these narratives points in this direction:
various irrelevant
(the
details devoid of theological
significance.
name of Annals father)
with Luke's purpose of casting the
or details that seem to conflict
Baptist and his kin in the shadow of Jesus and His kin (e. g. that
Mary goes to visit Elizabeth and she utters Spirit-inspired
words
49
In regard to the second point, P. Minear has amply demonfirst).
in
how
Luke
1-2,
themes
the
how
Luke's
are
presaged
canmajor
strated
in the citation
from Joel in Acts 2,
ticles in Luke 1-2 have parallels
has
between
Luke
24/Acts
28
Schubert
P.
various
parallels
shown
and
in
1-2.50
in
Luke
If
two
these
are
correct
points,
we
material
and
then it

explains

the mixture of Lukan and non-Lukan features

in this

material.
In regard to this mixture, it is crucial to note that it is
"that
the
in
the
speech
material,
expression of specifiespecially
(with
doctrine
is
Because
Christian
conveyed"
exception)
one
cally
.51
this is so, the dialogue between the angel and Mary in 1.26-31 will be
treated solely on the basis of What it tells us about Lukan theology.
It wi.11-be noted that in terms of content
What then of the Canticles?
the Magnificat and the Benedictus have only minor touches that make
...
52
We are not here concerned with the Benedictus
them Christian. ,,
but Brown's. remark about the Magnificat is germane. It appears to be
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that Luke added to his narrative and adapted only
a piece of tradition
It is also worth pointing out that in Simeon's second
slightly.
(2.34-35),
a theme is presented which outside of the birth
oracle
,
narratives Luke gives no attention to - the 'sword' piercing Mary.
This may well indicate that Luke is using a source here, for though
2.48-51 might be seen as a partial fulfillment
of this prophecy, the
context of the oracle seems to refer to the effect of Jesus during
His ministry (cf. v 34). Verses 34-35 however have various Lukan
words which at least indicate that Luke has made this material his own.
Has Luke composed some of these oracles and even some of the
narratives on the basis of the OT? J. Drury among others, thinks that
.,
53
Luke is doing a free midrash on various OT texts.
McHughpoints out
that while a midrashic style of exegesis is being used by Luke on cerit is the events of the Gospel tradition
tain OT texts
that lead the
author to turn to the OT to find analogies and answers - the OT is not
54
the starting point of the author or his source for these events.
The character and divine origin of a current event are shown by "proof
from prophecy". This, however is a very different
matter from what
Drury suggests. In Luke's narrative
even where Gospel. event is not
the point it is often the point of departure for lyroof texting.
As
Brown says while we may have a midrashic hermeneutic in operation
designation for this material.
Any
midrash is not a satisfactory
material that contains the idea of a virginal
conception cannot be
wholly composed out of the OT and the independent testimony of both
the First and Third Evangelists to this idea indicates that both
authors were drawing on at least some early Christian tradition.
It
would be wrong, however to deny that these Evangelists consciously
present their infancy material narratives in a form that reflects the
influence of OT stories.
Luke in particular
shows an interest in
theology.
salvation history past and present and in recitation
This
technique involves

between different
seeing and drawing parallels
people and events in salvation history
which is a very different
matter from creating pious legends about Jesus on the basis of OT
stories.
Dibelius

is right that Luke 1-2 is made up of traditions
which
55
Brown suggests that
grew apart from the main body of tradition.
"
the Magnifi. cat along with the other Canticles likely arose out of a
Jewish Christian community. It is not likely that they were taken
over from a Jewish community because the emphasis on salvation accom56
is
not consonant with the Judaism of Jesus' day or before.
plished
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also appears that the sort of narrative material Luke found in
fo,r the tone of
his source ultimately
goes back to such a setting
Luke 1-2 is very much one which finds Jewish institutions,
aspiralife.
Though this may in part
tions
of
everyday
and
customs
as
part
7,
from the Gospel traditions
explain why this material is so different
it is not a full explanation.
Perhaps McHugh
about Jesus' ministry
is close to the mark when he suggests that the narrative material in
it

Luke 1-2 differs

from the rest of the Gospel because it involves a
57
family history
In short it
not a record of the public ministry.
derives from what might almost be called a private source. By its
(if
known
have
Mary
the
of
virginal
could
very nature only
conception
is an historical
fact).
That we have it recorded in two Gospels
indicates that she must have told someone of this great mystery.
And
if she spoke of this, it is almost certain that she would have

it

context of this miracle.
explained to some degree the historical
Perhaps after all we should take seriously the hints Luke gives us in
1.2 about relying on those who were eye-witnesses from the beginning
a7TapXfis) and the hi nts in2.19 .951 about Mary stori ng up i nformati on
in her memory. This hypothesis would explain why it is that Luke
seems to tell the story through Mary's eyes, why it is that Luke with
only rare exceptions includes vivid details only when Mary figures in
58
flavor.
the narrative,
and why the material has a Jewish-Christian
Let us be clear that we are not suggesting that in the Canticles we
have a verbatim account of what was spoken on the occasion for Luke
has clearly shaped and edited his material and in some places made
Nor are we saying that Luke has simply passed along the
be traced back to Mary without
narrative material that can ultimately
In fact, in the case of the dialogue between Mary and the
alteration.
The point
angel we have posited that Luke has composed the material.
is, however, that Luke had source material before him of some substance

additions.

for at least the narratives he rel, dtes that involve Mary and possibly
59
The view adopted
the canticles which she likely spoke or heard.
here, though not problem free, appears to have more in its favor than
(perhaps
have
free
the
that
we
composition
a
on the basis
view
either
have
by
Luke
QT
the
that
or
stories)
we
view
a collection
of pious
of
legends would not likely have included the
to assert
conception which made it difficult
concept of the virginal
Jesus' Davidic descent,. 6r the idea, that Mary did not fully grasp what
(cf..
2.19,33,48-50).
'*Jewish stories
on
at
various
points
going
was
legends.

'Pious Christian
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idea
included
have
the
of
virginal
conception or of salvawould not
,a
tion as realized, and these narratives are probably too Semitic in
in origin.
If we are correct in tracing
character to be Hellenistic
mentioned above at least to an early Jewish Christian community
herself
back
Mary
in
to
then it is likely
part
ultimately
and probably
that the material has considerable historical
worth.
The first mention of Mary in Luke's Gospel is found at 1.27. Here

material

Mary is introduced as a Trapegvosengaged to Joseph of the house of
60
While the focus in Luke is primarily on Jesus as Son of God
David.
(and thus Mary comes to the fore), the theme of Jesus as a son of David
is not absent (1.27 32). It is intimated by the reference to the
throne of David (1.32) that Joseph will be considered the father of
this

child,

and therefore the Evangelist removes any reason for Mary
61
from marriage.
Let us examine carefully this passage which

to refrain
Luke has constructed.

of cu'XoyT11iEvn
ab ev yuvaiEfv after cyoOin 1.28, and
to KaP7T'OS
in one case Kai 6ýUXO'fn'PE'_VOS
TfiS KOIXIaS cyouare not likely
B, L, W, etc.
original-, since there is no adequate explanation why
should omit either or both these phrases. Lk 1.42 is probably the
62
find
insertions.
In
the signifithe
these
verse
we
same
of
source
be
it
is
While
this
true
that
may
a normal Greek
greeting,
cant
XaTipe.
The additions

between Lk 1.28-38 and Zeph 3.
greeting, in light of 1) the parallels
'call'
14-20 (LXX), 2) the fact that normally a Biblical
narrative does
not include such a greeting, and 3) considering Mary's response to the
greeting, it seems more probable that we should see something more
63
here than a simple greeting in )6xF. Danker seems
significant
1pe.
nearer the truth in saying,
Gabriel's greeting is unusual, for womenwere ordinarily
not addressed in this way, and not even Zechariah heard
words such as these. Hail is equivalent t6 'Greetings! '
'... That Gabriel, one
but conveys the sense TfRejoice!
of the highest members of the heavenly council, should
village of Nazareth and
come to the insignificant
present himself before this girl - this is a miracle
of the New-Age and presages the announcement of the
Magnificat
that-the mighty are brought low and the
(64)
humble exalted (vs 52).
The connection beveen )(a_1PE:, KqXUP1TWJ16VT1, and X6p-Lv (vv 28-30) should
be noted. Mary should rejoice because she is highly favored by God to the Messiah.
she is to be graced with the privilege of giving-birth
Verse 30 implies that Mary has received grace freely given by God
being
Mary
nothing
of
says
and
either

a dispenser or a meritorious
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0I' KOPIOS

is
JICTýC GOO

likely
The
phrase
an
receiver
OT greeting meant as a statement (Judg 6.12, Ruth 2.12) indicating
God's supportive presence which prepares the recipient for the service
It is unlikely therefore, that it refers
they are about to undertake.
to the moment of conception (the future tenses in 1.35 probably rule
66
this out in any case).
Mary's reactions show that she does not understand fully what the
67
The
angel has said, indeed she is deeply perplexed or confused.
of that grace.

t likely
&aTraa-pos

to the whole saying

refers

but it

of the angel,

may

As
the angel recognizes
to
the
Mary is
specifically.
refer
Xalpc
68
e
The consequence of Mary standing in favor (cupcs -yap Xdpiv)
afraid.
with God is that He is about to shower on Mary a special benefit.
In v 31 there are three future verbs, the first
two involve pro69
Taken in its natural
a command.
phecy and the last is likely
sense
Jesus.
intimates
This
does
Mary
that
will
name
not exclude
KaX9W
Jo seph from the process,
as the First
The crux
in

v 34:

Evangelist
of

Trlýs cami

the

but Luke appears to give Mary the same status
70
gives Joseph (Mt 1.21).

annunciation

story

is

to

be found

6Cv6pa
ToOTo ElTrEli
o'U Y1VUZKW.

in

Bultmann

Mary's

response

has suggested

that since vv 34-35 are so Lukan in wording, they have been added to a
71
did
that
not refer to the virginal
originally
narrative
conception .
This is unlikely since: 1) all of vv 28-37 appear to be a Lukan compo2) there are hints elsewhere even in the narrative of this idea
sition;
(cf. 1.27,3.23,
though the latter may also. be Lukan)ý2and 3) vv 34-35
to 1.18-19 and a 'How?' question is customary in a Biblical
73 Generally, it
is agreed that the ToOTo refers
annunciation narrative.
back to Mary's conceiving and giving birth, as the YIVWdKWimplies.

are parallel

74

What is
yi-AaKw has a sexual meaning here .
('I have not
has a past reference
not agreed upon is whether 'YI'VW'CYKw
('I
do not know' - immediately
known up until
reference
now'), a present
It

rarely

is disputed

that

('I
time),
future
in
the
present
or
or
a
eternal
reference
or
am not to
know', or 'I do not intend to know' man). To a great degree the dishinges
to the immediate
on whether one sees aiAXTIpq as referring
cussion
75
(virtually
future.
the present),
or the more distant
If one
future
to refer to an eternal
takes 'YIVW'CYKW
state of affa. irs, then one will
opt
76
77 'Vow
to virginity
or an immediate
on Mary's, part.
either for a past,

If one takes yi%4axw to refer to the immediate present or near future, then
Mary
that
presume
understood the angel to mean immediate conception
must
e
on
78
There are
or at least conception before the betrothal period was over.
several good reasons to reject

the vow to virginity

theory in any form:
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the normal Jewish mindset conMary as reflecting
(1.48);
from
2)
indication
there
is
and
no.
children
marriage
cerning
Luke that such prior or present commitment was made by Mary; 3) the
fact that Luke's audience could not have deduced such a vow from
the text as it now stands; 4) the fact that Luke indicates that Mary
79
had entered already into the process of Jewish marriage.
She, Unlike
Zechariah who questioned the 'whether', is asking 'how', considering
1) Luke portrays

her state of betrothal and her abstinence from intercourse during that
period, this conception and birth can take place now or in the near
future.

80

She is seeking

was punished).

clarification,
The angel's further

which Zechariah
can be seen as a further

not proof
response

(for

of how Mary will
explanation
Thus, YIVCOGKW
means not only
but also that there
viously,

conceive prior to marital
consummation.
that Mary has had no intercourse
preis no prospect of it now or in the near
81
future,
This
which would be necessary if there is to be conception.
is why the angel must inform her that she will
by
conceive (future)
the Holy Spirit.
interest
because
of the angel in v 35 is of particular
bTE'_pXoj1oti
the
the
of
verbs
and MTIGKi6xýw. The former verb is,
use
of
except for two exampl es, pecul i ar to Luke in the NT. The phrase 7T-,
)E:Opa
(1.35)
be
Ac
to
1.8: ETrEXOOVTOS
should
compared
aE
ETA
67TEXE606TOtl
C%Y10V
The response

is
Mary
both
here
birth
the
present
at
of Jesus
TrvEOpaTos..
ayio")
TOO
(Ac
birth
Church
1.14).
In both cases there is a
the
the
of
and at
Luke may be intending
come upon you".
will
promise that "the Spirit

between the life of Jesus and the life
2
second verb MTIGKfaýW is also of importance and

us to see Mary as a key link
82
The
the Church.

of

'to
1)
mean
can

2) 'to throw
overshadow' in the sense of 'to cover';
if in
a shadow upon'; 3) 'to overshadow' in the sense of protection
idea
to
the
of the Shekinah glory cloud of God's divine
reference
83
(cf.
Lk 9.34).
One writer
has suggested a connection
to
presence

the idea of a shadow of miraculous power, known elsewhere in Hellenistic
literature
and in Ac 5.15.84 If, however, one takes this verb to mean
'to overshadow' for protection., then it is not so much a reference to
(as
impregnation
CTrEpXopailikely is) as an assurance that
a miraculous
the encounter with the Spirit
Mary will have divine protection-during
85
it
is
then
if
the
conception.
conceivable that
resulting
so,
and
Luke intends us to see here the beginning of the eschatological
reversal
(Gen
Eve
3.16).
In any case one or both of these verbs
the
curse on
of
is an explicit

reference to the virginal

conception.
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in

The reaction

like

it

in

Jesus'

On the

mother.

1.38

is

often

'Behold

is

meaning

actual

Mary as binding

herself

desires

future

for

the

and her

position

up betrothal

give

is

"Mary
is

thus

a mark of

a model
identity

this

infancy

central

figure.

of

ments
as its

and Mary,

in

view

Evangelist

by the

speaks

the

consider

The narrative

is

there

leading

that
of

by someone other

verses

as of

suggests

that

present

posed

although

Mary goes to
her

a two-fold

the
visit

blessing.

little

the

and

in

full

social

he would

the

willing

sort

into

hymn fits
this

precise
her

does

is

its

study

of

in

Mary.

and first

but

it

50-55

may

In vv 42-43

we learn

hymn

treat

these

than

that

and receives
that

Mary

of

Mary com-

mean that
r94
text.

Elizabeth,

the

about

colouring

better

kinswoman,

Luke's

The case with

of Christian

the

in

We will

Verses

not

likely

not

Jewish-Christian

no situation

occasion

presente

found

momentarily,

we will

necessarily

is

favorably

Thus,

seg-

Elizabeth

authenticity.

or early

not

between

problematic

context.

"The lack

she is

was likely

Magnificat

our

various

background.,

portrayed

this

the

Jesus,

meeting

that

the

for

value

be otherwise.

hymn at

for

save

of

a Jewish
93
Mary.

of

seems to

the

between

favors

vv 46-49

Mary herself....

link

Spirit

the

than

historical

the

purposes,

is

by Luke

have been part

spoken

portrays

as one who is

God's

Elizabeth

of who spoke

may have been inserted
originally

for

the

plans

her

for

presume

Mary

presenting

connecting
90
thus,

narrative;

fact

have
not

of

matter

Luke

Thus,

She could

its
style
and Palestinian
91
As Bultmann says, it
Luke.

and the

but

of
88
in Luke's
is the mark of a disciple
Gospel,
.
of what Israel
ought to be, and her self-description
89
,
for the new community....

of
a composition
92
Historically
source.
narrative,

Lord'.

God could

of

act

Joseph.

to

Mary as the

Luke presents

on the

'handmaiden',

the

of

and reputation

which,

self-sacrifice

this

relation

We see the

understand.

1.38

to

Mary as a model
presenting
86
The first
call.
phrase

translation

slave

vv

back

totally
to God's will,
giving
up her
87
Her response was one of submission
.

effect

of what

recognition

the

if

here

God's

down by the

toned

becomes plausible
do go ultimately

he is

God's

to

response

some-

or

phrase

Luke may have written

to

classic

T(I 60OXTI KUPiOu

this

as Mary's

Magnificat

case

the

'1601)

that

possible

suggestion

as she ought

responding

and will

source

hand,

other

in which

vv 47-49,

of

disciple

to

This

(Tfis. 6o6XTIs aýToO) of the

47-49

of

Luke's

life.

her

is

It

is

explanation

God's. word

in

was found

intervention

basis

angelic

1101 KaT& T'O pfill(X 00U.

y6voiT6
thing

the

to

submission

of

expression

v 38 to

is

from
blessed

.d
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TOO KUPIOU pOU; i. e., because the
among women because she is the 11ýTTJP
This is a derived honor for it is the
fruit
of her womb is blessed.
fact that she bears Jesus that makes her favored.
it
Interestingly
is for
all

God's work in the pregnancy that
(1.48).
The implication
generations

and the blessedness

it

involves

Mary is

blessed

a called

seems to be that

are affirmed

by

motherhood

and. hallowed,

for

God

has chosen this means to bring His Son into the world.
Mary's blessedness in her role of mother is what Elizabeth first
remarks upon, and
yet Mary could not have been the mother of God's Son had she not first
believed and submitted to God's word.

Elizabeth's

second blessing

?5
C
to this - 'PUKUPIOtn MUTEISGUM.
specifically
The same
relates
..
Inv 45we have JMKU.
word is not used here as in 1.42 for blessing.
Pýa
which means 'fortunate'
or 'happy' and it does not so much convey a
96
blessing,
as recognize an existing
state of blessedness or happiness.
In v 42 we have EqXoynp9vTj which recognizes that God has conferred
a
97
blessing on Mary.
Future generations
are called to recognize this
beatitude.
In a sense, Luke intimates
the resolution
of the tension
blessedness by presenting
and spiritual
it
is
blessedness
the
pronouncement of both blessings
-

betweenphysical

Elizabeth's
of believing

in God's promise that leads to the physical blessings (cf. 1.42,45).
Luke indicates, however, that Mary must yet wrestle to obtain a proper
Her difficulty
perspective on both (cf. 2.50).
will be in learning
but also her Son'.s
and understanding not only her own priorities
Father and family,
priorities
which must first be with His spiritual
(cf.
family
His
Lk 2.49-51,8.21).
In the
secondly
with
physical
and
Lukan narrative,
Mary has declared herself the Lord's slave, but she
has still
to learn that this entails her being Jesus' disciple first
and His mother second.
Because of a textual problem, it is not clear to whomLuke
Somemanuscripts, chiefly Latin, attribute
ascribed the Magnificat.
Apparently, Origen knew of some manuscripts, possibly
it to Elizabeth.
98
Greek, that read Elizabeth rather than Mary.
This evidence is outquantity, and geographical spread, and date bycý
weighed in quality,
A, B, and other important witnesses.
Nonetheless,, given the history
of the Church in relation to Mary,. Elizabeth is the more difficult
Indeed, it may be too difficult.
For this reason, some
reading.
have
hypothesized
that originally
there was no name written
scholars
here; the text simply read K.UA E:i'7revascrTbing it neither to Mary nor
Elizabeth, and that Luke has attributed
this anonymous canticle to one
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There is, however, some
or the other of his female characters.
internal evidence that favors the view that Elizabeth originally
spoke
for instance, 1) Elizabeth, as an older, childless woman
this canticle;
described as having received mercy from Yahwehwho was mindful
of her lowly estate; 2) this song has affinities
with the Song of Hannah
(1 Sam2.1-10) whose old, barren condition is more like Elizabeth's
is better

state than Mary's; 3) the words of v 56 support the idea that Elizabeth
is the last speaker, because Mary is mentioned by name whereas Elizabeth
is referred to as 'her' (it is more natural to refer to the last speaker
by the personal pronoun); 4) Lk 1.41 says that Elizabeth is filled
with
the Holy Spirit,
which is commonbefore prophecy, but there is no men100
tion of Mary being so filled.
If the canticle was originally
anonymous, certain factors make
most likely that Luke would ascribe it to Mary. He wants to make
clear that Mary and Jesus are more important than Elizabeth and John
Luke uses the concluding part of his narrative to underthe Baptist.
line the point he made in vv 27-33 about Mary and Jesus. It is unlikely
101
have
that Luke would
Elizabeth sing her own pý,afses at this point.
The balance of probability,
the textual evidence is with the view
-and
that this hymn, or at least vv 47-49 in some form, was originally
spoken
by and attributed
to Mary. Verses 47-49 reflect an individual's
response to an act of God for that individual.
it

The word TaTrcivwais can mean 'lowly state'
and does
to childlessness.
It could refer to the fact
necessarily
The repetition
was a member of the peasant class.
of the
to OT style (Num
preceding subject in 1.56 has parallels
32.44

Sam 2.1),

not refer
that

Mary

name of the
24.25, Deut

the style of the Magnificat's
intro.2
102
duction favors Mary as the subject.
Mary resembles Hannah when she
presents Jesus in the Temple and encounters Simeon (1 Sam 1.21-28,
103
There is in fact nothing in the Magnificat
2.19-20).
(and particularly
It is Mary
vv 47-49) which Mary could not have said of herself.
and possibly

has
been
to previously
referred
who
as n 606ýTl KUPIOU.. We conclude
that the traditional
view is to be prefe. rr ed on both external
and
104
internal
grounds.

What is the nature of Mary's. paean of praise? Historically
it
probably Was a simple song of praise fo.r the honor bestowed on Mary and
In
a recognition that future generations would consider her fo.rtunate.
its present context, since Luke has joined vv 47-49 to what follows,
it has become a song of promise prophetic protest, and powerful
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105

by the Loýd of the poor and oppressed.
it is Jewish in
is
i.
the
but
t
Psalms
Song
Hannah
to
the
also
and
of
similar
nature and
literature,
between
NT
border
OT
the
and
rooted in the OT past while
on
future
light
NT
the
and
on
present
as God begins to do new
shedding
106
Mary is thus portrayed by Luke as a type of the OT
things.
prophetess who proclaims OT hopes as the salvation of God breaks in;

deliverance

however, she differs
herself

from the OT priests and prophetesses in that she
helps to bring in salvation.
She represents Israel who obeyed

God's commands,one of the lowly and poor upon whomGod has bestowed
She is not merely a representative
symbol of Israel's
unmerited favor.
is
collective
need and response, for the song in its introduction
She as an individual
fulfills
her people's
about her individuality.
hopes by being the vehicle through which God's salvation and Messiah
was the historical
comes. Lowliness, not exaltation,
condition of
Mary's life,
and she reveals and embodies God's salvation and power
through frailty
and weakness. It is wrong to suggest that Luke casts
Rather, Mary recognizes (v 48)
Mary in the role of a venerated saint.
that she is insignificant
and of lowly estate, undeserving of God's
Her blessedness is in what God has done for her (v 49), and
favor.
107
It is
thus it is God, not Mary, who receives praise in this song.
precisely because Mary is not portrayed as a sinless and angelic figure
If God
that she can be a model and a sign of hope for other believers.
can favor this

undeserving and lowly maid, then there is hope for others

as well.
'T'l
Thetheme of Mary as
6oý)XTIKupfou assumes greater proportions
of Mary's role in
and importance108 when we not e the significance
Heilsgeschichte,
summedup aptly by W. Grundmann: "The fact that God
has regard to the lowly estate of his handmaiden gives rise to the hope
109
Mary is seen
that His eschatological
action... is now beginning... "
one who reveals what God will
as a forerunner of a Christian disciple,
do for those who accept God's will
110
bringing about *

in regard to the new thing He is

Mary's
in
In order to obtain a more holistic
role
on
perspective
Luke's. infa. ncy narratives,
we must examine that role in light of the
in
developed
Elizabeth
Luke
1-2,
Luke
plays
presents
a
somewhat
role
of Mary's kinswoman, but he. takes pains to cast her in the
just
Mary,
as Elizabeth's son is'cast in the shadow of
of
shadow
.
111
.
The stories about Elizabeth and Zechariah are uniquely
Mary's Son.
Lukan; though he found these narratives in his sourcehe has shaped
picture
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them to show that both men and womenare objects of God's. salvation and
112
Let
how
Luke
His
us
see
works out
revelation.
convey
who
subjects
this

schema.
After the prologue, Luke's Gospel begins in similar fashion to
the First Evangelist - an angel appears to a man speaking of a
birth
Zechariah
tells
the
Luke,
the
In
birth.
of
angel
of
miraculous
She
John; Zechariah expresses doubt, while Elizabeth expresses faith.
days
His
done
for
In
He
has
has
this
these
"The
Lord
me
shown
says,
...
She speaks
favor and taken away my disgrace amongmen." (Lk 1.25).
both as a typical Jewish womanand as one who has been liberated by
"I
the
Her
Mary's,
His
to
am
anticipates
response
praise.
sing
grace
Lord's servant ... may it be to me as you have said. " (Lk 1.38), and her
"... for He has been mindful of the humble state of His servant. " (Lk
Elizabeth perhaps is portrayed as the forerunner of Mary. As
1.48).
Luke presents things, her miraculous conception serves as a reassurance
to Mary that the angel's word is true (1.36).
Elizabeth, in her relation to Mary, reminds us of her son John's
When
Elizabeth
is
Jesus.
in
to
in
Gospels
the
visited
relation
role
by Mary she says, "Blessed are you amongwomenand blessed is the
favored,
that the mother of my
I
But
bear!
so
why
am
child you will
Compare this. to the Lukan form
Lord should come to me?" (Lk 1.42-43).
is
"He
is
Mightier
than
I
Baptist's
John
the
who
coming, the
words:
of
thong of whose sandal I am not worthy to untie. " (Lk 3.16, cf. Mk 1.7).
Both texts convey the sense of unworthiness and the clear distinction
between the lesser and greater person. Luke perhaps wishes to emphasize
the importance of Mary by concentrating on her forerunner and showing
how Elizabeth is like, and yet not like, the mother of Jesus. Mary
is prepared for giving
(Lk 1.56).

birth

by staying

for three months with Elizabeth

faith.
To
the
the
is
Zechariah,
of
one
as
seen
not
to
their
Elizabeth
the
gives
neighbors,
all
relatives
and
surprise of
113
is
(Lk
It
1.60).
her
John,
the
told
only
the
as
angel
name
son
is
freed
from
he
that
Elizabeth's.
Zechariah
concurs with
words
when
Elizabeth,

he
does
(1.64).
is
Even
God
dumbness
to
when
his
able
and
praise
(cf.
1.68;
1.54
in
is
his
Mary's
and
many ways
song
an echo of
speak,
114
1.55 and 1.72-73; 1.52 and 1.71).
Just as Elizabeth is given more prominence than Zechariah and is
is
in
light
Mary
so
too
favorable
ith,
in
fa.
model
a more
as a
of
cast
(cf.
is
There
little
1.27)
Joseph.
Joseph
to
mention
of
relation
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have
the
been given concerning
songs
major
prophecies
and
after
until
Jesus. It is Joseph, like Zechariah, who is silent in Luke's Gospel
in contrast to Mary's silence in Matthew 1-2. In his way, perhaps
Luke gives notice of the new freedom equality,
and importance of
womenin God's plan,. in contrast to the prejudices and limitations
they often faced in Judaism. Luke does indicate, however, that it
is Joseph who leads and guides the family on a journey, and it is
to the town of his family line that they go to register (Lk 2.4-5,
115
Luke is also careful to mention Joseph's presence
cf. Mt 2.13-23).
(2.16).
by the manger when the shepherds come to visit
While Luke's
vision of the new age does. include the idea of equality for women in
that he is
service and importance to the Lord, there is no indication
rejecting patriarchy outright in his infancy narrative.
To this point we have seen that through the prominence of Elizabeth
as Mary's. forerunner and by the absence of Josepý, Mary is cast in a
This becomes more apparent
central role in this infancy narrative.
to Anna and Simeon in the Temple.
when we examine Mary's relationship
The presentation of Jesus in the Temple is a scene intended in
part to indicate to Luke's audience that Mary and Joseph were good,
pious Jews obedient to the Law. The narrative in 2.22-40 appears to
have undergone considerable editing.
It may be an independent narrative, as Bultmann avers, but the parents' astonishment probably does
not 'point in this

direction

as such reactions are stock features of
116
The precept of the Law
narratives with miraculous occurrences.
mentioned in v 23 does not exist in the form in which it is cited.
This verse appears to be a loose citing of three separate verses in
Exodus: 13.2,12,
and 15. The alteration
may be because Jesus, who
was conceived by the Holy Spirit,
needed no consecration, nor was he
to be 'redeemed' because He had been sent into this world to live an
117
In addition to the purification
entire life consecrated to God.
and
redemption motifs, we find here the idea of Jesus being offered in the
This may
Temple to God for His service (cf.. 1 Sam 1.11,22,28).
is
there
why
no mention of the paying of a redemption price.
explain
It was not necessary to go to the Temple for the redemption and the
118 but if
the
child's. presence was unnecessary at the purifi. caiton,
purpose of the trip was primarily toýpresent Jesus*to the Lord (22b)
(v
to
Mary
22,24, cf.. Lev 12.8), then a trip
purify.
secondarily
and
to the Temple and the presence of both parents and child is understand(if
Luke
2.49
it is historical)
able.
may count against this
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'
Jesus.
but
parents did not expect Him to be involved
probably
view
in the Temple until He came of age. It has been conjectured that this
story is a Christianized version of a Buddhist legend but, as Creed
from
notes, the tone of the Buddhist story is entirely different
Lk 2.22-40 and, "The theme of an. old man anticipating
the future of
the divine child is in itself
one that may easily have arisen inde119
Though*Bultmann conjectures that Anna is a doublet of
pendently. "
120
Simeon on the grounds she has nothing to say,
"... her rather otiose
121
(as are
"
of historicity,.
role is more likely to be an indication
Luke mentions about her).
the unnecessary particulars
The process of composing this narrative seems to have been similar
to the process which Luke used elsewhere in this infancy narrative.
He has adapted and revised a basic narrative which likely included
the Nunc Dimittis,,
vv 34-35 and he has added an additional canticle,
to that narrative as is indicated by the similarity
of vv 28 and 34a,
from 27 to 34 if the intervening material is
and the smooth transition
The Nunc Dimittis suited the person of Simeon but it
omitted.
derived from another source, perhaps the same from which he got 1.50Thus, we shall not treat this song as an historical
utterance
for the Lukan theological
of Simeon but note its significance
schema
and for his portrayal of Mary. In rega rd to the rest of the narrative,
those who are unable to accept the possibility
of prophetic activity
or miraculous occurrences will undoubtedly classify this material as
legendary, but the encounter with Anna is so little
developed
strictly
that it seems unlikely to be legendary and, as Dibelius allows, the
55.122

basis,
encounter with Simeon probably has an historical
123
may have transferred the setting to the TemPle.

though Luke

Anna and Simeon in Luke 2 are representatives
of the old order
of Jewish piety and of the longings of their people for the Messiah.
Simeon is described as one who has been looking for the "consolation
for
term
Israel",
the. salvation that would come to Israel in
a
of
124
He resembles Zechariah in that he is a righteous
the Messianic era.
(cf..
devout
1.6 to 2.25).
The narrative indicates that Simeon
man
and
had been assured that he would not die before he saw the-Messiah; thus,
having seen Jesus in the Temple, -he. can depart in peace. The text
implies he is an old man.
Luke has Simeon bless both Joseph and Mary to indicate God's.
in
them
their roles as mother and father.
Lk 2.33
of
endorsement
indicates

that Luke, like

the First

Evangelist,

recognizes Joseph as
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Jesus'

legal

to Mary's

parent.

125

Lk 2.35a has been seen as a reference

either

doubts about Jesus at the cross,

or to her cQ-suffering
or to the word of God as a sword piercing

with

Jesus beneath the cross,
126
Luke, however, makes no mention of Mary at the cross and
Mary.
the cross are probably not consistent
thus views involving
with the
How one interprets
this
understood this verse.
way the Evangelist
is determined by whether or
to what follows
relation
In favor of 2.35a not being
remark.
not one sees here a parenthetical
is the fact that Mary is being addressed.
On the other
parenthetical
hand, this would imply that the 8fTws clause which follows
hinges on

verse and its

as well as to how people react
what happens to Mary as an individual,
In light
to the sign (v 34c).
of the rest of Luke's Gospel, this
to Jesus and react ion to
coupling of reaction
seems to be an unlikely
127
Further,
it would not be unnatural
Mary's individual
experience.
to Mary since the oracle is
for Simeon to speak parenthetically
On balance, then, it seems
about Jesus, not His mother.
primarily
best to take Lk 2.35a as a parenthetical
remark with the understanding
In this case it is
to vv 34 and 35b.
that v 35a is linked partially
.
the rejection
of Jesus which causes a division
among Israel
and reveals
128
the negative thoughts many have about Jesus,
and it is this rejection
The sword
is at least in part the sword that pierces Mary.
(cojiýaTa)
i.
is
Mary's
the
anguish,.
symbolic
cause
of
e-.,. seeing her
of
P
by her own people.
She is part of true
Son s poken against and rejected
129
if
Israel,
and her Son.
yet she is being divided between Israel

that

this general rejection
the sword represents
which causes anguish, then
refers to this rejection
we can see that the clause which follows
Thus,
"Behold
Israel's
true
nature.
we can translate,
reveals
which
this
Israel

child

is destined

to cause the falling

and be a sign spoken against
be revealed,

and rising

so that

the thoughts of many hearts
130
It is possible
your soul. "

and a sword will
pierce
that Luke means to imply that Mary's sword of rejection
Jesus' apparent turning away from her (cf. Lk 8.19-21

will

of many in

also entails
Mk 3.21-35) even

(2.41-52).
in
Luke's.
the
scene
next
account
as early as
(the infancy narrative
in general) with
Luke frames this material
(cf.,
the
Temple
1.5-25,
who
are
woman
connected
With
a
and
closely
man
a
131
The woman who completes the two halves of the parallel
2.22-40).
,
(2.37).
like
is
Anna.
She,
is
Simeon,
devout
It is
old and
structure
though
that Anna was a part of an order of
not probable,
possible,
.
(hence
functions
in
Temple
her
the
specifically
religious
with
widows
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132

In view of other parallels
noted between
is possible-that
Luke intends that we should
see in Anna a foreshadowing of the pouring out of the Spirit of prophecy
133
(Ac
2.17).
is
fact,
In
the only womanin the
she
women
and
on men
134
She stands in the line of
NT of whomthe word Trpo#^lTis is used.
such OT figures as Deborah and Huldah and Luke's shaping of the
material may be the cause of her resemblance to Judith, a heroine in
135
Jewish literature.
Possibly, Luke mentions her
inter-testamental
because she is the second and validating witness to testify
of Jesus'
136
(Deut
19.15).
If so, then Luke deliberately
is placing
significance

constant presence there).
Luke 1-2 and Acts 1-2, it

a high value on the witness of a woman, in contrast to many rabbis of
that era. Once Anna arrives and sees Jesus she goes forth to witness
to the rest of the righteous remnant who longed for the Messiah (2.38).
for the
She is thus presented as both a prophetess and a proselytizer
Messiah. Plummer has made an interesting
comparison of Anna and
137,
Simeon.
Simeon comes to the Temple under the influence of the
The sight of the Messiah makes
Spirit,
While Anna is always there.
Simeon happy to encounter death, while Anna goes forth to proclaim
Do these two represent in Luke's schema
what she has discovered.
to see the Messiah and
respectively the OT prophetic order satisfied
die out, and the NT proselytizing schemathat goes forth proclaiming
the new thing God is doing? If there is anything in this, it probably
cast his material in such a way to
reveals how Luke has carefully
bring out the theological themes he desires to present.
By adding
the phrase c9vTý TrveujjaTi and the Nunc Dimittis to an existing
the Evangelist achieves the desired effect.
narrative,
Luke does wish to show that true Israel (Zechariah, Elizabeth,
Simeon, Anna) recognizes the Savior, even when Jesus' own parents
Mary in a sense is put in perspective as
do not understand fully.
(among
disciple
does
potential
not always have the
many)
who
one
138
insight
'true
Israel'.
This lack
those
among
who
are
clearest
of complete understanding on Mary's part comes out at several points
Lk 1.29,34,
in the narrative.
and 2.33, all point in this direction
and all these verses were likely composed by Luke. In 2.41-52 it
Tb
is said explicitly
of Mary and Joseph - Kali C41')Tol oU' auvfiKav
C
139
OTots.
(2.50).
ýXaXnacv
, This material, because it is
pfipqý%
and appears to reflect badly on Jesus' parents, is
narrative'material
likely of historical
value and was found in Luke's source. Nonetheless,
Lukelsinclusion
of it likely says something about his own views on the
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Luke does not paint an idealized portrait
to reveal both her insight and her faith,

of Mary but is
and her lack of
willing
Along with the statements or implications
of Mary's
understanding.
by Luke that Mary
lack of full understanding, we have affirmations
EV Tý KaP61a
(2.19,
TU PTIPaTa
TaOTC.X GUPýaXXOUM
auTfiS
76VTOt (YUVCTIIPCI
L
"The context of the second statement suggests that more
cf. 2.51).
than mere memory-retention is meant; and that is made specific in the
form symballein, indifirst
statement by the presence of a participle
140
cating that in her heart Mary did something with what she retained. ,
If we compare similar phrases in Josephus, Gen 37.10-11 (LXX), and
141.
Dan 4.28 (LXX),
then it appears that Luke is telling
us that Mary
matter.

is preserving in her heart, "the mysterious words and events that
(or
in
his
finding
birth
the Temple) and trying to
Jesus'
surrounded
interpret
them. This would mean that Mary did not grasp immediately
letting
the events sink
all that she heard but listened willingly,
into her memory and seeking to work out their meaning. "142 Thus, we
see that Luke is presenting Mary as an example of a person growing
The point is that it will take time for
toward full understanding.
Mary to understand all that happens in the course of Jesus' earthly life.
Luke's idea is that complete acceptance of the word
...
of God, Complete understanding of who Jesus is, and
is not yet possible.
This will
complete discipleship
come through the ministry of Jesus and particularly
It is no accident
through the cross and resurrection.
that the final reaction of the parents of Jesus in the
infancy narrative is very much like that of the disciples
"They did
of Jesus after the third passion prediction:
(r5ma)
these
things,
this
and
word
not understand any of
(18:
34). But Luke does not I eave
hidden
from
them"
was
Rather,
Mary on the negative note of misunderstanding.
in 2: 51b he stresses her retention of what she has not
(implicitly
2:
19)
her
see
yet understood and
continuing
(143)
to
search
understand.
What then is the historical
value of the final pericope in Luke's infancy
Dibelius stated categorically
that this story shows most
narrative?
"A
legendary
legend,
to
form
but
the
caution,
on
marks
of
goes
clearly
as such is in any case no decisive objection against the historicity
of the hero, or even of An eveht, although again it is no guarantee
144
Bultmann also
for the fa ithfulness of the record to the truth. ,
legendary
here
in
this
the Gospels
that
narrative'as
says
only
and
sees
do we find any biographical interest in Jesus in a purely historical
145
Speaking purely in terms of literary
fo.rm, however, it
sense.
146
I
The
appears likely that this narrative is a pronouncement story.
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narrative may derive from a different
source than the rest of Luke
1-2 as it is less Semitic in style and in fact has no less than 13
147
'Lucanisms'.
Verse 50 seems to point to this narrative's
independence from what precedes; however> one must bear in mind that
v 49 indicates

that the parents ought to have known through various
experiences a6out Jesus and His purposes. The story has no miraculous
difficulties
aspects to cause historical
and in fact, as Ellis points
out, a trip to the Temple shortly before a son came of age was customary, for a Jewish father was required to acquaint his son with the
148
that he was to assume as an adult.
The
religious obligations
story is basically about the disassociation
of Jesus from His earthly
parents and His adherence to His heavenly Father and, as. such, this
motif coupled with the parents' lack of understanding is likely to
have a basis in history- as it conflicts
with the increasingly
reverthe early Church painted of Jesus' family as time
ential portraits
went oný49jt is not likely either that Luke borrowed the motif from
the ministry and placed it here or that he created the motif, because
(in Lk 8.19-21) he deliberately
in his version of Mk 3.21,31-35
tones
down the negative quality of the Marcan account. This story is not
likely an example of a hidden life story such as we find in the
Apocryphal Gospels and it is instructive
to note how much difference
there is between our narrative and the embelli§hment of it found in the
150
The basic narrative apart perhaps from
Infancy Stories of Thomas.
vv 44,47, and 52 (which Luke seems to have added on the basis of
v 40 to round off this section of the Gospel) is likely of considerable
historical
It is possible that by including 2.19 and 51 Luke
worth.
151
is indicating the ultimate source of the information he is conveying.
In Lk 2.41-52 Luke continues to place Mary in the foreground and
152
Joseph in the background by mentioning that Mary questions Jesus (2.4s)Her questions are the natural ones that would come from any anxious
parent,. but apparently Jesus thinks that they should have known where
He would be and why. This may be because He had been consecrated to
the Lord's service by them in the Temple. If they had understood thW
son, then they would not have searched anxiously for Him. The narratile'
in the interchange between Jesus and Mary, is in some respects similar
because in the end Jesus does'what Mary wi-sýe5
to Jn 2.1-12, particularly
153
indicating
-pe
He would (cf.. Lk 2.51a and Jn. 2.12).
verbally
without
tension between the claims of the physical and spiritual
family on
Jesus are made evident when Maryspeaks of His father (Joseph) and JesU5
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154
(God).

His
in
terms
In the conclusion of the
of
real Father
replies
draws on a certain parallel between
pericope the Evangelist deliberately
Mary and Jesus. He states that Jesus grew in wisdom and stature, and
also that Mary stored up information and gave it careful consideration
so that she could understand her Son. Thoughtful learning is a characteristic
mark of the growing disciple in Luke's Gospel (cf. 8.15,
155
18-21,10.39)
be that Luke wishes to make clear that while
It
may
.
Mary recognizes Jesus' miraculous birth, she does not understand what
156
this may imply in regard to His life work and mission.
In this she
would be like other disciples who do not understand fully until after
(Lk 24.45-47). Mary is thus a very approachable model
the Resurrection
of faith with its struggles for the Lukan audience.
In the investigation
of the different
portions of Luke 1-2 we
have assessed the material's
historical
value and now we must sum-up
its

the hopes of
value in regard to Mary. She typifies
true Israel, embodies the hope of Israel and exemplifies the proper
As Elizabeth's two blessings
response to God's plan of salvation.
indicate, God has worked both through Mary's faith response and through
theological

her motherhood to bring about the birth of the Savior.
Mary's central
role in Luke's infancy narrative is a result of God working through
Mary's spiritual
and physical being. We have noted her central role
in various places in the text: 1) the Evangelist composes a scene
2) she sings the Magnificat;
where Mary, not Joseph, receives revelation;
3) by Elizabeth's own words,. Mary is shown to be a more crucial figure
than Elizabeth herself (1.41-45); 4) Simeon addresses Mary specifically
(2.35); 5) Mary alone speaks for the family at Lk 2.48 ; 6) while
many wonder at the events surrounding Jesus' birth, twice Mary is said
(2.19,51);
to ponder their significance
7) Mary in a unique way will
feel the effects of Israel's
rejection of her Son (2.35); 8) Mary links
the various sections of this infancy narrative (1.39
ý56,2.5,22,39,
41; in Luke 2 Josý!ph and Mary link the events).
Mary reflects the overlap between the old and new ages - she
continues to fu,lfi, ll the requirements of the Law, but believes in the
new things God will do through her. Luke 1-2 reveals that in the context of Judaism, God can and does reveal the equality of male and
157
female as recipients and proclaimers of God's. revelation.
True
Israel is called to believe in what God is doing and also to see the
blessedness of the motherhood of Mary (cf. Lk 1.42,2.34).
By presenting
Mary as an example of true Israel, Luke is able to describe, through
both
individual,
the struggles of relating a Jewish heritage to
one
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and the struggles of relating material
to spiritual
blessing and the family
Significantly,
from the first
of faith.
of his Gospel, Luke stresses
blessings are both part of the new thing
that physical and spiritual
It is not a case of being either Jesus' mother or His
God is doing.

God's eschatological activities,
blessing and the physical family

disciple,

but of orienting her motherhood to the priorities
of faith
in God's new activity
through Jesus. Her struggles in this emerge in
Lk 2.41-52.
As part of Luke's presentation of the reversal the Gospel
brings about, Luke stresses the way womenrejoice and are liberated
Elizabeth is liberated from the curse of barrenness
as God acts.
and the reproach of Jewish men; Mary is liberated to sing and prophesy
even in a situation where she would appear to be of questionable
character; Anna is motivated to witness to those looking forward to
the redemption of Jerusalem. The male characters in this narrative,
however, either remain silent (Joseph), are struck dumb (Zechariah),
(Simeon).
be
dismissed
in
to
While other figures in the
ask
peace
or
infancy narrative fade into the background, Mary with her Son are
158
We must-nowýturn
carried over into the ongoing story of the Gospel .
to Jn 2.1-12 and begin to see how she is portrayed apart from the
infancy narratives.
3.

The Wedding Feast at Cana - Jn 2.1-12
The historical
value of Jn 2.1-12 is frequently questioned and
thus a brief discussion of the major problems this passage raises
,
for the historian is in order.
It is often noted that this miracle
story is out of character in its content both with the other 'signs'
in this Gospel and výtth the miracles in the Synoptics.
It is not required in the situation,
and the magnitude of the miracle could be seen
It is possible that the Evangelist or his source has adopted
as comical.
or adapted a Hellenistic
and pagan miracle story and applied it to
159
Dodd has suggested that Jn 2.1-12 may ultimately
Jesus.
go back to
160
.
It has also been argued that the dialogue in
a parable of Jesus.
vv'3-4 shows Johannine characteristilcs
and thus is probably not part of
161
the pre-Gospel form of this narrative.
These arguments will be
,
examined in reverse order.
While it may be granted that the reference to Jesus' hour is
0ohannine and thus*may well be an addition of the
characteristically
Evangelist9 the initial
and most problematic sentence of the reply of
Jesus cannot be so categorized, apart perhaps from the word yOvai. Even
in the case of yOvai, however, it is unusual for a son to u..
qP -.nrh a
term in response to his mother and so one should not be too hasty in
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is,
It
the
it
part
of
narrative.
was not an original
assuming that
Mk
3.34-35
in
keeping
such
a
pronouncement
as
which
with
all,
after
162
is
Secondly,
Jesus
is
there
nothing
material.
authentic
probably
163
OýK
E-'XOUGIV
OIVOV
in
form.
Johannine
content
or
about
particularly
In regard to Mary's word to the servants, While the form is Johannine
Johannine ideas.
the content does not reflect any characteristically
In short, this sentence-may simply reflect the Evangelist's tendency
to recast the material in his source into his own style and vocabulary.
It is possible that the original
pre-Gospel form of the dialogue in
the
Jn 2.3-5 included: 1) a statement or plea by Mary indicating
problem; 2) v 4a possibly without y6vai;
(omitted
by the Evangelist),
by
Jesus
ment

3) possibly another statefrom vv
for the transition

4 to 5 is awkward on any showing; 4) some form of the final statement
by Mary to the servants preparing them to act if Jesus asks them to do
Evangelist.,
believe
that
the
is
difficult
to
It
who elsesomething.
(John
Jesus'
favorable
19)
picture
of
mother, could
a
presents
where
164
For
have added v 4a which could be taken to reflect badly on her.
to the narrative.
the same reason, yuvai may well be original
The suggestion of Dodd that this narrative grew out of a parable
,
is possible, but unfortunately we do not have the original
parable or
2.22
Mk
this
it
like
that
view.
and
substantiate
would
anything
parallels should probably not be adduced: at this point since the
because
has
its
force
the
Gospel
in
Second
the
container
only
analogy
jars.
is a wine skin, whereas in John we are talking about purification
Further, in the Johannine narrative the new wine is put into the old
however,
is
brevity,
this
its
form
In
narrative
much
and
containers.
165
like the Synoptic miracles,
and as has been noted by Barrett and
worked
Schnackenburg (among others) it appears to have only been lightly
166
it
that
favors
the
This
by
Evangelist.
the
was originally
view
over
derive
from
Evangelist.
the
it
does
that
not
story
and
a miracle
A more probable suggestion is that this story has in some respects
miracle tales
been influenced by (if not derived from) extra-Biblical
167
Even here one must proceed with caution,, however.
involving wine.
In most respects our narrative does not bear the hallmarks of a Hellenistic wonder story.. We are not tol d how or when the change from water
to wine took place. Indeed, the mention that the miracle had taken place
(v
9a)
in'the
the
indirectly
is made
narrative
course of
and casually
to
the
indicate
is
to
there
miracle
a
response
or
create
no
attempt
and
by those present at the time (taking v 11 or at least 11b to be
itself
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168

The concern in John. 2 is with the
the Evangelist's own addition).
believe,
divine,
those
to
Jesus'
who
glory
not with a
of
revelation
169
in
the
divine
cult.
or
manifestation
assistance
god's
Moreover, it may be legitimately
asked if the Evangelist
be
the
has
himself
to
within
general
working
shown
who
framework of the traditional
miracles of Jesus in six
would be likelY to introduce
of his seven narratives,
As
a seventh narrative from an extraneous tradition?
for the uniqueness-of the miracle, is changing water
from the multiplication
into wine so different
of
tradition
loaves? Both have echoes in the Elijah-Elisha
...
(170)
Perhaps the best explanation of what we find in John 2 is that this
by
has
been
in
its
form
written
up
someonewho
present
narrative
miracle
was conscious of both the OT miracles and the Hellenistic
in
light
has
The
the
of such material.
shaped
story
material and
be
instance
for
may
a touch that reflects
of
wine
produced,
amount
171
Bacchus.
than
NevertheJesus
that
to
was
greater
show
attempt
an
the retouching has not been done with a heavy hand and it is
possible to produce a plausible pre-Gospel form of this narrative
172
that likely included some form of a dialogue between Mary and Jesus.
In the end the historical
value of the dialogue., which is our
less,

the
Evangelist
is
in
depends
part
on
whether
or
not
concern,
prime
If so, then the apparent tension and
drawing on the Synoptics.
distance between Mary and Jesus could be derived from various Synoptic
173
If he is not relying
texts (Mk 3.32-35, Lk 2.48-501 cf. Jn 7.3-5).
on the Synoptics, and we have given reasons elsewhere to show that such
174
then we
dependence is not the best explanation of the evidence.,
independent confirmahave in John 2 and in the dialogue in particular
tion of a Synoptic motif that has high claims to historicity
since it
legends
in
later
to
pious
about Jesus' relations with
contrast
stands
It is plausible then that Jn 2.3-4a, 5 has real historical
His family.
likely
the
Evangelist's
is
4a
a
product
of
since
not
especially
v
value,
In regard to
imagination and cannot stand alone as an isolated saying.
for our purposes to say that
the rest of the pericope it is sufficient
the arguments against this story having in its broad outlines fo.undations in an historical
event in'Jesus'.. life. are not decisive.
Jn. 2.1-12 is possibly an example of A 'hidden life. ' story (cf.. Lk
2.41-52) relating an incident that took. place before Jesus had broken
175
His
family.
The
from
miracle of Cana and the episode in Jn 19.
away
25-27 frame the public ministry of Jesus, and one expects to find a
(along
between
the
two
episodes
certain'continuity
with some development).
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The dialogue between Jesus and Mary is at the heart of both John 2
and 19 - both include the address -(Uvai and both involve Jesus doing
something that aids Mary. One should note the significant
placement
of the mother of Jesus at the inception and climax of Jesus' ministry
(and only in these two places), an indication of the important place
176
Our discussion of Jn 2.1-12 must
Mary is given in this Gospel.
focus on the central dialogue in vv 3-5 and especially on the crucial
and difficult
v 4.
be determined to a great
One's view of Mary's role here will
degree by how one translates
the easier
v 4. We will
examine first
half of the verse
O?ý7TW
tCJKC1
T1wpa IiQu - which may well derive from
the Evangelist.

phrase to be taken as a statement or a
As the Evangelist
has painted the scene Mary does seem to
question?
do something (v 5), and in fact Jesus does go on to
think Jesus will
act in v 6.

Is this

It

would be a more natural

transition

177

to this

act if

Jesus was saying that it was now time to act.
There are two grammatical points in favor of reading it as a question: 1) the ATW
clause is asyndetic unlike its other eleven occurrences in John;
2) the phrase follows a question which, on the basis of Mt 16.9,
178
leads one to expect another question.
Mk 4.40,8.17,
There are,
however, some considerations which make this view untenable.
When
the Fourth Evangelist has Jesus refer to His hour, no act before the
179
Passion is in view (cf. 7.30,8.20).
The parallels
in Mt 16.9,
Mk 4.40 and 8.17 are not true parallels.
They do involve two questions
in succession and oNw, but they are not found in John and they do not
follow an idiomatic
Greek phrase such as we have in Jn 2.4a (TI C2POI
Other attempts to find parallels
in Mk 1.24, Mt 8.29,
KU1 CY019Y6VUI).
because the subject
(demons)
and Lk 8.28 or in the LXX, are unsuccessful
(cf.
2.4
Jn
the
to
Judg 11.12,2
Chr
situations
are
or
not parallel
35.21,1

Kgs 17.18,2

Kgs 3.13).

The only

that all these
similarity
phrases share with Jn 2.4 is that they are involved contextually
with
180
.
warning, or protest.
an expres sion of hostility,
In favor of taking this phrase as a statement are most of the
181
Further,
translations
and many notable commentators.
v 4b seems
to be an explanation
the idiom in
of what immediately
precedes it
2.4a - T1169POIKOtl 0`0i, YUVCLI- is colloquial
and any attempt to
('What
it
literally
to me and to you. ')
is not helpful.
It
render
involves ellipsis
and is best seen as a dative of oossession which
into English.
Nor can it be equated
cannot be rendered literally
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182

Hebrew
A
the
of
the
study
careful
plus
accusative.
phrase TrpOs
with
,
(Epictetus, Demosthenes, Suetonius,
OT (2 Chr 35.21) and extra-Biblical
)
The Hebrew
parallels reveals that the idiom is often unfriendly.
etc.
and Greek forms of this phrase seem to deal with persons, but in the
can deal with things1831t does not appear that Derrett is correct about the guests providing some of the wine, for it is the bride184
This
groom who is commendedwhen the new wine is sampled (2.9-10).
means that this phrase probably does not refer to a joint obligation

Greek it

of Mary and Jesus, and/or the disciples.
A clue to the translation
of v 4a may be found in the fact that
185
If so, the phrase means, 'That
we seem to have a Semitism here.
is your business, -do not involve me. ' Jesus would be disengaging
from Mary's concern or request and not necessarily from Mary her186
This, however, fails to explain why Mary did not take Jesus'
self.
words as a refusal of her concern, and why Jesus does act.
The most probable explanation of v 4a is that Jesus is disengaging
from Mary in her role of parent in authority over Him (cf. Mk 3.20-35)
He sees
and not from her concern for the problem at the wedding feast.
in her statement, "they have no wine, " an implied imperative,
'Do something. ' He does not reject the need, but the authority of the one
expressing it, for she has failed to understand her Sons' mission and
187
His primary allegiance to the spiritual
family.
Jesus' heavenly
Father, not His earthly mother, must determine when His hour is to
188
come and what He is to do until then.
Probably the Evangelist means, "My hour has not yet come," to
imply that in that hour Jesus will have an obligation to fulfill
to
189
Mary and then she will have a claim on Him (cf. Jn 19..25-27).
In
the Fourth Gospel it is not until the word comes from the cross that
into the spiritual
the mother of Jesus is ushered officially
family of
190
Jesus (those who do have a claim on Him).
Two things show that
intends v 4a to be seen as a gentle rebuke, not an
is correct.
irretrievable
First,
rejection,
and that our interpretation
It implies
the vocative y6vai is a term of respect or affection.
191
"neither reproof nor severity".
It is the normal way that Jesu s is
depicted in the Gospels as addressing womenthat He either does not
know well, or must address in a formal manner (Mt 15.2.8, Lk 13.12ý

the Evangelist

Jn 4.2,1,20.13).

There are, however, no known uses of this word in
.
192
It is
either Hebrew or Greek by a son in addressing his mother.
likely that while it is . not intended to carry a derogatory connotation
toward Mary's motherhood, 'woman' is Jesus' way of placing His relabasis.
tionship to Mary on a different
He is disengaging from her
parental

authority.
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If,

however, as seems less likely,

y6v(xi is
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then it is one way
own addition to the narrative,
that he has softened the blow of Jesus' remark. Another way that
he softens the blow is by adding, "My hour has not yet come", a
the Evangelist's

to
Jesus
that
Evangelist
by
the
explains
cannot
relate
which
phrase
Mary as mother or recognize her claim on Him until His hour has
194
.
(cf.
be
His
Father's
He
Lk 2.49).
For
work
about
must
now
come.
family when His hour comes;
They will be reunited as a spiritual
however, at Cana she is not placed among the group that has faith in
195
Jn 2.5, if it is an original
and travels with Jesus as disciples.
Mary had some
part of this pericope, may imply that historically
and knowledge of Jesus' compassionate nature, and perhaps of
His miracle-working power, but her powers to intercede for others
196
So far as its historical
with Him are not stressed here.
worth
is concerned,
this dialogue reveals both that Jesus
disengaged from Mary in her role as mother and that Mary, unlike
Jesus' brothers (cf. Jn 7.5) was apparently not without some faith
faith

in Jesus long before the post-Easter community was formed. In the
schema of Johannine theology, Jesus' disengagement from Mary is
'hour'
Jesus'
theme
to
the
and thus the scene at the cross
of
related
is prepared for and the blow of disengagement is softened.
The
Evangelist may intend some slight hint that Mary is a type of Eve
(tempting the new Adam), but the term y6vua probably should not be
taken as an indication that Mary is seen as the archetypal
woman
197
here.
Rather, the poi nt woul d seem to be that itis
as 'woman' that
Mary must work out the tensions between the physical and spiritual
family, for later (Jn 19.26) the Evangelist indicates that it is as
lwomani, not as Jesus' mother, that she enters the community of
faith.
Before turning to John 19, we must examine the role of Mary
in the Synoptics apart from the Infancy Narratives.
4.

Mary in the Synoptics

There is a paucity of material on Mary in the Synoptics apart
from the Birth Narratives of Matthew and Luke. Before the Passion
Narratives there is only Mk 3.20-35 and parallels,
and Mk 6.1-6and
Both are for the. most part passing remarks, and thus we
parallels.
see that the Evangelists are not compelled either by controversy
interest
to develop a fq3ler picture of Mary. 'Probably
personal
or
this reflects the fact that Mary Was not a prominent influence in
What references we do have refer also to
Jesus' earthly ministry.
Jesus' brothers and sisters,
and therefore we will deal with the
Mary's
these
or
not
are
whether
children.
of
question
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Mk 3.21 is the most crucial text and fraught with difficulties.
Unique to Mark, it is set in the context of Jesus' exorcisms (3.7-12)
(3.22-30).
The references to Jesus'
Beelzebub
the
controversy
and
seem to serve as a frame for this pronouncement story (3.20-21,
198
31-35) as well as a setting for Jesus' word about His true relatives.
It is likely that we have here an example of the Marcan Schachtel199
Mark has. combined two (or three) originally
tochnik.
separate
chiastic structure with three accusanarratives into an effective
200
Of the material in 3.20-21 Taylor has
tions and three answers.
tradirightly said, "The narrative is based on the best historical
family

No one has the hardihood to suggest that it is a creation of
the community, for without the warrant of fact no early narrator would
have alleged that the familyat Nazareth thought that Jesus was beside
20
1A
Himself and went out to restrain him. .
similar judgment should
tion.

probably be pronounced on 3.31-35 even if it should prove to be at
one time a narrative independent of 3.20-21 for the contrast between
family is not likely a creation of
Jesus' physical
and spiritual
202
the post-Easter community.
The textual problems in Mk 3.21 are not major but do reflect
Codex D, W, and it read, "When
what can happen to a 'hard' saying.
and the rest heard concerning Him", thus removing all
203
Another set of interesting
possible references-to Jesus' family.
5ýIGTTJJR.
While most manuscripts
emendations centers around the word 6

the scribes

9E'(YTn,
('he
D and
0,565,
read
others
and
E5EE':
cTaTai
escaped').
read E E:
it add to E:EEa-ucrcai the word cLýTous ('he escaped from them');
Codex
by saying CýT1pTT1VTU,
W and 28 remove all reference to insanity
1 0&ýTOO
204
(they were 'adherentsof
his' or 'dependent on him').
These

two
readings, reflects
none of which are likely original
concerns: 1) a desire to protect the image of the Holy Family, and
205
This tells us that
2) a desire to protect the image of Jesus.
&UTOO
date
in
the West to refer
taken
early
was
at
a
relatively
01 7raý
to Jesus' family, an interpretation
which is correct as we shall see.
variants,

Though some commentators conjecture

that oci 7T(xp,
auTo1Dmay refer
this idea is not supported from the context or
to the disciples,
206
lexical evidence..
Note that when Mark wishes. to express the idea
(4.10)
in
disciples
he
'ot oc- 7TaP
the
nI
general,
of
usbs-ori iTcp1-auTbv
this
'Beyond
akyroO.

fact. there

is'. abundant support
207

for

It is likely
phrase as referring to Jesus' family.
(ý
3,
Trap
intended
'auToOto be explained in v 31
IC,
01

seeing

this

that Mark
'D
PýTTJP CLUTOO
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208
CS
includes
This
01
OLýTOO)
U66Xý.
K(XI 01
ý
tKat recent Catholic scholars agree with
either

do not see this

entire

Mary,
this

and it is interesting
interpretation,
but

group as the subject

of c), Eyov in v 21,

209

is
indefinite.
the
that
This is unlikely
subject
of
say
c4cyov
or
because when one has a natural plural subject in the immediate context (o'i iTaý ausToO)sit is normal and natural for it to be related
210
to this plural verb.
The purpose of the family is made clear in the Marcan account;
Mary and the brothers have gone forth to seize Him because they
211
thought He was 'beside himself' or not in control of His situation.
At'the least, vv 20-21 indicate that Mary and Jesus' brothers misun212
derstood Jesus' mission and ministry at this point.
Further, in
(vv
31-35) the way Jesus contrasts
be
a separate pericope
what may
family (v 34) implies that the former group
His physical and spiritual
(vv
latter
32-34).
Verse 34 reads:
the
the
same as
was not
JTEPJýXO611EVOS

this

vou...;
The contrast
KCA

&TEI'VaS

TObS

7TEP!

OTZOV

KOKXW MOT111EVOUS

XE-YE:1

T1 1IT'ITTIp

is
EtW CYTnKOVTES.
in
v 31 which
contrasts to the group
is made more vivid by the First Evangelist who adds,
'1601)
c
aýTOO
ThV XEýIP(X CLUI'TOO 67TI TOI)S llaOTIT&S
E:11TEV,
T1

(12.49).
is
The
that
there
point
are some among those
11oij...
11TITTIP
(or
His spiritual
kin at this point
are more nearly)
who
are
sitting
213
In its Marcan context,
this contrast
than His family outside.
family
if
Jesus'
did not share the opinion
little
force
have
would
by
those who were saying eEE:aTTI. In the first
two Gospels
expressed
identified,
is
than
Mary
by
at least hypothetically,
other
someone
Neither the Matthean nor the Lukan
mother.
Neither includes Mk 3.21
are as strong in tone as Mark.
parallels
The door is left
and thus Jesus' family is spared at this point.
join
however,
for
family
Jesus'
to
His spiritual
physical
open,
cýrs*av,
coo-ris)
(Mark
"Whoever
Matthew,
in
Mark
family,
cf.
even
(Mk 3.35,
belong to His spiritual
family
does the will
of God" will
214
Mark, however, did not want His readers to
Mt 12.50, Lk 8.21).

Jesus as His spiritual

the relatiyes
of Jesus since they misunderstood His
in
is
Mark's.
is
to reveal the nature of
th
plan
cope
peri
mission.
true kinship.
identify

with

Mk 3.20-21 indicates that whether or not Mary led the efforts
to seize JesuS, at the very least her faith was not strong enough to
,
instinct
her
protective
own
or the determination of the
resist
215
her.
There
with
may be reflected a concern for Jesus'
others
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is
due
it
to
but
family,
by
His
serious misunderstanding of
person
to
think
leads
He
is
them
that
doing
He
not properly
which
was
what
216
caring for Himself.
Jesus does not agree to His family's
In Mk 3.31-35 and parallels,
He
knew
but
intention
their
for
not
or
whether
audience,
an
request
217
The pronouncement which closes this
is unclear from the text.
door
leaves
its,
the
for
in
Marcan
form,
the
open
even
pericope,
of His family within the family of faith at some future
time if they will relate to Him on the basis of faith as His disciples.
If some form critics
are correct that Mk 3.20-21 and 3.31-35 (and
then we may have two
separate traditions,
were originally
parallels)
in
family
the
Jesus
that
on
of
reflect
negatively
pieces of evidence
inclusion

First
Third
Evangelists
Him.
The
to
and
attempt
relationship
to tone this material down by omitting Mk 3.21 and in the case of
The
Luke by presenting a milder form of Mk 3.35 (cf. Lk 8.21).
is
Jesus'
family
but
however,
text,
focus
the
not
on
on the
of
main
218
nature and basis of Kingdom relationships.
is another text which requires close
Mk 6.1-6 (and parallels)
Gospel
Mary.
tradition
Bultmann
the
about
as
we
examine
scrutiny
their

has contended that we have in this text a perfect example of an
ideal scene probably built out of the Oxyrhynchus form of the saying
found in 6.4.219 The difficulty
with this view is that there is no
home
in
Oxyrhynchus
kin
the
Jesus'
or
saying, and a
of
mention
(or
honor
in
his
to
without
country
a prophet
among those
reference
who knew him) does not suggest the sort of narrative about Jesus,
it
6.1-6.
Indeed,
in
have
Mk
need not suggest a specific
we
relatives
Dibelius,
family
Jesus'
to
at
all.
who originally
agreed
reference
with Bultmann, later decided that there is too much special material
220
This is likely a
here for it to be the filling
out of a saying.
"The
is
for,
it
judgment
section
contains
elements
which
correct
's.
inventing.
imagine
Church
hard
the
the
to
early
particularly
*
kinfo.
lk
in
Jesus'
the
to
in
5,
v4 which was
reference
v
statement
to people who had come to be prominent in the Church,
discreditable
221
'Son
designation
The
the
Jesus
also
of
as
of Mary"
and probably
then likely preserves material of real
Marcan form of the tradition
historical
value.
In Mk 6.1-6, the family of ýesus is not present; however, they
first
by
Jesus'
by
listeners
then
Jesus Himself.
mentioned
and
are
What connects this'pericope

with Mk 3.21,31-35

and parallels

is the
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relationship
or knowledge of Jesus' physical
relations proves to be a stumbling. block to seeing Jesus as He truly
is.
There is also a connection in that Jesus places His relatives
idea that physical

and His own household once again in a category other than that of
222
believer or disciple.
Mk 6.3 and its parallel in Mt 13.55-56 (cf. also Lk 4.14-30)
is of prime concern.

The textual problem in regard to Mk 6.3 is
13
45
C.
because p
and f,
among others, have o ToO

not resolved easily
e CMapias,
ulbs
o
Tfis
T&TOVOS

rather

than the generally

accepted

t-I
CC
The
Mapias.
reading which best
uios
Tfis
reading, 0 TEKTWV, o
and theological
grounds is
explains the others on both textual
C,,
CC, ,
following
for
Mapias
the
reasons: 1) Calling
uios
Týs
0 TEKTWV, 6
Jesus a carpenter would not be seen as demeaning to a Jewish or
with the Jew's high estimation
audience familiar
of
223
while it might be to a later Hellenistic
manual labor,
or Roman
Thus, this reading is likely
the earlier
form of the two.
audience.
early

Christian

to Jesus as "Son of Mary" likely
reflects
a setting
224
would be implied by this phrase.
of controversy
and an insult
likely
has changed this phrase because of
Thus, the First Evangelist
2) The reference

its

negative

connotations.

3) The external

evidence of the uncials
the phrase "Son of Mary" is

4) If
supports this text.
to Mark, then it reveals one of the reasons why Jesus' wise
original
How could a child of undistinguished
words were not received.
or
dubious origins
be able to interpret
truly
the Torah?
It is Mark
strongly

alone who records

that

Jesus placed

His own family

in the group with

those who stumbled over His apparently
ordinary
or mysterious
origins.
to believe that Mark would record such statements if
It is difficult
they had no basis in fact,
especially
with the Church's tendency to
225
revere and respect the family of Jesus after His death.

Mk 6.3 and Mt 13.55 are the only references in the Gospels where
226
The vast literature
Jesus' brothers are mentioned by name.
on this
227
treatment.
Traditionally,
subject should be consulted for a fuller
there have'been three main views. concerning the relation of these
brothers and sisters to Jesus, to which have been added various
The view most widely held in the Western Church is
modifications.
that of, St.. Jerome, first
put forth in a treatise against Helvidius
in A. D.' 382. He asserts that the Lord's brethren are cousins, being
228
the children of Mary's. sister.
The Helvidia' nwvie which prompted
Jerome's. new approach to the problems says that they were Jesus'
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Mary
Jesus'
Joseph
being
the
brothers,
of
children
and
aft
er
actual
,
229
The third view was put forth by Epiphanius in A. D. 376-377.
birth.
He held that the brothers of. Jesus were children of Joseph by a
drew
latter
This
on certain statements in
view
marriage.
previous
but
fully
documents
Christian
was
presented first
apocryphal
earlier
230
Each view has problems and all were forby Epiphanius himself.
mulated in their more or less final forms between A. D. 375 and 385.
The Hieronymian view seems the least likely for the following
reasons: 1) the noun aftXý6s seldom if ever is used in the NT to
LcXýOs
(cf.
in
Col
3.1
0),
the
nor
classical usage of
mean avcýios
231
is there much if*any evidence that it was used to mean 'cousin'
*
2) This view claims that James, the brother of the Lord = one of the
Twelve = James the Less, son of Alpheus; indeed, it has been claimed
by some Catholic scholars that all the brothers of the Lord were
among the Twelve or the disciples except for Joses. This contradicts
the explicit
and Jn 7.5.232 3) Jerome
evidence of Mk 3.21,31-35,
(son
)
inferred
from
James
the
Alpheus?
that
used
with
of
also
piKpos
him from James, the Apostle
this meant James the Less to distinguish
and son of Zebedee. The word piKpOs, however, is not used in a comFurther, there is no
parative but a positive sense as 'the little'.
233
Scriptural
support for calling James, the son of Zebedee, 'the great'.
4) One must maintain not only a questionable punctuation of Jn 19.25,
that two sisters would have the same name
but also the improbability
in order to assert that Mary of Clopas was the sister of Mary, mother
of Jesus.
The Epiphanian view is more probable than the Hieronymian though
it as well.
1) If Joseph
there are convincing reasons for rejecting
previously had other sons, then Jesus could not have been legally his
234
in line for the Davidic throne.
born or first
2) "Epiphanius'
first
evidence is wholly based upon apocryphal gospels, and everyone knows
fragments of tradition
that for all his diligence in collecting
and
in his assessment of the
local gossip, he was not exactly critical
235
,
Lightfoot
3)
It
that
his
appears
or
collected.
predecesmaterial
have'derived
in
Epiphanian
their view fr9m a misthe
view
may
sors
236
Another view, proffered by McHugh..
reading of Ancient texts.
deserves closer scrutiny..
McHughaccepts the fact that aftX. ýos means 'brother.,. not 'cousin',
and acknowledges that contextual hints are necessary if one is to
deduce that aftX. ýos means something other than full-blooded
brother
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237

He believes, however, that he finds
in a non"spiritual
context.
He suggests, for
such hints in the NT texts under investigation.
instance, that the singular verb in Mk 3.31 following the reaction
of Jesus' mother may indicate that she is separated from the bro238
It may, however, indicate no more than that Mark's main
thers.
the brothers being of
concern is to mention Mary and her activity,
secondary importance.
grammatical infelicity

The number of this verb may even be a simple
and in any case should not be taken as an
indicator of a particular
view of the relation of Mary and these
'brothers'.
Further, the view that Mark changed the phraseology of

when he came to vv 31-32 in preparation for v 35 does not
explain why Mark has failed at least in v 31 and probably in v 32 to
There is no difficulty
in Mark's
mention the sisters at all.
applying the more general phrase 01 7TaPallTOO (3.21) to Jesus'
3.21

immediate family, in the same way we might in English use the phrase
'my folks' or 'my people' to refer to parents and blood brothers and
Then, too, Mark may be using two different
sisters.
sources in 3.20-21
and 3.31-35.
The arguments of McHughin regard to Mk 6.1-6 and parallels
239
Mark's phrasing "the Son of Mary" and
should also be rejected.
"(a) brother of James". etc. is perfectly natural since James had
other brothers and Jesus is the Son of Mary in question here. In
here may imply
some scholars argue that the single article
to both Mary and the
that Jesus bears the same kind of relationship
240
brothers.
It does not likely hint at a distinction
between the
It is also
relation of Jesus to His mother and to these brothers.
hard to believe that the First Evangelist's mention of "all" Jesus'
241 (a
not found in Mark) is his attempt to
qualification
sisters,
pile up arguments against Jesus' Messiahship since there is no
attempt in the rest of the pericope to answer such a charge. Why
fact,

would he strengthen the case of the opposition and then not strengthen
To be sure, neither the First
the response of Jesus to counter it?
nor the Second Evangelist tries to hide the fa ct that Jesus' origins
,
block
to some but it is hardly likely that they would
a
stumbling
were
bolster

the case ofthe

The addition of "all" in Matthew
.
requires some other explanatio. n,. especially in view of the modification
of "the carpenter" to "the carpenter's. son" which indicates that the
Evangelist is intent on eliminating-potentially
offensive material (not
it).
Nothing
should be made of the First Evangelist's choice
adding
opposition.
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of the verb Xcyftai.

Interestingly,

it

is singular

and thus wrongly

its
it
to
to
attempt
apply
only
nearest antecedent,
even
some might
Mary. The reference in Mk 6.4 to 'kinsmen'
should probably not be
in 6.3 were not blood brothers,
that the brothers
taken as an indication
since it may well be a reference to some of Jesus' audience quite
in 6..3, or alternatively
it may simply be
apart from those listed
added for

rhetorical

increasingly
gelist's

smaller.

phrase,

'the

effect
242

to becomes

as the group referred

McHugh also suggests
other Mary' (27.61,28.1)

her from Jesus'

that

the First

Evan-

be used to
however, is not

might

Mother Mary,
mother.
should and
mentioned in these two Matthean texts and the reference
does make sense in context - as a means to distinguish
this woman
243
from Mary Magdalene.
distinguish

A more adequate argument than McHugh presents is required to
'foster'
these
children
are frequently
mentioned in the
why
explain
(cf.
breath
Mary
Mk 3.21,31-35
Mk 6.1-6
and parallels,
with
same
244
Jn 2.12),
and why also these brothers and sisters,
and parallels,
like Mary, are identified
of Nazareth and Jesus' closest
as residents
245
The question is whether or not the Evangelists'
relatives.
by the word aftXýOs,
audiences would have understood 'foster-brother'
in the texts under
when no clear hints of this meaning are forthcoming
.
246
discussion.
The answer to this question must in-all
probab ility
be no.. Thus, McHugh's view is not to be accepted as the best explanaof the data.
We are left with the Helvidian
has problems,
view which admittedly
Bishop Lightfoot's
though none are insurmountable.
that
objection

tion

(Jn 19.26-27) rather
Jesus would never commend His mother to a stranger
is not obvious.
brother(s)
As noted in Mk 3.
than'His own physical
that the family of faith
31-35, Jesus is insistent
take precedence
(cf.
family
Mk 10.29-30),
the
physical
and thus it is more
over
(if

natural
His dearest

Jn 19.26-27

is of historical
value) for Jesus to entrust
to His dearest friend
since they were united in

relative
247
the bond of faith.
There is little
evidence

us whether or not the brothers
in Mk 6.3 and the men in Mk 15.40 are different
or the same; however,
James and Joses are, common names. and they could easily be two different
Furthe. r,. perhaps the fact that the James of Mk 15.40
sets of brothers.
is called
receives

that

tells

does
distinguish
him from the James of Mk' 6.3 who
PIKpos
248
.
title.
Finally,
it
no such
cannot be argu ed on the basis
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of the fact that some called Jesus the son of Joseph that Jesus was
in
brothers
He
His
the
to
as
same
way
was related to His
related
legal father (Joseph). This overlooks the fact that in the reference
to Jesus as the son of Joseph, none of those on whose lips we find
the term were in a position to know about the virginal
conception
45
(Mt 13.55, Mk 6.3 p
Lk 4.22, Jn 1.45,6.42).
In
the
reference
one
,
where the comment comes from a Gospel writer himself (Lk 3.23), it is
tactfully
qualified by the phrase wr'sF5-vopiCcTo. There are no good
reasons to reject the Helvidian view, and many good reasons to commend
it, since it allows one to take not only (XftXýOs but also E:Ws oUt in
Mt 1.25 and the meaning of Lk 1.34 in their most natural sense. As
Taylor says, "It may also be fairly
argued ... that the expressions used
in Lk. ii. 7 and Mt. i. 25 would have been avoided by writers who
249
believed in the perpetual virginity
of Mary. ,
How does accepting the Helvidian view affect our understanding of
Mary and her role? It reveals her as a normal Jewish mother who saw
her blessedness primarily in bearing children and in raising them
It also reveals that she perhaps was subject to the unbeliefs
properly.
or misunderstandings about Jesus that her other children held. Mk 3.215
31-35 reveals both her natural concern for and her misunderstanding of
Jesus. Mark, and to a lesser degree Matthew and Luke, portray Mary
during the ministry as an example of how kinship ties can hinder
proper understanding of Jesus as Messiah. They also show that Mary
was fully human and likely struggled with the difficulties
of placing
her spiritual
allegiance to Jesus over her motherly love for Him and
In this she may be seen as a point of
her other sons and daughters.
contact for other married womenin the Gospel writers'

audiences.

Mary at the Cross - Jn 19.25-27
Jn 19.25-27 is without question a crux in the Johannine problem.
We have here a scene of w.hich there is no trace in the Synoptic material.
It seems likely though, if Luke had known the story he would have used
it, for Ac 1.14 does show that he had some interest in whether or not
Jesus' mother became a member of His community. Again, the scene with
5.

contradict the Synoptic
womenstanding near the cross seems-to flatly
have
is
location
historically
improbn, *
that
the
some
argued
and
account
250
Then, too, the historicity
of this incident is in part bound up
able.
with the questi, ohiof whether or not the beloved disciple was an historiFinally,
the list of womendiffers,
from those found in
cal figure.
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both in its

names and. in its placement, -and it is of
importance that only the Fourth Evangelist includes Jesus'
particular
mother in the list.
There are certain indications
that the Fourth Evangelist is
relying on a source for at least part of this material and that the
the Synoptics,

In the first
place, his list of names
source was not the Synoptics.
varies too. much from any of the Synoptic lists for it to be probable
that he derived his own list from those found in the first
three,
Gospels. It may be that they share only one name (Mary Magdalene) in
251
Secondly, the absence of any mention at 19.25 of the
common.
beloved disciple among those that are standing at the cross and the
mention of two womenwho are not to be found elsewhere in the Fourth
Gospel and whose mention has little
apparent purpose or significance
It is
makes it likely that the Evangelist has not created this list.
not impossible that he added Jesus' mother's name to a pre-existing
but why then did he not also add the beloved disciple in preplist,
aration for 19.26-27? These considerations lead to the suggestion
that he found Jesus' mother's name listed in his source as one of those
present at the cross. As we shall point out, there is nothing historically
unlikely about a few grieving womenbeing allowed near
Jesus' cross especially if it was guarded, and there are reasons for
&7Tý
thinking that the
paKp'oftv of the Synoptics derives from the
Psalms and should not be taken as an historical
description of their
252
location.
If the beloved disciple is an historical
figure, and it seems
unlikely that the Evangelist or the Johannine community would have
made claims such as we find in 19.35 if they were not relying on the
253
figure,
it is not at all certain that
testimony of an historical
he was one of the Twelve., If he was not, then there is no contradiction between his presence at the cross and the tradition
that the
Twelve deserted Jesus before He went to the cross.
It must be borne
in mind that the Fourth Evangelist probably bears witness to the
desertion (cf.. 16.32,20.10)
and yet he saw no incongruity in mentioning the presence of the beloved disciple at the cross. Again, if
the beloved disciple is an historical
figure, then it is possible
being drawn on in Jn 19.26-27 was originally
that the tradition
about
Jesus providing for the ongoing security of His mother by. placing her
254
in'the care of a friend he knew and trusted.
That He would entrust
her to a disciple is not historically
unlikely because: 1) there are

258

He
for
that
thinking
considered the family of faith
reasons
strong
2) it is likely that at the time
His primary family (cf. Mk 3.34-35);
(cf.,
brothers
death,
His
Jesus'
Jn 7.5).
physical
were
unbelievers
of
If the beloved disciple is an ideal figure, then Jn 19.26-27 is likely
a Johannine creation meant to affirm various things (which we will
soon discuss) about men and womenas disciples of Jesus. Even if
this is so, it does not preclude the possibility
that the Evangelist
incorporated into this ideal scene certain historical
fragments about
what happened*toMary. Perhaps, the Fourth Evangelist simply had
list of womenwho were present at the cross
access to a traditional
255
he knew that Mary at
that included the name of Jesus' mother
and
,
the entire narrative
some point joined Jesus' community. Finally,
may be a creation of the Evangelist himself without use of or access
information.
to any historical
Of these various possibilities
the option which will be
accepted in the discussion which follows is: 1) that v 25 is a
list to which the Evangelist added a narrative found in
traditional
256
his sources ;
2) that originally
the narrative in vv 26-27 was
about Jesus providing ongoing care for His mother -a motif likely
fact; 3) that the Evangelist has transformed his
based in historical
material into a powerful statement about men and womenas disciples
at the foot of the cross and has used it as a vehicle to affirm the
historical
truth that at some point (not necessarily at the cross)
disciple of her Son. The other views
Mary became a full-fledged
257
There
mentioned are, however, options which cannot be ruled out.
will be no attempt here to claim historical
value for more than the
substratum which the Evangelist uses in writing his narrative (i. e.,
Mary's presence at the cross and in the Church, and Jesus' provision
for Mary).
The story of Mary witnessing her Son's crucifixion
probably should
be seen as the climactic episode of the Fourth Evangelist's
Passion
258
Drawing on elements presented in Jn 2.1-12 (mother of
Narrative
Jesus, y6vai, the 'hour. ', physical family, disciples),
the Evangelist
presents in Jn 19.25-27 the resolution of the tension or division
between Jesus' physical family andýHis spiritual
family in the context
'hour'.
Jesus'
of
In Jn 19.25 we read of Jesus' mother standing near the cross with
259
three other women'.
It should not be objected that it is historically unlikely that Mary or these womenwould be near the cross, for
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friends
be
that
close
permitted
and
might
relatives
evidence shows
260
In the end, it was the women, not
to stand near a crucifixion.
In the Johannine
the Twelve, who stayed with Jesus to the last.
Jesus
His
is
the
here
could
mother's
which
not
at
reject
point
schema
had
hers
in
different
too
'hour'
had
His
sense
so
a
and
come,
claims.
of the word.
From among these four women, the Evangelist has Jesus single out
His mother and address her as at Cana - "Woman". This time, however,
the intention is not disengagement, but rather engagement or unificawishes to show that Mary is accepted officially
family, yet she is still
into Jesus' spiritual
addressed as vx)cci, the
is
in
2.1-12.
Where
the
in
Jn
point
of
simil
arity
same address used
these two narratives that warrants such an address? One would have
Jesus
intimate
Evangelist
to
the
as
using
a
portray
more
expected
261
Perhaps
term to address His mother in her anguish and sorrow.

tion.

The Evangelist

Jesus resolves for Mary
the Evangelist is indicating the following:
the tension between her roles as mother and disciple of Jesus. He is
in control of this scene, and He alone speaks and calls His mother
filial
bond,
the
does
to
He
because
wish
renew
not
precisely
y6vai
to Him as disciple.
but rather to confirm her in her relationship
As she loses Jesus both in a physical and spiritual
sense, she gains
her
'son'
disciple
being
first
in
faith.
beloved
the
family,
the
a new
She does not cease to be a mother; however, at Jesus' hour she becomes
joins
family
faith.
the
different
with
of
and
sort
a
of
mother
a
Mary learns that she is to be a mother as a disciple,
not a
be
larger
disciple.
Discipleship
the
must
context
a
and
also
mother
Mary responds
in which her role as mother is delimited and defined.
in silence and submission. She obeys the word of the Lord and goes
doing
is
disciple.
In
the model woman-a
beloved
the
she
so
with
testimony to a woman's new freedom in faith and also to a woman's
traditional
roles of serving under the authority and headship of man.
This is reflected
Her new son is the man under whose charge she now is.
in the fact that, though John is fi. rs t commendedto her, she does not
take charge but rather is received into the charge of the beloved
It is not without reason that Jesus calls her "Woman".
di sciple.
She must enter the family of faith in full recognition of w.hom she is
lose
for
being.
She
that
will
sexuality
some spiritunot
sexual
a
as
belief..
both
her
in
Rather,
the
of
community
she
will
assume
ality
her
and
motherhood
of
new roles as witness, prophetess, and
old role
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believers.
in
to
God's
She
relationship
worýd
will orient
of
proclaimer
her physical nature so as to engender and further the growth of Jesus'
In this, she is like the many other womenwho followed
true kindred.
Jesus, being liberated by God's word, and serving Jesus and the Twelve
(cf..
Lk 8.1-3, Mt 27.55 and parallels).
in their traditional
roles
message. Perhaps Stauffer is
in
he
historical
this
truth
the
to
matter
when
suggests that
closer
Mary needed someone to provide for her after Jesus' death:
And a crucified man had the right
Jesus knew this.
to make testamentary dispositions
even from the cross.
Now Jesus took advantage of this right, and, using the
formal language of Jewish family law, he placed his
"Woman,
behold
John:
the
of
protection
mother under
"Behold
disciple:
"
And
to
the
your
son!
your
(262)
"
mother!
Having given an overview of the meaning of Jn 19.25-27, let us
bear
interpretation.
this
As
how
the
on
particulars
exegetical
see
R. E. Brown and others have noted, the Evangelist lik ely intends us

This is the Evangelist's

theological

to recognize a revelatory formula in the phrases, yOvai 0E ocujos
263
9L1
involves
formula
two
things:
1)
The
God's
'166
CYOU.
CTOU..
Tj PrI-Clip

.
messenger sees someone and says,
description

or explanation

"Behold! " and, 2) after

of one's

role

or task

this,

in salvation

a
history
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is
An exegetical
point which favors our interpretation
cwpa
in 19.27 which may refer back to what Jesus
the mention of the
is
hour
2.4.
This
the
Jesus
has
in
Jn
His
to
of
which
mother
said
CWPCXS)
(OLIT'
hour.
After
it
CKEIVTIS TfiS
come and so it is also Mary's
265
be irrevocably
a part of the family of fait h.
she will
Originally
this
How are we to take the phrase ci's Ta i6ia?
is given.

Jesus
provisions
may have had some reference to the specific
Mary's care.
In its present context and in light
of various
Perhaps
it appears that this phrase means more.
Johannine texts,

pericope
made for
other

is found in Jn 1.11:

OU
CIS TO, 161a TjX0CV, Kall Oft 16101 UUTZOV
(or
"He
into
"His
His
to
came
own
phrase
seems
mean,
TrapCXaýov. -This
"
His
Him.
Consider
did
home")
another
and
own-people
not
receive
own

a clue

CpXF--rai

.
CXTjX1L)0EV

Co
uKOPTrI08T^jTF.
.9C.
in
found
Jn
16.32:
'
Iva
i6oO
example
'161CL
K&P'ý 140VO V Q#)TE
CIS T& 1.
CKaGTOS
- "Behold, the hour is coming
(home)
his
has
to
be
own
come whereupon you will
scattered, each
and
266..
.
For the disciples this means the
me alone.,,
and you will-leave
time when they abandon Jesus and go home - the Church is scattered
In Jn 19.25-27, however, the Church is reestableaving Jesus alone.
W'pa KaI.

Jesus gnited His own.family with the family of faith
in unity.
(-tis
home
them
a
T&, aia)
which is the home of the one
and gives
.
lished
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The cis

disciple.

faithful
'church'

gathered,

in contrast
intends

The Evangelist
given

iý6ia in Jn 19.25-27
-ub.

to the beloved

disciple

represents

the

to Jn 16.32.267

the scene to be balanced
and attention

given

between attention

to Jesus'

mother.

While Mary's imporBoth are addressed and both receive a commission.
is contance stands out here (she is addressed first
and her future
268
i't
27),
that the
the
and
may be significant
end
of,
v
sidered at
to as a son of Mary (while Mary is
is only referred
beloved disciple
269
to as mother of this disciple),
addressed as "Woman" and referred
co
is called
throughout thi s scene only the beloved disciple
JJCLOTJTýS
is he who takes charge of Jesus' mother at the close of this
disciple's
his
faith
be
that
this
It
emphasized
and
should
scene.
Mary's
disciple,
antedate
role as spiritual
representative
role as
270
depicted
here
is
Mary
Thus,
as the mother of the
not
mother.
"Initially,
Church, but as a spiritual
mother to and in the Church.
and it

it

is significant

that

the scene brings

together

two figures

for

whom

That
that
the
John never gives us personal' -na&n1e.
may
mean
signifis
271
,
in
It also
lay
both
their
figures
roles.
respective
cance of
means that

the Evangelist's

focus

is on these two persons

as models
disciple

beloved
both
but
Mary
the
Not
Mary
types.
and
alone,
or
beneath
Church,
the
the
foreshadowing
in
standing
of
sense
a
a
are
272
cross of their Lord .
It is to. be noted that Mary and the beloved disciple
are not
Jesus
depicted simply as representative
male and female disciples.
This is a scene
does not refer to them as 'sister'
or 'brother'.
Jesus,
beneath
female
the
the
cross
of
and
equality
of
male
new
about
is expressed is by the woman resuming her
but the way that equality
disciple
becoming
the
a son.
and
new
significance,
role as mother with
family
family
the
between
then
the
tension
and
physical
scene
Further,
in
fold.
the
included
the
is
Mary
is
faith
resolved as
of
disciples
is
the
of
tension between traditional
role
roles and
Mary
becomes
disciple
the
and
again,
a
son
representative
resolved as
In this

in
equality
male-female
of
vision
a mother.
family
the Christian
of the physical
community entails
an incorporation
family
into the family of faith,
of physical
and a reinterpretation
in
light
the
faith.
Thus,
the
#e
family
of
priorities
of
of
roles
is
by
traditional
than
roles and'
served
rather
severed
community
new
The Fourth

Evangelist's.

This scene is not about the replacement of Jesus'
relationships.
by
brother
His
brothers
in the faith,
but the text does-imply
physical
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that the beloved disciple becomes Jesus' brother by sharing the same
273
Also, it is not correct to shift the emphasis of this text
mother.
to something which is not mentioned here - the care of the mother for
- 274
the son (i. e., the disciple). "
The mother of Jesus is seen as the typical female disciple
of her physical and spiritual
roles.
who struggles with the. relationship
She is depicted as a spiritual
mother to and in the Church, though
not as Mother Church that gives birth to spiritual
children, since the
275
beloved disciple's
faith antedates Mary's role as spiritual
mother.
If this assessment of Mary as a symbol of woman (-yOvai) in her new
to the community of faith is correct, then it appears
relationship
to be part of the plan of the Fourth Evangelist to show that in Christ
276
the dignity of womanis restored and her place of equality affirmed.
is that Jesus' mother typifies
the traditional
significant
role of mother and that she is the symbol of womanin her new roles
The Evangelist is indicating
that
mother and disciple.
as spiritual
her two types of roles, once confused (cf. John 2) are now fused under
Especially

the cross of Jesus, in service of His community, typified
beloved disciple.

by the

Having achieved the reconciliation
of the physical family and the
family of faith, of male and female, the Evangelist intimates that
Jesus has accomplished the work the Father had given Him - 11ETaToOTo
277
CO'InCOOS
9r1
(Jn
19.28).
The
Fourth
OTI IýZn -rrCNTaTETEACUTal
C161S
...
Evangelist saw in the material he drew upon a great deal more than
He saw in it an example of male and female
Jesus' act of filial
piety.
(though
different
as
equals
with
roles to play) beneath the
standing
cross of Christ.
Mary in the Church - Ac 1.14
Ac 1.14 is part of one of the summaries or transitional
passages.
278
in Acts and as such is likely to be a Lucan composition.
This
means that probably it is later material than the incidents which it
279
This may glean that the historical
links.
value of these summaries
is open to question since they are generalize*d statements and the
As Cadbury says, however:
material is apparently to be seen as typical.
"Certain items are mentioned with a definiteness and brevity that imply
that his knowledge or his sources were more complete. In that case the
6.

information
may
rest
on
more
than we ourselves now have
summaries
280
be
They
judged
to.
if At all only each for itsel f.,,
can
access
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It might be possible
and brevity.
sort of definiteness
to contend that the reference to yuvaiýlv in Ac 1.14 reflects evidence
indicate
his
to
Lukan
reflects
and
parallelism
attempts
male-female
of
281
in
Jesus'
to
the
The
community.
reference
pa
rticipation
women's

Ac 1.14 has this

however,
be
Mary,
to
here
should
not
probably
especially
and
women
list of who
Luke may be drawing on a traditional
seen in this light.
birth
Setting
the
the
aside
community.
post-Easter
early
up
made
in
interest
in
his
Jesus'
Luke
mother
shows
almost
no
narrative,
"Luke may have known
Gospel and she does not appear again in Acts.
little
and his silence about
of how Mary became a public disciple,
her in the rest of Acts may mean that he knew little
about the details
basic
in
Ac
is
but
1.14
the
her
affirmation
career,
subsequent
of
282
,
fact,
his
In
Jn 19.25-27
thinking.
wishful
of
scarcely a product
Mary
independent
that
confirmation
at some point
provides
apparently
The presence of some of the womenthat
joined Jesus' followers.
likely,
followed Jesus is also historically
especially if one or some
disappear
Ac.
1.14 and thus
They
too
Lord.
the
them
after
risen
saw
of
the reference to them is not inserted to prepare for anything that
Accordingly, it is probable that the list in Ac 1.14 of
follows.
at the beginning

who was present
value, but the mention

of their,

of what was typical
Luke's redactional
and reflects
283
(Tfi
prayer
7TPOGEUXfi).
description

of the Church has real
is to be taken
activity

historical
as a Lukan

in the early community
emphases on unity (Oc11oei)pcC6-Ov)and
and exemplary

In Ac 1.13-14 Luke is providing a link between the Ascension and
the coming of the Spirit,
and he is emphasizing and recognizing those
itsChurch
the
the
of
primitive
at
actual
core
made
up
who
people
They are presented as being bound together in a unity
inception.
Church.
Since
for
the
is
generations
of
ensuing
exemplary
which
this is to be seen as a linking passage, Lampe likely is correct in
link
beginning
Ac.
"Mary
is
to
the
separately
of
mentioned
saying,
...
284
.,
in
Luke's
first
As
the
the
noted
volume
was
of
opening
with
...
Mary is used again to link several key events
Lukan birth narrative,
As she was involved actively in the birth of Christ,
in NT history.
so now she is involved actively Jn the nascent Christian community.
Luke, however, mentions Mary only in passing in Ac 1.14, probably
because the role she played at the. birth of the Church was less crucial

than her role at the birth

of Jesus.
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There are several

significant

textual

variants

for

Ac 1.14

discussion
in
The
the
this
text.
mentioned
women
of
our
affecting
(omitted
UBSGNT
but
included
in
in
14
the
in NTGNA) is
v
a6v
second
inLN,

A, C*, D, 88,104,

It is possible that
and others.
improvement, but Metzger argues that the 0-6v
the omission is a scribal
is a scribal
If so,
addition
meant to separate Mary from the brothers.
then it may reflect
an attempt to remove any hints that these brothers
285
Another interesting
by birth.
is
were Mary's own children
variant
found in Codex Bezae which reads, (JZ)VTUTS YUVCUý!V KOt! T&VOIS.
The
not present

mention

in D,

of children,

coupled with

the TaTis inserted

before' yuvaýiv

attaches these womento the Apostles and removes
that these womenmight be a separate group. This
the possibility
tendency in the Western text
change is part of an anti-feminist
286
Still,
reflected elsewhere in Acts.
we must ask whether these women
are wives of the Apostles or an independent group of women. Either of
these suggestions is grammatically possible, but some scholars have
287
felt it more probable that the Apostles' wives are in view.
Several
however, favor the other option.
Luke has mentioned
considerations,
effectively

repeatedly an independent group of womentraveling with Jesus from
Galilee as followers and helpers (Lk 8.1-3,23.49,55,24.10).
Secondly,
most of the earliest and best manuscripts read aN yuvaiýlv which can
be seen as a standard formula
the womenwell-known as a distinct
288
Finally, Luke shows no interest in the
group of Jesus' followers.
289
Apostles' wives elsewhere.
that Mary is not said
In view of these factors, it is significant
from them by M1
to be one of a group of women, but is distinguished
290
Mary is
or 'especially'.
which likely implies 'andin particular'
the only woman, indeed the only person, other than the Eleven, menIt may be that
tioned by name and thus her importance is made clear.
Luke intends to associate Jesus' brothers with her thus forming two
291
distinct
In any event, we have a clear
groups besides the Eleven.
As such,
witness to Mary's place within the inner circle of disciples.
is
like
living
the
other
women,
out her new freedom in Christ
she,
R. E. Brown suggests
and her new equal place in the. family of faith.
that this whole group of disciples represents the eye-witnesses of
life:
Jesus'
1) Mary and the family who knew of Jesus'
stages
of
all
2) the Eleven-who knew about the
birth and childhood (Lk 2.19,51);
.
(Ac
1.21-2 2); 3) the womenwho were at the crucifixion,
ministry
earthly
burial, and empty tomb. If this*is
correct, then this group in nuce
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bear
the
to
those
and
out
witness
go
and
proclaim
are
who
constitutes
292
'8).
(Ac
Spirit
the
1.
It also
they
Christ
truth of
receive
after
implie5 that Luke saw Mary and these womenas crucial and valid witlife..
Supposing
in
key
Jesus'
that Luke is presenting
to
events
nesses
that
his sources here (or a list of. witnesses), it may be significant
beginning.
from
the
is
Mary
truly
a
witness
only
By including a list of men and womenLuke wished to show that
day of the existence of the Church, both men and women
including
Jesus'
that
in
the
and
women,
men
and
community,
active
were
followers and family, were of one accord about Jesus. It may be sigby
herself.
in
is,
however,
Mary
It
Luke
that
class
a
places
nificant
from the first

impossible to argue for Mary as our unique intercessor on the basis
is
text
this
represented as one person among a group of
since
she
of
and in any event the praying motif may be one of
praying disciples,
Luke's redactional additions to a list of witnesses.
Despite the fact that Mary is not mentioned elsewhere in Acts,
Ac 1.14 serves to confirm the fact to Luke's audience that Mary became
"He
is
in
his
her
Son.
disciple
last mention
full-fledged
content
of
a
the
of Mary to show her of one accord with those who would constitute
nascent church at Pentecost, engaged in prayer that would so mark the
293
By mentioning her by
life of that Church (Acts 2: 42; 6: 4; 12: 5). ,
name in Ac 1.14, Luke shows that Mary links the Incarnation of Christ,
Acts
From
Church.
the
the
inception
the
the
silence of
rest of
of
and
individual
is
limited
Christian
deduce
Mary's
to
that
as
an
role
may
we
type,
beginnings in more than one sense. As a symbol or representative
however, she serves as a model for Luke's audience - one who, despite
(Lk
2.35,48-50,8.19-21),
lack
of
understanding
and
struggles
some
believedi. n and accepted her Son as her Lord in the end. She
disciples,
for
women
of one who strove
especially
as
an
example,
serves
to reconcile the tensions between family and faith.

totally

7.

Conclusions

here the conclusions drawn at the end of,
not reiterate
involving
few
Mary,
but
make
will
a
concluding
we
sections
various
of Mary painted by Mark and the First Evanremarks. The portrait
Mark
different
In
Gospel
from
in
two
is
that
the
s.
other
quite
gelist
The Second Evangelis. t,
the portrait
cannot be said to be positive.
We will

if Anythin g, indicates only Mary's mi sunderstanding of Jesus' mission
,
(Mk 3.21,31. ), and Jesus' distancing from His family in favor of an
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(3.31-35),
ith
fa.
family
the
though the possiof
with
bility
of the physical family-fi, nding a place within the spiritual
6.1-6
Mary
In
Mk,
is
appears as someone wellout.
ruled
never
one
known in Nazareth, who appears to have other children besides Jesus
in
is
there
regard to the birth of
some
controversy
and about whom
identification

(hence
the term 'son of Mary').
son
Jesus' physiThe First Evangelist follows Mark in distinguishing
family, but omits Mk 3.21 to soften the criticism
cal and spiritual
'son
family.
He
the
term
the
Mary
of
reproach
of
also
omits
and
of
that Jesus' family is
Mary', though he follows Mark in indicating
her first

seemingly well-known to His countrymen. While the First Evangelist
i-n
Mk 3.21, the criticism
indication
the
of
niisunderstanding
omits
(Kali
in
13.57
in
form
a somewhat muted
cv Tfi oiKia cxuToo).
appears
LL
The Matthean birth narratives portray Mary as a good Jewish womanwho
but
is silent and who follows the lead of her husband (cf. 2.13,20)
in whose life God has performed a miracle resulting in the virginal
here of Jesus' mother is not strongly negaThe portrait
conception.
tive, but Mary is not portrayed as exemplary either.
The portrayal of Mary in the two volumes of Luke's work is both
be
'ideal-,
thus
could
not
classified
and
as
an
positive
Mary is presented as a womanwho accepts God's
ized' presentation.
(1.38),
life
in
her
sings God's praises, prophesies about herself
will
and negative,

(1.46-49),

and takes her place as part of the inner circle of the
(Ac
is
1.14).
Thus,
Church
she
presented as an example to
early
Luke's audience, though even Luke indicates her lack of clear under(2.50)
her
Son's
mission
and in a mild way has Jesus
standing of
that His true mother and brothers are other than His physical
(8.20-21).
in
brothers
the
Nonetheat one point
ministry
mother and
less, she is said to be one who stores up knowledge about the life of
Jesus (2.19,51)
and in Luke's schema attentive listening
and learning
indicate

Luke indicates that Mary and
is a mark of a true disciple (10.38-42).
Joseph are both good Jews (cf., 2.39) and that as part of 'true' Israel
Mary will not be unaffected by the way Jewish people react to Jesus
(2.35).
Luke has muted somewhat the criticism
of the family in his
in evidence at 2.50.
parallel to Mark 3 but to some degree it is still
of Jesus' 'Mother, like Luke's. has both
Jesus disengages from her authority
negative aspects.
positive'and
(yuvh
2.4),
a yet Mary appears to have faith that Jesus
mother
as
(2.5).
The
family
disciples,
though distinguished,
.
and
act
will
are
The Johannine picture
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in
Jn
is
idealized
19.25-27
2.12.
The
together
scene
an
at
pictured
female
disciple
the
is
Mary
at
representative
as
presented
one, as
the foot of the cross and thus the Fourth Evangelist indicates that
As for historical
matters,
Mary gained a place among Jesus' disciples.
scepe probably only tells us about Jesus' care for His
mother as He was dying.
Thus, two Evangelists feel it important to indicate that Mary
is
But
in
Jesus'
what
particularly
community.
gained a place
however, this

degree
indicate
Gospels
to
four
is
that
one
or
another
all
striking
that Jesus' mother failed at some point to completely understand or
honor her Son (cf. Mt 13.57b, Mk 3.21, Lk 2.50, Jn 2.4), that Jesus
His-physical
distanced Himself from her, and that He distinguished
(cf.
Jn 2.4, Mk 3.31-35 and-parallels,
family from His spiritual
one
that all four Gospels
It is also significant
in
Jewish
Mary
one way or another - whether
woman
a
as
good
portray
following the lead of her
this entails portraying her as silently
husband (Matthew 1-2), or as following the precepts of Jewish law*
in Jewish festivals
(Lk 2.22 ff. ), or as participating
and ceremonies
(cf. John 2, Lk 2.41), or apparently being the bearer of a good number

Mk 6.4b, Mt 13.57b).

(Mk
Ac
3.31
1.14,
Mk
6.3
parallels,
and
parallels,
and
n
of childre
294
The overall impression left by the material in
Jn 2.12,7.5).
the Gospels about Mary is that no Evangelist made a concerted effort
than she actually had in the life of
to give Mary more significance
Jesus; that no Evangelist attempted to paint a purely idealized
Evangelist
her;
that
attempted to portray a
no
of
and
portrait
(i.
Christian
e., non-Jewish) picture of Jesus' mother.
strictly
B.

Mary and Martha

Hosts or Guests? - Lk 10.38-42
Though it is unlikely they traveled with Jesus, Mary and Martha
important
life
in
Jesus'
have*been
the
and
prominent
women
most
may
1.

how
The
three
Gospels
His
us
give
accounts
of
mother.
own
er
aft
,
these womenfigured in Jesus' life. - Lk 10.38-42, -Jn 11.1-44, and
Jn 12.1-11.
The Lukan story is a brief vignette sandwiched between two crucial
sections - the Good Samaritan and the Lord's Prayer. 'It'seems possible
to see a purpose and progression in'this
arrangement: the Good Samaritan parable (10.25-37) gives an exampleýof how to serve'and love one's
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10.38-42
teaches
that
"one
Lk
the
thing necessary" is not
neighbor;
to and learning from Jesus (allowing
first
service, but listening
Jesus to serve us); and the Lord's Prayer (11.1-4) gives an example
295
from
Jesus.
learned
be
heard
is
to
and
of what
This uniquely Lukan pericope, the only Synoptic passage on Mary
for the climactic
and Martha, appears to be a unitary construction,
296
The
saying of Jesus (10.41742) could not have stood on its own.
is
'ideal',
however,
this
scene
an
whether
mainly
question remains,
legendary, construction,
or whether it contains good, historical
Bultmann gives no reason for suggesting that this scene
tradition.
297
is 'ideal'
and it is questionable whether the 'legendary' view
of Mary and Martha is neither
should stand. The characterization
a simple contrast in
characteri zation is to some extent
(cf.
in
the
tradition
Jn 11.20 ff.;
confirmed
another strand of
298
12.2 ff.. ).
Secondly, in view of the uniqueness both of Mary's
highly

embellished nor detailed.
activities
or attitudes and this

It involves

and of Jesus' attitude about it when compared to Jewish
attitudes about womendisciples and their proper role in the home
and later attitudes in the Church about a woman's place and role in
the Christian community and family (cf. for instance 1 Tim 2.9-15),
299
it is most unlikely that this scene is an 'ideal'
construction.
Thirdly, there appears here no interest in Mary and Martha for their
own sake. The narrative is presented not to indulge a Christian
activity

audience's curiosity
about certain well-known early disciples but
to relate Jesus' teaching in vv 41-42, to indicate how it arose,
Someof the
and to show how it applied to later Christians as well.
textual problems in v 42 may have arisen because this text in its
original form might have appeared too radical to some, calling even
womenaway from putting their traditional
roles first
so that they too
300
Thus, it is more
might have the good portion Mary partook of.
has
that
this
fact, even
story
a sound basis in historical
probable
though Luke has written and presented the narrative in his own language
301
and style.
Martha appears to be the older sister and the mistress of the
302
for
&: ý=O
is
house,

preparing

she WrE:.

aU.T6v.

for the guest and she feels
303

It

she who takes charge of
she has a right to her sister's

Though this story primarily focuses on Martha and what
learn
"the
about
one thing necessary", Mary appears to know
must
she
304
"was
listening
for
to his word.,,
she
Contrary to what
already,

asistance.
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js
Mary
her
have
Master's
not
sitting
asserted,
at
some commentators
305
Here the meal is clearly yet to come. The use
feet at the table.
in
10.39
is
feet
"to
the
the
of"
sit
significant
at
since
phrase
of
there is evidence that this is a technical formula meaning 'to be a
306
to his audience that
disciple of'.
If so, then Luke is intimating
Mary is a disciple and as such her behavior is to be emulated. Though
we mentioned previously that womencould attend synagogue, learn, and
307
for a
even be learned if their husbands or masters were rabbis,
her
is
house
teach
into
to
and
specifically
a
woman's
come
rabbi
being alone with two womenwho were not one's
308
relatives was considered questionable behavior by the rabbis.
Thus, not only the role Mary assumes, but also the task Jesus performs
in this story is in contrast to what was expected of a Jewish man

unheard of.

Further,

and woman.
While Mary is taking on the not so traditional
role of disciple,
Martha is engaged in what some would call 'woman's work' - providing
for her guest.
In a Jewish context, however, womenwere
hospitality
in
if
to
attendance, unless there
men
were
meals
serve at
not allowed
309
It is possible that Martha's
were no servants to perform the task.
to serve
behavior is atypical and reflects her desire and willingness
Martha, whether
Jesus, even if it meant assuming a servant's role.
because she resents not receiving help from Mary or because she envies
310
by a good deal of serving",
is "distracted
Mary's 'portion',
Rather than quietly serving without complaint, she vents her feelings
by accusing Jesus of not caring, and indirectly
accusing Mary of
311
help.
does
Jesus
her
not respond as
when
she
needed
neglecting
Martha expected. His remarks, however, are neither an attempt to
devalue Martha's efforts at hospitality,
nor an attempt to attack a
learn
defends
Jesus
Mary's
to
traditional
rather,
right
role;
woman's
from Him and says this is the crucial thing for those who wish to serve
Him. Jesus makes clear that for womenas well as men, one's primary
task is to be a proper disciple;
only in that context can one be a
Martha
Martha
that
His
hostess.
to
shows
a
recognition
address
proper
312
Such things as even one's. own
is concerned with 'many things
family, however, must be seen as of lesser importance, indeed in an
of
separate and subordinate category, to the responsibility
entirely
hearing God's word and being Jesus' disciple.
Unfortunately,
of this

pericope,

the rest of Jesus' response to Martha, the climax
is clouded with large'textual
diff. i.cul ties.
There
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313
of Lk 10.42a.

for the text
are no less than six possibilities
$T1cE:
9
1) OXI'Ywv
69 XP.Eia LTiv
v'os -B
CE.bs-pL
h
bo
66
9A3
mg
V
2) O.
EoTiv Xpela T1
Xlywv
(ýc C2 fl 33 syr
cop
eth Origenl/2 Basil Jerome Cyril
C
3) o'Mywv 66 LfTiv
11 evos
45
13
4) C
66
EGTIV
EVbS
XP.CIU
-pAKPA
iT yf
28
565-700
892
.
et'al.
Byz
Lect
et al.
Clement
L60m
Basil Macarius Chrysostom Antiochus
John-Damascus
5) 41YWV 66 EGTIV XP.Eia
.
6) omit the entire clause

-

38 (syrpalý
be ff
ita

ýOpborns arm geo Origen
11 rl
syrs Ambrose

1/2

Possidius

It is probable that option three should be eliminated as it appears
to be either a later simplification
of, or a scribal mistake based on,
option one or two. It could be argued that variants one or two are
the products of a process of conflation
text
and that the original
'few things are necessary', Or 'one thing is necessary'.
read either,
Scribes who had some manuscripts with one reading and some with the
other might have conflated the two rather than take a chance of omitting
314
Another factor which argues against the longer
the original text.
readings is that they do not have the wide geographical spread of the
315
tE:
In
the
shorter ...,
readings.
addition,
shorter reading with vbs
316
may claim the support of P45 and other important manuscripts.
Both
scholarly opinion and the evidence of the Fathers appear equally
divided between the longer and shorter readings, though the modern
317
English translations
Though nearly all the Old Latin
are not.
it appears that only one or two
manuscripts omit the clause entirely,
of the Latin Fathers witness this omission, which weakens the evidence
31.8
for the omission.
Contrary to M. Augsten's assertion, the fact
that the shorter reading is rather "secular" in thought is not a basis
319
for ruling it out.
Purely on the basis of external evidence, it is difficult
to
decide between the longer and shorter readings.
Several internal
however,
give the shorter reading a slight edge. Though
considerationsg
variants one and two are more difficult
readings, that is precisely
In the context, Jesus is contrasting Martha's. 'many'
the diff. i.culty..
It does not seem likely-that
Jesus would contrast
with something else.
&yaehv
few
here
in
fact
(TT'IV
it
is
when
many and
one thing
pepi&t),
Mary's, listening
and learning, that He is defend ing.
Elsewhere in Luke,
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is stressed (15.8,16.13,18.19,22).
It is not a matter of contrasting the active to the contemplative
listening
importance
the
is
it
of
contrasting
life;
of
a
matter
rather,
321
We are dealing
to and lear ning the word of God to anything else.
be
first
thing
and
can
come
one
and only
with a matter of priorities
the importance of one thing

absolutely necessary.
If one of the longer readings is preferred, Creed is right that
been
has
Mary
(6'X1ywv)
'one
the
'few
dishes'
portion'
and
a pun on a
322 *
if
however,
is
idea
we
is
being
This
out,
ruled
not
made.
served
did
Jesus
be
that
then
The
have
Xa.
would
meaning
only
E.ves and iToX.
host,
Mary
is
He
the
be
but
to
to
and
and
serve.
served,
not come
323
Martha are the guests. Mary has just received Tnv (1xy(xGn'v
1jcpi&x.
324
0T'ivpcpf6a
The phrase Týv (3Yy(Y,
This is not to be taken from her.
(such
better
the
term
be
is
to
as
seen as a comparative
not
probably
by
in
dealing
for
best
a
class
something
with
we are
portion),
or
325
itself.
It should be noted also that this is something that the
(middle),
herself
for
Mary
intimates
Evangelist
responding to
chose
326
As in the case of Jesus'
the Word in faith by placing it first.
We
Mary,
His
to
see once again a reorganizing of
mother
relation
Martha's
in
light
Kingdom
traditional
requirements.
of
priorities
first.
One
it
does
but
denigrated
is
must recome
not
not
service
'good
is
Jesus
the
lifestyle
to
says
according
what
orient one's
in
faith
is
It
this
equality
priority
of
and
universal
portion'.
faith that gives womena new and equal place under the new covenant.
nature of the Gospel and why it dramatically
Luke
century Palestine.
women's status especially in first
Mary as a disciple sitting
and learning at the feet of her

This is the radical
affected

portrays
Master, and as such she serves as a model for his audience. The
here
by
Martha, do not
traditional
to
role,
voiced
a
woman's
appeals
(like
hearers
fact
be
to
the
that
called
women
men)
are
against
prevail
Jesus'
first.
word
of
obeyers
and
327
portrayal of these two women.

We must now turn to the Johannine

A Confession and a Proclamation - John'll
Few would dispute the fact that the story of the raising of Lazarus
raises more problems than almost anyýpther miracle recorded in the Gosbistory.
the
It'is
deal adequately
student
of
not possible'to
pels-for

2.

i.
diff.
the
cUlties this narrative poses in these paragraphs;
all
with
thus, the most we can hope to do is present a few reasons for the approach
tak en and explain why other approaches have been rejected.
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In our discussion
likely

that

there

of Lk 10.38-42

we suggested

that

it

was un-

of dependence either
of Luke on
as their material
on Mary and Martha is
for this view can now be given.
Clearly,

was a relation

John or the converse so far
Further support
concerned.
does not derive
the Fourth Evangelist

the association
of Lazarus with
Also, he did not derive the connection of
Mary and Martha from Luke.
Mary with an anointing
Yet Jn 11.2
of Jesus in Bethany from Luke.
expects his audience to
makes clear that the Fourth Evangelist
Thus, he himself did not
already be cognizant of this tradition.
likely
nor did he procure his information
create the connection
on
This leads to the conclusion
this matter from the Synoptics.
that he
had a source of information
about Mary (and Martha? ) other than the
328
Further,
the suggestion that the Lazarus narrative
Synoptics.
In the first
derives from Lk 16.19-30 is implausible.
place there
is no raising
indeed,
of a man named Lazarus in the Lukan parable;
the conclusion
suggests that such a raising
would be pointless
and
Secondly, the Lazarus in the
thus is not to be undertaken (v 31).
bears no resemblance

to the man who was part of a
house guests such
household that could afford a tomb and entertain
329
(John
Lazarus was not an unusual name, but it
Jesus
11).
as
in a parable to
should be noted that it was unusual for a character
330
be named.
Thus, "It is the occurrence of the name in the Lucan
Such an explanation
parable that calls for explanation.
would be

Lukan parable

forthcoming

if

there

in pre-Johannine

existed

tradition

a story about
the resurrection
of a man called Lazarus, with a general implication
331
in Christ. "
that this did not win men to faith
Another of the major difficulties
with this narrative
so far as
is concerned is that there is no real trace of it in
This is problematic
the Synoptics (unless Lk 16.19-30 evidences it).
is of such a dramatic and crucial
mainly because the raising
nature
its

historicity

(in

John it

get rid
afford
force

is the act which precipitates

of Jesus) that,
to leave it out,

the organized

it

is contended,

if

they knew of it.

efforts

to

the Synoptics

could hardly
Two things lessen the

of this

First,
argument.
as Morris points out, "... Mark has
332
in Jerusalem
before the final
nothing about Jesus' ministry
week. ,
Matthew and Luke are fundamentally
following
Mark.
It is thus not
that Mark simply had no knowledge of this story.
This
at all unlikely
believable
if 1) some of the drama of the narrative
is especially
is
due to the Fourth Evangelist's
handling of the material
and, more
importantly,

2) the placement

of the narrative

is the work of the
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Fourth

Brown has provided

Evangelist.

a very plausible

argument for

is the Evangelist's
narrative
a dramatic end to the public
for
the
Jesus
the
the
way
narration
and
prepare
of
of
ministry
333
If this narrative
Passion and Resurrection
narratives.
was
of the dead by Jesus,
simply another story of the raising
originally
heightens
drama,
it
is
the
delay
the
which
motif
perhaps without
(or
knew
the
Synoptists)
if
Mark
that
believable
of
any
even
quite
the view that the placement of this
he
intends
to provide
doing,
as
own

they could

of the narrative,

have chosen to omit

theirs

it

and include

is,

after all,
a selective
preraising
of Gospel events.
sentation
it is
In regard to the form and content of this narrative
to the work of the
difficult
to separate what may be attributed
story

another

since

Bultmann
his
to
although
and Schnacksource(s),
and what
former
The
to
believe
they
such
a
separation.
make
able
are
enburg
do
Martha
belong
Mary
figures
to
that
the
probably
and
not
of
argues
the latter
form of this narrative;
concludes that the
the original
Evangelist

Mary material
constructed

in the source and that

was likely
the dialogue

with

Martha as a sort

the Evangelist

has

of doublet

of the
Christological

for
forum
Mary
conveying
as
a
and
encounter with
334
however,
At
this
Christian
point,
confession.
remarks and a
"Nowhere
in
As
Dodd
is
remarks:
perhaps,
order.
caution
a word of
to analyze out a written
source, or
if
is
following
the
less
and
evangelist
convincing,
proved
sources,
335
,
he
has
his
fixed
tracks.
traditional
pattern,
covered
story or
a
The story as it stands is both a literary
unity and thoroughly
336
But this may mean no more than that the author has
Johannine.
(possibly
historical).
his
told
these
the
of
own,
and
story
made
in this

events
for its
usually

Gospel,

have attempts

in his own style
form,

this

with

narrative

found in the miracle

As
amount of poetic license.
a certain
has certain
that are
of the features
337
in the Synoptics.
All
narratives

other things being equal this may count against seeing this narrative
as in the main a Johannine creation.
For our part it should be noted that even if the raising
of
the
Lazarus proves to be a legend, or a creation
of the Evangelist,
Jesus had with

encounters
and it is these encounters
features.
There are certain

Martha and Mary may not be,
with which we are concerned in this thesis.
in these encounters that point toward their

the grieving

2) the characterization
authenticity;
of Martha and in some
being
respects Mary comports with that in Luke 10, while likely

basic
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independent of the Lukan material; 2) Martha's faith in Jesus is not
does
Christian
faith,
the presentation of Jesus here
full-blown
nor
a
later
ideas,
Christo-monistic
but, as Bultmann says,
some
reflect
in the power of his prayer;
in his power is faith
The
...
is removed from the sphere of the eclos MepwiTos
accordingly

her faith

...
Revealer

it
is
him;
the
recognized that
see
old
miracle
stories
as
338
he possesses he has from God. ";
3) Martha's statement
simpl, y expresses a common Jewish idea about resurrection;
nothing

particularly

Christian

everything
in v 24
there is

about it.

As for v 27, while the Evangelist may simply be assembling
(cf.
),
here
149
ff.
it is noteChristological
titles
Jn
various
is
inadequate
that
this
confession
and does not include the
worthy
crucial element of belief in Jesus' present power to raise the dead.
Were the construction purely redactional the Evangelist would perhaps
have made the confession more suitable to the occasion.
Perhaps
Martha made some sort of rudimentary confession, within the parameters
of correct Jewish belief and expectation about the Messiah, and the
Evangelist has made the confession more clearly and traditionally
for 27b, cf. Mk 1.11
Christian (for 27a, cf. Mk 8.29 and parallels;
).
for
27c,
Jn
1.9
Mt
11.3,
V 27c may
cf.
and
et al.
and parallels;
simply be the Evangelist's creation on the basis of Jn 1.9. The
proclamation in Jn 11.25-26 in its present form may be assigned to
This, however, does not preclude the possibility
the Evangelist.
that Jesus spoke privately to some of His closer disciples about His
life-giving
Sitz im
powers. If Riesenfeld is right that the original
Leben for the Johannine 'I am' sayings and proclamations was the
339
informal discussions of Jesus with His closer disciples,
then it
is possible that even vv 25-26 may.in some form go back to Jesus.
The use of LacyTacyis and &viaT6vai here may indicate the use of a
source for they are not commonin John and are used only once of
340
Jesus' own Resurrection (20.9).
Perhaps with Brown we may conclude: "From the contents of the Johannine account then, there is no
reason for assuming that the skeleton of the story does
about Jesus. "341 Thus, it seems
not stem from early tradition
reasonable to assign the characterization
of Mary and Martha, the
idea that Martha made a rudimentary confession of a Jewish belief in
in
Jesus as Messiah, the self-proclamation
and
resurrection
of Jesus
source, and the general encounter of Jesus with the
as a life-giving

conclusive

grieving sisters to a Sitz im Leben Jesu; but that as far as the
exact wording, the dramatic delay of Jesus' coming, the setting of
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the raising at the climax of the ministry,
and perhaps even the raising
it is best not to go beyond a statement of what these aspects
itself,
of the narrative say about the Evangelist's own views and theology.
Jn 11.1-44 is the longest continuous narrative in the Fourth
This is not without reason,
Gospel apart from the Passion narrative.
for in the Johannine schema of things it is the climactic and most
342
in
he
the
In many
of
signs
series
presents.
episode
miraculous
sign in John 2 and serves to
ways this story parallels the first
bring together and reemphasize some of John's chief themes. The
is
in
11.3
Martha
Mary
similar to the open-ended
and
send
message
Further,
in
2.3.
Martha's remark in 11.22
Jesus'
mother.
of
suggestion
Mary's
'whatever
In both
statement in 2.5.
you
ask'
resembles
about
Jesus
despiteýthe
hope
is
implied
that
the
will
act
seeming
scenes,
343
It is fitting
impossibility
that v 40 (cf.
of the situations.
11.4) mentions glory, for this also relates back to the Cana miracle
(2.11) and forward to the climax of this Gospel. In this. story, as
in John 2 and John 7, Jesus can only act as the Father wills,
not at
brothers, or friends.
This causes
the request of His mother, sisters,
344
It is this fact which explains
the delay in Jesus going to Bethany.
why He seems to reject mother Mary's request and the plea of Mary and
Martha, and then in fact responds as if He had not rejected their
345
in
is
last
best
for
John
2, so in the
As
the
saved
suggestion.
In John 2
Gospel as a whole the best miracle is saved for last.
Jesus comes and brings new life and joy to the celebration of the
union of two lives; in John 11 He brings new life and reunion to a
both narratives involve womenwhom
the Evangelist portrays as being. in the process of learning Jesus'
For Mary and-Martha and
true nature and becoming His true disciples.
is
belief
in
knowledge
Jesus and
Mary
there
of
and
perhaps
mother
family

He dearly loved.

Finally,

His miracle working power, but in both cases this knowledge and
They do not realize that Jesus is able to
faith is insufficient.
346
bring life because He is the Resurrection and the Life.
that Lazarus is the object and Jesus the subject of
is interesting
to note that Mary and Martha play a
this
347
The factors in this
more prominent part than their brother.
important
to this study are not the emotions Mary and
narrative
Martha express (which are commonhuman reactions. to death), but
Realizing
story, it

way the Evangelist portrays these women, the confession of
-the
faith by Martha, and Jesus' proclamation to Martha.
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The character portrayals of Mary and Martha in John 11 are on
the whole true to the portrayals we saw earlier in Lk 10.38-42.
348
Martha appears to be the elder sister and the hostess of the home.
She is clearly the more out-going, thus, it is she who goes out to
first.
Martha's outspokenness, which gives us more
Jesus
meet
knowledge of her than we have of Mary, sometimes makes her appear
The Evangelist portrays Mary
to have less faith and understanding.
her
is
Master's feet
devotion.
She
at
always
as a womanof great
(Jn
(Jn
12.3,
11.32),
to
Lk
10.39).
to
or
anoint
cf.
revere
whether
Both womenare devoted to Jesus and are close friends
and visited on more than one occasion.
John,

in rather

Martha in 11.1;

balanced

Mary only

fashion,

in 11.2;

mentions

Martha only

whom He loved

Mary first

and then

(by name) in 11.5;

have
Mary
both
Martha
then
a private
audience with Jesus in
and
and
While Mary gets more prominence in vv 1-5, Martha is the
11.17-37.
is
in
17-37.
In
Mary
described by John
figure
vv
v2
more central
OTOO
Kall cKlidCacya ToOs 706US
as 11(XXEIý=X T'OV KOPIOV 11OPW
TaTS
It would be this act that would remind John's audience
eplýllv aýTfis.
of Mary, thus the story in 12.1-8 must be based on well-known tradiThe statement in Jn 11.5 that Jesus loved Martha and her sister
tion.
than it appears on the surface.
and Lazarus is perhaps more significant
of the names (two women, then Lazarus) is unusual.
is-intimating
that these women were closer to
Perhaps the Evangelist
Jesus than Lazarus was, or were more prominent or important
than
First,

the order

It is pointed out frequently
in the eyes of the Evangelist.
Lazarus is the only male in the Fourth Gospel who. is named as

Lazarus
that

but what is. overlooked is
the object of Jesus' love (cf. 11.3,5),
that Martha and Mary are the only women so mentioned by name. In
light of the theological significance
of such language elsewhere in
between Jesus and His
John and its use to describe the relationship
disciples, -it seems the Evangelist is implying that these womenand
349
Lazarus were disciples of Jesus;
and that there were womenprominent
(11.2
disciples
during
the
Jesus'
hints
even
earthly ministry
among
that Mary should be known).
The Evangelist portrays Martha as one who sincerely believes in
Jesus and has fdtth in His power, for she says, "I know even now God
(v
"
22). This does not seem to imply
whatever
you
you
ask.
will give
that she believes Jesus can or will raise her brother sin ce her confession of faith does not go beyond the orthodox Pharisaic view of
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350

(v
her
later
39)
since
and
comment
resurrection
does not expect Jesus to raise Lazarus.
makes probable she still
Brown's summaryabout Martha's faith seems accurate:
on the last

day,

Throughout the incident involving Martha we see that
In vs 27
she believes in Jesus but inadequately.
probably the
she addresses him with lofty titles.,
same titles
used in early Christian professions of
faith; yet 39 shows that she does not as yet believe
She regards Jesus as an
in his power to give life.
(22),
is
heard
but she does
by
God
intermediary
who
(25).
(351)
he
is
life
itself
that
not understand
What is the Evangelist trying to convey by having Martha confess C'S
C,
C
8
U10
01) El
0
0 XPI UT'S
OTI
TOO OCOO 0 621S TbN)
CYW TrC1T1(YT6UK(X
K6oliov
(v
*
is
27)?
Schnackenburg
that
this
suggests
confession
cpXopevos
352
This may well be
likely
audience .
a model for the Evangelist's
in its
to the Petrine confession,
especially
so, for it is similar
Matthean form (16.6

CCC,
o XPICYTbS

61
0 UIOS
TOO 0600
T013 ý@VTOS).
Eb
is the
Perhaps it is not too much to say that Martha's confession
Certainly,
it
least inadequate to this point in the Fourth Gospel.

is more adequate than the Samaritan woman's hopeful question in
that the Messiah will
4.29, or her affirmation
come into the world
is also a
(cf. 4.25 to 11.27).
Martha's confession
Ironically,
fuller

statement
and perhaps more satisfactory
It is possible that
confession in Jn 6.68-69.
his Gospel so that

constructed

alongside

than the Petrine
the Evangelist

the crescendo

we have a crescendo of confessions.
miraculous,
that Martha's confession takes on new importance

has

of the

This would mean
because of its

Perhaps
episode of the series of signs.
indication
of the importance of Martha for the Evangelist's
from Jesus about Himself
audience is that she receives a revelation
in v 27. By giving his audience a story
that prompts the confession

placement
a further

in the climactic

in which a woman is the recipient
direct
statements about Himself,

of one of Jesus' most profound and
and inwhich
a woman makes a heartthe Fourth Evanto Jesus' declarations,

felt

and accurate response
intimates
that women have a right to be taught even the
gelist
and that they are capable of responding in
mysteries of the faith,
fa. ith with an accurate confession.
In short, they are capable of,
disciples
being full-fledged
of Jesus.
In this

the portrait
pericope,
of Mary is not
her audience with Jesus she makes the same initial
(11.21,32),
though again it is likely
this is not
353
She makes no
as a statement of loss and grief.

favorable.

In

remarks as Martha
so much a complaint
confession,

and
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354

in Jesus' presence suggests an attitude of hopelessness
her wailing
be
in
Him.
This
balanced against the hint in
lack
trust
must
of
and
11.3 (cf. vv 21,32) that both Mary and Martha had enough faith to
believe that only Jesus could deal with their drastic situation.
In conclusion we have in John 11 not an idealized portrait
of
but a portrait
that indicates that womenare
two womendisciples,
capable of faith and an accurate confession, and are worthy recipients
Martha's confession (v 27),
of the teaching of Jesus about Himself.
even if

it was in actuality

only a rudimentary expression of certain
coupled with a belief that Jesus was the

conventional expectations
one who had been sent to fulfill
In its present form (accepting

those expectations is noteworthy.
that v 27b, c is likely the Evangelist's

to the confession) the confession rivals and resembles
contribution
By placing it
the great Petrine confession (Mt 16.16 and parallels).
on Martha's lips, the Evangelist makes his own statement about the
It is
of womento be confessing and exemplary Christians.
also true that the Evangelist portrays Martha as having her bad moments when she so mi;sunder-stands Jesus and His intentions that she
ability

questions His reasons for having. the stone rolled away and is rebuked.
Mary is presented as one who has given herself wrongly over to an all
in
Jesus' presence though she too has faith,
sorrow
even
consuming
(11.2)
indicates
Evangelist
that she will Yet honor Jesus by
the
and
anointing
turn.

Him (12.1-8).

It is to this

anointing

that we must now

(Mt
14.3-9
26.6-13,
Mk
Jn
12.1-8)
,
How are the anointing stories in Mk 14.3-9 and parallels
Lk 7.36-50 to be assessed? Are they:, two forms of one story,

3.

Another Anointing

two distinct

stories

and
or

having similarities
perhaps as a re sult of
355
The first
at the level of oral tradition?

cross-fertilization
between the Lukan anointing story and the story in Mark
similarity
is
is
held at the house' of a man named
Matthew
that
the
meal
and
This, however, is a superficial
Simon (John does not specify).
when one considers how many Simons are in the NT and
similarity
356
A second similarity
between the narratives is that a
Josephus.
womananoints Jesus with perfume, and in the Synoptics the perfume
is contained in an alabýster jar.
This last detail does not prove
that we are dealing with the same story because in the first
century
Mediterranean world, it was known that "the best ointment is pre357
"
in
We know that dealers in perfumes were
alabaster.
served
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exceedingly commonin Israel for the rabbis often mentioned them.
What then of the fact that a woman is involved in all four of the
Luke says the womanis a sinner,
Gospel accounts of an anointing?

358

which is contrary to the picture of Mary of Bethany presented in
359
Luke 10, and the picture we find in John 11 and 12.
It seems that
the sinner womanwith the
Luke, who relied on Mark, did not identify
"The fact that Luke has omitted
unnamedwomanin the Marcan account.
the narrative in Mk 14: 1-9 at the corresponding point in his own
Gospel is no proof that he regarded this story as identical with
It simply indicates that he saw the similarity
between the
Mark's.
360
,
The Lukan story is set
two narratives and avoided repetition.
time and place from the Marcan story, and for many
at a different
identifying
for
decisive
these
the two
not
reasons
are
scholars
361
Both anointing stories involve an act of devotion and
stories.
love, but there is no hint in the Lukan story that a prophetic and
proleptic burial rite is involved, as is likely the case in the other
three Gospels. "The very strong element of sinfulness and forgiveis
Lucan
totally
is
the
to
that
story,
missing in the
essential
ness,
362
Finally,
the way Jesus uses the act of anointing
Bet hany account. .
and a parable of debtors in the Lukan story to teach Simon that he
is completely at variance with
who is forgiven more is more grateful,
The point and purpose of Luke's narrative
the other anointing story.
is very different
from that of the other anointing story.
If Luke
knew Mark, it seems improbable that he would so thoroughly rearrange
the story so as to change its essential point and purpose, or leave
if he intended to relate the
only fragmentary details of similarity
363
Even a cursory examination. of the anointing
same event as Mark.
stories of Mark, Matthew, and John make it apparent that they are
dealing with the same event. Between these three accounts the
364
We thus conclude
similarities
are of the essence of the story.
that the Lukan anointing story is not the same as that found in
Mk 14.3-9 and parallels,

and we are justified

as a separate story.
What then is the historical

in treating

the latter

value of Mk 14.3-9 and parallels?
It seems clear that the story rests on good tradition.
Dibelius
calls it a paradigm of noteworthy purity and Bultmann says that it
is no ideal scene but in the strictest
sense biography, although he
365
This need not be the
contends that vv 8b-9 are likely secondary.
to the same idea
case if Jn 12.7 is an independent attestation
in
(cf.
Mk
14.8b
below).
Probably the Evangelist's
expressed
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in
be
the
the
seen
may
reference to the Gospel
material
of
shaping
Perhaps
9.
the
in
form of this
'the
original
v
world'
whole
and
prophecy or pronouncement simply spoke of the woman's deed being
The placement of this episode before
held in memory continually.
the triumphal entry in John seems historically
more likely than Mark's
placement which may be located next to the Lord's Supper narrative
for theological reasons. This leads us to ask whether or not the
Fourth Evangelist, like the First, is dependent on Mark for this
There are certain

narrative.

verbal similarities

that might point

the use in both Gospels of the rare word 7TIGTIKfiS;
in
John;
the
in
4cTc
Mark
use Of CVT#1aCYj10V
and
a6vjv
6#s
ccýTijv
(;
in both Gospels; the saying about the poor; and the mention of 300
366
Against these points must be balanced the following
denarii.
condifficult
believe
is
to
it
that the Fourth Evan1)
very
siderations:
in this

direction:

him,
have
introduced
before
in
its
would
gelist,
367
2) while not impossible,
Jn 12.7;
it seems
place the difficult
that the Fourth Evangelist
would have modified Mark's referunlikely
of Jesus' head to an anointing
of His feet and
ence to an anointing
if

he had Mk 14.8,9

368

3) it is unlikely
the wiping of His feet with the woman's hair;
that the Fourth Evangelist would deliberately
add to Mary's actions
the questionable act of loosing the hair if Mark was his source;
dependence is the fact that there are
4) counting against literary
differences that surround the details in which they are
small
...
(Mark
has valuable perfume in contrast to John's expensive
most alike
denarii)...
300
"369 There seems to be no
has
than
Mark
more
perfume;
Fourth
Evangelist would have altered the
the
reason
why
compelling
This leads to the
Marcan account in these ways if he knew of it.
independently of each
suggestion that the two. Gospels are reporting,
It is also
versions of one sequence of events.
unlikely that the Fourth Evangelist is relying on Luke's anointing
narrative for one must require that he transfer the description of
the act of a womanwith an immoral past to Mary of Bethany and embody
that description in a narrative that has a wholly different
point
370
between the Lukan and
The similarities
from the Lukan narrative.
Johannine anointing stories (especially the wiping of the feet with
her hair) are perhaps best explained by the likelihood
that at the
some of the details of one anointing story
stage of oral tradition

other,

two different

have been transferred to the other and vice versa. What then are we
to make of the personal references unique to the Johannine account
(Mark, Martha, Lazarus, Judas)? It is quite possible that the
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has added these names to a general account of the anointing,
his
basis
being
the
the
in
Bethany
in
of
narrative
on
possibly
set
371
if the Fourth Gospel's account
It is perhaps more likely,
source.
Evangelist

is independent

that the names are original,
for Jn
of the Synoptics,
that the association
11.2, seems to indicate
of Mary with the anointing
(and
known
his
to
thus we9t back to tradition
audience
was already
that

preceded the Fourth

Canonical

Gospel).

Gospel tradition

at the later

there

must be remembered that

It

is no definite

It
stages of the tradition.
for practical
of a narrative

the polishing

trend

was equally

in the

to add names
A common in

use that

names, places,
(but
interesting
be omitted in order to genunnecessary) details
and
372
it would appear that
Thus, in conclusion,
the narrative.
eralize
in most regards, a form of this anointing
the Fourth Evangelist
presents,
story

that

is closer

to the original

than Mark's

generalized
account.
The story contains typical
Johannine irony in that the place
(12.1)
dead
life
becomes the place where
Jesus
to
the
where
gave
whom He 'called

"Seated beside

Lazarus,

He is anointed

as one would anoint

out of the tomb' (xii. 17),
373
The characterization
a corpse. ,

of Martha and Mary in John 12 comports well with the Lukan portrayal.
difference,
however, between the portrayal
There is one noticeable
of
Martha in Luke 10 and John 12. In John 12 there are no complaints
by
Martha and no hint of a rebuke to Martha - she serves quietly.
If
is correct,
then we may see the process of liberation
Leipoldt
and
for she is performing
Christian
service expressed in Martha's life
the functions
a free servant or slave would perform at an all male
374
feast.
She apparently
violates
certain
rules of Jewish practice
in order to take on the role of servant and show love to her Master
for

what He has done for

her and her family.

Liberty

in Christ

is

freedom from customs which restrict
love, but also freedom
to take a lower place, to humble oneself to serve.
Mary also may be taking on the role of servant when she anoints
There were many reasons for anointing
Jesus.
in a Jewish context.

not only

As Lk 7.46 implies,
purpose as anointing
The latter
perfume.

anointing
with

with

perfume,

oil

was not of the same order

especially
for
either

fragrant

or

and expensive

burial
was reserved
rites,
or for
cosmetic or romantic purposes in small quantiti es (Song of Solomon
375
1.12, Jn 19.39-4,0, Lk 24.1).
What Mary poured on Jesus' feet is
but perfume, nard being a well-known
called., pOpov and is not oil,
376
Eastern ointment with a potent fragrance.
The Fourth Evangelist,
deliberate
to indicate
that this is an act
with
exaggeration
perhaps
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Mary
devotion,
says
used about a pound of nard, a very
of complete
377
It is not true
large amount considering the perfume's worth.
378
Athenaeus
that anointing of the feet is unknown in antiquity.
379
.having
tells us of a man
a female slave smear his feet with IjOpov.
Billerbeck cites cases where
Though it may not be commonpractice,
the rabbis allowed a person to anoint their own feet, and in some
380
Thus,
Mary
the
that
possibility
anoint
rabbis.
could
places women
intended
did anoint Jesus' feet, especially if this was originally
be
dismissed.
A
devotion,
humble
not
plausible
should
as an act of
feet
her
hair
Jesus'
Mary's
might
with
of
wiping
act
explanation of
be found in the custom of wiping one's hands on the head or hair of
them
dinnertime.
had
hands
if
the
or
water
oil
on
at
excess
a servant
Mary could have used her hair to wipe off the excess perfume as she
381
In a Jewish context, however,
had seen servants do in the past.
for a womanto let down her hair in the presence of unrelated men was
382
best
is
it
to
the
Thus,
attribute
act to the crossscandalous.
of the two anointing stories while the anointing of
It is easy to see why
the feet may well be original to the story.
Mark would change the anointing of the feet to an anointing of the
It is not so easy to
head to emphasize Jesus' royal nature and role.
fertilization

if
head
feet
the
the
the
to
the
anointing
of
was
change
explain
383
original.
In all three narratives the motive of the woman (unnamed in the
In all three Gospels, Jesus
Synoptics) appears to be devotional.
In Matthew and Mark it
the act in relation to His burial.
interprets
is evident that the act is seen as a proleptic anointing for Jesus'
384
It has been suggested that since the First Evangelist and
burial.
Mark tell us that the head of Jesus is anointed, it is possible they
385
If
then
the
kingly
this
rite.
so,
woman
coronation
as
a
act
viewed
Since
is portrayed as taking on the task of a prophet or. priest.
both the First Evangelist and Mark make clear, however, that Jesus
be
His
burial,
it
is
to
this
to
then
the
viewed
probably
act
refers
386
they
the
This
that
in
the
act as prophetic
viewed
means
main.
way
in character in which case the Synoptists may have been suggesting
to their audiences that womencould legitimately
assume the roles
387
Matthew
is
described
the
by
In
Mark
and
act
prophets.
performed
indicate
deed
to
the
Evangelists'
beautiful
which
may
audiences
a
as
that such extravagant devotion should be seen as an example for all
disciples.
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Jesus' response to the objection that Mary's extravagant act
is Problematic*
has wasted about a year's. wages of A day-laborer
388
The existence of auTiv in John makes it
in the Fourth Gospel.
389
4cs
In
treat
that
an
auxiliary.
merely
as
should
we
(;
unlikely
390
If the
Mark it seems clear that the sense is 'Leave her alone'.
391
`ýva in John is imperatival,
'Let her alone;
then the translation,
If not, then we should connect
let her keep it' is necessitated.
'Allow
her
keep
it'.
to
translate
following
to
the
phrase and
aýEs
in
is
the
Johannine
the
word TWEW.
Our second difficulty
phrase
with
392
There is no lexical evidence for the meaning 'keep it in mind'.
In John it can mean 'to keep' (as in keep a commandment,cf. Jn 8.51,
As Barrett has pointed out,
55,9.16,14.15,21,23,24,15.10,20).
the ointment since
it is most unlikely that John means 'to retain'
the whole house is filled
with the smell and Judas is indignant at
393
Thus, it seems probable that it means 'Let her
the extravagance.
(i.
it
(the
though
to)
it
e.,
with
were
a
view
as
now
rite)
observe
the day of my burial preparation. ' The Fourth Evangelist then in
First
Second.
If
the
this translais
the
and
as
same
saying
essence
is that Jesus prophetically
tion is correct, then the implication
sees
that Mary will not have an opportunity to prepare Him for burial later,
We
have
the
is
to
thus
opportunity
now.
reject
allowed
she
and
(as
itself
if Mary
the
to
that
ointment
alllTo refers
suggestion
and also the suggestion that
save some for the actual burial),
in
'keeping
that
fateful
day
that
Mary
to
mind'
on
refers
auTo

the
could
T-npy'lm
she

had anointed Jesus previously.
two Evangelists close their presentation of the anointing
The first
"Truly
is
Gospel
I
to
the
the
you,
wherever
preached
say
remark,
with
throughout the world, what she has done will also be told in memory of
her. " This saying sets up this womanas an example, and if one deletes
C,
ý
there is no reason why the saying cannot
the clause OTMU... TZOVK0CYJ10V,
omits it.
even though the Fourth Evangelist
gives evidence in 11.2 that those words were
(though
it
is
and
possible
perhaps not. probable)

to Jesus,

be attributed
The Fourth

Evangelist

coming true

already,

that

394

we should

take the reference

12.3 as a symbolic
and Mt 26-13.395

way of saying

to the odor filling
the same thing

we find

the house in
in Mk 14.9

Conclusions
Wemay note the striking
correspondence between the Lukan and
Johannine portrayals of Mary and Martha. As Stauffer remarks,
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We learn much concerning the validity
of the Gospel
tradition
and its value as a historical
source when
we observe that the characters of Mary and Martha,
the sisters of Lazarus, are given the same delineation in all the Gospels. Martha appears resolute,
energetic, ready of tongue, used to giving orders,
as eager to make suggestions as to reprove (Luke
10,38.40.41;
John 11,20 ff. 28.39 f.; 12,2);
Mary is hesitant, slow, quiet, easily moved, obedient, devoted (Mark 14,3 ff.; Luke 10,39.42;
).
(396)
f.
John 11,20.29.
-32
Mary is the only womanin the Gospels that Jesus defends
Interestingly,
twice for her devotion and desire to serve her Master.
In Luke 10,
Mary is portrayed as a disciple who has a right to learn from Jesus;
in John 12, we see her as a disciple who has a right to take the role
of servant and honor Jesus in an extravagant and exemplary way. The
Fourth Evangelist does not present an idealized portrait
of Mary,
however, for in John 11 he shows that she, like Martha, was capable
It is possible
of misunderstanding and not trusting Jesus sufficiently.
that Mary's act of anointing is presented by the First and Second,
397
but more
and even the Fourth, Evangelist as a coronation ritual,
likely

it

is seen as a prophetic burial rite.
The Gospel writers may
be implying that it was acceptable for womento take on the role or
398
tasks of a prophet.
In comparing the portraits
of Martha in Luke 10 and John 12, we
note that Martha appears in the same role in both cases. The mention
of her household in Jn 11.19 may indicate that she need not have performed these tasks, in which case we see in her life how her devotion
to Jesus led her to take on the role of servant.
We noted Brown's
suggestion that the audience of the Fourth Evangelist would see
Martha's activities
as corresponding to those that a deacon would
perform for the Church community; thus, John 12 might be seen as giving
399
In any event, it is significant
precedent for deaconesses.
that
the Fourth Evangelist

portrays Martha as making perhaps the least
inadequate confession about Jesus up to this point in this Gospel
(11.27), and she in turn receives one of the most dramatic revelations

Both of these factors indicate that Martha is to
of Jesus' nature.
be seen by the Evangelist's audience as someonewho is in the process
disciple.
By relating this scene, the
of becoming a full-fledged
Evangelist intimates that womenwere worthy of being taught even the
(cf.
the
faith
Jn 4.21-26).
of
Confirmation that John is
mysteries
portraying both Mary and Martha as disciples is to be found in the
statement in Jn 11.5 that Jesus loved them (cf. 13.1).
Indeed, they,
-together with Lazarus. are the only figures in the Fourth Gospel who
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(cf.
Jesus'
loved
10.3)
by
as
name
are mentioned
juxtaposition
interesting
the
have
pointed out
we
to be disciples

by a rabbi with
which were forbidden

and be taught

roles
roles of a servant,
(as
likely
Martha
Mary
had
and
servants
who
orient
she must first
being the one thing
first,

that

her priorities

ones.

In these

stories

of women's new freedom
the freedom to take up the

by the rabbis to women
did).
Luke 10makes clear

so that

the good portion

comes

Having her priorities
straight
(as in John 12) she can resume the role she may have performed preis
This
as a means of serving
given new significance
role
viously.
discipleship
to and love for Him.
the Master and manifesting
necessary.

Mary and Martha did not travel
with Jesus, for He
less
them
did
His
disciples
This
them.
to
make
any
not
comes
always
being
distoward
full-fledged
His 'followers'
were
progressing
who
Apparently,

or

There were women, however, who took the unprecedented step
ciples.
in
family
It
home
leaving
their
order to travel with Jesus.
and
of
is these women we must now study.

C.

WomenWho Followed Jesus

On the Road with Women'Disciples - Lk 8.1-3
Lk 8.1-3 is near the middle of a series of pericopes that make
400
is
likely
introduction
It
to and
to
an
women.
special reference
(8.4-15).
the
teaching
the
illustration
the
of
parable of
sower
of
The womenare living embodiments of what happens when the sower sows
401
The passage may
his seed in soil that can receive and nurture it.
1.

been a companion to or completion of Lk 7.36-50
have originally
indicating women's gratitude to Jesus for. being helped or healed (cf.
Luke, however, may have placed it here to prepare
7.11-17,36-50).
for the women's roles in the Passion and Resurrection events402 and
in the Church (cf. Lk 23.55, Ac 1.14), to indicate that womenwere
Galilean
days
from
the
the
early
of
ministry.
even
witnesses
Though Lk 8.1-3 in its form and content is thoroughly and dis403
Lukan,
it nonetheless contains material of considerable
tinctively
historical
value. The list of womenis likely traditional
and does
404
(cf.
be
derived
list
from
Mark's
Mk 15.41).
to
Possibly,
not appear
has added the names of Joanna and/or Susanna as a result
405
knowledge
Palestinian
or
a
of
well-informed
source.
personal
of
There is little
reason to question the authenticity
of the information
Jesus
disciples
traveled
the
with
and
served
and
women
as this
-that
was conduct which was unheard of and considered scandalous in Jewish
Luke himself
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It is unlikely

to have been invented by a Christian community
which contained converted Jews and which did not wish to appear morally
suspect to a Mediterranean world that was already sexually and morally
circles.

indulgent.
focus on women, this pericope continues Luke's emphasis on
the universalization
of the Gospel as it breaks down barriers to help,
ff. etc. ). Womenare a conto heal, and to save (2.32,4.26,10.29
In its

theme and example
ties of a true disciple 406
Christ;
one who serves
own means, etc. Thus, in

tinuing

used by Luke as he tries to teach the quali-.
one who witnesses to the person and work of
the Lord and the brethren freely from her
8.1-3,

Luke presents us with a microcosm of
his major themes of discipleship,
universalization
of the Gospel, and
Good News to the poor and downtrodden. As Conzelmann suggests, this
pericope may also point out how the bonds of the family of Christ
over the ties of one's family by heredity or
should have priority
407
marriage.
Lk 8.1-3 stands in contrast to its historical
context in rabbinic
Judaism. We know womenwere allowed to hear the word of God in the
synag6gue but they were never disciples of a rabbi unless their husband
408
to teach them.
Though a womanmight
or master was a rabbi willing
be taught certain negative precepts of the Law out of necessity, this
did not mean they would be taught rabbinic explanations of Torah. For
a Jewish womanto leave home and travel with a rabbi was not only unheard of, it was scandalous. Even more scandalous was the fact that
women, both respectable and not, were. among Jesus' traveling companions.
Yet it was apparently an intended part of His ministry for womento
benefit from His teaching (cf. Lk 10.38-42) and healing.
While Jesus
inferior
rejects much of rabbinic teaching on women's 'flightiness',
uncleanness, this does not mean He abrogated
all sexual, social, or creation order distinctions
recognized under the
old covenant. Indeed, it seems rather clear that He affirmed the headship and authority of the man when He chose Twelve men from among His
409
disciples to be leaders of the community.
Though it was uncommon

nature,

and monthly ritual

or unknown for womento be traveling disciples of a rabbi, it was not
uncommonfor womento support rabbis and their disciples out of their
410
own money, property, or foodstuffs.
The first womanmentione d, Mary Magdalene, is the best known among
,
these womenpossibly because her healing was the most dramatic, i. e.,
411
indicates
demons
a possession of extraordinary malignity.
seven
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She and apparently

the others mentioned were living
proof
Gospel's power. Mary of Magdala commonly is placed first
(Mt
27.56,61,28.1,
Mk 15.40,47,16.1,
other
women
with

of the
when listed
Lk 24.10).

important,

She is*undoubtedly

and Luke wishes to mention her so her
be seen as the proclamaspecial devotion and witness in Luke 24 will
tion of someone who has long been one of His disciples.
Similarly,
disciple,
Joanna is a long-time
present with Mary at the tomb and the
bearing witness.
She is very unlike Mary
upper room, and thereafter
of Magdala who came from a small town and was undoubtedl y avoided by
Jesus healed her.
Joanna is the wife of Chuza who managed
many until
412
Herod's estate.
Thus, she was a woman of some means and prominence.
Here Luke gives evidence of how the Gospel breaks down class and
economic divisions
and reconciles
men'and women from all walks of life
into one community.
The third woman, Susanna, though perhaps known
to

Luke's

in

the-Gospel.

were
Jesus.
freed

only

is

audience,

the
Luke

them to

Luke
most

intends

prominent

indicates
serve

unknown

that
both

to

us and is

not

mentioned

us to

elsewhere

that these three
understand
413
CE'TE:
among
Pal TFOXXUI
women that
Jesus'

actions

Him and the

in

disciples

women
followed

behalf

of these women
414
.V
(au"Tols)
EX Vý

415
The traditional
UlTCLPXO'VTWV. This meant something unique.
roles
of hospitality
and service could be seen as a way to serve not only
the physical
family,
but also the family of faith.
Being Jesus' disC1

did not lead these women to abandon their traditional
roles in
food, serving,
Rather, it gave. these roles
regard to preparing
etc.
for now they could be used to serve
new significance
and importance,
ciple

the Master and the family of faith.
The transformation
of these women
involved not only assuming new discipleship
but also resuming
roles,
their traditional
roles for a new purpose.
In light

of what has been said, it appears that the purposes of
this pericope are: 1) to reveal the proper response to the healing
involves
and teaching of Jesus Christ - true discipleship
serving the
Lord and the brethren in whatever way is needed from whatever resources
one has; 2) to point

out that

women are equally

called

to be disciples

and witnesses as part of the universal
spread of the Gospel; 3) to
show that Jesus brings in the 'acceptable
day of the Lord' which
liberates
the captives and the poor (women fitting
one or both cate416
fulfills
Joel's prophecy (3.1-5);
and which
gories),
4) to show
loyalty
the continuing
of these women as disciples
5) to
of Christ;
point out women of prominence, at least known in the early Palestinian
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in a Jewish culture to be
Church, who were some of the first
and liberated to a position of equality with men; 6) possibly
indicate that these womenwere a source of Luke's information
court of Herod and various parts of Jesus' life and ministry-,
7) to serve as an introduction
that follows - the 'good soil'

healed
to
on the
417

to and illustration
of the parable
was not limited to a particular
class,

race, or sex.
Womenat the Cross - Mk 15.40-41 (Mt 27.55-56; Lk 23.49; Jn 19.25)
We have had occasion to note several trends or patterns in our
One of these, found in the
examination of womento this point.
2.

parables and also in some of the pronouncement stories and elsewhere,
involved a reversal of male-female roles, or a reversal of expectations.
Another pattern found almost exclusively in Luke and John involves
presenting narratives so that certain womenare revealed to be or as
(Jesus' mother, Mary and Martha, the womenof
becoming disciples
Lk 8.1-3).
Perhaps the most surprising reversal was that Jesus'
womenfriends and traveling companions, not the Twelve or even the
Three, becamethe primary witnesses to the most crucial events in Jesus
earthly career - His death, burial, and Resurrection.
it is generally agreed, was one of the
The Passion narrative,
first
fixed in the course of
to become relatively
pieces of tradition
Accordingly, few would doubt that the reporting by the
transmission.
Evangelists of the betrayal, failure,
or desertion of Jesus' trained
male leadership, the Twelve, during the crucial events of the last
days of Jesus' ministry is historically
It is not something
accurate.
that the post-Easter community was at all likely to invent.
Thus, we
will take it as an historical
given that there was at least one disciple that betrayed Jesus (Judas), that there was one who denied him
(Peter), and that the general desertion described in Mk 14.50 (cf.
and Mt 25.56, Jn 20.10) took place sometime during those
crucial events. Apart from the beloved disciple,
who represents the
(Jn
disciple
19.26-27) and may not be one of the Twelve
male
model
(if indeed he is an historical
figure) no men who were clearly among
the circle of disciples of Jesus perform any good acts during the
It is
events immediately prior to and including the Crucifixion.
vv 32,37,43,

that the Evangelists' portray various non-disciples both
striking
Jew and Gentile as assisting or in part accepting Jesus (cf. Mk 15.21
Mk 15.42-47 and parallels,
Mk 15.39 and parallels,
and parallels,
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but it is
may be redactional,
is
it
the
likely
that
general pattern we are
of
all
not
by
Twelve,
the
devotion
help
here
abandonment
or
with
concerned
(the
Even
by
or
non-disciples).
women
more striking
others
expressed
is the fact that this pattern of doubt and desertion among the Twelve

Lk 23.40-43).

Someof this

material
is, and it

persisted even after the reports of Jesus' Resurrection reached them.
Even in Luke, who isf ond of male-f emale paral 1ei sm, we have a pi cture
during
leadership
disintegration
the
trained
failure
the
of
and
male
of
Rengstorf comments:
this crisis.
Luke ceases to use PUOTITIOS for the
at the end of the Gethsemane story
(22:
alllTOV
ol'TrEPI
49; cf.
he
has
on
59), oi yvwaToll au-rý*(23: 49, based
66EKct
X017TOI

disciples of Jesus
(22: 45). From then
also 22: 56,58,
on Ps. 38: 11; 88: 8,
18),
(24: 9), cxu)Toi
Kall IT6LVTES Oý
OCI:
(24: 33)
Kall OCI GOV aýTOTS
(24: 13), OCL 666M
The
....
only possible explanation is that the behavior of
the disciples of Jesus during the passion is equivalent
by them, and that it is
to a breach of the relationship
the task of Jesus to gather disciples afresh after His
(418)
resurrection.
While Rengstorf goes too far in claiming that this is the only possible
first
have
become
best.
The
last
it
it
the
probably
or
explanation,
for
faithfulness
history
their
to
it
lost;
that
well
speaks
and
even
the Evangelists, especially Luke, have not omitted. or glossed over
But what of the last and least among the brethren? We
this fact.
will now examine Mk 15.40-41 and parallels.
the brief

paragraph about womenat the cross
follows the proclamation of the centurion about Jesus. In John, it
follows the story of the soldiers dividing Jesus' garments. Apparently,
419
the womenwere not limited in number to those listed in Mark's account
Luke mentions in addition to the women "all his acquaintances" (7r6vTF-S
C
it
is
Luke
following
Since
Mark at this
appears
auTýp).
yvwaTol
oi
k,
420
his
be
this
attempt to create a male group of
phrase
may
point,
In the Synoptics,

the females. Probably he means us to think of
witnesses to parallel
It seems likely that
Jesus' friends in Jerusalem or His relatives.
Luke would have used the term 'the Apostles' or 'the Twelve' (now
421
Eleven) if he meant them by this phrase.
Where were these mourning womenstanding? The Synoptics use the
Fourth
the
Evangelist
Z
while
paKPOOEV
uses 7rap8t T6) aTalip6i
a7ro
phrase
(with the impersonal object in the dative,
which is unknown elsewhere
the Fourth Evangelist
in the NT). The preposition
uses literally
'beside',
Inearl
but
is
or
one
not able to determine exactly
means
422
In this case it must mean within
how near.
hearing as well as
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On the

range.

seeing

a distance,

mean from

would
and in

Synoptics

the

stood

far

whole

dilemma

(LXX)

likely

is

phrase

in

be taken

not

way to

may in

to

cross.

as a literal

those

who

Perhaps

this

that

recognize
in

which

the

phrase

their

of

be under

to

Ps 37.12

case,

description

appears

exact

not

Some. of

the

here,

Luke especially

position.

is

phrase

eyesight.

background

the

a'7T'O11aKpOOEv normally

the

again

by a failure

one created

stands

historical

though

have made their

'PCKP08CV should

=0

the

must mean within

could

off

hand,

other

influence

the

itself

his reference
to oci
explain
423
(cf.
As we noted earlier,
Ps 37.12 LXX - o"i c'yyiaTa)'YVWGTOI
for the idea that crucified
is rabbinic
there probably
support
men
424
by
friends.
Thus, the
and
relatives
surrounded
were
sometimes
of

OT verse

this

which

description

Johannine

be intended

be assumed to

one cannot

optic

implausible

be considered

cannot

Syn-

and the
historical

as a precise

statement.

mother

Matthew:

Mary Magdalene,

mother

of

the

of

however,

of

find

reader

to

likely

since

followed

he says
from

Jesus'

and Mary of

Salome's

us to

was perhaps
It

is

and it

is

appears

Jesus'

24.10,

likely
common.

mother,

the

list

planned

for

the

is

perhaps

more

certain
another,

Mary of

mother,
Evangelist

Clopas,

almost

he has omitted

whether

he identifies

if

or

is

women

Zebedees.

and to

then
to
all

Mark is
if

Luke,

names of

Joanna

Luke as one of

that

Gospels
Mk 15.40,

The Fourth
and it

is

his

agree

that

one name,

in

he means

Joanna,

Mary of

Lk 24.10

has special
she is

back

refer

who

information.

of

listing

overly

there

If

and Susanna.

Mt 27.56,

Evangelist

strange

he means us to

sources

is

that

correct

adds but

he probably

four

identity

assume their

simply
so if

especially

additional

that

First

the
not

women" present.

important

striking

two names in
list

to

The former

Jesus'

of

with

the

people

has the

refer

is
it

of

of

This

or

recall

Again,
Mary of Clopas
while
427
it may also be that these
James and Joseph,

mother

"many other

to 8.1-3

it

Mark,

mother

harmonistic.
were

sister

Even though

Magdala.

two different

are

the

name and replaced

may be the

us to

list;

these

mother,

Salome and the

we have no specific

Lk 8.1-3,

24.10.

and

women at the cross are those who had
426
Galilee.
In John, we appear to have four

following

certainly

James and Joseph,

intended

in

healed

or

of

In Luke,

may have

names in

their

out

Jesus

listed:

helped

whom Jesus

those

mother

Zebedee.

Evangelist

Mary Magdalene,
425
in
and Salome;

and Joses,

Mary the

sons of

Third

the

women listed:

Little

James the

Mary the

the

following

we have the

In Mark,

omitted

share
reason
in

Magdala
at
to
the

least
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Nevertheless, we have argued
present.
in
her
Jn
19.25
to
historical,
be
may
well
previously
is,
19.27b
if
Jn
and since some explanation must be given
especially
In any event, the
for her presence in the Church (cf. Ac 1.14).
by
indicates
importance
their
in the
name
women
various
mention of
Church
Evangelists
the
and argues strongly for the
and
early
eyes of
(Mary
least
these
Magdalene
historically
that
of
women
at
some
view

Synoptics if

she was actually
that the reference

have
Jesus'
Mary,
must
played a crucial role
not
mother)
another
and
in the Passion and Resurrection events.
The Synoptic lists are arranged perhaps in order of importance
his
Gospel
the
in
to
both
to
familiarity
writer
and
relation
or
428
in
Gospels
instance
the
followers
In
where
women
every
audience.
(except
is
Magdalene's
first
Mary
Jesus
name
placed
are mentioned,
of
429
in Jn 19.25 where there is a special interest in Jesus' mother).
Mary Magdalene's first
place was not only because of her loyalty to
because
Jesus or notable service, but also (and perhaps primarily)
Lord.
These
lists
the
her
risen.
particular
of those
about
witness
of
like
in
be
1
Cor
15.5-8
is
that
than
the
more
may
crucifixion
at
430
be
lists
those
They
thought.
of
who saw and witnessed
may
sometimes
Synoptic
Each
the
Lord.
the
accounts refers to the
of
risen
about
431
fact that they witnessed the crucifixion,
and the First Evangelist
to Jesus
and Mark refer to these women's service specifically
(5irIK6vouv, Mk 15.41, Mt 27.55) a fact noted earlier in Lk 8.3
(though there the Twelve are also among those served), and thus not
repeated by Luke here. In addition, all three accounts speak of
these womenas followers of Jesus. In Mark we are told they
in
He
Galilee.
The
First
Evangelist
Him
was
says
when
nKoXo6Oouv
ýKOX008TJCMV
Jesus f rom Gal i1 ee, whi 1e Luke says they UUVaKOXOUeOD=1
they
Let us examine the Marcan account first.
David Flusser notes an intentional
contrast in the Marcan account
between those who represent the Christian community and those who

Him from Galilee.

'non-Christian'
"...
Jews are enemies of Jesus,
Jesus:
the
all
reject
(and
followers
there
Christian
from
the
Galilee
are
only
women
and as
432
Thus, Mark wishes to show that except for His
the centurion) . ,,
433
died
followers,
Jesus
Mark distingamidst a host of enemies.
women
between
those womenwho followed Jesus when He was in Galilee,
uishes
(aUai
and many other women
7roUaf) who came up with Jesus into JeruThe long-time

womenfo.llowers of Jesus probably are referred
salem.
It may be that the latter was simply a
to in the former category.
(but
into
Jesus
Jerusalem
came
women
who
of
up
with
group
cf. Ac 13.31).
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these may be Jesus'

Alternatively,

women followers

from Judea.

The

indicated
by Mark
of the named women is likely
in three ways: they are said 1) to be witnesses of the most crucial
(ecwpoOuai);
life
2) to have served Jesus (6iTJK6VouV
in
Jesus'
events

discipleship

status

in
is
the
Mk
15.40-41a);
this
have
3)
to
said
only
of
women
note
and
followed Him (ýKOX060OUV). The reason why Mark does not use the word
be
because
these
he
of
women
may
any
of
usually
reserves this
paenTls
inner
for
the
or
circle
official'witnesses
of Jesus, i. e., the
word
434
Twelve.
We conclude that Mark intends us to understand that the
long
disciples
of
standing,
even while Jesus was in
are
named women
435
Thus, they are prepared to be reliable
Galilee.
witnesses to the
events beginning with the Crucifixion.
Gospel we noted that

In the Fourth
Mary at the cross
Luke we note that

are representative
5SpL')aaiis feminine

the Beloved

Disciple

and

male and female disciples.
and has the women as its

In
ante-

is
in
there
case
a stress on women.as the witnesses.
which
cedent,
it is the women alone of whom it is said (A aUV(XKOXOUeO'OU(X1
Further,
'follow'
in
23.49.
Bauer
that
here has the connotation
Lk
says
=TO
t.
436

Whi1e thi s verb" s other uses in the Gospel s
do not appear to have theological
overtones, and as
the simple form of this verb is that which usually is used of following
437
here
'following'
disciple,
'witnessing'
the

of being a disciple.
(cf. Mk 5.37,14.51)
a

conjunction

probably indicates
logical
overtones.
to Ac 1.21-22 (cf.

that

in itself

is

of

Luke is

Further,

if

Jn 15.26-27),

intended

to accredit

and

intending

to have. theoO'UVOKOXOUeEW
we compare this 'from Galilee'
phrase
then it may be that 'from Galilee'

the witness of the
women to the empty tomb and the message about the risen Lord in Matthew
'from
followed
Jesus
Luke.
If
they
Galilee',
then they were in a
and
to remember His words and appearance so that they could-relate
position
and. authenticate

hearing
they
and seeing'now to what they had known'before.
were
what
&Tr'O.
in Luke and Matthew may be motiMark's
to
the
Thus,
change of
cv
the women's credentials.
In Matthew
vated by an attempt to indicate
as in Mark, we have three verbs, at least two of which refer to what
do or ought to do - 'watch' Him ('look
'serve'
Him,
disciples
on'),
Him.
The
First
he
Evangelist
is
in
that
unambiguous
and'Ifollow'
(no
things
these
to
the
only
women
men are mentioned).
ascribes
he says that these women followed Jesus serving him
(610KOVOOCOLI
CLUTO,Cf. Mk 15.40-41) perhaps implying that there

Further,

L
behind this grateful
a history and a personal relationship
Thus, some womenin the Synoptics are depicted as faithful

was

service.
disciples

438
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of long standing who are being prepared to bear witness to the things
In John, Mary is
they began to see and take part in at this time.
death
Jesus'
and was ushered into
witnessed
portrayed as one who
disciple.
The
the community of faith, thus becoming a full-fledged
'ideal'
in
though
an
perhaps
many
regards
one, nonetheless
portrait,
that all four Evangelists at this juncture were concerned
to portray the womenas disciples who had prior contacts with Jesus.
That the womenfollowers (save Jesus' mother) are specifically
named
(or
be
basically
the
the
go
unmentioned)
anonymous
may
men
are
and
indicates

testimony to who had the more crucial roles and
Gospel writers'
parts in the events of the last days of Je sus' earthly life.
"
3. The First Visit to the Tomb, the Burial - Mk 15.42-47
TMt 27.57-61; Lk 23.50-56).
The narrative about Jesus' burial, as Taylor says, "belongs to
439
Bultmann claims that apart from vv 44-45,
the best tradition" .
440
But v 47 is not likely a
47 it makes no legendary impression.
in regard to
later addition because the tendency of the tradition
these events was not to add womenas witnesses but rather to upgrade
(cf.
Mk 15.43, Mt 27.57, Jn 19.38)
Joseph
the discipleship
status of
441
Further,
and thus provide a male witness at the crucial points.
if one allows that the womenwitnessed the crucifixion
and some went
to the tomb on Easter morning, one must posit that they found out
It is quite believable that
by some means where Jesus was buried.
they would have followed Joseph to the grave. We may thus examine
this narrative with relative certainty that it gives us historical
information about the women's part in these events.
Even though the Synoptic Gospels all refer to it, studies of
the women's part in the climactic events of Jesus' earthly career
often overlook the fact that His female followers made more than one
442
It was the custom for relatives
trip to His tomb.
or close friends
(in
disciples
the case of a well-known teacher, cf. Mk 6.29) to
or
request the body of their beloved when he had been executed by the
443
That this does not happen in Jesus' case is
Romangovernment.
that neither the Eleven nor Jesus'
probably a clear indication
444
relatives were present after His death.
The womenthemselves did not bring Jesus' body to the tomb; in
fact, it is not clear when the womenreached the tomb in comparison
to the time of Joseph of Arimathea's arrival.
C. Masson points out
that the perfect T66ciTai in Mk 15.47 probably indicates that they
445
Though Joseph
arrived after the actual entombment was completed.
may have had a few hours to make preparations while Jesus was dying,
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the actual burial process was likely a hasty operation, so that all
446
by
the
Sabbath
began.
the
Thus,
be
when
evening
completed
would
it is plausible these womendeduced that because of the haste involved,
It
Joseph probably had not been able to do the task properly.
their
final
to
the
that
perform
women
wished
own
act
possible
They may have
tion regardless of what had been done already.
(since
fill
tomb
the
to
embalming was not a
with sweet spices

is also
of devowished
Jewish

in
the winding sheet to retard
the
to
spices
place
or
practice),
447
In any case, their intended devotion
decay and cover the odor.
is in contrast to the malignity of those men who had brought about
448
Pharisees, etc. ).
Jesus' death (the chief priests,
Mark, followed

by the First

informs us that two women
Mark mentions Mary Magdalene

Evangelist,

went to the tomb on the day Jesus died.
449
'Iwofi-ros,
Al
First
has
Magdalenb
Evangelist
Mary
the
Mapýa
while
and
450
"the
Mary"
Probably,
to
"the
Mary".
we
are
see
other
other
and
.
as the one listed second in Mt 27.56 - the mother of James and Joseph.
Luke refers in general, as in 23.49, to the womenwho had accompanied
451
Jesus from Galilee.
in Mark..
The reason for recording this incident is made explicit
The First EvanIt is because the womenwitnessed where He was laid.
has
in
but
the
Marcan
Luke
implies
altered
account
as
much,
gelist
in
body
Jesus'
interest
that
that
was
showing
an
reflects
a way
Mark uses the same word for the witnessing or
properly cared for.
(here
the
in
15.40
he
did
The
Oc6pouv).
were
women
as
E:
observing
had
tradition
that
the
Jesus
of
actually
eye-witnesses
validating
452
The Eleven were not even there to see His
died. and been buried.
In view of the general attitudes of Jewish, Roman,
death and burial.
it
is
testimony,
toward
Greek
virtually
certain that
women's
men
and
invented
dependence
have
the
Gospel
word
such
a
on
would
writer
no
453
in
tradition
the
Thýre
some
apparently
confusion
was
women.
of
it
to-take.
to
tomb,
the
the
the
to.
and
prepared
spices
women
when
as
is
It
to
the
to
speculate
on
matter.
sufficient
no
purpose
serves
say that they brought prepared spices to the tomb on Easter morning.
that only Luke mentions explicitly
It is, however, interesting
the women's observance of the Sabbath. Thus, he wished to remind his
in
disthat
these
involved
in
the
events
old
we
are
still
audience
loyal
The
both
to Jesus and to the old order women
are
pensation.
both
follow
to the end. If,. as is likely,
Luke is correct in
and
then
the
this,
observance of the Sabbath prevented the women
stating
from being at the tomb when Jesus passed from death to new life.
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limited

454

That
of preparation and of travel.
activities
these womenobeyed the commandmentis mentioned by Luke to indicate
to his audience that they were not rebels but pious Jews devoted to
it

their

Thus, he intimates that their witness could be
455
If so, then we see another instance of Luke's
trusted as reliable.
special efforts to give womenand their faith and witness prominence.
Nevertheless, we must remember that these womenexpected to find Jesus
that they antiwhere they had last seen Him. There is no indication
the Scriptures.

cipated the Resurrection.
456
a complete surprise.
4.

What they found on Easter morning came as

to the Tomb, the Resurrection. Narratives
E. L. Bode states, "The only Easter event narrated by all

The Second Visit

four
457
evangelists concerns the visit of the womento the tomb of Jesus ."
This observation indicates that all four Gospel writers saw this event
For the sake of
as essential to their Resurrection narratives.
clarity,

and to prevent conflation

of texts,

we will

treat

each

account separately.
a.

Mark 16

The Marcan account of the women's second visit to the tomb unfortraditio-historical,
tunately is replete with textual, exegetical,
The textual problems are the least
and theological difficulties.
Despite the arguments of W. R.
grave and will be treated first.
458
Farmer, reviving the view of J. W. Burgon,
it is not likely that
intended conclusion of the second Gospel
Mk 16.9-20 was the original
for the following reasons: 1) While Farmer's theory about Alexandrian
theological editing is plausible as an explanation of the omission in
k,
Xand B, his attempt to explain the omission it it
syrs, aress,
1, A,
and others, in the same fashion is built on a tenuous assumpgeo
tion about the interdependence of these manuscripts because of the
and influences of Origen. 2) Farmer's view fails to explain
adequately how it was that the best witnesses and version in'various
geographical areas happen not to have these verses (cf. syrs, only

travels

to B in its

omission of 16.9-20), while it is mainly the
(except
tertiary
in the West) that include.
or
witnesses
secondary
these verses. 3) The further one gets fr1om the probable places of
the
origin of our earliest Greek NT manuscripts (Egypt, Palestine),
more unanimous is the testimony for inclusion (i. e., the authorities
similar

for Italy

and Gaul are the strongest

and most unanimous witnesses for
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).

4) The evidence of the shorter ending argues strongly
459
5) There are too many non-Marcan phrases
against the longer ending.
and too many reminiscences of other Gospel accounts to maintain the
460
It appears that 16.9-20 was not originally
Marcan nature of 16.9-20 .
composed to follow. 16.8, but is a mosaic of other Gospel narratives of

the inclusion

the Resurrection appearances and other accounts adapted and added
461
Before we are able to discuss whether
here to finish the story.
discuss
intended
the
Mark's
16.8
we
ending,
must
problems
was
not
or
in
involved
this
tradition
history
pericope.
and
of
Mk 16.1-8, as the reiteration
of the names of the womenat 16.1
likely
47
indicates,
from
15.40
and
appears
with slight
that came to Mark independently of the material
to be a tradition
462
The material presents
that precedes it on Jesus' death and burial.
It is alleged that vv
the scholar with considerable difficulties.
7 and 8 contradict each other and thus some scholars contend that v 7,
463 '
Further, it is conbased on 14.28, is Mark's redactional insert.
tended that the miraculous rolling away of the stone is clearly
464
It has also been maintained that
legendary as is the angelophany.
the trembling and astonishment of the womenis the stock response to
is
in
the
Mark,
that
silence
probably apolowomen's
and
revelation
differences

it
to
i.
in
explain why the empty tomb
was
added
e,
nature,
getic
late in comparison to the appearance
tradition
arose relatively
465
Finally,
the women's intention to anoint Jesus is
traditions.
considered suspect since Jesus' body would have already begun to
decay and since Joseph had probably performed this task before burial.
Examining these arguments in reverse order, the last objection
to the historicity
of this narrative is not sound as our discussion
466
indicated.
desire
The
burial.
to perform an act
Jesus'
strong
of
of devotion could easily account for the women's actions, whatever
the state of Jesus' body or the amount of Joseph's preparations.
Further, Fuller
admits that the suggestion that the women's silence
is an apologetic motif is "altogether too modern and rationalistic
467
be
intended
illustrate
But
the
to
could
silence
explanation"
an
.
is independent of the questionable
that the official
witness
...
468
,,
tomb?
This seems unlikely since in v6
the
of
empty
meaning
(the empty tomb,
the Evangelist allows a linkage of the two traditions
),,
"he
is
Jesus;
here,
he
is
the
cf...,
risen
not
risen".
and he
and
(6c),
body
the
the
absence
ofthe
and if one interprets
stresses
women's silence as absolute, it involves the Good News about the
Resurrection

just

as much as it

does the empty tomb.

It

is best to
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in the manner the Evangelist suggests - whatever
the womenexperienced on Easter morning, it frightened them enough to
("they
least
for
time
them
a
said nothing... for they were
at
silence
Nor do we likely have here an attempt to disparage the
afraid").
disassociate
the Christian message from their
or
women
witness of
interpret

the silence

be
this
only
could
maintained if Mark ended his narrative
witness In'fact,
if v7 is
at 16.8 which, as we will argue, is unlikely.
he
Mark's addition to the narrative,
makes the womenemissaries
of God and bearers of the Good Tidings.
It is quite probable that Mark has heightened the tension of
fear and wonder (cf. 5b,
this narrative by adding words indicating
8a) but let us suppose for a moment that the womenhad encountered
being
or even an empty tomb. The reaction
a
supernatural
unexpectedly
Thus, it
of fright would be normal when faced with these sights.
seems that the reaction in v 8b, even if only to an empty tomb,
feature
be
dismissed
though the reaction in
a
stock
as
not
should
in this way.
vv 5b and 8a may be interpreted
between vv 7 and 8,
Before considering the possible contradiction
a few words about the angelophany are necessary. Visions of superin
in
beings
the OT and NT, and
various
recorded
places
are
natural
it is difficult
to dismiss them all as purely legendary (cf. Is 6.
The encounter of man with the supernatural is,
degree, the theme of the Bible, and one must maintain
presuppositions to argue that all of these encounters
While the historian will not be able to explain such
1-4).

to a large
anti-supernatural
are unhistorical.
phenomenain

terms of purely natural
causes, it is questionable whether or not
it is right for the historian to so define what can be historical
It is
that supernatural occurrences are ruled out from the start.
not his task to define what can happen, but to relate and explain
for his presuppositions.
Thus,
what did, whatever the ramifications
if we do not dismiss. this angelophany as fictitious
or legendary, it
is not because we are not aware that there are legendary narratives
of this sort, but because in this case such an encounter seems to
best explain the actions
is
little
There
matters.

and reactions of those involved in these
in this narrative that loo ks like a legendary
away of the
embellishment apart from perhaps the miraculous rolling
stone. The Resurrection event is not described as in later apocryphal
is
accounts, the angel's. appearance is not mentioned, and his attire
described in the simplest of terms (V 5, contrast Mt 28.3, Lk 24.4).
.
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The women's reaction has probably been somewhat enhanced but not as
that
the
in
24.5.
It
it
Lk
find
seem
women's reaction
would
we
is best explained if they at least encountered an
(fear and flight)
empty tomb and possibly also something else.
Quite apart from the Marcan account there was apparently an early
that spoke of women (or a woman) experiencing an angelic
tradition
(cf.
involved
tomb,
in
the
24.23)
Lk
as
empty
and
as
well
vision
that vision was a simple message - Jesus was
the Marcan form
24.23b) or if, as is likely,
Perhaps Mark has
is risen, he is not here".
469
to include more of the kerygma (6a, 6c? ).

not dead but alive (Lk
"he
is more original,
expanded this message

What then are we to
insert
be
Marcan
7?
It
seen
as
a
as it includes the
can
make of v
Marcan 'going forth to Galilee' motif (14.28), and Peter figures
in
logic,
in
Marcan
Mark.
But
terms
purely
speaking
of
prominently
why would he insert a verse that appears to contradict his very next
(v
8)? The verse should make sense-in its present context,
statement
and it would if the Marcan account went on to narrate the womenreporting
Thus, while the original
form
to the disciples what they experienced.
7,
because
included
have
Mark's
tradition
the
v
not
narrawell
may
of
probably went on to speak of the women's report and one or more
between
7
Evangelist
the
Jesus,
conflict
saw
no
vv
and
of
appearances
8a, c)
8. The nucleus then of the Marcan narrative (vv 1-2,5,6b,
is probably of historical
value for it is unlikely that Mark, who
tive

wished to include the empty tomb as part of the Christian message
(cf. vv 6b, c), would have invented female witnesses to support the
idea, Or added a legendary angelophany to heighten the fright of his
470
wit nesses and thus make their witness suspect.
Nowwe may discuss whether or not Mk 16.8 was. the intended ending
of the second Gospel. In the past thirty years there has been a trend
in
the affirmative.
The objection that
NT
to
answer
scholars
among
less
it
is
that
anyone
would
a
work,
much
unlikely
end
grammatically
a Gospel, with cýoýoOvTo Yap has been shown by several scholars to
Cadbury is able to provide clear examples from
have little
weight.
the papyri that ending a sentence, paragraph, or work with -yUp is
471
It seems probabl! a, however that
not unknown or even irregular .
if Mark had intended to conclude at this point he would have used a
in
the aorist, rather than the imperfect which suggests something
verb
472
Another diff. i.culty arises over the meaning of
more was intended.
this concluding verb. Apparently, this verb involves an element of
Against this it has been argued that this verb
fright or terror.
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awe, rather than fear of a negative sort.
may refer to reverential
Various studies of Mark's usage of these verbs of fear have concluded
that what he intends is to indicate the natural and normal reaction
to the supernatural, especially when it breaks in unexpectedly (cf.
473
Mark, however, is capable of using the verbs of
Mk 5.42,9.26).
fear and amazementin perfectly ordinary ways, and one could just as
C,
OTov,
(cýoýoOvTo
in
11.18
yap
well argue that the usage
7T&syap o
6i6aXfi ocýToO)gives us our closest parallel
Oxxos
LL
to the usage in 16.8. Further, the view held by Lightfoot and others
fails to deal with the two yaps in Mk 16.8. In the first
place, we
(or
for
fled
from
tomb
trembling
the
they
told
and astonishment
are
474
Secondly, we are told they said
took hold of them.
-bewilderment)
We must ask whether or not
nothing to anyone'for they were afraid.
Mark is saying that reverential
awe led the womento flee from the
tomb? Further, while on one level silence and a reverential
awe in
the face of mystery might be a sufficient
and appropriate response
EýETTXIGGETO

ETTI Tfi

to a miraculous act of God, in this case silence is not golden for
keeping
Resurrection
the
the
the
and
side
of
other
we are now on
475
Messianic secret is no longer the order of the day (cf. 9.9).
Even the arguments that Mark's Gospel begins equally abruptly, and
that he is recording only the beginning of the Gospel in this volume
for the reactions of the womenrecorded
do not account sufficiently
in v 8.476 Mark's work begins abruptly, but it begins with the
Gospel and we have every reason to expect it to end with the Gospel,
The appearances of the risen Lord are crucial exeven if abruptly.
tensions of the Resurrection so far as the Church is concerned, for
for the
it is these appearances which were responsible ultimately
It is unlikely that Mark, writing
regathering of Jesus' followers.
community, would fail to reaffirm that it was the
risen Jesus Himself who was responsible for the foundation and existhe view of Lightfoot and others
tence of that community. Finally,
half of the second century,
fails to answer why, as early as the first

to the Christian

someone felt compelled to add a long ending
(perhaps
later) added a shorter ending
else
477
breaks off.
Thus, it seems unlikely that
,
478
ending of the second Gospel.
Thus, either Mark's original
ending is
perhaps there are traces of it
probably a counsel of. despair,

to Mk 16.8, and someone
where our Gospel apparently
Mk 16.8 was the original

lost without a trace, or
even in the NT. The former view is
since Matthew and Luke were dependent
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Resurrection
does
to
Mark
on
appearances
relate
all
go
as
and
on
9
A. E. Haefner has suggested that Ac 1.13,14,
Acts 1.47
and 3.1-11
480
Mark's
Gospel;
however,
the
of
conclusion
original
constitute
have no account of any Resurrection
under his scheme, we still
is
An
that of E.
and
more
probable
conjecture
older
appearances.
J. Goodspeedwho points out correctly that Matthew, unlike Luke,
481
This in itself
takes over virtually
everything he finds in Mark.
is an argument against Haefner's view. In Matthew, unlike Luke, we
have the 'going forth into Galilee' motif so prominent at the end of
Further, in Matthew "... in the reference
Mark's Gospel (14.28,16.7).
to the 'mountain where Jesus had appointed them' there seems to lurk
is
for
Mark
Transfiguration
the
the
to
which
story
of
some allusions
482
Taking into account the unique
demonstrably Matthew's source. "
incorporated
into
the Marcan
First
Evangelist
the
material which
(i.
28.11-15),
bribing
the
the
watch,
of
we note that
e.,
narrative
Mt 28.9-10 and 16-20 form what could be a natural conclusion to
implies that the womenreported
Mark's Gospel. Mt 28.9-10,16-20
in
light
Galilean
brings
to
the
they
appearance
promised
saw,
what
Mk 14.28 and 16.7, and contains the recommissioning of the Twelve
intimated in the pre-Resurrection narrative of Mark and Matthew.
Thus, perhaps the original conclusion of Mark's Gospel can be found
in Matthew. We can now examine what Mk 16.1-8 relates about women
and their roles in the events at the tomb.
Mark's Resurrection narrative begins by telling
us that Mary
Magdalene, Mary the mother of James, and Salome brought spices the
day after the Sabbath in order to anoint Jesus. At some point in the
day of the week)
in the early hours of the following morning (the first
483
That the womenbring spices to
the womendeparted for the tomb.
the tomb indicates that there was no question in their. mind that Jesus
They had come to perform a devotional anointment, not to
484
None of the Gospels record that anyone saw
receive a revelation.
the Resurrection, though various disciples are reported to have seen

was dead.

Mark, however, wishes to indicate that before
the risen Lord later.
anyone claimed to see the risen Lord, the word came that He had
triumphed over the grave. We will not pause to dwell on the Marcan
kerygmatic formulation of the angel's message except to say that Mark
is attempting to indicate continuity
between the earthly and the risen
Jesus*, and to confirm the value'of the empty tomb tradition.
'It was
this*same Jesus who was born in Nazareth and died on a cross that was
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Confirmation of this
now risen and now went before them into Galilee.
truth comes by inspecting the empty tomb. This was the real value
the empty tomb
of the empty tomb. Apart from the word of revelation,
(cf.
them
was open to various interpretations,
not all of
positive
But as a confirmation of or witness to the truth of the
In many studies
word that Jesus was risen, it was an important fact.
of Mk 16.1-8 the importance of the conjunction of the angel's word
What is significant
and the empty tomb is minimized or overlooked.
for our subject is that the womenwere not simply eye-witnesses of
Jn 20.13).

was ambiguous. Indeed, first
an empty tomb that, taken in isolation,
they were ear-witnesses of the Easter message which gave them the key
to a proper interpretation
of the empty tomb. Thus, the womenhad
both heard and seen. They could testify
not only to an empty tomb
but also to a risen Jesus.
Mark's

of the commission was perhaps an attempt to
the role the women played in these affairs.
The Evancircumscribe
they
and limited
gelist
claims that their task was specific
should
to Peter,
and especially
go and proclaim the truth to Jesus' disciples
addition

(which
is. perhaps in Mark's eyes
or,
said, convey a command
487
In Mark's scheme the key
not the same as preaching or teaching).
the
purpose of the women's commission was. to restore and to reinstate
Apostles so that they could become the authoritative
witnesses to the
488
to the angel's words was to flee from
The women's reaction
world.
We concluded earlier
that Mk 16.8, though not the
the tomb (v 8).
better

original
ending, is the last
Thus, too much should not be
489
If
617faV, E9ý0ý00VTOYap.
then Mark intende d to reveal

authentic
verse in the Marcan account.
built
on the words KaI OU6EVI OU'6Z:
V
Mk 16.8 was the original
conclusion,
the women's lack of understanding
and

as a climax to his Gospel, but this
at least temporary disobedience
can hardly be called a climax or a model post-Easter
react ion to the
All that Mark carefully
builds from the crucifixion,
Gospel.
to the
burial,

to the empty tomb in regard to the women's important witness
This makes it unlikely
that
of these events is called into question.
Mk 16.8 is the intended conclusion.
Mark cannot have wished to
destroy in one final
event what he created in a sequence of three
,
490
key events from 15.40 on.
that these
Thus, while recognizing
by the occurrence at the tomb, Kal 066EVI
women were badly frightened
*yap probably did not imply a total
and eternal
silence of these women in disobedience
to the angel's command. Rather,
immediate and instinctive
it was their
If we note the
reaction.

o66N

ciwav, -OoýoOvTo
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it
is
intends
in
8,491
Mark
then
that
v
possible
construction
parallel
us to relate the two sentences which each follow Kal as well as the
The implication would be that for the circumscribed
two yCtp clauses.
period of time while the womenfled from the tomb, they said nothing
to anyone. The limitation
on the period of silence is especially
likely if this remark was originally
parenthetical
and the story
492
continued.
What can we deduce about womenand their roles from this passage?
The womenwent to the tomb to perform a role that was traditionally
In the Marcan redaction, they left
theirs - anointing of a corpse.
the tomb charged with performing a most untraditional
role - relating
to Jesus' disciples the angel's Easter message and, by implication,
Did Mark intend to provide a
the angel's commandto go to Galilee.
precedent for Christian'women to instruct even an all male audience?
Put in a different
way, is Mark claiming that the circumstances of
are such that they bring about the reversal Jesus
become last, and the last, first?
We noted
preached - the first
before that Mark says there were womenwitnesses to the three crucial
events later confessed in the Creeds - death, burial, and, by
salvation

history

E.
revelation and implication of the empty tomb, the Resurrection.
Dhanis has shown that Mark's narrative of these three events is bound
by the triple mention of-these women
together and given continuity
whose witness validated each event. Mark thus reveals that these
three articles
womenare the foundation of the confession of the first
493
(cf.
I Cor 15.3-4).
traditional
This contention is
the
creed
of
supported by noting how Mark's narrative reveals a correspondence
between the angel's words and the women's witnessing - "You seek
Jesus the Nazarene (cf. 15.41 - they followed Him in Galilee),
the
(cf.
"
15.40 - the womenwitnessed the crucifixion).
crucified one,
It is possible that Mark went on to make clear that the women
received a reassuring appearance of Jesus before they could properly
(cf.
below on Mt 28.9-10).
their
task
Further, as Catchpole
out
carry
says,
Mark 16.7 and 8b do not have to be related as
.
cýmmandand disobedience to command, but as command
and an obedience which brings the 'messageto certain
specified persons while at the same time realizing
correctly that the public at large are not meant to
be brought within its scope. Of course this indicates
indirectly
that disclosure to the , world at large is
going to happen by means of the preaching of the
disciples rather than through the women. (494)
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Thus, while Mark likely intends this passage to give a precedent
for womento bear witness to the Easter events, and affirms the worth
of womenwitnessing to men, even the male leaders of the community
(Peter especially is mentioned), at the same time the commission
given
to them reaffirms these women's subordinate position in relation to
the Apostles.

The women's witness is an indispensable foundation
for the Gospel tradition,
but the Apostles are the official
witnesses
In this Mark seems to be following the example of
to the world.
Jesus by not only presenting womenwith new and liberating
roles, but
the male headship pattern for Jesus' new community.
also reaffirming
b.

Matthew 28

Since in all probability
the First
Evangelist
is dependent on
his Marcan source for information
about the empty tomb (except for
the material
about the sealing and guarding of the tomb, added for
apologetic
reasons) our task in this section is to note how the
First

Evangelist

has modified

his

his
source in ways that affect
portrayal
of the women. We will
not be arguing that he added any
historical
to his empty tomb narrative,
but that he has
material
passed on the historical
nucleus he found in Mark with modification.
We will,
however examine Mt 28.9-10 to see if it has historical
value.
While Mark mentions
Evangelist
mentions only

three

women coming to. the tomb, the First

two.

Fuller

suggests

that

this

modifica495
is
tion
than his source,
made in order to be more consistent
for'
Mark goes from three to two and back to three in 15.40,47,
and 16.1.496
The First Evangelist
also mentions three women at the cross, though
only

two at the burial

and tomb.

In Matthew we are told

that

the

women go to see the tomb; there is no mention of spices or intention
to anoint.
It is argued that this change is due to the insertion-of
497
the sealing of the tomb.
While this is a plausible
explanation
of why the First Evangelist
it does
might omit the anointing
motif,
not fully
explanation

explain

why he includes

of the presence

NeirY'nck who argues that this
the witnessing
of the women.

the

of the
verse
This

'seeing'.

'seeing'
serves

motif

Perhaps the best
is given

as a title

by F.

to this

section
Evangelist's

accords with. the First
use of OE;
wpE;
w in 27.55 (cf.. Mk 15.47,16.4),
and it also makes sense
in View of the role the women are about to be assigned.
The Evangelist
is suggesting that seen from the point of view
of God's providential
plan, the women come 'to witness'
the empty tomb and go forth to
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it,
intentions might have
whatever their own original
about
witness
498
been.
If Neirynck is correct, then it likely rules out the view
that the Evangelist intended us to think that the womenwitnessed
499
the opening of the tomb (and thus the Resurrection? ).
has modified his source so that the 'young
(cf.
'angel
Lord'
become
the
1.20,2.13,19).
has
the
Has
of
man'
this modification been made to suggest that in this appearance of
the angel of the Lord we have a theophany, not just an angelophany?
The First

Evangelist

before angel, the mention of lightning
The lack of a definite article
(cf. Dan 10.6), the phrase 'white as snow' (cf. Dan 7.9), and the
(cf.
"I.
have
Josh 5.14-15) are thought to
told
you"
angel's words,
The point would be that Mt 28.2-7 described
point in this direction.
500
in symbolic terms the Resurrection and its proof - the empty tomb.
is that it is hard to see the purpose of Mt 28.9-10
The difficulty
Further, why does the angelophany not
28.2-7 is theophanic.
produce worship in the womenas does the Christophany? Probably,
if

does not want to hint that anyone. saw the Resurrec tion
save the angel, and that through the angel's words and the empty tomb
the womenlearn of the Resurrection.

the Evangelist

(note the guards
The angel's address to the women begins abruptly
has
alone have been mentioned in v 4), because the First Evangelist
his guard story into the Marcan narrative.
incorporated
The following
between the Matthean and Marcan account of the angel's
differences
to this study:
message are of significance
places no stress on the women's developing
reserving

his comments on their

feelings

1) the First
reactions
to one place

Evangelist

to the events,
after

the angel's

He, as elsewhere, avoids Mark's wonder or astonishment
ýaOe and substituting
vocabulary, - leaving out Mark's ]Y'rl 69KOOLJIýE:
lin
ýoýcloec uclictis. 2) The UCIIETSis emphatic and brings out the fact

message.

the womeng Perhaps in contrast
to the guards, have no reason
501
3) In Matthew, the angel not only tells
to be afraid.
the women
(as
knows
intention
he
in Mark), but also that he knows
their
of
what
(oilftt
it
4) The command to tell
is
Peter in particular
of
-yCtpOTI).
that

5) There is an addition
Of KaQS 617TEV
after "He is
it.
that Jesus foretold
Later, after the statement
risen" stressing
Matthew has i6oi) ei9Trov lcjp^iv instead of Mark's KUQS
about'Galilee,
omitted.

A.

C

(Mt
28.7 - Mk 16.7).
The angel thus speaks on its own
F-Nev uplv
authority in Matthew to some degree. Is there some hint here that
the womenare not merely messengers of but intended recipients of
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5) The womenare told to go quickly
the Resurrection proclamation?
(TaXb, v7)
to tell the disciples and they do so (v 8). Thus, their
This is a non-Marcan feature.
complete obedience is made clear.
7) In Matthew,

of the message the women are to take to the dis(not
is
ciples
alTb T(N VEKPW^V
mentioned in Mark directly
T'JYCPOq
as
The women are to proclaim the Resurpart of what they are to say).
if
Further,
as well as where the risen Jesus can be seen.
rection
C, in Mt 28.7 is
(as it
to be in Mk 16.7),
part

then
recitative
seems
oTi
between a promise that Jesus will be seen
there is no contradiction
in Galilee and the fact that He is seen by the womenin Jerusalem.

The appearance promised in Galilee is a promise for the Eleven alone.
The womenare given no clear indication
that they too will see. Him.
The First Evangelist, unlike Mark, seems to suggest that to hear that
for them, for they have been faithful
He is risen is sufficient
through
The Eleven, however, needed
these Passion and Resurrection events.
more. If we are correct in seeing part of Mark's lost ending in Mt
coTj
28.9-10,502 this favors the view that the
in MI
ark is also recitain both Matthew and Mark between
tive and there is a clear distinction
promise and authoritative
appearance to the Eleven in Galilee, and
surprise appearance to the womenalone in Jerusalem. Is there any
historical
basis for such a distinction?
Thus far, we have been discussing the narrative as a literary
unit in comparison with Mark's pericope, trying to discover the
of the material and its internal consistency in its present
form. We suggested in the previous section that Mk 16.7 was an insert by Mark into his source but did not at that time try to make a
decision as to whether it was purely a theological
addition (the
logic

'going forth
basis.

to Galilee'

On one level,

motif) or whether it
if the Galilean setting

had some historical
is a Marcan theological

creation, then it solves various problems. The First Evangelist is
simply following Mark at this. point and so his is not an independent
This could open the door for the
witness for the Galilean setting.
the appearances took place in the Jerusuggestion that historically
salem area. This would certainly
comport with Luke's Resurrection
narratives and John 20,. and it could be argued that Mt 28.9-10 is
also an indication of. knowledge of Jerusalem appearances. If this
argument is correct, then it would likely support the view that the
appearance to the women (or at least a woman) in Jerusalem was not a
later invention intended to give validity
to the women's empty tomb/
Resurrection message report. 'The difficulty
with this view is Jn 21.1.
,
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Could there then have been some historical
behind
tradition
Mk 16.7? The mention of Peter's name would seem to support this
503
(cf.
does
24.34)
Cor
15.5,
1
Lk
the likely independent
as
view
testimony to a Galilean setting in John 21. Perhaps the least
inadequate solution to this dilemma is to suggest that there was
historical
that
tradition
some appearances to the
an
after
in
Galilee,
though
took
there were also
place
witnesses
official
that spoke of a surprise appearance to one or
separate traditions
likely
in
Jerusalem
that
the first
the
was
women
appearance
of
some
First
Evangelist,
likely
Thus,
following
the
to
Jesus
anyone.
of
all

Mark at 28.9-10,16-20,
supports appearances in two different
We conclude that Mk 16.7, though a Marcan formulation
tings.
insertion into his source, was likely based on some historical
mation which he may have derived from another source, possibly
himself.

setand
inforPeter

of the women to the angel's words in Matthew is
from Mark's account.
In both, the
to and different

The reaction
both similar

but the First Evangelist
adds TaXI)
women leave the tomb rapidly,
4uyov.
He tells
us the women left with fear and great
and omits
This modification
joy, not because of it.
of Mark is perhaps made
of what is to follow in vv 9-10 and is an attempt to soften,
intends
The First Evangelist
Mark's negative tone.
if noteliminate,
us to think that the women's emotions are mixed and their running is
experience at the tomb, but also from
not only out of fear of their
in light

(v
A
The First Evangelist
to CL7Ta),
YETXCt1TOIS 11aenTCLtCLýTO() 8).
the silence due to fear which we find in Mk 16.8,. and
omits enttrely
thus we have a much more positive
portrayal
of the women in this

a desire

than in Mark's,

and the women's role seems to be more
in Matthew than in Mark.
In Matthew, we are told directly
significant
that the women must say that Jesus is risen from the dead.

angelophany

It is necessary at this point to assess the historical
value of
in Mt 28.9-10 since it is material that we do not find
the tradition
in the Present form of Mark, and since it has notable parallels
to
consider the possibility
material found in John 20. We must first
504
that this Christophany to the womenis a doublet of the angelophany.
It is argued that in the Matthean outline the womenwere going to
tell the disciples anyway, that they are rejoicing
greatly and needed
no reassurance, and that Jesus' appearance to them is superfluous.
It is seen as a Matthean attempt to link closely the empty tomb and
505
Resurrection appearance traditions.
This last suggestion overlooks
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the fact that this appearance does not take place at the tomb as 28.8
506
in
its
fact
told
location at all.
implies,
are
not
and
we
clearly
The link between the empty tomb and the appearances already exists
in the revelation and commandin 28.6-7 and the women's obedience to
Evangelist, who puts considerable
(who
Twelve
Peter
the
were to be the official
and
witnesses),
stress on
to see the risen Lord,
create a narrative making womenthe first
especially if he had some of Jewish extraction in his audience? It is
it

in 28.8.

Why would the First

that the Evangelist has apologetic
obvious from 27.62-66,28.4,11-15,
he preof the tradition
aims and is sensitive to possible criticisms
sents. The suggestion that Mt 28.9-10 is a doublet also fails to do
justice

to the following

facts

about this text: 1) KPaT9Wwith the
507
2) the First Evangelist
Matthean;
accusative is not typically
t
for the final :rva and thus the use
tends to substitute an infinitive
508
cjývct
here may indicate a source;
3) the reaction of the women
of
from their reaction to the encounter
to meeting Jesus is different
with the angel - they do not worship the angel, nor do they have to
be commandedto come when Jesus appears; 4) That it is Jesus they meet,
enough difference in the two
an angel, is a significant
509
We thus
are ignored.
accounts, even if all the other distinctions
conclude that Mt 28.9-10 is not a doublet of the angelophany. It is
This does
to be treated as an important narrative in its own right.
not just

historical
not, of course, demonstrate the narrative's
value but
perhaps the following arguments will serve to show that the best
explanation of the existence of this material is that it is based in
historical
fact:
1) it is not likely that the First Evangelist, Mark,
or the early
considering

Christian

community would inventan appearance to women
how the world would view their witness; 2) it is also

inconceivable

that any early Christian would invent a first
this would create
appearance to the womenbecause of the difficulties
( cf.
in regard to Church authority and the guarantors of the tradition
510
1 Cor 15.3-8);
3) it appears that in John 20 we have an independent,

virtually

4) the tradition
account of this same tradition;
of 'on the third day'
5"
likely presupposes an appearance and/or empty tomb-on'that'day;
5) "Even the most skeptical historian has to posit an 'x'... to account
512
for the complete change ih the behavior of the disciples.
Further,
.,.,,
the cause must be adequate to explain the effeýt.
It must explain not
only the disciples'
changed attitude but also the centrality
of the
513
Resurrection in the early Church's preaching.
It must explain why
different
and separate traditions
individuals
existed - that different
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Mary) and different
groups (the Eleven, the 500) saw Jesus
death.
The
His
supposition of a subjective vision or
alive after
just
does
facts
the
mentioned
either
with
comport
not
mental projection
(Peter,

disciples
the
frame
the
of
mind
and the womenprior
recorded
of
or with
to seeing Jesus. The record indicates that they were all grieving,
being convinced that Jesus had passed away, and there is no hint that
We
best
Resurrection.
thus
the
the
that
explanaconclude
expected
any
tion for what we find in at least Mt 28.9-10 and John 20 is that Jesus
'on
in
to
Jerusalem
the
a
or
some
women
and
appeared
rose
actually
It could be maintained that appearances to the Eleven
devised
bolster
the
to
James
authority structure of the early
were
or
Church. But there is no such plausible explanation of the appearances
to the women. Insofar as the specific historical
value of Mt 28.9-10
third

day'.

is concerned it will be maintained that the historical
nucleus is:
1) the encounter; 2) possibly the clinging motif; 3) the charge to
The last, if original,
"tell my brothers".
would not have been superfluous since Mk 16.7, though using historical
material, was not likely
At this point we
utterance but a Marcan formulation.
for
to
Jesus
the Evangelist
the
meeting
reactions
women's
examine
must
in
these Matthean postthe
their
only
reaction
as
response
presents
a historical

Resurrection

narratives

that is completely

exemplary for his audience.
between the picture the

There is a certain amount of contrast
First Evangelist paints of how the womenreact to Jesus' appearance
(28.9-10), and how the male disciples react (28.16-17).
When the
514
(28.9).
His
feet
Him
Jesus,
they
eagerly
grasp
and worship
womensee
WhenJesus appears to the men we are. not told that they worship Him
C
This reversal
but that some have doubts (oi 66 c6laTaaaV, 28.17).
can be recognized as part of a larger pattern when we see it in the
following Matthean context: 1) the womenreceive the first
appearance;
and 2) it is only as a result of the women's testimony that-the men
go to Galilee and see Jesus.
What these womenapparently needed was confirmation and reassurof the angel's
ance of what they understood already, not a-repetition
Perhaps in particular. the Evangelist
words that Jesus is risen.
they needed to be confirmed in their
surprising
new task of
'instructing'
the Eleven.
This last suggestion is confirmed upon
When the women see
examination of the content of the words in 28.10.
Jesus they approach Him and E:KpaTr1cravau'-roO Tobs 7T66as. This is simiimplies

lar

to what we find

in Jn 20-17;

in fact,

Mt 28.9-10 and Jn 20.13-18 as two versions

there

are reasons

of the same story.

for

seeing

515
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may mention the grasping because of his
(i.
it
demonstrates
to the women and the
e.,
concerns
apologetic
Evangelist's
reality
of the risen Jesus) more
audience the physical

While the First

Evangelist

we are to see this as an expression of the women's eager desire
516
Elsewherein Matthew, this gesture
to be near to Jesus once again.
(8.2,9.18,15.25,18.26,20.20),
but here
supplication
represents
likely

the women are not asking for help,
517
beloved Master (cf. Ac 10.25).

they are giving

adoration

to their

The women's response is instant(possibly
hear
the
Master's
they
another indication
voice
aneous once
518
LPaTT1CJaV
is
form
20).
The
John
is joined
this
that
another
of
word
indicating
by a K(111'
that they are two coordinate
to 7TPOCJEK6VT1cav
activities.

does not have Jesus make a verbal effort to reassure them that He is risen; rather, the 1A'lýoýe^IoOein v 10 is
It is that which the
followed by a reiteration
of. the women's task.
Evangelist indicates Jesus had to confirm to them. It is interesting
The Evangelist

that in Matthew we are not told how the women's words were received.
Perhaps the Evangelist wished to spare the Eleven at this point, or
did not wish to imply that the women's efforts went for nothing.
Having compared Mt 28.9-10 to 16-20, we saw that only the women
followers of Jesus are portrayed as post-Resurrection
models. for the
Evangelist's audience. Their devotion is sincere, their joy great,
They worship Jesus. By contrast, there is
no such outward expression of devotion by the men, but it is said that
doubted.
leaders
In the reactions of these two
Jesus'
chosen
of
some
In the action
groups we. see a certain amount of male-female contrast.
He
of Jesus, the Evangelist presents male-female parallelism
appears
their

obedience perfect.

(first
both to a group of female followers and to the male disciples
He gives a commission to both groups.
the sisters, then the brothers).
In the difference of the commissions we see a pattern of male headbut. temporary, task
ship emerging. The womenare given a crucial,
They are told to leave
in service to the community of disciples.
Jesus and go to the disciples,
and are authorized. to instruct those
In the Matthean theological
who are already brethren.
schema the men
are given the permanent task and authority to make disciples and the
promise of Jesus' continual presence. The commission of the women
both affirms the women's new roles in the community ('instructing'
the Eleven) and reaff irms the Eleven's headship role.
Mt 28.16-20
,
in the commanding of the womento
what was implicit
makes explicit
tell the disciples to go to Galilee (28.7,10).
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In conclusion the Matthean Resurrection narratives prove to be
involving
interesting
combination
of
motifs.
male and female
an
On the one hand, we have a pattern of reversal in which
disciples.
the womenare presented as better models of di sci pl eshi p than the men,
and the women, rather than the men, receive the first
appearance of
Jesus. Another part of this pattern of reversal is that the women
to men of instructing
Jesus' male
assume the role normally allotted
On the other hand, the women's task is limited in nature
followers.
and serves the purpose of reassembling the Eleven (and possibly others)
so that they can be recommissioned as leaders of Jesus' Resurrection
community and as evangelists given authority to make disciples of
Thus, we see how both women's new roles and the headship
all nations.
of the male followers of Jesus can be affirmed in one breath by the
In Mt 28.1-10, we have the crucial and historically
First Evangelist.
credible admission that the Church owed its testimony to the empty
tomb to Jesus' womenfollowers and that it was they who were surprised
post-Easter appearance.
and blessed by Jesus' first
c.

Luke 24

Luke presents us with no new material so far as the historical
role of womenin the Resurrection events is concerned in comparison
to Mark or the First Evangelist, but rather his own version of the
and there is no mention of an appearance to
empty tomb tradition,
any woman. It is not certain whether Luke has drawn his empty tomb
519
modification,
narrative from Mark with editorial
or from a special
520
On the whole it seems, in view
source with additions from Mark.
of all the Lukan vocabulary and spylistic
elements in our narrative,
that the second option is the more likely.
In any event we will be
two Gospels
examining this material and its differences from the first
only to determine how Luke views these women's roles and not to
of any of the Lukan modifications
or additions
argue for the historicity
to the story, with the exception of the mention of Joanna in 24.10.
We have noted that Luke, more than the other Evangelists, gives
Thus, it is odd that,
special prominence to womenand their roles.
in his account of the women's. witness at the cross and at the burial,
he is less specific than the other Evangelists as to who was involved.
Luke has, however, told us the two essential things we need to know
about the womento prepare us for their Easter morning activities:
1) that they had followed

Jesus from Galilee

(23.49,55);

and 2) that
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521
(23.55).

they had seen the tomb and how His body was laid in it
This second detail, which may be a Lukan alteration
of his source
(cf. Mk 15.47), reflects a tendency to show concern for how Jesus'
522
In the Lukan presentation of the matter, the
body was treated.
womenknow where to look for the tomb, whom they were coming to mourn,
(cf.
had
24.8).
He
Himself
With this inforprophesied
about
and what
mation, Luke prepares his audience for the role of. witness that these
unsuspecting womenare about to assume.
The womencome to the tomb bringing the spices they prepared
(contrast Mk 16.1).
By saying this, Luke links 24.1 with 23.56 and
makes clear that the women's minds are on the past. They do not
new to transpire

expect

anything

point,

Luke gives

now that

us a somewhat parallel

Jesus is dead.
construction:

523

At this

cupo\) R: Tb\)

6ý OýX E:UCPON)
XleOV a'TrOKCKUX1C`PEVOV
C1OU 6! CJCXeOOC`a1
a7T'OTOO PN)nj1.
Tb
5ITjUOO.524 In
find
the
that which they
short,
women
KUPIOU
TOO
CYCýPU
did not expect, and they did not find that which they were certain
has
be
Luke
there.
not mentioned the stone and he shows no
would
Further,
Luke postpones the
how
it
away.
was
rolled
with
concern
he
because
wishes to make the point that an
probably
angelophany
lead to faith
in the
empty tomb would not necessarily
uninterpreted
in
he
has
here
the
indeed
Lord,
women
react
quite, the opposite
risen
(with
At
doubt
this point Luke tells
perplexity).
and
us that
manner
In Luke's Gospel, the angels do not
two men suddenly came upon them.
525
It has been suggested that
point out the empty tomb to the women.
Luke's Transfiguration
the two gleaming figures
are meant to recall
526
(cf.
(Ac
look
Ascension
forward
to
9.31)
the
to
1.10).
and
story
that this scene is presented as a
If so, then it is significant

527
If the women's reaction to the
private revelation to a few women.
bewilderment,
then their reaction to the angelic appeartomb
was
empty
They are terrified
24.5) and bow
ance is even stronger.
It is uncertain whether Luke has
added this as a natural reaction to the gleaming countenance of the
528
It is
angels, or an act of fear or respect, or an act of worship.
last,
it
likely
the
though
may be intended as a sign of awe and
not

down their

faces to the ground.

The angel's address to the womenis
respect for the supernatural.
The variety of statethe most problematic portion of the narrative.
to the angel(s) in the Gospels may indicate"
that
ments attributed
...
device to bring out the significance
the angelic message is a literary
different
discovery,
the
Evangelists felt free to develop
the
Which
of
529
(and characteristic)
in different
If Luke is following Mark
ways. ,,
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at this

point,

to modify the Marcan account
at liberty
his own theological
schema - focusing on Jeru-

he has felt

considerably to suit
530 The

in
the
address
women
unison with a mildly
angels
salem.
531
do
living
"Why
the
you
seek
among the dead? "
rebuking question,
This takes the place of Mark's "You seek Jesus", and the First Evan-

"
Thus,
Jesus.
Luke
you
seek
presents the
gelist's,
light
this
The
in
at
point.
negative
angels call the
more
a
women
had
Jesus
to
them
in
He
Galilee.
to
said
what
while
was
remember
women
By this means, Luke implies they were with Him there and were taught
532
for they were among His disciples.
The livTlaOnTc
these prophecies,
ýjivIaOTicav
of v8 perhaps are to be taken in the techof v6 and the
"I

know that

nical sense of calling
implications
of their

533

to mind the words of Jesus and realizing
the
(cf.
fulfillment
Ac 11.16, Jn 2.22,
present

to remember, the womenare being summoned
.
There is no future element in the angel's words
to be true disciples.
(though
disciples
to
the
tell
the
women
go
or any commissioning of
534
Thus, the womenare treated not primarily
Luke says they do so).
but as true and representative
disciples
as emissaries to the disciples,
12.16)

In this

call

own right worthy of receiving special revelation about Jesus.
Luke adds an account of how their words were received (unlike
(u7TocTTpE#tcjaj,
C
Matthew and possibly Mark). The women.abandon the tomb
(TaOTa,
things
these
9)
vT(x). to the Eleven and
7T6,
and announce all
v
CE'V66KOt
535
(TOýS
X0170TS).
Kal
1TaCJ1V
TOtS
1
Only now, after
the
rest
all
in
the
the death, burial,
full
the
women's
of
roles
scope
recording
does
Luke
list
the
Jesus,
Resurrection
give
reader'a
of
of who
and
in their

was involved in these events. This placing of a list after certain
536
The
crucial events is similar to Luke's procedure in Ac 1.13-14.
.
placement of presumably known names at a climactic point may be Luke's
The Evangelist may be
way of validating what he recorded previously.
claiming that these specific people are witnesses and guarantors of
If this is so, then again we see Luke emphasizing the
these things.
equality of womenand their worth as valid witnesses to all three
(instead
Luke's
Perhaps
Joanna
of Mark's Salome)
mention
of
events.
537
indicates where he got his information about some of these things .
Her witness as a member of A family of standing and. position might
if Luke's. audience is in part of A similar nature.
The
be effective
placing of #e list af ter the death, buria. 1, empty tomb sequence is
appropriate. since after this point the womenare no longer the sole
And in fact Luke goes on to stress that
witnesses to what transpired,
it is the Eleven who are the primary recipients of the most crucial
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In Luke, it is the Apostles who are constituted
appearance of Jesus.
in
a special sense and guarantors of the fact that the
as witnesses
538
(cf.
24.36-49,
Ac 1.21-22).
Jesus
Luke stresses
appeared
risen
for what takes place up to that
that the women's witness is crucial
in fact, even the Apostles can only validate
the women's words
point;
(v 12) and others among the disciples
can only talk about them (vv 22between Lk 24.9 and 10. In the latter
24).
Consider also the contrast
it

verse,
witness

is the named women Mll (XI X01ITall a0v OTals who have to bear
In the former we are told that it is the
to the Apostles.

Eleven Kal TTCIGI\)Tols Xoi7Tois who receive

this

report.

Thus, we note

leading
certain
example of role reversal
women and others
or announce the Good News to the men and even to-the
with them instruct
539
Apostles whose future it would soon be to make such proclamations.
Grammatically,
and it must be admitted that Luke has
v 10 is difficult
another

left

the impression

that

the other

women were the primary ones who
540
things.
Perhaps the difficulties

spoke to the Apostles about'these
have-been created by Luke's insertion

of a mainly

traditional

list

541

of female witnesses at v 10a.
Luke appears to make a deliberate

and stark contrast between
the womenwitnesses and the men who receive the witness.
He says
that the women's words seemed to their mind to be nonsense, and they
542
9'
OTaTS).
(nTrIOTOUV
believe
to
the
This
women's report
refused
.
reaction is typical of the commonJewish male prejudice against a
543 however, Peter is
portrayed as taking the women
woman's testimony;
seriously enough to go and inspect the tomb to see if their report
was accurate.
Many scholars

based on Jn 20.
consider Lk 24.12 an insertion
3-10.544
Textually,
however, there is no more reason to omit this
'InuoO
in v 3, or OýK ECTIV w6c a,xxa. 7r,
than
verse
ToO Kuplou
1-Y6POT1
545
in v 6; and there are good contextual
it.
reasons for including
Lk 24.24 seems to presuppose some such verse as 24.12
For instance,
and there

is no textual

question

as to the originality

of 24.24.

546

Further, the style of 24.12 is Lukan.
It has been suggested that
24.12 is Luke's apology to his female readers for the Apostles' refusal
547
to believe the women's witness about the empty tomb.
The content of
24.12 does not duplicate the story of the women's visit.
No angels
appear to Pete.r, nor is there any divine message given to him - these
are the two primary features of the women's. visit.
'The fact that Peter
does not enter the tomb and that he sees the strips of linen lying
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this account from the narrative of
by themselves also distinquishes
548
Only the fact of the visit and Peter's wondering
the women's visit.
(ecxujictýwvcontrast' aTropelaeoti, v 4) is reminiscent of the women's visit.
perhaps are Luke's way of informing us that the initial
reaction of both womenand men to an uninterpreted empty tomb is not
faith but doubt and uncertainty.

The parallels

Unlike the First

and Fourth Evangelists, Luke does not go on
549
to recount a Resurrection appearance to one or more of the women.
A few points, however, should be made about Luke's main appearance
story, the encounter on EmmausRoad, as there is evidence of malefemale contrast even in this story which does not feature women. In
the midst of the carefully
constructed dialogue in 24.17-27, we may
.
550
note the following points of comparison and contras t:
1)
C
TIVES
KCA YUVaIKES
6§ T111U)V
(v 22)
WHO
TiýV CJbV r111iV
(V 24)
Kal-TIVES
I
9 Tb V'VnPC10V
(V 22)
2) 6711
WHERE
LT11 TZO 11wip6tov
(V 24)
(v 23)
3) KCU 11ý EUCP00aal Tb cytýý119ýaUTOO
APON)
WHAT
WAS
FOUND
E:17TOV
OýTWS KOLeW'S K(Y! a'I YUVaTKCS
(v 24)
Kal I-I
AX80V
4)
X6YOUCYOCI KC
(v 23)
07MOM
UyyeXWV
týl
AIT'Ov
WHAT
WAS
SEEN
Cfiv
EWPaKCVa11Ax6youcy1v
(V 24)
'
aUTZOV 6E OUK E160V
Though the structure is not perfectly parallel here, we can see how
A

is maintained throughout.
In group one we have
a certain parallelism
two parties who make-a journey; the former exclusively female, the
latter Luke apparently intends to-be exclusively male (in light of
Lk 24.12 and the fact that Cleopas is speaking and seems to identify
In group two we see that the destination of
with the latter group).
the two parties is identical.
In group three-we see reversal whereby
551
the supposed idle tale of the womenis confirmed by some of the men.
Group four brings out male-female contrast; the womenfaithfully
reported that the angels said Jesus was alive, while the men by
insisted that they would. have to see to believe.
implication
In the
9

phrase (%6.
T'ov 66 06K 616OV, the word auTbv is in an emphatic position
,
552
the chief complaint of t he men.
The irony reaches
and indicates
its peak at this point since it is Jesus who is being told all this,
indeed.
In conclusion,
and thus the men are made to look very foolish
is a vindicati
we see that in Luke's. main appearance narrative'there
on
of Jesus' female followers
at the expense of some of His male fo. 1553
lowers.
The women had seen angels and they had reported accurately
the empty tomb and the Easter message. The men could only confirm

the report of the empty tomb and they did not see Jesus or anyone else.
.
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In chapter 24, Luke masterfully

reemphasizes some of his key
which he developed during the

ideas about male-female relationships
23 chapters of his Gospel. In 24.1-11 we see the new prominence
first
being
of
witnesses,
worthy
named as such in the
of womenas valid
We also noted evidence of male-female contrast and
is
it
the women, rather than the men, who receive
for
role reversal,
the more complete revelation and have the less inadequate understanding
(cf.,
24.1-11 to 24.12; 24.22-23
these
the
events
of
significance
of
Gospel story.

to 24.24 - the womenremembered and Peter wondered). In Lk 24.34 in
and 24.33-53 in general, we possibly see Luke's reassertion
particular
leadership.
Rememberthat Luke,
the
the
male
community's
primacy of
of
does not include any account of an
if he knew of such traditions,
In
Jesus
to
women.
a sense then,
of
or
group
of
a
woman
appearance
Luke 24 presents a microcosm of his views on these matters and thus
of male and female,
prepares us for the equality of relationship
the new prominence of women, and the reassertion of male leadership
in Acts as accomplished and accepted facts.
Our discussion
of womenand their roles in Acts must wait, however, until we complete
our-examination of the Resurrection narrati ves.
that we find

d.

John 20

It has often been argued that because the empty tomb traditions
seem to be lacking in Paul and in the early Church's preaching, that
they likely entered the collections
or the Passion
of Gospel tradition
narrative material after the traditions
about Jesus' appearances. The
Synoptic evidence we have examined thus far may support the view that
the Evangelists had separate empty tomb traditions
and appearance
but it is very difficult
traditions,
to tell since Mark's ending is
Even if we grant that the empty tomb traditions
may have
been collected and given final form later than the appearance narralost

to us.

does not follow from this that the empty tomb narratives
554
What in fact seems to be the case
apologetic legends'.
is that even in the early thinking and preaching about Jesus' ResurIn Paul's argument
rection the idea of the empty tomb was implied.
in 1 Corinthians 15, while Paul emphasizes that the physical and
(15.4
bodies
4, cf.. Phil'3.21), '
the
same
are not one and
resurrection
,
body is produced out of the
he also argues that the resurrection
("we
body
by
transformation
must all be changed").
a miraculous
physical
Secondly, in the sequence "died, buried, raised" (1 Cor 15.4), the idea
The early Jewish Christian
of the empty tomb is likely implied.

tives, it
are 'late
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community and Paul himself would not likely have thought of the idea
of a Resurrection that did not entail an empty tomb. Caird says of
"No Jew would have dreamed of using this word
the word resurrection:
in which the physical body was abandoned to
to describe an afterlife
the grave.
Christianity.

in use from the beginning of
Yet the word was certainly
555
,
Thirdly, the phrase "on the third day" also seems

to imply an empty tomb beginning on that day, though perhaps the
phrase indicates when the appearances began. Perhaps it was the case
that the traditions
about the empty tomb were not added to the written
of Passion narrative material until after the appearance
and that they were added for apologetic reasons to counter
narratives,
Nevertheless, the when and why
various arguments of the opposition.
collections

of the addition of this material to the Gospel tradition
of the nucleus of th e story: that
affect the historicity
some womenwent to Jesus' tomb early on Easter morning,
empty, possibly had an encounter that could be described

need not
a womanor
found the tomb

as 'a vision
to the disciples.

of angels' and at some point repeated all this
In regard to John 20 we have a considerable problem in that
about
apparently the Evangelist has divided one empty tomb tradition

Mary's visit into two parts or else has included two separate traditions
The third possibility,
that
about the one event into his narrative.
Mary made two trips to the empty tomb, is considered unlikely by'
It is true that if one omits vv 3-11 and considers
most scholars.
v2 to be a Johannine composition on the basis of v 13, with the
intention to link the visit of Mary to the empty tomb to that of
and the beloved disciple's,
we have a natural sequence of
for this view is the oliZallev
The difficulty
events in vv 1,11-18.
in v2 in comparison with the ol6a in v 13. The former looks like
Peter's

a vestige of a source that mentioned the presence of several women
556
This may be so, but the Fourth Evangelist may have
at the tomb.
the words of Mary a little
oi6alicv in v2 to try to differentiate
.
here from those in v 13.557 The Fourth Evangelist is a careful writer
and editor of his material and it seems unlikely that oi6allev is inand is a trace of an earlier source. The present
cluded accidentally
arrangement appears to be intended to demonstrate, as in Luke, that
the initial
reaction of both womenand men to an uninterpreted empty
tomb is bewilderment or even concern about foul play.
As we shall
see, it is not clear that even in the beloved disciple's
case the
empty-tomb produced belief in a risen Jesus. The Fourth Evangelist
has clearly

made the empty tomb story found in vv 11-13 his own.
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Besides

so as to focus

the account

individualizing

but they are not anqeli
559
the good news of Easter.

function

do not proclaim
to try and link

on Mary,

only

toned down the angelophany so as
follows.
The angels do serve a

deliberately
he
has
that
appears
that
the Christophany
to highlight
it

theological

558

interpretes,

and they

The Evangelist

appears
in two ways:

the empty tomb and appearance narratives
(the
is more
latter
in
13,15
the
1) the repetition
vv
question
of
2) the repetition
than the former);
in its original
likely
setting
560
(v
judgfrom
The
16).
be
borrowed
14
Mary's
turning
v
may
of
14-17
in
dialogue
be
the
is
to
Dodd
vv
on
accepted
probably
ment of
is relying

here the Evangelist

that
a very
self.

source,
early
561
There are,

at

two places

2)

the

in

the

even

however,

traces

so);

report

Mary her-

to

the

Johannine

of

of

work

redactional

1) O&TrWY&P CLV(XýEýflKCtTrP'OSTOV 7T(XTEPa; and
to the disciples.
Jesus gives Mary to relay
concise

of
the

following
thinking

1) Mary was disconsolate,
and spoke

and possibly

back

possibly

pattern

Dodd we may isolate

appeared

goes back to

v 17:

command that

Following

that

on material

to

her;

4) He directed

her

to

original
the

go tell

to
His

detected

narratives
elements

in

body was stolen;

His

this
2)

by

narrative;
Jesus

Him and responded

she recognized

(clinging

actions

with

3)

appearance

feet

brothers

or

verbally

and she did.

do

to

attempting

Much

in
by
forms
this
be
the
this
story
other
of
confirmed
pattern can
of
independent
Matthew and the Marcan appendix, both of which are likely
historicity
the
this
favor
the
20.562
In
John
of
nucleus
of
of
of
is that it is improbable that the Fourth Evangelist
would,,,
narrative
an appearance story about Mary Magdalene who plays no signiindicate
from
20;
2)
that this
John
in
his
Gospel
apart
role

1) create
ficant

(a
independently
fact
first
the
consuch
appearance
was
appearance
firmed in Matthew 28), if there was not strong evidence to support
because it relates
Fuller notes that this narrative,
this.
a revelatraditions
the earliest
about the nature of
563
All in all,
the nature of this
the Resurrection
appearances.
its dialogue,
elements point to
and its basic narrative
narrative,
the conclusion
reached by Dodd: "... the story of Mary Magdalene rep-

tory

encounter,

reflects

resents a good tradition,
(though
in Matt. xxviii
564
,
manner).
Apart

unknown to Luke, better
has written
the evangelist

from the Passion and Resurrection

preserved here than
it up in his own

narrative. s, we know very
(cf. Mk 16.9) we know that

From Lk 8.2
about Mary Magdalene.
she followed and served Jesus as early as His Galilean

little

ministry,

*
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Jesus'
the
demons
that
exorcism
of
of
seven
result
a
as
probably
565
hear
Mary
Magdalene
do
the
We
her.
of
not
again
until
possessed
have
her
heard
the
not
at
we
would
of
and
probably
cross,
scene at
in
beginning
for
the
the
it
events
at
played
part
she
not
all were
In every list of women in the Gospels (save Jn 19.25)
the cross.
this remarkable preTo what may we attribute
27.56,61,28.1,
in
Mt
15.40,
Mk
of
position
consistency
and
eminence
it may be because Mary
To anticipate,
Lk 8.2,24.10?
47,16.1,
Lord,
the
first
the
risen
of
appearance
appearance
a
private
received
566
Jesus made after His Resurrection.
It has been urged by Hengel and Danidlou that, "... Mary of
Magdala has the same relation to the group of womenthat Peter has
first.
is
placed
she

In the fourth
to the group of the Apostles.
familiar with this parallel.
andria was still

century, Peter of AlexThe faith of the Church

rests on Simon whomChrist called Cephas, the Rock, and on Mary whose
567
,,
'fortress'
One Church Father is known to
Magdalen
means
name
.
568
Whether
have said of Mary Magdalene that she was "like an apostle".
large
depends
justified
to
a
extent
on how
are
or not such assertions
one evaluates Jn 20.1-2 and 11-18.
Immediately, we are confronted with a problem. What is the relaSome
if any, between Mt 28.1,9-10
tionship,
and Jn 20.1-2,11-18?
in
both
h
dealing
t
the
that
same
wi.
narratives
are
we
scholars argue
is
dependent
Johannine
the
that
account
upon
cases and
569
Another view is that both
cularized,. the Matthean.
570
John shared a common, probably non-Marcan, source.
school of thought represented by P. Benoit, argues that

and has partiMatthew and
Yet another
the Fourth

history
literary
long
has
Go.
and that the Synoptics may be
a
spel
571
Those who follow
drawing on an early form of this Johannine story.
Benoit

argue that

Johannine

story.

Evangelist

has generalized

the First

Evangelist

This last

view has in its

is well-known

for

favor

an ancient

the fact

that

the

the
and generalizing
is
long
he
The
takes
argument
strong
so
as the
over..
narratives
involving
Matthean and Johannine Christophanies
women are being
(Jn
20.15 ýTJTETIS,cf. Mt 28.5; Jn 20.17 TAs aftXýolr)s,
examined
First

compressing

&yycUoucya,
A7ray-yciXctTc;
20.18
Jn,
Mt
28.8
the
cf.
cf. Mt 28.10;
clinging motif;. and fact of a fi rst appearance), but becomes questionable when the Synoptic and Johannine angelophanies are compared. It
must be remembered that the empty tomb and appearance traditions
were
likely passed on separately and the empty tomb tradition
in the Fourth
Gospel appears to be a heavily edited and individualize'd
version of
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The similarities
in the Synoptic and
the empty tomb tradition.
Johannine angelophanies are mainly 4 result of the Evangelists'
(white
)
apparel, etc.
and do not reflect a
using stock elements
clear dependence of the Synoptics on John. The best explanation of
what we find in the Gospel Christophanies and angelophanies seems to
1) the Synoptics and John are drawing on traditions
be the following:
they share in common, not on each other; and 2) the Johannine form of
the Christophany appears to be much closer than the Matthean to the
but the Marcan angelophany is likely
original form of this tradition,
more primitive than the Johannine.
The context of John 20 varies somewhat from the Synoptic setting
for the Easter events.
For instance, in John there is no mention of
There are certain interesting
parallels
womenat Jesus' burial.
between Jn 19.25-27 and John 20. It is as if the Fourth Evangelist
deliberately

set out to give us a narrative about the two leading
womenin the early Christian community, Mother Mary and Mary Magdalene,
families.
who represent the two circles of Jesus' physical and spiritual
We argued that in Jn 19.25-27 we see the Evangelist depicting how these
two circles

began to intersect,

a process which actually culminated
More frequently noted are the parallels

only after Jesus was risen.
between Mary Magdalene and Thomas, and the contrasts between the
All of these
Magdalene and the beloved disciple (and/or Peter).
possible points of contact between John 20 and what precedes and
follows should be remembered as we examine the exegetical details of
our narrative.
In one sense Jn 20.1-2,11-18

is a moving drama of 'the progress
It relates how Mary Magdalene went from 1) a state of
of a soul'.
abject sorrow and preoccupation with the dead body-of Jesus which
as the Lord, to 2) a sudden state of euphoria
she still. identified
that Jesus was in fact alive, which again involved a 'clinging'
to
Jesus' physical Dature in a way that limited her understanding of her
Lord, to 3) a state of understanding so that she was able to leave
572
her preoccupations behind and become an 'apostle to the Apostles'.
Because the Johannine angelophany adds nothing new to our understanding
of the women's visit to the tomb we will not discuss it in detail.
Ifis
worth noting, however, the Johanninetechnique of excerpting a
portion of bis empty tomb narrative and giving it a more detailed
tradition
at v 1.2,. after the other empty tomb narrative has been
573
Also, we may note that Mary had good reason for fearing
included.
that Jesus' body had been stolen, for apparently grave-robbing was

20

century and warranted an edict
prevalent in Palestine in the first
574
from Claudius (? ) issued in Nazareth.
Jn 20.3-10
concern
beloved

(cf.

is an interlude

Lk 24.12,24)

which does not

except that it is sometimes contended that the
is contrasted
to Mary's sorrow and apparent
faith
believed
insensitivity.
The beloved disciple
- c7T1GTCUCj6V.

us directly
disciple's

spiritual

schema of things

In the Johannine

more likely,

Mary had said or,

this

that

may mean that

something

to Jesus or His body without specifically
In fact, we are told that
Resurrection.
did not understand

from Scripture

This may mean that

the beloved

from the visible
complete belief

that

disciple

he believed

miraculous

implying

what
had happened

a belief

in the

and the beloved disciple
Jesus had to rise from the dead.
believed
in the Resurrection
Peter

Elsewhere in John,
evidence.
in the risen Lord or even that

7riaTE,6w does not imply
Jesus is the Messiah

(cf.

told
2.23-24,12.42-43,20.8
bewhere
we
are
not
what
was
575
lieved).
Thus, we should be cautious in making dramatic contrasts
between the reactions
to the moved
of Mary and the beloved disciple
576
What the beloved disciple
believed is
stone and the empty tomb.
in
in
and
view
of
v9
also
view of the fact that
especially
uncertain
he went home and apparently
said nothing either
We will
unit
now examine vv 11-18 as a literary
Mary.
to see how he portrays
From v 11 we begin to see a gradual process
between Mary's
We recognize a certain
similarity

(v
Mary.
10)1
or
by the
constructed

to Peter

Evangelist

to Mary.
of revelation
in v 11 and
activity

(ý.
Peter 7rapa.
XEmp-T)the grave clothes.
Mary
sees
K61paS
like bookends in the tomb
7T(XPEKU#V...Kall ecwpcý two angels sitting
Peter's

in v 5.

where Jesus was. laid.
parenthesis indicating

Theologically,

they serve as a. supernatural
is involved in thi. s emptiness

God's activity
between them. There is a void, but it is not devoid of meaning. They
indicate that Jesus' body is no longer in thý tomb and. thus one should
577
Their
no longer focus on the past, the tomb, or Jesus' dead body.

dialogue that
silence is preparatory for the significant
virtual
follows, emphasizing it by means of contrast.
This revelation is of
He saw
a more positive and living nature than what Peter received.
of something which might have meant no more than that an
,
orderly conclusion to Jesus' life. had taken place - God took Him up
into heaven. Mary saw something which pointed to God's. present

vestiges

Amazingly-, she does not react to the angel's presence but
simply continues to cry., Apparently, the Evangelist wishes us to
think that anything less than Jesus Himself could not change her mood.

activity.
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(cf.
20.25).
The
has
Evangelist
is
like
Thomas
the
she
her
draw
her
to
sorrow by saying y6vai,
of
out
Ti
angels attempt
in
her
horizons
fixed
the
is
that
Mary's
mental
are
problem
KXaleis?
In this,

past.

(v
is
13).
in
tomb
the
still
called K6PIOV 11OU
was
is only when Mary turns away (E`:
cyTp#Tj v 14, aTp#cT(ya

The body that

it
Significantly,
578
(and
Fuller
the past) that she sees Jesus.
from
tomb
16)
the
empty
v
intimates
that there may be in this an implied criticism
of the empty
579
if used apart from the appearance traditions
tomb tradition
*

has Jesus open the dialogue with the words-yuvai,
This is likely their original
setting in the tradition.
580
Jn 19.26.
the
In
to be

The Evangelist
T'L KXaicis?

Perhaps we are meant

reminded of
y6vai of
that narrative
we noted the progress from y6vai '(v 26) to PITTIP (v 27).
(20.15)to
fashion here we note the progress from y-ftil
In similar
Mapiap (20.16).

the point of
mention of pTITTip indicated
and acceptance by Jesus of His mother into the family of
recognition
faith,
recognizes Jesus and
so Mapiap is the point where Mary first
Just

as-the

is recognized in such a way that her place in the family of faith is
"He calls his own sheep by name... and his sheep follow him
implied.
581
This may indicate that
because they know his voice" (cf. 10.3-4) .
the Evangelist has deliberately
cast his material in this fashion,
but calling someone's name is such a commonmeans of stirring
a perbe
it
In
that
an authentic piece of tradition.
may
son's memory
language
the
the
presence
of.
of the family of
note
we
may
addition,
faith in both texts: 1) "Womanbehold your son-behold
your mother. "
(19.26-27);

2) "1 am going to my Father and your Father, go tell my
582
But Mary Magdalene is being favored in a way
brothers. " (20.17).
to see the risen Jesus,
that Jesus' mother was not, for she is the first
and she too had been at the cross with Jesus' mother.
By including
hint

that

has Jesus
TfVa ýTJTCTSthe Evangelist
(a
living
person), not someýthin_q
someone

the question

Mary is seeking

583

(a corpse).
Yet Mary's thoughts are still
riveted on a body. She
makes the blunder of mistaking Jesus Himself for a gardener who might
have stolen Jesus' body. The irony is obvious and may be a Johannine
ýut
there are certain parallels
to other
addition to the narrative,
584
(Emmaus,
the
type
stories
of
recognition
possibly John 21).
appearance
WhenJesus finally
palls the Magdalene by her name, it appears she
in the way He speaks to her. Her
recognize's something familiar
pilgrimage, however, is not. over when she recogriizes Jesus
spiritual
r
(paUoM)
indicates that she still
for her reply
thinks of Jesus in
terms of her past relationship

with Him.

This is verified

by the
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the Evangelist

translation

gives

of the word 616aCTKaXF_
and thus we

that parallels
not meant to see this as a confession
585
The
that of Thomas (cf. 20.28, Ot KOPIOS JJOUKU1 S OCOS110U).
(or
is
is
th
as
clinging'
natural,
e
a ttempting
clinging)
reaction
are probably

that

follows.

between the story
There are, however, certain parallels
Consider the following:
appearance to Mary and Jn 20.24-31.

of the
1) both

narratives focus on a-special appearance to or at least for an individual by Jesus; 2) in both, the one receiving the appearance has a
strong conviction that Jesus is not alive, and thus a strong preoccu(in
Mary's case there is a fixation
Jesus
the
the
past
of
pation with
with Jesus' body, in Thomas' case with His wounds); 3) in both, there
is a need to touch or hold on to Jesus; 4) in both, Jesus appears
to overcome
suddenly; 5) in both, the point is to lead an individual
his/her doubts and believe in Jesus in the right way (cf. Jn 20.17,
&ATT-rou
20.27,11h
Jn
to
yiVou a7TICYTOS).We may see in these two
jil pou
as the Evangelist
narratives a deliberate male-female parallelism
attempts to indicate Jesus' desire to recover both His 'brothers,
and
'sisters'.
There are certain important differences in the stories,
in the
The commandto touch in one case and its prohibition
other are not so much a denigrating of Mary in comparison to Thomas,
One must remember
but reflect the relative needs in each situation.
that in the Evangelist's portrayal of these events Thomas had heard
however.

of previous Resurrection appearances whereas Mary had knowledge only
of Jesus before His death to guide her response. This is why there
is no recognition motif in the Thomas story, but there is in Mary's
Mary is given an apostolic task and Thomas is
Interestingly,
story.
not. Further, Thomas' unbelief is more flagrant and more reprehensible
In both cases, however,
than Mary's and he alone is chided for it.
to alter the mood of the recipient.
only an appearance of Jesus suffices
Someof the above remarks about Mary's spiritual
state when she
exclaim.s, "Rabbonfl. ", are verified

perhaps by Jesus' cryptic words,
Pn UOU a7TT01), 0ý17TW Yap* aVU. ý6ýnKU
Trp'OS TbV TrUTEpa.
The problems in
ý(,
this verse are not confined to pnj pou. ffTou for the clause beginning

with the

oiNw is also puzzling.

'c
In regard to -p'
T1pou (TrTou, any number
.
is suggested that
but this sort of

have been proposed.
For instance,
it
of solutions
SCTrTouis a mistranslation
from the Aramaic original,
Sol ution should be resorted to only if one cannot make sense of the
,
586

I
it
The
text as
stands.
same applies to the thesis. that 11TI
Cfear
became
not')
corrupted to jin pou aiTTou, or that we should
7TT6ou
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insert

0ýou

after

587

These views. have no textual

pfl.
depend on whether
or 'stop touching

of our conclusions
'don't
touch meP,
it is implied
translation,

that

Some
support.
ra-uTo-o
translate
we
1A pou
as
(clinging
to) me'.
In either

Mary is

trying

to approach

Jesus in

this would be an odd statement.
The tense of
some way; otherwise,
ýCTrTOU
of an action in progress
probably is meant to imply a*cessation

588

'stop holding on to me'
Thus, the
and thus we should translate
Johannine and Matthean versions of this appearance agree at this point
It should also be
of this detail.
which favors the authenticity
even in Matthew the idea that Jesus
noted that there is implicit
Why, in
wants the clinging to cease because of the charge He gives.
the Johannine schema, is it that Mary is not allowed to hold on to
Jesus, while later Thomas is bidden to put his finger in the nail
prints of Jesus' hands? In Jn 20.27, the purpose of the touching is
In Jn 20.17, however, the
to lead Thomas to a more perfect faith.
It
wrong sort of clinging to Jesus' physical being is involved.
His Resurrection is only a matter
589
It is not a case of
of renewing pre-Resurrection relationships.
590
looked to the
Mary being irreverent.
It was simply that she still
assumes that relating

to Jesus after

past and must be led to a higher more spiritual
way of holding on to
Jesus. Historically,
there may have been a note of urgency in Jesus,
words in that He wishes her to get on with the task He is about to
591
the brethren.
assign her - instructing
Why has the Evangelist added the o6irw clause to his source
One suggestion is that he is having Jesus say 'stop
material?
592
The idea
clinging to me simply because I have not yet ascended.
the Evangelist wants to convey is that Jesus does not wish Mary to
(and is
take advantage of what will only be a temporary possibility
thus not to be depended upon). The Evangelist thus indicates to his
audience the dangers of the wrong sort of attachment to the earthly
Jesus. In any case, this oýim clause probably rules out the notion
that in the Evangelist's view the Ascension is taking place already
593
The avaýoLivw of v 17
and that this is the determining factor.
probably is to be taken in the sense of a future cer tainty expressed
594
as a present reality.
One key'to seeing this verse as the Evangelist intends can be
foond in the journeying motif.
Frequently in the Fourth Gospel, Jesus
is regarded as journeyin
back to the Father from whomHe came (cf..
.g
7.33,13.. 3's 14.12,28,16.28)-ý
As P. Minear rightly
pointed out,
Mary's. concern is with whore Jesus'-body i.s, even when she recognize*s
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in
Jesus
is
the wrong sense, for the
Him.
She
seeking
and seizes
Evangelist is asserting that it is not a knowledge of where Jesus
is but where He is going that truly leads to finding Jesus and to
having a permanent grip on Him. The Evangelist has Jesus speak to
Mary of the Ascension as the proper answer to Mary's 'where' question.
Until Jesus ascends He cannot be where all His disciples can have
access to Him. Thus, the successful conclusion of Mary's "... pilgrimage
595
'end'
,,
ignorance
the
by
The
Evangelist
faith
of
was precluded
of
.
learn where Jesus
is trying to teach his audience that they must first
is going and realize that it is only by His Ascension, paradoxically,
that all spatial and temporal distance between Jesus and His followers
The Evangelist indicates Mary has learned this by
can be eliminated.
the fact that she gives up the wrong sort of clinging to Jesus, and
journeys to the disciples to proclaim her risen Lord. Knowledge of
Jesus' true destination gives her the freedom to play a part in revealing
Just as Jesus must journey
the destiny of Jesus and His followers.
to the Father before His disciples can journey to the nations, so too
Mary must learn of Jesus' journey to the Father before she can
That the two disciples journey to their
journey to the disciples.
to Mary's journey and reveals
own (homes?) (v 10) is an antithesis
that they do not yet know of Jesus' destination.
that Jesus says to Mary, "Go
In. this context, it is significant
596
indicates Jesus is trying
The word 'brothers'
to my brothers. ..,,
to reestablish a close family relationship
with His disciples,
not
distinguish
Himself from them. The point for Johannine theology is
that my God (Father) is also your God (Father) and it is for this
597
His
disciples
Jesus
to
Possibly
that
as brothers.
can
relate
reason
that since Jesus already has reestablished
As such, she is
relations with Mary, she too is among the brethren.
to bear witness.
given the role, usually taken by Jesus' 'brothers',
Not until v 18 is it
She is to be an 'apostle to the Apostles'.
the Evangelist

implies

clear that Mary has 'grasped' who Jesus truly is, and that she can
no longer cling to the past, Or her past basis of relating to Jesus,
body.
or even His present glorified
598
The words, "Mary Magdalene went proclaiming '(a'Y'Y6XXouaa)
to
" very effectively
tells us that she is now looking
the disciples...
forward to the task at hand, knowing that the Jesus she has left. at
the tomb will not go away and leave her comfortless again. He had
in the present tense; this
talked of ýspiritUal family relationships
transposed
with Him would continue'albeit
meant that her relationship
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C
C63PUKa

TbV KOPIOV.
into a higher key. Thus, she tells the brethren,
to the fact that MIL
The awkwardness of the sentence likely'points
599
1
TctOTct ei7rev
Further, that the
aulTfi is a Johannine addition.

it
has preserved from his source EWP(XKCt TbV KOpiov giving
content of the message
place likely also points to the original

Evangelist
first
(in

to

contrast

we see how the

Thus,

a tendency

to

fellowship

with

His

one of
is

tive
to

Ascension

the

the

forth

His

Mother

in

the

as the

is

His

thus

was equal
Mary herself.

catalogues

the

Mary Magdalene
to

proclaim

Mary Magdalene

to

Insofar

we have here

disconsolate

and perhaps

by first

sisters.

'brothers'

importance
This

of women in

is

historical
first
who,

it

for

the

of

Jesus

granted

to

apostle
fledgling

why Mary Magdalene
Synoptics.

This

reestablish

narra-

she had seen the

Jesus'

to

this

of

clinging

'the

have

once more with

appearance

called

v 17).

message

has begun

nucleus

after

in

Gospel

establishing

that

appropriately
in

Jesus

Ironically

brothers

Evangelist

as the

as well

events

reversals.

cause

concerned,

to

Gospel

by the

additions

Jesus,
risen
to

the

Lord.
Apostles',

community

repeatedly
is

goes

also

is

first

why Hengel

can say,
Die Botschaft Jesu muss in besonderer Weise auf die
Frauen in Israel gewirkt haben. Eine Frucht dieser
Wirksamkeit ist Zeugenschaft der Frauen am Kreuze,
bei der Grablegung und am leeren Grabe. Die unterschiedlichen Frauenkataloge wiesen darauf hin, dass
diese Zeugenschaft in der Gemeinde eine gewisse
An der Spitze
Rangfolge unter den Frauen bewirkte.
der Frauen steht - hier nur Petrus vergleichbar Stellung dadurch
Maria Magdalena, deren einzigartige
begrUndet ist, dass sie der Auferstandene als erste
(600)
hat.
Erscheinung
seiner
gewurdigt
The Place of Womenin Josus'Ministry
In chapter five we have examined the pericopes in the Gospels
in
depict
the process of becoming, Jesus'
or
are
women
who
are,
which
disciples.
We have seen that this involved a womanwho was a member
(His
family
Jesus'
physical
mother Mary), Womenwho were His friends
of
0.

but did not travel with Him (Mary and Martha), and those womenwho
followed Jesus in Galilee and to Jerusalem (Mary Magdalene and others).
That Jesus taught womenand allowed them to follow Him reveals how
He was from other rabbis in His treatment of women.
very different
Probably, it is this precedent which explains why the Gospel writers,
especially Luke and the Fourth Evangelist include a considerable amount
of material revealing women's. new freedom and equality in the presence
of Jesus and in the midst of His community.
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our study of Jesus' mother led us to see how in Luke-Acts and
in John, Mary's progress toward becoming Jesus' disciple and a full
depicted.
is
is
family
She
His
spiritual
presented as a
memberof
is
the
to
struggling
reconcile
roles of mother and
who
one
model of
In Luke 1, she is depicted as a prophetess, and in Jn 19.
disciple.
25-27 (and perhaps Ac 1.14), the Fourth Evangelist portrays her in the
Jn 19.25-27 also
mother to Jesus' disciples(s).
role of spiritual
disciples
beneath the
female
the
of
and
new equality
male
reveals
in
is
idealized
the
Gospels,
however,
His
Jesus.
not
mother
of
cross
for at least three of the Evangelists reveal that she had some lack
(cf.
Lk 2.50,
His
her
Son
the
of
and
nature
mission
of understanding of
Jn 2.1-12).
Mary and Martha also are
and parallels,
Lk 10.38-42
depicted as womenin the process of becoming disciples.
learn
from
become
disciple
having
to
Mary
and
a
a
right
as
portrays
for
that
this
Indeed,
Jesus.
even
women,
makes
clear
pericope
of

Mk 3.21,31-35,

from Jesus takes precedence over a woman's role of preparing
for
her
providing
a guest. While in Luke
of
responsibility
a meal and
it is only Martha who appears to misunderstand the nature and prioriin John we see that both Mary and Martha do
ties of discipleship,
(cf.
His
John
11).
the
Jesus
fully
extent
of
power
and
understand
not
learning

Nonetheless, the Fourth Evangelist also depicts Martha as making the
least inadequate confession of Jesus in his Gospel (11.27), and Mary
is presented as one who properly
performs a prophetic burial rite

honors Jesus and perhaps unknowingly
for Him (12.1-8).

From Lk 8.1-3 through the Passion and Resurrection narratives
we followed the portrayal of the womenwho traveled with Jesus.
These womenare remembered chiefly for the crucial role they played
during the time of Jesus' death, burial,
and Resurrection appearances,
(with
fled
disciples
the
possible
and
one
exception)
all
male
when
of the part these
abandoned Jesus. A measure of the significance
womenplayed is indicated by the fact that it is only some of the
events which involve only womenthat are mentioned by all four Gospels
the tomb empty, the encounter with
the angels, receiving the Easter message (or in John, a question), from
Women,however, were not only the witnesses of Jesus,
the angel(s).
deat.h, burial, and empty tomb, but also in Mary's. case the witness

the first

visit

of the first
make clear.

to the tomb, finding

appearance, as two independent Gospel accounts
be
facts
'The significance
these
undernot
should
of
for it meant that for a major portion of the Christian
Resurrection

estimated,
kerygm.A, womenwere the sole or first

witnesses whose testimony, was
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for the proclamation.
Thus, not
the basis of and the verification
only Jesus' teaching and actions, butalso, the events surrounding
His death and burial led to the acceptance of womenas valid witnesses
and genuine disciples of Jesus.
Jesus accepted womenas His followers,

and the Christian

kerygma

depends in part on their word. Thus, it is understandable why, as
we find evidence in Acts that women
we shall see in chapter six,
days of the postrole even in the earliest
played a significant
Resurrection community, and why large numbers of womenwere attracted
to the Christian faith and were accepted as full members of that
community.

0
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Chapter V:
'Additional

factors

Endnotes

may help explain

the amount of attention

Mary receives in the Gospels: 1) the important
role the traditions
to Jesus began to play in the early
Mary's relation
involving
(notice
Luke,
Matthew,
that
Christian
and John give a
community
these
traditions);
2)
the
to
of
some
of
space
amount
significant
important role at least one member of Jesus' family had in the
);
(cf.
Ac
1.14,15.13,
1.19,
Gal
Christian
etc.
community
early
defense
including
3) various apologetic
a
of Jesus'
purposes,
Evangelists.
First
Third
by
the
and
origins
2
be made
Reference to material
outside the Gospels and Acts will
in passing since it is beyond the scope of this thesis,
and since it
in
latent
the
is
information
that
little
not
already
present
or
adds
The following
Gospels and Acts.
points can be made about Revelation
12: 1) There is probably no evidence that Mary was seen as the Mother
that
The
Revelation
by
time
Church
the
can
the
was
written.
most
of
be said on the basis of Jn 19.25-27 and Ac 1.14, is that Mary was
is
in
Church.
It
the
possible that
mother
viewed as a spiritual
in
John's
Mary
than
spiritual
mothers
as
pictured
are
women other
Gospel (Samaritan woman bears the seed of the Gospel in her town;
2) The woman of Revelation
Mary Magdalene to the male disciples).
by the heavenly
figure as is indicated
12 is cast as a semi-divine
that
bodies used to describe her and her crown, and it is doubtful
to as the Queen of Heaven in the first
orMary was being referred
12
in
Revelation
through,
3)
The
goes
woman
early second century.
it
is
that
birth
than
one would use ýaaavfýw
unlikely
and
pains,
more
in labor.
individual
There appears
('torture'
'torment')
of
an
,
to be no evidence of the verbal form. of this word used of birth
(Garden
City,
J.
Ford,
Revelation
104;
M.
134;
MM,
BAG,
Cf.
pains.
Perhaps G. R. Beasley1975) 198. ' Rather, it means being in torment.
(London, 1974) 198, is closer to the
Murray, The Book of Revelation
the people of God in
truth when he asserts that
woman represents
here
both its Old and New Testament manifestations,
and the children
book
fits
the
This
the
Christians.
Christ
of
which
pattern
and
are
them
Jewish
freely
concepts
and
applies
extra-Biblical
and
combines
"The Mother of
Cf.. M.. Vellanickal,
to the Church and her enemies.
(4,1977)
278-96,
3
Biblebhashyam
Writings",
in
Johannine
Jesus
the
espec. 286.

3
Cf. pp. 70 ff. of thesis.
4
),
is
few
(Sinaitic
'virgin'
Syriac
The word
other mss.
and a
likely a later addition out of respect for Mary. Cf. Metzger, TC,
2 ff. 'The ms. tradition
which has been said to refer to Joseph as
Cf. Metzger, "On the
Jesus' father will bear another interpretation.
Citation of Variant Readings of Matt. I: 16", 'JBL 77 (1958) 361-3.
5
Indeed, as R. E. Brown, *The Birth of the Messiah (London, 1977)
50, argues', it is likely that Matthew composed his infancy narratives
F.
Cf.
his
integral
Gospel,
as
an
afterthought.
not
part of
as an
Ripoll, "The Infancy Narratives and Mary.", Biblebhashya 3 (14,1977)
297-302.
6
K. -Stendahl, OQuis et Unde? An Analysis of Mt 1-29, in JddohtumfUr RachiN Aremias (Beihefte zur
Astschfift
UrchridentUm-Kitche.
Berlin, 1960) 102: "... vv. 18-25 are the
ZNW26; ed. W. Eltester;
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enlarged footnote to the crucial point in the genealogy. " Brown,
Birth, 52-4, poi.nts out that Matthew 1 is about WhQand how (i. e.,
the virginal
conception), and that Matthew 2 is aboJ-where and whence.
7Cf
Conception and Bodily Resurrection
R. E. Brown, The'Virginal
2-7, nn. 30-1. Virginal conception is a
of Jesus (New York, 19-7--31
more. appropriate term than virgin birth for we are discussing her
ante p6rtum, not to be confused with the idea of Mary as
virginitas
fýartu
i!
or a miraculous and painless birth which preserved
a virgin
H. von Campenhausen,The Virgin
the-physical-signs
of-her virginity.
Birth in the'Theology of the Ancient Church (Naperville,
Ill.,
1964)
rightly points out that Mary's Immaculate Conception, perpetual
Assumption, and sinlessness are to be seen as concepts
virginity,
that arose after the NT was written.
8

It was not normal to list
women in a genealogy though it was
done: 1) when the father was unknown; 2) to distinguish
various sons
but several different
that came from one patriarch
wives; and 3) if
Cf. M. D. Johnson, The
they were related to or were famous figures.
Purpose of Biblical
Genealogies with Special Reference to the Sef-t-ing
of the Genealogies of Jesus (SNTS Monograph 8; Cambridge, 1969) 152;
Gen 22.20-24,
Exod 6.23.

9
GenealoView 2 is the suggestion of Johnson, Purpose of Biblical
ies, 152 ff., and has the advantage that it is based on something
aTI our womenshare in common, but it is based on Jewish debates
on the womenin the genealogy that are considerably later in date
than Matthew's Gospel. Cf. R. E. Brown, K. P. Donfried et al., eds.,
i6-1-z-.
1978) 80, nn.
View
Mary in the New Testament (Philadelphia,
four is doubtful since it seems unlikely that the Evangelist would
try to argue in such a negative fashion and to prove that Jesus,
David, and Solomon had something unseemly in their past. Similarly,
11 dubious is an apologetics which answers (assumed) Jewish charges
... Mary's
of
sinfulness by pointing to other sinful women- Would that
(Brown,
less
"
Jesus'
origins
objectionable?
suspected
ed., Mary
make
in'tho'NT,
81). View three has the advantage that it is able to
find somiTthing that Mary and these four womenshared. in commonwithout
focusing on something unseemly, but rather on the divine plan involved
in these irregularities.
Cf. Brown, ed Mary in the NT, 82; Brown,
i6l.
Birth, 125; Stendahl, "Quis et Unde?",
10
On the Lukan birth narratives,
cf. John McHugh, The Mother of
Jesus in the New Testament (London, 1975) 284-308.
11
Cf. G. Delling, "TrapOEvos%TDNTV, 835; Brown, ed. ', Mary'in
.
tho'NT, 121; Marshall, Luke, 13-77.
12
Cf. McHugh, Mother, 282-3.
13
Cf. M. M. Bourke, "The Literary
(1960) 160-75. *
14
So Brown, Birth, 517-33.
15
Cf.
G. Machen,. The'Virgin
-J.
1965 repr. ); Brown, Birth, 14Z.

Genus of Matthew 1-2."l)'CBQ. 22

Birth'Of*Christ.

(Grand Rapids,

16
Brown Virginal'Cohception,
50.
Ignatius
is
very. matter of
ihe
fact about
I (LCL;
concept; cf.. Smyrneans 1.1. Apostolit*Fathers
trans. K. Lake; London, 1977) 326-48. ,
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17Cf. G. J. Wenham,"Betfflýh, 'A Girl
of Marriageable Age'.", VT
22 (1972) 326-48; Deut 22.13-21; 2 Sam 13.1-19; Lev 21.2-3,10-14.
18
Davies, Sermon on the Mount, 308-09.
19
Cf. McHugh, Mother, 255-342.
20Cf..

p..

252 of thesis.

21',
Cf.. McHugh, Mother, 324-5.
22
Cf. Plummer, Matthew, 3 ffý.
23
As is well-known the First Evangelist relies heavily on Mark and
the Q material, and this makes it reasonable to suppose that he was
Cf. Bultmann,
likewise dependent on sources in his birth narratives.
historical
History, 291-3. If the material has any significant
value,
then it is likely derived from a very individual
source close to the
has
Evangelist
Nevertheless,
the
made the material his own.
events.
It has a character, style, and structure consonant with and in some
respects. strongly resembling the rest of the First Gospel. Cf.
Brown, Birth, passim; C. T. Davis, "Tradition
and Redaction in Mt
_JBL 90 (4,1971) 404-27.
1: 18-2: f3Pr_.,
24H.

VIII. The Adoption
Wansbrough , "Event and Interpretation:
(12,1970)
55
921-8,
is
Review
Jesus",
ClergX
right in saying
of
that Mt 1.18-25 is dealing with how Jesus is adopted into the house
of David and thus the focus and climax is on the annunciation by the
how
Oill
be
his
Jesus
Joseph
telling
son by the ritual
of
angel
naming and so exercising authority.
25
in first
Legal paternity was a perfectly viable possibility
century Judaism; cf. Brown,, Birth, 138-9.
26
Cf. X. Ldon-Dufour, "Le juste Joseph", NRT81 (3,1959) 225-31.
This picture of Joseph is very much in keeping with the Jewish view
dominance. If Brown,
of the family structure and its patriarchal
Birth, 45, is right in seeing the First Evangelist's
audience as
17 uding both Jewish and Gentile disciples,
or even if R. Walker,
inc
Die Heilsgeschichte im Orsten Evangelium (G6ttingen, 1967) 9-10,
120-7, is correct that the author's main point is that the Jews
have had their chance and thus the mission of the Church is to be
directed toward Gentiles, then the Evangelist by setting up Joseph
as a model disciple would be affirming that male headship and
female subordination have their place in the new covenant community.
27
There is, however, disagreemtntin the cases. Cf. MHT111,322;
BDF, sec. 423, p. 218.
28
In-favor of the view that it means sexual union, we have-the
Matthew, 78;. M'Neile' Matthew,
BAG, 796; LSJ, 1712; Hill
fo llowing:
,
ýC4,
,
_n.
7; Brown, Birth, 124; J. Schneider,
II,
1;
'TDNT
auv6pXoj1a1
MM, 606*. The word yivw'aKw may meanz s.exual-union--li-n-Vit 1.25; cf.
BAG, 159 ff...
29
Cf.. BAG, 796.
30

1. Broer, 'Tie Bedeutung der 'Jungfrauengeburt'
BibLeb 12 (4,1971)
248-60.
evangelium",

im Matthäus-
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3'McHugh,

Mother, 37-48,78-9;

cf.. Lk 11.27.

32
Since Mý 1.18 is likely the Evangelist's editorial
comment, the
EK 7,jc6jaTos ayiou is added in view of the author's knowledge of the
whole §ftuatio'n and should not be taken as a statement about Joseph's
initial
Also, the 66 here seems
understanding of the circumstances.
to be continuative rather than adversative.
33
"A Note on Matthew i. 19", ET 76 (4,1965) 133-4;
So D. Hill,
MINeile, Matthew, 7;. F. V. Filson, A Commentaryon the Gospel
Accordin5-fo T-t. Matthew (London, 1971) 54; BAG, 194; G. Schrenk,
116imios", TDNT 11,183-9.
34
Cf. McHugh, Mother, 164-5; Lelon-Dufour, "Le juste Joseph", 225 ff.
Consider the case of Hosea. The evidence sometimes cited to prove
that the virginity
of the bride at the time she was taken to her
husband's house (i. e., after. the betrothal interval)
was normally
M. Ketuboth
not expected in Judea is far from proving the point.
1.5, Danby, 245, simply says that a man who dines alone with his
bride-to-be may not lodge a virginity
Cf.
suit against her later.
The ruling provides for a situasimilar sayings in Str-B 1,45-7.
tion which, inthe eyes of the rabbis, was not above suspicion and it
is possible that it is merely contingency legislation.
Pace Brown,
ed., Mary in the NT, 83, n. 173. It does not indicate what was
accepted practice in this matter.
35
Cf. M. Sotah 1.5, Danby, 293.
36
So C. Spicq, "'Joseph, son mari, dtant juste...
RB 71 (1964) 206-14; cf. McHugh,.Mother, 166, n. 7.

' (Mt. 1,19)11,

37
So McHugh, Mother, 168 ff.; Wansbrough, "Event and Interpretation", 921 ff.;
K. Rahner, "Nimm das Kind und seine Mutter", GL 30
(1,1957) 14-22.
38
Cf. Col 2.15; H. Schlier, "7rapa66iypwriýw% TDNT 11,31-2;
J. M. Germano, "Nova et vetera in pericopam'de sancto Joseph (Mt.
1,18-25)119'VD 46 (6, -1968) 351-60; M'Neile, Matthew, 5-7; McHugh,
Mother, 168, n. 11; LSJ, 1308; BAG, 619; MM, 137-8. A formal procedure was necessary since betrothal was seen as legally binding.
Cf. Jeremias, Jerusalem, 359 ff.; M. Kiddushin 1.1, Danby, 321.
39
Cf. Hill, Matthew, 80; MINeile, Matthew, 10; W. C. Allen,
The Gospel According to St. Matthew (Iff,
Edinburgh, 1907) 10-11.
The Old Syriac and k are no earlier tFFanthe fourth century as mss.,
but the reading they preserve may be older.
40Cf. McHugh,
TDNT 1,

-705,

Mother,
n. 65; Hill,

204; BAG, 160; R. Bultmann, "YIVWdKW
Matthew, 80; Plummer, 'Matthew, 9.

41
h, Mother, 204; Hill, Matthew, 80.
McHug
,
42
McHugh, Mother, 204; A. Vbgtle, "Mt. 1,25 und die Virginitas
B. M. V rginis post partum.", TQ 147 (1,1967) 28-39.
43
Allep,

Matthew, 10-11; Plummer, Matthew, 9-10.,
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44
M'Neile, Matthew, 10, says, "In the New Testament, a negative
followed by 'rws ob (e. g., xvii. 9)... always implies that the negated
indicated
'or
time
take
the
did,
after
point
of
will,
place
action
"
by the participle...
45
0
The meaning of F-'wswithout ob is npý relevant here. BDF, sec.
485,. p. 237. Moule, I-B, 85, says that cws oý in the NT is strictly
-ý-uch
(cf.
'LSJ,
'until
751). As BAG, 335, shows,
time
to
as'
equivalent
'eýws
'while'
in
is
is
the
found
the
the translation
of
verb
only
when
oý
The punctiliar
sense of the aorist indicative
subjunctive.
KCV
ETE:
when coupled with 06K indicates the duration of Joseph's not knowing.
imply anything about what
Thus, while
Eus ob may not in itself
(so Brown, ed., Mary in the*NT,
happened after the limit of the 'until'
86-7, n. 177),, when it. precedes an aorist indicative
such as ýfTEKCV
and following cyivwaKcv, it is hard to escape the conclusion that
Joseph knew her'after
the child was born.
46Cf.
Brown, Birth, 231; R. R. Ruether, Mary - The Feminine Face
of the'Church (London, 1979) 26.
47
is an adequate
Neither 'birth story' nor 'infancy narrative'
description for Luke 1-2, especially since Lk 2.41-52 deals with
Possibly, Luke 1-2 or even 1-4.30 should be
Jesus at age twelve.
seen as Luke's prologue and preparation for the themes he develops
in the ministry and indeed on through Acts 28.
48
Ellis
Luke, 67, assigns this material to Luke's Jerusalem
,
"This substratum is as ancient as any
traditions
and says of it:
material in the New Testament... " Bultmann, History, 291 ff., admits
the use of sources but denies they have much historical
value.
49
Cf. McHugh, Mother, 125-49.
50
in Studies
Cf. P. Minear, "Luke's Use of the Birth Stories",
in Luke-Acts, 111-30; P. Schubert, "The Structure and Significance
of Luke 24", in Neutestamentliche Studien fUr Rudolf Bultmann
(Beihefte zur ZNW21; ed. W. Eltester;
Berlin, 1954) 165-86.
51
McHugh, Mother, 139.
52
Brown, Birth,

244.

53
Cf. Drury, Tradition

and Design, passim.

54
Cf. McHugh, Mother, 111-3; R. Laurentin,
.
de Luc Iý-II (Pariý-, 1-957) 93 ff.
55
Dibelius,

From Tradition,

Structure

et'Thdolooie

123.

56Cf.,
Brown, Birth, 346-50.
5.7
McHugh, Mother, 145-6,
58
McHugh, Mother 146.
59
The material on the Baptist
and is of no concern to us here.

likely

derives from other sources
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60
By this term Luke is making clear that Mary had no intimate
before the confrontation
So
with Gabriel.
sexual relationship
Danker, Jesus, 10; Delling, "wup.06vos% TDNTV, 826-36, is probably
is
focus
in
the
Matthew,
that,
on the specialness of Jesus
as
right
and His birth, and that iTapOE'vosis not used for ascetic or docetic
narrative
is
depicted
birth
in
The
the
reasons.
as a normal human
birth (Lk 2.23).
Elizabeth conceives and gives birth through the
help,
but
God's
since she and Zechariah are
agency,
with
natural
by
Mary,
the
Brown,
an act of God alone.
conceives
old.
7apeE'vos,
ed Mary in the NT, '121, states, "The agency of the Spirit and the
ter*ý 'overshadow' come, as we have seen, from NT christological
God is not a sexual
formulation where no sexual import is possible.
partner but a creative power in the begetting of Jesus. " On the
term here, cf. C. H. Dodd, "New Testament Translation Problems V,
BT 27 (3,1976) 301-5, and the reply by J. Carmignac, "The Meaning
Tf Parthenos in Luke 1.27
(3,1977)
C.
H.
to
Dodd",
BT
28
reply
-A
327-30.
61
It is probable that oiKou A=16 is to be taken with Joseph
(3.23)
Luke
because:
1)
is traced through
the
genealogy of
alone
Joseph; 2) the word order; house of David is appended only to
Joseph's name; 3) the mention twice of Tfls TrctPOE'-vou
connected
by Kai emphasizing that the second time we are returning to wapoEvos
after an interveniný phrase involving Joseph; 4) we should have read
if
Cf. Creed,
6ý OlKou referred to Mary alone.
a&fiS
Tb OVOpCt
Luke, 16; E. Lohse, "uios ActuiV, ' TDNTVIII, 485. Thus, the angel's
'To-Fd-sare an assurance'that Mary will marry and Joseph will accept
Jesus as his legal son.
62Cf.
Metzger, TC, 129; Plummer, Luke, 22.
63
On the parallels
and the usual form of annunciations
and call
"'Rejoice,
Prabhu,
Favored One! Mary in the
G.
S.
cf.
narratives,
Annunciation
Story of Luke", Biblebhashyam 3 (4,. 1977; 259-77; McHugh,
Pace Brown, ed., MaU in the NT, 130-2; Marshall,
Mother, 31-52.
Greek greeting
Luke, 65. The view that XaTpe is the ordinary
fails
f-oexplain.
Mary as wondering what sort of greeting
why Luke portrays
S
blessing
The
had
just
formula
standard
she
recei. ved.
K15PIOS'PC-rol000
intended as the source of the confusion.
is not likely
Cf. endnote

66 below.

64
Danker, Jesus, 11.
65
Cf. Plummer, Luke, 22; Brown, Birth, 326-7; R. L. Humenay,
Criticism".
"The Place of Mary in Luke: A Look atModern Biblical
EUPES Y&P XctplV
TraPcx Tý OE
AER 5 (1974) 291-303. The phrase
.'
(Gen
6.8,
OT
Judg 6.17,1 Sam 1.18,
to
phrase
equivalent
a
common
is
2 Sam 15.25) and as such signifies
the free, gracious choice of God,
Cf. Marshall*, 'Luke, 66. Pace
rather than-human acceptability.,
McHugh, Mother, 48. The word dpes is akin to a prophetic perfect
in
and iMpli-esthe certainty of God's plan which He will fulfill
the. fu.ture through Mary (thus, the future verbs in v 35; cf. Creed,
Lake', 17).
66
Cf. Prabhu, "'Rejoice,
Favored One! '", 275, n. 16; Brown, Birth,
288. Theý phrase could be a wish rather than a statement; i. e., -T-t-h-e
Lord be with you',
Cf-, A- Strobel, "Der Gruss. an Maria (Lc 1,28).
Eine philologische
Betrachtung zu seinem Sinngehalt", ZNW53'(1-2,
1962) 86-110.

11A

67
BAG, 188; LSJ, 414; plummer, Luke, 22.
68
H. Balz, "ýOEO, TDNT IX, 212, though the angel's
be
a conventional reassurance.
simply
may
69
Plummer, Luke, 23.

'fear

not'

70

that Mary names Him (cf. 2.21).
Luke does not say specifically
289.
Judg 13.24,1
Sam 1.20, and Brown, Birth,
Cf. Gen 16.11,30-11,
Here it should be noted that God through the angel gives the name;
thus, Mary and/or Joseph are instructed
what to call Him.
71
72

Cf. McHugh, Mother,

73

295.

History,

Cf. Bultmann,

174-5.

301-2.

Brown'. Birth,

74

Favored One! '",
Cf. McHugh, Mother, 173; Prabhu, "'Rejoice,
273, n. 9; C. P. Ceroke, "Luke 1,34 and Mary's Virginityll,
'CBQ
329-42.
19 (3,1957)
75

289 (cf. p. 148 and n. 44) points out that the
Brown, Birth,
Hebrew parti6if-ppial expression in birth announcements 11 can be
...
(already
pregnant) or a future. "
understood as either a present
"Luke's future verb cannot be explained
He goes on to add rightly,
,
Semitic
for
the
putative
original,
of
a
away as a misunderstanding
"
future.
in
35
1:
also
are
verbs
76

"... quoniam virum
So most Catholic
cf. M. Zerwick,
exegetes;
(1959)
(Lc
hidden
212-24,276-88.
The
VD
37
1,34)",
non cognosco
Wr
S
2.
"The
Parthenos",
Meaning
Carmignac,
in
of
assumption
329, nn. 6-8, is that the
C-6) %CITI
to the permanence of Mary's
tense Of YlVWýUM must refer
present
is
This
so.
not necessarily
virginity.

77
McHugh, Mother,

193 ff.

78

in Judaism",
"The Concept of Virginity
J. J. Devault,
13 (1962) 23-40; Creed, Luke, 18; Danker, Jesus, 12.
79
80

Brown, ed.,
Cf. Zerwick,

Mary in the NT, 114-5,
"...

quoniam virum

MS

nn. 244-5.

non cognosco",

286-8.

81

In any case, to say 'I have had no relations',
and 'I-know no
289,
Brown,
Birth,
Cf.
immediately',
equivalent.
are
virtually
man
Cf. H.
Danker, 'Jesus, 12, on Gen 19.8, Judg 11.39, And our text.
Guy, "The Virgin Birth in St. Luke", 'ET 68 (1957) 157-8.
82

WavS 25
M. E. Isaacs, "Mary in the Lucan Infancy Narrative",
(1975) 80-95.
Note the connection. between 'handmaiden' in LrT. 38
and Ac 2.18; cf.. Brown, 6d., Mary in the NT, 137.
83

Cf.
TDNT VIIS
5-is word

Plummer,, Luke, 24; Creed, Luke, 20; S. Schulz,
"cTTicrKiftw
400, thinks
divine
is meant, but' .admits that
gene Iration
is never used as a euphemism for sexual
relations.
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84
Cf. P. W. van der Horst, "Peter's Shadow: The ReligioBackground of Acts V.-15", NTS 23 (2,1977) 204-12.
Historical
85
So LSJ, 657; cf.. BAG, 298; Ps 91.4,141.8.
86
McHugh, Mother, 132-3.
87

here.
We do not have mere resignation
Cf. Marshall,
" (i. e.,
YEVOITO POI ... a wish expressed by the optative...

it

Luke,
'may

72:

be to me'). Also, McHugh,'Mother, 64-7.
88
Plummer, Luke, 25; cf. Lk 12.49-539 14.25-27.
89
Danker, Jesus, 13.

90
Note how Luke maintains his focus on Mary rather
by important passing remarks (2.19,51).

than Joseph

91
Marshall, ' Luke, 77-8.
92
Bultmann, History, 294-6.
93
Brown, Birth, 350-7.
94
Marshall', 'Luke, 79, following
Birth, 75-101.

SchUrmann; cf.

Machen, Virgin

95
coTi
The
clause which follows is in all likelihood
causal and
thus the focus is on the ground of Mary's blessedness, i. e., her
Cf. Plummer, Luke, 30; Creed,
faith, not the content of that faith.
Luke, 22; but cf. Marshall, Luke, 82; * and Ac 27.25. Vv 43-44 may
Fe-Luke's insertion into the narrative to cast Elizabeth and her baby
in the shadow of Mary and Jesus.
96
NT, 136, n. 302.
Brown, ed. ', Mary'in'the
97
Brown, Birth, 333, is correct that EýXoynpgvos here has a
Cf. Judg 5.24.
value.
comparative, not a superlative,
98
Cf. Metzger, TC, 130-1. The witnesses to the Elizabeth reading
b. 1
tNiceta,
a.
Jerome's translation
Irenaeu sla
Origen's
and
are it
of
,
remark that some (Greek? ) mss. of Luke read Elizabeth, not Mary.
Cf. S. Benko, "The Magnificat: A History of the Controversy",, JBL
86 (3,1967) 263-75.
99
Cf. A. von Harnack, "Das Magnificat der Elisabet (Luk, 1,46-55)
nebst einigen Bemerkungen zu Luk. I und 2". in Studien zur Geschichte
. de§'Neuen Testaments und der Alten Kirche (Berlin/Leipzig,
1931)
62-85;

100

Creed, Luke, 22; Danker,

Cf. Danker,

10'Ellis,

15.

15; Creed, *Luke,

22-4.

Luke, 75.

102Cf.
(cf.,

Jesus,

Jesus,

Marshall,
Gen 30.13).

103
Brown, ed.,

Luke,

78;

W.. Grundmann,

Mary in the NT, 139.

11TWTEIVOS11,TDNT VIII,

21
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104Cf. J. G. Davies, "The Ascription
of the Magnificat
JTS 15 (2,1964) 307-8; Brown, Birth, 334-6.
105Cf. Brown, Birth,

to Mary",

350-5.

106Creed; Luke, 303-4; Plummer, Luke, 30-1.
107Cf. M. Luther, "The Magnificat" in Luther's Works Vol. 21
(ed. J. Pelikan; St. Louis, 1956) 321: "Note that she does not say
her,
her
exalt
of
good
praise
virtues,
of
all
manner
speak
men will
her virginity
or sing of what she has done. But
or her humility,
for this one thing alone, that God regarded her, men will call her
blessed. That is to give all the glory to God as completely as it
Mary
"
the'Christian
Cf.
de
Gospel
done.
J.
be
Satgd,
and
can
(London, 1976).
.
108
"Old Testament Background of the MagniCf. J. T. Forestell,
to the
MS 12 (1961) 204-44; A. Richardson, An Introduction
ficat",
Theoloqj of the New Testament (London, 1958) 176-8.
109
Grundmann, "Tauciv6s", TDNTVIII, 21.
110
Cf. Brown, 'Birth,
ill

Brown, Birth,

349.

252,342.

112
in the Lukan infancy narrative
On the male/female parallelism
in particular,
cf. Brown, Birth, 248-53.
113
One should be careful not to make too much of this act since
Elizabeth calls her son by the name the angel gave her. The naming
by
important
is
a Jewish
authori-ty
of
exercising
rite
an
ritual
is
in
the
but
this
woman
merely passing on the name
case
parent,
the angel had given.
114
P. Benoit, 'VEnfance de Jean-Baptiste selon Luc V, NTS 3
(1956-57) 194, avers that Luke himself composed the Benedictus
"Elijah,
A.
Cf.
J.
T.
John, and
Robinson,
using various sources.
in Twelve New Testament'Studies
Jesus - an essay in detection",
(London, 1962) 49-52, on the contention that it was a product of a
Baptist circle.
115
The text does not say that Mary was of the line of David
though several mss. try to insert such an idea. Cf. Plummer, Luke,
53; Creed, Luke, 33.
116
Cf. Bultmann, 'History,

300, to Marshall,

Luke, 115.

117McHugh,
Mother, 100-01.
118
ýFrbm'Tradition, 126-7.
Dibelius,
119
Creed' Luke, 37-8; cf.. Dibelius, Fýorh'Trýdition,
also rules 'oýf-a dependence theorY-.
120Bultmann,. History,
121'
Marshall,,

Luk6,115.

300.

127-8, who
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122Brown, Birth,
123
Dibelius,
124Cf.,

454-6.

From'Tradition,

Str-B 11,124-6;

126-7.

Marshall,

Luke, 118.

125 c
(Lk
2.27) is the natural term for Luke to use of
oi yovF-Ts,
Mary and Joseph without resorting to circumlocution.
As Marshall,
to find here a tradition
Luke, 119, Says, "... it is hypercritical
That did not know of the virgin birth. " Pace Brown, ed., Mary, in
the NT, 144, n. 320 and 158, n. 356. Cf. Lk 2.5,27,33,41,48.
126
Cf. Brown, Birth, 462-3, who enumerates most of the well-known
views. Also P. Benoit, "Et toi-m@me un glaive transpercera Vame! '
(Luc 2,35)", 'CBQ 25 (3,1963) 251-51.
127
Pace Brown, Birth, 318-9; on Lk 8.19-21, cf. pp. 250-1 of thesis.
128
Brown, Birth, 441,465, appears to be correct in seeing the
contents of th-ese thoughts as negative or hostile,
rather than mixed.
Cf. Marshall, Luke, 123.
129
So Marshall, Luke, 123. The key to a proper interpretation
here would seem to be found by asking what negative factor affected
both Jesus and Mary causing them anguish. The answer would be: the
(He
Israel
by
Jesus
of
was the sign spoken against).
most
rejection of
130
Anguish, doubt, sorrow, or suffering are not what the sword
(cf.
the
the
they
Ezek 14.17).
of
results
sword's
are
work
represents;
The rejection of Jesus, not Mary's reaction to her Son's rejection,
Cf. McHugh, Mother, 106-12. The sword
is what the sword represents.
tOTrWS
&VTIXE:
it
is
for
the
not awkward
vos and
parallels
clause
yO-pE:
to follow.
13'Brown,
Birth,

446,466.

132
Cf. Creed, Luke, 43; Marshall,

Luke, 124; Str-B 11,141.

133
So Brown, Birth, 466. G. Stghlin, "x'n'pa", TDNT IX, 451,
states:. "She is a prophet and is thus granted to s-e-e-t-hechild
Jesus (v. 38). She is a witness, and is as such a model of the
full-scale
witness of the womanin the Christian community. She
is unwearying in prayer
And in virtue of her witness and prayer
....
in the temple, cf. v 49. In this regard, too,
she stays continually
this prophetess is a model for the first
community of disciples,
Lk 24: 53; Ac 2: 46. "
134
On Ac 21.9 and Rev 2.20, however, cf. pp. 389-92 of thesis'.
135
Whowas also devout, did not remarry and lived-to
approximately
the same age. (10,5, 'Cf. Judith 16.23).
Cf-Danker, Jesus, 36. As
Marshall', 'Uke, 124, cautions, Anna's age is mentio-n-edin such a
way that there probably Is not a conscious modelling of it on the
age'of Judith.
136
Marshall, Luke, 115.
137
Plummer, Luke, 71.
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138
Luke stresses that Mary and Joseph are good Jews at several
As Brown,. Birth, 437, notes, "... if #e
points: 2.21,22,23-4,39.
birth were con'ceived as miraculous, - no purification
should have been
needed. " Apparently, Joseph and Mary did not see the birth as other
than. normal, and thus. the 6iavo^l-yov iiftpav
of Lk 2.23. is fatal to
, with the preservation of her
the view that Mary gave birth to Jesus
So Plummer, Luke, 65; Creed, Luke, 39; Brown, ed., Mary
virginity.
in the NT, 153, n. 344.
139
Given the information in the Gospels, it is improbable that
one can determine when Mary recognized her Son's Messianic nature
Laurentin, Structure et Th6ologie, 165 ff., enters
and mission.
too much into speculation about MaFy-r-spsychological state at
various points in Luke 1-2, primarily on the basis of Lk 2.19,51.
140Brown,
ed.', Mary in the NT, 148-9. The 69 in 2.19 is adversative and Mary's reaction is contrasted to that of the shepherd's
audience. She is not merely awed by these things, but gives thoughtful
consideration to what has been said and done.
141
2.5.3 (sec. 72) (LCL IV) 198-9; Brown,
Josephus, Antiquities
ed., Mary'in the NT, 150.
142
Brown, My Mary in the NT, 150-1.
143Brown,

ed., Mary in the NT, 161-2.
144Dibelius,
From Tradition,
104, cf. 106-8.
145
Bultmann, History, 300-07.
146
Cf. Brown, Birth,

480, n. 7; McHugh, Mother, 113-4.

147Cf.

481, n. 9.

Brown, Birth,

148
Ellis,

Luke, 85.

149
Marshall,

Luke, 125-6.

150
NTAp 1,298-9.
151Cf.

Marshall, Luke, 114. Even those who are skeptical' about
such matters remark, "If Luke were interested in underlining either
or historicity,
such a statement woul.d have
eyewitness tradition
been very appropriate after the annunciation which involved the
(Brown,
"
conception.
virginal
ed., Mary in the NT, 148).
152
It has been suggested that by having Mary as the spokeswoman
for the family, Luke prepares the reader for the eclipse of Joseph
appear again in Luke-Acts except at Lk 3.23. Cf. Brown,
who will-not
ed. ', *Mary'in*the NT, 160.
153
Cf.. Brow-n, 6d.., Mary in the NT, 159-60, n. 360.
154Brown,
ed Mary in the NT, 161, n. 367. Note. also that
Jesus' reproach is directed to both Joseph and Mary
2.49);
Mary is not singled out fo.r rebuke.
155Cf..
Danker,, Jesus, 29.
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156
Ellis,

Luke, 86.

157
Cf. Danker', Jesus, 31-7. Mary reveals the new freedom and
because
Jesus;
God's
through
but
of
action
she also
women
of
equality
reaffirms more than anyone else in the Gospels a woman's traditional
in
In
Mary
both roles,
to
giving
prominence
role of motherhood.
Luke shows that while there may be tensions between the roles, there
between motherhood and discipleis no necessary or inherent conflict
ship that cannot be resolved (cf. 1.42,45).
158
Brown, Birth, '494.
159
Cf. Bultmann, John, 118-9; Dibelius,
160
Dodd, Historical'Tradition,

101-2.

226-7.

161
Cf. McHugh,*Mother, 388-90,462-6;
184-5.
162Cf.

From Tradition,

Brown, ed., Mary in the NT,

pp. 250-1 of thesis.

163
As McHugh, Mother, 463-4, recognizes.
164
Cf. Bultmann, John, 114-5, who does not see the dialogue as a
later addition.
Cf. Frown, ed. Mary in the NT, 185, n. 416; Brown,
,
103,
the option that the
John i-xii,
notes as a viable possibility
Evangelist has excerpted portions of an original
dialogue according
to what suited his theological
purposes.
165
223; Schnackenburg, John I,
Cf. Dodd, Historical
Tradition,
323-4.
166
Cf. Barrett, John (1978) 8,189; Schnackenburg, John 1,324:
"None of the usual 6-Fir-t-eria of Johannine style are to býe_found in it. "
167Cf.
the review of the evidence in Barrett, John (1978) 188-9.
168
Cf. Schnackenburg, John 1,324; Bultmann, John, 114-5.
169
Schnackenburg, John 1,340.
170
Brown, John i-xii,
101.
171
Dodd, Historical
225, may be right, however, that:
Tradition,
.
"The time was not yet when apologists could safely draw parallels
between Christ and figures of pagan mythology. " If this is so, then
the influence may be more indirect,
as Dodd suggests, and not a
matter of conscious borrowing.
172
1 adhere to McHugh's reconstruction*(Mother,
463) except that
I would add v 4a and possibly v5 in some form.
173
. Cf:. Dodd, Historical
22,6, for a list of the
Tradition,
t'his narrative has to various Synoptic motifs..
It
similarities
will be noted that there are parallels
not only to the narrative
ideas, but also to the substance of. the dialogue (which is likely
another argument against the Johannine creation of yv'4a and 5)'.
174
cf.. pp. '53-57 of thesis.
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175
There are some reasons to doubt that this is a 'hidden life'
it
in
John
takes. place after the record of the encount er
story since
(1.32
)
least
ff..
John
the
Jesus
after
gathering
also
of
at
and
with
of
(1.35-51,2.2).
disciples
the
some of
176
"The Mother of Jesus", 279.
Cf. Vellanickal,
1771f it is
taken as a question, then the Evangelist is trying

Himself from her request,
to give a reason why Jesus must dissociate
i. e., He has begun His ministry
of
and can only follow the dictates
Cf. Brown, ed., Mary*ih'the'NT,
191, and n. 427;
His heavenly Father.
Johannique et
Zerwick, sec. 447, p. 151; A. Vanhoye, "Interrog
(Jn
(1974)
Du
2,4)",
Bib
157-67;
Boismard
de
55
M.
Cana
exdgbse
7-L
Bapt@me a Cana (Jean 1.19-ý-. 11) (Lectio Divina No. 18; Paris, 1ý516-y
133-59.

178
Vanhoye, "Interrogation

johannique",

159-66.

179

12.23,27,13.1,
John (1955) 159, citing
Barrett,
and 17.1.
365, however, says that
John, 181. Dodd, Interpretation,
Morris,
in some sense Jesus' hour has come in part at this juncture.
180
Int

E. J. Goodspeed, "The Marriage
1 (1947) 487 ff.
181

at Cana in Galilee,

Cf. KJV, RSV, NASB NEB, Phillips,
,
(1955) 159; -Frow-n-, J6-hni-x-ii,
99-100.
in n. 22 that the expected answer after
is no.

a Reply"

NIV, JB, TEV; Barrett,.
John
John, 181, points out
Morris,
by olýiTw
a question introduced

182
Goodspeed, "The Marriage at Cana", 487-8; H. E. Dana and J. R.
1927)
Mantey, A Manual Grammar of the Greek New Testament (Toronto,
85, comments, "This is an idiom for which we have no exact equivalent
in English. "
183

"The Semitisms of the Fourth Gospel", JTS 20 (1919)
C. Lattey,
it, "Cet me bel-I
330-6, sees this phrase as Semitic and translates
91
Demosthenes, 'Contra'A)hobum,
but cites the following
parallels:
Caesars, Otho 7; Synesius, 'Epistle
105
ch. 12; Suetonius , Lives of'the
(this is not really
a parallel
since it does not involve the dative
);
(14
BGU
C.
BAG, 216;
180,
IV
B.
Cf.
MM,
citing
of possession).
The Discourses as Reported by Arrian,
Epictetus,
Robertson, 539,736;
London, 1928)
The Manual and'Fragments 1.4.28 TLCL; trans. W. A. Oldfather;
TOJ-9, cf. 1.22.15,1.27.13,2.19.19.
184
"Water into Wine", BZ 7 (1963) 80-97.
J. D. M. Derrett,
The
6ý5-t
below
does
Derrett's
interpretation
offered
point (though
not rule
It is, however, possible that the Evangelist
Jn 2.9-10 seems to).
could be out of touch with what the usual procedure was.
185
99; Lattey,
Brown, John i-xii,
"The Semitisms. ", 335-6; Zerwic. k,
sec. 22.1, P. 7,0, and n. 7
186
Cf.. the Greek usage cited in endnote 183 above-, JB, 'NEB, 'NIV.
187
John (1978) 191, notes: "In the same Way Jesus refuses
Barrett,
11' Yet He does go
to act upon the i-nstructions
of bis brothers'(7.6),
feast;
the.
thus'. itis
to
not the advi ce but the motives involved in
up
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Brown, John i-xii,
102,
their suggestion (cf.. 7.4) that is rejected.
'advice,
is
her
it
Mary's.
that is
person or
role, not
says
rightly
being rejected here.
188
Jesus' negaCf. Jn 8.28,42,10.18,25.29,30,12.49,
etc.
tive answer to Mary is in harmony with the Synoptic passages that
Cf. Lk 2.49, Mk 3.33-35,
deal with Mary in relation to Jesus' mission.
Lk 11.27-28.
189
Barrett, John (1955) 159, rightly
says, "... the reply of Jesus
seems to mean: 'You have no claims upon me - yet. "'
190The
t 116ITTIP TOO 'InaoO is almost
Tj
phrase
a technical term in
John. Mary is never called by her own name, only by this phrase
This shows that her significance
is wholly in
by the Evangelist.
98, remarks, "... the
relation to her Son. As Brown, John i-xii,
Mother of X' is an honorable titliTfor
a womanwho has been fortunate
that implies no
enough to bear a son. " It is, however, a title
Cf. Michaelis,
veneration of Mary's person, but focuses on her role.
643.
Fourth
Evangelist
is
The
IV,
'TDNT
usually
very explicit
j1nTTjP11',
in his use of names with the exception of two people - Mary and the
beloved disciple.
191A-S, 96;
(1955)
John
159; LSJ, 363.
Barrett,
cf.
192
99; Morris, John, 180.
Cf. Brown, John i-xii,
193
Oepke, "yuvTV,
mother in this way-it
John, 181, n. 20.

TDNT 1,777,
states,
excludes the filial

"When Jesus addresses His
" Cf. Morris,
relationship.

194
Cf. McHugh, Mother, 365-9.
19517here
are several textual variants at 2.12 that are of significance for our discussion of whether or not Jesus was Mary's only
The two second century Bodmer papyri and B omit 'his' before
child.
Codex Sinaiticus
brothers, and more significantly
and some early
'and
disciples',
his
while A, fl, 565,1241 favor the
omit
versions
Was there a pre-Gospel form of this Cana story
single 'he stayed'.
that involved only Jesus and His family, or were the 'brothers'
disciples,
thinking
and someone added 'and his disciples'
originally
Cf. Brown, ed., Mary in the NT,
the brothers were blood brothers?
(1978) 194, thinks 'his disciples'
194-6. Barrett
is an
addition that arose to emphasize that the mother and brothers stayed
in Capernaum, while Jesus left to begin His ministry.
This may
explain why evcivev is read for t'licivav in some mss. For a fuller
in John"', CBQ
discussion, 'cf. Brown, "The Problem of Historicity
24 (1962) 1-14. If we accept the best attested text, then Jolini-,
like the Synoptics, Associates Mary with Jesus' brothers.
Further,
in John, as in the Synoptics, Mary and the brothers are not numbered
There is then a uniform picture
among Jesus' traveling disciples.
in all the Gospels of the separation of Jesus' family from His disThere may be a slight hint in Jn 2.3 that Mary has some faith
ciples..
in'Jesu. s, whereas Jn 7.5 says the brothers did not. believe in Him
during the ministry.
Contrast Brown, ed.., Mary in the NT, 195-.6,
to pp. 249-51 of thesis.
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196Cf.. Brown, John i-xii,
103: "... it must be honestly noted that
the evangelist does nothing to stress the power Qf Mary's intercession
'Do
final
'
he
the
Mary's.
tells
Cana
whatever
stress
words.,
you,
at
...
impetration.
"
Jesus
Mary's
of
and
not
sovereignty
1970n Mary
as-the archetypal woman, cf. McHugh, Mother, 373-8;
"The Mother of
Brown, ed., Mary in the NT, 189-90; Vellanickal,
'Woman' be symbolically more important
Jesus", 286-7. "Why-should
in John when addressed to the mother of Jesus than when addressed to
the Samaritan womanor to Mary Magdalene?" (Brown ýd., Mary'in the
NT, 190). If such typology is present in our text: it is not
d-eveloped to any degree. The use of y6vai to refer to Mary "
may
...
"
he
her
that
places
special
on
no
emphasis
physical motherhood.
mean
(Brown, ed., Mary in the NT, 189). But there is also no attempt to
divorce Mary's sexual identity
as womanfrom her potential discipleship status.
198J.
D. Crossan, "Mark and the Relatives of Jesus", NovT 15
(1973) 81-113, is probably wrong to argue that 3.20 goes 'ýiir_th_
what
precedes rather than with what follows.
199
Cf. Brown, ed., Mary in the NT, 55-6.
200
Mary in the NT, 56.
Cf. McHugh, Mother,, 237 n; 3; Brown, ed
This structure paralff-e*Fs-oi Tra;9auToO with Jesuý" family (3.21,
31-35) and perhaps compares their motives with those of the scribes
(3.21b, 22a, b).
201
Taylor,

Mark, 235; cf.

Bultmann, History,

50.

202
belong together;
Bultmann, *History, 29, suggests 3.20-21,31-35
47, is probably wrong to contend that 3.20-21
From Tradition,
Dibelius'
was writien as preparation for vv 31-35.
203
Cf. Lane, Mark, 138, n. 76; NTGNA,91.
204
BDF, sec. 342, p. 176, "they are attached to him. "
205
Metzger, TC, 81; Oepke, "c9EiiOTTIpill,TDNT 11,459,

n. 2.

206
As Crossan, "Mark", 85, points out, the oci imý ATOO cannot
&Ko6GaVTEs
hardly
3.20
be
because
the
Twelve
to
the
can
auTobs of
refer
in
be
followers
Jesus'
3.21,
they
a wider sense because the
can
nor
of
3.32,
3.20
is
the
of
and these are approved
of
presumably
dXXos
oXXos
OT'ov
in 3.32,34.
Pace H. Wansbrough, "Mark iii. 21 as oi Trepl
Was Jesus out of his mind?" NTS 18 (2,1972) 233-5. Cf. D. Wenham,
"The Meaning of Mk. iii. 21", NTS 21 (2,1975) 295-300.
207
CC
Especially Papyrus Grenfell. II, 36,9 - of 7raý TIPLý%) IT6LVTE:S
'all
family'.
"Mark
iii.
Cf.
J.
H.
Moulton,,
21",
ET
20'(1908-09)
our
476; MM9479; Moule', 'I-B, 52 (second 'edition only).
208
Lane, Mark, 139; Cranfi. eld, Mark, 133; Taylor, Mark, 236.
209
McHugh, Mother, 238-9, attempts to limit the subject of ýNeyov
to Jesus' 1fo stýer brothers.
Cf. C. H. Turner, 'Marcan Usage: Notes,
,
Critical
and Exegetical,, On the Second Gospel", JTS 25 (1924) 383-6;
MHTII. Iq 292. Brow.n, *Birth, 52.0, however, accepts the probability
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that Mark includes Mary among 'his own', who thought Jesus was beside
As Crossan, "MarV, 8.5, says, even if E:
Himself.
impersonal,
"AE:
is
yov
the oi TT(Xýall'TOO concur in the judgment that Jesus is beside Himself
between ýAEyov in vv. 21 and 22
The parallelism
enough to act on it.
suggests that it is 'his own' that is the subject of this verb in

v 21. So Brown, ed " Mary in the'NT, 57; cf. J. Lambrecht, "The
Relatives of Jesus in Mark", 'NovT 16 (4,1974) 248-9.
210
Cranfield, Mark, 134; cf. McHugh, Mother, 238, n. 9.

211
As Crossan, "'Mark" 85, notes, KPaTE'W
in 3.21 likely does
5,
back
to
the
not refer
oXXo; of 3.20, nor should it be taken in a
metaphorical sense here. The meaning is likely. 'to seize', or

'to apprehend' and take into custody.
Cf. BAG, 449; MM, 358. The
reason why Jesus' family was g? ing to seize Him is explained by the
in
yap clause - they said He was EýEGTTJ. The meaning Of CEfUTT1111
this context would seem to be 'out of control',
or 'beside himself',
But cf. BAG, 276; LSJ, 595; Zerwick, sec. 4,
rather than 'insane'.
W. C. van Unnik, "Jesus
p. 2; to Oepke, "E:CIa-rnj10, TDNT 11,459;
NTS 8 (2,1962)-TO1-16.
the Christ",
212

Brown, ed.,. Mary in the NT, 58.

213
Cf. McHugh, Mother, 236-7. The real contest is between physical
kinship standing without and some of the spiritual-kinship
which is
and spiritually.
closer to Jesus literally
214
The suggestion in Brown, Birth, 371-8, that Lk 8.21 is in
praise of the faith of the membe-rsof Jesus' physical family is not
Reading Lk 8.21 resumptively, though grammatically
convincing.
possible, is unlikely in view of the fact that even Mary is depicted
by Luke as misunderstanding Jesus (2.48-50).
There is no preparation
for a reversal of this fact before 8.21.
Brown's view fails to
that Jesus complies
explain why even in Luke there is no indication
with his family's wishes for an audience, and why Luke makes a mild
contrast between the physical family standing Etw (8.20)., and the
crowd who. are implied to be hearers of the word since they are
listening
to Jesus. Rather, in Lk 8.21 we have an abstract statement
family are those who hear and do God's will.
that Jesus' spiritual
only this view comports with various. other Lukan texts (cf. 12.49-53,
14.26).
215
Cranfield,

Mark, 134-5; Lane, Mark, 139.

216
Pace McHugh,'Mother,
217Cranfield,

238; with Taylor,

Mark, 236.

Mark, 145; Lane, Mark, 147.

218
Danker, Jesus, 105, sees in Lk 8.19-21 a continued criticism
(cf.
2.48-51),
Mary
working out the theme of the sword piercing
of
Mary and the sword of ýesus' rejection of her. This theme is inter*
to
the
theme
blessedness
true
Vv 27-28 may
of
at 11.27-28.
related
not deny that parenthood is a blessing, but rather affirm by hyperbolic contrast that in comparison to the blessedness of faith in
Cf.
action, all other-fo. rms of blessedness pale in significance.
'
Mary in the NT, 172.
Brown, ed.,
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219
Bultmann, History, 30-1. If Mark had received a saying, it
could have had differences in the key clauses from the Oxyrhynchus
form, but we have no evidence that provides a basis for this conjecture, and Bultmann's argument is that the scene in Mark 6 was
derived from the Oxyrhynchus form.
220
Dibelius, From Tradition,
110, cf. 43.221 Cranfield, Mark, 192.
222
ATOO
1
The phrase EV TO'INS GUYIEVCOCYIV (XUTOO Kai EV Tfi 019KJý
X
Al
6V
TA

in Mk 6.4, which
which follows
n 7TCLTP161
OLUTOO
mss.
except
. in a more general
have, refers to ýesus` relatives
However,
sense.
Taylor, Mark, 301, says that many mss. but not B, 0,13,
faml and fam13
The three
pc have auy-yevguiv, not ouyyEvc0aiv (cf. Synopsis, 195).
part grouping , of those among whom Jesus has no honor is an ever
His town, His kinsmen, His own house.
It is this
narrowing circle
last phrase
to the synaunless it is a reference
EV Tfi O! Kla CCU9TOO,
(Mary and the
gogue, whiCý makes clear" that Jesus' immediate family
brothers and sisters)
are among those who do not honor or understand
Him properly.
As Crossan, "Mark", 103, notes, 'own relations,
/'own
house' is redundant if both mean those associated with Jesus , family.
More likely
Mark intends to give us a list
of who are c5v Tfi 01Kýa
OToO at 6.3.
Cf. Taylor,
Mark, 301.

223
Cf. Str-B 11,10-11;

Cranfield,

Mark, 195-6.

224
"Jeschu Ben Mirjam - Kontroversgeschichtliche
Cf. E. Stauffer,
Anmerkungen zu Mk 6: 3", in Neotestamentica et Semitica: Studies in
Honour of Matthew Black (e
E. Ellis and M. Wilcox; Edinburgh,
.
1969) 119-28; Marshall, Luke, 186. Normally when one was called
the 'son of a woman' in T--Jewish context, it did have an insulting
Cf. J. K. Russell, "'The Son of Mary' (Mark vi. 3)",
connotation.
ET 60 (1948-49) 195. The insulting
connotation is supported by
Yn 8.41,9.29
which suggest there were questions about Jesus' origins
at least as early as the composition of the Fourth Gospel. There is
evidence that there was a polemic against Mary among the rabbis.
Cf. Str-B 1,41-2,147.
There was a Jewish legal principle which
may have been extant in Jesus' day - 'A man is illegitimate
when he
is called by his mother's name, for a bastard has no father. ' Cf.
E. Stauffer, Jerusalem und Romim Zeitalter
Jesu Christi (Bern/
MUnchen, 19571 11-8,158, n. 62. Stauffer shows that in the extraBiblical
history of the phrase 'son of Mary', it is used almost
exclusively in a polemical sense. But cf. McHugh, Mother, 271 ff.;
H. K. McArthur, "Son of Mary", NovT 15 (1,1973) 38-58; Brown, Birth,
541.
225
Perhaps the earliest
evidence of the respect Jesus' family
commandedin the Church is the rather abrupt ascendency of James to
a position of importance in the Jerusalem Christian community (cf.
Gal 1.19, Ac 12.17,15.3)
and this after we are told that Jesus'
brothers did not believe in Him during His. earthly ministry (Jn 7.5).
Ac 1.14 and such documents as the Protoý-EVangelium of James presuppose
a growing reverence for the family7Tu-rlr-ng the first
and second centuries.
226
Lk 4.16-30 is only partially
parallel,
and it omits the names
The lists of. names in Matthew and Mark are nearly
of the brothers.
identical
save that Matthew reverses Mark's. order of the names of
Simon and Judas. Also, Mark has a Hellenized form of , Joseph (Joses),
while Matthew gives the. name in its. more familiar form. Cf. J. B.
St. Paul's Epistle to the Galatians (London, 1896) 268,
Lightfoot,
McHugh,
1,
to
Mother, 2ol, n. 4.
n.
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227
The following works are some of the most helpfu3 on this Matter:
A. Meyer and W. -Bauer, "The Relatives of Jesus'.', in NTAp 1,418-32;
McHugh, Mother., 200-54; J. B. Mayor, The Epistle of*St. James (London,
Galatians,. 252-91; J. H. Ropes, The Epistle of
1910) výlv;. Lightfoot,
Die BrUder und
St. James (ICC; Edinburgh, 1916 53-74; J. Blinzler,
1967); S. Chapman, "The Brothers of the
Schwestern Jesu (StUttgart,
Lord". JTS-T-F1905-06) 412-33; H. von Soden, "LcXýOs% TDNT 1,144-6.
228
The prominence of this view in Church history after Jerome is
largely due to the fact that he and Augustine both advocated it
strongly, though in their day it was still
a matter of debate. Cf.
Galatians, 289-90; Blinzler,
Lightfoot,
Die BrUder, 130-44.
229
This view is not without patristic
support, in the main from
however, that before Helvidius it was
It is interesting,
Tertullian.
held by the Antidicomarianitae
in Arabia or Agaria, by Bonosus in
in that out
Sardica, by Jovinian in Milan. This may be significant
of the way places are usually the last to relinquish ancient views.
These places also represent good geographical spread which favors
Cf. Ropes, James, 54-5.
the antiquity of this tradition.
230
The first
clear statements of this view are in the Gospel of
the Hebrews, the Gospel of Peter, and the Proto-EvangeliurrTof James.
Tfie-T-ater patristic
support Lightfoot cites is little
more than the
endorsement or embellishment of the statements of these apocryphal
behind them, except perhaps for the case of
works or the traditions
Galatians, 274,291.
Clement of Alexandria.
Cf. Lightfoot,
231
It is possible that there is one example in the NT (Mk 6.17-18)
LcXýOs
'step-brother'.
in
Cf.
Brown,
Mary
the NT,
ed.,
where
means
65, n. 121'. The evidence of Gen 14.14-16, Lev 10.4,1 Chron 23.21-22,
where the LXX is influenced by the usage in Hebrew of the term TJZIý
(which may refer to full or half brothers or even more distant degrees
It must
of kinship) may or may not be relevant to our investigation.
first
be shown that Semitic influence is likely in the NT texts we are
MM,ý 8-9, points out that aftXýos sometimes is used
investigating.
(cf.
brothers
full
in
LXX
than
the
other
of
relatives
wrongly
p. 42).
Die BrUder, 44-5, cites from Josephus does
The evidence Blinzler
,.
1.207 (LCL 1) 102-3,
not support his case. In Josephus, Antiquities
(LCL
in
is
involved;
deception
Jewish
War
6.356-357
II)
an obvious
is equated with
478-9, Blinzler wrongly assumes that 'brothers'
'kinsmen'.
Rather, it appears that Josephus means that the brothers
involved are kinsmen, but from this it does not follow that Josephus
by brothers.
There is little
or no evidence that
means kirýs_m_en
in
kinsmen
Koine Greek. The evidence cited
to
was
used
mean
a6eXýOs
by J. J. Collins, "The Brethren of the Lord and Two Recently Published
PapYri%*TS 5 (1944) 484-94, of two Egyptian papyri (dated between
134 and 69-B. C. ) shows that such usage was possible but, as Collins
Lightfoot,
Galatians,
admits, Probably Semitic influence was involved.
261, is right in saying, "But it is scarcely conceivable that7t-Fiecousins of anyone should be commonly and indeed exclusively styled
less, that one cousin in
his'brothers
by indifferent
persons; still
particular
should be singled out and described in this loose way,
'James the Lord's brother. 11
232
Cf.. Lightfoot,
Galatians, 248, n. 1,259-61; McHugh, Mother,
-T'-T-h
iT-Br6 thers", 412
226, and n. 9; Chapma6-,
It' should be no-te-d-that
.
Paul probably is usingýthe term lapos .tle' in Gal 1.19'in a broader
'but
sense than of the Twelve'or, 'alternatively,
may
mean
only'.
E:i' pý
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233
Lightfoot,

Galatians,

262; McHugh, Mother, 231.

234
Cf.. Plummer, Luke, 224; McHugh, Mother, 210.
235
McHugh, 221.236

McHugh, 210-22.237

238
McHugh, 239, n. 11.239
240
241

Cf. Robertson,

McHugh, 239 ff.

285; Michaelis,

McHugh, 240,248.242

McHugh, 254.

"jjr'jTnp",

McHugh, 241.243

TDNT IV,

642.

McHugh, 246-7.

244
Note that in Jn 7.1-12 these brothers are apparently old enough
to go up to the Feast of Tabernacles on their own (cf. 1 Cor 15.7).
de Vaux, Ancient Israel, 22, remarks on how small the homes were and
hear
in
OT
times
that
of a parent surrounded
rarely
we
even
adds
It appears
by more than his or her unmarried children (Neh 7.4).
likely that these brothers would have been at least 18-20 years old
Cf. Moore, Judaism 11,119.
and likely married.
245Here
the whole argument turns on the crowd's knowledge of
and parents are. Their argument has
who these brothers, sisters,
for Jesus could not be
no force if these are foster-brothers,
parents.
presumed to be the same as them since they had different
Nor could they be said to be ordinary in the same way. We may note
66e
in
Jesus'
town
that the
sisters
are
not
merely
means
probably
but among the audience. Cf. Schrage, "o-ovaywyTI, TDNTVII, 818.
7-h-econtrast here
This makes Jesus remarks in Mk 6.4 more pointed.
if
in
fact
forceful
these are not
is
in
3.35
Mk
so
nearly
not
and
Jesus' actual sisters and brothers.
246

then this
our exegesis of Mt 1.25 and Lk 1.34 is correct,
Possibly,
militates
against both the Epiphanian and McHugh's view.
in Lk 2.7 implies that Mary had
but not probably,
the TrPWTOTOKOS
Cf. Ropes James, 54; Mayor, James, xiv-xv;
further
children.
,
McHugh, Mother, 203 ff. The view advocated by McHugh was rejected
254, and n. 3.
by Lighffoot,
Galatians,
If

247
If the children in Mk 6.3 were those of Mary of Clopas, then
why are they with Mary, Joseph's wife? Cf. BAG, 523; Brown, ed.,
Mary in the NT, 71-2.
248
Galatians, 258-9, finds
McHugh, Mother, 205; Lightfoot,
a dozen Josephs in the NT, two James among the Twelve alone,
while in Josephus we have nineteen Josephs.
249
Taylor, 'Mark, 249.
250
Cf.. Barrett,
.

John (1978)

551; R. Schnackenburg.

nearly

Dýs Johannes-

Neuen
Herders-TF-Feologischer
Testament.
Vol.
IV-3
zum
evahg6lium'.
(ed. A. Wikenhauser and A. Vdgtle; Freibur. g, 1975) 323.
251
Cf., Brown, ed., M4ý,
y in the NT, 207.
252
Cf.. endnote 260 Wow, -,. on the objections raised in Barrett,
ý50,2,.
(1978).
John.
Dodd,
on the istoricity
of this material.
ffif-storical'Tradition,,
138, n. 2, mentions as possible that "'.. 'Ahe
Evangelist had a form of. Passi'on tradition
which, like those of Mark
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the
their
included
Luke,
presence
of
of
women,
and
names,
a
note
and
but was not, as were theirs, associated with the testimonia from
Ps. xxxvii. 12, lxxxvii. 9. "
253
Cf. Bultmann, John, - 673, n. 2; Brown, ed., Mary in the NT,
209, n. 463: "... he is the humanwitness par excellence for the
Johannine community (19: 35,21: 24) and how do we explain this
beloved
disciple
knew
that
the
if
the
really
evangelist
emphasis
he
is
the
supposed to have
at
any
of
events
was not present
is
though
likely,
the
"
It
that
one
also
not
possible,
witnessed?
disciple,
is
beloved
but
in
19.35
the
to
someone else.
not
referred
254
It is most probable that he would make such provisions for
his mother especially if she was a widow, in view of His teaching
on the matter of corban. Cf. pp. 88-90 of thesis.
255Cf.
Brown,
Schnackenburg, Johannesevangeliu IV. 3,320-1;
922.
John xiii-xxi,
256Possibly the list
mentioned after the death
was originally
(cf.
has
it
Evangelist
forward
the
Synoptics)
Jesus
the
moved
and
of
to prepare for vv 26-29 (Bultmann, John, 671). Dodd, Historical
breaks the unities
127-8, points out how tiii-spericope
Tradition,
(cf.
like
insertion.
looks
19.27,35)
time
an
and
and
place
of
This counts against Johannine creation of vv 26-27. Cf. Barrett,
John (1978) 547-8: "The probability
must remain that John was
-using what was already in his day traditional
material ... " Was
this tradition
about an unnameddisciple and Mary and the
originally
"the beloved"? Cf. Dodd,
Evangelist has labeled that disciple,
428.
Interpretation,
257Cf.

Brown,
Schnackenburg, Johannesevangelium IV. 3,319-28;
209-10.
in
NT,
Mary
the
ed.,
258
InGOOS
6126W'S
0
OTI T)JITI 76VTOt
TOOTO
Certainly the licTa
direction.
John
in
Cf.
Brown,
that
in
19.28
xiiipoints
TcTeXeaTai
138.
Jesus,
911;
Stauffer,
xxi,
259
the
Two is not a valid option for it involves identifying
is
Clopas
Mary
Jesus
not Johannine. Cf.
of
which
with
mother of
905-6. The following considerations argue
Brown, John xiii-xxi,
-seeing
having
two
1)
three
such
a
view
requires
women:
againsf
Marys in one family, cf. BAG, 437; 2) it is often the case that
listed
in
by
the
in
when
connected
pairs
Kaf
are
presented
names
Gospels, cf. Mt 10.2-4, Lk 6.14-16, G. E. Evans, "The Sister of the
Mother of Jesus", *RevExp 44 (1947) 475; 3) the Synoptics testify
4) to
to three womenother tFa-n Mother Mary at the Crucifixion;
to
three
that
there
must
resort
a
women
one
were
only
maintain
ignore
19,25
the two Kals
and
punctuation
at
unnatural
rather
11
B.
Schwank,
Das
into
divide
two
the
s,
cf..
pair
names
which
*
Die
im Zweiten Teil des Johanhesevangeliums'(X(X)
Christusbild
(7,1964)
299.
23-30",
SS
29
des
Onigs:
Jo
19
Gaben
erhdhten
ersten
260
The
Cf. Stauffer, Jesus, 136,229 note for p. 136,1.10,
(ca.
b.
A. D 180) standing and weeping
Shime*on
R..
Eleazar
example of
.
(cf..
be
Str-B 11,580), and compared
may
crucifi
man
ed
cited
near a
,
(Schwank,
"Das Christusbild. ", 298). The objections of
text
to our
Barrett, John (1978) 551 to Stauffer's
view, based mainly on the
requirements of execution of a rebel king and on Josephus
military
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Life 420-421 (LCL) 154-5, are unconvincing for the following reasons:
11-E. SchUrer, The History of the Jewish_People in the Age of Jesus
Christ (175 B. C. - A. D. 135) Vol. I (Edinburgh, 1973) 370-2, does not
Fa--keclear how the military
requirements of the. execution of a rebel
king affected the standing of fr. iends or relatives near the cross;

2) the text being cited from Josephus does not say anything about
permission being required to approach a crucified
person, though it
may imply that permission was required to get someone released from
his cross (these are two different,
though not unrelated,
matters);
3) the evidence cited by Stauffer
and Str-B argues against Barrett's
(J.
48c and Tosephta Gittin
T. Gittin
7.1 [cf. Lane, Mark,
view
576] may refer to mass executions,
not to public or state executions
where there would be guards); 4) it is not certdi. n that what applied
to men crucified
along a roadside,
would also apply to someone
just outside Jerusalem in the presence of Roman,guards.
crucified
Cf. Josephus, Life 420 (LCL) 154 (&S EKETeEVUffOUTP6ýWV6166V...
likely
implies it is not in a city).
The very presence of the guards
in Jesus' case meant there was no need to prohibit
or hinder a few
(and
)
They
grief stricken
women
one man? from being near His cross.
would not be perceived by armed guards as a real threat.

261
Though it is possible, as Prof. Barrett has suggested to me,
that y6vai may be used because the term 'mother' is about to be used
in a different
sense, this does not explain its use in John 2. It
is better to find an answer that explains the use of y6v(xi in both
John 2 and 19.
262
Stauffer, Jesus, 138. Thus, what I am suggesting is that the
Fourth Evangelist has not simply drawn out the implications
of what
this tradition
to
actually happened at the cross, but reinterpreted
The Evangelist appears to have
serve his own theological-purposes.
transformed a simple and historically
credible narrative about Jesus'
care for His mother into a pregnant statement about Mary and about
man and womanbeneath the cross.
263
1 Sam 9.17;
On the revelatory formula, cf. Jn 1.29,36,47;
923. Was this originally
Brown, John xiii-xxi,
an adoption or
formula modified by the Evangelist?
testamentary disposition
Cf. Stauffer, Jesus, 138; Barrett, John (1978) 552.
264
Cf. M. De Goedt, "Un sch6me de rdvdlation
A
Evangile",
NTS 8 (1961-62) 145-9.

dans le Quatritme

265
"Pheure de la femme (Jn 16.21) et Pheure de la
A. Feuillet,
Mýre de Jesus (in 19,25-27)", Bib 47 (3,1966) 361-80, attempts to
'link in ,16.21 and 19.25-27.9-u-tMary's
hour of pain is unlike that
for hers is an. hour of arrival,
theirs an hour
of the disciples,
in 16.21 is a general metaphor,
of departur e, dispersion, and grief.,
,
a
veiled
not
allusion to Mary.
266
The phrase T6 116ioýcan mean 'his house',. Or 'his home',. or
Cf-, BAG, 370; LSJ, 818;
even 'his own property and/or possession'..
MM, 298, who translate Eis T4 iji4 as 'int o, among his own'
Home'
then perhaps is not what the phrase usually, connotes, but rather
'one's. own (something)',
the something being determ'ined'by the context.
.
is
best
It
to translate all the uses, of T& illha in John the
probably
same, i-'e-,, `his'own house',. with the understanding that the phrase
is used'in a broader sense'in 1.11a and 16.32 (where it is-a
dwelling), and in the narrow sense in 19.27. McHugh, Mother, 278
is
incorrect
in saying that ci's
probably
"as
T(6x.
16ia
means
a
spiritual
(his)
heart".
possession of
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267
Barrett,

John (1955) 458-9.

268
Vellanickal,

"The Mother of Oesus", 288.

269
Schwank, "Das Christusbild",

302.

270
Cf. Jn 1.35-39,18.15-16,19.25-27,13.23,20.2,6-9,21.7,20;
"The Mother of Jesus", 289; Brown, ed., Mary in the NT, 217.
Vellanickal,
27'Brown,

ed., Mary in thä NT, 212.

272
Cf. Schwank, 'Tas Christusbild",

302.

2731t is
in
213-4,
in
Mary
NT,
Brown,
the
ed.,
rightly
pointed out
in 19.26-27.
that there is no mention of 'brother'
274Brown,
ed., Mary in the NT, 215-6.
275 be
'Mother
be
in
Church
to
the
to
To
and
or
a spiritual
mother
925, states,
Brown, John xiii-xxi,
things.
Church' are two different
"... the concept of the personal spiritual
motherhood of Mary makes
its appearance... in the 9th century in the East with George of
Nicomedia... " If, seeing Mary as Daughter of Zion is dependent on
linking Jn 16.21 and 19.25-27 (cf. McHugh, Mother, 384-5), then this
925-7T-. The same difficulty
is unlikely (cf. Brown John xiii-xxi,
faces the Eve symbolisý TnFd-it becomes even less likely if there is
no (or no primary) reference to Mary in Revelation 12. Cf. Brown,
ed., Mary in the NT, 216-7; and p-.. 328, endnote 2, of thesis.
276
Perhaps we may
Cf. Gospel of Bartholomew IV. 5, NTAp 1,495.
depict
'first
tendency
to
Fourth
EvangelisfTs
the
women
as
speak of
class' disciples when we consider the mention of: Jesus' love for
Mary and Martha (11.5, cf. 13.1 and pp. 276-7 of thesis);
2) the Evangelist's portrayal of Mary Magdalene as first witness of
the risen Jesus and as a sheep who knows the Shepherd's voice when
(cf.
Samaritan
3)
20.16,10.2-4);
the
is
by
woman
name
she
called
(John
bears
4); 4) Jesus,
believes
to
witness
some extent
and
who
mother as a model with the beloved disciple of male and female
(cf.
19.25-27).
All of this becomes
family
Jesus'
true
members of
(with
"Roles
699)
Women",
Brown,
of
we recognize
significant
when
that disciple is "the primary Johannine category".
2771t

that WaWa TETEXECITCLI,.
alone refers to what
seems likely
cCv(x
follows
the
what
as an example
with
clause
goes
and
precedes
*
BDF, sec. 478,
So MHT 111,344;
final
clause which precedes.
of a
p. 253. - This would rule out seeing Jesus' act for His mother as
fulfillment,
but in the Evangelist's
Scripture
scheme of things the
act which completes or climaxes the Passion after which Jesus could
be sure that 'all was now (ý16n) completed'.

278
In ýUaV'
Its similarity
style, Content, and wording to other such
6ý
(2.42
1TPOCrKaPTEP00%)TES;
in
2.46 - 7TPOCIMPTEPONTES
Acts
passages
6.4) makes thi's virtually
Cf.. H.. J.. Cadbury,
certain.
cf..
opoeupaH'V;
(ed. F. J.
"The Summaries in Acts", in The Beginnings of CWWWty
Brown,
397;
Kir*sopp
1933)
IV.
Foakes-!
L-i-ke;
London,
ed.,
and
-Jackson
Mary in the NT, 173-4, 'n. 395.
279Cadbury, "The
Summaries", B8ginnings IV, 396,402.
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280
Cadbury, "The Summaries",

IV, 402'.

_Beginnings.
281
Cf. Lake and-Cadbury, Beginnings 11 (1922) 11; E. Haenchen,
The Acts of the Apostles -A Commentary (Philadelphia,
1971) 155-6,
concludes that the reference to Jesus' family is added for edification
improving the pious image of the early days. Conzelmann, Theology of
Luke, 172, n. 1, suspects Ac 1.14 to be an interpolation,
but its
language and style is too Lukan to sustain such a view.
282
Brown, ed.,. Mary in the NT, 175.
283
Cf. Haenchen, Acts, 155.
284
G. W. H. Lampe, "Acts", in Peake's Commentaryon the Bible
(ed. M. Black and H. H. Rowley; London, 1962) 88
774e.
par.
,
285
Cf. Metzger, TC, 284; Brown, ed., Mary in the NT, 173, n. 394;
A. Ehrhardt,. Tho Acts of the Apostles (Manches
1969) 52. Some
,
Catholics have argued that o6v is original
Mary
and distinguishes
from the brothers here; but , McHughqMother, 235, recognizes the
weakness of this argument. It. likely provides early evidence of a
sensitivity
among certain scribes in post NT times about Mary's
virginity
as. an. ongoing state.
286
On 17.4,12,34,
etc. cf. pp. 376-7 of thesis.
Haenchen, Acts, 154, n. 3; W. Thiele, "Eine Bemerkung zu Act 1: 14",
ZNW53 (1-T-, 1962) 110-11. Though the reading in D may be an accommodation to Ac 21.5, on the whole it appears to be an attempt to submerge the prominence of womendisciples in the early Church.
287
Lampe, "Acts", 887, par 774e;. Ehrhardt, Acts, 49; BDF, sec.
257, p. 134; Lake and Cadbury,
II, 1-1.
_Beginnings.
288
Haenchen, Acts, 155; F. F. Bruce, The Book of the Acts (Grand
Rapids, 1954) 44; F. J. Foakes-Jackson, The Acts of the Apostles
(London, 1931) 6-7.
289
Haenchen, Acts, 155.
290F.

F. Bruce, The Acts of the Apostles (Grand Rapids, 1952)
74, though he adds that it could mean 'including'.
291
Haenchen, Acts, 154.
292
Brown' Birth, 431, n. 76; Brown, ed., Mary in the NT, 176.
,
Could this be :Fh--e-Tnnercore which Luke mentions in Lk 1.2 and
relies on for his information?
293
Brown, ed..,. Mary in tho_NT, 176-7.
294
M N. Maxey, "Beyond-Eve. and Mary -A Theological Alternative
for Women's,Liberation. ",, 'Dial6gue 10 (1971) 112-22, advocates that
Mary's. role as mother is not to be-seen as the norm or model for
342, rightly
womenbelievers today. "As Brown, 'Birth,
points out,
Mary's. blessedness in the Qospels is derived in part because the
fr uit of her wombis*blessed.
This'reveals
her subordination,
as
,
Brown notes. One must also say that Mary's faith is blessed and is
in fact the prerequisite
to her being the vessel of the Incarnation.
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295
Cf.. Danker, Jesus, 133; Marshall, Luke, 450. Luke is
your God with
progressing from 'love your neighbor' to'love
your whole heart', and then on to an example of how devotion
to God is manifested by the Lord's Prayer.
296
So Bultmann, History, 33; Marshall, Luke, 451.
297
Cf. Bultmann, History,

33,60-1,67.

298
1 take it that John is not dependent on Luke here and vice
versa. Cf. Creed, Luke, 154 on the characterization;
cf. pp.
283-4 of thesis.
299
Cf. Dibelius, From Tradition,
293, who speaks of Mary and Martha
as holy persons. and intimates that we have a legend here, which had
its final basis in historical
reality.
300

Cf. endnote 321 below.

301

Cf. Jeremias, NT Theology, 226; Marshall,
Luke, 451.
Luke's
he is mainly including
the story
placement of the story indicates
because of its spiritual,
implications.
Cf.
rather than social,
endnote 295 above.
302
The shorter reading (aýTOV) is to be preferred
for there is'
no good reason why 'into her house' would have been omitted if it
form of our text.
Cf. Metzger, TC, 153;
was a part. 9f. the original
Marshall,
Contrast 9.53.
Luke, 451-2.
303

Plummer, Luke,

290; Caird,

304
Note the imperfect
305
Pace Ellis,

tense -

Luke, 162; cf.

Luke,
Tlkoucv.

149-50.

Cf. Plummer, Luke, 291.

Plummer,. Luke, 291.

306
We find indications
of this in Ac 22.3 and possibly Lk 8.35
(cf. v 39). Cf. Aboth 1.4, Danby, 446; TanhumaGenesis Bereshith
2a, ML, Anthology, 474; Grassi, "Women's Liberation",
27-8; Brennan,
"Womenin" the Gospels", 292-3. In rabbinic Judaism, a womanwas
expected to stay at home to mind family affairs
so that her sons
and husband could study. Cf. B. T. Berakoth 17a, Cohen, 112.
307
Cf. pp. 9-11.
308
Such behavior on Jesus' part
may be-one reason why Jesus may have been thought to have loose
Cf. Mt 9.11; Ellis,
Luke, 162.
sexual morals.
309
Cf.. pp. 185
of thesis. - B. T. Kiddushin 70a, Tho'Babylohian
Talmud, 335-6; Swidler'. Womenin Judaism, 125. In Jn 11.19 we find
the phrase Trpbs Thv Mapeav Kal Ma_p_7p__.
The Variant reading, Tas iTepl
though it ha's some substantial
MCCOeav,
support in p45 vid and' A, is*
Irather unJohannine in style and probably secondary.
The preferred
household (servants,
reading likely
refers to Mary, Martha, and their
Certainly,
fr iends, relatives).
the scribes who altered
it to the
, elegant
Cf. Metzger, TC, 234.
more
T&S 7TE MdpOav thought so.
If
,0
take
this
we-may
as an accurate statement,
then it pr6a_bly was not
necessary for Martha to prepare and serve this meal; Martha's deed
then would have been a labor of love.
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3loThe

U in v 40 seems to be adversative,

contrasting

Mary and

is probably the appropriate
Martha; thus, 'dis. tracted'
word to
Martha is pulled in several directions
translate
Truiouaw.
at once.
Cf. BAG, 656; Moule, I-B, 62. The word 6iaKovia is used in its
hospitality.
Cf. BAG, 183. The TroXXýv
common sense of providing
here prepares us for the iToUa in v 41 and the contrast
there between
many and one.

311
Cf. Caird, Luke, 150; Danker, Jesus, 133.
312
The repetition
of the name may express affection
or concern
(cf. Lk 22.31; BDF, sec. 493.1, p. 261), or even reproach (cf. Ac 9.4).
Oopuý6ýn not TUPý4n is the correct reading here; cf. Metzger, TC,
153-4.
313
1 owe the idea for this chart to A. Baker, "One Thing Necessary",
CBQ27 (1965) 127; cf. M. Augsten, "Lukanische Miszelle",
NTS 14
ý-1967-68) 581-3.
314
Marshall,

Luke, 453.

315

The longer readings seem largely
confined to the area of
(B, S, and other less important mss. ), while the shorter
Alexandria
in Egypt, Antioch,
Caesarea, and Syria.
Cf.
readings are attested
131.
Baker, "One Thing Necessary",
316

Cf. the apparatus
130.
Necessary",

in UBSGNT, 254-55;

cf.

Baker,

"One Thing

317

Synopsis (1967); NTGNA; Ellis,
For the longer reading:
Luke,
162; Danker, Jesus, 133; Plummer, Luke, 292; ANIV (-m-argin); RSV
(margin);
JB; G. Schrenk, "eKXgyoý5-0, TDNT IV, 172.
UBSGNT; Caird, Luke, 149; RS, Translator's
For the shorter reading:
TEV; NEB; RSV; KJV; E. Stauffer, -irFl-sllt
Luke, 426-7; Phillips;
Creed, Luke, 154 (with hesitation);
For the omissions:
TDNT 11,435.
Tan-son, Luke, 132. On the evidence of the-Fathers,
cf. Baker, "One
Thing N4'c--essary", 131-5.
318

Tertullian
134.
Necessary",

and Cyprian

are silent;

319
Augsten, "Lukanische Miszelle",

cf.

Baker,

"One Thing

581-2.

320
Baker, "One'Thing Necessary", 136.
321
Ellis, Luke, 162; Caird, Luke, 149. The copyists who
decided in favor of the longer reading or option five may have been
of the persuasion that stressing only one thing as necessary was
not being single-minded,, but simple-minded.
322
Creed* Luke, 149-50; Plummer, Luke, 292.
'
323
Danker, J6sus, 133..
324
The conjecture of Wellhausen that T)s-should be substituted for
C*
ýfris is rejected by MHT IL 435', It is the. portio n, not Mary, that
ýf.,
is not to be taken away.
MHT1,92; Robertson, 728.
325
Caird, Luke, 149-50; Plummer, Luke, 292.
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cf.

326
Pace F. Jeffrey,
Robertson, 810.

"Martha and Mary", ET 29 (1917-18) 186-8;

327F. Stagg, "Biblical
Perspectives on the Single Person",
in the
RevExp 74 (1,1977) 14, says, "There may be significance
fact that their marital status is a non-issuein the Gospels. This
'to marriage, but it does mean that
does not imply-indifference
have identity
individuals
apart from marriage. " Jesus' teaching on
(Mt
have
had
19.10-12)
the effect of allowing women
may
eunuchs
That Luke focuses on
to have a choice in regard to marriage.
single womenwithout comment on their marital status may reveal
that by the time he was writing it was acceptable for womento
389-91.
21.9,
for
On
Ac
the
Kingdom.
the
sake of
cf. pp.
remain single
Mary and Martha, presuming they were single, could then be models for
he
be
in
this
Luke's
reason
why
audience,
and
may
one
such people
includes this story.
328
Cf. Schnackenburg, Johannesevangelium IV. 2 (1971) 401,430-1.
329
Cf. Lk 10.38-42; and endnote 309 above. Jn 11.9 points to
this conclusion.
330Dodd, Historical
229, says that it is totally
Tradition,
-its
in
character a name.
giOFnag
unique
331
Ibid.
332
Morris,

Studies,

333
Brown, John i-xii,

169.
429-30.

334Cf.

Bultmann, John, 394-405; Schnackenburg, Johannesevangelium
IV. 2,400-01,430-1.
335Dodd, Historical

Tradition,

230.

336
So Hoskyns, Fourth Gospel 11,461.
337
221-32; Jeremias, NT Theology,
Tradition,
Dodd, Historical
72.
89-90; Dibelius, From Tradition,
338
Bultmann, John, 402.
339
Cf. endnote 348 below.
340
Cf. Barrett, *John (1978) 395.
341
429. J. N. Sanders, "Those whom Jesus
Brown', John i-xii,
_'NTS 1 (1954-55) 29-4.1, argues well for a reconlove d, John xi_._5T1_,
'
in its foundation and
historical
that the narrative'is
sideration
He is right in noting that the Fourth Evangelist
life. -like details.
depends here on a source (possibly eyewitness? ) that knows Jerusalem
and its neighboring towns well.
342
Brown, John i-xi. i, 429.
343
Brown, John i-xii,
433,436.
344
Barrett,
540.

John (1955) 325-6; Lightfoot,

John, 218; Morris,

John,
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345
Cf. pp. 247-8 of thesis.
346
Dodd, Interpretation,
-255.
347

Brown, "Roles of Women", 694, n. 19, points out that Lazarus
is identified
to Mary and Martha perhaps
through his relationship
because the women, but not Lazarus (who appears as an historical
figure only in John), were known in the wider Gospel tradition.
Cf., Lk 10.38-42; Jn 11.2.
348

This is the impression given in Lk 10.38-42 and Jn 12.2.
Cf.
Lightfoot,
Morris, John, 539,578;
John, 221,228.
That Mary appears
in7-the Master's presence than her
to have I-ess faith
and fortitude
(cf.
is
due
her
to
emotional state
pp. 176-8 of thesis).
sister
probably
indication
John 12 likely
gives us a clearer
of her usual attitude
toward Jesus.
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Cf. 13.1,23,34,14.15,21-28,15.9,12,17,19.26,21.7,15-16.
So Brown, "Roles of Women", 694. It seems unlikelythat
there is a
&ywraw.
in
between
difference
text
ýiXgw
So Brown,
and
our
real
423; pace Sanders, "Those whomJesus loved", 33.
John i-xii,
350
147,364.
The KaI VOV (v 22) here, in
Dodd, Interpretation,
view of v 39, does not seem to suggest a hope of present resurrection.
"vOv'.', 'TDNT IV, 1110; Barrett, John (1955) 328.
But cf. SMlin,
351
433.
Brown. 'John i-xii,
352
Cf. Jn 20.31; Schnackenburg, Johannesevangelium IV. 2.416.
353
John, 221; Barrett, John (1955) 328. Possibly the
Lightfoot,
portrayal in 11.32 is a creation of the Evangelist on the basis of
the saying of Martha in 11.21, and Mary,'s place at Jesus' feet in 12.3.
354
'cry',
but 'wail'.
Cf. LSJ, 955;
means not merely
KXC61W
425.
Brown, John i-xii,
It is possible that the Evangelist
the sorrow and misunderstanding
somewhat embellished
motif

has
(e. g.,

by

doubling the : Lord, if you had been here... " remark? ) in order to
heighten the narrative's
tension so that the raising comes as a
shock and surprise.
355
For this last suggestion about cross-fertilization,
cf. A.
Legault, "An Application of the Formý-Critique Method to the Anointings
in Galilee (Lk 7,36-50) and Bethany (Mt 26,6-13;
Mk 14,3-9; Jn
12,1-8)11, CBQ16 (1954) 131-45; cf. Marshall, Luke, 306. The table
in Brown John i-xii,
450, should be consulted to see the similarities
,
and differences in the two narratives.
356
Plummer, Luke, 209, notes some ten or eleven Simons in the NT,
and about twenti--i-n-jose'phus.
357
Pliny, Natural'History
13.3.19 (LCL IV) 108-11; cf.. pp. 172, and
198, endnote 15 of thesis.
358
Jeremias, Jerusalem, 8-9.
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The tenuous idea that Mary Magdalene = the sinner womanof Luke
7 overlooks the fact that demon possession and sexual sin are not
(note
the
Gospels
in Lk 9.1-2 the mention of two
synonymous'in

355

ministries).

On(11japT46s,cf. pp.

171-2. In Luke 7 the unnamed

her
is
forgiven
and
goes
way; in Lk 8*,2 Mary Magdalene
sinner woman
is introduced
Cf-. F. C. Burkitt,
as one among*several new persons.
"Mary Magdalene and Mary, Sister of Martha". ET 42 (1930-31) 157-9.
The idea that Mary of Bethany = Mary Magdalene is equally tenuous.
disciple;
Mary of Bethany is always
Mary Magdalene is a traveling
home
with
a
and with Martha.
associated

360
Marshall'. Luke, 306.
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Luke, 121-3; Morris, 'John, 571-3;
So Plummer, Luke, 209; Ellis,
"Mary Magdalene", 159.
Creed, Luke, 109; Burkitt,
362Brown,

John i-xii,

450-51.

363
Cf. Sanders, "Those whomJesus loved",
"Mary Magdalene", 159.
Burkitt,

37; Creed, Luke, 109;

364The

does not say that Jesus dined with
Fourth Evangelist
Lazarus six days before Passover, Though this might be implied by
12.12.
He simply says, o olliv 'incroOs 7rpO a Tel)16PWTOO ITaO'Xa"nX86V.
Zerwick, sec. 71, p. 26, says we do not have "six days before the
is governing the distance itself,
Passover" because the preposition
MHT 111,248,
not the point from which the distance is measured.
but cf.
suggests that it means "before six days of the Passover",
BDF, sec. 213, p. 114.
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Cf. Dibelius,
Taylor, Mark, 529.

From Tradition,

43; Bultmann, History,

36-7;

366
Cf. Schnackenburg, Johannesevangelium IV. 2,464-5.
367
Tradition,
166-8.
Cf. Dodd, Historical
368
So
Gardner-Snlith, St. John, 47-8; cf. Bernard, John 11,410.
369
451. But note how Matthew handles his Marcan
Brown, John i-xii,
source at this pol-nt.
370
167.
Tradition,
Dodd, Historical
371
If this is the case, then it must be asked why he has suppressed
the name of Simon found in Mark.
372
Cf. pp. 61-2 of thesis.
373

370, cf. p. 369.
Dodd, Interpretation,
D Daube, "The
j1950)
Anointing
ATR 32
186-99,
at Bethany and Jesus' Burial",
had an iý-terest
in showing that
suggests that the Gospel writers
Jesus' bod was treated reverently
As Barrett,
and duly anointed,
John (1978ý 409, says, it is difficult
to see how this is reflected
in John 12 since Jesus' body is provided for in Jn 19.38-42 in more
than adequate fashion.
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Cf.. Leipoldt, We Frau, 145,259-60; and pp. 185-6 of thesis.
Brown, "Roles of Wom0'_,_699_0,suggests that by the time the Evangelist
,
would be recognized as the function of an
wrote, Mary's activity
ordained off ice in the Church, i. e., deacon. If so, then the Evan, be
suggesting that womenwere capable of performing diaconal
gelist might
in
the Church and should be authorized to do so.
ministries
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3750n

cf . Str-B 1,426-9,986;
anointing for buria
'I,
486; cf. Leipoldt,
Ancient Israel, 102-4; ML, Anthology,
142-5,259-60,
n. 9 on social and royal anointings.

de Vaux,
Die Frau,
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MM, 419; Michaelis,
"Opov",
Cf. BAG, 531,535-6;
TDNT IV,
John (1955) 343; B. T. Shabbath 62a The Babylonian
Barrett,
800-01;
The word 7rlCFTIKOS likely
Talmud, 291.
means 'pure'
or 'genuine',
Fe-riving
121; MM, 514-5;
from TriaTos (cf.
LSj supplement,
A-S, 362),
(pistachio?
).
from a name of some sort
but it could be derived
Cf.
John (1955). 343; BAG, 668; Max Zerwick
Barrett,
and Mary Grosvenor,
(Rome, 1974) 1.323.
Analysis
A Grammaelcal
of the Greek New Testament

377X,
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ounces = one Roman pound; cf.

378
Pace Brown, John i-xii,

454; Morris,

BAG, 476.

John, 573, n. 6.

379
Athenaeus, The Deipnosophists 12.553 (LCL V) 512-3 (though
this is somewhat later than our period).
380
Hill, Matthew, 334, says, "The gesture
Str-B 1,427-8,986;
in an eastern home... 11
of the womanwould not be extraordinary
381
This practice was customary in the first
century Romanempire.
Leipoldt,
Cf. Petronius, Satyricon 27 (LCL) 46 ff.
Die Frau, 145;
Jew-s--ha-d
Licht, Sexual Life in Ancient Greece, 435,519.
a-dopted
various Graeco-Romanhabits such as the practice of reclining
at
F. BUchsel, avaKE111al",
banquets. Cf. p,., 171
of thesis.
TDNT 111,654; Str-B IV, 56-76,611-39,
espec. 615-9; BAG, 55;
ff-. Achelis, "Altchristliche
Kunst", ZNW17 (1916) 87.
382
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anyone but
Cf. Jeremias, Jerusalem, 360. For a
her husband see her hair.
womanto unloose her hair was shameful in7'-theeyes of the rabbis.
Cf. ML,. Anthology, 108-09; M. Baba Kamma8.6, Danby, 343.
383
One possible explanation would be that the Fourth Evangelist
is portraying the anointing story as a proleptic Last Supper which
in John includes a foot washing by Jesus. Cf. E. E. Platt, "The
Ministry of Mary of Bethany", TT 34 (1,1977) 29-39. For another
6e-low.
397
possibility,
cf. endnote
384
The use Of CVTaýiacyji6v (v 8) in Mark, and evT(#faaaj (v 12)
in Matthew makes this clear.
.
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Platt, "Mary of Bethany", 29-39; Lightf oot, John, 235.
386
It is possible that the womanwas doing more than she realized
of anointing for
at the time. Womennormally performed the ritual
burial.
Here, the womanprobably intended it simply as an act of
Cf-. pp- 293-5, of thesis.
gratitude.
387
"The Anointing of
Cf., Brown, John i-xii,
454; J. K. Elliot,
Jesus", ET 85 (1974-)7105ý-7,'
388 is
It
clearly the extravagance of the act that causes the
On the value of ý00 denarii, cf.. BAG, 178; MM,
angry objection.
145; Morris, John, 578; Mt 20.2.
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Cf. MHT1,175;

Robertson, 932; BDF, sec. 364,183-4.
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Brown, John i-xii,
391
MHT1,178,248;

John (1955) 345.

449; Barrett,
Robertson, 931.
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Cf. BAG, 822; A-S, 445; LSJ, 1789. The primary meaning in
Cf. MM, 633.
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Barrett, John (1955) 345; G. Bertram, "ouv-rplýw% TDNTVII,
925, n. 41.
394
Cf. Cranfield, Mark, 415-8; Lane, Mark, 494-5; and contrast
Jeremias, NT'Theology, 133-4. It is unli -kely that el's pvTlp6ouvov
dTfiS is referring
to a memorial by Mary to Jesus. Pace J. H.
OTýS 'For her Memorial' Mt. xxvi. 13;
Greenlee "EIIS j1VnPOCrUVOV
,
Mk xiv. 9", ET 71 (1960) 245.
395
The rabbinic saying from Ecclesiastes Midrash Rabbah 7.1
probably dates from a time after the era of Jesus and the NT
(1955)
344.
John
Barrett,
Cf.
writers.
396
Stauffer, Jesus, 223-4.
397
Barrett, John (1955) 341, thinks that the Fourth Evangelist
T-h-at
be
implying
this is a royal anointing in preparation for
may
454, Points
Jesus' entry into Jerusalem. But, as Brown, John i-xii,
out, Mary anoints Jesus' feet and in the next scene the Evangelist
casts the narrative so that it appears Jesus does not accept the
(cf.
Brown, John i-xii,
461-3).
the
crowd
royal acclamations of
Barrett, John (1978) 409, says that the anoi_ý_Eir_ng
of the feet
since Jesus is glorineed not point away from a coronaýion ritual
fied in death and is anointed with the spices of burial.
Still,
if the Fourth Evangelist intended to paint a kingly ritual
anointing,
then it would seem he would have brought the matter a little
more to
the foreground.
398
One of the notable attributes
Cf. pp. 389-92 of thesis.
of
a prophet in both the OT and NT is that he or she performs symbolic
Cf. Ezek 4.1-5.5; Ac 21.10-11.
acts such as we have in our text.
399Cf.
Cf. pp. 386-8
of thesis for
pp. 285-7
of thesis.
another precedent which might have led to deaconesses.
400
Manson, Luke, xiii-xix,
notes 7.11-17,36-50,8.1-3,10.38-42,
distantly
23.27-32.
This section of the thesis
13.10-17, and rrFo--re
(1979)
in
243-8.
form
in
70
ZNW
another
appears
401
Ellis, Luke, 124.
402
So Klostermann, Ukatovangelium, 95-6; cf., Marshall, Luke, 315.
403
1) i<npOcow and eQayycXicoVcxi
Note Luke's'. fondness fo r parallelism:
2) ecpaTreOW and 61aKOV9W; 3) 7TvcOpqýand 6mpOviov. ' Creed, Luke, 112-3, *
lists
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Lukan:. Ij KC(I
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as
characterist
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I
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Cf. Caird, Luke, 116; M. Hengel, "Ma.ria Magdalena und die
fýr OttQ
Frauen a7s Zeugen", in Abraham Unser Vater, Festschrift
Miche7 (Leiden, 1963) 243-56.
405
Cf. Klostermann, LukaSevahgoNum, 96; Calrd, 'Luke, 116; and
below.
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endnote
406Luke
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just
than
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a
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surely sees
being
He
them
Jesus.
for
the
as
saw
men and
or catering service
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24.8
23.49
be
Cf.
Lk
to
remembered").
and
witnesses.
prepared
however, they may not have been trained to be such by
Historically,
Jesus, but may have simply served the disciples out of devotion to
Jesus. Cf. Hengel, "Maria Magdalena", 247-8.
407
it is possible
Conzelmann, Theology of Luke, 47-8, says: 11
... [claims]
those
that by his emphasi's on the womenhe forestalls

in
to
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stand
a similar
The
Mary.
Galilean
seem
women and
of
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brethren.
Lord's
the
Twelve
the
to
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relation
one another as
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There are no known cases of a womanscholar who did not gain
her knowledge thrýo-ughcontacts in her own home (the servants of R.
What they learned at home and in the
Judah, the wife of R. Meir).
do
We
Jews.
to
the
good
remain
synagogue was
minimum necessary
houses
for
the
them
more
to
study
rabbinic
going
any of
not read of
scholarly education.
409
Jesus broke with Jewish tradition
Cf. pp. 288-93 of thesis.
in regard to having womendisciples and traveling companions, and
there is no reason why He could not have continued this revolutionary
trend by choosing some womento be among the Twelve. It appears then
that male headship as a pattern of leadership, if refined and redefined
and Jesus' example, was
according to the dictates of discipleship
acceptable to Him. Jesus' choice of twelve men to be His special
He
that
fact
to
the
teaching,
companions and
receive special
and
His
leaders
be
these
to
the
Resurrection
of
men after
recommissioned
community, is inexplicable
on the supposition that Jesus was a
'feminist',
i. e., one who rejects a patriarchal
framework outright.
Such a person would have felt it necessary to include at least one
womanamong the Twelve. Cf. SchUrmann, Lukasevangelium 1,446-8.
410
Cf. ML, Anthology, 415-6,423-5;
B. T. Shabbath 62a, The
Babylonian TalaFEd-,290; B. T. Berakoth 10b, Cohen, 64; cf. pp. 94-/
18.81
Josephus, Antiquities
of thesis on Lk 20.47 and parallels;
ff. (LCL) 9; B. T. Babba Kamma119a, Der Babylonische Talmud 6
(trans. L. Goldschmidt; Haag, 1933) 453 ff.;
Baron.. History of the
Str-B 11,164, rightly mentions that womenin
Jews 11,240,412-3;
ý-arts of the RomanEmpire could be called mater sYnagogae. Cf.
CII I, n. 523,p* 384;. n... 606,0.436;
n. 639, pp. 457-8. They
E-ould be called &pXiau-v6-ywyoibecause of their financial
support
leadership.
h.
638,
their.
Cf..
CII
I,
their
not
respectability',.
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*20.
"&pXiO'U.
VI.
846,
and-n-.
TDNT
I,
457;
Schrag,
Voýywyos",
e,
p.
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Rengstorf,.

c
11 TDNT 11,630-1.
"F-7TT6
,

412Danker, Jesus, 101, says that the
mention of ýoanna not only
.
that
the
but
information,
Luke's.
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of
shows a possible-source
9,

Gospel has "... penetrated Herod's own-establishmen t . 11 E:TrITPoTros249;
303;
MM,
'steward'..
Cf..
BAG,,
'manager'
here likely
or
means
"OlKov6pos", TDNT V, 150.
LSJ, 669; ' Michel,
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4uke, 327, says that these are to be
RS, Translator's
,
distingu ished from the 'some women'
of Lk 8.2 who had been healed
and were part of the group of disciples traveling with Jesus. The
C,
word aiTivEs seems to indicate that all these womenprovided for
Jesus*and the Twelve.
414

The variant
aUT(l)was likely
a later Christocentric
correction.
Cf. Metzger, TC, 144. A.The word 61aKOV9w has its most common sense
.
here of providirng material
Cf.
Beyer, "61aKOVEW", TDNT 11,85.
aid.
Could this be the background or precedent for the later order and
functions
Cf. Conzelmann, Theology of Luke, 47, n. 1;
of deaconesses?
Ellis,
Luke, 124.

415

literally
,e,U7TaPXO\)Ta
as in one's belongings
means 'substance'
Ta
(money, 'Pro'Perty).
Luke, 328; BAG, 845; A-S, 457;
Cf RS', Translator's
;
MM, 650-1.
Probably,
Ome of these women could give only their

time and talents, perhaps in making meals or clothes.
Cf. Arndt,
Luke, 223. Caird, Luke, 116, says that the well-to-do womenunderwrote the expenses of the group.
416
Cf. S. G. Wilson, The Gentiles and the Gentile Mission in LukeActs (Cambridge, 1973) 61. 417Cf. H. E. W. Turner,
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Birth",

ET 68 (1956)

12-17.
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"j1aOTJTTjS11,
TDNT IV, 446-7.
Rengstorf,
When one realizes
that
it is Rengstorf who'has'reco4Tni3_z_edperhaps more clearly
than anyone
the significance
of the twelve Apostles for Luke, this is a most
revealing
statement.
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(Mt
27.55),
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probably
on Mk
1TOXXa'l
15.41 - 'aUai uoUall.
420
V. Taylor, *The Passion Narrative of St. Luke, 94-5.
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Luke, 738; Marshall,
Cf. Danker, Jesus, 242; RS, Translator's
Luke, 877; Bultmanný-,-"yvwcyT0s", TDNT 1,718-9;
BAG, 163; A-S, 94.
One and the Jews", Immanuel 7 (1977)
"The Crucified
D. Flusser,
30, argues, "... Luke has given us an historical-ly
probable description
One, and it seems as if
of who mocked and who mourned the Crucified
in his source. "
this is what was written

422
Cf. BAG, 615; BDF, sec. 238,124; Robertson, 614; MHT111,273,
says that it does not imply "the immediate neighborhood".
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Cf. BAG, 489; A-S, 276; Swete, Mark, 367; M'Neile, Matthew, 425;
Creed, Luke, 288; Hoskyns, FoUrth'Gbspe_1 11,630.
424Cf,
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and endnote 260, p. 347-8 of thesis.
pp.

425Cf...
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of thesis.
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Plummer, Mark, 361, Says 0 IIIKPOTEPOSWould have been used if
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So Marshall,

Luke, 87.7; Danker, Jesus, 242; cf., 23.49b.
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Hengel, "Maria Magdalena", 250, argues that John's principle
,
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degree
by
to
Jesus,
the
is
of
while
names
of
larranging
Synoptics they are listed according-to their importance to and in
the family of faith.
429
The mention of Mary's sister and Mary Clopas before Mary
Magdalene in Jn 19.25 is possibly a matter of mentioning relatives
Jn 19.26-27 is about how Jesus' closest
before acquaintances.
relative is to relate to Him. The mention of Mary Magdalene in
Jn 19.25 may be intended to imply that as Mary will receive a
(19.26-27)
in
follows
so will Mary Magdalene
what
special mention
(20.1-18).
'
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There are several possible reasons why no womenare mentioned
in a negative way on
directly
in Paul's list that do not reflect
their witness: 1) Paul's main concern is to mention the apostolic
(note
Lord
by
the
the specific mention
risen
witnesses commissioned
Apostles,
the
James,
Twelve,
Peter,
the
and then Paul);
all
of
list of official
2) Paul may be quoting a traditional
witnesses;
3) the omission of. the appearances to womenmay be for apologetic
(i.
reasons
e., in view of the commonattitude toward a woman's witness) and need not imply anything about Paul's or the original
Paul does not say that. Jesus
list
maker's view of women's witness.
IdTI
he
first
Peter,
to
says
simply
(40TI KT14. The EI'Ta
appeared
*
is a chronological
indicates
that
this
likely
list,
follows
which
list
but it may be a chronological
of the appearances to the

"Biblical
Perspectives",
Cf.
Stagg,
14, and
official
witnesses.
971, rightly
Brown, John xiii-xxi,
of thesis.
says
pp. 301-3
"There is no re-ason why such a tradition
should
of. Paul's list:
have included an appearance to a womanwho could scarcely be
witness to the resurrection
or as
presented as either an official
"Roles
Women",
692,
"
Brown,
Cf.
of
n. 12.
an apostle.
431
Matthew and Mark have OewpoOaai, while Luke has orp@crai. The
as well as the position of the verb, indicates
gender of Ocp@aai
that, as Danker, Jesus, 242, says, "The womenare mentioned almost
as a separate grCu-p."
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Flusser, "The Crucified One", 32.
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Musser,

34.
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an Isaiah 53 motif?
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This appears especially to be the case in the Passion and
Resurrection narratives in Mark. Cf. 14.13,16,17,20,32,33,
43,50, and 16.7. R. P. Meye, Jesus and the Twelve. Discipleship
(Grand Rapids, 1968) has arqued well
and Revelation in Markt'Gbtoel
the case that 'the disciples'
= 'the Twelve' throughout Mark's Gospel
(cf.,
2.15).
with rare exceptions
435
Is Galilee for Mark the place where the disciples and Jesus
begin and renew fellowship together?
Cf.. Mk 16.14.
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Cf., BAG, 791.
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Cf.
As Zerwic k,
,
partici ples
,
followed').

ýw",
TDNT 1,216.
Marshall-, Luke, -877; Kittel,
1.10VV4Kowieg.
sec. 291, p. 99, and Moule, I-r-B, 101, say, present
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can be used to express relati-ve
anteriority
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BDF, sec. 390, p. 197.; Plummer, Matthew, 405, n. 1. Alternait is conceivable that the First Eva-ngelist was attempting
tively,
(they followed and
to limit the womento the tasks of hospitality
served - they were not trained as Jesus' envoys), or indicate to his
audience the precedent and appropriateness of such roles for women.
In view of 27.55a, the list of women, and Mt 28.9-10, the relegation
idea seems unlikely.
to hospitality
439
Taylor, Mark, 599; cf. Cranfield, Mark, 461.
440
Bultmann,. History, 274.
441
Cf. R. H. Fuller,
(New York, 1971) 65

The Formation of the Resurrection

Narratives

442
E. I. Bode, The First Easter Morning - The Gospel Accounts of
the Worhen'ýVisit to the Tomb of Jesus (Rome, 1970).
443Lane,
Mark, 579. On the normal burial place and customs for
criminals,
cf-. Daube, NT and Rabbinic Judaism, 310-12; M. Sanhedrin
6.5-6, Danby, 390-1.
444
Rengstorf,

$,
"carouToXos% TDNT 1.430,

n. 136.

445
C. Masson, "L'Ensevel i ssement de Jesus, Marc xv, 42-711, RTP
(1943)
198-9.
31
n. s.
446
Cf. Masson, "L'Ensevelissement de Jesus",
"Zum Begrabnis Jesu", ZKT 25 (1953) 220-5.

194-7; P. Gaechter,

447Cf.

17.8.3 (LCL) 462-3. Michaelis,
Josephus, Antiquities
%6pov", TDNT IV, 801, and "cYp6pva", TDNTVII, 458, n. 12, points
out that 1-h-euse of spices pr Iobably i_ýTdi_catesthat no speedy Resurrection was expected by Joseph or the women. The following considinto
before
be
taken
account
assuming that the
erations should
women's act and motive for anointing Jesus two days after His death
is unhistorical.
1) They may not have known whether or not Joseph
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case.
551
It is not clear why Luke says 'some' in 24.24, but mentions
only Peter in v 12. Perhaps the difference is a result of Luke's
use of two different
sources for these two stories.
552So
D'Arc, "Catechesis", 151-3; cf. Marshall, Luke, *896; RS,
Translator's
LUke, 753.
553
It is possible that Luke means to imply Peter's precedence
over these-two disciples in receiving an appearance. Cf. vv 24,34;
,
Evans, RbtUrredtion, 106. This might be an attempt to restore
Peter
, preeminent place after he experiences less at the empty tomb
to his
than the women.
554
Cf.. Bultmann, History, 284-99; Bultman.n, John, 681-3.
555
Caird, LUke, 255-6; Ellis,
LUke, 273; Bernar.d, John 11,665.
556Cf.. Brown, Jbhn
1000.
xiii-xxi,
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557
Bode, First

Easter, 74-5; Zerwick,

sec. 7, p. 3.

558

Brown, John xiii-xý
1,99.9, notes, "... the Johannine tendency
,
,
. purposes. " In affirming
for dramatic
this'we
to individualize
are
looked
presupposing that the source used by the Fourth Evangelist
something like that found in the Synoptics in that it included
various women and an angelophany in which the Easter news is pro304, following
We doubt that Jeremias, NT'Thoology,
claimed.
is right that the form of the
Benoit, "Marie Madeleine",
141 ff.,
John is more primitive
than in Mark.
empty tomb narrative-in
559
Formation,
136-7.
On their
function
in John 20,
Cf. Fuller,
The view that the angels are simply
cf. p.. 317
of
sis.
furniture
theological
inserted
to advance the action is problematic
because they do not really
Jesus
advance the action.
precisely
begins all over again with the same words they spoke, for the angel's
have not altered Mary's state of mind.
560
Cf. Jeremias, NT Theology, 305: "The account sounds most
it is simple and free from any bias
11 Cf. endnote 574
plausible;
...
below.

561
Cf. the reaffiftation
tion, 148.

of this

view in Dodd, Historical

562
Cf. Dodd, "Appearances of the Risen Christ",
John xiii-xxi,
972-3.
563
Fuller, Formation, 137.
564Dodd,

Historical

Tradition,

561.
565

Cf.

Rengstorf,

MITS",

14'9; but cf.

Tradi-

9-35; Brown,

Barrett,

John (1978)

TDNT 11,630-1.

566
Dodd, "Appearances of the Risen Christ", 29-32, sees these
lists as independent witnesses (i. e., not compiled out of the Gospels)
to the women's roles in the Easter events, used to supplement the
Evangelists' other sources.
567
Dani4lou, "The Empty Tomb", 217; Hengel, "Maria Magdalena",
254-6; Bode, First Easter, 75. Brown, "Roles of Women", 692,
role to a
argues, "The phenomenonof giving a quasi-apostolic
womanis even more apparent in chap. 20. " Brown points out that
(having
for
Pauline
the
seen the risen
apostleship
on
criterion
Jesus and having-been sent to proclaim Him) and in view of the
fact that what Mary proclaims is the standard apostolic proclamation
('I have seen the Lord') Mary comes close to meeting the requirements
in Gnostic
Interestingly,
for, or functioning as, an apostle.
quarters it is Mary Magdalene, not Pete.r, who became the most prominent witness'to the-teaching of the risen Lord. Cf.. "The Gospel
According to Mary."', NTAp 1,342-4.
568
Rabanus Maurus in his famous ninth century life, of Mary Mag", 693 and n. 14; Hengel, "Maria
dalene. Cf., Brown, "Roles of Women.
, n. 1. '
Magdalena", 251 and
569
Cf. for instance, Trompf,. "First Resurrection",
308-13, and
'"Resurrection
Narratives",
the scholars listed in Wenham,
33-7.
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570
Cf. Neirynck, "Les Femmesau Tombeau", 185-9, and espec. B.
Lindars, "The Composition of ýJohnXV, NTS 7 (1960-61) 142-7. Lindars
in vio-5rdusage in Mk 16.1-3,6
shows that Jn 20.1-2 has parallels
and
Lk 24.1,2,10,
He concludes that John
and also Lk 24.3-5,9,23.
is using traditions
that stand be'hind all the Synoptics.
571
141-52.
Benoit, "Marie-Madeleine",
572
Cf. C. Journet,
(2,1965) 147.

'Vapparition

a Marie de Magdala", NVet 40

573
Cf. Lindars, "Composition of John XV, 143-4. Somedoubt is
shed on. this in that Lindars bases some of his conclusions on the
narrative in John 11 and the questionable idea that Mary Magdalene
Mary of Bethany. Contrast Bode' First Easter, 72.
,
574
Cf. Barrett, 'NT Background, 15; Brown, John xiii-xxi,
983-4.
575
512-4; Morris, John, 833-4; Westcott,
Cf. Brown, John i-xii,
John, 290-1.
576
"La d6couverte", 273-84.
Such contrasts are made by Feuillet,
P. S. Minear, "'We Don't Know Where... ' John 20: 211, Int 30 (1976)
in
127, rightly points out that the function of the tw6-disciples
Mary's report.
He ably refutes
vv 3-10 is a dual corroboration'of
the usual view that the beloved disciple believed Jesus was risen.
Cf. StRhlin, "ýiXEV', TDNT IX, 132.
577
Though the Fourth Evangelist has limited their role, the
but cf. Bode, First Easter,
angels are not superfluous stage furniture,
82. John does not have angelophanies anywhere else in hi
spel
and thus we cannot call the presence of angels here typical of the
Johannine redaction.
Cf. Bultmann, John, 682. On the importance
E-f.
John's
Minear "'We Don't Know
these
to
narrative,
of
angels
Where'", 126-9.
578
Probably, the point of at least the second turning (v 16) is
looking back toward the tomb and still
to bring out that Mar is still
,y
(cf. v 15 even while she is talking to
thinking of Jesus' corpse
the living Lord) until He addresses her as Mary, and she turns
(spiritually
As well as physically)
to Him.
579
Cf. Fuller, Formation, 136-42..
580The

term y6vai is Jesus' usual means of addressing a woman
Here
who is unfamiliar or unrelated to Him, especially in public.
Mary is well-known to. Oesus and this is a private encounter.
Thus,
there is reason to suspect that yNat has more than its normal
insertion.
If this word is
significance
and is a theological
inserted by the Evangelist, then y0vai suggests perhaps that at
this point Mary is unfamiliar or 'not properly related (in the
spiritual
sense) to Jesus.
581
Cf., Barret. t, John (1955) 469; Morris* John, 839. As Brown,
"Roles of Women.,
11 69ý5_,points out,
hesitation
in
--John'ýa`sno
to Jesus as
placing a womanin the same cate'gory of relationship
,the Twelve'would be placed if they
are meant "by his own" in 13: 1.11 Cf. 10.3-5. ý
Here Mary is'depicted
as one in the process of becoming a full -fledged
disciple. - It is'not enough to recognize'the Shepherd's voice, 'one
must go on to understand His word and work and obey His commands.
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582
Cf., Minear, "'We Don't Know Where'",
583
Morris,

John, 838..

584
Benoit,

"Marie-Madeleine",

137.

144-6,150-2.

585
Hoskyns, Fourth Gospel 11,646-8,
and Morris, John, 839,
"Rabboni" as a declaration
probably are wrong to see the title
Cf. Brown, John xiii-xxi,
of faith paralleling. Thomas' exclamation.
John, 334-5.
991-2; Lightfoot,
586
Cf. for instance, B. Violet,
24 (1925) 78-80; MHT11,476.

"Ein Versuch zu Joh 20,17",

ZNW

587
On the first
suggestion, cf. W. E. P. Cotter, "'Touch me not;
for I am not yet ascended unto the Father' (St. John xx. 17)", ET
43 (1931-32) 45-6; W. D. Morris, "John xx. 17", ET 40 (1928-29)'527-8.
588Cf.

T. H. Farmer, "'Touch me not'", ET 28 (1916-17) 92-3;
'"Noli me tangere'",
ET 51 (193ý9-40) 478; Dodd,
T. Nicklin,
443, n. 2. A. SKa-w,"The Breakfast by the Shore
Interpretation,
JTS
and the Mary Magdalene Encounter as Eucharistic Narratives",
25 (1974) 12-26, May be right that the Fourth Evangelist records this
narrative to. meet and correct the needs of those who, like Mary, feel
a need to have direct contact with the physical Jesus of history.
589
1012; E. F. Harrison, "The Son of
Cf. Brown, John xiii-xxi,
God Amongthe Sons of Men - XV. Jesus and Mary Magdalene", BSac
105 (1948) 440; Barrett, John (1978) 565.
590Cf.

C. Spicq, "Noli me tangere", RSPT32 (1948) 226-7;
D. C. Fowler, "The meaning of 'Touch Me lgo-fr in John 20: 17", EvQ
146. On this view
47 (1,1975) 16-25; Journet, "Lapparition",
Mary is being instructed to have more reverence for the glorified
Christ and Thomas is being encouraged to see that the crucified
Christ is glorified.
591
Cf. Barrett, John (1955) 470; Zerwick, sec. 476,160, taking
what immediately follows yUp as parenthetical.
592
Cf. Westcott, John, 293. Barrett, John (1955) 470, and John
(1978) 565-6, suggests-the following paraphrase, "... stop touchýing
(or
have
is
do
it
that
I
true
to
not yet ascended
so);
me
attempting
to the Father but I am about to do so... ; this is what you must
tel 1 my brothers. "
593
994.
Pace Brown, John xiii-xxi,
594
it might
Cf. MHTII 1,63; Robertson, 869-70. Alternatively,
,
happen.
Cf-, BDF, sec. 323,
to
be a way of expressing
about
something
p. 168; Barrett, John'(1978) 566; 1 Cor 15.32.
595Minear,
John, 335,
"'We Don't. Know Where'", 132; Lightfoot'
and n. 1; C. F. Evans, "I Will Go Before You Into Qalilee", 'JTS. n. 5.
5 (1,1954) 16-17; also pp. 248-56 of thesis.
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596

historical
Both the Johannine and the original
context
(v 18),
family
probably rules out any reference, to Jesus' physical
Pace G. Richter,
"Der Vater und
shows.
as the Matthean parallel
Gott Jesu und seiner BrUder in Joh 20,17", MTZ 24 (2,1973)
14.07-11.
597
With Brown, John xiii-xxi,
V, 996,1001;
Barrett,
contrast

1016-17; G. Schrenk, 11TaTTjP'-,TDNT
John (1978) 566; Lightfoot,.
ýohri_, M_3.

598

Possibly,
a technical
usage may be in mind here, i. e., pro"ayyE:X?Lw", 'TDNT 1,61.
claiming the Good News. Cf. Schniewind,
It has been argued that 7ropcýojjai in Jn 20.17 is us6d_ as a technical
term to refer to the missio'nary command or activity.
Cf. F. Hauck
TDNT VI, 575.
and S. Schulz, "7Topeftlai"'.
599
'she told them' after Kai as
We must insert
something like,
to indirect
Cf. Barrett,
John (1955)
we move from direct
speech.
471; Robertson, 438.
600

Hengel, "Maria

Magdalena",

256.
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CHAPTER
VI:

IN THE PRIMITIVE CHURCH
THE
ACTS
WOMEN
OF
BOOK
-

INTRODUCTION
Whenone turns the page from the Gospels to the Book of Acts,
one also turns a corner in the study of womenand their roles among
For the most part, the teaching and actions of
Jesus' followers.
Jesus during His earthly ministry served as a preparation for the
It is only appropriate
roles womenbegan to assurre on Easter morning.
then, having studied the causes that led to womenplaying an active
Christian community, that we now examine the
part in the primitive
effects of Jesus and His teaching on womenand their roles as depicied
in Luke's second volume.
It would not be true to say that Luke features womenand their
roles in his Book of Acts to the same degree as he did in his Gospel.
Nevertheless, he gives us at least five glimpses of their roles in
the early Christian community. Further, there are certain traces of
Lukan male-female parallelism,
and perhaps male-female role reversal
focusing on women. That women figure
in the material not directly
in some of his redactional summaries reveals that Luke has
not abandoned his interest in women's place in the community of Jesus'
followers between the time he wrote his Gospel and his history of the
prominently

Church. This was evident to some of the earliest
primitive
readers
tendency in the
anti-feminist
of Acts, for there is a significant
it is not unintentional
Western recension of this work. Finally,
that
in the few texts where Christian womendo receive attention,
Luke gives
roles they played in the
us something of a survey of the different
days of Church history,
as his invitation,
precedent, to his audience to "go and do likewise".

earliest

A.

based on historical

Incidental References to Male-Female Parallelism,
Male-Female
Role Reversal, 'and'Female'Prominence
There are certain incidental
features of Acts that appear to

We find examples
reflect Luke's penchant for male-female parallelism.
inside
it
both
and outside the Christian community. Ananias and
of
Sapphira (Ac 5.1-11) are in some respects negative counterparts to
even though they were apparently members of the
Christian community. Luke is exercised to show that both husband and
(cf..
equally
culpable
vv 2 and 8b), the former attempting to
wife were
deceive Peter, the latter lying openly to him. The actions of this
Priscilla

and Aquila,
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stand in contrast

couple

of the only

services
to present

to whom Luke'gives
Perhaps Luke chose
and Aquila.

Priscilla
-

Christian

and honest

generosity

Christian'couple

other

attention

significant

to the exceptional

couples

who were polar

in order

opposites

to

to avoid or to emulate.
Luke stresses
examples for Christians
in intention
the parallels
and activity
of the male and female members
of both couples.
provide

It

is also

partnership

Luke gives

that

noteworthy

the Christian

outside

examples of male-female

community,

when he

especially

The examples of Felix and Drusilla
refers to governing authorities.
(24.24) and Agrippa and Bernice (25.13-26.12)
Luke's
come to mind.
is hard
mention of Agrippa and Bernice three times (25.13,23,26.20)
to understand since they play no real part in the story.
Perhaps Luke
has a concern to show that the Word goes out to men and women of all
classes in society,
and that prominent women who hear the Gospel
(cf.

sometimes heed it
An examination
both

stress

Luke's

of

of

in

the

he wishes

reception

process

(2.41,47,4.4),

conversion

that

reveals

and the

For example,

women.

tide

summaries

parallelism

male-female

by prominent
swelling

Lk 8.3 and Ac 16.11-15).

of

Luke

the

of

to
Gospel
the

recording

points

out

quite

specifically
at 5.14: pCtXXov 66 7rpo(YeT106VTO 7T1CrTV60VTEST63 KUPIW
1ý
L
&V6P@V
to persecute
the
TOLfti
TE K.(XI YUVUIK@V. When Saul decides
Christians
in Damascus, he plans to seize 6ýVSPaS TE KOA YUVaTKaS
(9.2,
imply to Luke's
This should
that
the women
cf. 8.3).
readers
were

significant

The Way that

enough
Saul

did

in

not

number
think

The Way without

We find

this

sort

17.34

where

Luke gives

us the

(,Aotpxpis)

who were

among the

look

closer,

the

parallel

the

stop

as men prisoners.

one female

to

he could

women as well
as well

importance

and/or

construction

name of

of

cause

of

taking

parallelism

at

(Aiov, 6crios) and
I
Athens.
If we

one male

converted
extends

at
further,

for

we have

Tlvýs ... cl'ý6pes among whom is Dionysius,
and then we have M11 YUVý
...
ETEP01
AToTs.
Thus, two general
(YiN
MI.
groups serve as a parenthesis
around two particular
names..
In the
interest

in

same chapter
prominent

are

two further

women converts.

references
At

17.. 4,

at

revealing
least

Luke's

two groups

1). Tiýv. Tc ueýojigvwv
of people who became Christians
are mentioned:
(EX.Xjv,
$ýfyal.
2)
Xl;
In 17.12,
w'v' 7TXfl8os 7To,
YUV(X1KN. TE TCJV.7TP6TWV
0.
,
1) many Jews., (17.12a);
2) KaI TN1EXXTjvi6wv
we find three groups:
&V6PrOV
3)
YUVa1K63V.T6)V cua)(Tj.povwN);
K.Ctll
OUK OX1YO1. In the first
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(17.4),

"not a few womenof the first magnitude" of importance
in
Again
17.12 we have a similarly- described group of
are converted.
(17.11), even though
women who apparently "searched the Scriptures"
instance

Jewish women (or God-fearing womenproselytes) normally were not allowed
to study the Tanak. Thus, Luke may be pointing to the new freedom given
to womenby the Gospel even as they were in the process of accepting
2
it.
In the second listing
also, not a few prominent or respectable
Greek womenare converted.
Interestingly,
in each passage it is the
by words indicating
their imporwomen, not the men, Who are qualified
tance or eminence.
is clear that the editors
that Luke mentions prominent
It

fact

of the Western text

disliked

women instead

of prominent men.
of 17.4 as we have it in

While there is some ambiguity in the text
74
p , (\1 , A, B, E, P (so that YUVUIK@VTE Tu'),
v 7T.
p6Twv might
lated 'the wives of leading men' instead of the. rendering
the first

magnitude'

offered

the

above),

D and others

give

be trans'women of

us the unam-

bigUOUS Kall YUVOCtKES
TN TrPW'TWV.We find the same phenomenon at 17.12.
6ýalters
the text so that both the men and women are prominent (KOLI
95
TN EUCYXTIPOVWV
(MPES, KOLIYUVaTKES) and thus the women's prominence is

lessened somewhat. Of a similar nature is the addition Of Kaý
TEKvois at 1.14 by Codex Bezae so that womenare no longer an inde3
In the Western
pendent group, but simply the wives of the Apostles.
text of chapter 18 there is a definite effort to reduce the prominence
of Priscilla,
probably because she appears to the editors to be
place, and also because she was a wellassuming her husband's first
known teacher of a male Christian leader, Apollos.
At this point
we may quote J. H. Ropes speaking of 18.26:
R
ABE 33 boh sah, cod vg,
For TrP1GK1XXCt
Kal CKI)XaS
aKIAOLSM1 -ffPIGKIXXa is read in Dd gig Aug and in
The desire to reduce the
the Antiochian
recension.
to have been at work in
prominence of Priscilla-seems
The original
a number of places in this chapter.
appears never to have mentioned Aquila without
writer
(except
Priscilla,
introduction
and always
at the first
the glossator
departs
vs 2) put Priscilla's
name first;
from him in both respects.
Only in vs. 18, where
was interpreted
KE1PCCP6V0S
of Aquila (cf.. h) does the
'Western' reviser
fa. il to put the husband first...
cf.
the*'Western'
text of vs. 2 (.'with Priscilla';
aim

fo auTois. D), vs. 3 ('Aquila'),
Vs. 7. (aTro (XKUýa),
,r
19),
Of.
VS.
21'(TOV
KaKCIVOI)S,
66
instead
vs.
aKUXqV,
(CKUXaS
v' s.
Kal
26
(4)
'
WpiaKiuct)-.
W. M. Ramsayhas observed rightly
that the omission in Codex Bezae of
.ý
D"
OVOVaTl
-YUVTI
K(X'l
A61japis at 17.34 is in all likelihood
more evidence
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tendency in this

textual

5

tradition.
As in 17.4
of an anti-fe. minist
be
to
tendency
12,
there
elevate the status of men
also
a
may
and
lessen
being
to
the prominence of women.
17.34,
satisfied
simply
at
not
For instance, After 'ApcouayiTfls D adds cu'aXT1pwv. This addition is
'Apco7Tay1TTJs
is
implied
high
in
this
man's
standing
redundant since
It is perhaps a further attempt to transfer words
(cf.
that
to
they
to
wOMeninActs,
so
apply
men
as well
only applied
J. A. Robinson's suggestion that EýcyXftwv was perhaps
13.50,17.12).
an ascription after Damaris' name, which became an ascription
originally
(but cf.

Mk 15.43).

Dionysius' namewhen D dropped
possible but not quite convincing in
Ramsay's argument that a respectable
in Athens is questionable in view of

after

the reference to this woman, is
6
view of the textual evidence.

womancould not have heard Paul
the evidence produced by classics
7
Nonescholars that Athenian matrons were not confined to quarters.
theless, it is likely that Damaris was an educated 'companion' since
8
her name is probably a vulgar form of the word for 'heifer'.
E. J.
Epp suggests that the changes in Acts 16 in the Western text indicate
that Lydia was seen by this editor as a Gentile without connections
9
It is possible that this was an attempt to lower
with the synagogue.
Lydia's status, since Luke seems to present God-fearers in a positive
It appears that the anti-..
light on the whole (though cf. 13.50).
.
feminist tendency of the Western text was not confined to any particular
is
in
While
it
Col
4.15.
NT
the
probably
evidence
since
at
portion of
c,
1739,1881, et al. have aýToO indicating
B, 6,424
a church in the
O-cný
have
indicating
house of Nympha, D, G pm, et al.
a church in the
10 In
house of Nymphas.
view of the above evidence, it appears that
there was a concerted effort of the Church, perhaps as early as the
century or beginning of the second, to tone down Luke's
second volume, as well as other texts that indicated that womenplayed
in
days
important
the
early
prominent
part
of the Christian
and
an
that in reaction
community. Ramsayremarks with some justification
to the conventions in various parts of the RomanEmpire,
late first

the Universal and Catholic type of Christianity
...
became confirmed in its dislike of the prominence
and the public ministration
of women. The dislike
became abhorrence, and there is every probability
that the dislike is as old as the first
century,
to abhorrence before the middle
and was intensified
(11)
of the second century.
In fact, it seems more likely that the Western text was simply reflecting
Romanand Western ideas about womennot pl aying prominent roles in
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In any event, the evidence we have marshalled is
to bear witness that Luke deliberately
was giving women
sufficient
special prominence, not only in his Gospel but also in Acts, and it
13
very soon rubbed people the wrong way.
One of the major themes in Luke's Gospel is the idea of reversal

public

life,.

becoming
the first
of roles or expectations - the last become first,
Luke carries this theme over into his second volume to
servants.
some extent; for instance, in Ac 6.1-7 we find the Christian community
confronted with a dilemma. The widows of the Hellenists were being
of food. Accordingly, the Twelve
overlooked in the daily distribution
met and decided they must appoint someone outside the Twelve for the
task. They did not feel that they should take time from their
preaching 'to wait on tables' or 'to act as finance officers'
(6iccKovcýiv Tpa7TECa1S)- In view of Lk 8.3 and 10.38-42, one might
delegate
this
task
to
however,
Apostles
that
the
women;
would
expect
the community to choose seven men, full of wisdom and the
Stephen and Philip, who are among the prominent preachers and
Spirit.
teachers of the Word in the early part of Acts (cf. 6.8-8.40),
are
among those chosen. Thus, leading men are chosen for a task that
they tell

in a Palestinian Jewish setting,
normally a male servant would fulfill
14
in a Hellenistic
In the
or Romansetting.
or a womanwould fulfill
for a prominent man to fulfill
such a task
eyes of the Hellenists,
would be demeaning and a reversal of roles with a man doing a woman's
or servant's work.
This concludes our summary of the incidental
references in Acts
that reflect Luke's various themes relating to womenand their roles.
Though the quantity of material is not vast, nonetheless, it reveals
that even in passing remarks Luke strove to emphasize male-female
parallelism,

male-female reversal
of women, and finally,

evaluations
Christian community.
B.

'Women as Prominent

Converts

of roles, the reversal of expected
the new prominence of women in the

and IITITgPE:S Mý)UyUyýIS

At various points in our investigation
of the Gospel material
(cf.. Mk 1.29-3.1, Lk 10-38-42),
We noted Jesus' tendency to rely on
the system of standing hospitality.
We suggested this reliance
implied

commonly assumed by women.
perhaps now we may tentatively
hypothesize
that this reliance
and
to His closest
Jesus' instructions
friends
to rely on this system
an endorsement

of certain

roles
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(cf.

), not only set a precedent for
in the early Church, but also established

Mt. 10.5-32, Lk 9.2-5,10.1-N.

the traveling missionaries
If this supposition is
a practice from which came the house church.
it
then
explains why prominent womenare mentioned wherever
correct,
house churches are mentioned in the NT. Womenconverts of some means
to
were offering occasional lodging and hospitality
who initially
became the Christian equivalent of a 114
TITTIP
fellow Christians,
15
hostels for traveling
Christians,
cruvaywyfis as their homes, originally
became regular meeting places of the converts in their area. In a
sense, the Church owed its continuing existence to these prominent
womenwho provided both a place for meeting and the hospitality
required by the community. A woman's customary role of providing
hospitality

to visiting
guests became a means by which they could
support and sustain the Church.
Luke's interest in lodging and hospitality
has long been a
16
D. W. Riddle
recognized feature of both his Gospel and Acts.
suggests that these people and places are mentioned, not in order
to historicize

an otherwise non-descriptive
narrative or to give it
but in order to recognize those who helped
the feel of authenticity,
17
in the transmission of the Gospel in those early days.
Luke's

second volume is about the spreading of the Gospel and those who
made it possible; these places of lodging and hosts are mentioned as
vital supports to that movement. However, it is not just a matter
Christian
of these families providing temporary lodging for traveling
preachers and prophets, but a matter of providing a place where the
Gospel could be preached and oral and written traditions
could be
As various missionaries would pass through, more news
collected.
would be passed on, not only about the life of Jesus, but also about
Thus, we may see hospitality
current events involving Christians.
not only as the physical support that kept the message going, but
also as the medium in which the message took hold and was preserved.
Riddle suggests:
These examples of hospitality
suggest that the custom
may account for a notable. phenomenonof those days:
the acceptance of the travelling
preacher's. message
by
entire households .... That the primitive
churches
were house-churches is a detail of this, and an aspect
(18)
of early Christian hospitality.
Christian hospitality
was obviously a vital factor both in the intensive'(home becomes house-church) and the extensive (home-as-lodging
for missionary

and the Word) growth of the early

Church.

Inasmuch as
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day
in
hospitality
for
the
that
a
responsible
of
womenwere mainly
situation where the house was the center for the Church, womenquite
for
in
forefront
the
the
of
providing
modus'vivendi
were
naturally
Christian life and growth, and the spread of the Gospel. Probably,
is no accident that at the only two points in Acts where Luke
person's home
clearly tells us of a church meeting in a particular
(12.12,16.40),
it is in
not just a place of lodging or hospitality,
it

the house of a woman. Perhaps Luke chose these examples in order to
prominent well-to-do women,
point out the role women, particularly
19
An examination of these
played in the growth of the early Church.
two passages is now in order.
Mary, Mother of John Mark
to the house of Mary,
The story of Peter's late night visit
is
in
IZ.
filled
Ac
12-17,
Mark,
John
with suspense and humor
of
mother
account. The
giving the reader the real sense of a first-hand
1.

have caused
about Rhoda's joy, eagerness, and forgetfulness
more than one scholar to say, "We have here personal recollection,
20
,
herself....
by
Luke
the
to
maid
narrated
details

scholars have thought that the realism in
this narrative is a matter of consummate art rather than convincing
Haenchen, for instance, sees 12.12-17 as a "chorale
actualities.
finale" to the story of Peter's miraculous escape. He views the
specific notes about James and the brethren and the house of Mary
21
The
the mother of John Mark as Lukan additions to a legend.
difficulties
First, as has been
with this viewpoint are several.
Nevertheless,

various

tendency to add
shown by E. P. Sanders, one cannot speak of a definite
as it develops. There are too many cases
specifics to the tradition
and are dropped in the later stages of
where specifics are original
to be able to posit a definite
tendency in either
the Gospel tradition
22
direction.
This being the case, we cannot simply assume that the
specifics of place and name found in 12.12-17 are later additions.
Further, even if, as J. Munck avers, Luke has added "tell James and
23
the brethren" to an otherwise primitive
piece of material,
perhaps
in order to indicate who was in charge in Jerusalem at that time, it
does not follow from this supposition that Luke has added something
that did not correspond to the historical
James, as
circumstances.
is well-known, is a very shadowy figure in Acts, Who only comes to
the fore in*one place (chapter 15), and it is hard to believe that Luke
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him
this
to
have
reference
unless he thoughtJames was
created
would
it
is
improbable
if
Also,
Peter was
that
leader
then.
not
at,
all
a
leaving Jerusalem he would want to notify the other leader(s) of the
Thus, while Luke may have added
Jerusalem Church of his departure.
this

detail,

its

'unhistorical'

is unproven.
character of Ac 12.12-17,

character

this too
In regard to the 'legendary'
Before
let
it
be
doubted.
be
we
procede
noted that we will not
may
discuss Ac 12.1-11 and the miraculous aspect of Peter's escape; we
24
Several
will simply posit that he had escaped in some manner.
Firstly,
there
factors count against seeing Ac 12.12-17 as legendary.
is the matter of the incongruity between the Christians praying
in its
apparently for Peter's safe release, and their disbelief
Prayer and its being answered by miraculous interoccurrence.
(cf.
in
Luke-Acts
is
theme
Lk 1.13, Ac 1.14,8.15).
a
prominent
vention
either that Luke would have invented this
incongruity,
or that he would have taken it over if he had not been
circumstances.
constrained to believe it reflected the historical
Secondly, Luke is usually cautious to avoid casting the Christian

Thus, it

is. hard to believe

it
is
in
light,
he
is
in
that
since
probable
part
a
negative
community
writing an apologia for the Christian movement. This counts against
the idea that Luke is magnifying the miracle here for effect at the
Yet in this narrative
expense of some of his Christian characters.
disbelieving
Christians appear at first
and then overwhelmed by an
apparent miracle as though they had not come to eNpect such things
God. This last fact also counts against seeing this narraIn later apocryphal
tive as a pre-Lukan legend written for edification.
literature
early Christian characters are frequently portrayed as rather
We see none of that here. This is
flawless, even superhuman figures.

from their

why Lake concludes, "However sceptical one may be about the details in
the prison, it is impossible to deny the convincing nature of the be25
Thus, with due caution not to
havior of Rhoda and of the family. "
to make allowances for the storyoverstate our case and without failing
teller's,

we may see here an essentially

art,

historical

narrative.

us that Peter went to the house of Mary, the mother
of John called Mark. This lets us know that Mary was a widow, and
.
26
that Luke's audience would knOW her primarily
because of her son.
Several points in the narrative'tell
us that Mary was financially
Luke tells

well-to-do;
suggests

for
this,

(CLKaVO1
many
could meet in her house
as does the phrase in v 13 (ThV 06paV TOO ITUVN9S), and
instance,

that
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the mention of Rhoda, the .1T(X161GKT1. H. Burton's suggestion that
7CC161GKn need not imply a female servant,
while lexically
possible,
in
by
its
the
NT
is
elsewhere
out
usage
and the context
ruled
probably
27
being
house
Mary's
for
was
used
as
a
place
gathering
passage.
of our
(GUVT1OPO1G.
TFPOCJEI)XOvcvoi),
J1E'-VO1 M1
implying that
together and praying
it was a regular meeting place. This is also indicated by the fact
28
however, in
that Peter comes directTy to this house in particular;
this case there was a special reason for gathering and praying - the
is
imprisoned.
It
Apostle
possible that this was a prayer
was
chief
door
1)
by
the
since
women,
a
woman
attended
answers
primarily
meeting
in the middle of the night; 2) Peter's words make clear that James
29
(v
"the
the
17).
If this is correct,
brethren"
meeting
are not at
and
then it should not be overlooked that Peter entrusted his parting
words to a group of women.
This particular
for it
servant girl,

prayer

meeting

may have included

Rhoda, the

says she came to answer the knock at the door
30
implying that she was within
(7TPOGWEV USTFaKO1DCJq1),
the
perhaps
...
If she was participating
in the
house and at the prayer meeting.
have
the
then
of
early
evidence
equalizing
very
we
meeting,
prayer
effects

not only women, but even slaves, were
(cf.
the
Ac 1.14).
of
new
community
members

of the Gospel so that

as participating
It seems probable that Rhoda was a Christian
who, like the family
31
Unfortunately,
served, had heard Peter's preaching and teaching.

accepted

she

her good news, she receives a response similar
to that
when she relates
(cf.
Lk
24.11).
Her
Easter
the
on
received
audience thought
women
which
that she was mad (-paiv-n), but it is hard to tell
whether this response
reflects
disbelief

prejudice

Rhoda as a witness,
or simply obtuseness
Possibly there were still
of the listeners.

against

on the part

and

against a woman's, and particularly
a female servant's,
Nevertheless,
Rhoda's perseverance paid off, her word
word of witness.
was vindicated, and because of her persistence, a crucial message was
its
be
leaders.
to
to
Christian
to
the
sent
on
community
passed
latent

prejudices

Thus, the witness of a womanis shown to be trustworthy,
and Luke
presents Rhoda as an example for his audience. Als o, that Luke points
,
out that Mary would hold such a meeting in a time of mounting opposition
in Jerusalem to the Christian

movement is evidence that Luke saw Mary's.
to the community of faith as exemplary. Perhaps
courageous contribution
here, as in Lk 24-1.1,1.2, Luke intended a rebuke to those in his audience
32
Finally,
this
who had a tendency to devalue the word or work of women.
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to
God's
the prayer of Mary. and others,
answer
presents
pericope also
in which these
and thus reveals His confirmation, of the activities
womenwere engaged.
2.

LXdia

As we noted in chapter one of this thesis, womenwere allowed to
part in Macedonian society from the Hellenistic
play a significant
age onward. They were al I owednot only to be i nvol ved in pol i ti cal
but also to be money earners and to engage in commercial
matters with or without their husbands. It is not surprising that the
NT also bears witness to the prominence of women in this part of the
affairs,

At Thessalonica, many of the chief womenwere converted
Mediterranean.
(Ac 17.4), and at Beroea we find a similar phenomenon (17.12).
It is
interesting
that Paul in his correspondence with the Philippians,
(4.2-3).
in
the
Church
Philippi
to
at
who
were
prominent
refers
women
narrative that brings to light the fact
in Macedonia not only were converted to
but also assumed important roles in the Christian
Christianity,
community, is the story of Lydia in Ac 16.12-15,40.
As elsewhere in Acts, Luke chooses what may be classed as repre-

Perhaps the most significant
that prominent womenliving

sentative examples of conversions in the area covered by his narrative.
It is probably not accidental that he focuses primarily on the con(16.12-15,40)
(16.23-39).
Luke's
and
one
man
woman
version of one
intention is once again to convey a certain male-female parallelism,
not for its own sake, but in order to stress the equality of man and
and their equal importance to the
womanin God's plan of salvation,
33
new community.
The structure of Ac 16.12-40 is important to our discussion, for
reveals how vital it was that Lydia provided a meeting place for
34
The Gospel is seen to triumph in the midst of the Jewish
Christians.
(16.14-15),
(in
in
the
Roman
place
and
midst
of
meeting
a
stronghold
the city, cf. 16.18-19, and in their prison, cf. 16.25-26).
It is
it

seen to triumph over natural and supernatural powers, whether it be
magistrates and their jai. 1s, or demons. Luke is at pains to show that
the Gospel and its followers can exist within the confines of a place
That'Lydia
of Romanauthority by creating. its own space 'in house.
provides such a meeting place for Christians in the city is crucial.
Thus, Luke shows that the faith, While not subservient to Rome, is
not fundamentally at odds with the Romanempire or its authorities.
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There are no real critical
problems raised by Ac 16.12-15,40.
The way in which the status of the colony of Philippi
and the smallness of the Jewish community are spoken
knowledge
the
Nor
of
conditions.
exact
reveals
about
does the story of Lydia give any cause to suspect that
has simply conjured up a romance.
here pious imagination
be
The 'we' which dominates in this text can therefore
difficulty
as the eyewitness account
without
understood
(35)
the
reporter.
of
Even if the eyewitness is not the author of Acts, we probably have an
eyewitness testimony here which the author has used, for the narrative
features
has no questionable
or signs of artifice.
in many regards.
The story of Lydia is extraordinary
In some
Macedonian woman for Lydia
ways she should not be seen as-a typical
from her native

had come to Philippi

famous for its
of Thyatira,
and very popular
goods with a distinctive
production
of clothing
36
in her home town and
She had acquired her skill
royal purple dye.
perhaps had moved to an environment where she could better take
Perhaps
her
imperial
Roman
tastes
and
needs.
of
name
advantage
her background,

for

city

Thyatira.

a. part of the
that her name indicates
Kingdom of Lydia, but it is also possible
she
37
been a slave or, more likely,
had originally
a freed woman.
in Philippi
When Paul first
with his companions, it
arrived
appears that he was not able to find a synagogue or identifiable
38
the Sabbath.
The absence
group of Jews, and thus he waited until
(10)
is probably
to
the
make a quorum
number of males
sufficient
of

reflects

was once

have
there
in
been a
Roman
to
where
appears
a
city
surprising
not
that the edict of Claudius
low view of Jews, and it is conceivable
(cf.
had been implemented to some extent in this Roman stronghold
39
This lack of men explains
the lack of a synagogue, for
16.20-21)
.
there would not be a
no matter how many Jewish women were present,
that
synagogue without the required ten men. It is then significant
Paul,

in contrast

to his

Jewish background,

is willing

to begin a

local

That women could constichurch with a group of women converts.
tute the embryonic church, but not the embryonic synagogue, reveals
in the status of w.omen in the two faiths
the difference
at that time,
and it

seems likely

Luke intended

by
us to draw this contrast
mentioning the TrpoacuXhv in v 13 and the church meeting in v 40 in
40
Lydja's. house.
On the Sabbath.
side outside

the city

that

Paul and his
gates,

companions went down to the riversat down (assuming the posture of a Jewish
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41

Among
rabbi), and taught the womengathered at the place of prayer.
them may have been some Jewesses, but there was one prominent God(CTEýOpE'_Vfl T'OV
OE6v) who had also brought along members of her
fearer
42
Just as Paul's coming to Macedonia was due to revelation
household.
(God's work) so Lydia's conversion is the work of God -0 KOPIOS
X0tXOUPE_%)OIS UCTf'OTOO
61ýVOIýC%)
TTPOOEXCIV TOIS
ThV KUP6i=
llotOXou(v 14,
.
.
43
intimates
Luke
45
that God intended Lydia a.nd her house24.
f.
Lk
c.
hold to be the first
European
converts in Macedonia so that the initial
church would have a good home. Lydia responded to God's work in her
by begging Paul and his company to take advantage of her hospi44
Her last plea is especially significant,
for it is based
tality.
(ci'
on Paul's acceptance of her as a sincere convert to Christianity
). Apparently, she had grasped
KEKP KUTE PC TrIOTTIhV Tn
W KUPfIT ElNal
...
from the first
that whatever barriers being a Gentile and a single
(particularly
housing
in
to
non-Christians
regard
womanmight erect
life

Jews) in her home, these barriers

were no longer obstacles to Christians,
45
Faith was the only door
even Christian males whomshe had just met.
she had to pass through to be accepted as a disciple and a hostess of
disciples.
was not confined to her being a disciple
or
disciples.
Luke wishes us to understand that what
hostess to traveling
became the home of the embryonic
began as a lodging for missionaries,
is
intimated
by the fact that when Paul and
in
This
Philippi.
church
Lydia's

significance

house to encourage
emerge from prison they go to Lydia's
&SeXýoi)s,
(Trp'OS
brethren
16.40),
To,)s
Týv AuSiav ... TTC(PCK6XecYav
house where they had also been
than to the Phil. ippian jailor's
Once again we see how a woman's fruitful
tained (16.34).
role
Silas

providing

hospitality

played

an integral

part

the
rather
enterof

in the establishment

and continuance of a local church. As Rackhamstates:
Lydia is one of the striking
womenwho were, so to
speak, the nursing mothers of the infant church...
Like Dorcas she was a womandevoted to good works,
like Eunice she entertained the apostle, like Mary
the mother of John Mark she had a church in her
house, like Priscilla
she 'laboured with the apostle
in the gospel. ' (46)
Probably it is not correct to identify
Lydia with the "true yoke-fellow"
of Phil 4.3; but it appears that Lydia set the example for the whole
47
Philippian church, for it became noted for supporting Paul liberally,
and fo,r providing him with female co-workers (Phil 4.2-3).
progressed from being a marginal member of A Jewish circle

Lydia
in which
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- she could never receive the. covenantal sign, to being a central figure
baptized convert in Europe
in the local Christian church and the first
it
that
know.
We
far
may
conjecture
was because of Lydia and
so
as we
womenlike her that the Philippian church earned such high praise from
the Apostle to the Gentiles and acquired a place in his heart as perhaps his most beloved group of converts.
C.

Women'as'Deaconesses

No one is certain when the office of deaconess began in the Church.
At the very least it seems probable that the office had its origins
48
in Apostolic times,
traces of its existence
and perhaps the first
(cf.
in
be
NT
Rom16.1,1 Tim 3.11).
found
the
What seems more
may
certain and demonstrable is that womenwere performing in NT times
associated with the office of deaconess. We
earlier conjectured that the role womenplayed in the ministry of
Jesus (as depicted in Lk 8.1-3) perhaps served as a precedent or back49
diaconate.
female
if
de*facto,
Possibly,
to
official,
not
a
ground
the functions

later

by
idea
the
development
the
find
of
women
serving
of
community
a
we
providing material aid in Ac 9.36-42.
It appears that Luke obtained the two stories in 9.32-42 from
(possibly
Jewish-Christian)
source that had narratives about
one
Peter. As Haenchen says, "The second story he has left relatively
50
If so, then it counts in favor of the authenticity
of
untouched. ,
this tradition,
origin if that conas would its Jewish-Christian
is correct.
The major critical
problem raised by the narrative
is, of course, the miracle of raising the dead. This problem does not,
Even if it was the case that
however, affect our subject directly.
this miracle was not an historical
need to
event, one would still

jecture

cause to explain why such a tale would
posit an adequate historical
That there was a womannamed Tabitha who
be told about Tabitha.
performed such tasks as indicated in this text and became well-known
historical
community, is probably the irreducible
her
legend
that
explain
why
would
about
such a
minimum
would arise
if this story is mainly about Peter, why she would
or, alternatively,
be chosen to be included in a story indicating
Peter's. powers. Thus,
it is more probable than not that Luke is conveying reliable information
in the Christian

about Tabitha and her role in the early Christian community, whatever
the historical
value of the portion of the narrative recounting the
raising-.
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we find

In Ac 9.32-42

for

Peter

- one performed
healing
of Aeneas is
it

which

how the

reveals

Aeneas,

Gospel

Jesus

that

sion

to

the

fact

the

which

end of

from

the

story
than

is

the

less

the

of

story

Tabitha

and person
(cf.

9.32,

are
of

of

Peter

it

is

We are

of

the

In other

While

was paying

in

this

the

Aeneas

appears

a visit

conclu-

in

story
in

the
is

raised

as well

that

the

light

a more positive
it

Aeneas

Tabitha

Tabitha

respects

that

Mtll cTrfcYTcu(YotN)

crescendo

paralysis,

told

saw that

stated,

detail

a clear

presented

Aeneas.

that

by Peter's

We may compare

than

is

there

the

of

parallelism
51
sexes.

healed

and Sharon

only

spectacular

is

v 40).

where

Aeneas
is
healed
whereas
&Troeavetv).
dead (cf.
37,
v

was a Christian
C,

is

This

both

to

years,

Lydda

of

story

In Ac 9.32-42

and person
the

area

Tabitha

somewhat

or effect.

miraculous

eight

and cTrExyTpcýav bTll T'ov KOpiov.

(v
42).
70X/ý011 '16V KOPIOV
story

male-female

(similarly

him

by

and we may conjecture

equally

for

heals
in

7T(XVTES01 KaToiKoOvTcs
was healed

ministers

bed-ridden

a paralytic,

proclamation

(vv 32-35),
.
create
a certain

deeds

The account

a woman.

brief
to

merely

two miraculous

of

a man, one for

very

Luke included

a sequence

Aeneas

iTpbs Tobs

he is not specifically

ayious),
Further,

there

of his healing.
way what Tabitha

called a disciple
as is Tabitha.
is no real interest
in Aeneas himself,
only in the fact
By contrast,
in a specific
the story of Tabitha relates

did and why she was important
to the community (cf.
There is an obvious interest
in her person reflected
in
v 36,39).
(v 37,39).
the mentioning of the details
of the funeral
preparations.
Finally,

Peter himself

recognized

how important

for

she was to the community,
(v 41), which
her to the disciples

he makes a point of presenting
did not happen in Aeneas' case.
Thus, while the primary purpose of
Ac 9.36-42 is perhaps to present the reader with the first
relating
instance of the raising
of the dead after Pentecost and to show the

power of God and the Gospel working through Peter, there is also an
in the person being raised and why her raising
obvious interest
was
important.
This story may be taken as an example of the Lukan
interest
in giving a woman more prominence than a man he has mentioned
in the immediate

context

(vv 32-35).

Perhaps the main reason that Tabitha deserves and receives mention
in Acts is that she functioned
as a deaconess, a very generous supporter
Whether or not she was commissioned for the task, it is
of widows.
interesting
tials,

that

at the outset

and they are the sort

story Luke presents her credenWe
look
in
deaconess.
for
one would
a
of the
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52

was a fe male disciple
are told that Tabitha, also called Dorcas,
,
53
Perhaps Luke
a word used nowhere else in the NT.
reserved this term for her because among the Christian womenhe
We
mentions she best exemplified the behavior of a true disciple.
are told that Tabitha literally
was "full of good works" (TrXTIpTis
54
ID
9"
in perwhich meant that she was engaged continually
EPYWVCLY(leov),
forming

In addition

to this,

money or material

we are told that
aid to the needy (EXcTwocFuvL)Vwv brolici),

implies

was a service

good works.
that

this

given

solely

she gave
and v 38

to community members

55
C:
(ol potOn-c.
Someof her good works involved making outer and
a-1).
56
That she was able to provide such
under garments for needy women.
aid probably indicates that she was at least moderately well-off
and
57
That Tabitha's service had been to
single (unmarried or widowed).
G
(v
indicates
39),
a specialized and ongoing ministry,
Traucti ai xflp(xi
Perhaps it
not just an occasional good deed to friends or neighbors.
is implied that some sort of specialized commission, as well as
The
was the reason for this service.
continual good will,
description of Tabitha is reminiscent of Lk 8.3 and Ac 6.1-7. and
thus it seems possible that Luke saw Tabitha as fulfilling
a task

Tabitha's

in kind to the work of the Seven. When she died it was a
to the needy womenof the community.
great loss particularly
That Luke tells us that Peter, one of the 'pillar'
Apostles,
similar

through the power of the Spirit,
would raise her from the dead for the
sake of the widows and Tabitha herself may indicate the importance and
significance
she had for the local Christian community (even if one
affirms
single,

the legendary nature of the miracle).
She was a female disciple,
perhaps wealthy, and full of good works. It appears that her

may have been commissioned, for it was an ongoing concern
to a specialized group of recipients.
It is possible, though
58
If the
not probable, that she was in charge of an order of widows.
Seven may be called deacons or their forerunners, then perhaps we may
call Tabitha a deaconess. Luke tells us that by virtue of the miracle

ministry
directed

that occurred in her life., many believed.
Thus, she is presented as
a model of Pne who builds up and maintains the community by her service
and livin'g example of the power of the Gospel. It is the presentation
this story from
of Tabitha as a model disciple that differentiates
that, of Aeneas.

This presentation of a womanas an example to be
emulated may not have met the expectations of Luke's audience, but it
59
probably met their needs.
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D.

Womenas, Prophetesses
The daughters of Philip

are perhaps the first
recognized and
recorded examples of Christian prophetesses in the apostolic age.
daughters
It seems likely that Luke's passing reference to Philip's
is madepartly because of his interest
(cf. Lk 1.11,1.20,4.21,21.22-24,22.16,

in the theme of fulfillment
).
Yet, could it also
etc.
to these womenbecause of his interest in the

be that Luke refers
Christian community? In order to
roles of womenin the primitive
answer this question, we must try to discern what sort of prophetesses
Luke thought these womenwere. Were they of the sort we find in Paul's
(1
Corinthians
the
Cor 11.5), and thus perhaps
correspondence with
in ec6tatic utterance?
Or are we to see them as female
and thus a continuation
counterparts to Agabus (Ac 11.28,21.10-11),
of the type of prophet we find in the OT? Or are we to see them as
some combination of these two types? Let it be noted that this text
involved

daughters and
problems. Philip's
presents us with no real critical
their powers of prophecy are not likely fabrications
of the author
since other sources indicate that they were well-known in the early
community even if later there was some confusion as to the identity
60
Haenchen argues that the information about
of their father Philip.
the Evangelist is following
these daughters is taken from an itinerary
and that this explains why we have no prophecy of these womenrecorded
The itinerary
by the Evangelist.
was only interested in who Paul's
61
hosts were, not in their activities.
Whether or not this is true
depends on whether one thinks that the author of Acts was part of the
'we' mentioned in vv 8,10, or that he was using an (eyewitness? )
source here. Without trying to present a case about the problematic
'we' sections, we may note that even if Haenchen's source theory is
correct, it does not count against the correctness of the information
presented about the existence, activity,
and status of these women.
Indeed, from Haenchen's viewpoint it may even count for it since the
material cannot be labeled a creation of Luke.
A survey of all Luke's references to prophets and prophesying in
his two volumes leads to the following conclusions:
1) Prophets and their functions are significant
themes throughout
Luke-Acts and relate closely to Luke's, stress-.. on fulfillment
and the
62
..
Holy Spirit.
Luke makes a point of establishing
that his most important,
least his exemplary, characters are prophets: John the Baptist,

2)

7.26,20.6;

or at
Lk 1.76,

Jesus, Lk 4.18-247 7.16)_ 39., 9.19ý 13.345 22.64) 24,19;
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Peter, Ac 1.20,2.4-21,5.3,9,11.15-17;

Paul, Ac 13.1,9-11,17.2-3,

ý-1,34;
Elizabeth,
22-27,27.1.0,23-24,
Lk 1.41-45;
24.14,26
cf.
.
Mary (or Elizabeth) Lk 1.46-55; Anna, Lk 2.36-38; Agabu.s, Ac 11.27-28;
21.10-11; Judas and Silas,

Ac 15.32.

the term ITPO.
ýTITTJSto a select
3) Luke appears to limit
63
(cf.
leaders
Ac
15.22,32).
the
church
of
some

group;

i. e.,

Prophecy is a gift of the Holy Spirit,
and while it may be
it
identical
by
is
glossolalia,
not
with that phenomenon
accompanied
(cf. Ac 19.6).

4)

Most of the prophecies recorded in Luke-Acts are citations
of OT
to Jesus, to some event in His
prophecies that are seen as referring
(e.
from
His
life,
to
that
some
event
results
ministry
or
g., the giving
5)

of the Spirit).
in discerning the ful6) NT prophets are seen as engaged primarily
fillment of the predictive prophecy of the OT, rather than in giving
new predictive prophecy of their own, though the latter is somewhat
in evidence (cf. Ac 11.28,27.10,23-24,31,34).
to discern people's
Prophets are shown to have a supernatural ability
).
(Lk
6.3,
Ac
7.39-50,
etc.
character
8) There are false prophets but they are not as powerful as Christian
(Ac
6.26).
Lk
13.6,
cf.
prophets

7)

9) Israel's
continual character is summedup by the term prophet-killer
(cf. Lk 11.48 -51,13.34,
Ac 7.52).
*
At this point we may quote Ellis:
Christian prophecy in Acts is represented as an
...
power of the Holy Spirit from God
eschatological
Ac 2.17) or from the risen Jesus (Ac 1.8,2.17,
and
Although prophecy
3, cf. Psa. 68.19 [18], Eph 4.8).
for any Christian,
it is primarily
is a possibility
identified
with certain leaders who exercise it as a
(64)
ministry.
daughters probably should be included among
As Ellis suggests, Philip's
these leaders, since they appear to be more than just occasional
65
From the above survey it appears that Luke thought and
prophesiers.
we should think of Philip's. daughters as prophetesses who, While
of the OT prophets much like Agabus, also
standing in the tradition
manifest the presence of the Spirit in their lives in new ways. They
through the Holy Spirit either
would perhaps be known for their ability
to predict
fulfillment
ability

future

events in salvation

history,

or to discern the present
of previous prophecy. 'Perhaps also they had a supernatural
66
to discern people's. character.
The fact that Luke records
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daughters, performs a prophetic act
that Agabus, rather than Philip's
(or
heard
he
had
heard about) Agabus,
fact
that
the
may reflect
(or
heard about) what the womenhad
heard
had
but
not
prophecy
Having examined these contextual matters, let us now
prophesied.
investigate

Ac 21.8-9 in detail.

It is not clear how we should take TrapeEvoi.
the it may reflect
a certain

ministry

If it

means 'virgins'
an early stage of an order of single womenWh-ohad
67
to the Church.
Because of the conjunction

7rapoevoi and npoýrITc6oucai it would seem that Luke is not just making
statement about the virginity
an abstract or irrelevant
of Philip's
daughters. These are the two main facts he relates about these women
and it seems natural to suppose that Luke gives us these facts because
they are related to their roles and their spiritual
example in the
Church. C. Parvey has suggested that, "The daughters of Philip were
probably also among the first womencelibates who decided not to marry
68
Apparently, if he knew more, Luke did
for the sake of the Kingdom."
not feel the need to say more about these womenbecause his audience
69
It is
and lives already.
would be familiar with their activities
plausible,
and it has been conjectured, that Luke obtained a good deal
of his information about the persons and events of the early years of
daughters on this visit,
and during
(cf.
the two years he spent in Caesarea while Paul was in jail
70
If this is so, then we again see how Christian hospitality
Ac 24.27).
to traveling missionaries,
and the house church system, led to the
Judaean Christianity

from Philip's

of various important oral or written tradiand collecting
(often women
tions with those or by those who provided the hospitality
71
believers).
Besides the possibility
daughters were
that Philip's
they are said also to have the gift of proconveyors of tradition,
form, 7Tpoý,
phesying. The participial
nTcooucr(xi, points to an activity

depositing

or gift rather than an office , but in view of Lk 2.36 it is doubtful
72
that Luke deliberately
was trying to avoid calling them prophetesses.
Perhaps we should not make too rigid a distinction
between these
women's functions or gifts and their
Our NT evidence, though slight,
following

information

office.
is sufficient

concerning Philip's

to give us the
daughters:

They were Christian womenwhose gift. of prophecy was considered
legitimate at the earliest
stages of Church history.
2) This prophesying was likely of A similar nature to that which we
find in Ac 11.28 and 21.10-11.
As such, it stood in the tradition
of
1)
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the OT prophets, while still
manifesting the new work of the Spirit.
It probably is not to be compared to the utterances of the prophetesses
73
in the later Montanist movement.
3) There appears to be a connection between these womenbeing virgins
having such a gift. or role.
Perhpps we may see here the
Jesus'
being
teaching
of
about
single for the sake of the
out
working
74
It is probably not coincidental
Kingdom.
that most of the womenwe
find in Acts playing a significant
role in the religious
community
75
There was probably a strong feeling
were either single or widowed.
that a married woman's primary role was to be a wife and mother.
and their

There may have been an order of virgins
76
early date.
4)

or unmarried womenat an

daughters is
Possibly one of the reasons Luke mentions Philip's
If we are to believe
that they were one of his sources of information.
Eusebius, then they lived to an old age and served as a source for the
77
days of the primitive
later Church's knowledge of the earliest
community.
5)

6) Possibly also Luke mentions these women because of the Christian
.
78
hospitality
they provided for him and Paul, as well as others.
Thus, Luke seems exercised to present representative
examples of single
womenin the new as well as old roles they could perform for the sake
of the Kingdom.
E.

Womenas Teachers

problems raised by Ac 18.1-3,24-. 26, insofar
as they
bear on our subject,
are few in number. The picture
of Priscilla
and
Aquila as co-workers of Paul comports with the evidence of the Apostle's
letters
and none of the major commentaries have raised questions about
The critical

the factuality
however,

of the encounter

couple

with

Apollos.

It

has,

Luke perhaps cast this narrative
in such
the way in which Christian
baptism supplanted

been suggested

a way as to show, "...
79
If
John's bapti sm.,,

of this

that

this

were the case, we would expect Luke to
Apollos'
baptism
water baptism or Spirit
make some mention of either
Such a mention is entirely
lacking.
This lack
as part of this story.
would be a major problem in li-ýht of chapter 19 if Apollos was'not
If,, however,
when he met Priscilla
already a Christian
and Aquila.
he was already a Christia n, and we bear in mind that for Luke Spirit
,
baptism, not water baptism, is the critical
it is understandable
factor,
why the narrative'in
chapter 18 makes no reference to. either'type
of
baptism.

Further,

Luke's. concern

is not so much with

what Apollos

was
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taught (the content of the teaching is never clearly mentioned), or
the results of that teaching, but that he was taught 'more accurately'
but
by this couple. This suggests that his concern is not doctrinal
(and
indicate
he
to
the
this
wish
role
may
of
couple
personal particularly

It might be suggested that Luke is
of Priscilla).
to cast Apollos in the shadow of his 'hero' Paul by having

attempting
Apollos instructed

by Paul's companions. This is possible, but one
"He
Luke
have
that
have
thought
would
as
omitted
such
phrases
would
had been instructed in the Way of the Lord", or "He spoke and taught
accurately the things concerning Jesus"-, if he had intended to place
in the debt of, Paul
Apollos clearly in. the shadow of, or theologically
The suggestion that such phrases are traditional
and his co-workers.
elements that Luke
elements may be correct, but they are traditional
uses and must have accepted as consistent with the picture he wished
to convey. That Apollos' knowledge seems to be an odd combination of
Baptist and Christian ideas does seem at odds with later Christian
in
favor
This
of the accuracy and earliness of
count
must
views.
from Judaism to Christianity
Luke's narrative here for, "In the transition
it must have been quite possible to find such surprising combinations. 1180
Also, in favor of the accuracy and earliness of this story is the fact
is mentioned as Apollos' instructor,
thatPriscilla
especially in view
in
the textual tradition
later
tendencies
the
witnessed
and elsewhere
of
by a woman. We may reasonably expect our
to suppress such activity
actual role in relation
narrative to tell us something about Priscilla's
to Apollos.
The Western text (D) did its best to cover up Priscilla's
role
81
Four out of the six times the two are
in the early Church entirely.
(Ac
Priscilla's
first
18.18,26,
in
NT,
Rom
the
name
comes
mentioned
16.3,2 Tim 4.19) in most of the best manuscripts (X, B, et al. );
is
in
Western
text
this
the
reversed at 18.26; and at 18.2,
whereas
3,7,18,
and 21 there are various attempts either to insert Aquila's
or to exclude or subordinate
name without including Priscilla,
82
Quite clearly Priscilla's
Priscilla.
name being predominantly
is unusual and perhaps significant.
What then was the Western
first
text trying to gloss over?
for a
As Bauer points out, it was not unheard of in antiquity
83
but it certainly was not
womanI.s. name to precede her husband's,
in Jewish and even Christian. circles.
usUal-to mention the woman first
Luke himself js careful

to distinguish

Aquila from Priscilla

in Ac 18.2.
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is only Aqui Ia who isa. Jew f rom.Pontus, thus possi bly implyi ng
84
that Priscilla
was from the city they had recently left. - Rome.
Thus, it has been suggested that there is a special significance
The suggestions
in the prominence of Priscilla's
name over Aquila's.
85
been
higher
Priscilla
that
have.
was
of
social rank,
either
usually
86
87
both,
her
husband.
in
Church,
the
than
or
prominence
or of more
it

was of noble birth or connected with either a patrician
then such extensive
family or a flourishing
commercial enterprise,
funds would come from her rather than from the trade of leather88
This might explain her
working in which she helped her husband.
her
it
is
in
but
that
Aquila
NT,
the
more
probable
prominence over
in
is
because
her
the
more
significant
role
of
greater prominence
If Priscilla

Church. In any case, Priscilla
and Aquila had a considerable sum of
have
home
in
that
they
from
could
a
so
and
a
church
somewhere,
money
their houses in Rome, Corinth, and Ephesus. To examine this possibility
vv 24-26.
we now turn to a closer analysis of Acts 18, particularly
There are good reasons
were Christians
in approximately

for

thinking

before

they met Paul.
A. D. 49 as a result

that

Priscilla

They were ordered

and Aquila
to leave

Rome

If
of the edict of Claudius.
came about because of "disturbances

is correct that this edict
89
then it is likely
that the Jews were
of Chrestus",
at the instigation
because of Christians
preaching Christ in or near Jewish synarioting
90
But who exactly were expelled - the Jews or the Jewish
gogues.
Though Ac 18.2 says 7T&VTaSTObS 'Iou6alous,
Christians?
what is
Suetonius

probably

meant is all

those Jews or Christians

91

who were involved

in

in such-a conflict
about which side a third party took
As Haenchen remarks, "That a Jewish couple expelled
on the issue.
because of the conflict
with Christians in Romedeliberately
gave a
Christian missionary work and shelter is far more improbable than that
92
If,
Paul found lodgings with Christians who had fled from Rome.,

or responsible for the riots.
would not likely be indifferent

Anyone involved

and Aquila were already Christians,
we
as seems probable, Priscilla
now see why Paul immediately leaves them in Ephesus - to lay some
foundations for his later evangelistic
work in that city (cf. Rom
16.3-4).

R. B. Rackham.rightly

obviously

takes in Aquila and Priscilla

points out that Ephesus was a real
Christian leaders could
stronghold of paganism and only well-trained
It is significant
deal with. this.
then that Paul. left. PrisCilla
and
Haenchen add.s, "... the interest which the author
Aquila there.
that they were so
shows
...
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to the history
93
them. "

important
overlook

9f the Christian

mission

that

Luke could

not

What role do we find Priscilla
and Aquila taking? A linguistic
First, we can note two
analysis of 18.24-26 will help at this point.
sets of parallels:
1)

ThV

-

S-66V

TOO

KUPiou and Týv 0.
'way of God').
066V

T013 8600

('way of the Lord'

and

('accurately'
'more
&KPIMYTEPOV
and
and
accurately').
aKpiýns
co6o's
COROV
does
Turning to the matter of the two
phrases,
TT'jV
TOO
S666v
bly
is
Proba
there
ecoO?.
some relat ion between
TOO
Kupfou ý TT'I\)
866v
it
it
is
instruction
in Thv
the
the two for
appears that
TOO
2)

KUPýou and the possession of the Spirit
94
&KplýZS T& 7rEP11TOO 1ITICTOO. Further,
instructions
may have included various
it

is probable

that

it

at least

which

lead Apollos

to teach

and Aquila's
doctrine,
matters of Christian
included instruction
in the Christian
though

Priscilla

deficiency
in
Apollos'
knowledge
the
Baptism,
one
since
of
practice
he
knew
in
is
baptism
that
the
the
text
indicated
only
of John.
clearly
involves
ý o-6ýv TOO 6EoO likely
Michaelis
Thus, -rTlv
a matter of practice.

that o6os here must mean, "the way which God
argues categorically
himself takes", not man's way to God, or the Christian way of life,
though he recognizes that Luke uses the phase to mean all of these at
95
B. T. D. Smith argues that Oc6Oshere means
various points in Acts.
or involves Christian practice and he is supported in this by Haenchen,
96
A clue to who is correct
and perhaps Lake and C. S. C. Williams.
&KpiýecFTepov.
be
found
by
inthis
comparing aKpiýZs and
case may
If

&KPIýEGTEPOVis a true

comparative

('accurately'

'more
then this implies

in a somewhat antithetical
comparison),
that Ta ITEPI TOO 'ITIUOO ` ThV 06b\) TOO OcoO and Michaelis
would be
560s
here.
in
his
It would also imply that
of
understanding
correct
accurately'

along in doctrine
or in practice
as he should
termed a Christian,
be to be truly
and is thus at a similar
point in
to the twelve disciples
in Acts 19. As Lake
his spiritual
pilgrimage
it
Cadbury
may be that aKplý&TTEPOV is an elative
recognize,
comand
97'
If this is the case, then
rather than a true comparative.
parative
'InaoO is to be contrasted
6666v
latter
the
ecoO,
with
TOO
Ta"ITC01 TOO
Thv*

Apollos

was not as far

(i. e. *, Christian
Baptism),
to matters of Christian
initiation
If so, the n Apollos was a
and the former to the story of Jesus.
referring

Christian

who needed some advanced instruction
primarily on a matter
98
(the
'way'
Since we are told that
practice
of Christian Baptism).
of
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C
in Thv O6bV TOO KýJPfOV, it seems unreasonApollos had been instructed
Jesus, and since he
able to suggest that he knew only the earthly
the things concerning Jesus it seems unlikely
that
taught accurately
he knew only

the OT prophecies
teaching
99
of Jesus?

accurate

attributed
or Spirit-giving

that

The likelihood
least
8Eo0
at
TOO

involves

Would Luke have
about the Messiah.
to Apollos if he omitted the Resurrection

Apollos

had the Holy Spirit,

and that

Thv o6bv

of Baptism, militates
against
comparative),
as do the following
considerations:
for Luke involves
the historical
Jesus as taught
the practice

(true
view
'Inuou
1) Ta ucpI TOO
'the
100
2) the text does not say that Priscilla
k.erygma;
in
and Aquila
knowledge about the things concerning Jesus, but
corrected Apollos'
101
S6bv
him aKPI.ýEOTEPOVin Týv
Apollos
that they instructed
TOO ecoo.

the former

compared to what he had before, but
received more accurate information
in Týnv S.6'ov TOO icupLov was not inaccurate,
the instruction
only inade102

quate.
KUPI'ov.

fO6bV

Thus, we may argue that ThV
t6ýv
Hence, Týv 00
TOO ecoO r efers

TOO

06013

here at least

C6 "'

= Tý'
11N)0

ON)Toi)

to the practice

is
Michaelis,
Bap
tism
Christian
'pace
not so much a way God
which,
of
takes with us, but a way for His community to respond to His call.
We are now in a position to discuss Priscilla's
part in these
both
that
is
It
she and Aquila instructed
clearly
stated
matters.
Apollos (E9:
ýIecvTo) and her name is mentioned first,
so that if anyone
103
it is Priscilla!
is indicated by Luke as the primary instructor
the significance
teaching by saying
of their
"More accurately"
implies that
it is only a matter of practice.
than basic Christian
teaching,
Priscilla
expounded tlTe matter further
involved
in
that
the whole panorama of Christian
least
way
a
at
or

We should

not belittle

to the
so. the place of the part would be seen in relation
framework and knowledge
Apollos already had a basically
correct
whole.
'ITIOoO. Further,
Apollos is not just any convert
about Ta 7TEP11
TOO
teachingl

to the f ai th but a man "well versed in Scripture",
and this presupposes
that Priscilla
and Aquila were also adept andknowledgeable enough in
Scripture to teach Apollos in such a fashion that he would accept it
from both a womanand a man (given the usual Jewish attitude toward
womenand their mental capabilities).
That Luke presents this story Without censuring or censoring
involvement implies that he approved of her contribution
Priscilla's.
Obviously, since Luke does not make clear
to the teaching of Apollos.
exactly what was taught, it. is the fact of the teaching9 and the identity
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his
he
that
There
to
teachers
wishes
audience
the
note.
pupil
and
of
i.
involved,
Priscilla
Aquila
be
e.,
and
considerations
special
may
from a
team-taught Apollos, and perhaps a team ministry is different
however,
that
Priscilla
It
took
the
appears,
alone.
womanacting
either one did, and her being married
fact
factor.
The
that
this
determining
be
to
act
a
seem
in at least semi-privacy probably is not very significant
for
Church
implications
its
correct
practice,
possible
of

initiative

here, if

does not
took place
in terms

Since there
to avoid having Priscilla
teach

is no indication that Luke was trying
104
Apollos in a worship context.
important
figures
in
the early
Priscilla
were
certainly
and-Aquila
Church. They were masterful and knowledgeable teachers of such
(XO-y-ios)
being
like
figures
Apollos,
Apollos
"learned"
as
prominent and
.e
in th Scriptures. "105 Not all the implications
"able (well-versed)
but
Luke
Priscilla
18.24-26
Ac
presents
as a
certainly
clear,
are
of
"He
As
Chrysostom
John
in
Gospel.
the
Paul
says,
sailed
mvep-yOs of
Lo,
Aquila.
him Priscilla
for Syria
a
woman
also
and
with
and
...
But these he left at Ephesus with good reason, namely that they should
106
teach.,,
Conclusions
At the beginning of this chapter we remarked that Luke does not
feature womento the same degree in his second volume as he did in
While there is no need to modify this statement, we should
his first.
important
five
into
in
Acts
Luke
that
to
gives
us
glimpses
add
go on
the roles womentook in the primitive
community. Further, he indicates
his continued interest in womenand their roles in some of his redacIt was sufficiently
tional summaries and his male-female parallelism.
in
his
Western
Acts
that
Luke,
the
to
revisers
of
even
of
some
obvious
and they felt called
second volume, was giving womenspecial attention,
'feminist'
his
down
to
tone
some
of
more
summaries and to rearrange
upon
that
Priscilla
his
gave
material
and others special prominence.
of
some
Luke's five vignettes about Christian womenare interesting
and
important because they. reveal the variety of roles womenassumed in
the primitive
we
community.. In the mother of John Mark and in'Lydia,
Christian
see womenassuming the role of 'mother' to the fledgling
This involved
community in Jerusalem and Philippi
respectively.
providing both the home and the hospitality
needed for the local
Christian

missionaries

passing through.

Thus, these women
. aided both
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the intensive

growth of the Christian

and extensive

community.

is perhaps also true that these women, as some of the first
areas, served as spiritual
examples and leading
converts in their
Their role as mothers to the Church
witnesses for the faith.
It

probably

both physical

providing

entailed

Perhaps Phil

to the believers.

4.3 lends

and spiritual

sustenance
to this

credibility

conjecture.
The role

we see Tabitha

playing

in Acts 9 is

similar

to that

and the mother of John Mark in that it entails
providing
In Tabitha's
case it appears to be a
aid to believers.
material
We conjectured
to widows in particular.
ministry
more specific
of Lydia

that
that

because of the specific
and 6ngoing nature of her good works
we may have here evidence of a woman who was commissioned by

deaconesses in the primitive
community as one of the first
later
Certainly
Church.
she served in some of the capacities
so that even if she was not labeled or
associated with that office
her as a protocommissioned as a deaconess, Luke may be presenting

the local

That Luke calls her a female disciple,
type of a deaconess.
a word
to his
used nowhere else in the NT, may be his way of indicating
that

woman and the role she performs are exemplary of
he shows no
Nevertheless,
how Christian
women ought to be and act.
desire to confine women to roles that only involved providing
material

audience

this

for

assistance,

he also mentions

women who prophesied

and women who

taught.
prophesying daughters is tantalizingly
mention of Philip's
brief,
but it is sufficient
to indicate
that women were involved in
that had its roots in OT practice
but also
this important
activity
(Ac
2.17).
the
Spirit
Prophesying was not
the
new gift
of
manifested
Luke's

and a good
of every early Christian
identified
in
seeing it as primarily
Church leaders.
If so, then perhaps the
certain
daughters prophesied is
to the fact that Philip's

the activity
for
by Ellis

case has been made
Acts as the task of
in Ac 21.9
reference

than
more important
from Ac 21.8-9 that Philip's

it

We also learned
appear.
might at first
daughters were virgins.
Whether or not Luke mentions this because he
for
thought that in a woman's. case, being single was a prerequisite
(or the offi ce of prophetess,
the task of prophesying
cf. Lk 2.36-37),
,
because Philip's.
daughters were part of an order of
or, less likely,
in the use of this term that Jesus'
virgih. S, We probably have*evidence
teaching

on being

single

for

the sake of the Kingdom had made it
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possible for His womenfollowers to have a choice as to whether or
not they would marry. This meant that roles other than the traditional
ones of wife and mother became possible for Christian women, and
daughters we may see early examples of the sort
perhaps in Philip's
of roles these womenwere assuming.
Perhaps most important of all is Luke's reference to Priscilla
Apart from Jesus' mother, she alone among the Christian
womenmentioned by name in Acts is referred to in several other
is not confined to the fact
places in the NT. Her significance
that she seems to have been more important or more prominent than
in Acts 18.

her husband, or that she was one of Paul's co-laborers in and for the
is mentioned as a teacher, and not just a teacher
Gospel. Priscilla
of other womenor some nameless converts, but as someone adept enough
to give Apollos, a leading male evangelist (Ac 18.24-28 1 Cor 1.12,
possibly about the important
a "more accurate" instruction,
matter of Christian Baptism. This is the one incident in Priscilla's
life that Luke chooses to draw to his reader's attention,
and by so
doing he reveals the new roles womenwere assuming in the Christian
3.4-6),

is
this
Luke's
of
woman
unreservedly positive portrayal
community.
Thus, it
there is no hint that he disapproves of Priscilla's
actions.
is fair to assume that Luke is presenting her as a model for the
behavior of at least part of his audience.
We have seen how Luke presents Christian womenas spiritual
mothers
to the Church, as deaconesses whether in title
or in function, as
By the very fact that Luke mentions
prophetesses, and as teachers.
that womenwere performing these roles, he shows how the Gospel liberfor women. It is probably true
ates and creates new possibilities
that Luke is not interested in womenand their roles for their own
incidental
the
evidence and the five vignettes we have
rather,
sake;
studied in Acts reveal how the Gospel manifested itself
and progressed
among the female population in various parts of the first
century
In Jerusalem (1.14,12.12-17),
in Joppa (9.36-42), '
Mediterranean world.
(16.11-15), in Corinth (18.1-3), in Ephesus (18.19-26),
in Philippi
in Thessalonica (17.4), in Beroea (17.12), and in Athens (17.34) we
find womenbeing converted or serving the Christian community in roles
that normally would not have been available to them apart from that
community. Thus, Luke chronicles the progress of womenas part of
the progress and effects of the Christian Gospel. Though it is not
,
perhaps one of his major themes in Acts, nonetheless he take's care
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to reveal to his audience that where the Gospel went, women, often
foremost, and most fait hful
prominent, were some of. the first,
and that their conversion led to
converts to the Christian faith,
their assuming new roles in the service of the Gospel.
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Thesis Conclusions and Implications
of the texts in the Gospels
Having completed our investigation
their
deal
roles, we are now in a
Acts
women
and
with
which
and
the
the
of
to
various chapters
conclusions
some
of
correlate
position
their
tentative
suggestions
about
possible
this
some
offer
study and
of
for the material in the rest of the New Testament that
implications
This will involve assessing the results of
deals with our subject.
the thesis as a whole, rather than rehearsing the conclusions found
be
borne
It
this
the
should
of
work.
section
major
of
each
at
end
in mind that from the outset this study has been two-fold in nature.
the attitudes of
On the one hand, it has attempted to investigate
On the
Jesus and the Gospel writers toward womenand their roles.
in
the
it
has
the
hand,
part
women
who
played
a
preexamined
other
Jesus
they
the
and
which
played
roles
of
community
or post-Ascension
in this

community.
Our study of Jesus' words and deeds led us to conclude that in
differed
His
Jewish
Jesus
though
with
contemregardý,
all,
not
many,
His
lesser
to
contemporaries elsewhere
with
extent,
a
poraries and,
century Mediterranean world in His views of womenand
that Jesus' views were most at variance
It is striking
their roles.
.
in
if
His
immediate
the
predominant,
not
prevalent,
attitudes
with
This is all the more remarkable when we note
Jewish surroundings.
that Jesus, so far as we know, never left His immediate Jewish environimportantly,
directed
His
length
time
for
more
and,
mission
of
any
ment
in the first

to His fellow

Jews.

specifically
Jesus' rejection of divorce outright would have offended practiJesus'
day.
Further,
His
view that the single
cally everyone of
for
those to whom
legitimate
abnormal
calling
and
not
state was a
it was, given, went against prevailing views in various parts of the
RomanEmpire about a man's duty to marry and procreate, but nowhere
We suggested that it was this
more so than in his native Palestine.
teaching which made it possible for womenalso to assume roles other
than those of wifeand mother in Jesus' community.. That Jesus did
in
'scapegoats',,
ways
various
of
especially
making women
not endorse
sexual matters, placed Him at odds with other rabbis, though doubtless
even many Gentiles. would have thought that Jesus' rejection of the
Further, we do not
'double standard' was taking equality too far.
find negative remarks about the nature, abilities,
and religious
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in
comparison to men on the lips of Jesus in conwomen
of
potential
There is also
trast to various Jewish, Greek, and Romanauthors.
reason to believe that Jesus' estimation of the worth and validity
of a woman's word of testimony Was higher than that of most, if not
(cf.
Jesus' teaching that
His
Jn 4.27-42).
contemporaries
all, of
the family of faith's
claims took priority
over the claims of the
physical family on both men and women (cf. Mk 3.31-35,10.29-30),
also led to some circumstances that both Jew and Gentile would have
for instanc e, what husband (Jew or Gentile)
found objectionable;
*
let his wife leave home and family to become a
would have willingly
follower of an itinerant
Jewish preacher? Yet Lk 8.3 likely indicates
that Joanna, the wife of Chuza, had done this.
This teaching, however,
did not lead Jesus to repudiate either the traditional
family structure
framework which existed
outright or, it would seem, the patriarchal
to one degree or another in all the various Mediterranean cultures of
that day. Jesus' teaching on the matter of corban, on honoring parents, on divorce, and on children makes clear that He was not advocafamily structure.
ting a rejection of the traditional
If Mt 5.27-32
then Jesus reaffirmed the responand Jn 7.53-8.11 are any indication,
sibility
of the husband and male leaders to be moral examples for the
Jesus' choice of twelve men to be leaders of His new
community also leads one to think that Jesus was attempting to reform,
framework under which He operated.
What
not reject, the patriarchal
is radical about Jesus' teaching at this point is that Jesus undercommunity.

stands male headship to mean special responsibility,
for the man, since the model of leadership
privilege,
that of the servant, one who, like his Master, takes
(cf.
in
lording
it
them
Mk 9.35 and
over
others, not

not special
He upholds is
a lead in serving
parallels;

Lk

22.24-27).
Certain of Jesus' words and deeds, such as His teaching on the
laws of uncleanness, His healing of a womanon the Sabbath, and His
willingness to converse with a strange woman in public, while obviously
offensive to His fellow Jew.s, would probably not have raised many
Then, too, Jesus' attitude
eyebrows outside Jesus' native context.
toward a woman's right to religious
training and to be a disciple of
a reli gioUs leader, whi-le no doubt shocking to Jews, would not have
seemed radical to many Romansor Greeks of His day. The Romansin
were committed to educating both men and womenabout
In Greece, not only were some
various matters including religion.
women, mainly the companions, allowed to learn from or even instruct
particular
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philosophers,

various

but also

they

as was true

in some of the cults,

or oracles

themselves

become ministrants
in Macedonia and Asia
could

Minor as well.
roles do not fit neatly into
views of women and their
He was not a Qumranite, nor was
of His day.
any of the categories
though He had certain
he a traditional
things
rabbi in these matters,
Jesus'

in common with

both groups.

His use of women, both fictitious
teaching
for His followers,
His
and

as examples of faith
is not without
honoring parents,
real,

precedent

in rabbinic

and
on

literature.

His calling
commitment to God, in view
of men and women to radical
of the Kingdom, has certain
affinities
of the inbreaking
with the
teachings of both John the Baptist
and Qumran. Yet, on the whole,
in view of His Jewish context,

and especially

Jesus appears

to be

reformer of the views of women and
It is easy
their roles that were commonly held among His people.
involving
to see why Jesus' teaching and actions
women were in the
by
by
Jews, even though Jesus
Gentiles
than
received
main more readily
a unique and sometimes radical

directed
various

His ministry
Gentile

mainly

environments

Rome) were such that

people

to the Jews.
(especially

The social
Macedonia,

in these contexts

conditions

in

Asia Minor,

and

were more prepared

and

to hear and heed Jesus on the matter of male-female equality
and new roles for women. This does not mean, however, that there was
in
ideas
that were. not specifito
even
settings
such
not resistance
Perhaps the very reason the Third and Fourth Evangelists
cally Jewish.

willing

take pains
audiences
their.
gelists

to present
is that

Gospels.

various

women as religious

models for

their

needed to be argued when they wrote
This lead us to discuss the views of the four Evanthe case still

on these matters.
Following the lead of their

Master,

the Third

and Fourth

Evan-

First
lesser
the
to
extent,
and Second, make attempts
and,
a
gelists
light
than was common in their day.
to present women in a more positive
Luke especially
seems determined to drive home his point about the
equal place and new roles of women in the community of Jesus by utili(not
the
techniques
of male-female parallelism
zing
only in the pairing
,
of parables but also elsewhere),
male-female role reversal,
and by
about Womennot found in the other Gospels.
giving space to stories
Luke'"s five

vignettes

in the primitive

in Acts presenting

Christian

women assuming various,

roles

community must not be passed over as though
they Were only descriptive'accounts
'Their choice, placeof history.
ment, and content reveal a deliberate
part to
attempt on the author's
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to his audience how things ought to be. Further, there is
evidence that Luke's message was all too clear, for the editors of
the Western text of. Acts recognized the implications
of these narraindicate

and attempted to tone down the language in them which spoke of
women's new freedom and roles in the Christian community. It is also
Fourth
both
Evangelist
Luke
the
interest
that
and
wished their
of
tives

between
the claims of the physical
know
tensions
that
the
to
audiences
*
family and the family of faith on a womancould be resolved so long
to be defined and directed by
as the physical family allowed itself
Thus, in their
the dictates and priorities
of the family of faith.
own way, they present episodes in the life of Jesus' mother to reveal
both the difficulties
of hearing and heeding the call to discipleship
faced by a mother, and how those difficulties
could be successfully
become
learns
Mary
to
The stories
a mother as a disciple.
overcome as
Lk
10.38-42,
Mary
Martha,
especially
also reflect this theme.
about
and
Another motif that comes to light. in the Gospels is the presentation of womenas valid witnesses of the truth about Jesus (John 4
for instance), ' and especially about His death, burial, empty tomb,
it
Though
Lord.
the
risen
may have been a matter
and appearance as
that a crucial part of the Christian
of necessity, it is significant
kerygma is based on the testimony of Jesus' female followers.
It is
to the credit of the Evangelists that, far from trying to gloss over
in different

ways by the First Evangelist,
Luke, the Fourth Evangelist, and probably Mark. Worthy of special
of the testimony of
mention is Luke's way of revealing the validity
Jesus' female followers by showing that it was confirmed by the
Also notable is the Fourth EvanApostle Peter (cf. Lk 24.1-10,12).
this

fact,

it

is highlighted

presentation of Martha's confession as, to some extent, a
(cf.
11.27,20.31).
Jn
for
his
audience
model
It is not only Luke and the Fourth Evangelist, however, who seem
to be drawing out the logical implications
of Jesus' words and deeds
that relate to our subject in their handling of the Gospel material.
gelist's

We
This may also be affirmed in the case of the First Evangelist.
in his presentation of the story of the Syrosee this particularly
This is signifi. phoenician womanwho is praised for her great faith.
cant when it is remembered that it is in Matthew that the male disciples
fa,ith".
The First
are on more than one occasion called "you of little
Evangelist also presents the reaction of the womenfo.1lowers to the
appearance of Jesus in a more positive light than the reaction of the
Eleven'to their encounter with their risen Lord (cf.. 28.9,17).
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he also stresses the male headship theme in his birth
narrative by focusing on Joseph, the head and leader Qf his family.
This theme also appears elsewhere in the First Gospel (cf.. 5.27-32).
Interestingly,

Mark, because of his lack of a birth narrative and of his original
to assess. While Mark presents only the
ending, is more difficult
to Jesus (3.21,31-35),
negative side of Mary's relationship
and speaks
of the fear and flight
of the womenfrom the empty tomb (16.8), it is
also Mark who presents the story of the healing, faith, and testimony of
the sick womanin the most positive terms (5.26,33-34
and parallels),
to spiritual
mothers and sisters (3.35, cf. Mt 12.50), who
presents Jesus' absolute rejection of divorce (Mark 10) and, most of
all, who emphasizes the presence of Jesus' female followers at the
cross, burial, and empty tomb. There is, then, evidence that Mark,

who refers

as well as the other Evangelists, attempts to present women in a positive light in his Gospel and, it may be added, it is probably wrong
to make too much of Mk 16.8 in a negative way since the narrative
likely continued.
Further, the negative portrayal of the family of
Jesus in Mark 3 is likely

due to the tensions

between the claims of
the physical family and the family of faith on Jesus, and not because
Mark is interested in portraying Mary in a negative light as an end
in itself.
What, then, was the effect of these new attitudes
about
womenand their roles on the womenwho participated
of Jesus? What was the community of Jesus offering

in the community
women in terms
in comparison to what was offered. them in Judaism

of status and roles
or in various pagan cults?
To begin with, it is apparent, not only in the Gospels and Acts
but also in the Epistles (e. g., Romans16), that the impact of the
Christian message on womenwas considerable.
It is probable that
Jesus' teachings, in a somewhat similar fashion to the teachings and
practices of the cult of Isis, attracted womenin part because of

the new roles and equal status they were granted in the Christian
community. There were many cults in Greece and Romethat were for
in very limited
men-only or, at best, allowed womento participate
ways* Further, it is easy to see why womenwho were on the fringe of
the synagogue community became Christian converts.
Judaism. offe. red
womenproselytps a circumscribed place at best, for they were faced
that limited their participation
in
with the rabbinic restrictions
In our discussion of*Lydia, we. noted that while
religious functions.
womenneither

were able to make up the quorum necessary to found a
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the
to
Jewish cQvenant sign, these
able
receive
were
synagogue, nor
did not exist in the Christian community, The necessary
limitations
Christianity
its
differed
from
why
of
explanation
and sufficient
is
in
broke
Judaism,
these
that
Jesus
matters
religious mother,
that restricted
women's
and rabbinic traditions
with both biblical
practices,
and that He rejected attempts to devalue
roles in religious
Thus, the community of
the worth of a woman, or her word of witness.
Jesus, both before and after Easter, granted women together with men
(not segregated frpm men as in some pagan cults) an equal right to
This was a right that
fully in the family of faith.
participate
womendid not have in contemporary Judaism or in many pagan cults.
His willingness
Jesus' teachings on the priorities
of discipleship,
to accept womenas His disciples and traveling companions (cf. Lk 8.
and His teaching on eunuchs and what defiled a person,.
in
for
to
His
the
play
a
vital
women
part
way
community.
paved
effectively
Anyone could have faith in and follow Jesus - He did not insist on any
into
family
His
faith.
for
of
entrance
other requirements
1-3,10.38-42),

In regard to the roles womencould and did assume in Jesus'
shows us that a variety of tasks were
community, Luke particularly
in
the post-Easter community. The Third
by
especially
women,
assumed
Evangelist gives evidence (cf. Lk 8.3, Ac 9.36-42) that womenoften
roles of providing hospitality
enough simply resumed their traditional
it
in
though
was
now
service to the community of
or material support,
Jesus. Such roles were acceptable so long as they did not hinder a
"one
learning
the
thing needful"
from
more
about
or
choosing
woman
(Lk 10.38-42).
that the
It is interesting and perhaps significant
depicted
being
in
Gospels
in
the
the
female
figures
are
as
major
disciples,
a process
process of becoming full-fledged
their learning how to reorient their traditional
roles
of the family of faith were heeded. Thus,
priorities
Martha learning
learning to be a mother as a disciple,

which involved
so that the
we saw Mary
to be a hostess

and Mary Magdalene and others providing material aid as
as a disciple,
they followed Jesus. In the post-Easter community we find women
assuming a greater variety of roles, Someof which were specifically
(e.
religious
nature
g.., the prophetesses of Ac 21.9), and some
a
of
(8-g..,
have
been
forbidden
being a
to
Jewish
would
of which
a
woman
teacher of [nen in Ac 18.24-20).
While'the teaching and community of Jesus was perhaps more easily
and more naturally embraced by Gentile womenthan by Jewish women,
it offered Jewish womenmore in terms of status and roles than it did
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to Gentile women. For a Jewish woman, the possibility
of being a
disciple of a great teacher, of being a traveling follower of Jesus,
of remaining single "for the sake of the Kingdom", of being a 'mother'
to a house church, or even of being a teacher of the faith to persons
that did not exist prior
other than children, were all opportunities
to her entrance into the community of Jesus. Nonetheless, the Christian
Gentile womena great deal also.
As well as
the roles mentioned above, the offer of salvation from sin, of starting
life with a new self-image and purpose, of actively participating
in a
community whose Master had directed His mission especially to the
faith

and community offered

oppressed, were offers that appealed greatly to Gentile, as well as
Jewish, women. This new status and these new roles, some of which had
not been available to these womenbefore, are factors which explain the
influx of womeninto the community of, Jesus.
Turning to the implications

study may have for the material in
the rest of the New Testament concerning women, and for New Testament
studies in general, it is possible that our study has certain implications
for textual criticism.
It will be remembered that in our discussion of
this

the material in Acts we noted that there was an anti-feminist
tendency
in the Western text.
Thus, all other things being equal, perhaps a
that gives womenspecial prominence, or praises a woman
at the expense of a man, has a better chance of being an original or
(cf.
does
than
Col 4.15).
Possibly, Rom
one
which
not
earlier reading
'Iou.
'Ioi)vi&v
had
Mav
16.7 had an original
been
to
reading of
which
changed
so that a clear reference to a womanas an 'apostle'
could be avoided. On
the other hand, we noted that it is the two Gospels thought to have been
written at the greatest distance from the actual Gospel events (Luke
textual

variant

This need
and John) that devote more space to womenand their roles.
not mean that it is wrong to date Luke's and the Fourth Evangelist's
More likely,
compositions after those of Mark and the First Evangelist's.
the explanation of this phenomenonis to be found in the fact that the
further one gets in time from the Gospel events and first years of the
ideas
Christian
the
community,
more
conventional
and stereoprimitive
types of womencrept into the Christian community, and thus the more
Gospel writers need to emphasize a woman's. rightfu. 1 place and her right
however, can be had
to varied roles in Jesus' community. No certainty,
in these matters since our knowledge of what happened in the Christian"
is
during
first
last
decades
the
the
not vast.
century
of
community
The implications
of this study lead us to conjecture that Paul's
appeal to the creation order in his discussion of matters involving men
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2,13)
1
Tim
(cf.
1
Cor
14.34
Cor
11.7-9,
1
possibly
and
and
and women
is a technique that he may have derived from the teaching of Jesus
(Mt 19.4-6 and par. ). Further, Paul's belief that singleness for
but also a preferable option
the Kingdom was not only a legitimate
to being married may well be derived from the attitude and teaching
(cf.
'eunuchs'
Kingdom
for
the
Mt 19.10-12 and 1
Jesus
about
of
Corinthians 7). Paul.'s concept of continent singleness (and fidelity
in marriage) as a gift (XdpialioL, I Cor 7.7) seems to echo the ois
of Mt 19.11. Paul openly states that his teaching about the
indissolubility
of marriage is derived from "the Lord" (1 Cor 7.10-11).
This leads one to suppose either that the view of the exceptive clauses
in Matthew considered in this thesis is correct (since Paul also rejects
666o=

from the outset in 1 Cor 5.1-2),
incestuous relations as illegitimate
or that the exceptive clauses are the First Evangelist's
redactional
expansion on the words of Jesus. It should also not go unnoted that
(cf.
7
Corinthians
1
also 1 Cor 11.1-12) is a grand
structurally
exercise in male-female paralleism on a scale and to a degree that
(singleness,
In
these
did
the
Luke
all
matters
not pursue.
even
of marriage, the gift, concept) Jesus and Paul stand
together and in contrast to their own Jewish backgrounds. The
to
travel
by
Jesus
allowing
women
of
with Him and to
set
precedent
hear and heed His words and to serve the community may also have
for there were several womenwith
in Paul's ministry,
borne fruit
(cf.
his
Ac 18.1-3,18-26,
Paul
traveled
m)vE:p-yoI
or considered
whom
indissolubility

Rom16.1-4,6,7(?

), 12,15,1

Cor 16.19).

that Jesus. was attempting to reform, not reject,
the patriarchalframework
of his culture, then it is understandable
why Paul and other New Testament authors sought to redefine, not
If we are right

reject, concepts of male headship and leadership in light of Christian
(cf.
biblical
ideas
especially Eph 5.21-33, "as the Church submits ...
or
";
"in
loves...
1
11.3-12,
the Lord"; and 1 Pet 3.6,
Cor
Christ
as
ATbV
The
in women's
Z6PPa...
work of the Spirit
KaXOIDM).
KU**'Pfov
WS
If the gift
lives led some of them to prophesy (Ac 21.9).
gave a
leadership
statu. s, as we at one point conjectured
person a certain
(cf.. also 1 Cor 12.28. ), then there may be an integral
connection between I Cor 14.1-33a
phetesses

and 33b-36.

in 1 Cor 14.33b-35

Paul may be exhorting

to exercise

their

gifts

women proin a way that

did not invol-ve, the violation
husband's headship (cf,.
of their
It is possible
11.3-5,14.34-35).
that the tensions in Paul's
between the concept

of male headship

and his willingness

1 Cor
thought

to allow
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women to exercise
that

were inherent

new roles

in the Christian

in the attitudes

community are tensions

and teachings

of Jesus,
between ideas

as some have suggested, tensions
not reflect,
from Paul ':s non-Christian
past and theological
rabbinic
he had learned since becoming a Christian.

and do
drawn

concepts

that

There are other possible points of contact between the insights
by this thesis and the material
brought t,o light
found in the rest
is the possible
of the New Testament. " One avenue worth exploring
between the household codes found in various NT Epistles
relationship
It is often assumed that these houseand the teachings of Jesus.
hold codes were adopted and adapted by Christians
from non-Christian
If this is the case, then it might
writings
or teachings on ethics.
be evidence of how the Church began to acco+date. its Christian
teaching about women and the family to the conventions
of its environment. On the other hand Jesus Himself had something to say about
the treatment
such matters as the honoring of parents,
of children,
subjects
relevant
Could there be a connection

and other

might. be classified
as general ethics.
between this teaching and that found in
that

This question must wait until
on these matters?
a
further
study is undertaken before it can be answered.
As for this study, it is not intended to be the last word on its
but rather the first
that this author
part of a larger effort
subject,
the Epistles

is undertaking

to understand

on women and their roles.
has been exegeted properly

the whole of the New Testament's
teaching
Only when all of the New Testament material
can the hermeneutical
question of its

to the modern Church situation
applicability
be judged
it is hoped that this thesis will
ended beginning,

rather

than a self-contained

be approached.
for what it is:
end.

Thus,
an open-
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